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Aut. L—lUfiioi'y of Eiufhimlj from the Peace of Utrecht to the 
Peace of Versailleftj 17li*-l7SJ5. Hy Loud M.viroN, 7 vols. 
8v(». Fifth Edition. John Alnrniy, London, 18*58. 

ti) Staxtiopf/s able lustory is a liiStoiy-flf tlio nationj its 
ainl its int(’riia! policy. Its lioDics an* the soxorci^n and 

the Ministtn's, who conducted the administration of the* empire, 
to whom wi* ascribe our laws and treaties* and the political ad¬ 
versaries, who, by their eounterjiniso, clieeked tlie Government at 
every steji. It has nothing to tlo directly with the people itself, 
whiidi <»ither party afleeted to ivjireseiit. But the great pecu¬ 
liarity of the iieriod embraced in these vohimeti is, that, wlnle it 
forces aside, all the laws of histoiy, and offers ]icrsonal dislike and 
resentments as acknowledged substitutes tor political priiieijdes, a 
jn-ofomid undertone of j)uhlic feeling and opinion may vet be 
traced as a permanent, though a]>parently only occasioimrcausc, 
using for its own purposes the private wrongs and schemes of 
])arh' leaders, and (puetly ignoring, or tn^ating as nought, the 
obstinaey of bouglit rarliameiitarv majorities. 

'J'lie fiireo of public ojiinion, wJiich has liad always a I’eal ex- 
isteiiei in England, explains what else would bo obscure,_the 
gradual s!ic.cess of ()pp<»sitioii against all the influence of Ministers 
in tlm most c.orrnpt of Parliaments. For con'upt it was. Wal- 
j)olo himst'if was untainted with dishonesty, yet liis riotous w'ay 

of living—his galleries at Strawberiy Ilili—show Avhat a misty 
idea persons then had of the distinction of public mid private 
resonn-es. Tlie jjrcatness of the secret service fund, and the con¬ 
tinual increase of now and siiiocui’c posts, ])rovo that tlie 
dom hail to ])ay for the luxury of its recognised rulers. The 
same age whicli saw tho exposure of Graggs, was scarcely likely 
to he fnio from innumerable instances of corruption in the lower 
ranks of political life,—tho more so when we consider the pro* 
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fusion of^oroupfhs into whicli tlitt nominees o; tl*c s(‘ions of ricli 
familiesf'cre thrust as a.provision for life, witlio,ut respeet t<) their 
qualifications for a regulat' ftnd legitimate rise by statesmanship 
as a profession. Shame, ^ml the intuitive fear oi‘ staying in a 
falling house (though this flesertiou was itself the (K'casion of* the 
ruin), at last turned Walpole’s majorities intc) a jnjnnrity. 

The country had an instinet that things were not as fliey 
ought to b(*, though Walpole’s government was as good, nay, 
nrobablv much bettor tbaii Pulteiiev’s would have been. It was 
fighting the battle against the opposition of the practice intn>- 
dneed i)y IthStt, to the theory wliieli that event had e. ♦^ahlislied. 
For the destnietion of the tyranny of the great old WJiig lamsi's, 
it used the pique ami jealousi(‘S of the same order. For tliese 
reasons, it selected a Whig o(the first rank to overturn a system 
of AVhig oligarchy, and overlookcil the fact that his patri<»tism 
had been directed against his old friend by that friend’s iiigrati- 
tilde,—furthermore, aeecptcd his motley haml of *Jaeohites or 
ejected placemen as leaders in the jieoplc’s cause; Dir these 
reasons, it overiAokod his avarice and im*onstnncy of piirpjise 
(not, however, of end), and wept about his sick-hed at IngeNtre; 
for these reas<ins, Oxford ran riot whenever tiu* jirofessed !b»- 
volutionist tnumpheit; and the leailer of Piceaclilly was the 
favoni’ite alike of the City and of the petty farmer. Wlieii, lastlv, 
the long eonfliet ceast‘d, and tlie clinmpion of the cause had won, 
what was it that swept off from his lolly jiedistal the pojmlar 
idol in a storm and tiMiqiost of popular indignation and eoiilumely I 
It was not sileiiee Jihout popular social reforms ; fir a few weighs 
could not have bec*n expected to have home thewi fruits. It was. 
that in his day of j)ower, and when his decree was absolute, be 
sanctioned tlie system, to overturn which he Iiad raised tin* land. 
How can we blame men for disensliting the sincerity of tlu^ foi' 
of Walpole, who could leave Pelham of Ntnvcastle and Lord 
Ilervey in office ! 

This national aversion to ihc.juH divinnm of the Whig oligai*ehy 
is the keystone of the history of this famous Ojiposition. Tin* 
people did not di^sire to elevate men of themselves; hut they wouI<I 
not allow a small, close body to tirrogafo a riglit of eo-f)ptation 
without respect to fitness for office. They were ever ready to seize 
any occasion of clear mismanagomeiit to utter, in a burst of rage*, 
their protest against the whole system—their suspicions that their 
representatives were no representatives. Indeed, tlie absence of 
social popular cries from the leaders’ vocabulary is a curious and 
disagreeable feature in the histoiy. It imiiarts an air of banvii- 
ness, and an imprassion of unreality to tnc whole. Perhaps it 
was what we had a right to cxjiect. Tho instrument must he 
first created: the worh is subsequent. But it, at all events, 
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gives us a fair ancl woll-founded prejudieJe against thl politicians 
whose ])olicy “ w'as so entirely negative, and reuiovctl itp the diy 
arid waste of the high politics,” none of* whom ever burst out into 
a proposal of some true ineasiirc of i*eform, some great scheme of 
educatic)!!, or juodification of oppressive poor laws, or large pro¬ 
ject of trade. All that they did was to veto, unless on one class 
of subjects. A w’ar was always a welcome topic, bcjcause the 
^liiiister loved peace, fearing tlic financial embarrassments of a 
protracted contest. 

All these jham]>ions of Opjjositiou were, after all, no statesmen, 
Orators^ reality they wore, who ran all through the scales, from 
the sublimest tones of patriotism to the liottest blasts of indigna¬ 
tion and tlie st<n'miesi gusts of ridicule. Well mlgiit the badgered 
^Minister exi^aim, that he feared Pulteney's tongue more than 
anuiher man's s>\<a*d ! //<? was tne Cory])hiCus from whom all 
took tlieir tone. He surpm’sed his followers and ad\ersavies with 
a seopc of elo(jueuee whieh enlarged and rose Avith the oeeasion. 
All his eontemporaries, whether Iriends or foes, agree as to the 
astoni.diing eonijiassof liis oi’atory. “ IIP couW state and expluiii 
the most intricate, matters, even in liginvs, Avith the greatest 
]>cr.>piiuity,” Avrites Cliestoriield, wlio einicd, and affected to 
scorn Iiim, after his death. “ Jle Avas 4 must eompjete orator 
and debater in the House of Commons .... for he had argu¬ 
ments, wit, and tears at his etanmaiid.*’ Even Onslow, Wal¬ 
pole's S|)(‘aki»r, AA ln)so position Avas constantly being menaced by 
the assault.-? of Opposition, aiul avIio Avatehed* a clebate only to 
ileU-ct souH* breach of onler in the harangues of his nd\ersarics, 
AAUS aniaze<l at this maifs ehxjueuce. He had the most 
popular parts ibr public speaking that I CA’crknCAv; animating 
e\ ery suliject ol' popularity Avith tlio spirit and tiro that the orators 
of^llie ancient eommonwealths governed the people by; Avas us 
<‘]assi(!al and ebxpient in the speeches he did not prepare, as 
they AAcre ill the most studied eoiiipusitioiis; iniiigliiig wit mid 
})leasaiitrv, and the application even of little stories, so properly 
to aifecL tiis heai-ers, that ho AAould overset the best argumenta¬ 
tion in the Avorld, and Avin people over to liis side, ofttm against 
their own cuiivii^tions, by making ridiculous that truth they were 
inllumn'ed by before, uiid making some men to be afraid and 
ashaiiKHl of being tliought Avithin the flieaiiing of some bitter 
expression of* his, or Avitluii tho laugh that generally Avciit through 
the town at any memorable sti^ikc of his Avit.” Noav he had an 
occasion Cor putting in }>ractice tho lessons he had taught him¬ 
self at an earlier period. That he had not commenced at once 
gi'eat orator, he iimnd no bar to strains of continuous and ini- 
pussiuned invective; but the habit of being always ready and 
able to speak to tlio point, was of essential sendee in the per- 
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petual gue^lla warfare which, as leader of his Majesty’s Opposi¬ 
tion, he had to direct. Tlie quality of his style, which his ene¬ 
mies called “ miscellaneous incoherence,” was reckoned by Jus 
friends, and even the jutlicioiis among his adversaries, as the 
great merit and triumpn of debating. 

The great cam2>aign, fought out oetween 1725 and 1745, be¬ 
gan iu the former year with a fierce onset, by Pultciiey, on tlie 
increjuse of j)ensions, which Iiad exhausted tlie civil list and 
necessitated an appeal to Parliament. “ lie was not surprised,” 
he said, “ tliat some jjersous were so eiigcr to liave the di'ficiencies 
of the civil list made good, since they and their friend:^ had so 
great a shai'e in it ” Up to tin's tune he had presen'ed the 
semblance of amity with Walpole and the Crown, while retain¬ 
ing his jilace of Cofterer. Hcvcven, on the third reading of the 
hill for paving tlie King’s debts, voted with the Administration ; 
excusing Kis seeming inconsistency by the jilea that, while lu* 
believed it the duty of his office to resist tlic growth of so ]«er- 
nicious a system, lie could not gainsay the King’s argument, tliat 
the Opposition we^e hindering liim from being an honest man. 
The plea was a strange one. It is liard to accredit a man for 
honesty who throws tlie burden of Ins debts upon otlier persons. 
But, even at this advanced stage of our history, the <listinction 
between the sovereign’s priv'atc and public character was but 
jiartially ivcognised. The Minister, who liad been chitjfiy assailed, 
did not see much merit in his oppommt’s inconsistency. After 
a feeble overtuixj towards reconciliation, fi*om the side of tlie. 
Court, Pulteney was dismissed into Imjieless miposition. 

Yet it seemed not so at the time. The King was old ami 
infirai. Thci*c could be little, doubt that the Piiiice must soon 
succeed, and as little that he w’ould prefer the sei'viccs of men 
wlio made it the business of their lives to flatter him, to a Hklinistry 
which ratlier embittered than sweetened the relations of S^t 
James’s and Leicester House. Tlie King died; Waljiole’s prof¬ 
fered belli in drawing up the prochunation of the accession of 
George 11. was coldly rejected ; and Pult(*ney was expecting 
hourly a sumnunis to Court. It never came. Caroline, who 
had over veiled an absolute predominance over her Inisliand’s 
mind under tlie ap[)cavancc of uiupestioning obedience, had 
only felt resentment at the compliments and professions of 
attachment which she shared equally wdth the Prince’s mistress. 
Bolingbroke and, through liim, Pulteney, had been beguiled into 
a one-sided caution—a policy which might have suited the Courts 
of Louis or of Orleans, where it was learnt, but which, to the credit 
of England, only led to disappointment here. Yet more, the 
house of Brunswick, with many great faults both of head and 
hear^ a blind selfisliness and dangerous patriotism, which was 
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]ikc trcacliery their adopted kingdom, had yeti an almost 
preternatural instinct of self-preservation, which taught them 
tliat 1(589 and the Act of Settlement had made tlicm sovereiOTs 
of England, ft was mere envy and jealousy which carried four 
heirs to the throne of England, in succession, into An undutiful 
and almost revolutionary opposition ; yet this veiy conduct 
usur]ied the fruits of profound sagacity. It infused a tone 
of appaixjnt loyalty into the spirit of party, and reconciled a 
j)owerfuI minority in the nation to what was certainly the govern- 
meat of a ^«c.tion, by the natural expectation, that, with their 
royal clrlfftain, they must succeed to that despotism in the State 
which now crushed their efforts. But, with the jircrogatives, 
tliose clijcftains rt'gularly assumed the hereditary prejudices of 
the station. The liberal, almost wpublican tenets, which, never 
tomhing the other distinctions of rank, wasted all their strength 
on dispi’oving the absolute supivmacy of the head over the scions 
of tlie reigning family, h)st at once all their charm. The jealousy 
of prcrogiitive was I’ouscd by them (iistrus^ and jealousy of 
tliuse wlio must, eventually, succeed to the station he had quitted, 
were ))e(]ucuthod bv tlic last occupant, like an hereditary genius 
of the Palace, to the new one. Ilis necessities served to enlist 
liiin on the ohl side. 1'hu feelings of tlte ruling caste did not 
change witli the demise of the Crown; those of the owmers of 
})ocket boroughs, of the great llevoliition houses, w’ho could extort, 
ami need not heg, a gm*ter or a gold stick, rcuiaincd unaltered. 
W^'th no ma jority in tlie Lords, w'hat would be the lustre of St 
fJanies's i with a minority in the Commons, where would be tlie 
debts of the civil list—where woidd bo the civil list itself? Op¬ 
position, and the writei*s in the . Cm/itsnwwi,-were exasperated 
wbeu the news came that Spencer Compton, the Kings con- 
fidaiiti had been allowed to seek the aid of the late ^finisteps 
ex])crience in drawing up the proclamation of the accession; 
that Caroline Inwl accepted Walpole’s jdedge to secure her an 
income of L.100,000; that Swift’s presents of Irish cambric 
were neglected, Gay insulted with the offer of a gcntleman- 
ushci’ship, and Pope and St John forgotten. Tliev exclaimed 
loudly at the perfiay of princes, and clamoured against the in¬ 
consistency of Ministers for condescending to serve one whom 
they liad openly scorned and ridiculed—^who had as openly re- Erobated them. Nevertheless, we find that they wore not a whit 

ehiiul their advci'sarics in lulapting themselves to the new state 
of tilings, or rather, in forgetting that it was a new state. 

The policy of Walpole was thoroughly opposed to tlie spirit of 
the nation and the times. He was the first great Conservative 
Minister in a period of general progress. Yet it was not in the 
general tone of his domestic administration that he suffered this 
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Lias to apptar. That was liberal and enligliten'td. By Lis great 
Chancclfer, the Karl of Hanlwicke, equity was built up into a 
science; the laws were ably administered, and the taxes so ap¬ 
portioned as to oj)press no branch of national trade, ^J'he Kxciso 
Bill even wdiit a ste]) farther. It was a daring, but wise, econo¬ 
mical measure, and one, in promulgating which he showed a 
patriotism su]>erior to his usual caution. But, as we are told by 
Clarendon was the case in the reign of Charles 1., the very pro¬ 
sperity of the raahii left men more at leisure, and infused into 
them more of courage and spirit to criticise and iviisure defi¬ 
ciencies. On this occasion, as on that, whether rightly or 
wrongly—we suspect the former—they imputed their goo<l for¬ 
tune to the energy of the nation, just recovering from tho anarchy 
and confusion of the Revolution, and now first beginning to rcaji 
tho fruits of that event. They were not grateful to the states¬ 
man who, for his own tranquiflity, secured them the interval of 
repose which their exhausted strength needed ; they were rather 
indignant at Iiin^ for Ijis * presumption in constituting himself 
intoqireter of that event, and refusing to acknowledge its natural 
consequences. Here was his (Conservatism—the Conservatism 
ever liert'ditary in the Old Whigs, lie fully allowed the changes 
introduced by 1080 ; he conscientiously inten<le(l to govern ac¬ 
cording to the spirit of these changes; but he seemed to forget 
tlie period which had elapsed, the acquiescence of the kingdom 
practically, if not altogether theoretically, in the established 
order; he wanted the genius to make himself Minister of the 
country, rather than of a party, and to ignore the very existence 
of a doubt of his King's title. 

By a confederacy of great houses, the Revolution had been 
designed and carried out. It had been watched over, and de¬ 
veloped by the House of Peers. The popular will was doubtless 
consulted throughout; but the Revolution was not popular, in 
the same sense witli the French one of 1780. The instniments 
of the national decision were a comparatively close and limited 
body. During that long jieriod which followed tho immediate 
outburst, when tlie swellof the storm had not yet subsided, the 
same instruments bad had of necessity conferred upon them the 
obligation and the right ef administration. Tho country at large 
acquiesced in this vague general representation. Hence on 
exclusive respect for the names and counsels of the houses of 
1689, the nobles who could control each his half dozen or dozen 
votes in tho Commons; or the great merchants, Bank directors 
and India House directors, who could buy up whole constitu¬ 
encies, and discount Government bills: hence that universal 
and regular system of corruption of independent members, natu¬ 
ral to one who looked not beyond the vote) and who did not feel 
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tlic responslbnity*of the Cuminons to their constituenjes: hence, 
finally, the disposition to underrate the genius of a Pultcney, 
aggrav.ited by the sensibility of office into suspicion and jealousy 
of a spint so impatient of dictation and fuituiies above a place, 
and into hatred and spite at an affectation in him 'of libci'ality 
and democratic s}Tnpathics, originating with, he knew—con¬ 
tinued, he believed, in pique and rcsentment; and, finally, at 
his treason to tlic hereditary traditions of Whiggisin, in thus 
(iattering and cringing, as he deemed it, to the passions and 
opinions qpifmob, 

lie wtfs right in his appreciation of the motives wliich had 
priimuily carried Pulteney andWyndham into an adoption of tlieso 
two pi’ineijiWs, or rather two aspects of one principle, a national 
system in limi of a government diy alternately pi'eduminating 
j)arties, and tlie accountaljlity of Parliament to the people. He 
misjudged them from want of the capax'ity of sym})athy, when 
lie applied this same explanation to ail their future mana'uvrcs. 
lie (lid not understand that opposition^ se(‘n\gigly so hopeless, 
could not possibly have been sustained without some conscious¬ 
ness of I'eetitudc and patriotism. Nut a single one of those 
antagonists of the Whig section, from Pulteney down to Pitt, 
but had been dnven into rebellion by neglect or oppression. It 
was natural for him to suppose, with his bluntness of perception 
of the contagious infiueiu;e of genius, that, if the greatest in the 
adverse ranks had ranged themselves there from these low 
motives, it must be in the }x>wcr of the absolute disposer of all 
patronage and all the sunshine of the (^ourt, by l(X)sening or 
tightening the reins of liis domination, to set the bounds at 
pleasure to the number of his eiioinics. The gathering, cen¬ 
tralising power of a few men of eloquence and fer\'id enthusiasm, 
however interested, all against himself, and of the pressure from 
without of ])ublic opinion even upon the peer of Parliament, 
the nominee of some givat lord, or the merchant-purchaser of 
decayed market towns, entered not Into his calculations. 

The nation was riglit in ranging itself around the leaders of Op- 
{losition. Indeed, no great and permanent agitation has ever 
arisen without some, and that a powerful cause. The majority 
of tliese leaders against Waljxilo were lycn of sordid ends; but 
we do not condemn them beemuse of the principle they asserted, 
whatever their reason for adopting it; on the contrary, it is the 
utter neglect of it, as soon as they liad passed the tlireshold of 
the Cabinet, which is the evidence or their disloyalty. The Crinciple was really a popular one, and the nation cannot be 

lamed for applaumng its upholders. Nor, again, were all the 
champions of tne same stamp. Some among Uiem were nSen of 
lofry purpose, in spite of this original taint in their poli(^i—^men 
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•who belicAtd most fully that they were saving*their country by 
harassing the Minister. And so they were in some dcgive ; oiil}', 
when pmiticians aro led to detect the public foe in their own 
private adversary, not niercly is there danger of a susiacion 
m by-standci’s of their candour and sincerity, but soinetliin^ 
of personal and low seliishness can scarcely esca])e blending with 
the whole stream of their arguments and measures. 

Pre-eminent above them all for purity of character, and lenity 
to his conscience, stands Ihilteney ; for Wyndhani, by liis 
party tenets, and his conduct during the last four of Queen 
Anne’s I'oign, was placed beyond the verge of thirtemjVtations «>f 
office; and political purity is not the sort of phrase which we should 
dare to apply to the grand heroic stml of J*itt. The vqry blemishes 
in Pultcney’s character have ascertain ]»ictures<]ueness which per¬ 
haps only adds to our feeling of interest; detects there ceriainlv 
were, and in profusion. It was not only filial resentment uhich 
made Horace Walpole ascribe all the inspiration of his wrilitigs 
to “ambition an^ acripiony,” — not only jealousy of superior 
power, talents, and honesty, or the passion f()r ejiigrams and jaiint, 
which led Chesterfield to declare, in lii.s exaggerati'd style, that 
“ resentment made him engago in business ; that he could o(jiiall\- 
detect and I'KACTISI-: aopJiistry; that his hreast was the seat of 
all those passions which degrade our nature, and disturb our 
reason ; that there they raged in perpetual conflict; but avarii-e, 
the meanest of them all, generally triuin[ihed, ruled ahsohitoly 
and most scandalously; that nothing excee<Ied his amlution hift 
his avarice.” Party feeling exclusively did not pi*om]>t Speaktu' 
Onslow^s criticism on “ the mixture in him of such natural defects 
and weaknesses^ that no time, I believe, can ])roduce an instance 
of a man of so variable and uncertain a mind, who knew not that 
lie was so, and never designed to be so.” Much of all tliis censure 
was true. He was ambitious and acrimonious; he even conde¬ 
scended to be sophistical. He was a^■aricious. Ho could be 
capricious in conduct, and was ever so in temperament. Yet, 
with all this, it Avas the height of folly or preJudi<*o in OnsIoAV 
to write, that “ they who knew him best wondered at the 
popularity he once had.” “ An orator and debater the most 
complete in the IIous^ of Commons, with argument, wit, and 
tears at liis command,”—“animating,” according to the testi¬ 
mony of the very same man, “ evciy subject of jiopularity with 
the spirit and fire that the orators or the ancient coininonwealtlis 
governed the people by,” how could be have avoided being 
popular I 

lie was avaricious, and, in little and business matters, eco¬ 
nomical even to monomania. Many will remember how, we 
aro told, the coach and six, outriders and all, were suddenly 
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checked, to a11o\^ the great and compassionate Lorc^Bath time 
to groi>e in his pocket for a halfpenny to bestow on a'dccrepit 
old beggar. The hagglings of the owner of more than a million 
wth his ward Coleman about a few jDoiuids for tutor’s fees, 
and earnest advice to look about for second-hand law books, arc 
notonous; yet ho could be nobly generous to a friend, while 
he ostceiiicd it a reflection on his understanding as a man of 
business to yield a “point in the way of bargain,” Chester¬ 
field’s reflections on his ruling vice, it seems, arose from liis 
refusal to^sell him some fW)ntage land in Hyde Park for less 
tijan its'hiarket ])rice, and are somewhat out of place from the 
great noble wlio licqueatbed liis niistn.*ss, the mother of his son, 
L.oOO, as sotnc “small” (small indeed!) “compensation for the 
injuiy he had done her,” That i*ulteney had not been heroic 
or e*?centric enough to di^'laiiu a legacy ol' tlie liiiidford estates, 
was eoinerled into ajiother irra\ o charge against him. Jhit never 
was a demand made uj)on his liberality, tor public objects, or bis 
feeling of (*(piitv, in vain, IJishop Xewton^wlio lyiewhim perfectly, 
ti'lls us, that lie wjis a constant and generous pati\>n of literature; 
that many j^outlis were bn)ugbt up and advanced at liis expense; 
that “ the charge of gaining intelligence, and of printing and 
fiiiblisliiiig, and the like (for the pm'ty), Was almost all his own; 
and thero were very few who assisted now and then with so much 
as a subscription of five guineas.” A man who, we learn on the 
eviflence of Pearce, yearly bestowed moi’c than a tenth part of bis 
wliole income in charity, and who took upon himself the payment 
of tlu* enormtms debts of Ins deceased son, Lonl Pulteuey, volun¬ 
tarily and without liahiiit}', could hardly have been the mean, 
imgenoi*oiis, oven dishonest miser that family enemies and envious 
eompanions delighted to pro^'e him. As a man of business, bo 
insisted upon having his own. The West End might be thronged 
with whispers of a clever bargain or a piece of minute ecx)nomy; 
but the nation at largo only knew him iis the millionaire and 
economist, who sternly ivjected .all the luixis of sinecures and 
pensions,—who, from the time when first he entered public life, 
liad always stdiscribcd to everv patriotic loan, however hazardous, 
—wlio had accumulated wealtli that he might lavish it on popu¬ 
lar objects. They were ready to sympa^ise with his indignant 
outburst at being contmsted for a “ sparing, scrapin^nature,” with 
tlie magnificenci' and prodigality of the statesmen of the age: 
“ Dost thou call the pi*ofusion of the public treasure on a worth¬ 
less ci’ew of pimps, spies, ])rojectors, and abandoned scribblers, 
for thy own secret service, instances of personal generosity? At 
this rate, Catiline was a man of a frank, liberal heart.” 

His enemies reproached him with “ outrageous bursts of sudden 
passion, with an affectation of good nature and compassion 
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blit even tley could not deny that his fici'ccn(?ss of tone “was 
supported by gi*eat personal coura^je,” and that, “ ])ei'haps, his 
heart might feel the misfortunes and distresses of his fellow- 
creatures/* His friends could add, that ho was religious in an 
age when scepticism was fashionable, and moral in a ]K*nod of 
systematic viciousnoss ; that in private life lie was “ so familiar 
and engaging, that you could not be with him half an hour, hut 
you felt yoiii*self entirely Jit case;” that he never forgot the ties 
of sehool friendship, or, in Ids triumph, gave the ivins to his 
thirst fi>r vengeance; that he never condesc^emledvto low iji- 
trigucs to embarrass his advci’sary; (the j)njffeml services of a 
man skilled in opening and re-sealing letters he rejected with the 
utmost scorn and loathing, though the Treasury did m»t;) that, 
in fine, in all tlic relations ofc life, “ lie was truly a gri'at, ami 
wise, and, what is more, a good mam” How, while leaguing 
with men of all denominations in politics, he had never deserted 
his ancient pledges—still sjiurning at alliances with France, and 
urging confederacies wj^h the Kmpiro and Holland—never, in 
bis angcT with the sovereign, thivatcniiig sympathy with the 
Jacobites—the nation could judge for itself from his votes and 
speeches. These were all j)opular (jualities, more than enough 
to fit out a liero of <)pj>osition. Something, it is true, was 
vv'antiiig — a defect which his haters instinctively detected, 
guided by their universal scepticism as to tlie (existence of 
true patriotism. With many brilliant endowments, he liad not 
the profound moral energy which makes the original and 
patriotic politician. 

Ilis powers were called out, and had amjile scope for display, 
after the accession and political treachery of George H. Tlie 
war vvas war to tlie knitc. Hut the fight was sometimes a running 
skirmish; at tlu*ec epochs it developed itself as a pitched battle. 
These wore the pamphlet conflict of the year 1731, the debates 
on the Excise llill, and tlie Eight of Search and Convention 
with Spain, all connected by a continuity of shar[>-5liooting. In 
1725, Pultenoy had declared that he “was not surprised some 
persons were so eager to have tlic dcfidencics of the civil list 
made good, since they and tlieir friends had so great a share in it,” 
Again, in 1726, he had /noved for a statement of the public debts, 
“ with no other view than to give that G rkat man an opportunity 
to show his integrity to the wliole world, whicli would finish his 
sublime character.” In 1727, the same chaiges are rehearsed. 
The sinking fund, he argued, was nothing but a convenient cloak 
for embezzlement of public money. It was a popular fund, 
which the nation was ever ready to keep supplied, and which the 
Ministry had ever at hand as a supply for their own necessities. 
Were there ever a deficiency, there were ways and means. They 
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liatl nothing to do'but borrow on the credit of some itber fund. 
Now, Gould and AYalpolc staked their cmlit to prove^hat by 
this fund tlic national debt bad been actually mluced; and 
w'bnt was it that they did succ^ced in proving? Why, that of the 
Ti.6,0-i8,000 by which the. debt had been reduced, tln*ee millions 
had come I’roni a late Parliamentaiy grant, and the rest been 
raised (»n the credit of the civil list. It was a pi*etcnce, like the 
secret sendee finuls, which “ made Parliament a mere form, and 
screened corrupt Ministers.” 

Tlie ('‘raJtKman appeared in 1720, with Caleb D*Anvers, a 
law\er or Gray’s Inn, as erlitor, but really under the dii*ect 
aus]>iccs of Pulteney and of Bolingbroke. There, and in the 
Commons, tli** Ministers had been long denounced in language 
which no one could inisinterj)ret. tit was in 1781 that, from the 
narrow boundaries of the TJn?asmy Bench, where the former and 
AV!d]HiIe both sat as Privy Councillors, began to be bandied to 
and fro tli(» cries of “ traitor to his eountrv,” ami factious deina- 
g()gue.” Up to this time, iiotwithsranctpig l^ylteney's ejection 
from office, and bitterness against the King and Queen, whom he 
a('cii.sed of tivachery and ingnititiide, the road had not been 
abwilutely barred to a reconciliation. Overtures were even made 
by (Jueen C’arnlinc, some of whoso cspcciiri favourites, as Bishoj) 
Pearce, weix* friends of the jiopular champion, on the terms of a 
sort of iiidcjtcndciit coalition hetw’oen him and Walpole. They 
were jmt an end to, it is tnie, by the assertion of the former, that 
he would never join a (Jahinct compndiendiiig his rival. Still, 
lie had scarcely at present set uj) the standard of l^arliamcntary 
rebellion, am! thrown himself ujioii the country. Ills power 
was sufficiently givat in the Commons. The temptations of 
jianijihleteering drvw Iiim into a position of j»i*onouiieed and iin- 
]>raeticahle ojiposition both to flie Cabinet and to the sovereign. 

IVrliajis fearing that, Avithout some worthier champion than 
liis raw i*ecnnts finmi the “Duiiciad” battalions,and his ‘‘Turk¬ 
ish army of scribblers,” the pressure from Avitliout would tend to 
induce a fear within the Avails of St Steplien’s itself^ that his 
cause Avas undefended because indefensible, he authorised ISir 
William Yonge to compose his “ Sedition and Defamation 
Displayed ” In the dedication prefixcil to tlie patrons of the 
Cra/tsymniy Avas draAvn the picture of a perfidious and capricious 
ingrate, envious of the Avisdom of his bcneinctor, made by nature 
indeed to be loved, but Avith a pervading taint of restless, un¬ 
principled stdfishncss,—a traitor, alike, to the fidelity of private 
intimacy and to the dynasty of his choice ; lastly, even degraded 
into a writer on the staff of the Cixiftsman and Fojfs Journal” 
Ihiltenoy never attempted to restrain his passion, lie CA^en seems 
to have been persuaded by the flatteries of the popular party^ 
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oso enemies* it was usually called fnto play, to deem 
it 11 virflUe. lie was tlie more bitter now, that rumour ascribed the 
autliorehip of the jiaper to a former friend and pi’otegc (the per¬ 
secuted Lord Fanny (Ilen'cy) of Pojws sciutjIou.s satire). He 
replied with all the virulence and furious sarcasm which terri¬ 
fied his adversai'ics in the Commons, and which Hies fidl in the 
face of his friend's criticism of the authors of the Cniftnmany that 
“they preserved a decency to which our modem }ta]>ei's are 
strangci-s, huA'ing bettor seasoning to make them i)alatal)le than 
personal ivfiectioiis.” With scorn Pulteney hurls baeje the charge 
ot abandonment of old friends, and denies that he‘had ever 
Ibrsworn Wliig prineiples. To tlio reproach, that at least ho had 
dtiserted his loader, he retorts, “ What right Iuul,}'our patron, 
from character, fortune, or abilities, to civet his standard in a 
joint administi’uti(tn !'■ Honey was^brave, though puuv and 
sickly, and freely and spontaneously—spite of the malignant insin¬ 
uation of the author of the memoirs of “Ihdteucy's Liie and (’oii- 
duet,’* that ahiole stiiTcd liini up, by falsti misrepresentations 
of tacts, to cliallenge his libeller, “in hopes that the jioint of 
the young ^gentleman’s sword would desjiateh his rivar'—clial- 
lenged liim in a cause with which he had ])ro])cr]y nothing to 
do, but which Piiltcifl?y‘s language ])ivvented his withdrawing 
fivm. Tile result was a meeting in Kensington (lardens, a 
sliglit wound given and rectaved, but no reeoneiliation. 1'en 
years hence flic conviction of the ini possibility of renu)\ ing Hervev 
from Ills post at Court, was one of his sorest l■eI^lilKlers how 
much moiv difficult it is to construct a ^Ministry than to overthrow 
one. 

The controversy did not crnl liere. In the Craflnman of ^Fay 
1731, Holingbroke ((lldcastic) vindicated his confederate from 
the reproach of tiiiacherv, imiiuleil by Yongc, “Tliey” (i,e. 
the Whigs) “ have left fiim, because tlic}' liuAe left the prin- 
cildes they professed. He left neither. lie invciglis against 
public profusion and private comijitloii. He combats b(»tli with 
a constant inflexibility, which might have done honour to a Itoman 
citizen in the best days of that (’omrnonwealth. . . . They 
liavc left both him and virtue.” It was not spite which moved 
liim to this course, l^it “ the dangerous amoition, insatiable 
avarice, and insolent behaviour of the ^finister, exaggerated by 
the^ remembrance that to Pulteney he owed his elevation. “ Ai. l 
which,” he proceeds, “ of the two was the more likely to have 
been actuated by private interest ? Whoso circumstances re¬ 
quired most an increase of wealth ? Which had given greater 
prwfs of vindictiveness of temper, of avarice to gather, and pro- 
fusion to squander ? The one laid down jyrood place, and Ibrccd 
Mimsters to take another away; and, if lam rightly infonued, 
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it will be liardly bven in the power of*the greatest man in 
England, to j)er.suade him to accept of a tliird. There is tlie am¬ 
bition of doing good, and of receiving the reward in fame. If any 
man in one age and countiy hath rcason to be satisfied with his 
success in the pursuit of this ambition, it is the gentleman of 
whom we spcalc.” Foithwith appeared in answer, “ Kemarks 
on the CrajlamtitCs Vindication of his two honourable Patrons,” 
full of pci-soual abuse of the Opposition leader’s conduct in all 
the relations of life. 

Pultenoy tiumght he I’ecognised in the topics of this paper, if 
not in its stpe, the liand of his jirimo rival, and wiites to his 
brother-in-law, V. Colnian, then "Minister in Tuscany, that he 
must now “dip bis pen in gall,” to answer a pamphlet ascribed to 
Walpole himself, ^ 

Pultenev’s share in the war of pamphletsof 1731 excited a storm 

of elamonr aiiainst him. The invectives of really aiiojivmons 

Avriters, of c*ourse, were ]>ard«nu'd, being looked upon as merely 

t(»kens of I'AKTV .sTliirK, bearing internal evidence of their 
untnistwortbiness. Lord Boliimbroke, besides tliat his diaries 

were more gi*m*ral, and aimed raflier at base principles than base 

acts, bad suffered so mueb as to have something like a j)rivilege 

and license of viruleiiee. But fin* Pnltonay, brought up at the 
feet <»f the old Whig chietbuns, thus to turn against them,—fora 
U?ailer in an cxelusb o society to a]»pi‘al to the crowd without, and 

to ht'tray jtriA iite ami imblie eoufideuces, was a strange crime in¬ 

deed. Even tbi' beafls of bis league, who ]>rofitcd by his vobe- 

nience, distriistiMl him, and atlenvards were as eager in declaring 

that they bad lu'vm' been “the dupes of bis simulation and dis- 
siniidation,” tboiigb acting with him fin* their country’s good, as 

be himself was, in so paradoxically denying, as we have seen, 

that e\ej’ lie eart*d for Walpole. However, the Aveight of his 

talents, Ins Avcalth, and his position, preserved him from open 

condemnation, lie lumsclf had no Avish to throAv himseltj in 

truth and altogether, on the j>eopIe. 
Tt AA'oidd liaA'o been strange, indeed, Iiad not these pamphlets 

excluded all hope of political union or eonipaet. It seems almost 
as stninge, that the e<niscicnees, or the susceptibilities at all 
events, of the politicians of that period should haA'O been so cal¬ 
lous as to have enabled tbeir general habits of intimacy to sui'- 
vive such shocks. Probably, the. thin veil of the anonymous 
anthoi*shi]), or the pseudonym, helped just to make it jiossiblo, 
Avith the a{lditIonal aid of noble Sir, and “ honounddc gi*ntlenian,” 
as noms de guerre, to keep public and private relations distinct. 

Coi*tainIy, tlie contrast-of the exquisite bitterness of these 
denunciations A\dth the ^asional relations betAveeu the giA^ers 
and takers, infuses a curious appearance of tlie artificial and the 
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unreal iif;o the histoiy of the conflict. We*cannot avoid com- 
paringftsotnetimos tliis violence of blast and counter-blast with 
the ponderous wit-touniamcnts of two Middle Age Court fools, 
or the more material struggles of the clown and harlequin on a 
stage at a fair. We road of an interchange of calls and civilities, 
chats on tlie Troasuiy bench, and goo<l-humoured bets, which 
jar with epithets and imputations unequalled in the cryiiigs out 
for vcnwaiice upon a Strafford or a Dauby in the previous cen¬ 
tury. The details of such a state of society, i)ictuivsquc as they 
may be, are rather painful. Between the siucqrc wrath of a 
nation, which was, or certainly believed itself misgftvcrned, and 
the easy business tone of the statesman, who, while he echoed 
or gave expression to that indignation, could traiupiilly transact 
private negotiations with the public enemy ahouf exchanges of 
leases for fcc-simples, or be a party to a bandying of compli¬ 
ments, there is too great an interval.^ The generosity of a rival, 
who could bog and accc])t a deanery for his friend, Zacliary 
Pearce, from the Minister, and urge upon the new dean the 
obligation on bhn to feuijiloy all his electioneering influence for 
his patron, was sincere, and even imnantic; but, at the sanu* 
time, when that Minister, who was to be thus supported, hatl 
been so often styled 4 traitor and perjured “ wretch,” it implies 
a strange perversion of language, uay, of principle. 

In fact, the hostility rested upon a basis of personal emulation 
and rivalry, and of a certain real antagonism of princij>!es in the 
high atmosphere of international politics. No great social (ques¬ 
tions were m debate. Walpole was too clover, and, indeed, too 
constitutional a ^[inistcr, to throw* occasions fur attack in the 
w''ay of Opjiosition, any measures aftecting directly the citizen’s 
personal liberty. lie recoiled from tliu Excise Bill, on uccoiiiit 
of the pretexts it afforded fur such a charge. The 12,000 
Hessians had already been made too good use of. The very 
forces which his adversaries compelled him, at a future period, 
to levy for the Spanish w’ar—into which they drove him, and 
which was to issue in his downfall—were made a fruitful source 
of calumnies. Like the Athenians with Pliili]), dti rr,; cr>.nyr,g 

they were ready to seize hold of any opjwrtunity indi¬ 
cated by him; they did not comprehend the utility of social 
badges; they did notVndcrstaiid what they should be, because 
they neither felt with the people sufficiently to detect d^cieucies 
in their condition, nor observed the obligation their power laid 
them under to attenmt to remedy them. Notwithstanding tlie 
personal character 01the fuud—so personal, indeed, as to make 
tlie personal and the political opposition one-^and the general 
concurrence of the nation at large in the contest, the champions 
who actually fought on eitlier side were a distinct caste from the 
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rest of tlio people. Tlicy were like knights in the "lark ages, 
sc^lf-appointcfl to combat in beliulf of a woman or a priest. Not 
to speak of the rest—sordid politicians for the most part, the 
lowness of whoso motives was not disguised from their clients, 
the j)eople, themselves—even Pnlteney, with all the* generosity 
and fervour of his natural temperament, did not struggle in 
behalf of an oppressed kingdom. Certain principles were his 
protege^ and he levelled his lance against their su])posed assailers. 
The coiiseipience' was, that there was ever a sort of under-current 
of f(?llow-teeliiig, the rcsidt of ccniality of class and society, and 
a thought of responsibility to the bar of that society* to which 
they both belonged, which rendered the einnity itseli somewhat 
abstract and, artificial. They styled their adversaries (and 
Pulteney, at all events, sincerely jbelieved them such) knaves 
and rebhers. They had n^ right to wonder afterwards, when 
allying themselves with the same men, that the nation judged 
them eoiivictetl, either, formerly, of the shame of interested and 
selt-eonscious calumnies, or, latterl}', yf gross and conrupt 
tivaehcry. 

Whatever might he ^V^alpole's scepticism as to Pultcncy’s 
sinceritv in his pamphlets, he dcsjiaired now of reclaiming him as 
a iwlitical associate, and foolislily resorted to his favourite 
“ thorougli*'—that hap])y phrase of Lord Straftbrd's—and, for 
the sakeof example, turned him into a martyr. The King liim- 
self was ennally exasperated. All that the other had revealed 
about AVaI[)ole's language on the reconciliation of the Prince 
with the late King, was perfectly true; but it was a most 
uiipalatabl<‘ truth. Georgell. had (piietly s>Yallo\Yed the feeling, 
that his Minister had once despised him, ])crhaps did so still, 
lie could not do without him, or he would Iiavo had Compton; 
and now here was William Pultenoy informing the whole world of 
the opinion conceived of the monarch by so sagacious an observer 
as Sir Robert, and, besides, tlmisthig him into the disagreeable Iiredicainent of having to eliooso between sanctioning that opinion, 
>y retaining about him the person who had formed it, or, which 

was preposterous, dismissing tho friend of Hanover and the 
master of finance. He w;is, at nil events, decided upon aveng¬ 
ing himself for tho dilemma on the author s>f his perplexity, and 
readily foil iri with his Minister’s policy. Pultenoy was forth¬ 
with converted from tho reutine dignities of a privy councillor, 
and eusios ivtuloruin of the county of York, into a popular idol. 
It was to him a real gain; but ho does not seefn to liavc ^to¬ 
gether appreciated it, and became yet more determined on 
vengeance. 

In 1733, an opportunity ofFere<l for bringing to bear upon the 
Commons, imgre^abl^t<^ iinai^d^mcstic eloquence, the pres- 
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axpte external opinion. Walpole, who was certainljr a clover 
and economical financier, had planned the conversion of the 
customs into duties of excise, in the hope of augmenting the 
revenue, preventing frauds and. smuggling, saving tlic dislmrsc- 
ments on the preventive sendee, anosiinplifying the collection 
of the tax. The imposts were never meant to be extended 
to necessaries or raw materials, and he intended to apply the 
scheme, in the ffbst place, only to one or two commodities. As 
a bribe to the House, he offered to do away with the land-tax, 
the bugbear of the country gentlemen. The pivjcct got wind, 
and, though one which, later, recommended itself to Adam 
Smith, was denounced with all that finy which the threat of its 
importation from Holland had once before in our.histoiy raised, 
in the reign of Charles T, E'he necessarily inquisitorial powers 
of the employes has always rende;vd it, notwithstanding its 
economy, most odious to England. Before it was hroaclied in 
Parliament, it had been compared out of d<H>rs to a monster 
feeding on its o>m vitgls,” or “ the Trojan horse, Avhich contained 
an army in its helly.” The Ci'a/tmntn led the chorus of execra¬ 
tions, and its attacks were rt'published weekly, in the form of 
“Arguments against the Excise.” The Ojiposition sought to 
force the (.Cabinet into bringing foru-ard the hill while the wliole 
kingdom was in a ferment, and every town was menacing or 
encouraging its members, Pulteney even dragged it into a 
debate on alienating part of the sinking funcl. “There is 
another thing,” he suddenly broke out, “ a very terrible thing, 
impending! A monstrous project! yea, luoi'e monstrous than 
has yet been represented! It is such a project as has struck 
terror into the minds of most gentlemon within this House, and 
into the minds of all men witiiout doors, M'ho have any regard 
to the happiness or the constitution of their country. 1 mean 
that monster the Excise I tliat plan of arbitrary jiower which is 
expected to be laid before this Ilonse in the present session of 
Parliament.” Wyndham seconded ithis assault, discussing, as 
an abstract question, “ whether we should sacrifice the constitu¬ 
tion to the prevention of frauds in the revenue.” Sir John 
Barnard, Opjiosition’s Chancellor of the Exchequer, ^vithout 
whose aid Pulteney aonfessed he could scarcely liavo compt*ted 
with his rival in finance, spoke to the traders’ dett'Nation of the 
bill. Walpole reserved Ins defence for his motion for leave to 
bring in me bill. “ Such a scheme as a general excise, lie 
denied had ever entered his head, or, for ^at he knew, tlic 
head of any man with whom he was acquainted. Ills thoughts 
had been confined solely to the revenue arising from the duties 
on win© and tobacco.” His great argument from the frauds 
inseparable fi^>m custom dues, was met by the bold assertion, 
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that losses from this cause'wcte' rated, by the Commissioners of 
Customs themselves, at a sum of butiL.30,000 op^.C0,000- 
a year. To his details of the gcMierous iStehtion of G^ernmcnt, 
should the bill become law, to give up the land-tax, not td speak 
of '^.lie income now accruing from forfeitures and fines, Pdlteney 
rejoined : “ The honourable gentleman was pleased to dwell on 
the generosity of the Crown, in giving up the fines and seizures 
to the public; but, in my opinion, it will be but a poor equiva¬ 
lent for the many oj>pressions and exactions which the people 
will be exposedrto by this scheme. I must say, that he has been 
of late mighty bountiful and liberal in his ofters to the public, 
lie been so gracious as to ask us. Will you have a land-tax 
of 2s. in the pound, a land-tax of Is. in the pound, or will' 
you have ue land-tax at all ? Will you have your debts paid I 
Will you liave them soon paid ? Tell me but "what you want. 
Let Jiie but know how you can be made easy, and it shall be 
done for yon.* These are genci*ous offei's; but there is some¬ 
thing so very extraonlinar}', so veryTurcical, in them, that really 
I can hardly mention them without langliing.” Again, AVyndhani 
seconded the attack led by Pulteney, and tbivateiied the Premier 
with the fiito of Einj)son and Dudley. In Ins reply, Walpole 
sarcastically retorted, that he did not see how the punishment of 
the revivers of obsolete laws eoidd be adajited to the mover of what 
was represented as a dangerous innovation, and gave his Whig 
antagonist sneer for sneer: “ I know tl«it my political and 
IMinisterial lile has been by some gentlemen long wished at an 
end; but they may ask their own disappointed hearts how vain 
these wishes iiave been.” 

« 

Dnt neither his arguments, nor bis profteivd ix'peal of the land- 
tax, could save the jiroject. Tlic members were intimidated by 
their eonstituents, and m en by a vast mob which thronged all 
the avenues to tlie House. Inch by inch tlic ground was con¬ 
tested, and the Ailministration saw its majority dwindle from G1 
on the first to 17 on the third division. The country was in a 
state ol* agitation which even the callous Minister could not blind 
himself to. His declaration against the assemblage at the dooi'S 
as “ sturdy beggars,” spite of tlic iiiterpi*etation he put uj>on his 
words, as meaning notliing more than petitioners, was made a 
gathering cry against him. He was too cold a politician, too 
gix^at a lover of iJower, to sacrifice what lie thought sober realities 
to the vision of economy and reform. lie summoned liis col¬ 
leagues, and told them, that, “if their resolutibn was, as it seemed, 
to jiroceed with the bill, lie would instajitly ask his Majesty’s 
jiermission to ix^slgn ; for ho would not enforce a tax at the ex- 
jieiisc of the blood which must, in the pivscnt state of popular 
inflammation, be shed.” Great were the rejoicings of the large 
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towns, whcro tlic scheme gave a sferious blow to Walpolo’s old 
populariW*with tho trading interest; the Monument w'Jis illumi¬ 
nated ; (\ford ran rfot. The niglit that the news came lieiv 
that the hlxcise Hill w'fts dropped,” writes tho Rev. Mr Mcadow- 

^ court {K H. Walpole, bonfires were made, moppets with stars 
and blue garters wei'o burnt, and the old cries of Ormond, 
Bolingbroke, King James for ever, revived.” 

Wmpole could not lieln dissolvinir and appealing to tho 

a storm of popular fnrv. The result showed ho\v incomjdcte was 
the representation, through tho influence of (iovonnnciit and 
borough-mongers. The new elections gave Ministci's an assured 
maiontv, and all the aspiiiints after employment were in despair. 
Bol ingtroke withdrew for a season to a noble mansion in 
Tourainc, and the delights of tlie chaso in tho Royal Forest of 
Fontainebleau. The famous peroration of the rival of his school¬ 
boy days on Wyndliam and Bromley’s motion, nnsvmpathised 
in by their Whig allies, for ^ejiealing the Septennial Act, flejact- 
ing the cliaracter of tho mock j)afriot, the seducer from tlieii* 
loyalty of genei*ous souls, like that of Wyndliain, “ungi’ateful to 
the ^iinister who had befriended him, his King who had jiar- 
doned him, the intri^cr in every Court ho visited, void of all 
faith and lionour, and betravinir oVerv I^finister he ever served,” 
had not so mucli terrified him witli the implied menace ot a second 
bill of attainder, as made Iiis Wliig associates ashamed of so close 
a confederacy with a convicted traitor to the House of Bruns- 
wiek. Ilis own account attributed bis retirement to general de¬ 
jection, wliilc Pulteney ascribed it to a love of display, and a pro¬ 
digality which had exhausted his moderate means. These might 
in part he motives; the cliief undoiihtedly wci*e, as liinted hy him¬ 
self, a Avant of sympatliy with the chiefs of Opjiosition, especially 
Pulteney, Avho Avasas incapable of submitting to dictation, as \\as 
the other of allowing an e(jual. But the despondency was general 
in tho ranks of tlic party, and natural, in tlie di.sapp<dntment of' 
their hopes, after they had been Avrought up to the impetus of the 
assault. In the irregular, but most interesting correspondence 
bctAA’een SAvift and Pulteney, Ave baA'e evideiuics of this depression. 

Pulteney himself had peculiar matter for dejection. With a 
great league, of Avhich he Avas captain—after the death of his 
cousin, Daniel Pulteney, a deadly foe of Walpole on account of 
that Minister’s estrangement from Sunderland, his patron, and 
of Mr Watts, I«s ryht hand and his left, as he called them—he 
had no staff in wdiom he could confide. The temper of society, 
and tho nature of political confederacies had changed since tlu* 
time when the “Kit-Cat ” was recognised by the party as an 
irresiionsible Council of Ten, Avith an initiative on all public 
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measures. His followers themselves were but loosely knit to- fetlicr, and still less boimd to their loader, whom ^ot a few 
ated as a and many suspected because of^at popu¬ 

larity which tlie^ had not, and afPected to despise as bnly courted 
by a radical and demagogue, but of which they werr jealous. 
He was now half alienated from St Jolin, whom the contrariety 
of their moral sentiments, and the similarity of some of their in¬ 
tellectual endowments, had always led him to mistrust, but 
wliom the influence of Daniel Pultcney had induced him to 
league with; and he could no longer count upon the powerful 
services of his non. Ill health, besides, was operating upon 
him; and a fit oi sickness, wliich resulted in attracting to him, he 
■writes, “ the attacks of five eminent physicians for five months 
togetlnjr,” at the end of the year 1736, had, in the summer of 
the same year, reduced him so low as to make huu receive over¬ 
tures of civility from the Court with civility, and display to 
Horace AVatjiele, sen., at the Ilamie, a lowness of spirits, whicli, 
to tlie lattei-^s liopefiil eyo«s, seeraea ratlier to result from his being 
dead-hearted than sick in'body. 

His party had no right to complain of its fortunes. Its onset 
in tile last J^arliainent luul been witlistood, it is true; but Govern¬ 
ment’s victory was one of tliose which jfre vidlial defeats. The 
rottenness of its bulwarks had been discovered, and many had to 
be thrown over, and now swelled the height of the enemy’s 
mound. Lords CChesterfield, Burlington^ Clinton, and Marcli- 
moiit, with many Commoners, were, for their agitating against 
the Excise Bill, tunied out of their posts, at Court and else¬ 
where, with circumstances of contumely which drove them 
thirsting for revenge into the ojUKisite camp. In the Com¬ 
mons, Pitt, and Ijord l*ohvarth well known as the friend of 
Bolingbrokc, helped to hamper the plans of the Administration. 
But this accession offorcewas not altogetheragJveabletpPultcney; 
nor did it, in the end, jirove to the advantage of the cause. It 
brought too many chiefrains of great name and power into the 
confctlcracy,—men who were not ready to yield jiroper obedience; 
and, besides, some of whom liud been too lately placemen and 
membei's of a most corrupt Government, to have a conception 
of the contest being for au}' other object but the ejection of nvals. 
Very soon after tbo sudden uiflux into the ranks of Opposition, 
we discover hints in the correspondence of Lyttleton and Chester¬ 
field ttf a factitms repugnance to Pultcney’s supremacy, nt>t the 
loss marked that that pre-eminence was uhassailable, and of plots 
for fiinuiug acnbal of Parliauicntaiy cliieftaius stea^ly vetoed by 
tlieir leader, who believed that tlie straightforward maintenance 
of “ jiuhlic and national ” interests woiud secure them the sym¬ 
pathies of the people much more fully than such conspiracies. 
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At the present the Ministerialist "insurgents strengtlicned his 
hands greatly in the Lords, whose house now begins to share 
with the Ldwerone in the interest of the conflict. After a series 
of the usuaf charges, in the interval, against Mlifisters of a secret 
conspir^y against the nation, for introducing an extended excise, 
and of general corruption, with retorts of “artful falsehoods, 
misrepresentations, and insinuations,” a skilful attack was con¬ 
ducted with his aid, but under the auspices mainly of St John, 
still in France, having for its object a Parliamentar}'^ provision for 
the Prince of Wales, lately married, of L.100,000 a year. The 
motion was sufficientlv reasonable, and at the same time, admir¬ 
ably adapted to gall the King with jealousy at having his sou 
put beyond his control, to compromise Walpole with the heir- 
apparent, and to give Opposition a hold on tlic gratitude of the 
future sovereign (which, had he lived, he would doubtless have 
quickly showed himself superior to), and the semblance of loyalty 
to the reigning family. The addn'ss on the Prince’s marriage 
with Augusta of Saxc-Gotha had been the occasion for Pitt’s 
maiden speech, w*hich, we arc told, electrified the House. 
Lyttlcton, another of the Prince’s especial courtiers, had then 
spoken admirably. They now again, with Pulteney, jiroduced 
a great effect. The latter laid esjiecial weight on the precedent 
or the present King’s allowance as heir. However, throngli the 
secession of Shippen and his forty-five Jacobites, from dislike, 
they said, of any Parliamentary interference with the King, 
but many of them from displeasure at seeing the Prince assume 
that place in Opposition which they thought the right of the 
Pretender, the motion %vas lost by 204 to 234. 

But the occasion for the last and victorious assault w'as now 
slowly being prepared, and Pulteney was not much longer to be 
confined to inucndos, to be forced to make, e. p., the expression of 
Ills consent to the anti-liberal resolution against the right of print¬ 
ing debates both in the recess and the session, a scaffold on wliich 
to build sundry reflections on Walpole’s encouragement of maga¬ 
zines, and hostility to his old principles. Thus the only effect of that 
resolution was to give Opposition an occasion for a sneer, and to 
introduce into the Gentleman's and Jjondon Magazines debates in 
the Senate of Lilliput, and the appellations of the Koman Forum. 
In 1738 he moved for the production of papers on the exercise by 
Spain of its asserted right of search. In the same month, lie thun¬ 
dered once more against the infamons pusillanimity of the Admi¬ 
nistration, in not laavii^ taken vengeance for the manifold wron^ 
done us by Spanish offlclals. The conduct of Ministers on the 
capture of our merchant vessels, he would, he said, illustrate by 
the stoiy of a gentleman, who, upon receiving a box on the ear, 
asked him that gave it if he was in jest or in earnest; and, upon 
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tile otlici^s answering he was*m great earnest, the honest genfle- 
inan replied only, ^^1 am glad you are, sir, for I do not like such 
jests.” lie called for vengeance, not re^tutioh or reparation 
now. The captain or the governor must be hung in chains 
upon the island where the outrage was committed.” J^loodicr 
measures still, he cried, were needed to compensate £n^and for 
what Burke has called the fable of Jenkins’ ears.” Probably 
that mariner’s tale of the cropping of his ears was a fiction, 
cqimlly with tlie retaliating anecdote in vogue in Spain, respect¬ 
ing tiie two noble Spaniards who had been forced, by some of 
our half^rivateering men-of-war’s crews, to devour meir own 
noses. However, it evoked one universal ciy of hatred to Spain 
throughout the island. Under the shelter of the indignation 
against Government and the Bourbons, Pulteney proposed a 
series of resolutions, comprising assertions of our ri^t of free 
navigation through the Southern Seas, and of cutting logwood 
in Campeacljy Bay. Walpole by his argument on the insolence 
of setting before Spain a carte hla^ftlie to sign, when a conference 
was to commence, obtained, that tlie first only passed. Yet an ad¬ 
dress tt) the King was carried, to demand redress of S]>ain; and, 
in the IJouse of Lords, even the Ministerialists consented to put 
oil record a solemn denial of the SpaniaiKls’ right of search. 

After a short time came the Convention, fi was indeed weak 
and unstable, and Pulteney and Wyndliam made a fierce on¬ 
slaught on it, repulsed by a majority of j^nly 244 to 214. But 
the tiiirty weixi staunch; and, on the advice of St John, still 
in France, but against the feeling of Pulteney, it was resolved 
to appeal to the country against the present Parliament by a 
secession. It did their party no good, as such a scheme never 
has, and never will; being u betrayal of a trust committed by 
their constituents to the members, and indicating that most 
anarchical sentiment, that the minority arc not bound by the 
decision of the itiajority. In fact, the plot did not turn out suc¬ 
cessful. Wyndham, in bidding farewell to tlie House, had been 
the more virulent, that he hoped to rouse the sympathies of the 
country on his behalf os a political martyi', by being sent to the 
Tower, for stating his disappointment at findiojg, mat not even 
for once would his opponents he won over “ fy unanswerable 
arguments to distinguish themselves from a faction against 
the liberties and tlie properties of their fellow-subjects.” But 
the experienced Premier restrained Pelham’s eagerness, and 
expressed his joy tliat they had declared themselves: We 
can be,” he exclaimed, upon our guard against open rebel¬ 
lion, but it is difficult to guard against secret traitors.” He 
even frustrated their calculations of being forced without 
shame to return by a call of the House fixed for the next 
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Monday; ibr he moved that the Gommons should adjourn over 
that day. 

Circumstances favoured tho seceders. Argvlc, the famous 
Whig Duke^ had been patriotically enraged at%e Portcous Pill 
against i(^dinbuigli; and, to the suiyrise of both Pulteney and the 
notorious, ever-cahnlling Duchess of kforlborough, who c(]nally dis¬ 
liked him, came over to the Opposition, and converted their hatred 
into the most ardent affection. Pulteney had jircviously, when 
the negotiation was going on, taken advantage of the presence of 
the Duke in the Commons, to break ont into a panegyric on his 
gi’eat qualities,concluding, “He wants nothing to make him still 
greater, but to be stripped of all the posts, of all the jdacos he now 
enjoys;—but that they dare not cio,” Tliis was one fortunate 
event; another was, the refusal of Spain to ratify thc’Convention, 
and the consequence, a declaration of war. Tfie nation exulted, 
but uoUvith the Government; they regarded hostilities as a triumpli 
over it. Tlio Prince of Wales accompanied the hciiilds to Temple 
Bar, and, at the Rose Tavern, drank success to the war. Tlie con¬ 
test was, men thought, to be one scries of victories ; the galletms 
should pay the fleet; the kingd«)m should have the mines of I^fexico 
and Peru. “ They now ring the bells,” suid'^\V^^lpole, in the strain 
of a Greek chorifs, “ but they will soon wring their hands.” 

In November, Parliament met; and there were all the seceders, 
Pulten^—after various wild remarks, that ho would go no more 
to the House, though ho should be sony were othei's to follow 
his exanmic—among tfiein. He now gave no sign of his hesita¬ 
tion. Ministers, he declared, having confessed thenist'lves in the 
wrong,—for, if the war were now necessary, so was it then,—theu 
had returned. He hoped that the same meanness, tameness, and 
submission, which bad resulted in that shameful Convention, 
would not operate to make us resign our conquests on peace. 
It was snceringly retorted, that Parliament w^as glad to see 
gentlemen return to their duty, but had not felt their absence. 
“ The stale argument of corruption never shall have any weight 
with me/’ said Walpole; “ it has been the common refuge of the 
disappointed and disaffected ever since govcniment had a being; 
and it is an accusation that, like all other charges, though un¬ 
supported by proof, if advanced against the best and most disin¬ 
terested administration, and pushed with a becoming violence, 
will never fail to meet applause among tho populace.” His tone 
and spirit were as high or higher than ever; but he felt power slip¬ 
ping from him, and perceived the growing disaffection of his parti¬ 
sans. He had to turn Aside the edge of Wyndham’s philippic, by, 
letting an address be sent up to tho throne against any peace by 
Avhich tlie Right of Search should be allowed. Rven the death of 
tliat orator, “ about whom cverytliing seemed great,” though it 
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dondcd tlio life of BolingbiX)ke, and broke the chief link between 
the two sections of Opposition, did not save the Ministiy. 

Sir Kobert had, at least, the pleasure, qf seeing his foes once 
more disappointed. Supposing, A'om thejr strength in the Lords, 
and their late compactness in the Commons, that the t^e was 
ripe, Sandys, the inotion-makei'y as he^was called, a rather in¬ 
terested j)atriot, was let loose upon him. By him our being 
without allies was ascribed to the alliance witfi France and the 
treaty of Hanover, not the peace of Utxxiclit. Corruption, the 
s(piaiulering ]>ub]ic money on “ Sj)ithcad expeditions and Hyde 
Bark reviews,” wliilc Haddock’s and Veraon’s fleets were desti¬ 
tute, tile criminal lenity to the South Sea Directors, and tlie 
dismissal of men in otRce for their votes, were all due to one 

who had uSurptd a regal power, who had arrogated to himself 
a place of French extraction, that of Sole Minister.** Even 
were lie not guilty, “in a free government too long a ^Tossession of 
power i,s highly dangerous.” The charges could not bo examined 
wliile he kept his place. Besides, he is bewildered in treaties, 
and lias ibrteited his word with every court iu Europe,” The 
majority of Oj)]»osition endorsed these picas. Pitt declared, with 
a prognostic of his own capacity and destiny, that “ when tlie 
greatest scene is opening to Eunijic that h^s evci before occurred, 
he who liad lost the confidence of mankind should not continue 
at tlie iiead of the King’s ( Jovernment. Pulteney, flushed with 
an 1‘asy triumph over Walpole’s bad Latin, “ nulli pallcscere 
culpa/’ and his winnings of a guinea, “ l^ie only money he had 
rct:cived from the Treasury for many yeai*s, and, he hoped, the 
last,” f*)llt>wcd with declamations against the treaty of Hanover, 

till* .source of all subsequent degradations.” The vagueness of 
the charges, and the ominous sound of accumulative and con¬ 
structive guilt, credibility of common report, and the like, brought 
to the ^fillister’s aid not only Stephen Fox and Pelham, but 
the Tory Lord Conibury, and even Edward Harley, wbo heaped 
coals of fire on the head of the persecutor of his brother, the 
Lord Treasurer Oxford, by challenging for him a different treat¬ 
ment to what the Enrl had received at his hands. Partisans 
rallied round him from all sides. Shippen’s thirty-four Jacobites 
withdrew ; their leader, who had been bribed either with money 
or indcnihity, remarking, ‘'that the motion was but a scheme 
turning out one Minister and brining in another.” He himself 
rose to the level of the occasion, and made good Pulten^’s 
opinion, that he could bo a great orator.wlicn he pleased. He 
classed Opposition as “boys,” “ripe patriots,” and “Tories.” 
Domcrit with the latter should bo a merit with the rest. Neveiv 
theless the Torii^s he respected. His greatest crime against them 
Imd been the duration of his power;—but, would they endure 
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to share with such mean competitors as tlie rebel Whigs, after 
having divided the public opinion of the whole nation! Could 
they share with “ tiK^men of yesterday, the boys in politics, who 
would be coiitemptiblq, did not their audaqty render them 
detestal^c.” The patriots ho despised. A patriot, sir I Why, 
patriots spring uj) like mhshrooms I ‘ I could raise fifty of them 
withih the four and twenty hours! I have raised many of tliem 
in one night. I have never been afraid of making patriots! . . . 
They clamour for chaimc of measures; but they only mean 
change of ^Ministers.” The dismissals for contrary votes he ex¬ 
cused as the acts of the King, who might wish Crown favours 
to circulate.” lie appealed to his services,—“ Is not credit at an 
incredible height, and to whom must tliat bo attributed?” And 
where were the proofs of his crimes, while invc8K*d with that, 
“mock dignity of Prime Minister?” “A sti’ange plicnoinonon! 
a corrupter, himself incorrupt I” 

A clear majority of 184 pronounced him free of all the 
charges. This great majority'proved Walpole’s ruin. It throw 
him, wrote a contemporary, into a letliarg}' of power. Loss of 
memory, and other maladies of years, began to impair his ener¬ 
gies and destroy his followera’ confidence in their chief. From 
over confidence ia his strength, or carelessness, he gave many, on 
the meeting of a new Parliament, an excuse for ojposing Govern¬ 
ment in the election of Dr Lee for chairman ot Election Com¬ 
mittees, against the unpopular Giles Earle, and thus throw away 
a most imjiortant advantage. The unseating of the memhers 
for Westminster, two Ministerialists, by a majority of four, and 
the Berwick election decision, warned him of Ins folly wlien it 
was too late. He once more roused himself from his fits of 
silence, alternating with fretful captiousness, to deliver a masterly 
answer to Pultcney’s motion for referring the papers respecting 
the war to a secret committee. Tlie seif-compassionating Old 
Whig houses congratulated themselves on being saved by this 
speech, and the timely conversion of two Tories, from four and 
twenty tyrants. It must have been an animating scene. Ministers 
had been deceived as to tlie purport of the motion; the ranks 
of the Opposition were full, thougli only the chiefs had been told 
the cause. “ Sir William Gordon (Mimstcrialist) was brought in 
like a corpse; some thought it had been an old woman in disguise; 
others, who found him out, expected him to expire every mo¬ 
ment. Mr Hopton (Opposition) was carried in with crutches,” 
This victory was thg last. The substance of tlie same 
motion passed without a division in a few days; and the de¬ 
cision on the Chippenham election, against Government by a ma¬ 
jority of one (Januaxy 28), was followed (February 11) by the 
resignation oi the great “Prime Minister,” spite of all the cal- 
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culations of the Cavendishes,,etc., that he would never give up, 
but could, if matters came to the worst, bribe the whole m Oppo¬ 
sition into submission by the offer of a few»8inccures. 

It had been a^ihard thing to get the yictoiy. To divide the 
spoil was yet harder; nay, it was an insuperable tasjj^ Tlie 
conquerors acted like the brigands in t?ie story; they poisoned 
their comrades, and yet, in perfect guilelcssncss, drank deep of 
their poisoned flasks. Each thought his own merits the most 
engi'ossing, the most exclusive; the veterans of Opposition, 
because they never had taken a place; the tyros, because they 
had sacrificed so much, and so recently, It*was pleasurable, at 
all events, tliat they could with one consent fly upon Pulteney. 
Afany of theiu thoiirrht him not sufficiently decided in the late 
struggle; softie malignant minds ascribed to him, with his friend 
(Carteret (afterwards Earl Granville), systematic treacheiy\ 
“ They desire to get in,” Avrote Chosterfielu in the September of 
the last ycar,«‘^ by negotiation, and not by victory with numbers, 
Avlio, they tear, niiglit presume uppu their strength, and grow 
troublesome to their ffcncrals, . , . The only effect ot oiur 
strong minority' Avill be to raise the pride of Pulteney. lie 
has a ])ei*sunal iuflueiico over many, and aii interested influence 
over mom. The silly', lialf-wittcd, jealous Wliigs, consider him 
as the only suppoii: of Whiggism ; the interested Whigs, being 
persuaded that lie has openetl the door of the Court a little, will 
Judd fast hy him to s<piceze in Avitli him.” Thus, the true 
AV^higs relied on him as a Whig and Iiatof of Tories—the Tories 
believed him to have a paramount influence ; and that, therefore, 
what was not done to please them, Avas left undone through his 
party spite, llotli Tories and calculating Whigs—i. e., the 
majority of Opposition—esteemed his professions of purity a veil 
for motives no better than their oavii. AValjiole did all that ho 
could to encourage the schism in the body of his enemies. 11c 
hoped thereby to cscn])e an impeachment, and he bad persuaded 
the King to come to terms with Pulteney as the only man who 
could save him. 

Witli all his appai'ent suprema^—a supremacy Avhieh almost 
justified his haughty language, “ If the King Avished to open any 
treaty^'—tlio “great Commoticris” power Avas really gone Avith 
the aidiicA'emcnt of the object for Avhich it had been placed in his 
Imnds by tlio nation. He had no great principles of policy' to 
declare and to dcvclopc ; lie had not even experience in the 
commonplace ones which his predecessor had elaborated. He 
bad been, lor all the maturity of his political life, feeling his 
way along the track made by the man ne was pursuing to the 
fleath, aiul he Avas left all alone in the dark forest, when, Avith 
the rout of his enemy, the road, as Longfellow says, suddenly 
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turned into a squirrel track and ran up a tree. We must repeat, 
lie had no right to complain that ho did not remtun the popular 
idol; neither, for that, had the people, that lie hod deceived 
them. He had done their work in casting douvi Waljiule; they 
had helj^ed him in attaining his revenge. It was his own fault, 
that he aid not seize the* opportunity of striking one more blow 
for his position. Certainly “ he was once in the greatest point 
of view in which a subject has been ever seen.” To him was 
confided tlie task of choosing some jdan of refiimiation, or some 
revival of old systems. To please all was impossible. As a 
cotemponiry remarks (“ Faction Detected,” by Lord Egmont), 
a Place Bill was, in some men’s eyes, good government; with 
othei*s, annual Parliaments; with others, reduction of the civil 
list. Some cried for justice on the Minister, aftd otbei*s for 
])cnsioiis for themselves. Tlic plans for his guidance were as 
various as the sections of the Opposition he had led. Many of 
them might be good; but very imv were feasible in the struggle 
of party feeling. He could Imvc pleased most by liouiKling tlieni 
on to the destruction of his late rival. Nothing Avas easier ; but 
he was not a man of blood, and “ had meant, by the Minister's 
destruction, the annihilation of his power, not of his pei*son,” 
Neither his doing, nor his leaving uiulonc, anv of those measures, 
was the reason of the suddenness of his falL Tt was not that 
lie grasped at too much power for himself. Perhajis it woiihl 
have been his most popular plan to have made himself absolute 
Minister in WaI|H)le’s stead. Of course he would have fallen, 
and far more speedily than his predecessor; but tlieii not so 
terribly as tliat personage did, not so ignominioiisly as he himself 
did. The rage of the kingdom was roused at him for achieving 
a signal triumph by their lielp, and then (they did not expect 
that nc would throw open to them the Treasury and Admiralty 
Boards) leading them reuiid by another way, not to the old 
system—for even that they would have put up with—but the 
old officials. 

His follow'crs were, of course, dissatisfied with his conduct. 
Whatever it had been, W'lien there were forty or fifty elnimants 
for Cabinet office, it could not have been otherwise. lie cer¬ 
tainly exaggerated the discontent by omitting Chesterfield, from 
a notion that he had betrayed the party once to Queen Caroline; 
also Dodington, that magnificent lover of himself in deep brocade 
and embroidery, tye periwig, and laced ruffles (as dejiicted by 
Cumberland), who uscvl to amuse himself with politics and sigh 
fora peerage; lastly, Lyttleton and Pitt, immediate retainers of the 
Prince, who w'as thus slighted in the arrangements. Three hun¬ 
dred, Peers and Comnumers, met at tlie Fountain Tavern, to 
arraign their leader. Argyle sneeringly remarked, Jn allusion to 
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the other^s wealth, that a grain of honesty was worth a cartload 
of gold, and asked Pnitoney where was the annihilation of Party, 
if the Tories were to be excluded from the Ministry. The latter, 
although ever shriltking from general party meeitlngs, and steadily 
refusing to call them at Chesterfield’s and J)odington’8 suggestions 
in former times, took up a hold attitude. He declared, certainly 
in what seems a rather official tone after his old style, that 

Ciovennnent neither can, nor will, nor ouglit to be, taken b}' 
stormthat all tlie old Ministers could not be turned out; that 
“ it must depend upon the prudent conduct of the Tories them¬ 
selves, to abolish the odious distinctions of party;” finally, that 

it was not just, dutiful, or decent, to dictate to the King how 
to <lispo.se of every preferment,” The audience, no doubt, felt 
tli(* point of iTanbur}' Williams’ stanza— 

*^Then enlarge on his cunning and wit, 
Say how ho harangued at the Fountain ; 

Say iiow the old patriots were bit, 
And a mouse was produced by a mountain.” 

Ills romonstnuices did not carry conviction; and a second meet¬ 
ing, but of the diiefs, was held bctbi'e tlic Prince of Wales, Avheu 
the Tories were pacified by the promise,•that oAc of them—Sir 
,1. Ilyndc (Cotton—shoidd be a lord of the Admiralty, 

For himself, Pnlteney had demanded an earldom and a seat 
in the Cabinet without office, conceiving^ liimself bound by a 
f(K)lisli declaration. lie Avas, in fact, rather tired of the responsi¬ 
bilities both of a leader and of a seat in the Commons. lie had 
some time hack complained, “ that he Avas weary of being at the 
head of a party; he would rather row in the galleys, and was 
ahsohit('ly resolved not to charge himself with taking the lead.” 
'Hie events of the last few months liad proved to him the truth 
of his own comparison—used to Ilardwicke and Newcastle when 
tliey came from the King to drink negus and talk of a Cabinet 
—of tl*e liead of a party to “ the head of a snake wlilch is carried 
on by its tail.” Both his dislike of the calls upon a chief in the 
(Jonimons, and his desire of adding rank to Ins tremendous 
fortune, made him decide upon a seat in the Lords, lie was 
glad to leave his fame still fresli and living in the Commons. 
'J'he Court and King, originally reluctant, had been taught by 
Walpole to consider this elevation the host means of disarming a 
dangerous demagogue; and the late ^iinister exulted in haAdng 
turned the key of the closet upon his rival at last brought to. a 
conference wdth the sovereign. Nor was it the peerage which 
irritated the popular mind against their idol, as m the case of 
tlie elder Pitt; it was the appearance of a hetraynl of them into 
the hands of |hc old Administration, and a desertion of his duties 
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by himsolf. So much was this the case, that his delay in taking; 
the earldom, arising from the hope (a vain one) of passing a bill 
against bribery at ejections, and forcing his old enemy, Lord 
liervey, from Court, and especially of procurii^ some semblance 
of royal favour for the Jorics, two-thirds of tlic geiiti^' of the na¬ 
tion—who, by a contrary policy, w'ere being driven into Jacobi- 
tisin—was popularlyimputed to obstinacy in requiring, for sparing 
Walpole, Ins j>ricc fi'om the Court. Even tlie old calumny, of the 
exchange of his long lease of part of Piccadilly for the fee-simple, 
was vamped up again, and burnished as a new incident. Against 
Rucli charges, it might have been thouglit that he was proof. 
They chiefly, in fact, irritated liini, as, by their popular accepta¬ 
tion, testing the intensity of liis pi’esent unpopularity. In his 
agony on cliscovering the eliange which had come over the spirit 
of liis adherents, he even appealed to tlic King, hut in vain, to 
take back the patent; and is said, wdien it was (lelivered to liiin, 
to have stamped and trampled upon the 
paroxysm of repentance and mortification. 

The fallen Minister, on the contrary, was saved from the woi-st 
consctjuences of his disgi'ace; it w'as soon whispered about that lie 
was still the sovereign’s confidential adviser. All his friends were 
promoted, all liis policy adopted, whenever an opportunity oc- 
ciu’rcd of showing the country how' vainly it had struggled. In 
1743, Lord Wilmington, the titular Pi'emier, died; and Pulteiicy’s 
old associates, jealous of the preponderance of Walpole, over¬ 
persuaded him to retact his resolution of.never accepting jilact?, 
and ask for the Treasury, The King coldly decline J his services, 
and nominated Pelham. The loss of his importance was once 
more indicated to him when his request of the Privy Seal for 
Carlisle was rejected in favour of Earl Choliuondely, ^Valpolc s 
Bon-in-law, and his remonstrances against the introduction of 
Henry Fox, one of the most corrupt of the old Administration, 
were quietly neglected. The glimpse of power, called “ thc^ 
Kevolution of three days,” which visited himui 174(), only lighted 
up the barrenness of his political fortunes. George had found 
the tyranny of the narrow-minded, selfish bureaucracy, repre¬ 
sented by Newcastle, intolerable. lie entreated Lord Path to 
overthrow this clique. The office was accepted; Gideon and the 
moneyed interest prevailed upon to countenance the jilot, and 
Granville suddenly declared Secretary of State. It was just 
such a conspiracy as might have been expected from Granville, 
who always, drunk with claret or imagination, loved a combina¬ 
tion in the inverse proportion to its feasabiUty, and from the 
eagerness and antecedents of Pultency, who had once been able 
to gather a hast about him by a nod, and forgot he had lost his 
popularity. There was a rebellion in the midst of,;the kingdom; 
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all tho Ministers had at once resigned ; the Lords and the 
C/ommons refused, to a man, to liave anything to do with the 
])lot; the nation looked on with tho most in»itating apathy; and 
(Jranvillo and PiMteney had to retire disgracefully. “ Your 
victoiy is complete,” wrote Chesterfield from Ireland, wljpre ho 
was viceroy, to Newcastle. “ Good policy, still more than re¬ 
sentment, rdqiiin^s tliat Granville and Bath should be marked 
fjut, and all their people cut off. ... A general run ought 
to bo made upon Bath by all your followers and runners.” 

Persecution was not necessary. I^ilteney was not, in the Lords, 
a politician even to be feared by Newcastle. He himself could 
not comprehend the loss of his ponulanty. To himself he ap¬ 
peared tho purest'of patriots, who had constantly rt*fiised office. 
ITo dhl not untlorstand that purity out of place'is rather a nega¬ 
tive virtue. But, though he could not explain the loss, ho was 
fully conscious of it. The satirical odes of Sir (ilharles Hanbury 
AVilliains “inflicted,” says II. AYalpolc, “ deeper wounds on” (at 
least tho sjarit, if not tho jiower of) %this lord (Bath) than a scries 
of CraftswcH, aided by Lord Boliugbrokc, for several years, could 
imprint on Sir Bobert Walpole.” IMio liei*ccness of Akensidc’s ode 
to him was less hoedeil. Itwas certainly a sjiccies of monomania in 
liim to resign, at the ]>rice ho did, his old )«)wor and station, w'heii 

The city felt his call; from man to man, 
From street to street the glorious horror ran; 
Kach crowded haunt was stirred beneath his power, 
And murmuring challenged the deciding hour. 

And then— 

To beg the infamy he did not earn; 
To challenge hate when honour was his due, 
And plead his crimes, when all his virtues knew. 

But Pultcue.y, though his vanity had been flattered b}’’ popular 
applause, was a mcmlicr of a very different world to Akenside’s, 
and was much more pren^oked by the epigrammatic irony of 
Williams than the denunciations of a true ])oct. 

In that w'orld, of which lie was an oniauiont, he found many 
consolations for his disappointments. His playful affectionate 
nature had full scope in the society of many admiring fnends. 
He was tho guide and friend of the givat original of literary 
ladies, the ceKbrated and fashionable Alra Montagu, and tlirougli 
her, lie was admitted to intimacy wtli Mrs !EUizabcth Carter, 
still remembered as the translator of Epictetus. With them he 
could develop to tlie uttermost his genius for Greek and punning, 
suffer himself to be dragged up to the summit of the glory 
of Tunbridge Wells, Mount Epliain, and inveigled into spends 
ing his money on nosegays. liis kindness and courteousness 
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iu*vcr failed. Even his servants shared in his general affability. 
Two bishops, Newton, originalK' his chaplain, and the author of 
the Commentary oi» tlie Four Gospels, and Zachary Pearce of 
Rochester, at wliose request the question of the possibility of a 
bishop^^s resignation was first raised, were his fiimiliar com¬ 
panions. They both b'enr testimony to his iiiivaiying kindness, 
goodness of heart, and even his munificence. He loved his wife, 
and -was loved in return ardently. « Slie,” says Newton, “ was 
a woiulerfully agreeable woman when she pleased, but was often 
clouded and overcast.” By her love of speculation and hoarding, 
whicli made her brother call her dressing-room, the favourite 
resort of Gideon and the stockbrokers, the Jews’ synagogue,” 
she encouraged her husband’s natural love of mone}', till it bi;- 
came a defbnnity in his character. Yet be did hot accumulate 
witliout an object; all his tliouglits and hopes were (concentrated on 
hi s son, Viscount PulUmey, an amiable young man, but no orator 
or statesman. On this young man's death, of which iiitelligenct* 
had reached the guests at t^ie fatlier’s table b(‘fore biuisolf, and 
whose health and happy return he Avould, in his ignorance, 
persist in drinking, as we read in the pathetic luuTative by 
Newton, he became indolent and iuditleivnt about the dis|>osal 
of his riches; and, frewu want of interest, not, as his enemies 
insinuated, fi'oin incaj)ability to rejieat those self-dein’ing words, 
“ I give and bequeath,” left it, to the amount of £.1,200,000, 
wholly in a few words to General Pulteney. 

Fx'om the letters to his adopted nephew, the gay juid brilliant, 
but indolent George Coleman the elder, we gather some curious 
hints respecting the great statesman in his olcTagc. "We see Iiim 
careful before his son’s death of any device by which he might save 
fiye pounds, iuformiiig his young corresjwndent that he must get 
his living by toil and clrudgen'that he will be “closely 
watched at Lincoln’s Inn.” At another time, he reminds him of a 
debt to himself—“ the first thing that an lumcst man has to do is to 
payhis debts;” and warns him against wasting Ids time and money 
on going to the theatre. With all this, there is miudi true 
thoughtfulness and aftcction manifested; and he ivgrets Cole¬ 
man’s absence from any sc(;ne winch they had enjoyed. lie wntes 
from Spa, that it is a pity he liad not been there, “ to jday whist 
with u vastnumlier of ])rinces and ]>rince.sses at twopence a cor¬ 
ner,” We can perceive, also, indications of the old tendency to 
love whatever was popular, in his sudden acquiescence in his 
nephews dramatic uursults, and willingness to have “The J(*a- 
lous Wife” dedicated to him, with his eagerness tocidtivatc Gar¬ 
rick’s acquaintance. In all his wandcring.s to Spa, and Bath, and 
Tunbridge, lie betrays the same concentration of Ids interest and 
curiijsity on the world of London, and requests Coleman to be sui'e 
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to send him, with Cliurcliiirs new poem, which he admired, all 
the chit-chat ho can pick up, whether in Lincoln’s Inn, in Grub 
Street, or St James’s, let it be private scandal or political false¬ 
hoods.” * 

In 1760, his old, but now long dormant, passion for pam¬ 
phleteering revived, and the arguments of his anonymous “ Letter 
to Two Great Men” (Pitt and Newcastle), for the retention of 
Canada, triumphed in the cottee-houses, though by statesmen not 
in(U*e heeded, asserts Horace Walpole, than would have been 
their own, had “they survived patriotism and |)ower twenty 
yeai’s,” In the same year the influence at Court, which he 
flattered himself he IukI never lost, became more actual on the 
accesMon of George TIL, who remembered Lord Bath as a kind 
and favourite visitor at Kew In tlie days of his father. It was 
great enough to ixnise the jealousies of the Ministry ; but an old 
mail c»f .se\ enty-six was not a very dangerous competitor for jiower, 
as eviu<‘e<l hy<hc ill success of his eflbrts to gain pcninssion'ibr the 
exhausted Bishop Pearce to resign,nnd to procure tlic translation 
f his friend Newton to a riclier see. After the death of Ids son, 

whom he onlv survived a year and a half, he ceased to cherish 
schemes for final political demoustrations, either occupying him¬ 
self* with pious meditations, or innocents gaieties. Ills enemies 
only saw in him a politician who had been the tool of his allies, 
anti a miser. Horace Waljiolc sums up his character with, “ ho 
died very rich and Lord Chesterfield, on the new’S of his death 
in 1764," writes to Ids son, “ the public, wfiich was long tbc dupe 
of Ids simidatlon and dissimidation, begins to cx})Iain upon him.” 
But there had been much happiness in the life of Pulteney, and 
some advantage to the world of which those two impersonations of 
})olite society, (^hesterfiold and II. Walpole, could form no idea. 

Tt) us the ]K*ri<Kl which Pulteney occupied is the stock and 
source t)f our political and social history. Our court dress and 
the fashion of our modem literature, our very everyday lan¬ 
guage, our manners, and almost our modes of tliinking, can 
be scaretd}' traced to a higher fountainhead. As one of the two 
centre flguivs in that period, and the one, too, who more 
pefculiarly, jiartly, from his disposition, incapable of bearing the 
])rcdominaiice of any coteries, and an independence hardly com¬ 
patible witli the place of a Minister reprcsenting the great Whig 
iiuusos, jiartl}’, fi’om his position at the head of the Opposi¬ 
tion, repivsents the new onler of things, he must always possess 
much interest for ns. The struggle, by itself, bos all the essen¬ 
tials of ]iicturesipK*ness, and a completeness which serves to hide 
tlio miserable weakness and gross selfishness of the subordinate 
figures in the group. 
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Akt. II.—1, CoiTespotidence re9pectwg the A ffeiirs of Naples and 
Sicily^ 1848-184!). Prosented to botli Houses of Parlininent 
by command of Her Majesty, May 4tli, 1849. 

2. Correspondence relative to the Affairs of Naples, Presented 
to both Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majest}', 
1857. 

3. Atti e Document} del Processo dl Maesta per gli ,\ar€nijiienti 
del 15 Maggie 1848, in Napoli^ ete.y etc,, etc, Torino : Fediii- 
codi Lorenzo, 1851. 

4. I casi di Napoli del Genuajo 1848 in poi, Lettere |)oli- 
tiehe, jwr (IxusKPrE iSFASSAUi. Torino: Tipogtafia Ferren)c 
Franco, 1849. 

5. Le Roi de Naples devant D Opinion PnbVopie, Par Gustave 
Chatenet. Paris: Librairie Nonvelle, 1851. c 

6. Sicily and Nngland, A of Kvents in Sicily in 1812 
and 1848. Ilhistnited by Vouchers and State Papers, Lon¬ 
don: James Kidgway, 1849. 

7. Nai'razivni Stoiiehe di Piersilvestro Leopardi con Molti Jhen- 
menti Inediti wlativi ^lla Guerra deW Jndipendenza d!Jtalia e 
alia Reazione Napioletana, Toi’ino, 1850. 

Wjiex ^Ir Gladstonejmblished, in 1851, his celebrate<l Letters 
to Loi*d Aljerdeon on the state of Najiles, a thrill of hormr ran 
through Europe. The testimony ot one, by charecter above 
suspicion, as by means of intbrmation and the well-known bias 
of Iiis political sentiments above easy credulity, spoke with the 
earnest tone of indignant conviction to the truth of habitual 
atrecities, in the whispered rumours ol* Avhosc possible existence 
the world had hitherto refused to put fiiith. Six ycai*s elapsed 
—^j'cars of mighty' events, when public attention was openly 
drawn towards the same unfortunate countiy, through the 
solemnly pronounced opinion of the official representatives of 
Ktiropo, when assembled at the C^nigrcss of Paris, that the 
state of Naples was d threatening danger to the world’s ]>eaee, 
a canker in the body-politic of Eurepe, ajid a tlioni in the side 
of all orderly government. The verdict of tlie world’s chosen 
statesmen pronounced Naples a scandal, fraught with such im¬ 
minent risk to its neighbours, as for the common interest of all re¬ 
quired to be amcnded;»and it fell naturally to the lot of France 
and England, by\'irtuo of their leading position among nations, 
to make those representations to its sovereign which ini^t induce 
liim to adopt conduct in accordance with those ordiiiaiy prin¬ 
ciples of humanity which are necessary conditions for fellowship 
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with civilised communities. These were, however, met with such 
sullen imperturbability, and so resolute an avow^, that no con- 
siileratiou fur the opinion of the world would make the King 
c;hange the behaviour he liad adopted towards his people by 
right of his independent sovereignty, that France and England, 
out of j’cgjird to their own honour, the dignity of their ranl^ and 
the duties of their position amongst nations, had no choice left 
but ])ublicly to resent the insults which had accompanied the re> 
jootion of their frieiully advice. Although the Government of 
Na])Ies has thfis i*eck]rssly refused to listen to warning, it has, 
nevertheless, inanitested consciousness cnougli of the force of 
])ul)lic opinion in Europe to try and ensnare it, by flimsy apolo¬ 
gies and pretentious ^protestations against tlie violence done to its 
independent riglits by foreign interference. Tnisting to bafHe 
detection behind darkness, in which it is, and ever must be, the 
study of a (Joverument like that of Naples to shroud itself and 
all connected therewith, winters have been repeatedly liired to 
try and mislead the startled attention o& Europe by flashes of 
false information.’ If the King of Naples, however, thinks, be¬ 
cause bore juid there he 1ms contrived the insertion in a news- 
])apei'of'some of these brazen-faced assertions^hat therefore he may 
suc(*eed in inducing the public opinion of Europe to revoke the 
verdict it has deliberately pronounced on his conduct, lie is as 
much mistaken about the world in gtuieral as he is about Eng¬ 
land in ]mrticular. The privilege of independence is no less sub- 
jec*t to duties than that of^property; and in the 22d sitting of the 
(’ongress of Fai'is, Lord (jlareudon well said, with reference to 
the <'uiidii(‘t of the Neapolitan Government, ‘‘that although it 
must doubtless be admitted in principle that no government has 
the right to intcifeix* in tlie internal affmi*$ of other states, yet 
there arc cases in which the exception to this rule becomes equally 
a right and a. duty.” Fellowship is the bond of society; and if 
an individual sins against it, society not only makes him pay a 
penalty, but exacts I'opoi’ation of the wrong done. 

Much as hfr Gladstone's pamphlets did excite attention to an 
unwonted degi*ee, the fttll truth about Naples has nevertheless 
never been known in this country. Tho astounding facts re¬ 
counted by him are but a drop in the ocean of Neapolitan iniquity, 
liax'ing been all supjdied by tho first and the far least monstrous 
of those ]P(^rsecutioiis which have converted one of the direst 
i*egions of earth into a social wilderness. It was after his de- 
jKirture from Naples, and at the very time when its (lovemment 
woh protesting with impious solemnity against liis supposed 
calumnies, that it pei^trated deeds; the one more outra|ma8 
than tlie other—^to find tho e(]ual of which we must traveloack 
the space of nineteen centunes, from Christian Europe to the 

VO/., xxvnr. ko. lv.. c 
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abominations of imperial wantonness in' Pagan Rome. Mr 
Gladstone, moreover, purposely refused to mix up Ins denuncia¬ 
tion of inhumanities with discussion of political matters, so that 
the bad faith of tlie Government, and the state of jjtiblic opinion, 
were altogether left unnoticed by him. These are, however, 
points deserving at the present moment the highest attention; 
for they constitute the claim for the intervention of Euroi)e 
against violence brought to bear on a settled tendency of opinion, 
the force of whicli has already been strong enough repeatedly to 
con^'ulsc the world. Since the late Congress at I’aris, the future 
fate of Italy has, so to say, been recognised by diplomacy as one 
of the chief problems of cotemporary history; and this is so in¬ 
timately mixcil up with that of the kingdom of tlx? Two Sicilies, 
that the situation of the latter must, ]x;r foicc, become a subject 
of forethought, and thus a question which while it enlists our 
natural sympatliies, at the same time exacts the attention of {irudent statesmen. Tlie Revolution of Naples was amongst the 
east observed 8f the many eventful incidents of tho year 1848. 

The glance of Europe, when drawn to Italy, wius then riveted by 
Lombardy; and afterwards the lurid glare of Mazzinian Repub¬ 
lics formed a cover behind wliicli the King of Naples safely hid 
his tyranny, 'while the world, wearied at rcvolutionaiy excess, 
gave a ready belief to the falsclioods with which he cloakitd his 
doings. It is, however, a fact, that never was tlierc a revolution 
so &ee ftom illegal excess, and so thoroughly temperate in its 
conduct, as that of Naples. Indeed, the anxiety of tlie Chambers 
to maintain accordance with the sovereign Wiis so sincere, that 
they willingly legalised, by subsequent vote, several of his arbi- 
traiy proceedings, in the hope of extending a veil over tho past, 
and securing the foundation for a future good understanding. 
Facts, however, speak more tellingly than any reasoning; and as 
it is of importance that tho English public should understand the 
rights ana political bearings of a case with which it has connected 
itself, we wfll briefly state tnose points which prove that the King 
of Naples has not only justified our intervention on tho score 
of humanity, but has actually made it imperative on us, unless 
we choose to forsake the traditions of national policy. 

The politic^ movement in tlie kingdom of the Two Sicilies 
be^n fii^ in its insular portion. Fired by tho recollection of 
their ancient privileges, which, though sworn to by the Bourbons, 
have been signally violated by them, the Sicilians boldly dixiw 
up a statement of their grievances, with the tlireat to remedy 
them by force of arms, if, by the 12th Januaiy 1848, the 
Government had not done so of itself. This challenge of unex¬ 
ampled dating was literally acted up to; and the Neapolitan army 
having been attacked on the above-mentioned day, was finally 
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obliged to evacuate Palermo. Meanwhile, public opinion was 
also manifesting itself in Naples, until tlic King siAv himself so be¬ 
set by difficulties, liis army beaten, one-half of his realm in open 
and vicbirious rebellion, while the other half was growing in dis¬ 
content, that, on the oec;asiou of an imposing, but wholly pacific 
demonstration, on the 29th January, ho promised a constitution; 
whicli was accordingly published on the 10th of the following 
month, and sworn to by the King of his own frco will, amidst 
great pomp, in an oath of the most studied solemnity. The news 
of the rising at Milan, with Charles Albei’t’s declaration of war 
against Austria, soon came, and excited amongst the Neapolitans 
so decideil an enthusiasm for the cause of national independence, 
that the King tlecmcd it jirudent to affect the like, A Ministry 
was named by him of men universally respected for probity and 
patriotism; and on the 7th of April tlio King declared war against 
Austria, by a ])roclaniation, in whicli he called on his people, in 
stirring language, “ to rally round their Prince, and aid in decid¬ 
ing the fate of their common country on thfi plains of Lombardy.” 
General l*epe, an old soldier of King Miu'ats time, who, in 1820, 
had commanded against the Austrians, a man whose tmsuspect- 
ing good faith made him no match for cunnuig, received the com¬ 
mand of the cx^icdition, which was announced to go to Charles 
Albert’s help. On all occasions, such excessive zeal was mani¬ 
fested by the sovereign, as completely overreached his Ministers 
and the old geiicml. When the volunteer legions, whose enrol¬ 
ment liad been suggested and s})ccially encouraged by royal and 
official appeal to patiiotic sentiments, were alraut to start, the 
King took leave of them iii a stirring address, ending with a pro¬ 
mise soon to join them himself on the held of battle. Yet the 
wliole of this was nothing but a trick to relievo himself of inop¬ 
portune company, and liusband his strength against the time 
when an artfully meditated blow could be safety struck. The 
army despatched towards Lombardy was a device whereby to en¬ 
courage the emigration of warlike youth in the ranks of the- 
volunteer legions, and tlie royal order, which a few weeks after¬ 
wards recalled the regular troops, expressly excepted the latter 
from obedience to it.' 

• 
' The treatment bestowed on these unfortunate men, wlio never acted in dit- 

obedience to any ruyal command, bnt in positive accordance with inch, is one 
of the most audacions iniquities perpetrated the Kinn. After the fkll 
Venice, the heroic defence of which was mainly owinf; to Utem,:they embarked 
for their homes, bnt were refused admission into the Neapolitan harbonn. 
Having, thcrofo^ sailed back to Venice, whore, of conrse, they were refuted 
permission to stay, the Austrians forced them to retnm afresh, sendii^ this 
time, however, a brig of war with them, the menaces of whose commander 
quickly mode theNoapolitan Governor of Brindisi to allow them to land. There 
began new sufferings; without accusation, and mnch less trial,almost lUl dieae'Bn- 
fortunatemen wore imprisoned, whose only crime was a patriotism whidi had been 
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The same unscrupulous duplicity characterised tlic Kin^s con¬ 
duct on every Occasion. It is iinjiossible at the present day to 
doubt that the constitution granted by him, with such a lavish 
profusion of solemn oatlis, was never meant to be anything but a 
mint whereby to allay dangerous agitation at a critical moment, 
and even cuimingly divert it to his own purposes by fomenting 
ill-will amongst the Neapolitans against the Sicilians. The con¬ 
stitution of the 10th of rVbruary instituted one Parliament for 
the United Kingdom, This, a boon to the Neapolitans, was to 
the Sicilians a fresh violation of ancient and chartered riglit; and 
the King, aware that the natuix^ of their pretensions would make 
them reject such union, thought to have found a device for stri|)- 
ping them of popular sympathy by causing them* to seem guilty 
of unreasonable demands. iHuch an accusation against the 8icil- 
iaiis is most unfounded. This island had always enjoyed an in¬ 
dependent administration, although it had been bound up with 
other states in a personal union. Even under the despotism of 
Spanish rule, Sicily Ifad maintained its charters, while its right 
ofindependence had been afresh acknowledged and re-established, 
in accordance w'ltli the temper of modem institutions, by the 
famous constitution of 1812, wliich, however arbitrarily suspended, 
has yet never been abrogated. This constitution has, conse¬ 
quently, ever been the bugbear of the King; for its memory is 
cherished by the people with longing affection, wdiilc the w'antr)}i 
violation of its tenor is a weajKm ready to his enemies’ hands. 
The clauses w^hich regal'd the succession to the throne especially 
worm his conscience; for in them it was enacted, with the solemn 
sanction of his grandfather and father, that the “ kingdom of 
Sicily bo declared, from this day forward, independent of that of 
Naples, and of any other kingtlom or provinceand that the 
King of Sicily should forfeit the throne if he ever left that island, 
in the event of the reconquest of Naples, or of any other con¬ 
tingency, without having first, with consent of liis Parliament, 
determined how his constitutional authority should be exercised 
during his absence.' It was to assert this ancient right to inde¬ 
pendent administration that the Sicilians rose in 1848; und how 
could it be expected that, in the hour of victory, they wouUl con¬ 

tested, Most of them were sent to the lonely and rocky islands that stud various 
puteof the coastf hot very many were even thrown into the Bagni as galley-slaves. 
Korwasthu a temporary punishment; for they continue there still. Amongst the 
most tonching cases is that of two brothers of the name of Campolieto, young 
men of tender ag^ and as noble in mind as in birth. These interesting youths, 
who had distiBgoished themselves by brilliant valour, were thrown into the Bagni 
of Brindisi, where they were daily exposed to brutal insults at the hands of an 
inhuman jailor, while they were shut up not with other political prisoners, but 
with criminale of the most infamous characters. 

* The whole Sicilian constitution is printed in the Appendix to the Blue Book 
of 1949. 
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sunt to waive a privilege which they had succcssfally muntained 
through the whole of tlieir chequered history f The King, bent 
all along on wreaking vengeance at the proper tiino by means of 
Ilia army, held the same line of policy towards the Sicilians os 
towards the Lombards. With irritating procrastination, he con¬ 
ducted negotiations with his subjects wmch were never meant 
for any other purpose than to win time. In vain Lord Miiito, 
whom the King himself summoned to Naples, expressed his will¬ 
ingness to undertake mediRtion, if any terms were offered which 
could be possildy acceptable; for although there was great 
parent readiness to grant every desirable concession in principle, 
yet tlic King always obstinately refused the necessary practical 
guanuitces. last, under the iiiHuonce of the startling tidings 
tliat a Kopublic was established in !^avis, lie consented, on the 
()th of March, to terms which, although not distinctly containing 
that explicit recognition of their independence whicli the SiciP 
ians, emboldened by victory, demamled, yet sanctioned such a 
separation of Parliament and administration as would have ^e- 
cui’cil tlio first wants of the island, had the decrees been carried 
out in tiiat sense which Lord Miiito was instructed by the King's 
authority to a])ply to their obscure wording. Lord Minto, con¬ 
sequently, hastened at once to Palermo, in the hope to avert, by 
his personal influence, the imminent dangers caused by the Kin^s 
procrastination and deceit; and never has there been a more sig¬ 
nal display of moderation or confidence than that shown by the 
Sicilians on this occasion. Worn out by thcKin^s hitherto sullen 
refusal of their demands, tlio Sicilians, giving way to natural 
animosity against their cmpivssor, and excited partly by the flush 
of the same tidings which had momentarily shaken the obstinacy 
of Ferdiiuind, and partly at a fresh piece of double-dealing on his 
part, were bent on proclaiming the deposition of the Bourbons 
at the time of Lord Minto’s arrival. While the English pleni¬ 
potentiary had been led by the Kin^s entreaties to become tlie 
channel of his communications, and fancied that, by this act of 
condescension, he had merited liis confidence, he found, to his no 
small surprise, that without his knowledge a Neapolitan waiv 
steainer had been sent before him, and had pnblicly distributed 
the draughts of those crude decrees of wj^iem he had believed 
liimself to be the hearer, and the acknowledged insufficiency of 
whose terms he had been requested to repder acceptable by the 
jiledge of his faith in the Kings intentions. In spite of this shame¬ 
ful trick, Lord Minto, nevertheless, declarea that, unless the 
design of deposition wc;^ laid aside, not only would he be unable 
to be of any use to the Sicilians, but that, chared as he waa by 
the King with mediation, he must absolutely withhold all int^ 
course witli them, and leave the island forthwith. With a con- 
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fidence that ought never to be forgotten, the Sicilians waivc<l 
their intentions out of deference to tlic wishes of England, and 
declared themselves reatly to accept the King’s terms, pmvided 
tliey were so precisely drawn up as to put their proper intiT- 
pretation beyond cavil. In theionii of convention,* accordingly, 
drawn up hy tlie Sicilians, and wdiich is to be found in the liliic 
Book, there was nothing which required a new concession in 
principle. They strictly contented tlienisolves with absolutely 
iiucessaiy guaiuiitecs, the demand for Avliich was perfectly justi¬ 
fied by past experience, and the fact that they had to secure 
themselves against a sovereign w'ho had at his command an army 
of foreign mercenaries. To these guarantees, wliich would lla^c• 
made a reality of his written concessions, the King refused to con¬ 
sent, colouring his rejection of them with the most futile pretexts; 
and thus all negotiations‘were broken offj when he had .suc¬ 
ceeded in cgregiously duping Eord Minto, and Jaul reaped tlu* 
object of his cunning, by deluding the Sicilians into inactivity 
during w'ceks pf irreparable importance. 

Meanwhile the Chambers had been convoked at Naples for tin' 
15th of May, a day w'hich M'hs anxiouslv looked fi)r as the last 
of suspense and the first of settled govcniment, hut was, in.stead, 
destined to usher in«tlie bloody inauguration of a reign of tonw, 
which still continues, and is woi'se than aiything that uiiibj’tun- 
ate country ever suffered. The Ministers, men of the best faith, 
and so desirous to save the throne from attiicks that they shielded 
it at the sacrifice of their own reputations, were met in all their 
efrbrts at organisation by opposition on the part of the King. 
Loath to injure him in public opinion by a revelation of the dil- 
ficulties thrust in their way, they wrongly yielded tohimasimu'li 
as possible, in the .belief that tlie speeay assembly of the Cham¬ 
bers would bring the preper remedy to this situation, while the 
King would find himself carried beyond j)owcr of regix'ss by his 
participation in the war of inde[>endence,—both whieli sujiposi- 
tions were signally disappointed. Public opinion had been much 
excited against the Cnamber of l^eers, as constituted by the 
statute of the 10th of Februaiy, which, when promulgatecl, had 
been proclaimed irrevocable* The King liacl, however, sub¬ 
sequently listened to the reasonable objections urged against it; 
ana his present Ministry had made it a condition of accepting 
office, that a proclamation should announce that for tin's first 
Parliament the Peers would be chosen from lists presented to the 
King by the electoral colleges; while the Legislative Assembly, 
met in its two chambers,should, in concordance with the sovereign, 
have the power of changing the fundamental statute, especially 
in that iohich regards ikt Clumther of Peers,^ In sevem pro- 

* Thii conventioB will be found at page 283 of the Bine Book of 1849. 
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vinccs, the macliinations of liidden plotters succeeded in causing 
petty riots by the spread of alaniung reports, which kept the 
comrtry in a state of irritation; wliile wie demands of the Ministry 
for tlie distribution in the jirovinces of the excessive military 
force congregiited in the neighbourhood of the capital, were met 
by obstinate I'efnsal on the part of the King. The unceasing 
elfbrts of influential individuals alone repressed all serious di^ 
turbance, as it was the excellent bearing of the National Guard 
which ])reser\'ed the order of the capital. It is, indeed, a most 
noteworthy ihgt, tliat dming these months of political agitation 
IK) single case of violence occurred on the jiart of the people, in 
s])ite of the notorious remissness of the police, while several were 
committed by the soldiery. The Canon Pellicano, TJnd(».r Secre¬ 
tary of State for Ecclesiastical Affairs, was murdered by Royal 
Marines; and a sergeant of police' attempted to let loose the 
galley-slaves at Castcllamare, but was prevented by the Duke of 
^nndonuto,* w'lio commanded a detachment of tlic National 
Guard, The King hearing of this, demanded the sergeant’s name, 
exclaiming, that he should be made aii exara^e; and accord¬ 
ingly, a few days after the victoiy of the 15th of May, he w'as 
}»romoted to the rank of officer. 
■ The deputies, on their arrival in the capital, received a circular 
inc iting them to attend a meeting on the 13th of May, at the 
house of Don Fi’anccsco Ruggiero, for the })urpose of acqusiint- 
ing themselves with tlie proceedings of the ceremony of convoca¬ 
tion. Ruggiero, who had all along been a partizo]! of reaction, 
although hitherto publicly professing liberal principles, had re¬ 
signed the Ministry of Eemesiastiem Affairs on the lOth May, 
from avowed opposition to participate in the War of Independ¬ 
ence, and w'as at tliis time so high in his sovereign’s favour, that 
oil tho night of the 14th, just rafbre the general resignation of 
the Cabinet, ho ^*as proposed by the King for the Ministry of 
Finance, a roquest to which his ancient colleagues, however, re~ 
fused to consent; and lie actually did fill this omce in the Cabinet 
erected on the following day by tlie triumphant King on the 
corpses of his subjects. As this preparatory meeting was after- 
wnras made tho ground of criminal accusation, it merits consi¬ 
deration, by whom it was originally convened,—the more so, as on 
the trial of those charged with having ihstigated the revolt on 
the 15th of May, it was proved, by such overwhelming evidence 
as to extort the grudging notice of even a Neapolitan court of 
law, that Ruggiero was seen defending a barri^e; so tliat the 
Government was forced to include him in the indictment, 
although it connived at his escape into Tuscany. At this meet¬ 
ing the deputies learnt from him that a royal proclamation was at 
that moment at the printers, which announced that th^ would 
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be called on to swear an oath, the wording of which was not 
given, but which was understood to oblige them to maintain the 

• statute of the 10th of February without change. Now this, it 
must be recollected, would have destroyed the right of Parliament 
to decide upon the final constitution of the House of Peers. A 
deputation consequently hastened to tlie Ministers, who satisfied 
its members that there was no ground for the assertion, since the 
King had readily assented to their proposed arrangements for tho 
ceremony, in which no oath of the sorthad been introduced. Never¬ 
theless,the official Gazette,in the evening,published a programme, 
countersigned by no Minister, which actually contained the ob¬ 
jectionable clause. This, of course, caused much excitement; and 
the deputies having re-ossemblcd on the evening of the 14th, put 
themselves again in communication with the Ministers uiid tlie 
King. In spite of their willihgncss to sw^ear any oath which might 
not be incompatible with their just privileges, tlic deputies failed 
ill all their attempts to arrive at an understanding wini the King, 
and theMinist^ at last tendered their resignations. The de])ii- 
ties, nevertheless, continued their honest ettbrts, until at a late 
hour of the night, the Minister Manna brought them from the 
King a message, that he would open Parliament witliout requir¬ 
ing any oath until one had been decided upon by the united 
Legislature; when, just as the welcome solution of all difficulties 
was being loudly hailed, strangers rushed into the hall with the 
cry that the troops were marching with hostile intentions, and tlie 
people were erecting barricades. The conduct of the deputies 
on this occasion w'as admirable. A chosen commission at oneo 
hastened into the streets to appease agitation by the announce¬ 
ment of the King’s concession; and, in most instances, their per- 
severing efforts succeeded in having the barricades at once re¬ 
moved. The oflcn repeated assertion, that there was no menace 
on the part of the troops which could irritate the, people, is refuted 
hy testimony removed beyond suspicion, namely, the official re¬ 
port of the Commissioners sent by the Swiss Government to in¬ 
vestigate the conduct of their regiments on that day. In that 
report it is distinctly stated, that netween midnight and morning 
the troops sallied three or four times out of their barracks,—conse¬ 
quently, during tho very time when nothing was going on but 
peacelm deliberation between the King and deputies.' When, 
eafly on the 15th, the Ministers, whose resignations had not been 
accepted, repaired to the palace to obtain the King’s signature to 
a piraamation publicly confirming the determination he had 
cmnmunicated to the deputies, they found, to their no small dis¬ 
may, that he had again chan^^ his mind. In vain Manna do- 

' The whole of this most important report ii printed in Leopardi's book, at 
page 273. 
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claimed against this piece of bad faith. The King seemed im- 
inovab*Iy bent on refusal, until suddenly, «ear eleven o’clock, ho 
all at once changed his purpose again; and having signed and 
sent to the j)nntcr a perfect^ satisfactory proclamation, he de¬ 
spatched orders for the troops to be withdrawn within their bar¬ 
racks. llanlly, however, had the Ministers beyond the 
threshold of the palace, rejoicing in the belief of having suc¬ 
ceeded in preserving the t>eace of the country, when their hopes 
were dashed b^ the sonntl of firing; and one of the most terrible 
buttles ever witnessed in the fearful annals of civil war had been 
begun, beyond power of suspension. The first shot is stated to 
have been fired by a police agent, not on the authority of anony¬ 
mous assertion^ but on the distinct deposition of honourable men, 
who fearlessly persisted in their affirmations, although to their 
own liurt. The venerable Saverio Harberisi defied the Procura- 
torc-Geiierale to disprove the fact, that the well-known police 
coiniiiissary Merenda, and his sons, had not only been actively 
engaged in constructing barricades, but tjjat the Jatter had fired 
the first shot. A still more confounding testimony was borne to 
the coinjilicity of the police, when the priest Leonardo Covelli, 
native of Traiii, taken up as participator in the insurrection, 
and detainer of forbidden arms, was dis(4iarged on the first 
count by the Great Court of Na]>les, on a certificate from 
hlerenda tlmt the said Covelli, being his agent, had by his orders 
taken jiart in raising barricades; after wliicdi, the priest having 
been summoned on the second charge before the nia^strate of 
the (juaitcr of San Giusepjie, where he lived, Merenda sent a 
fresh certificate that the arms were his, and Covelli w’as accord- 
ingl^y set at liberty on the 2Gtli May 1840, What the number 
of Killed may have been, it is impossible to state with certainty; 
but, alone, eighteen Swiss officers fell. The horrors perpetrated 
by the troo}>s caused an universal outciy of indignation; and the 
official report of the Swiss Commissioners, favourably biassed as 
it is, remains an official testimony to the truth of reports. The 
pillage is stated in it to have been general. Far more frightful 
things, however, than pillage were committed. The Swiss re¬ 
port, restru'.ting itself to investigation of the acts of the Swiss 
troops, only mentions the wanton murder of Padre Kodio, in his 
convent; but during the night of the 15th to 16th, long after 
the cessation of all hostilities, a body of marines shot in the moat 
of the Casteliiuovo a batch of prisoners, whose numbers are not 
accurately known, but amounted, on credible authority, to at least 
upwards of twenty. On the 16th of May a proclamation was 
issued, countersigned by the new Ministers,—all of them men* 
well-known to have been the King’s intimate counsellora during 
tlic fniy,^iu which' occurred the flowing passage: The Legis- 
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lative Assembly, wlio^c meetiiiff was rendered impossible yester¬ 
day, will bo immediately convoked by another decree, in order 
to strengthen, by its weighty aid, those principles of order,legality, 
and general welfai'e, winch are the prominent objects of the caiv 
of tlie King’s dovernment.”^ Yet the very next day a decree 
shamelessly annulled all the elections, although no dissolution 
could be legally pronounced until the Parliament was <luly con¬ 
stituted by having been actually opened; and Na^des was declared 
to be in a state of siege, the ^iational Guaixl having been already 
suppressed on the lOtli, As nows, however, anived that the 
provinces were manitesting a dangerous agitation, the King 
deemed it prudent to issue the following address,, the solemnity 
of whose spontaneous protestations might have wrung belief fi’oni 
minds far more incredulous than those of the trus]j.fiu Neapolitan 
people:— 

Profoundly gincved at the horrible event of the 15tli INIay, it 
is our liveliest wish to soften its consequences as fur as possibly lies 
within human ppwer. is our firm and immutable will to maintain 
the constitution of the 10th February, pure and immaculate from 
every sort of excess; so that, as the only one compatible with the 
true and present wants of this part of Italy, it may become the lioly 
ark on whiuh the destiaies of our beloved people and of our crown are 
to repose. The Legislative Chambers will be immediately called to¬ 
gether ; and the wisdom, firmness, and prudence which we expect to 
find in them, will be to us of mighty lielp in all those branches of 
public administration which are in want of wise and useful rc-or- 
ganisation. Take up, therefore, again your wonted ocenputions ; put 
an unlimited trust in our faith, and in our sacred and spontaneous 
oath; and live in the fullest certitude, that it is the unceasing pre-occu¬ 
pation of our mind to abolish, as speedily as can be, not only tlie ex¬ 
ceptional and temporary situation in which we find ourselves, but ns 
far as it is possible the very memory of that fatal disaster whiclj 1ms 
befallen us.” “ Fbrdinand.”* 

“ Naples, 24th May 1848.” 

Trusting to these solemn assurances, the deputies used their 
best efforts to discourage the spread of revolt, which in Calabria 
had already become formidable ; and on the 1st July, having all 
been re-elcctcd, a royal speech actually inaugurated a session 
which was to be a series of insults. Having voted an address 
to the Crown, the language of which breathed the moderation of 
true patriotism, the Kmg refused to receive it; and, after slight¬ 
ing tne dignity of the members in every possible manner, lie 
abruptly prorogued the Chambers on the 5tn Beptember, first to 
the 30th November, and afterwards to the 1st February. The 
same conduct was pursued during the second session. £mbol- 

* Itoopsrdi, p. 190. * Leopardi, p. 192. 
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(lened by Cliarlt!s Albert’s utter defeat, aiid tlio extinction of the 
Koman Kenublic through French intervention, the King at 
last relievccl liimself of all importunity by a dissolution, pro> 
claimed on the 13th of March. It was not, however, done with 
suffi<dcnt secrecy to deprive the Chambers of a final opportimity 
of luanitbsting pitriotic forethought; for, as soon # the royal in¬ 
tention becjunc known, they hastily legalised .a royal decree 
which had arbitrarily iiiodificd the electoral franchise, being 
detcnniiied that their conduct should fail in supplying the King 
with any plea»ti)r erasing from the statute-book the form of con¬ 
stitutional government; an object which has been in so far 
attained, that no decree has ever appcaml which pretended to 
revoke tin; on^ of the 10th February. The two first acts of the 
King after his victory of the 15tli, were the establishment of 
martial law, and the liberation of some seven hundred prisoners, 
wil bout even retaining a register of their names. The incongruity 
between these measures is heightened by the immediate institution 
of a ('ourt of Iiujuiry into the origin ainj event# of the conflict, 
which, one would suppose, might have derived useful information 
ii’om the examination of men who must have been at least 
witnesses of the fray. Our suiiUTse, liowever, increases still more 
when wc see the in(|uiiy pursued with the greatest possible show 
of investigation, affidavit being heaped on affidavil^ and witness 
summoned alter witness, wdiilc yet not one of these prisoners was 
ever inquired for. Finally, the Procuratore-0 eneraie sent a long 
rt*port to the Grand (^ourt, in which, after much vague declama¬ 
tion on events previous to tlie 15tli, which threw no light on 
the principid matter in hand, ho finished with the remarkable 
worns, “ that all further research to aiiive at the origin of that mi- 
toward event would lead to discoveries displeasing to Govern¬ 
ment.”* The Great Court, after maturely considering this report, 
and postponing for future decision the veiy important question, 
whether, according to the 48th article of the constitution, it were 
at all competent to judge the case, came, on the 10th of July 1848, 
to the opinion, tliat there was ground to investigato the legality 
of the conduct of six deputies, who, having been chosen as a 
commission hy their colleagues, had tried to stay the fight; that 
a certain Dinxlano, a noisy demagogue, ^nfidently asserted by 
most respcctablo witnesses to have been a police spy, should be 
kc}it imuer examination, along with tw'o companions of his, for 
having distributed infiammatoiy appeals; and, finally, it issued 
warrants against six persons'as makers and defenders of barri¬ 
cades (all of them being either killed or out of the kingdom^, com¬ 
mitted two others on the same charge, decreed further inquiry 

* Leopardi, p. 4S9. 
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with regard to a third, and ordered a fourth to he set at liberty. 
This judgment, the upshot of long and anxious inquiry, was 
shelved in the archives of tlie Court, both the President and 
Procuratorc-Generale having given a deliberate opinion, that the 
events of tlie 15tli of Alay would not admit of a criminal prose¬ 
cution. # 

Meanwhile tlie reaction gre^v in strength and audacity; and 
when Langohardi becamo Minister of Justice, tlie criminal 
Courts were reconverted into special ones, although these had 
been abolished by the constitution. Everywhere jirosecutioii was 
spreading its net; and it was determined that, in spite of the 
failure of the original investigation, the loth of May should yet 
be made the means of strangling the liower of tlve kingdom, as 
already it had successfully stningled its liberty. t)n the 7th of 
September, General Tureliiarolo, noted as one of tlio King’s most 
devoted agents, being seated in the guard-liouse of the Palace, 
in convei*sation w'ith a certain Kiccola Barone, the latter made a 
deposition, full of the most astounding charges of active jiartici- 
patioii in treason, against no fewer than sixty-five well-known 
individuals, most of whom had been fully examined bv the Court 
of Inquiry without incurring a speck of suspicion, ihirone’s ac¬ 
cusations amounted fb nothing less than that, on the evening of 
14th, from the balcony of the hall of Montoliveto, the meeting- 
place of the deputies, fourteen of their iiumlxT, whose names he 
gave, first called on the people to raise barricades and attack the 
troops, while others perambulated the streets, exciting the people 
to violence, and encouraging them by their example ; and that, 
when hostilities had commenced, the deputies pronounced the 
deposition of the King, destroying, in their revolutionary fury, tlic 
very images of royalty wliich happened to he in tlie hall, amidst 
loud cries of Long uve the Republic.” No less than nine of the 
persons whom Barone swore to having seen actively engnged in 
treason, were at that very time, either absent from Naples, or 
closeted with the King in their official capacities. In tiaith, tlie 
bungling stupidity with which this false accusation was got up, after 
sixt^n months of preparation, is incredible, and almost enforces a 
belief that the Government sought to show how it could bi'cak 
through every obstacle, and trample under foot all justice. 
Domenico Muratori, whom Barone swore to have seen exciting 
the mob, was then at Reggio, being Intendente-Generulc of its 
province; Leopardi was in Charles Albert’s camp, as the King 
of Naples’ ambassador; while Giuseppe Massori’s absence in 
Ijombardy was proved by an extract from the registers of the 
police office in Milan, signed by the Austrian director Wagner, 
iind certified b^ Baron Metzbourg, afterwards Secretary of 
Legation at Tiinn. Encouraged by the reception given to his 
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testimony, Barone soon amplified it by increasing the number 
of acciis^ to seventy-five. At the same* time he corrected his 
former affidavit by the confession, that “ through mere slip of the 
pen,’* ho had incorrectly inserted the names or four individuals, 
lie liowever reiterated all las other accusations, citing in support 
thereof certain ^vitnesses ; and then added the foliolring charges, 
u'liich were entertained by the Alagistrates without remark, and 
wliich we give in his own words, lest Knglisli readers should in¬ 
voluntarily bo Jed to think that wo must be distorting the truth:— 

With regard to the third fact, namely, the positive participation 
in the building of barricades and in the conflict, 1 was e3*e-witne88 

tlioroof, having happened to bo in the middle of the Toledo on the 
night of the 14lh May, when tho barricades were being raised, and 
having token shelter in the morning ^of the 15th, as soon as tho 
conflict cominoncod, in tho second floor of a house in the middle of 
the square La Cnrita, which house 1 am at a loss now to point out 
proctsely, but which, to tho best of roy recollection, is in the palace 
attached to the first gateway in the groat l^azza, qp tho lefl hand, 
whence we could clearly descry everything that happened in the 
Toledo, as fur as the eye could reach. As for the fourth and 
last fact mentioned in the former affidavit, having reference to that 
which happened by the decision of the deputies, assembled in their 
hull at Montoliveto, I can also declare myself to have been a witness, 
along witli Garpentieri, Fassante, Auzalone, Ferrara, and Caccavale, 
who M'cre in my society, since they also were in the same house, 
which had windows as well facing the Toledo ns the inner side of tho 
Piazza of Montoliveto; and as a balcony juts out into that piazza from 
that building of Montoliveto in which the deputies were assembled, at 
a short distance from the above-mentioned house, so the resolutions of 
tlio deputies regardinga provisional government or committee of public 
safety, and their other decisions, being successively cried out fium the 
balcony, by an unknown gentleman at tho top of his voice, to the crowd 
of armed people stationed in the neighbouring palaces, which likewise 
have balconies and windows jutting out into this piazza, deponent, 
and the others with him, w'ere able to hear and observe what was 
resolved and done by tho deputies.”^ 

AVhoro is tho countiy in which such evidence as this would be 
received, where an honest magistrate would be satisfied to believe 
that a -man intimately acquainted with t^e locality of a town 
should be unable to indicate the house in which, according to his 
own statement, he had sjient, under so remarkable circumstances, 
the groiitoi' part of^ probably, the most memor^le day of his life f 
Not only were none of the other witnesses said to have been with 
Barone in the house, interrogated as to its identic, but the pubHc 
prosecutor was so thoroughly aware that firom no house on the 

I For Barone*! depositions, see Leopardi, pp. -SOI. 
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Largodella CaritA could it have been physically possible to hear 
and sec what was professed to iiave been heard and seen, that 
when the prisoners challenged an examination of the 8])ot, lie 
positively ooiocted, and the servile minions wlio had been thiirst 
upon the jufUcial bench had the audacity to ovemde the miuest. 
Of the firteen witnesses who appeared in su])port of the charges, 
six were, as far as we know, free fi.*om positively criminal impu¬ 
tations, although notorious as spies; but tlie iiistory of the others, 
who were tlie principal ones, is the following:— 

1. Niccola liaronc, the chief infonner and p1*ompter of the 
rest, was in open court denounced by the venerable Saverio 
llarberisi as liavhig himself taken an active part in the rising, 
Jlarberisi, who in the troubled days of 1848 Iwd patriotically 
consented to contribute towiirdsthe ])eace of the cai>itul by being 
Prefect of Police in one of its (juarters, proved, fi'om the tMitries in 
the registers of his ancient olfice, that Parone bad at one time 
received the daily pay of twelve carlini as spy. This is not, how¬ 
ever, the worst part .of his caiver. Fire difleivnt tinies had 
Barone apj>eaml bt‘f()re the courts for the crimes of fraud and 
theft ; and yet Morelli, President of the Court, had the unblush¬ 
ing effronter}^ to address him publicly as “My dear Friend.'* 

2. Carmine An/.a1&ne had been twice chai’ged with aggravated 
theft and homicide. 

3. Pietropaolo Carpentieri had been twice accused of acts of 
aggravated theft. 

4. Luciano Carpentieri, three times charged witli complicity 
in murders. 

5. Francesco Vittoria, four times accused of forging documents 
and libel. 

(). Gennaro Ippolito, twice accused of desertion and theft. 
7. Raffaele Violantc, eight times ac(mscil of exaction—oi' 

attempt to bring alx>ut abortion—of libel and assault. 
8. Domenico Ferrara, once guilty of Ibrgery. 
Tlie last witness w'us Paolo Emilio Caccavalc, wliose interro¬ 

gation revealed truths that for a moiaont even disconcerted the 
so-callcd judges. Tliis man, having gone, like many others, in 
fancied oocdiencc to the sovereign*s desire, as a volunteer to 
Lombardy, had on his return to Naples contrived to escape the 
imprisonment wliich befell most of nis companions, by kcef)iiig 
himself closely hidden. While tlius dragging on a j)recarious 
existence in daily want and fear, Niccola Barone, wlio had 
found ont his situation, assured him that, if he would coiifinn hy 
his testimony certain depositions he had made merely for the nose of frightening a nund>er of deputies, and inducing them 

■ave the country, he could not only f^e himself frein all 
fear of molestation, but also receive a handsome salary. Yielding 
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to the temptation thus put within his reach, the unfortunate man 
acceded to tlic reemest, witii the firm determination, however, to 
reveal the truth if lie saw any attempt to use his testimony for 
a difterent puqiose than that mentioned; and accordingly, when 
culled u])on by the Procuratore-Generaio Angelillo to mvo his 
ovidonce in the public court, ho made this statement, hacking 
its con'oetness with the muster-roll of his regiment, which proved 
Ills presence at Treviso on tlie ]5th May 1848, This was not 
yet, however, the whole of his revelations. Angelillo having in- 
volnntui'ily ejaCnlated, in the discomposure of the moment, now 
lie could "ever have brought himself to name falsely so many 
])crsons and things without knowing anything about them, 
Cacewale replied, I spoke none of these tiling^ and 1 named 
none of these perso)is. lhx»sident Navarra, holding in his hand 
the dcjwsition of Barone, dictated all himself to his scribe.” 
Whei*eupon Angelillo, frantic with passion, ordered him forthwith 
to be thrt)Avn into prison as a false witness, and no further in¬ 
quiry was iilUnvc(r into the subject. Npr was* this the only 
exunn)lo, in this suit, wherc the case of the prosecutor thus 
signally broke down. Domenico Fenura, yiclcuiig to the com- 
l)nnctionM of conscience, retracted his w'rittcn deposition, with 
the exclamation “tliat it contained lies dictated hy Barone;” 
and although Angelillo behaved toAvards him Avith such threaten¬ 
ing fury that the poor man swooned with alarm, yet he persisted 
in his recaiitatk)!!, and even began to communicate such nn- 
AA'oIcome information, under the pressure of cross-examination, 
that Angelillo onlered him to be removed, in spite of the protest 
of the defendants. The reader must be already thoroughly 
sickened at sucli a tissue of infamous outrages; ana yet vre wish 
to adduce one instance moixs, taken from the same trial, to show 
hoAv the Neapolitan Government is systematically forced to seek ' 
support in the corruption of its servants. Against Luciano 
Cur])eiitiori’s testimony to events which he professed to have 
beheld while pcranibiuating the town, the defendants brought 
into court the testimony of the muster-roll of his regiment, and 
the very certificate of his colonel which had procured him double 
pmf for services rendered, wliilo under arms, during the whole of 
the 14t1i and 15th of May. Taken aback^for a moment by tins 
unexpected objection, the prosecutor asked Qarpentieri to re¬ 
concile the apparent contradiction. His answer was, that his 
sergeant and captain (both of whom he named) would be able 
to explain how it might be possible for him to oe absent, while 
supposed to be ser\'iiig with the Guards. Tlicv were both ao- 
coraingly summoned, when the sergeant declared himself unable 
to give any explanation, as Carpenticri did not belong to his 
company; while the captain only said that a soldier might by 
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possibility be inscribed, through error, on a muster-roll as present, 
M'hile really absent. -Now, by Ncajwlitan law, a false entry on 
the muster-roll of a regiment is punished with strict confine¬ 
ment ; but on this occasion there was no inquiry whatsoever 
instituted into the facts of the case, and, on tlie strength of the 
captain’s words, Carpeiiticri’s eA’idence was ordered to be held 
valid. Under tJie auspices of such informers, the prosecution 
soon attained monstrous proportions. I'he arrest of one person 
brought with it the imprisonment of a liost of others—very 
often merely because they w'cre acquainted with him, and the 
jails all over the kingdom thus became filled to roj)Iction. The 
criminal provisions of Nea{>olitan law are framed with all proper 
care for the rightful interests of the accused, \yithin four and 
twenty horn’s after arrest, the official prosecutor has to investi¬ 
gate the pi’isouer, and within tlie Hhorient jxmible time make a 
report of tlie case and presumptii’c evidence to the Coiiit, Avliich, 
then acting like our grand jury, decides Avliether there be reason 
to entertain the charge. ^The trial itself is hi open court; and 
the prisoner is not only allowed to defend himself by counsel 
(the latteris presence being granted also at the prejiaratory ex¬ 
amination), but he can likewise present a written statement, and 
the law expressly orders that eveir facility should be gi’anted for 
its composition. Now every one of these provisions ivas out¬ 
rageously violated by the Government. The prisoners were kept hi 
'prison, merely on suspicion, from September 184i) till December 
1851. Space forbids our entering into details as to tlie patent in¬ 
nocence of most of the prisoners; we can only indicate a few 
facts that may enable English readers to fonii a conception as 
to the characters of the men thrust into the felons’ (hx^k. At the 
head of the list of tlie accused, which, after oinissinii of those 
absent, counted nine deputies, stood the name of ArcluleacAiii 
Luca Samuclc Cagnazzi, ninety years of age, a man distingiiislied 
all over Europe for learning, especially in the science of political 
economy. At the meeting of the deputies he had been called 
to the chair by seniority, and had behaved throughout with 
dignified moderation. gave way undev suflerings; and 
before the crowning infamy of mock triid was set as a nnisliiiig 
stroke to those incurred during two years of preventive con¬ 
finement, death freed the old man from further outrage. To 
his companions in misfortune, and his peer in character, the 
venerable Don Saverio Barberisi, upwards of seventy years of age, 
it was reserved to quaff the cup of iniquity to its drc^. I'lie 
defence of Barberisi is, in truth, the capital fact of the trial; and 
the minions who soiled the bench of justice trembled in their 
seats, as with unflinching sternness he rent the veil of flimsy 
speciousness hung arouna the truth, and bared its hideousness to 
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sip;ht. BarLcrisi was a man learned in law, and of such 
unsullied integrity, that though he had lodg forsworn ofEce, 
and instated the ill-will of Government, calumny had never 
dared to cast a slur upon his character. From 1806-20 he had 
filltd high offices, and even been Go\'ernor of a province; but, as 
he himself said in his defence, the events subsequent to that 
year drove him fi*om employment, “ along with the best men 
who o'or filled the magistracy of Naples,” Having removed 
to tlie capital, he practised there as a lawyer, “ Nor, amidst 
the many events that happened, was his name ever inscribed on 
the n*gistei*s of the police,” The constitution was hailed by him 
with delight, and he willingly gave the best co-operation of his 
zeal and exj^eriqnce towards the orderly establishment of the new 
system, even to the a(?ccptancc of the burdensome part of Chief 
Magistrate of the city district of ^lontecalvario, whci’e he dis¬ 
played an energy not to be expected fi'om his age, After,” 
he said, “his Majesty had promulgated, in the name of the 
triune God, the constitution of tlie 10th. of Fdbmary, I had 
various occasions to sco his Majesty, and to be enabled to make 
a request for his o\\ti interest and that of the country. His Ma¬ 
jesty knew me fiv)m my having many and many a time presented 
to liim petitions having reference to the aftafrs of my clients, and 
lie ilid me the honour to call me kia old friend. Moreover, in 
the presence of many generals and distinguished persons, he in¬ 
sisted that I should frequent the pahace, udiich would be always 
(pen to me; and never shnll I forget liis words, ^ Don Saveno, 
this house is thine—at all lioni's open for thcc, and it will be 
verily a displeasure to me if thou dost not come every day,’ Li 
all my conversations with the King, I never spoke of mj^^elf and 
of my ])osition; my prayers had all reference to the advairtage of 
his AIrtjesty and the country. ‘ Sir,’ I said on all occtisioiis, ‘my 
faith is in God, in your Majesty, and in the country—God, King, 
and ]>eoplc. Sir,T consider the good of your JMajcstyto be the same 
as the good of the people, aiul that the good of tlie people is the 
same as that of your Majesty.’ The King wondered how at my 
age T could be so active; and I answered, ‘ Sir, God is with me; 
lie gives me the strongtli to supjiort such labour.* I had pro¬ 
mised the King, to infonn liiiu of ever^’thivg which could have 
interest for constitutional government; and out of regard to a 
feeling of duty, often and often I told him, ‘ Sir, the alarms 
seen and heard, the demonstmtious made without object, arc fo¬ 
mented and directed by Sicilians or by agents of the old police, 
blindly seconded by some ill-advised youths.’ His Mmes^ 
agreed to tins.The country was left to itself^ and 
to the reaction, wliich, daily waxing in strong^, was sufficiently 
active to 8pi*cad the perfidious beli(u that the King was behaving 
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with bad faith. . . • These rumours increased, and I felt it a 
matter of conscience 'to mention them to the King; wherefore, 
frankly I told him the report which was current, and I fonrot 
not to point out the sad results which could ai*isc thence. His 
Majesty, full of just anger, raising his hand as high aloft as lie 
comd, and keeping his eyes moving from heaven to me, said with 
animated speech, ' Don Saverioj tfie constitution I have su}or7i to, 
and I will keep tV. If it had 7iot been ray wish to give it, I loordd 
not have given it.' . . . Every time his Majesty saw me, he 
spoke of Carlo Poerio as of the best, of the most Wrtuous, and the 
most devoted man wliom lie had amongst his subjects. Of me 
he likewise spoke to Poerio with tlie most flattering praise; and 
on all occasions his Majesty spoke a deal of both of me and 
of Poerio. Meanwhile, Poerio is now in chains, and I am under¬ 
going capital judgment! How many observations could one 
make I But evil times and circumstances prevent the fathoming 
of things which iisgard us, and all 1 say is, Doniine aufbr impie- 
tatem a vultu regis.”^ In these simple words thei*e lies an elo¬ 
quence which must pierce cverj' conscience to the quick. The 
condemnation of Borberisi, after his defence, was a mutter of 
necessity. It was true that ho had rendered great services to 
his country by repressing di3tnrban(;es in Ajiulia, through his 
personal influence, and that he had only returned tltencc to 
Naples late on the evening of the 13th of May. The audacity 
of ids speech exacted revenge; and accordingly this man, so 
illustrious and so venerable, was condemned to the ignominious 
death of a traitor,^—a punishment which was commuted into per¬ 
petual imprisonment in the Ergastolo, where, after ten days, ho 
died. 

On 8th of October 1852, five of the accused were sot pro¬ 
visionally at liberty. But, as if the Court felt loath to see the 
work of prosecution at an end, and wished to reserve matter for 
future employment, it declared itself as yet unable to come to 
any decision with regard to five prisoners, whom it ordered to be 
consequently kept in prison till further proof might bo obtained 
about their guilt. Alter three years of mock trial, a court coun¬ 
tenancing open penury and encoura^ng the falsest evidence, 
confesses itself unabje to concoct even the semblance of a case 
against certain prisoners. The Court remanded them. 

Amongst the five prisoners remanded, there were the lawyer 
Jacovelli and the surgeon Mollica. Jacovelli not only attacked 
the evidence brought against him with the close reasoning of one 

1 Atti e Poenmenti, pp. UO-42. 
* Thit consiftf in proceeding to the scaflbld barefoot, and clothed in a black 

robe, with a black veil orer the fhee; while aeroM the hreaat there is written in 
large letters, Behold the impiona man.*' 
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accustomed to detect iUllacy, but he established, by the most 
irrefutable evidence, his doings, hour by hour, during the night of 
the 14tli and the day of the 15th, on which, as he was returning 
home, he was wantonly wounded by the soldiery. Even Angelillo 
was unable to say a word against the witnesses he brought for¬ 
ward, amongst whom were the celebrated astronomer Do Gas- 
paris, and Capocci, Director of the Koynl Observatory at Capo di 
Monte. Jacovelli had, however, not only confined himself to 
prove incontestably his innocence, he had also brought the most 
explicit accusations, tending to establish the fact, that police 
agents had designedly prepared the outbreak on the 15th of 
May, The statements he made were direct and uncquivocatin^: 
he asserted certain tiling to have happened,—gave every detail 
about their event,—^indicated by name the witnesses of each, 
amongst whom wore persons of the rank of the Marchese Sersale 
and the Duke of Salandra, and, in vain, earnestly desired the 
(yourt to command their presence, that they might be interrogated 
and confronted with liim. Such imperturbable persistence in not 
acquiescing in wrong was not to be aUowcd impunity; and 
the Govenimeiit removing Morelli fmn the Presidency of the 
Court as a iniu'k t)f its displeasure at Jacovelli’s reprieve, ap¬ 
pointed, in his place, Govema, who at the Court of Sta. Maria di 
Capua had earned for himself an iniquitous renown. One in¬ 
stance of this man’s conduct will stamp his character. Wliile 
jirasiding at the trial of those who were accused of having in¬ 
tended to destroy the telegraph at Aversa on the 15th of May, 
he condemned one Girolamo Frangenti of Scssa, a man advancra 
in life and much respected by his neighbours, to five and twenty 
years of irons, without any evidence except the bare mention of 
a person with the initials G. F. in a letter written by one of the 
prisoners. Govema forthwith inaugurated his elevation ^ or¬ 
dering a fresh trial of Jacovelli and Mollica by the Grand Court, 
when, in obedience to his instigation, upon the self-mme evidence, 
which, after three years’ examination, had just been grudgingly 
confessed insufiicieiit for any sort of conviction, these unfortunate 
men were condemned to twenty-five years of chains, and 
Governa reaped the reward of his judicial assassination by being 
promoted to tlie important post of Prefect of Police. 

]jet it not be supposed tliat we have dwelt at such length on 
the cause of the 15tn of May because it is singular in its atro¬ 
cious natims. We have sjiecially dwelt on it because of the 
great interest attaclied to its subject and its victims; for the cir¬ 
cumstances of its iniquities are common to all political prosecu¬ 
tions in Naples. Not one of die many^ which have been in» 
stitnted can probably bear scrutiny without revealing matter to 
shock the simplest feeling of right; while their number baffles 
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calculation. Around this cause of the 15th of May alone, three 
or four monstrous prosecutions stand clustered, as ahout their 
parent-stem,—all of them equally false and outrageous. One of 
these, the trial of Poerio and others for an inia^naiy act, has 
been rendered notorious through Mr Gladstone. Another is the 
cause of the 5th of September, when a number of most peaceable 
and respected })ersons were tried for treason, whose only crime 
consisted in having cried. Long live the King and Constitution, on 
the day of the first prorogation of the Chambers, in opposition to 
a mob of Lasszarom who shouted in favour of an- absolute sove¬ 
reign. Tliis incident was the cause of forty-seven poi'sons ap¬ 
pearing in Court on the 4th of August 1851—that is, after three 
years of arbitrary and close confinement—to l^e tried on the 
charge of having conspired to overthrow the Goveminent, their 
vociferous applause of which, as legally instituted and then actually 
in existence, had been the cause of their aiTest. 

Gn the 26th of August, the Court sentenced twenty-five 
of the accused to imprisonment in chains for periods varying 
from seven to twenty-five ycai*s; while it ordered the rest t<) be 
remanded for second trial, although the puldic prosecutor him¬ 
self had demanded the provisional liberation of the latter. Two 
boys of fifteen having been brought forward by^ Paliotti, a police 
spy, wdio was one or the witnesses. Ingenuously said, that they 
had been instructed by him what to depone, Navarra, fui*ious 
at the confession, had them locked up for a coupltt of days in 
the prison of the Vicaria, when, on their persisting in the same 
story, he put them for a week in solitary confinement. Another 
witness, Luigi Crasta, having home testimony that lie sa^v 
Kaftaele Valerio active in the crowd on the day in (piostion, tlie 
latter proved, by the records of the police, that he was then al¬ 
ready in prison ; whereupon Navarra cauic to the niscue of the 
abashed Informer, by the suggestion that he had jn'obahly^ meant 
to speak of another prisoner called Pasquale Valeiao; and upon 
the witness’s affirmative answer, in spite of counsel’s vchcinetit 
opposition, he commanded the prisoner to stand up, thereby 
abiding Crasta the opportunity of bccomiug, for the first time, 
acquainted with the.features of the person to whoso identity he 
swore I On the 29th January 1849, the constitution being then 
not only not abolished, but in as full existence as it ever ob¬ 
tained, a large body of citizens celebrated the anniversary of tire 
public demonstration which had induced the King to grant the 
statute of the 10th February, by making it a holiday, which 
they spent, as is the usual habit on such occasions in that climate, 
by walking about the streets, when an armed force met them 
in the Toledo, and as many as could be seized were imprisoned. 
The case, even in spite of Neapolitan pe^oxy, proved so utterly 
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frivolous, that after two years the Court acquitted thirty-two of 
tlie accused; when, impossible as it must almost be for any person 
to believe such an ini(|uity, it yet happened that they all remained 
immured at the will of tlic Executive. 

All the cases hitherto mentioned have happened in Naples; 
but it must not, therefore, be thought that the courts oi the 
(hipltal have the monopoly of political ])rosecution. Such an idea 
would give a A ery false notion of the extent of Nea2)olitan injus¬ 
tice : every pi'ovince is under the rod of calumnious defamation 
—every high Court has been the scene of monster trials—eveiy 
jail is choked with innocent victims, treated with terrible cruelty. 

A ciirtaiii Government official, Luigi Cai'lorii, accused about 
thirty inhabitftyts of the village of Autrodoco, in the province of 
the Abruzzi, as members of a secret society, which was said to 
hold its meetings in the Father Guardian’s room of the convent 
of the Padri Osservanti. Tliis hu])])cned in May 1849, when 
the district was under military hw ; luid consequently the prison¬ 
ers, to tlic nujiiher of twenty, amongst whom Avese five brothers 
t’astrucci, the own nephcAA’S of the informer, were brought before 
a court-martial, and condemned to ftnni twenty to twenty-four 
years’ imi)risonment in chains as members of smne sect, neither the 
name nor the object of Avliich Avere ever mAitioned. Soon after 
this, the other accused, including the Father Guardiano and the 
Gindice do Pace, Avere arrested; and, as martial law had been 
HMnoved in the meanwhile, the case came before the special 
Court of the province at Aquila. Noav this last batch included 
those Avliom the informer declared to be the chiefs of the plot; 
and yet e\*cn a special court, after examining eveiy tittle of 
cA ulencc, was obliged to pronounce the existence of the secret 
society a falsehood, and entirely to acquit the jirisoncrs. The 
victims of the court-martial consequently petitioned that the 
same measure of justice which had been meted out to their com¬ 
rades might be extended likcAvise to them, who had never been 
accused of anytliing but partial com{>licity in a design, noAv proved 
to be an invention; AA^hcn tlic only answer given to the just ap¬ 
plication was, an order to remove them from the jail in which 
they had been hitherto confined, to the foul Bagni of Nisida 
and Procida, where they still are immure4 at this present time. 
This incredible piece of infiuny has its parallel case in eveiy 
tOAvn in the kingdom. 

No province showed more political spirit than Calabria, and 
noAvhcrc did the Government encounter more difficulty in bid¬ 
ing the judges to its iniquitous desires. At Beggio, a petty 
officer in command of a simple guard having caused three 
well-known and respectable tr^esmen of the town to be shot, 
on the pretence that they were Messinese in disguise, as they 
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landed in the harbour, on return from a business visit to the 
neighbouring villago 6f Bo^ara, the public prosecutor Alba- 
relm took steps to bring him before a court of justice, when 
General Nunziantc made a strong report in favour of his suli- 
ordinatc, which caused the prosecution to be quashed, while 
Albarclla was summoned to Naples, and depiivcd of his office. 
Soon an accusation was got up against him and others, as 
guilty of conspiracy against the Government; but, having 
luckily got information of what was brewing, he, along with 
most of the accused, succeeded in esciming out df the kingdom 
before the order for arrest was carrietf out. After six years of 
investigation, during wliich, suffering and desolation had been 
introduced into many a ruined and bereaved family, the Court, 
on the 28th December 1854, declared that there was no evidence 
that sufficed to institute a prosecution, and ordered therefore the 
depositions on hand to be preserved until additional information 
might be obtained, while it demanded that the warrants of arrest 
should not be^suspencled. Furthermore, as it was well knowm 
that many persons who had hitherto baffled the search of tlic 
police were still within the country, General Nunziantc em¬ 
ployed the infamous trick of a proclamation, calling on all to 
return home with confidence in his promise of a royal paixlon, 
which w'as broken as soon as he found his victims within 
his grasp. Amongst those who, WTaiied by a life of outlawn’’, 
left the hiding-places which wide-spread sympathy had safely 
provided, and, to their own destruction, trusted their sovereign’s 
word, was Domenico Muratori, nearly eighty years of age, who 
had formerly filled the high office of Intendente of this very 
province. Seized by Nunziante’s orders, he was thrown into the 
Castle of Reggio, where, falling soon ill, he died without having 
been allowe^ven the bwn of taking leave of his children. 

We have hitherto restricted ourselves to pointing out how the 
simplest justice is daily violated by the persecution of innocent 
persons, without taking into consideration the prevalent reports 
as to fearful sufferings inflicted, not only on those already con¬ 
demned, but, as a means of coercion, on those who are merely 
imprisoned on suspicion. Upon no point has the Nca^litan 
Government shown itself more sensitive than on that of these 
crnelties; and yet, in spite of its protestations, we are forced to 
the conviction, that the treatment habitually experienced by its 
prisoners is 08 outrageous to the commonest flings of humanity, 
as the prosecutions themselves ore contrary to justice. In the 
Official Journal of Sicily, of the 8th April 1857, a vehement but 
most clumsy refutation was inserted, whiiffi qboted the testi¬ 
monies of three Poles to the great humanity of the prison 
arrangements inspected by them, as well as to the denial of the 
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1)nsoncrs ever to have been put to anj suiFerln^ when questioned 
)y them. Now, why, when the Neapolitan Government could 

find so many respectoble witnesses amongst its own subjects— 
men whose characters would have been a pled^ for their word 
—it should seek the testimony of strangers, vmose names and 
existence arc so obscure as to bafHe inquiiy, becomes a matter of 
grave suspicion in the presence of the oveiiwlielming evidence 
which is on hand for the r truth of die reports. Wo shall not 
back our belief in them by the recital of individual cases, known 
to us on authority which, if named, would at once cany with it 
conviction, because imperative discretion would necessitate the 
omission of details whicn, while they would impose silence on all 
contradiction, \rould likewise enable the Government to suspect 
the soiu'ce of information, and expose the givers thereof to its 
vengeance. Tlie fact of Neapolitan brutality amounting to tor^ 
ture, in the full sense of the woi’d, unfortunately requires no such 
s[)ocial information for its proof—it stands chronicled in ofRcial 
dwiimcnts. On the 10th of May 1851 a petitmn was sent to 
the Cardinal Archbishop of Naples, by ecclesiastics imprisoned 
ibr })olitical reasons in the prison of San Francisco, which con¬ 
tains the following heart-rending appeal against the destitution 
they wore made to suffer. “ It was the custom in this establish¬ 
ment to grant the daily sum of six grani (not quite threepence) 
to each jiriest, under the pompous denomination of allowance. 
That ive might not appear unruly and greedy, we for a long 
while kept silence about this allowance, which would not have 
sufiiced for the sustenance of the lowest animal. From day to 
day we hoped to sec J:he end of the cruel persecution we are 
made to undergo, and supplied meanwhile our wants by means 
c»f such aid as our families were able to give us. But alas ! tliis 
detention has been protracted during several years, and has at 
last exhausted our means. It is impossible for us to live any 
longer; and we are reduced to this point, that we must resign 
ourselves to die of hanger. We have felt it more than ever to M 
now our duty to protest in defence of our outraged dignity. We 
claim the respect due to our sacred character, and we do so with 
the more earnestness, as we feel ourselves to be wholly f^ from 
blame—^to be wholly innocent. Yes, Eminence, we say it with 
unflinching assurance—^we are innocent, sixfbe, with the exception 
of a few individuals, all those who are, or who have been, locked 
up here, have eidier been acquitted after solemn investigation, or 
have been kept here without avowed reason, merely through per¬ 
secution on the part of the policy while they ought to he sheltered * 
from calumny, and even suspicion.” ^ This peution bore the fi)l- 

* The whole of this petition will be fonnd in M. Chatenet's pamphlet, ** Le 
Hoi de Naples,** pp. 40-43.. 
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lowing signatures:—^Vincenzo Caporalo, canon and ex-rector of 
the College of Lamiauo; Guiseppe Varrialo, confessor and rector; 
Francesco Mistico, canon; F. Battafarano, jn’iest; M. d’Ainbra, 
do.; Kadacle Lanzono, do.; G. Guzzi^ Doctor in Theology; L. 
Romano, priest; N. Mai'ino, missionary; G. Tedesclii, priest; 
G. Magaldi, do.; M. Basile, inissionarv; G. Potenza, canon ; G- 
Barben, priest; M, de Blasio, do.; A. Scarciacavalli, do.; G. 
Morelli, do.; A. Miscia, do.; J, Candela, do.; F. X, Scarpino, 
do.; L. Lauzella, do.; 8. Pizano, Doctor in Canon Law. 

Should any still hesitate to place implicit reliance on these 
statements as being ea; parte, and adekessed to one whose position 
did not necessarily make him so acquainted with the truth as 
must deter from all attempt at imposition, such considerations 
will be at once removed by the fact, that a similar document 
was feiurlessly presented, on the 22d of the same month, to the 
Criminal Court of Naples, without eliciting from it any special 

• notice. These sad complaints, moreover, obtain fearful conhriiui- 
tion in an account of the sufterings endured by prisoners at 
Montesarchio,‘which was transmitted by some of their fi'iends 
through our Legation to the Knglish Government, and printed 
amongst the paj>ei*s recently laid before Parliament. 

The appalling picture of suffering set forth in those papers sur¬ 
passes, in its repulsh'e hues, the simpler torture of ^liJdle Age 
dungeons ; ancf yet, because in this case tonnent is ingeniously 
inflicted by subtler moans than the tangible rack or thumb¬ 
screw of olden times, the Neapolitan Govenimeiit, relying on a 
play of words, indignantly protests, with impious iiivocatio]i of .all 
that is most sacred, against the calumnioiis libels which accuse it 
of habitual recourse to torture. It is, howevtT, a fact, that suffer¬ 
ing Is habitually used, not only as a puiiislnncnt for those who, 
ri^itly or wrongly, arc at all events condemned, but also as a 
means to extort a wished-for confession from prisoners before tliey 
are brought to trial; and, consequently, whatever difference there 
may be in tlie mode of applying such nieaii4S between the govern¬ 
ments of the Middle A^^s and that of Naples in our time, it re¬ 
mains established that it is still pursued; for unrefuted evidence 
to that effect was given in open court, on the trial of the lawyer 
Mi^ogne, the last great puulic scandal perpetrated, and which 
is the more outrageuUs as having been openly and insultingly 
performed in the face of Europe after the Cfongrcss of Paris, 
Migno^e, a man of most moderate opinions and respectable con- 
ducty havii^ been denounced as engaged in a cons])U'acy for 
bringing Marat on the throne by one Pierro, a spy, whose worth¬ 
lessness was thoroughly revealed daring the proceedings, was, after 
a yearns detention, at last brought to tnal. On the very first day 
ho made a statement of the treatment ho had undergone at the 
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hands of tlio police; how he had been insulted, beaten, and spit 
upon; and how, by order of the CommisSary of Police, he had 
received fifty blows, in order tp induce him to acknowledge the 
authenticity of certain forged documents. We could cite many 
such cases, and especially one whore, for no other offence than a 
simple remark against the justice of some investigatory proceed¬ 
ings, the ])risoner was subjected to such beating, oy order of the 
])oJice, that he died in consequence. We have, however, yet one 
document which I’eveals to us a glimpse at atro(‘itics transcending 
all that has hitherto been in(licated. A citizen of Palermo, 
])ivsent at the capture of the Police Office iii 1848, made the 
following de}>u.sition as to what he saw there, the credibility of 
which is siq)porto(l hy further testimony, and the fact that the 
document was considered worthy of insertion in the Blue Book 
printed in 1849 :—■ 

“Palekmo, Jan. 20tli, 1848. 

On the 20th instant, passing hy the Largo Santo Domenico, I was 
stopped by a number of people who stood before the Police Oflice, at 
the head of which was one Silvcstri, and now there is Arini. To my 
great liorror, I found what follows: Fresh bones, living blood, flesh 
and human limbs spread about a secret chamber; and seveml instru¬ 
ments of torture and a trap-door were there, that indicated a human 
slaughter-house. 

(Signed) “ G. Oddo.” ’ 

Mr Lyon, owner of the yacht “Fair Rosamond,” and who w'as 
scut with desjiatchcs to Admiral Parker, testifies, in his report to 
Lonl Napier, that having visited the Police Office in question, he 

fiiiind tlic secret door as described; also the small inner apart¬ 
ment containing the niches or shelves in which the skeletons 
were found, and the place as described. Tlie bones and parts of 
human bodies had oecn removed, as many days had elapsed 
since the office had been taken.” Lord Napier moreover adds, 
ill his despatch to Lord PaImei*ston, of Fcbi'uary 7th, 1848, that 
Captain Key, of II.M. ship “ Bull-dog,” at that time at Palermo, 
behoved in the truth of these statements. 

The Neapolitan Government has pretended to refute the cal¬ 
culations made as to the amount of persons involved in political 
prosecutions and subjected to penalties, hy the publication of so- 
called Official Rctiums. The credibility of these is,however, utterly 
destroyed by such barefaced and bungling falsehoods as tho 
setting down, for instance, in some provinces of actually more 
liberations than acknowledged accusations; while, should one 
even bo willing to put fiuth in them as far as they go, they ore 
yet avowedly imperfect, os only enumerating le^ condemna- 

' Corroapondenco respecting the Affairs of Naples aad Sicily in 184S~9, p. 96. 
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tions, while Imndrcfls, and even thousands, are undergoing tlie 
horrors of the most 'terrible imprisonment, although acquitted, 
or not tried, Tlie province or Teriamo, the smallest in the 
kingdom, with not more than 200,000 inhabitants, counted in 
1851 above 2000 political exiles and prisoners—about 200 of 
whom M'crc in chains. Leopardi, who was himself an inmate 
of San Francisco, the hospital specially allotted for political 
pnsoiicrs in the capital, shows that between March 1840 and 
1852 no less than 4G84 prisoners were admitted, amongst 
whom -were 375 ecclesiastics. Moreover, a statistical table, 
inserted in the Official Journal of the 2()M September* 1851, 
makes the following remarkable admission as to the condemn 
nations pronounced by the special courts alone during the two 
preceding years: 794 were in irons, it says, besides 8G priests, 
who were exemjitcd from wearing tlie chains, to which they 
had been sentenced; 7C5 were in conhiicinimt, by wliicli is 
meant close imj'insonraent; 1132 were relegated mostly to desert 
islands; 104 ’vere exiled, and 1500 visited with inferior punish¬ 
ments. The correctional judges are there acknowledged to have 
despatched, during the same period, no less than 42,070 prose¬ 
cutions for infraction of public order, while the military courts 
in existence at that time arc not even alluded to. Since 1851 
tilings have not improved; there has been no sort of amnesty to 

the prisons of their old tenants, while the spirit of perso- 
has been unrelaxed. In all the Govemment tables we 

have seen, there is, moreover, a most audacious omission with 
regard to the prisoners in Sicily, who are altogetlier passed over. 
Not only are the dun^uns on that island choked to rejilction, 
but it is tlie common iiabit of the police arbitrarily to transjHiit 
obnoxious individuals to the desert islands that stud its coast, 
where they are exposed to the most abject destitution, being 
often without any shelter but such as uicy may find in the 
caverns of the rocks. 

The exasperation of the Sicilians has grown in intensity since 
the sanguinaiy repression of their rebellion. Smarting under 
the sting of a defeat, doubly galling from its unexpected event, 
they arc animated with downright hatred of King Ferdinand, 
so that the state of ^icily may be likened to that of a fettered 
lion panting to spring upon his jailor. Everything has been 
done to outra^ and wound the feelings of the people; and even 
Filanmeri, although Sicily may be said to have been liis gift, was 
treated by^ the King with characteristic ingratitude, and de¬ 
prived of his govemorsliip, as soon as he wisely urged to moke 
some better use of time than to devote it merely to disciplinaiy 
castigation. Yet Filan^ori, in spite of his illustrious name, 
which deserved to be for ever coupled with justice and legality, 

empty 
cution 
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and of that so^city which inclinod him to lliink of more than 
the revenge of tlio hour^ was not a ruler whose conscience re¬ 
coiled from wrong. One instance will suffice to characterise his 
wanton disregard of right; and still his sway is now looked to 
as light by the Sicilians, in comparison to what tliey since have 
undergone. On the evening of the 27th of January 1850, there 
was an abortive attempt ma£; at a rising in the Piazza della 
Fiera Vccclna in Palermo, which, being unsupported by any 
movement on the part of the people, ended of itself as soon as 
begun. Far from the scene of action, and after cveiything was 
over, some patrolling jwlice arrested six men, not together but 
separately. Their names w^ere Giuseppe Garofolo, Vincenzo 
klonriini, AjclJo^ Domenico Caldai'o, Giuseppe Garzilli, and 
Pjiolo Deluca. On the following morning, Filangicri convoked 
a court-martial, and sent the six prisoners to be tried by it; at 
the same time transmitting a letter, in which the following pas- 
Siigc occurs: “ The criminals I send yon tor trial are to have the 
punishment of death, Avluch is to be fulfilled according to 
tlie tliii'd degive of public example,* in the Piazza della Fiera 
Vcc<’Iiia, where the revolptionary outbreak began in 1848, and 
wlieixi the second attempt was made.” No sort of evidence was 
broiigi it to prove that any of these men had •been seen to take 
part ill the disturbance of the day before; they had been arrested 
in distant streets, and no arms, or any other indications, had 
been found on them; and 3'et not only were they condemned to 
death, but the sentonee was so hurried that their counsel’s 
harangue was cut short by the amval of those who were to 
escort them to the place of execution, while they were not even 
allowed to take tlie sacrament, on the plea of want of lime. 
After this inteiTuption, FiJangieri caused the inquiry into the 
events of the 27th of Januaiy to continue in its usual form be¬ 
fore the Grand Court; and altliongh be packed it according to 
(dioice, and summoned from Syracuse a certain Noce, notorious 
for liis corrupt servility, to be its president, it pronounc^ by 
six votes against two, that there had been no conspiraevj but 
merely a casual turmoil, while it utterly failed to establish the 
complicity of the six condemned even in the latter. 

A country blessed by bountiful Providence with every beauty 
and every store of wealth witliin the compass of nature, but 
whose growth is violently stunted by the oppression of wilful 
tyranny,—a people frugal and good, docile in temper, and Imnngly 
trustful in disiiosition; moreover, gifted with an intelligence of 
surpassing njititnde and'readiness,—this people, sought to be 
systematically corrupted and diverted from probity and self- 
resjiect, without even, at such a price, being sure to obtain the 

> That U the death of traitors. 
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privilege of enjoying its day of dishonour free from those molesta¬ 
tions with which wanton cruelty now torments it at e^'Ciy turn, 
—these are the elements of that situation in the kingdom of the 
Two Sicilies whicli appeal for vengeance to mankind at large. It 
behoves Englishmen, moreover, to remember, that besides the 
impulse of human sympathies, there are also special and cogent 
reasons of national policy which should spur tliem to such active 
intciest in the state of that country, as has been publicly mani¬ 
fested on tlie part of our Goveminent by acts wlioreby it stands 
committed beyond regress. Under these cireumstanecs, it is 
right to form a clear notion both of what lies within the scope of 
our national policy, as of what those with whom \vc have become 
connected may desire fi'om us. ^ 

We are not a military nation; the project of continental 
conquest is repugnant to us, for it would thrust us into posi¬ 
tions wholly unsuited to our habits. AVhat wc require is free 
breathing room for the rejii*esoiitatives of our commercial enter¬ 
prise. AVe pmst, therefore, watch that the high roads of the 
world’s intercourse ivnyiin free, combat everj' attempt at ex¬ 
clusive empire, from whatever quarter it may come, and find our 
true interests furthered by the assimed independence of nations 
within tlieir natural limits. Nowlicrc is it more iioc(!ssaiy that 
our influence be unimpaired tluui in the Mediterranean, which 
is a maritime highroad, enabling us to reach inland Austria, 
circulate freely through the Levant, and penetrate into the re¬ 
cesses of lliissian hiding-places. But, if the Mediterranean is 
thus the position of all positions in Europe which it is the most 
necessary for us to maintain free from foreign domination, the 
kingdom of the Two Sicilies, from its central situation and re¬ 
sources, is that country of all others on its shores whose good 
fellow'ship and independence are to us of the most vital im}}ort- 
ance. This is so plain a truth, that, in ignorance of our habits, 
a settled belief exists on the Continent that wc aim at the con¬ 
quest of Sicily, although, were there a shadow of truth in the 
supposition, wc might long ago have obtained it. What im¬ 
mense help we can derive m>m the kingdom of tlie Two Sicilies, 
and how great the injury its unfriendliness can cause us, is ren¬ 
dered evident by events in the French and Kussian wars. In 
the^ former instance, our fleets were mainly enabled to achieve 
their successes by the ]K>sitions affi>rdcd them through the ready 
resource of Neaj^litan harbours and supplies; while during the 
late war, the mmignant ill-wili of the king signally crippled our 
strength, by withholding from us, during months of the most 
precious importance, tliosc necessary stores, which he preferred 
to see rotting in granaries to his own people’s loss, rather tlian 
permit their exportation to their and our common benefit. In- 
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dcpcndcntly of tlicsc grounds of general poli(^) which must 
make us anxious to bo on good terms with the kingdom of the 
Two Sicilies, the events of our former connection with it have Eut us in an exceptional position, which not only gives us a right, 
ut in a manner imposes on us a positive duty, to watch its 

welfare and protect its subjects from oppression.^ 
In spite, however, of England’s inactivity when the Sicilian 

constitution was wantonly violated—a constitution which, in 
1814, she had pledged herself to uphold—^popular predilection 
for her was not 4aia aside in Naples. The Liberal party, con¬ 
scious that she could not be expected to volunteer a revolutionary 
<;rusade, comforted itself with the belief that her co-operation 
would be gnintc^l as soon as some legal recognition of its de¬ 
mands by the King should afford a proper plea tor interference, 
in the event of its being afresli violated. Now, since 1848, this 
standing-ground of recognised right has been acquired, and all 
the efforts of the Liberals have since then been directed, not 
towards any (*oii(pu»st, but towards the vindication of that which 
has been solemnly pronounced their own by the highest author¬ 
ity in the land. They do not even ask for any material clnuigo 
in the existing code of laws, which is excellent, and barely re¬ 
quires the slightest modification to be in uilisoii with coiistitu- 
tiuiial guveminent. The sum total of their demands is, the re¬ 
quest to have those institutions put in practice which are pre¬ 
scribed by Neapolitan law, and would ensure the obseiwance of 
a jurisprudence long ago conceded, but now violated every day. 
The vindicjition of legality—not only moral but written—is 
the rallying principle of Neapolitan Liboi'als, and their war-ciy, 
the Constitution of 1848, spontaneously bestowed, solemnly sworn 
to, and never abrogated. Amongst the jiapers laid before Par^ 
liaiiiciit with reference to tlie recall of our Legation, thei*o is an 
enclosure in Mr Petre’s dispatch of the lOth of August 1856, 
wliich ilescr\'cs careful ])crusal as the deliberate profession of 
faith and views of the Ckinstitutional party, which, it must be 
home in mind, is not merely a section of the opposition, but the 
cmbodiniciit of the whole intelligence of the country. A Re¬ 
publican party docs not exist in Naples; and if the Muratists 
Iiave grown to he more than a knot of plotters, they have only 

' In the Memorandum published bv Lord Hatosbuiy, on the eyacnation of 
Sicily by our trooiio, and which bean date of 20th Octooer 1614, it is expresniy 
statM, that England, on the invitation received to that purpose, became the 
protectress and the support of the new constitution;*’while it is publicly de¬ 
clared, that, ** in any temperate and pmdent modification of the Government, 
England would willingly lend that aid and support which it iinay be in her 
power to ^ord,** and that ** she exacts only as a condition of this assistance 
that it he done by the Parliament itself, and that it be accomplished in a legal 
and constitutional manner! ’* 
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quite recently attained the semblance of a party through the 
partial accession of some Constitutionalists, dejected at the waver¬ 
ing attitude of England, and who, therefore, feel inclined to 
throw themselves into the arms of a leader avowedly ready to 
come to the rcseue. In this remarkable document, attention is 
first drawm to the fact, that the present abnormal state of the 
kingdom is caused by deliberate transgressions of legality on tlic 
part of the King. “ What Piedmont has lately been under the 
necessity of conquering by means of its Parliament,” it is stated, 

and at the expense of its amicable relations with the Court of 
Koine, Naples accomplished fifty yeai*s ago. . .. Thus it was that 
the Kefbrm movement of 1847, ■which expressed a tendency 
towards progress in the ivst of Italy, could in the kliigdum of 
Na]>les only expi'css a tendency towainis consolidation and guar¬ 
antees. What elsewhere liad yet to be obtained and sanctioned 
by law, in Naples had only to be secured by fact. The reforms 
existed; the practice of the administration had only to be jdaced 
in conformity with tliem.” Having tlien drawn a })icture of the 
contradiction bi*tween prescription and reality in the country, 
it continues,—“ What is tlic practical solution of such a compli¬ 
cated state of tilings ? Where are the elements of the future 
existence and repose of this important portion of Italy to be 
found ? Keason and public opinion arc fully agreed on this 
point. Now, as in 1847, it is a iinestion of guarantees, not of 
reform. If the civil and political conditions of society in the 
kingdom of Naples have grown, de facto^ infinitely worse since 
1847, de mrBy they have considerably Lettered. The solution 
which at that period was to be sought for in concessions, or in a 
revolution, now exists in all the plenitude and fl»rce of the strict¬ 
est legality. The Constitution of the lOtli of February 1848, 
sanctioned and inevocably sworn to by the King, has passed into 
the public law of the kingdom, and fonns the complement, and, 
as it w'cre, the sanction, of the entire system of the Neapolitan 
laws in general... . Tlie cassation of arbitrary power, and tho 
execution of the law, such is the motto of the honest and enlight¬ 
ened portion of tlio people in the kingdom of Naples, and that 
portion includes the great mass of its inhabitants.... It is useless 
to disguise tho fact—the sole positive obstacle to the realisation 
of the Constitution'in Naples resides in regions which, in the 
normal state of things, the influence of diplomacy alone can 
reach, and the interests of Europe conquer wimout a revolution.” 

The events which have characterised the Government since 1848 
are, in public opinion, so intimately associated with tho King, 
that he himself is the sole positive obstacle ” to inmrovcniont; 
and it would be vain to hope for the restoration or confidence 
without his abdication in favour of his son. Still this is a de- 
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mand which involves no principle; the sovereignty remains in 
the rightful family, and a change, which mu^t come in the course 
of nature, is merely hnstened, while, by this one concession, that 
solution of the situation is attained which alone can assure the 
natural requirements of England, and, at the same time, the 
]>atriotic aspirations of the [leople of the Two Sicilies, both as 
members of an independent state and as Italians. It is the 
earnest wisli of Ihigland, as repeatedly expressed, that the union 
between Naples and Sicily under one sovereign should not be 
dissolved; for i(^ tlisruption would be attendecl with feelings of 
animosity, which could not but introduce lasting elcmente of 
discord into the policy of the Courts of Naples and Palermo 
towards eacli other, wliile they would rend the south of Italy 
asunder, and hdcessarily annihilate the probability of a strong 
and national government in that region, whose consistent inde¬ 
pendence womd enable it to defy foreign domination, and thus 
become to us such an ally as we there requiiv.. If these general 
grounds have always made us anxious for tlie maintenance of 
the union, they must be mncli strengthened since recent circum¬ 
stances have put Prince Murat in so prominent a position as a 
Pi'etender, that if a revolution should, indeed, violently com])ass 
a change of dniasty, he has a good chance <jf becoming king of 
the continental pox*tion of the realm, while in Sicily Le would 
never be accejited, so that the separation of the two countries is 
inevitable, if matters arc allowed to go so far. The Sicilians, 
who would find it coiisofiant to their interests to arrange mat¬ 
ters with their present rightful sovereign, although King of 
Naples, on the basis of their old constitution, would utterly 
scout the thought of being taken in tow by the Neapolitans, and 
handed over to their new sovereign as a necessary part of his 
possessions. If the dynasty chanced to be overthi'own, they 
w'ould foithwith assert that independence, the recognition of 
which they w'ould exact even from a Boiu'bon king of Naples, 
by tlic election of a sovereign of tlicir own. And if the strong 
feeling entertained by the Sicilians against amalgamation with 
Naples might, perhaps, bo got over by the common choice of a 
Piedmonteso prince, the accession of Mm*nt is the thing of all 
others to fan tho sentiment of separation in their breast; for it 
awakens the national recollection how his "father was steadily 
hafhed in liis attempts to reduce tliem to the same subjection as 
the Neapolitans. Tho establishment of Murat in Naples is, 
moreover, tlic introduction of a dynasty which, should it succeed 
in maintaining itself, must be as fatal to Italy as obnoxious to 
England. Now and young, it will be driven to win its recogni* 
tion from public opinion by a policy of its own, ohd a manifesto^ 
tion of its power; but as the true policy and power of an Italian 
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state should tend to the emancipation of Italy from Austrian 
rule, and as this tendency is, for the present, most completely 
expressed by Piedmont, which, from its position and conduct, 
lias become the temporary leader of the Peninsula, therefore the 
!Murat dynasty, in order to prevent itself from being absorbed in 
the vortex of Italianism, ana drawn along as a mere follower of 
Piedmont, will be pushed into counterbalancing the attrac¬ 
tion of the latter by tlie introiluction of a foreign clement of sup¬ 
port, in the absence of any national one of its own. This foreign 
element will be France; and Muratism in Najilcs is thus tanta¬ 
mount to the enthronement of a tributary dependent on a noAv 
lord paramount from the one hitherto enjoying the suzerainty*; 
and Its effect will he the tUvision of Italy into a northern and a 
southern camp, the former the embodiment of national ftvling 
and patriotism, the latter, of a necessity, as much the vassal of 
France as ever any of the present states is that of Austria, with 
this amount of increased disadvantage to us, as is contain(‘d in 
the different importance between the maritime position of Naples 
and the inland one of Lombardy, and in the substitution of the 
venturesome spirit of French influence for the deci’epit timidity 
of Austrian counsel, Kelief from present physical suffering, 
through the accesskin of the dynasty of Murat, would therclbio 
have to be bought at the sacrifice of those large schemes of 
national unity which are the vital element of Italian jHilitics, 
and have been seized upon by tlie public opinion of the country 
with a singleness of purpose and ener^^ that give the host hopes 
for the future. If the geographical site of Naples were indeed 
different, then, perhaps, one might think it possible for the house 
of Murat to compete wdth that of Savoy for the championship of 
Italy, thus producing a beneficial rivaliy duinng the period of 
struggle for independence; but, as it is, this is rendered impos¬ 
sible. Piedmont is not likely to be able to consolidate the 
empire of Italy as an acquisition; Naples, ns a state, will be, 
however, much less able to do so, and the sclfisli interest of a 
Neapolitan sovereign must, therefore, impel liim to chock the 
development of thoTeninsula, which lie can never hope to rule 
as his own, while its growth in independence would be a stand¬ 
ing menace to his separate existence. These sad and inevitable 
results of the accession of Murat to the throne of Naples would 
be rendered still more pernicious hy the events which must ac¬ 
company the separation between Naples and Sicily; for the 
latter country would then, undoubtedly, choose a king from tlie 
i^ily of Savoy, and thus envenom the unavoidable ill-feeling 
*on the part of we new King of Naples at the loss of its posses¬ 
sion, by a persona! jealousy a^inst the military leaders of Italy, 
'which, by skilful handling human susceptibility, he might 
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cvon instil into tlie breasts of his subjects, and tliereby foster the 
only chance of an Italian support for his anti-national designs. 
Tlie elevation of Murat to tlio throne of Naples is, therefore, to 
be deprecated as a most untoward event, setting up a govem- 
nicnt wliieh, while it can never be called into existence without 
in jury to our interest, by tlie establishment of French supremacy 
in regions where we require a friendly state strong enough to 
hold its own, would, likewise, introduce the poison of lasting 
ill-will between kindred connnunitics, as, nioi’eover, it could 
only maintain itself by cherishing, under a new form, that very 
state of anarchy and dispersion which have converted Italy into 
a hotbed of discontent, and a danger to the peace of Europe. 
All these difficujfies would be at once avoided by a retuni to tue 
(.■onstitution ; and that this solution would be as readily accepted 
hy tlie Sicilians as by the Neapolitans is not merely a supposi¬ 
tion of our own, but the coii\ iction of men who are the leaders 
of jinblic opinion ; ■while it is a liistorical fact, that in the flush 
of wliat seemed an unlimited victory, they, in 1848, were ready 
to ahi<le by the King’s terms, as expounded by Lord !Minto, 
although, at that time, the pmspects of Italian unity were too, 
vague to sway their considerations, and, consequently, nothing 
but innate moderation could have checked tlm separatist tenden¬ 
cies generally suiiposod to bo so strong in Italy, and, above all, 
in Sicily. The Italian feeling is as keenly sliared by the Sicil¬ 
ians as by the rcst of their countrymen, and, therefore, they 
anxiously desire to sec that solution brought about which alone 
can relieve them from present suftering, without creating a situa¬ 
tion fraught witli imminent risk for the future of Italy. 

With noiseless but unfaltering steadiness the Liberal party in 
the kingflom of Najiles has, consequently, during the last few 
veal’s, directed all its efforts towariCs dciuinointion of the illega- 
iit}'^ of the proceedings of Government, so as to shut it within the 
circle of its hirelings, and as it were starve it into reduction by 
cutting it off fi*om public opinion. Having learnt through bitter 
experience their inability to cpnquer the King in stand-up fight, 
as long as ho has the resource or an immense army and a reck¬ 
less body of mercenaries, while the wdiole power of Austria 
stands bcliind as a ready reserve wbicli has never failed to hasten 
to his rescue, the Constitutionalists placed tlicir reliance on the 
ultimately in'esistiblc might of princijile and legality, and tried 
to abash the insolence of injustice hy steadily confronting every 
fresh outburst thereof with the mirror of undeniable law. Sup- 
})orted by the universal sympathy of the population, tlie clandes¬ 
tine press circulated throu^ the country, determined through 
temperate protests against eveiy act of arbitrary wrong, until we. 
Government, foiled m all attempts to detect their authors, be- 
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came seized with fear and distrust of cveiy one around it. It 
be^n to feel itself girt by an icy ring of isolation, within which 
it would perish, unless relief came from abroad; for the unceasing 
energy of the Opposition was rapidly drilling public o]>iiiion into 
tactics fit for active operations at tlic proper day. Tliis was the 
state of the kingdom when tlie deliberations of tlie Congress of 
Paris inspired the countiy with the hope of at last attaining its 
just desires. Conscious now of having won by the tempernto 
course of their proceedings the good-will of Europe, as publicly 
expressed tlirough its official representatives, tlie Liberals care¬ 
fully avoided forfeiting it by indiscreet and premature action, in 
the conviction that when the great Powers ot the world had once 
proclaimed an intention, they would not allow a petty sovereign’s 
sullenness to baffie that resolution which had just proved sufficient 
to coerce the might of Russia. On the King’s refusal to listen 
to the representations made to him, they consequently awaited 
with anxious exjiectation the announced arrival of the fleet; for 
its presence would have proved tliat moral aid, which, after re¬ 
peated defeats, incurred through Austrian succour after single- 
handed victory over the King, is necessary to encourage the 
jieople to fresh enterprise. Nor is this to be considered cowanlice; 
It is a prudence, the^absence of which would amount to foolhardi¬ 
ness ; for against the overpowering force of numbers no courage 
can permanently command victory, while to hazard rash adven¬ 
ture, with the probability of a failure that must dangerously in¬ 
volve thoosanas, would be a positive crime. The noble and un¬ 
hesitating declaration of Lord Clarendon, at the 22d sitting of 
the Congress, re-awakened the ancient frith in the irresistible 
authority of English influence. It was felt that the bare pre¬ 
sence of the English fleet in the Neapolitan waters would not 
only inspire the energy of confidence into the breasts of the 
people, out, likewise, palsy the King’s arm; while the Constitu¬ 
tionalists were confident that tlieir plans were so well matured, 
and public feeling so luianimous, that if the movement were 
once sot agoing under such auspices, It would be acconqilished 
without fault or incident to dcpnve it of that legality which they 
were well aware was a neccsso^ condition for the, at least, moral 
co-operation of England. These just hopes have been cruelly 
disappointed. Instead of urging the simple request, that the 
law Mould he observed according to the prescrijitions of the 
Constiturion, the Western Powers made vague representations 
about an amnesty,” and “a new system (rf government;” thus 
forsaking, of their own accord, and without any reason, the un¬ 
exceptionable standing-ground of legality for the doubtful and 
revolnticmary one of suggestion, A still groater fault—and one 
which is to he especi^y deplored by Englishmen—was tlie 
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paltry and futile recall of our Legation, without any consequent 
action, when the despatch of a squadron liad been announced 
with much publicity, Tlie caiiso of this is well known; but, 
although the reasons for this change of purpose were weighty, 
under the complicated circumstances of our relations in other 
parts of the world, this does not excuse the unstatesmanlike in¬ 
discretion of having hastily engaged our political action in an 
undertaking which ^er-thought found at that moment to bo ob¬ 
jectionable. As soon as intervention in Naples became a matter 
of fiict, the views of Franco and England were found to differ. 
As it was certain that a victorious revolution would break out as 
soon as the fleets arrived in the Bay of Naples, France declared 
that it could not^withliold its support from Prince Murat, while 
England naturally refused to entertain a measure so suicidal to 
her own interests, and which was not even desired by the Neapo¬ 
litan population. Nothing whatsoever has been consequently 
done. The loud flourish or protest on tlie jiart of the Western 
Powers was met by a sullen and impertinent rebuff, which, on 
their piu:t, was answered by a huffy flight without exacting any 
rcj)aration for the insult done them, or extorting any compliance 
with their demands. The impression at Naples is not one of 
mere disappointment at hopes once more d^eived—a thorough 
change of feeling is beginning to come about, and a settled belief 
is s])reading, that English authority is no more possessed of that 
resolute spirit as of old, and must hencefortn be no longer 
looked to for cdicicnt aid. Our moral weight—the talisman of 
our power—has wofully suffered by wavering conduct, which has 
allowed that to happen which it was belicvcacould never happen, 
namely, that England would tamely put up with a slight, and 
forego the defence of her true intcrasts, out of timid regard 
for paltry considerations. The injurious consequences of this im¬ 
passion on public opinion in Naples are already too apparent. 
The known reasons tor England’s inactivity have raised a belief 
in the readiness of France for action; and the simpleness of the 
solution then presented, which would bo accom^ished by one 
bold stroke—displacing one king for another, who is ready at a 
moment’s call, and would bring with him all that auxiliary aid 
denied by England, is the cause that a A^uratist parfy, which 
never existed before, is now becoming a reality. It is im¬ 
possible to expect nations to continue to suffer such distress as 
that now endured In Naples, and to refuse an offer of immediate 
alleviation, merely because it may not be in every sense the most 
desirable, especimly when you withhold the necessary means for 
acquiring any other relief. It is indeed melancholy to consider 
what sad consequences have already ensued from the behaviour of 
England on this occasion. Stung by despair, some of the more 
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ardent members of tlie Liberal party forsook that temperate line 
of conduct liitlicrto pursued, ana rushed to seek relief in prenin- 
ture and criminal undertakings, to the no small injury of their 
cause. ]\Iilano’s attempt on the King^s life recovered for the 
latter, to a certain degree, that sympathy which human feeling 
never withholds from the victim of outrage; while Baron Benti- 
venga’s mitoward revolt compromised the chances of a successtiil 
rising by tlie dismay which always accompanies the failure of aii 
abortive attempt, and which was heightened by the still rasher 
undertaking of Bisacane. Still, hero again tho Government, as 
always, has been unable to tuni even a just occasion for j)uinsh- 
ment to its right account. The crime of the assassin, and tlu' 
political fault of a rash conspirator, have beci^ forgotten aiiiidst 
the tortures and illegalities wantonly perpetrated on d('tenceloss 
men. Not only was !Milano subjected to horrible t(»nneiits, 
which \verc borne with the courage of stern fanaticism, but a 
suspicious distrust, wairanted by no tittle of evidence, has caused 
the whole of his fanuly, and a brnge number of the inhabitants of 
San Benedetto, Ins native place, to be involved in the most un¬ 
just persecution; w'hile Bentivenga, although he might have been 
with ease legally convicted of insun’oetion, was needlessly shot, 
with an outrageous disregard of the prescribed forms of trial. 

The Ieadez*s of public opinion in the south of Italy cling with 
stedfast patriotism to view's embraced by them, in the honest 
belief that they are for the true benefit of their country, and 
which they are unwilling to forsake at the temptation of inade¬ 
quate though immediate relief, as long as there may be the 
faintest ho]>e for their possible rcalisatiun. Looking to the 
emancipation of Italy from foreign yoke as the great ami final 
object of all their efforts, they are loath to abandon the alliance 
of England in spite of repeated disappointments, conscious tliat 
the true interests of British policy in the Mediterranean go Imml 
in hand with their owm desires. The imminent solution of 
pending matters of weight must, of a necessity, speedily brin^ 
the yet unsettled question of Neapolitan politics afK^sli into the 
foreground of affairs. The present situation of the case is most 
Bcrious, for it has passed from the possible prospect of future 
contingencies into the state of actual existence; and while tlie 
public feeling of tile country has been worked to such a pitch 
by continued outrage, that one way or other it must and will 
obtain for itself relief fi'om sufibring, the events of the last few 
months have vigorously tended to realise the chances of an un- 
towanl settlement,^ hitherto deemed more than problematical. 
For this reason, it is of the peatest importance that tlie English 
public should be made well aware how English interests in the 
Meditenanean are, at this moment^ at stake in the solution of 
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the Neapolitan question, and how small and legitimate an effort 
is all that is requu^ed on our part to obtain* a result at the same 
time most necessary to us and thoroughly satisfactory to the 
Italians. England has implicated herself to such an extent in 
the intervention, that, for her own honour, she is unable to let 
it drop witliont some show of result. It is to be, therefore, 
earnestly hoped that, in this political action, from which she can 
no more disentangle hersclfj her language and attitude may yet 
be such as are worthy of her ancient standing. Let it be well 
understood, tliat^it is not expected of her to interfere directly 
and aggi*eHsively by force of anns, although, in the event of 
complications, she might justly prevent any threatened foreign 
invasion by a determined menace of action on her part—all that 
the N(i!i])olitau Liberals ask for is, as England has of her own 
accord intervened in the affairs of their country, that instead of 
faltcj’ing and whispeivd expression of good-will or vague sug¬ 
gestions fl>r ameliorations, she should unequivocally and officially 
declare her opinion, that the re-establishment in practice of the 
Constitution existing in law, is the only solutioji of the situation 
which she can entertain ; by which announcement, firmly and 
unhesitatingly expressed, she would fbi*thwith rally public 
opinion, amt infuse into it such feeling of Confidence as would 
triumph over all obstacles, iroreover, the decided expression of 
this opinion would nt once disarm all those untoward Muratist 
intrigues, whose only chance of success lies in the accession of a 
])arty dejected at the lukewannness of England, while the con¬ 
viction of her earnestness to stand by her words Avoidd arrest the 
action of Austria. England is not asked to head revolt; she is 
only asked to have the same courage to own her friends in the 
face of day, as Austria has ever haa to own hers. 
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It cannot be doubted, that the educated mind of Scotland lias 
been more lar^ly devoted to the study of Theology than to that 
of Physical Scuence. Even a partial acquaintance with Scottish 
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liistoiy, and a comparatively limited knowledge of national 
literature^ are sufficient to convince us of this. Not, indeed, 
that Natural Science has, during any long period since the lie- 
formation, been left unrecognised in the provision made for the 
education of the upper and middle classes of society, or that it 
has been excluded, as some have alleged, &om schools and col¬ 
leges, from the fear that the faith of tue nation might come to 
be shaken by its philosophy; for, even from the time when the 
lioformatioii began to influence the Scottish Universities, up to 
our own day, prominence has been given, more or less, to the 
iiistmction of youth, both in ttic highest departments of Mental 
Pliilosophy and of Physical Science. It is no doubt true, that 
the subjective character of much of the national Theology had, 
naturally, a veiy powerfiil reflex influence on psychological pur¬ 
suits ; and thus tlie chiu’acteristic devotion to Mental Science 
miglit be traced to the prevalence of theological learning. But 
no such connection can uo alleged to exist between national at¬ 
tainments in Doctrinal Theology and the attention which, as we 
shall show, was given at a very early j)eriod to the cultivation of 
Physical Science. Minds which found satisfaction in dealing 
with the grand doctrines of predestination, of particular election, 
and of the absolute sovereignty of God, would feel at home in 
discussions touching theories of Consciousness, of Conscience, 
anti of the Will; but such minds would not be natively drawn 
to objective Physical Science. Other motives must be sought 
for any provision which was made in early times for instruction 
in this branch of knowledge, and also for the partial character of 
such provision. That the attention of leading minds was turned 
to it at all, in seasons when there was so much, both in the con¬ 
dition of the Church and of the State, to draw them away from 
it, must be accounted for by the simple fact, that all who truly 
know God as a covenant God, will love to associate the work of 
creation with that of redemption, and to find in the Saviour of 
sinners the Creator of all things. And, if the prominence as¬ 
signed to )t was small, we must remember that it hod not in 
Scotland, in tliose early days, or even in more recent times, any 
attitude of supposed antagonism to the sole source of the na^ 
tioiial Theology—the reveulod Word of God. Questions of an 
ecclesiastical, of a theological, or of n poliflco-theological char¬ 
acter, were the great questions of the day; and, like men truly 
wise in their generation, the leading men in the Church and in 
the State sought to put into the hands of their children weaj^ns 
suited to the warfare to which they saw they were to be called# 
This must be held to be their defence in the face of any alleged 
charge of neglect of Natural Science. We are willing, however, 
to ocknowled^ that both the Church and the State suffered loss 
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in consequence of tl\is partial neglect. The social progress of 
the nation was thei*eby retarded; and, not only did tlic Church 
lose much present influence over the people generally, by not 
actively helping to bring the aid of science to bear upon indus¬ 
trial pursuits (ajul thus to increase the material resources of the 
community, and consequently to put means of doing good within 
its reach), but when tlie time arrived at which she most needed 
that her true-hearted and accomplished children shoidd, ns in- 
structed in science, be able to niiiet her enemies on the scientific 
ground which they had come to choose, she discovered tliat, 
while she had many who were equal to every work on tlie old 
fields of battle, she had but few who could meet the flie on this; 
and, but for these few, she would have been overwhelmed by 
the n^pi’oaclies of ^ainsayers. 

Few’ questions in historic criticism are more interesting than 
those whicli conoem the special iiifliieiicos of certain seii'nces 
upon the social condition of a country. Tlieology, in its twofold 
character, as bearing witness doctrinally to iJivinc frutli as a 
system, and practically to its power on the moral and spiritual 
condition of those who I'cceive it, does not seem, if it stand aliaie, 
to lead necessarily and immediately to social comibrt, and to in¬ 
dustrial piusj)crity. • IJut wlien the Church acknowledges o|>enIy 
the suitableness of the truth of God to the body as wi*ll as to tlie 
soul, and professes her belief that deep sjarituality may consist 
with attention to material comforts, she stands forth as receiving 
the arts to her oinhracc, and as claiming that tlie residts of ti[)~ 
])licd science shall be enjoyed as the gifts of Him whom she 
calls her King. Illustrations of these remarks, in the history 
of Scotland, will readily occur to our readers. There have been 
times when her testimony to some c>f tlie grandest truths of God 
was flnniy held, and brightly manifested, by the holy and self- 
sacrificing lives of her people, in connection w'ith a social condi¬ 
tion wliich will ever bo reckoned a disgrace to a ]>rolessIiig 
Christian community. All who arc ac(^uainted with tlic literal 
tuiv, and esjuscially with the pamphlet literature, of tliese older 
times, and who have read this in tlie light of the legislative acts 
and the fiscal regulations of the period, are aware that industrial 
pursuits were all but neglected—that agriculture was in a de- 
])lorable state, few of the lands being fenced, and most of the 
farms held in “ runri^’—that the people were generally clad in 
coarse “drugget”—that theirfood mainly consisted of oat-meal and 
sour beer, and that their dwellings were such as most men now 
would not lodge their cattle in. When John Ray, the great na¬ 
turalist, visited Scotland,^ he seems to liave been much struck with 
the low state of civilisation, and has left us a picture of it as true 
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as it is graphic. Yet, in the midst of all this, the light of pnre 
truth shone brightly out in the lives of tJie people, who wcie 
ready to testify, even by suffering, how much they loved that 
truth. With anything like generm iutei’est even in one branch 
of Natural Science, wc venture to say that this state of mattei*s 
could not have existed. And if we can now point to an iin- 
prove{|, and an increasingly improving condition, w^e trace it 
mainly to tlie attention given by Christian men to those-sciences 
which come loaded with blessing to a community, when they .are 
cultivated undefi the smiles of the Church, This might readily 
be still further illustrated by looking at tlieir influence when they 
are seen dissociated from, or held to be antagonistic to, revealed 
tnith. In this case, men advance into a Jiigher civilisation, 
while they i'all into a lower condition of true national strength. 
The habits i*ofined, but the Iieart is left uninflutinced. Taste 
is culti\atcd all the more cagia’ly, when it is found that, not only 
can the seiisuousnoss of man be thus gratified, but the conscience 
itself can be thrown ijito a life-loim rest. Jliit that nation only 
is truly strong in which the truth of God has much power. Our 
safety thus, in connc(;tion with progress in science and the 
aisthetic arts, will be found in evci* setting the simple truth of 
(Uirist alongside of these. Tf thus associated, they will yield 
blessing, anti the cultivation of them will bo encouraged by I’oli- 
git)us men; but if not tlius associated, they will increasingly in¬ 
terfere with the natioifs moral strength. Wo frankly acknow¬ 
ledge, then, the great loss which nations holding thellcvenledTruth 
sustain by the neglect of those branebes of science which stand 
ill such intimate relationship to the matcnal and social welfare 
of the eommnnity. Hut we still hold, that if they obtained not 
in Scotland the ])roniinent place which they deserved in the pro¬ 
vision made for the liigher education of youth, it was not because 
of blind de\'otion to abstract, or to merely theological pursuits, 
but simply because the deni.aud for them did not seem urgent to 
the leamng men in the Church and in the State. We confess 
to such an admiration of the men of these olden times—both on 
the score of their every-day religion, their scholarship, and their 
jiatriotisin—that we cannot join with those who cry “ naught ” 
oil every reference made to tho past, and who hold that their 
educational arrangements were not even T^ortliy of the time in 
whicli they lived. They were not men to overlook tho necessi¬ 
ties of their age. And as, in the light of their recorded deeds, 
we glance Lac^ on them, we cannot help reverencing those grand 
figures which, like tlic shapes in Ossian’s Visions, seem all the 
greater as they glide past ns in the mists of written and of tradi¬ 
tional histoxy, j"he men of old were men of might. Our know¬ 
ledge of what they were in their day, leads us to conclude that, 
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other things being ctjual, when the time should arrive at which 
those partially neglected pursuits would be found more urgently 
needed, in connection with tlie higliest Interests of men, and 
especially with the defence of the integrity of the Bible as a re¬ 
velation from God, their children, who had tasted the same 
waters of life as those at which their fathers had slaked their 
tliirst, and over whom those grand truths had power which had 
possessed their fathers, and stirred them to noblest deeds, would 
be found ready for their day, and for their day’s demand on 
them. At such a point, the strength in a long, cultivated love 
for the Bible, and in familiarity with its contents, was sure to 
become manifest. When the battle for the truth was to j>ass 
li'om the field of Metaphysics into that of Physical Science, Scot¬ 
land was to be forward in sending forth the most iiowerful and 
the most thoroughly accomplished combatants. Then all men 
were to discover that, not in vain had her statesmen stood stixing 
for Christ in the midst of many temptations, aud not in vain had 
her Church realised an elementary system of education pervaded 
by Scripture truth, and had tlius cultivated in her cliildrcn a 
love for the whole Word of God. A glance at the social and 
religious history of Scotland will show us this. When the battle 
assumed the form of a struggle for liberty in the Church or in 
the State, she had her champions, than wfiom no nation in the 
world could point to greater. When, after a long time of social 
inactivity and religious declension, about the middle and espe¬ 
cially towards the close of last century, industrial energy began 
to awaken, and religious light to break in on prevailing dark¬ 
ness, the first effects of this were seen in men coming fortli to do 
battle with the various forms of error, which were not only sap¬ 
ping the foundations of political morality, but were also seeking 
to u^troy all religious life. One phase of this action will readily 
occur to us in the attitude assumed to the metaphysical scepti¬ 
cism of Hume. The apologetical literature of that period shows 
how thoroughly equal the Church soon came to be to the work 
of defending the cause of truth, and how soon she felt that tlie 
mere work of defence might be left, and the war made an aggres¬ 
sive one. But as Hum&s works, and the host of inferior works 
to which they had given rise, had their power to hurt shaken 
or destroyed, it begafi to appear that the increasingly great atten¬ 
tion which ^vas being given to the study of Natural Science, both 
in Britain and on the Continent, was likely to lead to contro¬ 
versies of a more delicate, more difficult, and, we may add, more 
dangerous kind, than those even connected with the metaphysico- 
themogical discussions carried on in consequence of the able 
writings of Hume.^ These latter were, in their very nature, not 

‘ The Esgikk upect of theie diseoasions has, perhapa, been too mneh oveiv 
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fitted to make quick progress. They weref too abstruse for the 
general population; and before they coul^ be distilled by tlie 
higher intelligence of the country into the vulgar mind^ the work 
of thorough refutation had fairly begun. Besides, it is highly 
characteristic of Scotchmen in the middle ranks of life, that when 
the sound of controversies, carried on in regions into which they 
do not think themselves morally called to enter, reaches them, 
they arc slow to identify themselves with any party which may 
even seem attempting to make out a case against the Bible, or 
against the way. in which, by the light of the Shorter Catechism, 
they have been accustomed to read it. For many reasons we 
rejoice in this. In questions of Physical Science, however, this 
jieculian’ty becomes much modified. The ajij>eal to the commu¬ 
nity is so directly through the senses on the phenomena on 
which great generalisations arc built, that they are apt to find 
themselves pledged to these generalisations, without having im- 
telligently gone over the jxiints wliich are held to warrant mem. 
Thus the necessity for prompt attention on the part of the 
Church, wlieii discussions in Physical Science even seem to im¬ 
pinge on accepted theological opinions. The metaphysical modes 
of attjick were not left when the physical rtose into view. They 
met on the common threshold of dislike oi the Bible as a true 
i*evelation—verbal and inspired—fixim God;' and having shaken 
hands in token that their design vraa one, they passed together 
over the threshold of dislike into the wide, open field of direct 
and avowed antagonistic action to the Scriptures. Down to our 
day they continue united.* 

This aspect of the modem controvesy has been far too much 
overlooked. Men are in danger of undervaluing the study of 
the higher philosophy—of decrying metaphysics—and of making 
the study of tlie physical sciences all in all. Wo suspect that n 
will ultimately be fimnd—and Chalmers is a notable example— 

looked by Scotcbmcii; yet wo are persuaded that an acquaintance with it 
might account for several phases of present so-called religious action in Eng¬ 
land. See Middleton** Free Inquiry; HuW* Lettert; and WarhurtoiCe Letter* 
to IIurd» 

* And their influence continues to bo felt, though in forms under which it is 
not very easy to discover the original combatants. We all know the powerful 
influence which the scepticism of this period had upon German tbeolo^; and 
wo know, too, the influence of the latter on the theological literature of Britain. 
The interaction has been decided, and the fruits cross our paths in every phy- 
sieo-theological discussion. The reins were laid on the neck of speci^tion, 
and very soon the whole Bible was dealt with in a way which soon found its 
histories to bo m^then und *aagen—mere myths and legeads-~and its doettines 
to he Only the intuitions of the highly developed man. This view of the 
earliest Scripture history seems gaining inflnence. ^me, with Professor Pow^, 
say boldly that Genesis 1. ** was not intended for an historical narrative^* and 
others, under the power of traditional orthodoxy, say, The first chapter of 
Genesis is historical; but it is histoiy rai generi*, we have no other examples of 
tuch history in the Scriptures! 
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that all who have d^nc any really effective work in the latter, 
have been men whose minds were thoroughly trained and dis¬ 
ciplined in the former. Tliese remarks might be very fully 
illustrateil, but we must hasten on. 

If the time came when tlie controversy assumed this altered 
form, so did tlio men who were to be signally able to cany it on 
in behalf of truth. But, as in this aiticlc wo are dealing not 
only with Dr Fleming and his works, but "with the history of 
Scottish Natural Science, we must again have I'ecourse to retro- 
sj)ect, AVe have already j)romisod to show the* early attention 
which was given to this subject in Scotland. In our I'etrosnect, 
there are three points on which we shall lightly linger. T^hey 
occur in 1583, 1683, and 1793. AVe shall only glance at the 
standing facts; but, having gone over the ground with some 
care, we can promise the antif|uary, who has a taste for the natu¬ 
ral sciences, some rich reading, ami not a few racy anecdotes, if 
he shall try to fill up these gaps of a hundred years with the less 
direct aiul important references to the state and to the study of 
Natural Science during them. 

It will not be denied that the foundation of the University of 
Edinburgh, was, in its relation to the existing Jiationnl T^^niver- 
sitics, the inauguration of a higher thought in regard to tlie edu¬ 
cation of youth than obtainetl l>efore.- Avowedly designed for 
the youth of Edinburgh and the neighbourhood in the hi’st in¬ 
stance, the great men who took part in the commencement of it 
soon saw that it could not long be thus limited. Robert Bollock 
was brought from St Salvators,^ St Andrews, to preside over it; 
and the scone which meets ns, in looking back on the history of 
that time, is one of intense interest. Bollock’s loving biographer, 
Ileniy Cliarteris, represents him as teaching his students very 
fully in the AVord of God, and in the Catechism of the ralatinato 
(compiled hy Melancthon’s friend Ursin, 1563), along with the 
works of Anstotle; and he adds *—“ To these he joined the prin¬ 
ciples of Arithmetic, instruction in Anatomy, and in the use of the 
Globes.” Provision for teaching, we may say, Mathematics, Ana¬ 
tomy, and Physical Geography, was a good beginning for an 
Edinburgh University curriculum; and tliese, we love to notice, 
were wedded to the sincere, loring, cliildlike study and teaching 

the AVord of God".* We have nothing like this now,—the 

1 The seir of God Im. ye. foaneoir thrie xeires.Robert Bollock for the 
present ane of the regentia of Sanct Salvatoris CoUedge.** 

* ** Ezonns ab Organo Logico Ethica Kicomacheia et Physica pcrcurrit, qni- 
bos a^ecet etiam Arithnoeticie principia, doctrinam de anatoniia corporis 
hnmanj, de spberar accurate exposito testu Joanols de Sacro Bosco, de gcogra- 
pbia.**—NamUio Vita et Obitus, Bob, BolheL 

* Charteiis'mentions an arran^ffleut which, as we meet with it at the foun¬ 
dation of the Uhiversity of Ediworgh, might, we think, be strongly demanded 
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Clnirch making a provision for the instn^Stion of her youth in 
Anatomy I It has been often alleged, tl*at the study of this 
hrancli of science marks our advancement beyond the point of 
view of our forefathers; but wc cannot pretend to aiwthing like 
what Kobert llollock, and the shrewd Magistrates of Edinburgh, 
in 1583, set about realising. It is worth remembering that the 
author of Tlie Treatise on Effectual Calling,” and of the Lec¬ 
tures “ On tlic Passion of Christ,” gave instructions to his stu- 
dojits in Pliysicaltjeography and the Anatomjrof the human body. 
^J'lie year 1383-now rises before us ; and Sir Robert Sibbald of 
Kip[>s, ])hysicmn, antiquary, naturalist, politician, and theologian, 
passes iicross the scene. Any one who has looked over Sib- 
bald’s principal^works knows that, though in many things too 
superstitious, he was one of those men who sought out the works 
of God as taking pleasure in associating them with their Creator, 
Ills corres[»ondence with VV^odi’ow testifies to this even more 
strongly. And there can be little doubt but that to him we are 
indebted for leadini; the wav in those habits of close observa- 
tion in Zoology and Rotany, which now distinguish their students, 
llis influence with the government of Charles II. was such, that 
hi^ led it to take a lively and active interest in the cultivation of 
Scottish Natural Science, while he set a good example of this in 
his own method of prosecuting his favourite pursuits.^ But, 
though we arc dealing only with Scottish Natural Science, it is 
scarcely possible to leave out of view the influence which, at this 
period, the English naturalist, John Ray, had upon it. We 
cannot fail to trace that influence in looking at the Scottish litc- 
ratui*e of Science of that time. Ray's first purely scientific work 
—Cataloqus PUxniarum Circa Cantabi'igiam Nascentium—was 
published in 1G60, and his last—Methodua Inaectorum—in the 
year in which he died, 1705. In the intervening period, no 

by our Tlnircrsity reformers, when the parfact plan shall be recognised. (I) It 
lias reference to matricalation—Habito examine plerique qui comperti stmt ad 
enpessendum cursum philoBO]ihicum minus idonei, curie Duncani Namii, viri 
inorum clegantia ct doctrina singular!, ut oos oxactins in Uteris hnmanioribiu in 
BCiiuentum annum institueret, commissi snnt.” 

> In the very able and interesting address which Dr Fleming, as President of 
Section D (** Zoology and Botany, including Physiology **) of the British Asso- 
cintion, Glasgow, 1855, delirored to a large audienc^ he anotes the appointment 
of Sibbald by Charles II. to examine the productions or ^tland, in t^er to 
promote the study of Natural History.—“ Onm nos regia nostra consideratione 
animadvertentes, esse in antique nostro Scotiso Begno abnndantiam eximiamm 
et utilium Plantarum, Animaliom, etc.; qnie si nota essent, et eonim natnra, 
virtates ct usus, plurimnm conducerent ad variorum Artinm, et Artificloram pro- 
fectum, et Mediate, ac Natnralis Histories Scientias mnltora promorere poa. 
sent, qoic adeo necessarue snnt ad Ligeomm nostronun conservationem." We 
take this opportunity of directing the attention of onr readers to flie admirable 
statement in this address, as to what studies a chair of Natural Science should 
embrace.—Ntw FhUmj^kal voL iii., p. IS^ An. 1856. 
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fewer than thirty-fi^e distinct works, or memoirs on scientific 
subjects, were given by him to the public. Without dwelling on 
the character of these works, or on the success of Ray in pointing 
the way to a correct system of classification—a system in which 
the arrangement of the lower animals shall not clash with the 
requirements of the higher science of mind—^we cannot pass by 
his ]abom*s in the field of Physico-Theology, because these had a 
demonstrable influence on Scottish naturalists. This accom¬ 
plished man was as noted in his day for his pe^nal mety as for 
his attiunments in science. His ^^Persuasives to a lloly Life” 
may yet be read with profit. Cuvier says of his “Wisdom of 
God in Creation,” “ that in it he has well sliown how theological 
studies can be combined with purely scientific pursuits;” and 
of his Discourses on “ Chaos, the Deluge, and tlic End of the 
World,” that they contained a system of Geology ahead of the 
time at which he lived. His “ Physico-Theological Discourses” 
led to the works of his fnend and disciple Deimam, wliich were 
much quoted in the apologetical literature of the beginning of 
last centu^. These were “ Physico-Tlieology,” and the less 
known work on “ Astro-Theolopycrude, indeed, in many i*o- 
spects, but valuable as illustrating the union between scientific 
and theological pursuits, and as inmeating lines of thought which, 
in their infiuence, passed into Scotland. Our historical survey 
brings us to 1798—^tho year in which David Ure published his 
work in which we first meet with the true method of reading 
those wondrous legends written on the rocks—legends whicli 
lead our imamnations back to times so remote, that the very at¬ 
tempt to rea^ them is painful. The resting-point at which we 
can Dear to look steadily at them is attained, only when we read 
that, “ by faith we imJerstand that the worlds were framed by 
the Worn of God.” Some of our “ fer advanced” have come to 
hold that this faith, as to world-making and world-building up, 
is not needed, because reason must teach us tlie one, and wc liave 
everything as to the other so spread out before our eyes, that 
imth may stand aside and give ali to sight! Ure was a proba^ 
tioner of the Scottish Church, and—“ honour to whom honour is 
due”—^The Scottish Church licentiate was far ahead of the scien¬ 
tific men of his day in the correctness of his estimate of the fos- 
siliferous strata. ' 

“ These remains of ancient ocean,” he says, “ become highly interest¬ 
ing when we comdder them as fumisbing us with an undeniable proof 

’ “ HMofy of Rntherglen,” by Rev. D. Ure. Glasgow: David Riven, 1793, 
It is well known that Dr Fleming had a very high estimate of the value of Uro’s 
labours. He relbrs to these fr^nently in the **Histoi7 of British Animals.'* 
aee also Hngh MiUerb high testimony to Ure in his ** FossUiferons Deposits of 

*Beotlaad,*'p. 16. 
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that the earth, in some remote period, underweil a very great change.” 
After characterising the absurd views held regarding tliese organisms, 
he continues :—** It is evident, on the slightest attention, that these 
bodies possessed organisation and life, in the same manner that shell- 
dsb and other marine productions do at present It is almost certain 
that most of them lived and died in the places where they are now 
found, and that these places were once covered with sea. From this 
view of them, some plausible theories of the earth have been formed, 
and a multiplicity qf arguments drawn to illustrate the causes by which 
the great revolutions of the earth were brought about. Facts, how¬ 
ever, are daily odburring which stand in opposition to most of these 
theories, and prove them to have been too hastily made. The more 
inquiries, unbiassed by theories, we make, and the greater number of 
facts that are nni^sguisedly related, the more able will mankind be to 
discover the phenomenon by which the globe of the earth was thrown 
into its present state. I can say, for my own part, that the more at¬ 
tentively I inquire into the subject, and the greater number of theories 
I consult, the more clearly I perceive the truth of the sacred theory 
given by Moses.” 

In this rapid suryey, we have had mainly in view science as 
taught by Christian men under the countenance of the Church 
—science, in a word, with a theological relation—science in al¬ 
liance with the exposition of the great love wherewith God hath 
loved us.” To have attempted to have pursued the history of 
the purely secular aspects of it, would, no doubt, have led us in¬ 
to fields of deepest interest, and have made us listen to wonders 
uttered by sober research with which imagination would shrink 
to deal; but this article would be far from sufRcient for such a 
view. The labom's of Hutton, of Jameson, and Murchison, and 
Lyell, will at once indicate how wide the field is on which we 
would require to enter. Limiting ourselves, then, to the consi¬ 
deration of Scottish Natural Science os seen in brotherhood with 
a living Christianity, and as professedly thus cultivated, there 
are some names around whidi we must linger lovingly for a little^ 
befere we come to that of Dr Fleming. The smaUer birds fly 
in flocks, but the e^le goes forth alone. It is not thus either in 
the Church or the l&te. Generally, it will be found that great 
men come in groups. They are God’s gift to any nation; and 
when He scn£i them thus, we should rejoice in them—see only 
their outstanding excellencies, and try to hide that in them by 
which “ poor human nature” testifies mat all such treasure is in 
earthen vessels, that the excdlency may be seen to be God. 
Besides, we seldom see their true greatness until they are taken 
from the midsj: of us. Scotland might be lawfi^ proud of such 
a moup of men, whose sdentifle labours are associated with her 
Clmstianity, as that which contains the names—^Thomas 
Chalmers, Hugh Miller, John Fleming, and David Brewster. 
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Any lengthened noficc of the gigantic labours of Dr Chalmers 
in the field (»f Chris^an philosophy, would only be a repetition 
of what is known to all. From the time tliat we meet with him 
as the youthfiil chemical lecturer at St Andrews, wdien he 
brought so many young men, under the spell of his rolling elo¬ 
quence, up to his ripe old age, we see the power which God had 
given to him for good. But while wc would not enter fully on 
his manifold labours as the Christian apologist able to deal with 
several of the natural sciences, there arc yet two or three sen¬ 
tences which cannot be quoted too frequently at present, when so 
many efibrts are being made to cut the moorings which bind us 
to a safe shore in matters touching genesis and science, and to 
push us rudely out into a wild sea of darkness and of doubt:— 

“ By referring the origin of the globe,” he says, “ to a higlior anti¬ 
quity than is assigned to it by the writings of Moses, it 1ms been said 
that Geology undennincs our iaith in the inspiration of the Bible, and 
in all the animating prospects which it unfolds. This is a false alarm. 
The writings of Moses do not fix the antiquity of the globe. If they 
fix anything at all, it is only the antiquity of the species.” 

Again— 

** The present economy of terrestrial things was raised, about six 
tliousand years ago, on the basis of an earth then without form and 
void ; while, for aught of information we have in the Bible, the eai'th 
itself may, before this time, have been the theatre of many lengthened 
processes, the dwelling-place of older economies that have now gone 
by, but whereof the vestiges subsist even to the present day, both to 
the needless alarm of tliose who befriend Christianity, and the unwar¬ 
rantable triumph of those who have assailed it.” 

% 

As days run on, we will learn more of bow much the Church 
owes to ilr Hugh Miller. Though, after much study of his last 
labours, wc cannot accept thorn as having made out a case fur 
the views, of the reconeniation of the two records, wliicli he had 
come to hold, we would not deny tlie Testimony of the Kooks ” 
a place in tlie scientific literature of ajxilogetics. We receive 
that work as only one aspect of his labours; and wo shall refuse 
to look at what he has done only in the light of his last work. 
They honour not his beloved meraoiy who do so. On the con¬ 
trary, we would assdeiate that work with his earlier labours and 
achievements, and would regard it as being to these very much 
what the carved work is to me Coriiitliian capital—beautiful in 
its place, but which, if broken off, would yet leave the noble base 
and shaft standing forth in all their imposing mwiveness and 
strength. We have not a shadow' of sympathy with any who 
believe that Hugh MilWs fame must stand or fall by the Tes- 
mony of the Socks.” Neither can we sympathise wiUi those 
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who hare mounted so high that they see Inly the carved wo^k 
ou the capital; and, in their admiration that, would ignore 
and despise as naught that on which the capital stands I For 
ourselves, we say sincerely, that we would rather lose tjie hand 
with which we write tlian question the goodness or grudge the 
greatness of Hugh Miller. ‘‘The Testimony,” however, con- 
lesscdly deals wim doubtful matters, and it is- to be e3q>ected 
that meil, who have gone over the ground surveyed by him, 
hammer in hanc^ and with a sincere admiration of Mr Miller, 
in then' hearts,*and who have seen the phenomena on which 
lie builds so much, but which do not seem to them to demand 
his method of accounting for them, will rise up to tell their con* 
A'ictions on these points. Personal convictions of truth should 
ever have greater weight given to them than respect for the name 
and the memory of any man. 

All rejoice that one of this remarkable group, Sir D. Brewster, 
still lives. Few men have at any time done more in making the 
very highest departments of science helpful to the every-day 
necessities of life; and wo might point to many of his papers, in 
tliis Journal, as proofs of the service he has rendered to the cause 
of Bible truth. May he still be spared with, as now, the admirar 
tion of many clustering around him, whom lie has led into those 
paths of science in vmich nature has to be watched, lovingly 
waited on, wooed and won, before she will tell to man her secrets, 
and unfold to him tliose wondrous adaptations in her less known 
works wliich preach to us so forcibly of the manifold wisdom of God. 

Dr Fleming was born in 1785, at Kirkroads, a small farm 
near Bathgate, Linlithgowshire, of which his father was tenant. 
His parents were noted for their industry, intelligeiice, and 
Christian worth.’ The district in which Fleming passed his 
youth is one well fitted to arrest the observing eye, ana to gratify 
the naturalist.’ Its bot^y is rich and varied, and some of the 

1 llis mother, Catherine Nimmo, is still remembered os a devout, christUu 
woman, iirieming owed much to her instructions and example. On one point, 
however, they did not agree. Mrs Fleming was a devoted Old Light ** a^erent, 
btit John soon showed symptoms of a leaning for the Establishea Church. Hii 
mother did not much like this indifference “to the testimony ;** but she liked less 
her son’s indifference to tbe distinction between “The Old Light and the Kew.** 
To her the distinction was vital, to her son it was as nothing; and she often sought 
to iin])n*s8 him w ith its importance. On one occasion her heart was on the thres- 
liold of joy. lletuniing from a botanical excursion in a moorhud Strict, in which 
both bodies of Dissent had a chapel, John saidMother, 1 have been fnnHwg 
observations, and have found out the difference between the Old Light and the 
New.** “ Have you at last ? ” asked the mother with a ^ad look. “ Tes,** was 
the answer, in a style not nnasual with him in after years; “ Fei, Ihn one fftaroA 
stand$ north cmd souths and the other eoit and toest /** 

* In a walk of not more than a mile from the* meadow ground up to the 
wooded hills, we have foimd—Ophioglossum, Botiychlam, Scolopeadifum, and 
Asplenium (yeUx /aminaj. 
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rarer birds of Scotland visit it, or Lave their hannts among its 
wooded billa.^ Geoldgically, too^he district is deeply interesting, 
and, in some respects, unique. Ordering on the i^rm on whidi 
Fleming was brought up, is the Kirktob Limestone, first made 
generally known to men of science by the interesting memoirs of 
Dr Hibbert (Trans. Ry, Soc., Ed., vol. xiii.) ; lying -under masses 
of green-stone and green-tufa, and dipping shaipy towards the 
north-west, as if hastening down to the now ^ more famous 
TorbanehiU Mineral, on the true character of which Fleming was 
but recently called to give testimony in a couft of law—testi¬ 
mony which, from its precision, clearness, and scicntitic accuracy 
was held to haye given direction to that noted case.* ** The trap ac¬ 
tion in the immediate neighbourhood of Fleming’c birth-]ilace, and 
all along the hills amidst which he rambled in early life, is most 
curious and interesting; and, we think, wo can trace the in¬ 
fluence of its peculiar ^character in some of his most interesting 
separate geological papers. At one place, you see that it has 
done no more than given the appearance of the gentlest undula¬ 
tion to the surface, while at another it has lifted the strata 
through which it has been protruded into a position nearly ver¬ 
tical. At yet another place, you find the strata so contorted 

* As the mnff'Onsel (TwnbtM Torqttatu*)^ the Shrike (Lanha Kxruhitor)^ the 
Sisken (Cardutua the Goatsucker (Caprmulgua Kurcpceus), the Grat^- 
hopper*chirper (SSnlatrix ZdoeuateUaX etc. 

* One of uie eminent men called by the defenders told us recently that the 
geological witnesses for the defence, agreed that Fleming shonld he called iirst. 
A short extract from his evidence may be interesting. Examined by Mr 
Kesves:— 

** Are there appearances similar to whst yon are accustomed to And in the 
floor and roof of other coals ?—-Perfectly identical. 

“ Is it supposed that the bed of coal, » such circnmstanccs, is composed of 
sigillaria, of which the rootlets are to ho seen below f—^It mav be supposed so, 
bat 1 stated, I did not find sigillarias in the bed; but I founu all the three I 
named, vis.:—stigmaria distinc^ nuinerons lepido^ndrons, and numerous cals- 
mites, generally, however, stratified, or in a particular plane. 

** And all these appearances correspond with what you have seen in other 
coal beds Quite so. * 

M In all respects ?—In all respects. 
^'Mineralopcally yon have examined this substance?^! have. 

Does it appear to voa to agree or differ from other substances that are 
called coal?—shonla s^ in no essential points does it differ fh>m ordinary 
eannel coal, and as sach I wonld denominate it 

‘Mineralogically?—Mineralogically and without hesitation. 
^Its Stmetun agree with cwinel coal?—^It does. 
*Itt combuBtibili^ it uprecs with cannel coal ?—It does so. 
"Have YOU examined Its fracture ?—I have. 
" poea its flraetnre agree with that of canuel coal f^Quite so. 
" Wbat is its fracture?—It has a tendency, in certain portions of the bed, to 

• slaty fracture, prMenting a tolerably even surface. Generally, it has that 
fracture when it is broken in a direction parallel to the plane of stratification. 
Hflien bredten across it frcqueiitly presents a very Irrt^ar, hackly, jagg^, 
si^aee: bafl other cases, it produces the eonchoidal fracture, or the rounded 
sbeU-likeffmiL’* 
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that, almost instinctively^ you seek to a^tmt ibe harsh 
twistings by imagining giant hands labouring to bend them in 
directions opposite to that into which giant shoulders have been 
seeking to heave them. The paleeontology of the fossiliferous 
beds, in relation to which the trap is found sometimes as Jhw 
overling them, and sometimes as upheaval shooting up through 
them, are peculiarly rich. And that all this had a poweriul in¬ 
fluence on young Fleming there can be no doubt. The fre¬ 
quent references, hi his ^‘History of British Animals,” to the 
locality supply the proofs It is not our intention to dwell on 
liis student life.^ Having become a licentiate of the Established 
Church, ho was soon after settled as parish minister of Bressay, 
Shetland. In 1810 he was translated to Flisk, in Fifeshiie. 
It was here that his intimacy with Chalmers began, Vhich con¬ 
tinued uninterrupted whUe they were spared together. Under 
date Sept. 8,1810, Chalmers writes in nis journal:—“Walked 
to Monzic. At dinner we had Mr Fleming, presentee to Flisk; 
accomplished in some interesting branches of science, and pro¬ 
mises to be a great acquisition to me, from the congeniality of 
some of our pursuits.’* Again, Sept. 11:—“ Had a long walk 
with Mr Fleming, and am happy to find thatJio expresses a high 
sense of duty on the subject of the clerical office. 

liis largest and most important works were published while 
he was minister of Flisk. In 1832 he became minister of a 
more populous parish, Clackmannan, and, after a few years of 
faithful and evangelical ministerial work there, he was appointed 

* The local coal dopoaiti and beds of carboniferous limestone became the great 
books in which he early began to read that story of their formation, and of their 
characteristic fossils, of which in after years he made snrii good use. For ex* 
ample, “In the “ History of British Animals,” when ho cornea to describe ex* 
tinct spccies—under the Ordler, Mollosca cephala | Sub^Sectiont Cephalopoda; 
ffCAus, Orthocera-«we find that font of the nine specimens wMch. hare the sur- 
fa^ of the shell soft, had been originally described by himself in connection 
with his own labours in the ca^mferona limestone; one of the three given os 
having the surface striated tranversely; the whole of those whose surftice is 
charoctorisod by transverse ridges, and one of the two distiagniihed by tiie sur¬ 
face with longitudinal planes or furrows. This will show to what purpose ho 
had worked among tlie characteristic strata of his native district. 

> His devotion to natural science so influenced several who had been his 
school-follows, and who continued his acquaintance foWmany yean, that though 
working-men, they learned Latin when grown ap, in ordw that they might be 
able to study botaiy as a science. 

His visits to Bathgate were frequent for some time after he beeame a minister. 
On one of these occasions his brother William, who had vexed his r^Uves by 
hii irregular habits, brought a young man to introduce to John. ** This,” said 
William, “ is Mr S., my most intimate Mend.** “The Very wont Ui^ you 
could say of him,” was John's immediate answer! , 

On the first occasion that he preached in Bathgate, Ue old cronies assembled 
to criticise. They took possession of a whole pew in firont of the pali^hiit, 
most have been somewhat perplexed when they heard the text, Acts xnL 10, 
^ What will this babbler say r** 
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to the Professorship^'eof Natural Philosophy in King's College, 
Aberdeen. Having identified himself with tlie Free Church, he 
left the Establishment in 1843, and, in 1845, was asked to take 
the Chair of Natural Science in the New (Free Church) College, 
Edinburgh. In this bald outline of his life, we have not yet in¬ 
dicated what seems to us its leading feature. This was the de¬ 
termination to show, that not only is iherc no inherent tendency 
in the earnest study of science, to seduce th& soul from simple 
confidence in Gh>d as a covenant God, but that in it man niay, 
while in lively fellowship with the mind of Christ, come to stand 
as a leader even among those whose only work is the study of 
science without reference to Its religious aspects and its theo¬ 
logical bearings. He found two tendencies Uctively at work 
when he rose into a position of influence. On the one liand, 
there were man^ who, while professing belief in a personal 
God, dealt by His Works as if creation could be divorced from 
the thought of the Creator; and, on the other hand, he saw a 
large class growing up, ahead of their fellows in point of intelli¬ 
gence, who were soon to seek to avail themselves of the dis¬ 
coveries of science, in order to w^ound, directly or indirectly, 
men's confidence in the infallible teaching of the Bible. Ilis 
resolution was to outstrip the former in the knowledge of their 
peculiar studies, and to make use of his attainments to confound 
the latter, or, at least, to ward off those blows which tliey wore 
be^ning to deal at the fair, bright form of Bevealed Truth. 
And he succeeded. He deserves mis praise. The right minded 
Christian apologist will not give him less; and when the great 
multiform warfare between infidel and christianized scientxt shall 
assume, as we l^lieve it shall, ibrms of subtility of which we 
have not dreamt, it will be even more readily accorded to liim 
than it is now. It is a long time since we first read the preface 
to The Histoiy of Britim Animals,” but we will not soon 
forget the effect made on us by the then startling, but bold and 
manly utterance which is therein given on the Uieological rclar 
tions of Natural Science. He says-— 

<‘The most sincere friend of Revelation need be under no alarm, 
even should he be anxious to establish the authority of hia Bible over 
a wider field than thb Moral History of our race. If the sacred his¬ 
torian be considered as referring to the earlier eras in the comroence- 
maitt of his narrative only, * In the beginning, God created the heaven 
and the earth,* and to have contemplated, in what follows, the crea¬ 
tion of the animals and vegeuhles of the modem epoch, it will be 
found that the deductions orscience and the records of Inspiration, har- 
monisejf—as the Word and the Works of God must do, if rightiy in« 
tefpnt^” 
_ rf' 

Words which, as we know, were, at a time when Chalmers’ 
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views were not known among Naturalists, as an anchor to many 
on dark and troubled waters. They brc^ght before many an 
entirely new thought, which became the means of preserving 
them in the faith of their fathers until their iathers’ ikith became 
their own. If we find apparent antagonism between the Word 
and the World, nothing can be smd against the World, for it is 
God’s handiwork; and nothing against the Word, for that is as 
truly His and from Him. The seeming contradiction is the 
result cither of man’s i^orance, of the imperfoction of man’s 
faculties, of the. partial &velopment of science—or of all of them 
together. Now, with some Imowledge of the ground occupied 
at present by Gtsology, Chemistry, and Physiology, wo feel con¬ 
fident that the position thus laid down by Fleming still continues 
impregnable. In 1857 he bad not found anything which could 
lead him to modify the utterance of 1828. yfo believe, too, 
that the apologeticm oftbrts of christianized science will con^ue 
to be influentiS only as made from this sure standing ground. We 
need not dwell on the philosophical character of this attitude, 
for (1) It accepts the Baconian Aphorism, that man, as the 
minister and interpreter of nature, does and understands as much 
as his observations on the order of nature, either with regard to 
things or to the mind, permit him, and neither knows nor is 
capable of more (2) As a consequence, it acknowledges that, 
because of the impeifectiou of man’s faculties, there wifl always 
be a field in nature not thoroughly surveyed—that is, imperfoo- 
tion in the sciences themselves as to the knowledge of nature: 
and (3) It is characterized by child-like fmth in God, and im¬ 
plicit confidence in tlie Scriptures as the very Word of God. 
Wc put this feature last, though in point of (mer, importance, 
and influence, it really stands first. Thus the humility of the 
true Christian philosopher. 

When Fleming attained to the New College Profossoiship, in 
which, like Hay at Black Notley, he was to spend the pittwee 
of life which was left to him,” he found himself in a position 
poculiarly.fiivourablo to the work in which he took pleasure. 
In instituting the Chair of Natural Science, the church tb which 
ho belonged testified that she has no dread of the discoveries of 
adyancod science, but rather that she welcomes fhem. In 
having such a man as-Dr Fleming to occupy it, lier first Pro¬ 
fessor was one of the greatest Naturalists or tim age, a man to 
whom the highest scientific mind of Europe paid homage. 
This Chair was then, in its very realization, to testify to^e 
brotherhood between revelation of God in the Bible, and ^ 
evidences of his power, and presence, and wisdom, and goodness 
in the outward world. Dr Fleming had thus a twofold phrpose 
to work out in the position assignea to him. On the one 
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he was to deal with rihe different branches of science taught 
there in a way not Hess ablcy systematic, and, in the highest 
sense, academic, than Ihey were, or ever had been, taught irom 
Chairs whose only object is held to be instruction in science 
without any reference to revealed religion. And, on the other 
hand, he was to .deal with the theolo^cu relations of the Phy¬ 
sical Sciences, and with prevailing current attempts to set the 
findings of science in antagonism to the liistorical and dogmatic 
teaching of the Bible, from the point of view of the thoroughly 
accompushed theologian. In a woi^ he was^once more to 
realize in Edinburgh such a scene as that which attractively 
stands out before us when we look back to the foundation of the 
Edinburgh University, and see Bollock in the work at which wo 
have already glanced.^ * 

Perhaps m Dr Fleming's ability to deal with many branches 
of science, not in the way of sciolism, but os one whoso great 
attainments fitted him for speaking with authority, we may dis¬ 
cover a leading feature of his character. We do not claim that he 
shall be consi<fered a great discoverer, but we do claim for him 
the rare merit of having very greatly helped the progress of 
science, by being among the foremost who pointed out a method 
of classification more simple, yet more philosophical, than had 
before been generally recognised. His name will always be 
associated with this. Having taken a survey of the condition of 
natural science at the beginnmg of the present century, he saw, 
as he believed, that not only were many led away by crude 
theories and by specious but unwarranted generalizations, but also 
that a great nindenmee to the progress of science lay in the 
Limimaii ^stem of classification. set himself to remedy this. 
It was a bold step. In common with. Dr Fleming, many con¬ 
temporary students of science were feeling the bondage of the 

1 Sabofdinste to this twofold work, but for from unimportaut, we would 
notice a proiision for what may be c^ed BioUcal Science. This takes uote of 
natural o^eeCs and phenomena mentioned in Scrimure, and used by the Spirit 
of Qod in oomnanieating His thoimbts to men* importance of this must 
at once be apparent How often me understanding of some natural inUge used 
by the Bible writers, Bashes light in upon expressions not otiierwise dearly 
seen. Other adTontagM of this wiU reaaily ooeur to us. The Imagery uiied by 
Seriptnre writers was drawn either from wnat they had heard from others, and 
what was currently thus known, or from the Works of God around them. We 
conld point ont many passages in which ^ former sort is broadly marked. Is 
the huter. we are made to see how careftiUy and how closely, and even how 
mittotebr fee mopheti had obaerred the works of God. Take one ont of many 
ptwiigas wblfe to ns, in whife a natmal image is used to gi?e prominence 
to great fea^^lficah tU. 17, Th^feaU move out of their hoCM like worms of 
theearfe** the thon^tgmer^ysaaested by fear would be moving m/o their 
holes^ hnt fee Hatoiahit at once sees the three of fee expression, when he re- 
membos fee eBhpt of fee least aoiee» like the scratching of fee moleb on fee 
worms, es if in Mid feey more set of fedt 1h^ 
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LinnsBanmethod, and were caating about ferpne of greater libertTy 
and one more iii harmony with advancing science. The bold 
few kept at their work amidst many changes of presomptnous 
innovation. They did not, however, desire to d^reciate we old 
system. On the contrary, they held that the ilfastrious Swede 
would have been quick to acknowledge, in the light of many new 
discoveries, the defects of a system which his msciples clung to 
as perfect. The system which Flemi^ proposed to Bmish 
Naturalists is that well known as the Bmai^ or Dichotomous 
system—the leading feature of which consists in arranging 
animals according to their positive and negative characters. 
This he put to the severest of all tests, by applying it in his wmrk 
on British animals. In the ^plication of it, he took advantage 
both of the artificial and of the natural systems which were m 
vogue among their respective adherents; and thus he claimed 
for it the name of a mixed system. We mve his own explanatimi 
of it (Phil, of Zool. n., p. 142); — 

If we take a hundred species of animals, it will be praotioable to 
discover characters which are common to nearly fifty of these, but 
which are either absent of are incorporated wi^ other characters 
in the remaindor. We thus obtain two classes of fifty each, the ene 
distinguished by a positive^ the other by a negati^ mark.’’ 

The prominence given to the “ne^tive mark” specially dis¬ 
tinguishes this system from that of Cuvier, who passes it alto* 
gethcr. Thus, at the commencement ofliis labours, when indi¬ 
cating the means of a true classification, he said, Ces moyens 
sont les particularit^s ou les assemblages de particularit^s ex- 
clusivcmeiit propres k chacun.”^ But, perhaps, the best way to 
exhibit the primaiy divisions of the Dichotomous plan will be to 
contrast them mth those of the great Swede and of Cuvier. 

Lmnanu,* 
I. Heart with two auricles and two ventricles; blood warm, red— 

Mammals, Birds. 
IT. Heart with one auricle and one ventricle) blood cold, 

Amphibious Animals, Fishes. 
ni. Heart with one auricle and no ventricle; sanies cold, white— 

Insects, Worms. ’ ^ 

Cuvisr.* 
1. Vertebrated Animals—Mammals, Birds, Beptlla^ Fishes, 

n. Soft or Molluscoos Animahk—MoUasos, (six riTtirrt, Cepha- 
opoda, Pteropoda, eto.) 

HI. Articmated Animals—Ini6c^.W^ 
t 

1 Tableaux El^entain Ds L'Ristoiie NataiensBesAalBaux, 179S. . 
fijstsma Natuns. tiNpnsAatel 
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IV. Badiated Aniifals—Zoophjtea, (five groups, EchinodOTma, 
Intestina, etc.) « 

Fleming} 

I. Vertebral Animals—^Mammals, Birds, Beptiles, Fisbes. 
II. Invertebral Animals—^MoHuscous Animal^ Radiated Animals.* 

To the eye the simplicity of -Flemings system is at once ap¬ 
parent; but it has been alleged against it, and the author him¬ 
self makes the admission, that in the application of it, difficulty 
will be found in regard to the sub-divisions. Swainson, in advo¬ 
cating the circular system proposed by MT^eay, questions its use¬ 
fulness altogether, if wo remember, and gives some illus¬ 
trations of its weakness, which tell decidedly • against it; but, 
while we acknowledge its defects, the praise of the author must be 
great when we remember the time at wliich he proposed it, and 
3ie highly artificial system then in vogue. Tliis wliole question 
of classification is a very difficult one, and much yet remains to 
be done in it. We are persuaded, however, that if ever the time 
shall come when any one systc^l embracing all aninral life sli.all 
be received, it will be found based 'on those structiiml and 
functional^ characteristics to which Fleming attributed so much 
importance. 

Looking generally at his first great work, which, so soon after 
its appearance, raised him to tlie first place among Scottish 
Naturalists, and made his name well-known in England and on 
the Continent, several of its features strike us as not only in 
advance of his day, but as abreast of the philosophy of Zoology 
at the present time; and our regret is that it never occuired to 
Dr Fleming to bring out that worl^.in a cheaper and more popu- 
.lar form. Views of Instinct are brought out and gi*aphically 
illustrated in connection with his discussions on ^‘Thc Vital 
Principle,” which, for their correctness and broad common sense, 
are peculiarly valuable now, when Materialism is seeking to fill 
its quiver with arrows found in this deportment of philosopliical 
research. It is impossible to follow the statements made on this 
point in our higher literature, without feeling that never before 

1 Hiitoiy of Brituh Aqiinali. 
* The system of classification at present in use is that of Cuvier, modified by 

Profti|K>r Owen, who has put the primary division, Articuhtaf in the place as* 
sin^bj Cuvier to that of Moihuea, 

Awatomieai and Phwiobgkai characteristics. It is canons to notice 
how mveh cardeisness obtains in the use of tiieie terms, especially in works of 
a semi-theoloaieal character. Bat it shonld he remembereo, that the province 
of anatomy is limited to questions tonkins the slracAtrs of the organised body, 
whereas philology'is limited to the consi&ration of its fanetions, and to ** the 
explanation ofthe actions which it Is capable of prododog.*' Again, Ontologg 
deals with the deeper question of eoass^ or of vfiki//oree. 
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"fntvS^lhe alleged affinities between the rational soul and the 
instincts of the higher orders of the irrayonal creatures been 
brought so awfully near to each other as they often seem to be 
at present. These speculations likewise gain point from the pre¬ 
vailing ignorance of the comparatively recent branch of know¬ 
ledge—homology, or the anatomical relations between man and 
tlio lower animals. In Fleming's remarks on Instinct, and, 
c^ccially in the views he held of the great importance of the study 
of compai*ativ6 anatomy, wo see the point of view from which 
these are to be Regarded, and the ground on which errors linked 
up with them are to be met. 

It is also a striking testimony to the ability of Dr Fleming, 
that notwithstanding the attention which has been devoted to 
Psychology sineb he laid down its great land marks with a pre¬ 
cision which helped forward the progress of the Science of AGnd, 
Ids views have not been superseded. And more; many have 
been in the habit of tracing the first recognition, in the system¬ 
atic study of Moral Pliilosophy, of the fallen character of man, 
aiul tlie ])rovision in grace made for the remedy of this, to the 
labours of Chalmers, and perhaps more fully to the author of the 
admirable work on “Cluristiaii Ethics;” but it should not be 
overlooked, that botli are taken clearly into account in the section 
of the Pliilosophy of Zoology devoted to the “Faculties of the 
Mind.” Thus, vol. i., p. 239, having put the question, “What 
is duty?” he reviews the vai'iable standards or duty existing in 
different heathen nations, and adds,— 

“ Wc could easily swell the pi'oofs of the variableness of the human 
standard of duty,—and although all are convinced that there is, 
or ought to be, a standard, they differ with respect to its char¬ 
acter. This display of a moral deficiency or want in our nature, 
is the strongest proof that can be urged for the necessity of a revela¬ 
tion. The Cliristian religion supplies this moral want,—^and fur¬ 
nishes a standard which, if observed, would make all men in every 
condition happy, exalted, and wise.” 

The greater part of vol. ii. of liis first work is devoted to the 
exposition and illustration of the new principle of classification. 
Wo mi^ht enlar^ on this; but, while recommending it^ the 
study of our readers, w^e sliall only remark that the first class 
under the general subdivision Gangliata^ fofms, with slight alter¬ 
ation, the article “ifoWiwca” in the seventh edition of the “Ency¬ 
clopaedia Britannica.” This was afterwards published separat^, 
ann is now regarded as a standard work. 

Six years a&r the publication of “The Philosophy of ZooIoot,” 
he sent to tlie jpress his well knovm “ History of British Animus.” 
In this a decided and thoroughly scientific attempt was made, 
we believe, for the first time in Britain, to exMbit me pelseonto- 
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lo^cal historj of ammala along aide of the histoiy of those be- 
lonmng to our epocbr^ Geology was made by him to join hands 
with his favourite Zoology, ^e strata, which hold tlie remains 
of the forms of life characteristic of the past giant ages, were 
made helpful to the study of forms of life at present existing; and 
these latter, were made to tlirow a bnght light back upon 
the former. The rocks were seen to have a tesUmony. How 
was that to be read, and was there any one great principle which 
might safely be alleged to suggest an explanation of those mighty 
revolutions which the geolo^t saw had taken place in the ani¬ 
mal kingdom ? The questions were momentous, and they con¬ 
tinue questions of deepest moment still. And now Fleming 
walks forth again in strength. He had a message to tell to his 
age, touching the great ages which had passed * before man ap- 
neared on the platform of creation; and the earth, as it now is, 
began to hasten to that more glorious condition when, in con¬ 
nection with the full realization of the "work of its Creator- 
Kedecmcr, it shall lay aside the defiled garments of sin, and the 
unlovely garb of the great curse, and shall stand forth in im¬ 
mortal youth—New,” 

It is in the philosophical preface to the “ Histoiw of British 
Animals” that we %st meet distinctly witli the evidence of the 
great geological attainments of Dr rleming,—attainments not 
gathered up from books, but formed in the wide attractive field 
of observation, by one who rejoiced in calling himself an “ out¬ 
door naturalist.” He divides the crust of the earth into six great 
epochs. These are—I. The Modem Epoch; H. The Penult 
Epoch; IH. The Cretaceous Epoch: IV. The Saliferous 
Epoch; V. The Carboniferous Epoch; and VI. Tho Primitive 
Epoch. A glance at these will convince an^ one, hut especially 
any one acquainted with the group of strata included under eacll, 
how; much recent classification is indebted to this mode. The 
change of names, no doubt, helps to hide this; but the debt, and 
it is a large one, continues notwithstanding. Looking not only 
at the gradual formation of the various strata, but also at their 
pal^ntolc^cal character, Dr Fleming says,—" The revoltOiona 
whieJ^ate taken place in the animal kingdom^ have been produced 
by w chargee ushich accompanied the mcceeaive d^eiHons of the 
etrata^ This meets emuen more than we have space to exhibit. 
It acknowledges the revolutions in the animal kingdom, and 
suggests an explanation; and it anticipates a whole host of the 
croae stotemento wliich now previul on this point. The earth 
has a history-—it hath had one since God rounded it on the 
floods; and this history hath been growing in greatness as world 
was piled on world, and as " the giant ages heaved the hill, and 
brake the shore,” The history ot the em^s onut is written on 
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the earth itself: nowhere else. Man is the* interpreter of that 
history; but the interpreter is not infallible? Fleming broadly 
states that his inter})rotations will be .trustworthy only when they 
are based on, and guided by, observation of what the rocks tell 
of themselves. Their history is not written in the Bible, because 
the Bible deals with the earth as given to man. It is no part of 
its mission to unfold to us a particular account of what the world 
was m the great ages before man is seen amidst its manifold beauty. 
This consideration, should lead us to regard with suspicion every 
theory wliich would make the Bible responsible for a detailed ac¬ 
count of creation, unconnected with the history of man. The posi¬ 
tion laid down by Fleming suggests all this and much more. We 
must not then look to the Bible for the detailed history of the 
enrtifs crust. That history is written on the rocks; and it is for 
science humbly, and in self-ilistrust, to attempt to read it. But 
if the attempt bo made in the belief that the task is an easy one, 
beyond all doubt the interoretation will be false. Tho task is 
not easy. Imagine the dimculty of deciphering the legends on a 
slab, on wliich the picture-writing of Egypt should be found 
emssed with cunuifonn characters, and these again, in opposite 
diivctions, with Arabic, with Hebrew, with Greek, and with 
liommi letters, wliile only one alphabet was fujly known, and the 
story contained in it bud references to all the other writing I 
If it were a question of comparative age that was to he settled, 
M'e can see now the historic critic might again and again find 
liimsclf at fault, as ho discovered that which he had before con¬ 
cluded was most ancient, meeting him as if it had been realised 
after what he knows to be the latest. Now, though we have got 
the key to the relativo age of the different strat^ we have not 
got, and we never will get, the key to the time in the histoiy of 
the earth’s crust over which those periods of disturbance extended, 
which have given to the surface its present conformation. If time 
aficr time tho disturbing action was general—and there are jgood 
reasons for belioving tins, there would be ruin—wide-spread de¬ 
solation—prevailing chaos, and consequently great gaps ” in 
the march of organic being; but there would be no break in the' 
purpose of Divine manifestation, becatus the gaps themselves would 
be parts of the Divine plan. I^oronce of this is now leading 
some—in order to preserve their imagination of an unbroken ebain 
of organic being, from the lowest mssiliferons strata up to our 
own epoch—to explain away the words, The earth was without 
fonn and void,” W a process which would soon take from us the 
whole Bible. The dogma of Linne, ^ Natura opifrx rerum, 
sultus non facit,’ ” says Fleming, is like fihe ‘ chain of being,’ of 
Iknnet, ^little disc thaita poet’s dream.[ ” We have oft^ thpught 
that, in dealing with the chaos question,” the statemepts of the 
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Spirit of God, as to*the close of the present order of thin^, are 
very suggestive. '\Yhen we are introduced to it in Genesis, the 
words broadly indicate desolation; and, when the Inst grains in 
our time’s glass shall have run, darkness and desolation are to be 
again the Uireshold to new light and lift—(2 Peter iii.) Present 
creation is thus seen associated, in its beginning and its ending, 
with chaos, like tlic two ends of the rainbow resting on, or lost in, 
dark clouds.* • 

Though he was spared to see many attempts made to invali¬ 
date this position, and to get quit of the theory indicated in it, he 
never resiled from it. TJiese changes he lield to he chai'acterised 
by great disturbance in many cases, and by an altogetlier un¬ 
usual state of things in all. llis opinions on this question were 
readily accepted by the highest minds of the ebuntry. Wc arc 
well acquainted with Chalmers’ views of them. Hugh !MiUei*’s 
were not less distinct. “ At this period of our liistoiy,”—the 
period represented by the Cromarty iclithyolito beds of tlie Lower 
Old Red Sandstone,—he says, “some temble catastrophe in- 
vohed in sudden destniction the fisli of an area at least a 
hundred miles fi’om boundary to boundaiy, ]>crhnps much more. 
The same platform in Orkney as at Cromarty is strewed thick 
with remains, whidi exhibit unequivocably the marks of violent 
death. The figures are contorted, contracted, curved; the tail, 
in many instances, is bent round to the head; the spines stick 
out; the fins arc spread to the full, as in fish that die in convul¬ 
sions.” In this case, the illustmtion is no doubt partial, but 
tlierc Is the recognition of the principle stated by Fleming—a 
recognition which alone could have led him philosophically, in 
his “ First Impressions of England,” to the full acknowledgment 
of the chaos demanded by the old scheme of reconciliation. Xur 

1 Since writing this, we had occasion to look hack on some of tho eai*1y 
numbers of this joumali and we met with the following, by Sir 1). Brewster, in 
the article on Cuvier: ** He has proved, by an accurate comparison of the bones 
of one period with those of another, that tho animals of any given period were 
not descended, by natural birth, fh)m those of the preceding period, but were 
new creatures, fresh from the hand of their Maker. Hence he deduced tho 
extraordinary result, that the creatures of each successive period had been de¬ 
stroyed hj some sudden catastrophe; and that the earth, thus swept of its 
animal lil^ was again repeopled oy new races of beings, rising in the scale of 
creation, and terminating in intellectual and immortal man. 
But the confirmation ofwe Mosaic account of creation is not tho only, or even 
fhe chief, result of geological discoveij. Ihe commencement of organic life 
in plants and animals of the first period, and its higher and progressive 
deTclopment in different orders of beings, leads ns back to that beginning 
whicbf was sq long veiled from hnman reason; while the successive destruction 
of faeeaisive creations carries us forward to wo terminus of onr own period— 
to that of the l^itd, when the heavens shall pass awiw with a mat noise, 
and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, and the ekrth^li^ uid the works 
which are therein, shall be bomed up.* **-~Norih Britiah iZsview, vol. i., p. 26, 
1044. 
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will any answer to tliis be satisfactoiy^ whi(^ sets out with the 
question—“ But you do not say it is logical to afHrm that what 
is true of tlio j)art must be true of the whole I ” because in this 
niatter we have sure indications that all the leading forms of life 
of certain epoclis have been destroyed before those characteristic 
of a succeeding one have been ushered on the scene of being, 
liosides, the hyiiothesis—^what is true of a part may have been 
true of the wliolc^is not without its apologctical value. But, 
say some fireside geologists, “ We grant that former epochs have 
been introduced In conditions of chaos and darkness, but we do 
not acknowledge that our own has; for have not these rocks 
been as they now are for millions of years, as attested by their 
wiiter-woni sides? and these deltas, have they too not been form¬ 
ing for millions of years without any disturbance ? and these 
cones of old volcanoes—pretty in their sharp edgings and deli¬ 
cate outlines—could ever water have swept over them without 
levelling them to the valley?” These questions admit of an ela¬ 
borate answer in tlie statement of hypotheses, which, though they 
remove not the difficulty, yet neutrmiso the officctioiis built on 
it; but this would bo foreign to our article. Wo refer to them, 
liowevcr, in order to state, that though Chalmers, and Miller, 
and Fleming, had nil these phenomena under their notice, they 
did not find anything in them to lead even to a modification of the 
Clhalmerian scheme of reconciliation, Mr MUer, as we have 
seen, did change; but it is demonstrable that it w'as not because 
he felt himself unequal to deal with these so-called difficulties. 
Now that we are deprived of Dr Fleming’s presence, and of the 
infiuenco of the living voice, to protest against the wild, and, we 
shall add, unscientific theories, into wnich many are blindly 
drifting, in connection with bewildering schemes for harmonising 
Geology and Genesis, wo feel thankful that he, being dead, yet 
speaketli; and that his words ore such ns that, while exact science 
accepts them as containing a theoiy which solves many difficul¬ 
ties, the Christian likewise can accept this theoiy, and rest in it, 
as he waits for that brighter and mller light, which he will be 
among the foremost to welcome—when it comes. 

And we should be all the more tliankiul for what Fleming has 
accomplished in this department, when, as i^ow, many who could 
not tell one series of strata from another in the field of practical 
Geology, and who are as ignorant as one we heard of lately, who^ 
when a young friend showed him a beautifid heUmnitej said, 

Yes, I see a—a thunderbolt,” have attained to a rudimentary 
knowledge of the terminology of this difficult science, and, be¬ 
cause of this, think themselves entitled to attempt to pledge the 
Christian understanding to views of the bistoiy of God’s aealb^ 
with creation, which, vMe they are not ffivoored by science, & 
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violence to the written Word of God, Plainly the Church’s 
duty and safety is to* stand aloof. She hoe a echeme vihich haa not 
yet been aha&en; and she is not called upon yet to look out for 
another. Yea, were that scheme shaken, and were the “ Age 
Theory,”—“ The Rapid Refri^ration Theoiy,”—“ The Dyna¬ 
mical Theory,”—Dr Ure’s Antediluvian Theory,”—the Dean 
of York’s “ Diluvian Theory,”—or Mr Gosse’s Prochronic 
Theory,” to be the only one which she could bravely look in the 
face, wc have a deep persuasion and an earnest conviction, that 
she would not be called to identify herself with it. She can 
point to the lessons in the past, and, while acknowledging tlie 
imperfect state of this science, demand that her children shall 
not attempt to pledge her to any scheme, on the j^und that the 
proof is positive, which, at present, it is veiy rar from indeed. 
And how commanding this attitude. While looking forth from 
amidst the blessed sunshine of her Lord’s countenance, she will 
acknowledge the riches of creation to bo His, and will bid all her 
accomplished children, God speed,” in seeking to know increas¬ 
ingly the ways of lEm by whom the worlds were made. Super¬ 
stition may frown at true science, but true Christianity frowns 
only on that which is false. Christianity seeks to lay the fruits 
of knowledge, not less than the sacrifices of love, on the altar of 
her King and Head. 

It says not a little for the sagacity which tabulatcrl Uie great 
divisions of the strata, in the preface to the “ British Animals,” 
that the author, though fully alive to the vast additions recently 
made to our knowled^ of the crust of the earth, did not feel 
himself called upon to alter his table, but found it fitted for re¬ 
ceiving the latest discoveries of geology. Before his death, w'o 
found it an interesting work to compare the outline of geological 
lectures in his “ Institutes ”—drawn up after 1845—with tho 
subdivisions in the tabulated epochs. The results of the com¬ 
parison were peculiarly gratifying, as showing how thoroughly, 
m his old age, he kept pace with science in her onward march, 
and also, how ready he was to welcome the discoveries being 
made in those wide fields which ho had so wisely mapped out in 
his early days. Accordingly, Lyoll’s labours in the Tcrtiaiy, 
and Murchison’s incthe Suurian, are welcomed and admitted 
to the place of great prominence which he at once conceded to 
them. Much greater prominence is likewise given to Falscon- 
tology iti The Institutes,” than was assigned to it in the Ilis- 
totr of British Animals,” and the theoloj^w difficulties are more 
fully marked. It must ever be a cause of regret that his ad¬ 
vanced knowledge was not brot^ht out in connection with an 
edition of the British Animals,” which would have contained 
the resultH of recent observarion and discovery; because, in the 
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full knowledge of many new Hand-Books ii^Natnral Histoiy, he 
would not willingly give the preference t<f any over this work, 
except, indeed, in the matter of information on recent discoveries. 
While, ns a tmo man of science, he keeps to his peculiar work, 
and docs it well, there is a delightful nreshness of remark, of 
anecdote, and auiet antiquarian gossip, accompanying his de¬ 
scriptions, wliicn must liave a charm tor all. We should have 
liked to quote some illustrative passages, but must ask the reader 
to look at the thiiSl remark under Fms Catos—Brit. An., p. 15;* 
at the second, under Bbs Taurus, p. 24; at the passage from 
Torfmus, p. 27; and at the remark under Ddphinus Phocesna, 
p. Ml as indicating into what regions of literature he travelled in 
soarcii of information on liia favourite pursuits. 

“The Institutes” bear striking testimony to the variety and 
breadth of his attainments; and lie has left ample proof that 
these wore not only varied but accurate, and not only oroad but 
dee]) likewise. Cfhemistiy, Mineralogy, Botany, Zoologj^, and 
tlie several departments of Geology, were familiar to him as 
lioiischold words. And if to these we add his intimate know¬ 
ledge of Comparative Anatomy, wo will see how thoroughly 
furnished he Wiis for his work. The questions having direct or 
indirect theological bearings, which he discussed from the Chair 
of Natural Science, were such as Hume’s Views of Causation, 
the Argument in the Evidences from the .Unity of Design, the 
Development Hypothesis, the Theory of Centres of Creation, 
the Deluge, the Age of the Earth, the Existence of Death before 
the Introduction of Sin, and other topics of this nature. Only 
on the lost of these mentioned have we heard any difference of 
opinion as to the thoroughness of the mode in which he dealt 
with such ditHcult questions. The sentence quoted from Lin¬ 
naeus, in the Introduction to “ The Institutes, seems to have 
been before him tluroi^hout his course—“ The Author of Etenial 
Salvation is also the Lord of Nature.” 

^ Most of the miscellaneous papers contributed to leading scien¬ 
tific journals by Dr Fleming, are quoted at the head of this 
article. We sh^ not attempt an analysis of these. Several of 
thorn are cont>tf^||rsial. But controversy is part of the discipline 
of truth. There seems almost a necessity thi^ it should be ente^ 
on, by every man who sets out in public bfo resolved to think 
for himself, and to defend whatever appears to him to be truth. 
The work is often pamful enough; but if a mim ha& before God, 
resolved to climb to any place in life’s ladder, in which he is pei^ 
suaded he may do more in the cause of truth, he must lay his 
account for it. While the noble and the generous-minded, who 
stand higher than' he, will welcome his approach, nulny will 
grudge It; and the ‘crowd out of which he se^ to rise, while . 
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too indolent to strivtj to rise with liim, will not fail to throw every 
possible obstacle in Ins way. Wo might illustrate this from some 
of Dr Fleming's earliest contributions to science, but the subject 
needeth not illustration. 

-In 1851 Dr Fleming published a little work on the Tempe¬ 
rature of the Seasons.” It is avowedly a i)opiilar treatise, writ¬ 
ten in a popular style, and well fitted to the end for which it was 
written, namely, to diffuse among the people information as to 

* the infiuence of tempcratxirc on inorganic ohjects, and on plants 
and animals. He tells us, in the preface, that it has been the 
object of the author, to excite in the minds of the young espe¬ 
cially, the habit of attending to every day occuiTcnces, and the 
desire of connecting these with the causes Avliich pniducc them.” 
It will be found profitable for the young, both because of the 
peculiarly interesting way in which the subject is illustrated, and 
also because it wdll bring them in contact with one of the most 
accomplished men of science, labouring for their good, and seek¬ 
ing to instruct them,— 

• by the love impelled 
That mores the sun in heaven and all the stars.” 

This review, necessarily liasty and imperfect, when we take 
into account the character of the works glanced at, will, if it do 
no more, at least suggest the depths and the variety of Dr Flem¬ 
ing’s attainments. H he was familiar with scvcrol branches of 
science, as zoology, mineralogy, botany, and geology, the familiarity 
extended far beyond the oi^nes of these. Ho^ew them well, 
yea, profoundly; and if there were ferr questions, in any depart¬ 
ment of physical science^ on which he was not competent to give 
a trustworthy opinion, it was because he had studied them dili¬ 
gently. We do not think that there ever was a time when the 
adage, beware of the man of one book,” did not contain a fal¬ 
lacy. Just as it is impossible to know an^ one book well without 
the knowledge of other books, so it is impossible to know tho¬ 
roughly and correctly any one branch of science without a more 

. tlian superficial acquaintance with several other branches. As, 
in the interaction or any one mind with another, forms of thought 
are evolved which are fitted to influence a third party more than 
either of the two; so there is an interaction among the sciences, 
which not only shows us one science throwing li^t on another, 
bat which most be clearly discerned by the stu£nt of any one 
science^ befcflre he shall be able to make his &vonrite one fruitful 
of good to his fellow<*raen. 

But, while we acknowl^ge the breadth, and depth, and variety 
of Dr Flemings attainments, our estimate of his works would 
not be Gomple^ even in the outline, did we not acknowledge 
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that, for two reasons, they are not all that we could have wished. 
On the one hand, it is, we repeat, greatly to Joe regretted that he 
did not keep his History of Britisli Animals” abreast of ad¬ 
vancing science. Great additions liave been made to every de¬ 
partment included in that able, and, for the day at which it was 
drawn up, remarkable work. A much more correct arrangement 
of species, especially in Molluscan palaeontology, has been realized, 
tlian what obtained in his earlier days. Take one or two exam¬ 
ples. In the Fantily Orthoccratidse, Dr Fleming specifies nine¬ 
teen under Orthoceraj whereas we have now more than 120 
^pical species. Under BelemnitOj family Belemnitidas, he gives 
lour species, but more than 100 are now named. In the family 
Buccinidas, he giyes mider Buccinum ten species. There are, 
liowever, not fewer than 130 now known. In the cases now- 
given, the progress of geologicii} science during the last twenty 
ycai's has snown also that the difierent families are spmad over a 
far wider range than Fleming assigned to them. This line of 
observation might be applied to othor divisions of his work. In 
making these remarks, however, we have proof that he knew and 
kept pace with this progress; but whdt wc are indicating is, that 
ho has not left us the literaiy proof of this. Neither have we* 
any evidence that he had given attention to several departments 
of science, which have recently come to have much prominence 
given to them, and in which, as might be fiilly shown, infidelity 
is seeking weapons of warfare. We refer to the great attention 
which is heing given to embryology, and to such discoveries in 
modes of generation as those with which the names of Steenstrup, 
Owen, Siebold, and Van Bcneden, arc associated. Agassiz is 
labouring earnestly in the femier field, feom. his '>vell known point 
of view, and we may count on his new work giving rise to many 
speculations among those who, while ignorant of science, are ever 
e:iger to appropriate its discoveries, in order to obtain weight for 
tlieorics antagonistic to revealed truth, theories for the oc^ance- 
inent of whi^ they labour and live. 

After we had finished the preceding part of this article, it was 
OTU* privilege to obtain the proof sheets of the work on “ The 
Lithology of Edinburgh,” with the press preparation of which 
Dr Fleming was busy when ho w'as removed mom the mi^t of 
us. This work will, we trust, obtain man;^ readers. We can 
promise that they wUl find in it both farther illustration of the 
views already indicated by us, and also evidence of the continu¬ 
ance with him, after he had passed the threescore years and ten, of 
that strong intellect and bro^ common sense which distingiushed 
his scientific observations and an^yais while he was yet in Iiis 
vigorous prime. That brwguerUf too, is there, which distin¬ 
guished his earlier labours in the literature of science; and his 
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intercourse with his fellows, especially in associations of men of 
science,—a bluntn^ which, in its two sides, reminds us of the 
Kne— 

hapttUv Kai piXoten sv/fMvq. 

One aspect of the Lithology” has given us unminglcd satis¬ 
faction. We have ventured to dissent, for reasons which, in the 
present state of science, we hold to be unanswerable, from Afr 
Millcr^s latest physico-theological views, and we rejoice to find 
now that the dissent is taken on preeisely similar ^*ounds by Dr 
Fleming himself. It is pleasant to sail wdth Fleming amidst the 
swelling waves of present speculation on many cjuestions of a 
kind the most difficult that can exercise our minds; and, in the 
very imperfect state of geological science, of a kind the most 
dangerous. He knows the chaxts of those broad waters so well, 
—^he has so constantly before him the dark clouds whicli loom 
in the distance, and which, as yet, hide from us what kind of 
shore lies beyond them,—his I'eckonings have been made on 
data so thoroughly trustworthy—his compass is so true to its 
work,—the vessel answers so quickly to his will,—and the dis¬ 
turbing forces in wind and tide, in ground swell luid ocean cur¬ 
rent, arc taken so prudently into account, that one feels the 
sailing to be not only pleasant, but truly safe also. Wc should 
have liked to have made more use of “ the Litholog)-,” than our 
space will pennit. There are two passages, however, to which 
we crave the attention of our readers^ who will at once sec their 
value. ■ In reviewing Sir C. Lyelfs ^visions of the Tertiaiy, he 
remarks:— 

“In the views connected with the preceding statement of Sir 
Charles Lyell, there are assumptions which may be considered objec¬ 
tionable in many respects. The first is, perhaps, the most startling, 
viz.. That species have perished from off the earth by no sudden 
destruction, but by degrees, and that species have made their appear¬ 
ance to succeed them by no sudden creation, but imperceptibly. If 
this notion be based on truth, it will cause a great modification in the 
commonly received opinions respecting chaos, and the commence¬ 
ment of the present races of animals on the globe. It leaves un¬ 
touched, however, the proof of creative power, by acknowledging the 
appearance, from time to time, of new specks on the earth, and it 
admits the destruction of species which has frequently prevailed. At 
present, however, we are chiefiy concerned with the question, la the 
notion consistent with scientific truth? 

“ When we consider the quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, and fishes of 
the Paris and London basins, or of the eocene period of Lyell, we do 
not find that a ringle species had survived and been coevu witli any 
of the existing races—eo that there is no interval here—no dawn. 
The 96^ per cent, of shells, which constituted the testaceous fauna of 
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the tertiary period, all perished, and only ppr cent, of their com¬ 
panions are supposed to have survived, so a8«to constitute the con¬ 
necting links with the succeeding or modem group. But the identi¬ 
fication of these species of the dawn has not been established, nay, 
by competent observers, is doubted and controverted. When a very 
broad generalization, therefore, like the present, rests not on those 
objects which are distinct and recognisable, as the remains of eerfs- 
hrated animals, but on macerated, and perhaps rubbed, and thus 
of doubtful charac;^r, and about the identification of which grare 
doubts prevail, we feel ourselves justified in avoiding a nomenclature 
and arrangement testing on such slender pretensions, and regulated 
by an empirical per centage. Nor can the suspicion be avoided that 
the mixture of older with newer species, as those of the London clay, 
associated with t^pse of the Crag, and produced by denudating and 
assorting agencies, may have been in haste misinterpreted, without 
even suspecting collectors of being ever either ignorant or guilty of 
deception. 

I have long considered, and must again repeat, that there has been 
too great a tendency to select one or two beds of this group, itvhich 
are here considered as constituting the Modem Epoch, and endeavour¬ 
ing to explain their origin and mode of formation, leaving the other 
beds as residual phenomena, not sufficiently important to demand 
consideration, or rather, it may bo suspected, left out of view because 
assuming somewhat of an obstructive character.” 

In the able outline of hypotheses on “ raised beaches,” this 
passage occurs:— 

*<The late Mr Hugh Miller, a keen advocate of the upheaval 
notion, foncied that at the mouth of the Foul Bum, on the beach east 
from Seafield, he hod found stones in the same position as they 
occupied when the oyster, limpets, and serpulm which he found at¬ 
tached to them, had lived. This supposed fresh proof he communi¬ 
cated to a meeting of the Royal Physical Society, Deo. 27, 1854, 
* On a raised sea-bottom near Fillyside Bank, between Leith- and 
Portobello.’ On examining the spot, however, it was no difficult 
matter to perceive that his affection for a ffivourito vision had led him 
to be contented with looking at those stones which countenanced his 
views, and to overlook others of a decidedly contrary character, such 
08 limpets adhering to the under sides of stones imbedded in clay, 
where they never either lived or moved. After the locali^ was 
ffiirly examined, we heard no more of the matter” 

It was our puipose, when we began this article, to conclude 
with a brief outline of recent discoveries, in some .departments 
tif science, in which Dr Fleming had not much worked, if he 
had worked at all, but which are peculiarly interesting and 
suggestive in connection with the literature of natural theology 
—-aliteraturo which now demands aporition far in advance of me 
majority of riio Bridgewater Treatises. But we hare already * 
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occupied more spape than was allotted to us. It would have 

been beside our task to have dwelt on the outstanding featurcs 

of Dr Reming^s character. Our work has been mainljr with his 

contributions to natural science. The value of these will, we arc Euadcd, grow as those tendencies increase, which, in their 

^ nnings, arc already at work around us, and which were so 

graphicalyr described by Dante, as characteristic of the philo- 
sojniy of his era:—’ 

. “ Reckless some 
Of error; others well aware they err, 
Each the known trick of sage philosophy 
Deserts, and has a bye way of his own: 
So much the restless eagerness to shine,. 
And love of singularity, prevail. 
.When the book of God 
Is forced to yield to man’s authority, 
Or from its straitness warp’d: no reckoning made 
What blood the sowing of it in the world 
Has cost”—‘Far. c. xxix. 87. 
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Art. IV.—A System of Logic^ Rattodnative and Inductive: 
being a Cmm'ected View of me Principlea of Evidence and the 
Methods SdenMc Investigation, Bj John Stuart Mill. 

2 vols. Fourth Edition. (Book iii., of Induction). 

When Bacon, some two hundred years ago, gave to the world 
that new instrumdnt of research which was to revolutionise the 
world of science, 4ic did not pretend to regard his work as perfect^ 
or as sufficient for the demands of science in the time to come. 
On the contrary, he looked forward with sanguine expectation to 
the improvement^ which time and progress would effect. As each 
step of a traveller not only brings him farther on his journey, but 
enables him to see to a greater distance in advance, while each 
eminence which he surmounts gives him new and farther-reaching 
views of the country through which his path must lie; so will it 
be, said Bacon, with the art of discovery, which will ever be 
growing with the discoveries themselves. At first sight, his 
anticipations may seem to have been fulfilled. Not only has the 
field of scientific discovery been immensely extended, but we have 
had, in recent times, several contributions to the philosophy of 
discovery. The latest and most popular of the writers on this 
subject IS Mr Mill, who informs us that Physical Science has 
outgrown the Baconian conception of induction,” and that there 
is now need of a new method. Bacon would, we are persuaded, 
protest against being made in any degree responsible for the 
modern methods, and would declare that, so far from having out¬ 
grown his conception, they had never approached it. He would, 
doubtless, be surprised at the rapid advance of Physical Science 
in our day, but it would be because the stance was made by a * 
path different from that which he pointed out. But waiving this 
question, which we cannot now discuss, what shall be said of the 
progress made towards a more exact and comprehensive theory 
of method ? Let Mi* Mill’s work reply. That author, indeed 
regards his treatise as the first attempt to exhibit a systematic 
view of the principles and rules of the inductive philosophy, and 
ho claims to have achieved a task which, he afiSrms, was regarded 
08 impossible by Lord Macaulay and by AS^hbbbop Whately. 
His work, then, is put forward as' indicating the now era. But 
in it we see that philosophy has abdicated that commanding posi¬ 
tion which Bacon assigned to her, and is content to ^ow at a 
modest distance the steps of practical science.^ > 

\ 

' In onr remarks on a work so Iona befbre the pahlic, sad lo widely drcnlsted, 
we shall assume that the reader is simlcieiitly fluniUar with its main festiires to 
dispense with continned justifying reihrencei. 
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There are plainly two modes of arriving at a theory of induc¬ 
tion. The one encWavonrs, by studying the nature of things 
and the mind of man, to ascertain the method which ought to be 
pursued in order to discover the laws of nature. In such a me¬ 
thod, the consideration of histoiy, and the results which have 
already been attained, would be a necessary element, as throwing 
a light both on the nature of things and on that of man in rela¬ 
tion thereto. But, while the study of these practical results 
would serve to suggest new rules, or to give warning of hitherto 
unnoticed dangers, the theory would always keep ahead of prac¬ 
tice, and would be ever pointing to new subjects of investigation. 
Just so it is, in some measure, in the special sciences—in Pliy- 
siology, for instance, in Astronomy, and in Chemistry; and so 
Bacon expected that it would be with the art of discovery in 
general. The other method, rejecting every a priori element, 
abandons all intention of guiding practical discoverers, and con¬ 
tents itself with “ generalising the modes of investigating truth 
and estimating evidence.” This is the method which Mr Mill, in 
the commencement of his work, announces his intention of adopt¬ 
ing. He does not pretend to take his stand on any elevated 
peak, in order to take a survey of the yet unexplored fields of 
nature, and to map out the fitting course for future inquiries ; it 
suffices him to trace the footsteps of those who have already made 
some progress in advance. 

Bemre proceeding to discuss the method and rules of induction, 
as presented by Mr Mill, there are some preliminary^ questions 
which require to be settled, as—What do we mean by induction ? 
and, Is induction possible, and how ? To the first question, Mr 
Mill replies, that induction is that operation of the mind by 
which we infer that what we know to be true in a particular case 
or cases, will be true fn all cases which resemble the former in 
certain assignable respects. In other words, induction is the pro¬ 
cess by which we conclude that what is true of certain inaivi- 
dnals of a class, is true of the whole class, or that what is true at 
certain times, will be true under similar circumstances at all 
times.” This is Mr Mill’s formal definition; but he also sum¬ 
marily defines induction to be ^^generalisation from experience. 
It conusts in inferring from some individued instances m which 
a phenomenon is observed to occur, that it occurs in all instances 
ora certain class; namely, in all which memhlc the former in 
what are regarded as the material circumstances.” Lastly, it is 
" tbe.Operation of discovering and proving general propositions.” 
nie last is mren merely as a provisional definition. We are, 
in general, slow to fix upon particular expressions of an author, 
and to tie him down to thmr ]o|p<^ consequences; but, surely, 
if verbal accuracy may be fiurly insisted on in any work, it is in 
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a treatise on logic; and if, in a logical treatise, any expressions 
are more especially required to be free from or ambiguity, 
they are the definitions. Let us then briefly examine these 
vanous definitions. 

First, then, they all obviously exclude deduction. It is true 
that this would, by most philosophers, be regarded as an essential 
condition of their correctness; but it is to oe remembered that, 
according to Mr itlill’s view, “ deduction is but a mode of induc¬ 
tion and, therefore, when professedly treating of inductiem— 
“ in the most conyirchensive sense of the term”—^he was bound 
to give a definition which included it. But, secondly, they ex¬ 
clude also what he calls **the main business of induction,” 
namely, the “ ascertaining the effects of every cause, and the 
causes of all efleeCsfor in these the only generalisation is one 
which is assumed as having been performed once for all. When 
we ascertain that A is the cause of B, our inference, is not that 
A invariably precedes B, but that A is the phenomenon which it 
is assumed always precedes B. Let us see now one of Mr Milfs 
own examples will support his definition. When a man is shot 
through the heart, we Know that it was the gunshot that killed 
him, because he was in the fulness of life a few minutes before; 
all circumstances being the same except the wound.” In this 
inference where is the generalisation, the passage £n>m the known 
to the unknown 1 Mr krill would reply that it is implied in the 
word cause. But tliis generalisation does not stand as part of our 
inference: that inference is not—^ This gunshot wound was fol¬ 
lowed by death; therefore all similar wounds will be followed by 
deathbut—‘ In this instance that particular antecedent, on 
the presence of which the event of death depended, was the gun¬ 
shot wound.’ And a similar remark will apply to all cases of 
the discovery of causes and effects. The inference may be stated 
in a general form, but the generality is accidental. Thiraly, these 
definitions confound two distinct processes,—that of discovery, 
and that of proof. In the preliminaj^ definition both are in¬ 
cluded ; in the others, and esf>ecially in me most formal, discover 
appears to be excluded, for the essential part of discovery is not 
the inference irom known instances to unknown, but the as¬ 
certainment of the essential circumstances. Lastly, we shaU for 
the present pass over the circumstance that the formal definition 
applies in strictness solely to that generalisation which includes 
all others, the belief in the uniformity of the laws ^nature. 

The process usually termed induction may, fbr our present 
purpose, be regarded as consisting of the following s^ps —^Firat, 

^ Sir Joha HerBchel's accoant of Tndnctlon is to the fbUoirtng eflhot^^Wo 
cloBsify facts or objects under general well-constdeced heads, or points of agree¬ 
ment (for which purpose the simple phenomena resulting fkom ana^iU 
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the analpis of a particular phenomenon. Secondly, if this, com¬ 
bined with our fomfer knowledge, does not suffice to give the law 
or cause, other similar phenomena are collected and analysed. 
Thirdly, these are compared, the circumstances of agreement and 
difference arc noted, and the antecedents which ^pear unessen¬ 
tial to the effect investigated are eliminated by Bacon’s rules of 
simultaneous absence^ presence, and variation. Hence we obtain 
the law b^ stating the antecedents which are essential. Lastly, 
by the pnnciplo of uniformity of the laws of nature the proposi¬ 
tion may be made general. The last step alope is included in 
Mr Mill’s definition. He supposes that the class has been 
formed; in other words, that the 4irocess of eliminating all the 
unessential circumstances has been performed. The properties 
of the individuals are known, and the material circumstances 
ascertained; or, in other woids, we know the subject and the 
predicate, and the whole process of induction consists in affirm¬ 
ing the one of the other.^ Such a process contains no method 
and needs no rules. 

Mr Mill proceeds thus:—“ In the statement of what induc¬ 
tion is, tliere is implied the assumption, that tlie course of na¬ 
ture is uniform—that whatever is true in any one case, is true 
in all cases of a certain description; or, in other words, that 
every event depends upon some law.” Now, if this principle is 
assumed in the very first induction to which men are led, it is 
manifest that it cannot itself be derived from induction. No 
proposition can be proved by an argument which assumes its 
truth. Manifest, however, as this maxim may appear to meix: 
logicians, Mr Mill regards it as a vulgar prejudice. According to 
him, the principle in question is itself the result of induction ; and 
not only so, but it is not arrived at until long afier, and in con- 
semience of, other inductions, in which its truth is equally implied. 

Let U8, however, look a little more closely into the lo^ic of 

this question; for we must not forget that we are considering a 
treatiM on Logic. Let us put the case, which must have at one 

time existed (as Mr M. allows), before this general principle 
was established, even by what our author is pleased to regard 
as proof. Certain individual facts, then, we suppose, have been 
ascertained, and a glimpse has been obtained or a general fact 

■enre^ and thiu e«ch of tueb phenomens, or heads of classiflcation, becomes a 
gnem fact. These beccone the otijectsof a higher species of clossidcatioo, and 
are incliided in laws. By emtinniog the process, wo arrive at aztoms of the 
highest athuoablo degree of generality. **^18 process is what we mean by In- 
doctioih” It is carried on, he adds, in one of two ways—first, by comparison of 
ascertsliied clsssei, and investigation of their agreements and disagreements; 
or, secondly, by considering the Individuals of a class, and casting about to find 
In whal thOT agree, besides that which forms the basis of classification. 

• * It is to ot observed, that In the formal definition the expression, “ infer from 
panicnlar iaitiiioes,” is avoided, and altered to ** Infer ikai what is tme,” etc. 
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or law; for the mind has, as Mr Mill states^ a natural tendency 
to generalise. This, however, cannot satisfy a philosopher. Mr 
]\lill protests against the appeal to any fiincied subjective neces¬ 
sity ; and much more would he doubtless protest against founding 
any argument as to the truth of things on a mere tendency so 
to believe. We have then nothing but our collection of mets ; 
let it be that fire has in certain instances burnt, or that milk has 
been known to nourish. Doubtless the vulgar man will follow 
his blind propeAsity," and act on the truth of the general pro¬ 
position, if he does not express it in words. But the philosopher 
IS wiser. He is acquainted with no principle which authorises 
him to pass from the known#o the unknown, or to extend his 
conclusions to cs^es not included in the premises, Nay, he does 
not yet know whether the same proposition may not be true and 
false at the same time; for the impossibility of this b only known 
(says Mr Mill) from induction. If he happens to be convinced 
of this in a particular case, he has no reason to extend his be¬ 
lief to cases of which ho knows nothing. He is chained within 
a narrow circle, beyond which he can by no effort of ingenuity 
pass. Ho is as a blind man, whose knowled^ is limited to the 
objects which he can touch.^ In this state, a logical philosopher 
will not fear to put his hand into the fire, for he knows nothing of 
wliat is likely to happen ; if he eats, it will only be by way of 
experiment. The chain, however, by which he is bound, is a 
loyical one; and accordinglyMr Mill finds no difficulty in breaking 
it. Ho says, Whatever has been found true in innumerable 
instances, and never found to be false afbr due examination in 
any, we are safe in acting upon as universal provisionally.” 
Whence did Mr Mill obtain this principle ? Is it self-evident? 
Is it a datum of consciousness, an instinctive” principle, or is 
it a result of induction ? It would bo interesting to know Mr 
Mill’s answer to this question. In another place he tells us, that 
if we consult the actual course of nature, we find, that what¬ 
ever is true in any one case, is true in all cases of a certain de¬ 
scription ; the only difficulty is to find what description,” ^ow 
wc can know by observation that all the supposed cases are of 
the same description, while ignorant wIuU that description is, he 
does not tell us. Can there be a more striking proof than these 
two passages afford, that the inductive priifhiple is one of those 
propositions whi(ffi men, even when they deny [or, as in die 
present case, suppose to ho under scrutiny], are yet forced to 
act upon?” 

' Take away the light of ihia inductive prindfde, and eaeperience is as bUnd 
as a mote. She may, indeed, feel what is present, and what imme^ate^ tonehea 
her; but she sees nothing that Is either before or beUn^uran the right hand (W 
upon the left, future or post.**—p. S0(^ HamiUmCs E^twn, 
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But 'Ifr Mill has^not even understood the principle wliicli is 
in question, nor con^quently the doctrine against which he pro¬ 
tests. In the first place, he throughout confounds the principle 
of causality with tne uniformity of the laws of nature. Beid 
thus states the former, “ AVhatevcr begins to exist, must have a 
cause that produced it.” The latter has not necessarily any 
connection with the idea of cause; but, in its application to it, 
stands thus:—“ Like eifccts are preceded by like causes.”' Now, 
besides the essential difference in form between these two state¬ 
ments (which is as great as between “ Evciycman has had a 
mother,” and “ Like men have like mothers”), the word, cause, 
is used in them in tw'o distinct sensA, as both Kcid and Stewart 
(with all modem philosophers) expressly point out. In the for¬ 
mer, the cause meant is a cause which produces, t.c. an efficient 
cause; in the latter, it is a mere antecedent, or, as Reid calls it, 
“ a sign.” The one principle is contingent and probable only, 
and, though influencing our belief, is i*egarded as dependent on 
the constitution of nature—not solely on that of our minds. It 
is liable to be tested by experience, and is, in fact, modified, cor¬ 
rected in its application, and strengthened by j)hysical research. 
It may or may not, even on Reid’s principles, take its rise from 
^ociation. Indeed, in the form above given, it is doubly con¬ 
tinent ; for it is only by experience that the general principle is 
applied to physical causes. All this is expressly stated by Reid 
and Stewart. But it is not the doctrine of philosophers alone. 
The uniformity of the laws of nature is, in a more or less general 
form, the sulnect of reflection to every thinking man; and by 
every theist the reversal of it is held to be in the power of the 
Creator.^ But even on the supposition of its reversal, the law 
of causality still operates; an efficient cause is of necessity sought 
for the chanm. The latter principle we carinot conceive sus¬ 
pended ; to do so, would be to conceive a creation without a 
Creator. That it could not be derived from experience of the 
changes in nature^ has been often shown, not alone from its 
characten of universality and necessity, but from tho fact that 
“ Causation is not an object of sense: the only experience we 
nave of it, is the consciousness we have of exerting some power 
in ordering our thoughts and actions.” “ In no othbr case can 
we tell from experience whether an event has a cause or not.”* 

1 Deiced thna by ]^d:—** Antecedently to all reasoning, we have, by our 
eoBCtitiiti^ an anOdpation that there is a fixed course of nature | and we have 

eanr desire to discover this course of nature. We attend to evexy conjunc¬ 
tion OTthina which presents itself, and expect the continuance of that con- 
joBotion. And when such a coqjQnetion has been often observed, we conceive 
tte tUngs to be naturally connected; and tba appaaranee of one, without rea¬ 
soning or refieetioD,cairiee with it the beUef of the other.”—Works, p. 199. 

» Eeid. 
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Even the single exception here made is^not allowed by Mr 

Mill. • . . . 
It is wortliy of remark, as bearing on Mr Mill’s opinions of 

the dependence of our capacity of conception on experience, that 
of these two principles, that one which has never been seen to 
be true, is that one wliich is endowed with a character of neces¬ 
sity and universality; while the other, of which we daily expe¬ 
rience innumerable exemplifications, najjr, which Mr Mill afiSms 
we have found aEoays true, is not a whit nearer the character of 
necessity in our old age than when we were infants.' That Mr 
Mill confounds these two principles, is manifested by eveiy pas¬ 
sage where he speaks of cither. To each he attributes the cha¬ 
racters of the otycr. He labours hard to prove that the inductive 
principle is contingent, which was never denied, and then assumes 
that the law of causation has the same character. In his chap¬ 
ters on the “ Law of Causation,” he more than once explicitly 
identifies it with the “ Ground of Induction,” while mmarently 
unconscious that they were ever regarded as distinct. lie thinks 
he has shown that the former is not necessary, because he finds 
himself able to conceive that in some distant planet the latter 
may not hold. Fuithcr, to confirm this opinion, he adduces the 
following facts;—^First, In the early stage of human knowledge, 
many phenomena “ which appeared irregular, not governed by 
any laws, not steadily consequent upon any causes, were ascribed 
to the direct intervention of the will of some supernatural 
being, and therefore still to a cause. This shows the strong 
tendency of the human mind to ascribe every phenomenon to 
some cause or other; but it shows also, that experience had not 
at that time pointed out any regular order in tnc occurrence of 
those particular phenomena, nor proved them to be dependent 
upon prior phenomena as their proximate canses.” Secondly, 

1 We cannot forbear commenting on an Ulnstration of the origin of the incon¬ 
ceivable, cited by Mr MiU from w J. HerschelIf it were a tmth, nni- 
vcraal and necessary, that a net is spread over the whole snrfiice of every pla¬ 
netary globe, we shonld . . . make the necessity of some means of extnea- 
tion an axiom of locomotion.** And any proposition violating this axiom 
“ would become, not only untme, bnt inconceivable.** Now, omitting die words 
wiiwrtal and neemaryt which destroy the whole force and pertinence of the re¬ 
mark, it cannot be denied that there are, so ta speak, severel nets spread over 
the snrface of onr globe, and possibly of %ytrj other, y the Atmosphere, Gra¬ 
vity, Friction. Yet there is not the slightyt (ufflcnlty m eonceivingthe absence 
of each or all of these. No one bnt Mr Mitt, will reg^ Dr Whewell’s professed 
demonstration, that all matter is heavy, as any exception to this remaik. Bnt 
Mr Mill confounds several different applications of ue word inconceivable. Be 
does not distingnish inconceivable ana incredible: inoonoeiTable in ^tand ia- 
conceivable in manner, the inconceivable That and tlxe hieonceivable Sow (as 
with respect to the action of mind on matter, and of matter on matter); and, 
lastly (as in the controversy with Dr Whewett), the immediatdy ineonoeivaUe, 
and the ineonceivahlo which only contradicts the demonstrative result of known 
principles. 
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Certun philosrahers admitted Chance as one of the agents 
in the order of natVre, which could* only mean, that certain 
events did not depend upon uniform laws of causation.” Thirdly, 
** Human volitions are, even in our own day, believed by half 
the speculative world not to be governed oy causes.” And 
hence he infers, that the existence of phenomena not ingorously 
consequent upon any antecedents, does not necessarily appear 
an inadmissible par^ox.” Now wliat do these facts prove? 
First, that the principle of causality operated in its full force 
before it could have been inferred from experience, and while 
the uniformity of the laws of nature was still not universally 
certain; secondly, that the principle is satisfied as soon as an 
efHcient cause, or one supposed to be efficient, is arrived at. But 
what support these propositions can lend to hir Mill’s argument, 
we are unable to imagine; or how they can be reconciled with 
his statement, that the law^ of causation asserts only this, ^ It 
is a law, that every event depends upon some law.’ ” The fact 
is, that having (properly) rejected the consideration of efRcicnt 
causes, he had no business whatever with the law of causation, 
which relates to these only. But he was unwilling to lose a 
principle which, at all events, had tlie recommendation of admit¬ 
ted certainty 5 and therefore he adopts it, with the precaution of 
using the terms in a sense in which the principlo is neither univeiv 
sal nor necessary. This attempt to give the character of univer¬ 
sality to what is at best only a derived consequence from a con¬ 
tingent principle, leads him to the following startling assertion:— 

The law of causation is but the familiar truth, that in^'ariability 
of succession is found by observation to obtain between evcjy fact 
in nature and some other fact which has preceded it.” This is 
a proposition which no one but Mr Mill ever considered to have 

the rigorous universality and certainty of the laws of number 
nay, which we venture to say no philosopher but Mr Mill ever 
supposed to be true. Were it indeed true, so far from serving 
as a basis or a main pillar” of inductive philosophy, it would 
form the very summit, and render further research needless. 

With respect to the principle of which Mr Mill really stood 
in need, and for which he thus went hunting in the region of 
necessary truths, while it lay at his hand in the acknowledged 
^here of the contingent, we suspect he will be found to approach 
Iwid and Stewart much more closely than he supposes. Ho 
objects first to the description of the propensity to p^neralisc 
usually ^ven by mctaphyucians of that school, namely, “ Our 
intuitive conviction that the future will resemble thejpast. It 
has been well observed (he adds) by Mr Bailey, that Time boa 
no concern with the beli^, or the grounds of it.” Now we must 
observe, first, that the expression nere quoted as that usual with 
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the school of Keid and Stewart, was never, jo far as we can re¬ 
member, employed by either of those philosophers. With Reid 
it is, Our conviction that in the phenomena of nature what is 
to be, will probably be like what has been in similar circum¬ 
stances.” With Stewart it is, Our expectation of the con¬ 
tinued uniformity of the laws of nature.” An intuitive con¬ 
viction” they never call it. Can Mr Mill have confounded 
intuitive with instinctive ? But, secondly, with respect to the ele¬ 
ment of Time, Mb Mill mi^ht have found the substance of Mr 
Bailey’s remark* in an author much more proper to be cited in 
correction of Keid, namely, Reid himself. And what conclu¬ 
sions,” he asks, “ does the philosopher draw from the facts he 
has collected? .They are, that like events have happened in 
former times in like circumstances, and will happen in time to 
comc.”^ Tho piinciple may perhaps be stated thus: The 
phenomenal laws of nature arc indraendent of place and period 
(or of occasion and locality).” Thus stated, it is at once 
seen to be true only within certain limits, and these limits Reid 
is as ready to admit as Mill. “ The evidence is only probable; 
the laws of nature may be changed by Him who established 
them,” etc. As to its derivation (in the secondary form), is not 
the passage cited above (p. 106) such as might have been written 
by Mr Mill himself? Lastly, even the term, iTistinctive, need 
not alarm that author so much, if he would consider the sense in 
which it is applied. By instinct, 1 mean (says Reid) a natural 
blind impulse to certain actions.” Perhaps not only our actions, 
but even our judgment and belief, is, in some cases, guided by 
instinct, that is, by a natural and blind impulse.” Is this essen¬ 
tially different from Mr Mill’s expression, a blind unreasoning 
propensity,” that he must protest against the one while he adopts 
the other ? Or is tho name, instinct, wholly inapplicable to a 
principle which, so far as it is irrational, is common not only to 
the sage and the infant, but also to the man and the brute T 
That in persons who have come to the use of their reason, the 
belief may have also a rational ground, is allowed by Reid and 
Stewart. But where these philosophers differ essentially from 
Mr Mill, is in their conceiving it necessary to assume this prin¬ 
ciple as the basis of our reasoning, whether it be reguded as ih- 
stmetive or not. They considei^ it essential that reasoning 
should start ffom some first principles, regarding it as absurd to 
s^pose every proposition capable of deduction nom some other* 
Mr Mill sees no such necessity; he discovers no fidlacy in prov¬ 
ing one proposition by another in which it is implied. Descartes 
required at least one postulate on which to build hb philosophy* 

« 
' Works, p. 484. 
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Mr Mill can build without a foundation, or rather, he builds 
his foundation upon'tho superincumbent edifice. 

We may compare a ^stem of human beliefs to a many- 
branched tree, bearing dowers, fruit, and foliage. These all 
derive their life and nourishment from the sap which the stem 
carries up from the ground, and sends in due proportion to the 
remotest leaf. This stem, says Mr Mill, is induction. See, this 
flower parted from its twig will presently perish; but think you, 
then, that the twig itself is the source of life ? * Cut off the twig, 
or the branch, or the groat bough, from the parent stem, and 
will it not rapidly lose its freshness and its life i It must be the 
stem, then, which supports the whole. But may not the leaf, 
each for itoelf and for tho whole, derive some necessary ele¬ 
ment from the ambient air ? Or, may not tliis underground 
twig be a root, and needful for the support of the stem itself? 
No, replies Mr Mill, there are no roots; for all the branches wo 
can trace depend for their life on the stem, and on it alone. Mr 
Mill, then, has fearlessly cut away the roots of all belief, and ren¬ 
dered reasoning, deductive and inductive, alike absurd and im- 

• 
et us leave the metaphysical question of tho basis of in¬ 

duction, which has no more claim to a place in a woi’k treating 
of the Logic of Induction, than a discussion of the evidence on 
which we believe in an external world, or trust tho testimony of 
the senses, and let us pass to the consideration of the Method 
of Induction. 

If there he any method at all in what is called the Modern In¬ 
duction, there ought to be at the present day no difficulty in as¬ 
certaining and discussing it. We have before us countless in¬ 
stances of its successful application: in each of these we can 
learn the process pursued; and, in fact, by tho study of them, 
men daily quali^ themselves for the further application of tlie 
method in question. It only remains then that the skill thus 
obtained be applied to these processes themselves, in order to 
discover by what laws they have unconsciously been guided, 
and to establish rules for the direction of others. If, then, the 
investigation appears to present so little peculiar difficulty, how 
iff it that it has not been hitherto more successfully prosecuted ? 
One reason may pfobably be, that having been regarded as a 
branch of Mental Science, it has been discussed by speculative 
philosophers alone. But ^eir minds are generally unavoidably 
preoccupied bv certain a priori prindples, so that they do not 
toi^te that delay among particulars on which Bacon so justly 

. insisted. In no other simject, perhaps, have theoiy and practice 
been so widely separated. Those who have been most emln^t 
in application of the ^‘Inductive Logic,” and who Ime 

possible 
But! 
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shown themsclveS} in the strictest sense, philosophical inquirers, 
have constructed no system of the rules ^hich they followed; 
while the most popular theorists have not only been unable to 
put their theoiy to the test of practice, but they have not sub¬ 
mitted to bo taught by the practidb of the acknowledged masters 
of the art. They have sought theoretical symmetry rather than 
])ractical truth. They mijrht plead indeed, with some reason, 
that discoverers have not given to the world the steps by which 
they reached their conclusions; but, whatever weight may be 
in general allowed to this plea, in the case of a writer like Mr 
Mill, who professes to connne himself within the limits of the 
existing practice, it Is quite inadmissible; and that, whatever be 
his opinions on metaphysical questions. But if lie regards in¬ 
duction as tlio solo foundation of all our beliefs, he of coarse 
precludes himself from employing any other method of discovei^ 
or reasoning whatsoever. This is,'however, the case with Mr 
Mill. He considers, for example, that it is from induction alone 
wo Icam that two and three make Uve, or that the same propo¬ 
sition cannot be at once true and false. These maxims may be 
false in other worlds, nor can we know that they will not be 
false to-morrow in this. With such opinions, to attempt to form 
a theory on mere a priori notions, or with the slightest admix- 
turc of these, must be wholly unphilosophical. Hypotheses, in¬ 
deed (if they could take their rise at all consistently with such 
a system), may be admitted to help us on our way, but only on 
condition that the theonr founded thereon shall be capable of 
perfect demonstration anerwards. In all this we have stated 
nothing which Mr Mill does not fully admit. Principles of 
evidence (he remarks) and theories of method are not to be con¬ 
structed a priori^ The Inductive Logic must be founded upon 
a “ survey of those inductions to which mankind have been led 
in unscientific practice.” It might be expected that a writer 
holding such views would make a show of consistency ui follow¬ 
ing them out; and would give us an array of inductions of un¬ 
questioned certainty and of traceable method; especially as his 
chief rival and antagonist in this field had set him the example* 
Dr Whewell had first compiled a ^‘History of the Inductive 
Sciences,” as a necessary foundation on which to build his philo- 
Bophy of the same. His method was therefore unimpeachable; 
and, if his results were affirmed to be erroneous, he might chal¬ 
lenge his opponent to prove his assertion by further and more 
accurate study of the Histo^. Mr Mill might perhaps be ex¬ 
pected to show that Dr Whewell had been misled by his a 
priori notions, and had not sufficiently studied his own historical 
collection; and it would not be too much to look for a contribu¬ 
tion to a more thorough discussion and classification of these 
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historical examples. But nothing of tlie kind. If he has any 
fault to find with* Dr Whowelrs examples, it is that they 
are scientific ; for, as we have seen, the basis of the Inductive 
Logic is to be a survey of the inductions to which mankind have 
been led in unscientific practice. Such a survey, accordingly, we 
suppose Mr Mill has made. But if so, he has kept it to himself, 
and has succeeded so well in keeping out of sight the foundations 
on which he reared his theory, that not a trace remains of any 
survey, whether of scientific or unscientific practice. If we may 
form a conjecture from the order of his book, ^and his own re¬ 
marks, we should say that his survey was chiefly directed to 
those principles which ore ^ncrallj considered to rest on a kind 
of evidence distinct fix>m that of induction, such as the mathe¬ 
matical and other axioms already mentioned. In general, how¬ 
ever, two cautions were necessaiy to be observed in making this 
preliminary survey. First, it must be shown that thc iiiductions 
adduced are really of unquestionable certainty, os well as uni¬ 
versally admitted to be inductions. But to what authority 
would Mr Mill appeal to establish this ? Is it to the correctness 
of the method by wliich they were obtained 1 But the standard 
of method is yet to be settled ; and, in fact, the correctness of the 
method is to be in these cases inferred from the certainty of the 
conclusion. To the general opinion of mankind ? That would 
merely prove that they were in accordance with a blind propen¬ 
sity and in how* many instances this general opinion testifies 
to fallacions inductions, Mr Mill has himself shown. To the 
fact that they have always been found true and never false ? 
That would be to argue in a circle; and it is doubtless the argu¬ 
ment which'Mr Mill would adopt. The second caution is, that 
the method by which our exemplaiy inductions have been at¬ 
tained, shall be capable of being traced, and shall be really and 
unmistakeably exhibited. In the case of scientific inductions 
this is, as we have said, extremely difficult; at least for one not 
versed practically in scientific research. Although difficult, 
however, it is not by any means impossible. But in the case of 
those unscientific inductions which are of unquestioned certainty, 
the discovery of the method is absolutelv impossible; for they 
have been arrived at long before the earliest time at which any 
philosopher can m^e his observations. The process by which 
th^ were obtained may doubtless be conjectured with nrobn^ 
bilily, but only on the su^sition that we have already formed 
our ueo^ of method. The consideration of such inductions, 
then, while it may lend some ossistancenegative^, can throw no 
light on the construction of a positive method. Like the ex¬ 
amples adduced in illustration, th^ may weaken, but cannot 
prove aihecncy. Mr Mill’s theory, therefore, which is professedly 
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based on these, is again found to bo vitiated in its veiy origin. 
It is not, therefore, without reason that he Vas omitted ml notice 
of these nccessaiy cautions. 

But we may observe, further, that Mr Mill's notions of what 
constitutes induction, render it ^ery unlikely that be should 
attain tlie truth by the consideration of selected examples, and 
impossible that he should do so otherwise. We do not now refer 
to his definition, or his opinions on the evidence of axioms, or to 
his regarding deditetion as a mode of induction,—all which might, 
however, materially interfere with his selection of instances,— 
but we allude to the mode in which he applies the name. On the 
one hand, the process by which the moon's distance from the 
earth was ascert^ned, appears to bo characterised as induction; 
a title to which it has exactly the same claim as a trigonometrical 
sur\'cy, or tlie ganging of a cask. Tho process is ue same in 
both cases, the ascertaining of numericfu data to be substituted 
in formula: obtained by purely mathematical, Le» (in the ordi¬ 
nary use of the words) deductive, not inductive reasoning. 
While, however, enlarging the bounds of induction on one side, 
Mr contracts them as much on the other, Kepler, for ex¬ 
ample, is usually considered to have performed an act of induc¬ 
tion when he established his famous laws. No, says Mr Mill; 
it was an act of description, not of induction, except, indeed, 
he adds, so far iis Kepler concluded, tliat every point in Mars’ 
orbit (for instance) was in an ellipse; that tho planet would con¬ 
tinue to move in the same orbit; and that what was true of the 
motion of Mars, was true also of the other planets. In short, 
tliese laws were not results of induction, except in so far as th^ 
were generalisations ; and on this ground Dr Whewell is charaed 
with misconception, when he cites them as instances of induc¬ 
tion. At this rate, it will be hard to find an unexceptionable 
example, unless it be among Mr Mill's axioms. Yet /he ad¬ 
mits that the law of refraction was discovered by inductioir, 
although it is in the same predicament with Kepler^s laws. It 
is most important to observe, that in all these instanc^ the 
actual generalisation was so facile, that it was assumed in the 
whole investigation; the only difficulty was to ascertain what 
the property was (common to all the observed cases) which, it 
was admitted, must be general. But this Will be found- to be 
true, in a greater or less degree, in most, if not all, instances of 
induction. Properties of classes are assumed to m general be-^ 
fore they are definitely ascertained. This is, per^ps, most 
strikingly seen in Chemistry, where the gen^aasaticn is firo^ 
quently so obvious as not to be even explicitly stated. In all 
such cases, the scientific part of the process must be excluded 
firom induction, if Mr Mill would be consiatent. It is, in &ot^ 

VOL. XXVJII. HO. LV. H 
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excluded by bis definition. With respect to the investigation of 
Kepler, it is strange'lhat neither Mr Mill nor Dr Whewell has 
noticed the essential circumstance which renders it wholly un¬ 
suitable to illustrate the theory of induction. It is, that the 
sought property was a mathematical one. But, liowevcr un¬ 
suitable mathematical examples may bo in physical or philoso¬ 
phical theories, yet, from their simplicity and certainty, they 
arc generally the first M^hich occur to the mind of a writer 
familiar with them; and so far as they afibet his conceptions, 
they tend to vitiate them. This has indeed been ofren observed 
in other subjects; and in the present case, Mr Mill has given us 
an additional example of it. If other writers on Logic have been 
led astray by their attention to pure Mathematics, the New¬ 
tonian deduction has equally misled Mr Mill. ^ The only act of 
induction which Newton can be said to have performccl in his 
theory of gravitation, was in combining, subsuming under the 
law” (to use Mr MilPs phrase), the motions of the planetary 
bodies, and the action of gravity on the earth’s surface. This, 
we say, may be called induction, but not on Mr Mill's prin¬ 
ciples. For, according to that author, it is essential to induc¬ 
tion that there should be some inference with respect to cases 
unobserved. But, in this argument, Newton only identified 
certain numerical results; as for the law of central force, tliat 
was deductively inferred from Kepler’s laws, mathematically 
stated. The LHneipia is, in fact, throughout geomctncol. The 
whole Newtonian theory, therefore, ought to have been excluded 
from Mr Mill’s book on Induction, as it is obviously excluded by 
his definition. Far from this, however, it seems to have been, 
at least conjointly, or rather alternately, with Chemistry, tho 
standard by which he mentally tested his most important princi¬ 
ples, even where it is not expressly mentioned. It is only in 
this way that we can account for Mr Mill’s doctrine with re¬ 
spect to hypotheses. Newton was able to demonstrate that the 
existence of a central force (or, more correctly speaking, of some¬ 
thing in efiect equivalent to a central force vaiying according to 
a certain law^ was logically implied in the observed data. Mr 
Mill fo^hwitn jumps to tlie conclusion, that no hypothesis must 
ever he isdmitted, unless it be such as to bo capable of exclusive 
demonstration; and* that no induction is complete, until it has 
been put to a crucial test. We need scarcely say that such a 
rule would at once put a stop to all inquiry into any but mathe¬ 
matical laws.^ It would sound the knell of induction, the very 

1 2Cr ftpU ippesRi to hftTe seen this when he said, ** In hypotheses of this 
[lA nnnindy scientific] character, if they relate to causation at all, the hypo- 
th^ most relate only to the law of the variation of the effect, according to the 
variationi in the quantity, or in the relations of the canse.” 
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life and sonl of which is hypothesis. It is i^ir, however, to state, 
that Mr Mill afterwards allows that umc%€n1^Jic hypotheses are 
absolutely indispensable to science. Mr Mill thinks his readers 
will hardly h^^heye that Dr Whewoll represents induction as a 
tentative process. We must agree with Dr W., that it is es¬ 
sentially, although of course not purely tentative; and if Mr 
Mill liad recognised more clearly the functions of what he terms 
the generalising {propensity, in conjunction with the tendency to 
refer phenomena to familiar causes, he would scarcely have 
doubted this. Whilst, indeed, he asserts that the conception 
which gives unity to the observations is often abstracted from 
the phenomena, he admits th^t the selection of a conception is 
a tentative process. But it is easy to show that the conception, 
said to be abstracted from the facts, must be formed at first from 
selected conceptions in a similar tentative manner; and we be¬ 
lieve the case to be the same with other processes necessary to 
induction. 

There must, however, always be a difficulty in disproving, and 
still more in establisliing, from history, assertions as to method, at 
least so as to satisfy mere abstract speculators. Few discoverers 
imitate Kepler in communicating to the world the steps by which 
they reached the goal; and the path by which they lead their 
readers is rarely that which they themselves followed. The 
Principia certainly cannot be supposed to give us any insight 
into the order of Newton’s discove^. But we want to know, 
not the shortest path, nor the most lo^cal course by which the 
results could be attmned, but the windings and turnings of that 
by which they were actually reached. And in some instances, 
doubtless, these can be traced to a limited extent. If we cannot 
follow the path of an individual observer, at least we can trace 
the relative advance of successive inquirers, and thus we can at 
least approximate to a general method. Much instruction, and 
perhaps of the most important kind, may also be derived firom 
observation of the mode in which questions still ^ubtful are 
advancing to their solution, and still more by entering practically 
into the pctual investigations. But conclusions thus derived, 
cannot be satisfactoiy to those who are not themselves versea 
in the history and progress of science, ^and p6rhai» also, 
to some extent, in the practical work of induction. Mere closet 
students are prone to boild^ systems on a partial knowledge of- 
results only; and their theories are therefore wholly inapplicabta 
to the existing world,^ and usdess as raides in practice. Bacon 
is less chargeable with thU eitor (which he often censures) 
than most theorists. He was, however, led into error otherwise,, 
and in turn appears to have mided Mr Mill, especially in thiA ' 
principle whiem caused him to exclude hypothesis. BaednV 
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great error consisted in supposing that the phenomena of nature, 
notwithstanding thetr apparently infinite number and com¬ 
plexity, were capable of being arranged, dissected, and tabulated 
with tolerable completeness. The business of the philosopher 
was to separate each complex phenomenon into its component 
parts; arranging these according as they were modifications of 
the substance and primary qualities of a body, or merely relative 
phenomena. In order then to ascertain which of the former 
class stands to each of the latter^n the relation bf cause or form,^ 
we have only to compare different instances of the occurrence 
of both. The quality and its form must, firsts occur together; 
cecondlyy be absent together; thirdlyy increase and decrease to¬ 
gether. Bacon gives directions, accordingly, for. the construction 
of tables of Presence, of Absence tn proaimoy and of Variations. 
He recognises, however, the fact, that in consequence of the com¬ 
plexity of nature, tlie classes of observations implied in these 
canons must be combined. We cannot enter fuilher into Bacon’s 
method at present, as we only wish to show its relation to 
that of Mr MilL The latter author has, in the first place, 
adopted the principle of the separability of the phenomena of 
nature, which the progress of science had shown, to be a chi¬ 
merical idea; and, m the second place, when he proceeds with 
a fiourish to exhibit the method of experimental inquiry, he 
borrows Bacon’s three rules, forms them into canons of four 
experimental methods, and vaunts that he has solved the problem 
which puzxled the wisest of the ancients. Meanwhile he dis¬ 
parages Bacon, ** the value of whose contributions to the philo¬ 
sophical theory of induction has been exaggerated.’* We, think 
the greatest exaggeration in the c^ has been the painful con¬ 
struction of four several methods out of the threefold rule of a 
single method. 

But in his anxiety to advance beyond Bacon, Mr Mill has 
exaggerated the error just mentioned. Bacon saw clearly that 
in the phenomena actually met with in nature different causes 
and effects \^ou]d be combined in all possible ways; and his rules, 
therefore, weredirocted to the object of eliciting the truth from these 
complex phenomena. In* short, his |p%at object was to enable 
the inquirer to cope with the complexity of nature, which he ad- 
miUed, while maintdiDUig that it was not inextricable. But^ Mr 
Mill’s methods ignore the complexity altogether, and he is silent 
on th^ essential preliminary analysis and reduction. ^ his de- 
f^Q^^indeed, he claims, as of right, the same exemption that is 
g^!|iBted,ta the syllo^stic Logic, of omitting tiie material part of the 

* Am Bseoa's Uognage, though primarily referring to what he calli the Form, 
is m'A$mod aa to be eqaiUly applioabfis to physical causes generally, we shall, 
for ieoovenleDee.of comparison, use the latter term thxougho^ 
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inquiry, altliongh the most difficult. It strjkes us as rather bold, 
on the part of an author who sets about eiftending the where of 
Logic, and, in fact, constructing what may be called Material 
Lo^ic, first to omit the only question that presents the slightest 
difficulty, on the ground that it does not come within the sphere 
of the ancient Logic; and then to claim the honour of having 
achieved wliat had been regarded as an impossibility. We can¬ 
not permit him to evade the question in this manner. 

The assumption which is necessary for Mr Milt's theoiy is, 
that all the elements of the phenomenon examined, in two or more 
cases, and all its antecedents, are separately before the piind, and 
nothing is required but the companson of these. Now, not only 
is this not the case, as of course Mr Mill allows, but the nature 
of the case is such, that imperfect knowledge does not enable tin 
to make proportionate approximations to the truth. We must 
always, indeed, bo far from the complete knowledge of the 
elements of a phenomenon; but, besides this, our knowledge of 
effects and causes is only complete so far as tliey are known in 
correlation. Causes ore not known at all but by their effects, 
and compound effects cannot be separated except so far as their 
causes are 'known consequently the dissection with which our 
author supposes us to begin, is only possible (in any degree) by 
means of the (partial) solution of the problem which is supposed 
to be effected by means of it. The two operations advance to¬ 
gether. If wo had our phenomena once reduced to ABC, oftc, 
we should have no need to consult Mr Milt, in order to learn how 
to draw our conclusions. But in nature we must always allow 
for tho existence of an X, an unknown combination, alongside of 
our ABC. Or, more correctly speaking, wo have not even ABX, 
aba, but an unknown function of these quantities, f (A, B, etc., 

T", etc.), p (fls, bf etc., y, etc.). 
But if the separation of the complex phenomenon requires the 

discovery of the laws of the simple phenomena, and conversely, 
how is the problem to be solved 9 The answer is, that as tho mere 
contemplation of the phenomena will not lead to the discovery 
of any laiv, the mind must itself provide the solution, each step 
being supplied by conjecture founded on analogy, and verified by 
application to the instances observed. As solution of 4 
mathematical problem in series, etc., by the method o£ indeter¬ 
minate coefficients, the inquirer advances step by step until a law 
is recognised by its correspondence with some conception 
viouslyin the mind, so, in obtaining any general law, the mim . 
lias not only to suggest what new observationa or expenmei&lta 
require to made, but to supply the relation tetween dietf; 

1 The readQT who is familiar with Baeoa will percMVe that this reiOai^ 
not apply to his Forms and Qoalitiat. 
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foE relations are not, pnd cannot be, the objects of sense. The 
action of the mind i8,diowever, so rapid, that it is impossible to 
draw any marked line of separation between the respective sug¬ 
gestions of observation (which themselves imply coiTespondent 
oOnceptions of the intellect) and the conjectures of the under¬ 
standing. The understanding is continually forming its partial 
conceptions from what has been already discerned, and oy the 
aid ot these views in a more connected aspect the phenomena 
under consideration; and, in an inconceivably short space of time, 
goes through the process of modifying and correcting, or of reject¬ 
ing and re-adopting these conceptions. This process takes jdace at 
every step; and thus by degrees the conception is evolved and 
rendered clear. Let the example before us suffice for illustra¬ 
tion. If Mr Mill had sought to elicit the tlieoi^ of induction 
from the mere contemplation of the instances in which the method 
has been hitherto practised, imperfectly recorded as they neces¬ 
sarily are, and inadequately understood, as, without a theory, they 
must be, we fear he woula have given us a much less complete 
view even of the questions which lie has treated. But he hud, 
however unconsciously, commenced the formation of his tlicory 
irom the moment that he fixed his thoughts on the subject. It 
is natural, indeed, for a philosopher, in the pursuit of truth, to 
lay down for himself inflexible rules, and to bind himself, as Bacon 
would have had bim bound, to follow nature in a submissive and 
teachable spirit; but he^very soon finds that she does not lead 
her worshipper by the hand; she does not even point out a beaten 
track; but she enables the inquirer to provide the compass and 
the light by which, properly used, he may find the true path; and 
he is sure to err'from the way who, neglecting the ofiered aid, 
closes his eyes, and asks to be led by the hand like a little cliild. 

If there is any inquiry in which comparison of the facts 
might be expected to be adequate, it istwhero the law sought is 
purely raatnematical; for here we have, as we may say, the 
analysis ready performed; and if, in such cases, we find conjec¬ 
ture or hypotnesis occup^ng a prominent position, we may 
reasonably infer that, in otner cases, it will not be of less imporf- 
ance. It would be sufficient to appeal to mathematicians on this 
^estion; but, fortunately, we can adduce historical proofk 
Sjeplei's investigation of the orbit of Mars, was nothing more 
than “ trying successive hypotheses until one was found which 
fitted the phenomena;*’ and, moreover, die ellipse which finally 
appeared to satisfy the conditions, did not give results identical 
vntb those of obwrvation. Such also was die character of 
Seploi’a inquiry into the rel^on between the distances and 
periods of the planets, which, iiotwithstandiog the simplicity of 
the law, Was long unsuccesi^. la another case, again, even 
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Kepler’s unequalled industry and ingenuity failed to discover, in 
the numerical facts before him, the simpletlaw of their depend¬ 
ence ; namely, in the case of the law of refraction.^ These last 
two cases m^ almost be considered as inatanUoe crucia between 
the mechanical and rational methods. But we are able to cite 
another notable instance from that which is often represented as 
Newton’s great induction, the establishment of the identity of 
gravity with the earth’s attraction on the mpon Newton re¬ 
marked, that gravity acted at all distances from the surface of the 
earth at which tlic experiment had been tried; and the question 
struck him, might it not extend as far even as the moon; and if 
80, might it not be the force which, varying inversely as the 
square of tlie distance, retained the moon in her orbit 1 He 
made the necessary calculations, and obtained a result near 
enough to encourage further inquiry, had he thought the sugges¬ 
tion probable. But it must have seemed to him, at best, ex¬ 
tremely doubtful; for the slight deviation from exactness in. his 
results, induced him to give up the investigation for fourteen 
years. Thus the first step in the great discovery of Newton 
was a conjecture, and one which the author was perfectly awaro 
M'as not logically warranted, nay, which he apparently thought 
extravagant. But, says Mr Mill, this hypothesis was legitimated 
by the possibility of its exclusive demonstration, and was at length 
actually so demonstrated. Was it so indeed? Did it not assume 
the rotation of the earth, and the annu^ revolution of the earth 
and planets round tho sun ? When mro these hypotheses de¬ 
monstrated, nay, when were they supposed capable oi demonstra¬ 
tion ? But if not, they were, on Mr Mill’s principles, unscientific 
hy])othcses. Their simplicity, and the truth of the results to which 
they lead, could not prove them, or exclude other hypotheses. 

It is NO evidence or the truth of the hypothesis, that we are able 
to deduce the real phenomena from it.*’ When Mr Mill wrote 
these words, no other proof had been given, 'or even supposed 
possible, of the fundamental hypotheses of the Newtonian theory;’ 
nay more, that theory postulated a supposition which was actual^ 
falso, namely, the perfect accuracy of Kepler’s laws. Yet w 
Mill chooses this theory as his model of a “ perfect specimen d 
deduction.”’ ^ 

1 Quoted by Mr IkOU as an instance of BiscoTciy by the Method of Agn^ . 
ment. 

* Whether they hare been proved hr more recent diseoTeriei, as those of. 
MM. Foucault and Fiseau, this is not the place to disenss, nor does it afibet dm., 
question. 

* Bren granting the hypotheses, the theory of mritafion can only he shomt; 
to agree approximately with the phenomena; but, neing a mathematiw appfog||» 
mation, it must he at least included in the tme theory. A hundred yean ate' 
its supposed demonstration, aa eminent mathematician' ihonght he had te'.' 
proved it. ... 
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But If his criterion of scientific hypothesis does not hold, even 
in the case which Wgestcd it, and that one partly mathe¬ 
matical, we challenge nim to produce an instance in which it 
does hold. We may go farther, and state positively, that Mr 
Mill’s condition is excluded by the nature of the subject; for in 
no physical theozy whatever is it possible to have perfect and ex¬ 
clusive demonstrations, since we can neither know all the cir¬ 
cumstances, nor all the relations of any one physical agent. It is 
onl^ when the cfiect can be made to reproduce Its cause, or when, 
as in mathematical problems, the law is but a different statement 
of the phenomena, that demonstration, even in appearance, is 
possible. That part of the Newtonian theory which was demon¬ 
strated, was purely mathematical; as soon as «tfae physical ele¬ 
ments of the problem were introduced, it became necessary to be 
content with evidence not demonstrative. 

Once more, let us apply to the law. of causation, as a result of 
induction, the principles which Mr Mill himself has developed, as 
we have now glanced at them. We must look at it now, not 
from the ground of metaphysics, but from the author’s own point 
of view. The method of simple enumeration by lyhich it has 
been obtained is valid, he observes, in one case, and in one only, 
namely, when we can be assured that, had there been any excep¬ 
tion, it must have fallen under our notice. Now is this the case 
with the law in question ? Doubtless, the field of observation 
within which we have been in the habit of applying the law, 
without finding ourselvCT led astray thereby, has been the largest 
possible, co-extensive with all change observed or imagined. But 
It by no means follows, that if the law had been false, we should 
have known the fact. On the contrary, such is the nature of the 
law, that as we can have no experience of its truth—and it is be¬ 
cause efficient causes cannot bo found, much less the connection 
of causation, that philosophy has ceased to search for them,—so 
also it is absolutely impossible that we should know the existence 
of an exception# If a change should take place uncaused, we 
should be compelled to suppose a cause, if we reflected upon it 
at all. Even in the sense of physical antecedents, it is not true 
that the vast majority of events are perceived to have invariable 
unconditional antecedents.” 'Against Mr Mill’s opinion on this 
question, probably Arising from his confounding in this aspect 
classes of events with individual events, we venture to affirm that 
that gentleman, while sitting in his chamber within earshot of the 
Btre^ of London, will often, in one bout, receive, through his 
tympanum, thousands of sensations of the antecedents of which 
ha lmows nothing, Or, if he choose to wi^ ihe streets, and re¬ 
ceive countless sensations throi^ the sense of vision also^ will he 
know more about their antece^nts T Or^ pasring the question 
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of tho causes of sensation, of how many changes which he wit¬ 
nesses, will he be able to.trace the invariably antecedents? The 
question needs no answer. 

But we need not go about to prove that this principle is, in a 
vast number of instances, not known to be true.^ Mr Mill 
admits expressly, that in the great class of changes which come 
under the head of human actions, we cannot perceive the cause. 
He might go further, and include the actions of all animated 
beings, in none of which can the antecedent be made an object 
of perce^)tion to us. Add to these the various processes of life, 
both animal and vegetable—^for Mr Mill admits tliat the 
sequences which wo observe in the production and subsequent 
life of an animal qr a vegetable are mere empirical laws,”—and wo 
have alrcadjy’ a pretty large field in which we cannot ascertain 
the truth of the law, and yet are not tho less firmly convinced of 
its inviolability. Mr Mill,.without hesitation, applies the law in 
question to all these cases, although this, on his own showing, is 
a fitraSaSig fig aXXo yhog. 

It appears to us that the subject of empirical laws might have 
been placed in a clearer light, nad the distinction between laws 
and causes been kept in view. As the mind is in^lled by the 
j)rinciplc of causality to seek, or rather to suppose, emcient causes, 
.so it docs not I'est satisfied that it has ascertained even the physi¬ 
cal cause, unless that be tiic proximate. Tho question uway^ 
recurs, IIow does this produce the effect ? and the research con¬ 
tinues until a law is arrived at wliicfi connects, directly and 
generally, the properties of body, thought as objectively existing, 
and those thought only as relative to our sensations,—in other 
words, the primary and secondary qualities. When we have 
learned that a certain kind of vibration in a column of air pro¬ 
duces the sensation of a certain musical note, we can go no 
farther; and wo say tho phenomenon, in any particular case, is 
completely explained, when the existence of the antecedent 
vibration is established. So, if we could show that a certain 
Huperficitd structure always excited a certain kind of motion in a 
luminiferous ether, and that this motion, communicated to the eye, 
produced the sensation of blue colour, we should ebnsider that 
tho cause of blue colour was fully ascertained. Now this was 
precisely the class of laws which Bacon proposed to investigate, 
under tho name of Forms. Mr Mill affirms, that the whole 
theory is vitiated bv the assumption of a universal law of co-exist- 
onco. This remark only shows how &r Mr Mill was from form¬ 
ing a dear conception of the theory of Bacon. 

We had intended to make some further observations on the 

' Compare also tlie passage cited aboveTp. 106), “ The diflBcoIty is to find. 
what description.** 
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four methods, and on the examples cited in illustration, but 
space forbids. It hAs, however, been, sufficiently shown, that 
these are not methods of discovoiy, but of proof, and that of the 
final step; and that, moreover, they are not methods of induction, 
—the generalisation, which is stated to be the essential charac¬ 
teristic of induction, being assumed; as having been, in fact, per¬ 
formed once for all. 

While we think, therefore, that Mr Mill has in his system 
erred materially, misled by his metaphysical opinions, wc do not 
wish to be understood as depreciating the merits of his work on 
the whole. Wc admit that, in the development of his system, 
he has brought together much valuable and suggestive matter; 
but the great problem of Induction ” he has jeft nearly where 
he found it. 

There is one merit of Mr Mill which we cannot pass over, as 
it is unfortunately more rare among .philosophers than it ought 
to be, although from no class of writers ought it tq be more ex¬ 
pected;—we mean the candour and courtesy with which he 
uniformly treats the writers from w^hose views he differs. He 
has given us a lesson in this respect; for we confess we should 
have felt inclined to treat him with more severity, had w'O not 
been disarmed by his admirable modesty and candour. 
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Article V. “ Tom Broion^s School Days” By an Old Boy. 
Ninth Thousand. MacMillan and Co., Cambridge, 1858. 

Arnold wont to Rugby in 1828. He died in 1842. It is 
thirty years, then, and only thirty years, since Arnold came first 
into communication with the public. * 

It has fref|uently been observed, how short the period has often 
been in wliich men have done that which has hxed their mark 
upon the history of their country or the world. But the men of 
w'hom this has been observed, have been usually the heroes of 
war or polities—enjoying the advantage of material power or 
supreme place. 

Arnold’s work was a moral work; and it i^ certainly remark¬ 
able that in so shoit a space as fourteen ^ears, in a position not 
then as prominent as he has made it for his successors, he should 
have done as much as he'did to influence his generation. 

Yet his position had some singular advantages. One of the 
highest authorities on the subject holds that the brain grows to 
the condition nnder which it is habitually exercised.”^ Certainly, 
if a man have truth to deliver, whether moral or intellectual, no 
position is so much in his favour as one which brings him into 
contact with a largo number of the more intelligent classes dur¬ 
ing the period of their chief moral and intellectual development. 
By referring to the register of Rugby School, we find that up¬ 
wards of 1300 young Englishmen of these classes passed through 
Arnold’s hands while he was head master. Even this alone, 
supposing these youths generally to have received some tincture 
of Arnold’s spirit, and to contain only an average proportion of 
talent among them, would represent a power of some importance 
in the thinking .world at the present moment. But nowhere 
docs the esprit de cofps hold stronger sway than at our public 
schools. Nationality is, perhaps, apt to exhibit a vivacity in in¬ 
verse proportion to the area to which it attaches. The boy,” as 
Arnold himself once remarked to the writer, is a xaraf ^oVqr/xd^ 
animaland an ugly reverse of the enthusiastic attachment 
which a public school generates in its own sons, is usually a de¬ 
cided jealousy, commonly assuming the artl^ disguise of con¬ 
tempt, of aU similar institutions. Hence a public' school is 
rardy slow to claim, and is very tenacious in maintaining, any 
distinctions to which it can fairly pretend. This feeling, doubt¬ 
less, combined with worthier, has nad its operation in the case of 
Arnold and Rugby. Arnold, who^thongh deeply reverenced 

1 Carpenter, ** Principle! of Hnman PbyBiology,** Sth Edition, p. 591. 
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and cordially feared by those who knew the man or disliked his 
opinions—had yet ^med to hold no adequate place in the public 
estimation during his lifetime, immediately upon his death became 
famous. Those who remem W that sad date will remember how 
unexpectedly loud an echo the event produced. England was 
wiser than she knew. The school, and those who governed it, 
felt now, if they had not felt before, the value of his spirit; and, 
for themext seven years, the present Bishop of London, Arnold’s 
successor as head master, walked worthily by his light in his 
steps. Of course, during this period, Arnold’s name was taken 
up as the glory of the school, and these seven years were years 
of plenty. The public showed their admiration of a man, now 
better known than ever before through the publication of his 
Letters and Mr Stanley’s biographical notices, by sending 
their boys to catqh Arnold’s spirit, us they hoped, at liugby; 
and between eleven and twelve hundred youths were entered 
under Dr Tait, to each of whom, no doubt, the name of Arnold, 
if no more, was a sort of personal distinction. Ilow far the 
late head master of Bugby, Dr Groulbum, may have fostered 
the religio hd. we cannot say, but it is not likely that it should 
have been altogether disavowed. His pupils mdy therefore be 
reckoned as adding some thousand more to the number of those 
who, having entered, or being about to enter, the middle and 
upper classes of English society, have brought, or will carry 
thitiier with them, some tincture probably of Arnold’s views, and 
certainly some pride in his name. 

Independently, therefore, we may almost say, of the inherent 
value of the truths which Arnold represents, we have liere a Jargo 
number of individuals, circulating in the more influential regions 
of society, who are, as it were, officially bound to support liira. 
Arnold’s name is to a Rugby man somewhat like what Welling¬ 
ton’s is to the English army, or Napoleon’s to the French. With¬ 
out confounding this attachment with moral adhesion, that 
}mblication, whi^ is one of the essential conditions of the pre¬ 
valence of all doctrine, whatever its merit, has thus been lar^ly 
secured by Arnold’s connection with Rugby. 

But there have obviously bten disadvanU^es, as well as ad¬ 
vantages, involved in this connection. The mve of truth was a 
distinguishing feature of Arnold’s character; and had he ever 
conceived of himself as occupying that place in the world which 
he now occupies, he would, we believe, before all things, have 
desired that Mth his character and his views should have been 
truip appreciated. To the love of fame in the vulgar sense, 
Arnold was im utter stranger. That he never contemplated pos- 
Uj^oos distinction, or rather posthumous power for good—^for 
that woold the form it wotild take with him—is not indeed as- 
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sorted. Wo have heard him saj, in that quaint, Luther-like 
phraseology which gave such vividness to hip familiar conversa¬ 
tion, that ^‘doubtless it was good for a man to have to do with Mr 
Posterity,*’ referring to the responsibility which it should impose 
upon n thoughtful man to know that his words should not die. 
But not for an instant, certainly, would Arnold have bartered the 
least grain of what he held for truth against any aq^ount of per¬ 
sonal distinction to himself. Certain of this feeling on his part, 
we suspect that it would have been with the reverse of compla¬ 
cency that he would have contemplated, had it ever occurrea to 
him to do so, his adoption as the hero ” of Bngby, or of any 
other class. For he would have remembered that a man, or even 
a truth itself, can ^scarcely be thus espoused by any section, large 
or small, without* surely risking misrepresentation, through the 
spirit of party excited, both for and against. If we needed ^roof 
that this would have been his feeling, we have it in his life itself, 
whicli was, in fact, a single-handed fight in behalf of truth, or 
what he considered such, against all parties. Maintaining often, 
as he conceived them to require support, the truths whimi were 
among the watchwords of parties, he never belonged to any party, 
because, with the same vigour with which he maintained the 
truths of all, did he assault their falsehoods. Hence, in turn, his 
hand was against every man’s; and Socrates now, now Plato, 
had to give place to Veritas, whom he loved still better. And the 
more com])lete proof still is, that we find in his life and works now 
so much of sympathy evidenced or expressed with all the sections 
of men into which the body, politic or religions, is divided, that 
few cannot plead, on some pomt or other, his example or his doc¬ 
trine. 

With some feeling that Arnold, whether from this or other 
causes, hoe suftered some misrepresentation, and in the hope of 
recalling men to study a character and mind so eminently de¬ 
serving of study, in the records of his own life, and in his own 
writings, we take advantage of the ap|)earance of a work, whose 
remarkable success shows how warm and wide an interest may 
be excited by the combined attrition of the names of Amdd 
and Kugby, to ofier some observations npoii the school (using the 
word now in its larger sense) which has grown out of Arnold’s 
teaching, with the especial view of indicating some important 
difierencos which wo find to exist between the spirit and Petrine 
of the head and those of the disciples. 

We shall b^n by endeavouring to grasp some those lead¬ 
ing features o£ Arnold’s mind and t^lm|^* which, with the 
modifications we shall have to point out, give their character to 
his school. 

To any one who might choose to work fancy, then, ia 
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• a carioa3l7 exact analogy open between the vegetable produc¬ 
tions of the earth, a^d tne different characters exhibited by dif¬ 
ferent classes of human minds. Assuredly, from the cedar treo 
of Lebanon to the hyssop growing out of the wall, it would be 
easy to find the human antitype. We shall satisfy ourselves with 
observing that, while the habit of the classes of creepers and 
climbers is amply represented, and while even among standards 
there are those—^not always of least luxuriant growth or humblest 
figure—which waste themselves in a multitude of stems and 
vagrant shoots, there is one class which especially resembles the 
aristocrat of the vegetable kingdom—the forest tree—^in its 
grandest and most distinctive feature,—that single trunk, namely, 
into which all the forces from the labouring ];pot combine, and 
from which, again, all its wealth of productive energy re-issues. 
Arnold’s mina belonged, unmistakeably, to this noblest order, 
and was one of its noblest specimens. Self-contained, and not 
possessing that banian-liko capacity of developing new supports 
and centres of nourishment to each extending branch which 
marks only one, and that the smallest, although doubtless 
the most wonderful, species of the class, it is impossible 
to study his character wiUioUt acknowledging, as a great cause 
of the impression which he has created on the world, tlie un¬ 
usual massiveness and majesty—to adhere to our illustration—of 
that trunk idea, into which all the powers of a most vigorously, 
if not very variously, endowed nature were gathered, in order to 
distribute a^ain thence its rich luxuriance of friiit and shade. 
This ruling idea, through which the whole vast energy of Arnold’s 
nature passed, was the idea of work; but essentially religious 
as his mind was, work to him, it must be remembered, took 
always its rtligiota ground. The truth upon which Arnold 
stands raised as a moral teacher, is to be found in a combination 
of the preacheris whatever thy hand findeth to do, do it with 
thy might” (Eccl. ix. 10), and St Fanl’s Whether ye eat or 
dnnk, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God.” His 
principal intellectual effort—that well-known conception of the 
Church on which he spent his affection so freely, and to which 
he alludes with such touching humility in those last words spoken 
as from the grave,^—was, in fact, no more than the working out 
of this idea. ^ 

1 Feirwho have read Mr Staal^t Life of Dr Arnold will forget the touching 
incident here referred to, bnt those who remember it best will be the most will¬ 
ing to be reminded of, it. 1)t Arnold died suddenly, it will be Tcmeni1)cred, 
eany on the mon^g of Sunday, June 13, 1843. Aft^ his death, the following 
entiy was found in his diary—the Imt work of the previous night, and of his 
life t— 

** Satunk^ £vemnfft June 11.—The day after to-morrow is my birth-day, if 1 
am permitteo^ live to see it—my forty-seventh Urtb-day since my birth. How 
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But, while comparatively few troubled themselves to consider 
Arnold's views on Churcli Government—wtether to support or 
oppose them—and his pupils, probably, scarcely knew what they 
were,—the same principles took anotherform, which brought them 
necessarily under the observation of all with whom he came into 
contact. In England, he found the religions world divided into 
the old parties of Faith and Works. To which party a man of 
Arnold's intensely practical turn must adhere, could not be 
doubtful, and he excused that side of the truth which he ap¬ 
proved with the; passion which he carried into eveiything. 
Hence, while Aniold’s teaching, whether in the pulpit or else- 
wlici’e, was in reality abundantly imbued with religious senti¬ 
ment, nor did he refuse entertainment to as much of religious 
philosophy as his mind could apprehend—that was not much—^tbe 
bias of his lesson was always toward the practical. He was' dis¬ 
tinctively an advocate of religion, in the sense in which one of his 
own pupils, probably deriving tlie thought from this source, op¬ 
poses it to divotion. ^ Using these terms in opposed senses,*’ says 
a pupil of Arnold’s, ^^b}^ religion 1 understand the practical 
working out of the Christian morality; while devotion refers to 
the action of the feelings and imagination in reference to the 
Divine Being.” This character reigned in all his life and teach¬ 
ing ; and, doubtless, it was confirmed, if not deepened, by the 
antagonism in which he found himself—^not altogether unwill- 
ingly perhaps either, for there was % strong combative spirit in 
Arnold—with the contemplative and philosophical schools, repre¬ 
sented by the Bomanist and the Rationalist. Assailed by them, 
he insisted on his own view with double energy; and hence, 
doubtless, the distrust with which—till his Life by Mr Stanley 
cleared away for ever all suspicion as to his own deep devotional 
feeling, and showed the distinctively, almost narrowly, Christian 
character which it assumed,—even &at port of the reli|^oas world 

large a portion of my life on earth is already paaied 1 And then—what is to 
follow tliiH life ? How visibly my outward work seems contracting and softmlng 
away into the ^ntlor employments of old age! In one sense, how nearly 
now ' Vixi/ And I thank Qod, that as far as ambition is concerned, it is, I 
trust, fully mortifted $ I have no desire other than to step back from my present 
place in tfio world, and not to rise to a higher. Still there are works whlon, with 
Go(i*8 permission, I would do before the night cometh, uotckiithf that gnat warkf if I 
might 1)0 permitted to take part in it. Hut, above aik let me mind my ovm 
personal work—to keep nQrsmf pure, and sealous, and believing,—labounng to 
do God's will, yet not anxions that it should be done by me rather than by 
others, if God disapproves of my doing it.”—(SttmAgr’s Life of Arnoldf vol ii. p. 
334, fifth Edition.) 

It should be remarked, that sudk ezpreuions as, I am permitted toKveto 
sn it” and leiM Gotte prmiunum,” formed no part of Arnold's pkrateohgg, as 
they might in the case of some good people. On tme principles, as we con¬ 
ceive, both of taste and feeling, his language was perfectly simple, and the spirit, 
not the form, indicated the convictions of the Christian, wken he nsea as* . 
pressions, therefore, of this kind, they have their Ihll meaning.' 
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which thankfully accepted his dauntless championship, regarded 
him as a Christian teacher. 

Another points an accident of Arnold’s position, for we count 
it littio more—tlie fact, viz., of education having become his 
speciality,has,tosoincextentjinfluencedhisfollowers. We call this 
an accident; for, great as we conceive the good to have been which 
he did in his position as a schoolmaster, and doubtful as we may 
feel whether he could have had as much, or at least as imme¬ 
diate, influence for good in any ozher position, we must yet also 
be permitted to doubt whether this was hia natural sphere. 
In fact, we do more than doubt. He admirably fulfilled the 
situation in which God’s providence had placed him, and for 
which; tn some reepeetSj he was admirably nt^ed. So, we have 
little doubt, might Cromwell have made an exemplary brewer to 
the end of bis days, had no opportunity been afforded him of 
developing the general and the governor. In similar circum¬ 
stances, as little can we conceive Arnold’s having remained a 
schoolmaster as Cromwell's abiding peaceably at Huntingdon. 
On this subject, however, not alien irom our present object, wo 
propose to oner some remarks just now. At present, it is enougli 
to observe, that the circumstance of Arnold’s connection with 
edneation has had the happy eflcct of engaging the interest of 
almost all his followers in the snlject, and thus largely swelling 
the ranks of that crusade against ignorance which is the great 
gloiy of our times. • 

It is in the three points, then, here indicated—viz., a strong 
sense of the duty of work, a decided tendency to the objective 
as* opposed to tne subjective view of things in general, and a 
considerable interest in education—that we find the distinctive 
features of Arnold’s school. And while it would be absurd, of 
course, to suppose that wherever we find these peculiarities im¬ 
pressing the action of society at present, we are to attribute them 
to any direct influence of j&Juold, wo are certainly justified in re¬ 
garding him as havings in b marked manner, contnbuted to their 
prevalence. 

And regarding the fairer side of our present social life, we 
shall see how considerable a portion of its good bears distinctively 
these Amoldic characters. Never, probably, has the duty of 
work been so generidly acknowledged as at present. Whether 
we look to church or state, we find the old jolly sinecurism given 
up in theory, and all but extihet in practice. In public or in 
private Ufe equally, a fair dischi^e of duty is required as a con¬ 
dition of respect; and wheas this is shown, respect IS never refos^. 
In general, owing to the prevalence of thb idea of the duty of 
wo^ un^ we except that spasmodio period when, under veiy 
different iippiUrion, toe feremh enogy of the first Napoleon 
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impressed an almost frenzied activity on all the functionaries of 
Ins vast empire, no nation probably vr&s even so well served by 
its paid ofHcers and its citizens as if^ngland at present, and we are 
greatly disposed to believe that England owes much in this re¬ 
spect to Arnold’s example, and to the impression it has made on 
those who witnessed it as his pupils, or have admired it in his Life. 

But, when we come to examine how far his followers have 
supported him in this, mvg conceive that we observe a great dif¬ 
ference. Arnold \^as a man of passion, as are all who have 
exercised immediate influence on the world, and he held his idea 
of work in immediate connection with his deep Christian feeling. 
His school appear to us defective in this grand point of motive 
force—wliat was passion with him is conviction only with them, 
or rather, it would bo truer to say, what was passionate convic¬ 
tion in his mind represents itself as calm, almost dry, conviction 
in theirs. And this connects itself very closely with the second 
feature which wo have pointed out as distinctive of this school— 
their decided preference for the objective. Arnold’s mind took 
this clinractcr, because the understanding was in him much more 
strongly developed than the higlier intellectual powers. He 
adinii'ed Aristotle, we have beam him say, more than Plato, 
because it seemed to him grander to confine himself to the 
truth, which could be defined and proved, than to laiuich out 
upon the sublimest speculations. This adherence to the positive 
was at once his weakness and his strength. It was this which 
led liiin into wliat men called his crotchets, llis crotchets were 
rigorous deductions of the understanding from the facts which 
he took as premisses. It made his strength, because it gave a 
reality to all his views, right or wrong. But passion with 
him supplied the deficiency of imagination, and gave a great¬ 
ness even to his inferior conceptions. His school take after 
liim in their adherence to the positive; but, while they are 
o(jually defective on the side of imagination, they have not like 
him the compensating force of passion to vivify their opinions. 
Hence a certain hardness and coldness of tone is apt to disfigure 
their views, and to rob them of the attraction which would 
natnrally attach to their unselfishness and substantial justice. 
How is it that among so many men of undoubtedly superior 
talent, who have ^rung from Rugby daring*and since Arnold’s 
time, not one, so far as we know, has been able to take hold of 
the popular mind 1 There are many who are highly respected, 
and more than respected, admired even, within the limit of their 
own larger or smaller cii^e. Th^ are excellent administrator^ 
clear ana enlightened and earnest 'writers, sensible preachen, 
accomplished poets, etc., but no one takes hold of the worid. 
And this we do not believe to be fifom want of genius, men of 
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certainly leflfl genias contrive to make more impression. How is 
this? We attribulo it in part, perhaps, to a moral discipline, 
which has rendered them averse irom the arts by which p^u- 
larity is often caught, but more to a really refrigerative effect 
mx>duced by a training in which the objective was made so pi*e- 
dominant. We get excellent utterances from them, but tneir 
truth is flattish, and smacks of the reservoir; we do not find 
them ofPenng us the sparkling element whicli comes fresh from 
the well-spring, and even if it be scant in quantity, speaks yet 
to the great underlying deep.' 

It seems ungracious, perlmps, while admitting so fully, as we 
trust we have oeen felt to admit, how valuaUe, or we might 
almost say how invaluable, an element Arnold’s school forms in 
the society of our day, to express anything but gratitude to them, 
and a sense of the social benefit which they confer. It is not in¬ 
compatible, however, we hqpe, with a full sense of this benefit, to 
appreciate its shortcomings. It is impossible for any earnest man, 
examining, with a sense of its meaning, the social condition of 
his own time, to confine his reflections entirdy to the actual pass¬ 
ing moment. We cannot contemplate tlie force of the stream 
without thinking of what this vast body of waters b hunying on 
to do. To-day unavoidably carries the suggestion of to-morrow, 
and we are compelled to ourselves what the present portends 
of sqiprehension or promise for the future. And here it is that 
the character of a schoo4 deficient in imagination and sentiment, 
becomes unsatisfactory. All we can say for the Hugby school 
ilk that it does*its best to impress right notions and sound princi¬ 
ples upon its own generation; but will these hold? We have 
our doubts on the point The course of the world at large is 
governed, not by pnnciples, but by sentiments and ideas, and it 
is only so far as the former can he vdatiliaed, so to speak, into 
the latter shape, that th^ dominate socie^. It was Arnold’s 
futh, as <^po8M to hb doctrine—^the spirit of the man, not die 
tenets he incolcated—which created hb school, and if we are 
correct in believing that hb followers hold the doctrine without, 
or, at least, with but a faint measure of the faith, we are Justi¬ 
fied in apprehending that it has lost its vital element, ana may 
be expected to become ere long extinct or rather, let us say, 
again dormant, tilTanother shall arise to OKsde its slumbers. 

1 XiMd 8taalfl7*B iDSnenos b abeadf conriderable, sod is likely to increase. 
He be expected to play a v«T important and most meftil part in public 
lUb. But be will bo a statesman for quiet times, rather than for times when 
leadifship is wanted mos^ and his spength will lie in the moral approval of 
ssnsIMe sun, rather than in the syimthj of tiie masses. In literature, Tom 
Brawn has nbde the nearest rapraMui to a spocfh, whieh the ** general" nn- 

man tibat we remembtf. Hid he, perhaps, take in only 
of Bugbj^the intaUeotoal waifing the summons of ftaurice 

isn^itr and 
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Bat, in expressing this opinion of the projiable dissolution of 
Arnold’s School as such, we are under no apprehension as to the 
permanence of the moral influence of which his life and writing 
will be an enduring source—rthe influence wbich^ we may boldly 
say, he would himself have most cared to retiun. His School 
falls to pieces because, in fact, he lefl; no sufficient material for a 
school. The founder of a school need not have Arnold’s great 
spirit, but he n^ust ^ave done what Arnold did not; if it be not 
absolutely essential that he have enunciated new truths, at lea^ 
he must have eia*borated truths already known, and wrought 
them into, a coherence which shall give his labour not only sub¬ 
stantive value as results of thought, but, if not permanent, at 
least a temporary,importance. Arnold did something towards 
this, and it was the mistake to suppose that he had done 
enough to make the position in question his own. Now, it is 
felt that his thinking was not systematic enough for this—that 
in fact it was little more than what we may cml the accidental 
exertion of a powerful understanding, always directed toward the 
practical rather than the general aspect of a subject, on the points 
which the exigencies of his day happened to bring before him 
with a practical call upon his attention. 

Natural, therefore, and almost inevitable, as the mistake has 
been, it has been a mistake to attempt to make of Arnold the head 
of a School, or of any combination by its nature sectional. The 
success of the effort could have been only to give up to party 
what was meant for mankind.” Happily, the largenpss of Arnold’s 
spint, always greater than its intellectual frame, and now more dis¬ 
tinctly exhibiting its superiority when the restrictions which the 
latter laid upon it are no larger enforced by the passion of the 
living man, have defeated the object of a mistaken enthusiasm. 
And far more just, as well as more honourable, will be his place, 
remaining to posterity a good man, free of party ties, and sp^tking ' 
to all huraani^ in his noble life and living words, as a true 
citizen, with Leighton, and Taylor, and many more, of that 
Commonwealth \^ere there is One Head, and all the rest are 
“ brethren.” ^ 

We referred just now to Arnold’s position as a schoolmaster, 
and it will not be alien from our present o^eoft of inducing men 
to look at Arnold for themselves and in himself, rather than at 
secondhand, in the representations of his aduruers, to examine 
this point, for there prevails a very general miscoAc^tion on the 
subject. That Arnold was a gmt man in the position of a 
schoolmaster, and that, by forced his own greatiiesai, he even be¬ 
came a great schoolmaster, are propositions not affecting the ques¬ 
tion we are disposed to moot The public has letig since set hiih' 
on a pedestal as a model schoolmaster. The pedestal we ahoid4 
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assign ftm would ^ot be lower^ but it would not be that; and 
the truth whether as regards our conception of the schoolmaster's 
office, or our appreciation of a great man's character, requires more 
discrimination than we think has been yet applied to this parti¬ 
cular point. 

One great qualification which Arnold possessed for the school¬ 
master’s office, was his own youthfulness, if we may so express it, 
of character. 1 enjoyed,” he said, in one of his letters, speak¬ 
ing of the time when he took private pupils,' and do enjoy the 
society of youths of seventeen or eighteen, for they are all alive 
in limbs and spirits at least, if not in mind, while in older persons 
the body and spirits often become languid without the mind 
gaming any vigour to compensate for it,”—(Life, p. 27.) Arnold 
was himself in bod^ and mind equally alive, and this abundant 
vitality created of itself a most powerful sympathy between him, 
and boys, and young men, in general. And, in fact, if wo desired 
to give the best idea of the sort of relation he held towards his 
pupils, we should say that it was, en grand of course, vciy much 
the same sort of influence which a fine elder lad at school has 
over his juniors. About most even the most genial, there 
is a constriction and fixity of form which keeps boys at a distance 
—the crust of their humanity is too obviously ^bqled, however 
warm the heart may still be. Arnold had nothing of this, or, at 
least, his form had nothing of that symmetry which gives the im¬ 
pression of formality. True, boys kept their distance, but it was 
not from any natural repulsion such as usually separates the hoy 
from the man", but from simple respect—and admiration—of his 
power of nature. They would have Itked to get nearer to him, 
as to their hero of the-schoolfield, but they remembered his weight. 
Perhaps his very appearance and manner, full of true dignity, 
but tant soitpeu awkward in its simplicity) conduced to maintain 
this relation. Long rather than tall, strong, but not well made, 
Lis shoulders rather rounded, the upper part of his body usually 
in advance of the rest, but with the air of a hard walker rather 
than of a student, scrupulously clean and fresh in his dress, but 
the reverse of prim; no one who saw him striding awayin his white 
trousers along his favdurite lanes, now dropping the bridle of his 
wife’s pony to ru{h iip & hedge bank (and knock off his hat in 
tile chaw) in sea^ of the firet violet—or, it might be, the firat 
piece of dog-mercury, for his pleasure in flowers being that of 
association only, the one jmve him nearly as much delight as 
the other—^now stopping behind to tie the string of the low- 
qtuurtered dress shoe whimi he alwa3rs wore, and^woich, whether 
by his fimlt or theirs, were always coining untied,—no one, we 
say, who met him thus when he was most himself, could have 
flui^ especially if he had cao^^t sight of his face—which 
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was that of a refined and more passionate Cromwe1l|^to be 
struck with his appearance as a remarkablo-l(t>king man, but no 
one certainly would have taken him for a schoolmaster. Even 
gowned and in school, he was the governor, but he was not in 
the least degree in the world the conventional Don. His dignity, 
in fact, was the effect of real weight—always impressive, on 
occasion grand, but never ceasing to be simple and natural. It 
may be conceived how much innuence this, being, as it was, the 
ti'ue figuro of the man’s great and powerful nature, would have 
upon boys, so easy to be caught by the imagination, so quick too, it 
m£^ be said, to discover the deception if what attracts thembeunr^. 

In this point, then, of natural relation to the young, Arnold 
was pre-emin^tly qualified for his position as a schoolmaster; 
and it was through this, as we believe, that he did all the |^d 
which he did effect. In some other points he was less peculiarly 
fitted for the post. If his knowledge was great and rare on 
some subjects—history, in especial—and his grasp and boldness of 
thought, and the reality his mind gave to everything, were of 
invaluable influence, his scholarship was at one time defective, 
both in principle and detail, although in both these points it 
greatly improved. But, doubtless, his resources were ample, had 
ho had the natural talent, or the acquired art, of communicating 
them in tlie best manner. This, however, he scarcely had. He 
cannot be said to have bcen^ a flrs^rate tutor. In fact, he had 
little or no idea of the art of'teaching as we conceive it. He heard 
lessom^ which has much the same relation to teaching, as saying 
prayers has to praying. It meant that he punished boys who 
did not know what they professed to have brought up; and he 
took care—no man w'as ever more conscientious—to have placed 
by himself or others what information he thought the lesson re¬ 
quired before the form; and you took it in, If you were so 
minded, and could—or you lost it. It was your afniir—his duty 
only was to punish you again if he found to-morrow, or on any 
future day, that you were still ignorant of it. But he wanted 
the art—and never, we believe, conceived of it—of lodging tbe 
knowledge in the bov’s mind, either malgr4 lui (as the manner 
of some is), or by that excitement of the bojf^s own focolties, 
which makes his absorption of it an unconscious act. . 

This must not be interpreted to mean that &e was a had tutor. 
As tutors then went, or even as they go now, we may sav, he was 
a good one; and while it conld scarcely be said that his fo^^ 
tuen as a whole, was well taught, he yet succeeded in imparting 
something to all, and very much to some. But it was rather 
through ms own liveliness and energy catching the boy’s imagi¬ 
nation, and impressing what he saiaT than through any skill of 
his, in preparing or adapting the information ibr nis pupil’s use. 
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He in fact, as we must repeat, as a man who liad not 
learned, or wouldt not condescend to use, the art of teacliing. 
But a clever boy could scarcely be under him without being 
stimulated to tlnnh—perhaps almost too much so; and a stupid 
boy could not be idle. In fact, there could be no real idleness, 
though the labour need not be well directed, where ho was master. 
His eye was quick, and his hand heavy. When we say, his 
hand, however, we must guard ourselves against what would be 
an utterly incorrect idea of him, for he never condescended to 
manual violence, even with the lowest forms. His weapons, with 
his upper forms, were almost solely—for impositions were rare in 
the sixth—his eye and his tongue. Perhaps we could add his 
mouthy for few will forget the expression qf his tightly com¬ 
pressed lip, and the projected lower jaw. But, though his satire 
was sometimes bitter, dignity always ruled supreme. He never 
for^t either the master or the gentleman. 

But the point in which w'e regard* Arnold as decidedly defec¬ 
tive as a sciioolmaster, was one which closely touches liis great¬ 
ness as a man. Arnold’s mmestic singleness was his chief char¬ 
acteristic. Like Wordsworth’s cloud, his mind 

“ Moved altogether if it moved at all.” 

Moreover, it never moved except by genuine impulses from his 
own nature. Wordsworth himself was not more intensely indi¬ 
vidual. Now, while the elements of which Arnold’s character 
was composed included perhaps all the noblest and finest which 
the range of human nature ofiers, and these in unusual strength 
and petrection, they were comparatively limited in number, and 
he had little or nothing of that sort of imagination which enables 
some men to live a large margin of life beyond that of their own 
idiosyncrasy. There are two kinds of men who succeed in mak¬ 
ing a great impression on the world. The one is he whose wide 
and deep insight into human nature places men as it were nt 
his command and, if he cannot remove the obstacles to his 
will, enables him at least to avoid them. He, like Homer’s 
steersman-— 

Msn . . . 

• 
other, wanting this ipsight, making his way rather like the 

iceberg thim the ship, mole mit su4; he bears down impedi- 
mfipfSi bat it is at the expense of collision. It was to the latter 
claix that Arnold belongra^ and the incapacity of understanding 
other natures differently constituted from his own, was his groat 
def^ as a schoolmaster. A school of any size is a microcosm 
which wi)ji ccptafn all the elements of human character, that are 
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subsequently to diversify the larger scene. It is es^tial'that 
the man who is to train these yoang minds* should not only be 
able to enter into these diversities^ but should reconcile himself 
fairly to that wisdom which has ordained that such diversities 
should be permanent. Arnold fulfilled neither requisition—the 
fofmer because he could not, the latter because he did not think 
of it. As far as his own constitution coincided with that of the boy, 
he sympathised with him, but no further. This alone secured 
tliat Arnold should be in more or less sympathetic relation 
with the best and highest natures with which he came into con¬ 
tact, hut equally it left him outside a great part of the life which 
lie desired to rule—not that he did not see the phenomena, for 
liis observation vgas quick, but that he could not rightly inter¬ 
pret them. And again, as a natural result of this limitation, he 
had but one ideal for all boys, and that his own conception of the 
perfect man. Tiic difference between boys, to which he submit¬ 
ted as a necessity, was only a difference of more or less; the boy 
approached nearer or remained further from that standard by 
wJiicIi lie measured all. He did not conceive that grand 
doctrine of equivalents which is the foundation of all true educa¬ 
tion. This was quite natural and unavoidable in him—himself a 
man of so fciv, and those such engrossing, sympathies—but so far 
as it acted it tended to diminish his efficiency as a schoolmaster. 

It may be doubted whether in any situation of active life— 
unless it liad been that of a military commander, for which ho 
showed great capacity—Arnold’s practical influence would not 
liave suflered from this imperfect sympathy, and not least in that 
political sphere for which, in some respects, he was undoubtedly 
highly qualified.^ In no sense of the term, better or worse, was 
Arnold a man of the world.” As we have indicated, he could 
not cordially reconcile himself to those dififerences of nature and 
character which the man of the world begins by recognising, 
but beyond this, that capacity of suiting himself to circumstono^ 
which the latter, whether in the right or the wrong spirit must 
eminently possess, was almost an impossibility with Arnold. 
<<L’activit6 de son esprit,” says Bourrienne of Napoleon, 

n’admettait aucun intervalle entre la conception et Tex^mtion 
de sa pens6e.” The same may almost be said of the rapidity 
with which Arnold’s mind seized equally ft mental or a moral 
conclusion. And having arrived at either, it became at once a 
subject of passion to him; especially in regard to that in which 

* We believe Arnold to have been hioself lenaible of this. He onoe ezprewed 
to a friend that ho was glad he had not been made a Iddiop, on the ezpteis 
ground that he should probably have been misunderstood, and not got on well 
with a new cto of persons—“ whereas, here,** he said, “ pMple have pretty 
well nsed to me.** It was as much at to say, that he knew his relations with othmrs 
must depend more on their understanding hlja than oa-Us understanding thsou 
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he saw thing of moral right or wrong involved—and few 
things interesteahiiA but in relation to right and wrong—hia 
own feeling was too strong and ardent to allow of even a momen¬ 
tary indifference or the anectation of it.^ 

Arnold had^ we may say, almost no sense of humour. If ho 
laughed, it was as a boy himself laughs—at the mere superficial 
unfitness. He did not know the renectivo laugh of the man who 
recognises beyond this the deeper fitness. But we have heard him 
say, that the longer he lived the less he saw the use of laughing. 
The reverse would perhaps be nearer the conclusion of the philo¬ 
sophical mind. This, however, was his feeling; and if this gravity 
—it would convey too harsh an impression if we said, austerity— 
added to his impressiveness with hoys, it lost him on the other siilc 
more than it gained for him on this. With the boy, no doubt, his 
highest moments are the serious; and invaluable it may be for 
him to find himself, at a time of deeper feeling, iu communion with 
a great soul like Arnold’s. Yet what the boy vrants more is a 
purifying, elevating, restraining influence upon the longer, lighter, 
interval. Deep calls to deep indeed, but he requires some one to 
teach his ear, and train his attention to catch the heavenly voices 
amid the din of daily work and play which fills the middle plain, 
or to distinguish them among the tumultuous echoes of grander, 
but equally mundane sounds which ring amongthc solitaiy heights 
of thought and passion where adolescence loves to lose itself. The 
influence which the mother exercises upon her children iu the 
nursery, herself the leader of their play, and yet by her mere 
presence restraining, without their knowing it, the exuberance of 
their yet undisciplined spirits, would be represented in the perfect 
school, not by the presence indeed, but by the pervading idea of 
the true schoolmaster. Arnold scarcely fulfilled this part. He 
belonged only to our moments of deeper feeling. Anxious as he 
was to consecrate the jthings of daily life, ana completely as he 
accomplished this for himself, he did not equally succeed for us, 
because he could not enter into the levity (using the word in no bad 
sense), and the passion for enjoyment which, whether we like it or 
no, we must admit to be characteristic of boyhood. And, donbt- 

t We wero once present on an occasion which sniflciently showed how fur the 
moral dominated the pnli^cal element in him. A friend, whoso character ho 
held in the highest reverence, and whose age and position enabled him tu treat 
Arnold wiUi a irecdom which few people permittM themselves with him, was 
relating to him some political combination which ho was conducting in support 
of views which both were deeply interested. In the course of the conversa¬ 
tion, he mention^l the assistance be derived fVom some individaal known to 
holdleli^fions opinions very different from theirs. **What!** said Arnolil, in 

. that hesitating voice in which he so generally addressed those, young or oh!, 
whose opinions he respected, What! you don*t mean that you would act witlt 
soandsof” **Act with Old Nick if hell serve my tnrii I** was the reply of the 
politician; bat the sadness of Amold*8 face was sublime. 
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less, but that his deeper wisdom forbore to press whcre^ felt the 
limitation of his real power, there would have arisen between him 
and us what is so constantly seen in religious Emilies, where the 
heads, equally incapable or mastering the difTcrence of character 
between tliemselvcs and their children, but less deeply sensible 
than he of the paramount value of sincerity, and the risk of induc¬ 
ing dissimulation or formality, enforce ah extra the manners and 
expressions which only became their own profound convictions. 
From this folly Arnold absolutely refrained, and greatly is he to 
be admired for his self-control. 

The sum of our remarks on this head is expressed in stating 
our opinion that Arnold presided over Rugby rather as a governor 
than as a schoolg:iastcr proper, and that the education^ in the true 
sense which his pupils derived from him was rather, if we may so 
say, what tlicy took—by contact wMth him and the circumstances 
under which his government placed them—than what he gave. 
There was room mr the schoolmaster beneath him. Of his ad¬ 
ministration, regarded as a government, Mr Stanley, in his Life, 
gives an admirable account, and it would be but repetition to 
dwx‘11 upon it. In one respect only he was not altogether as suc¬ 
cessful as might have been wished, and as our friend Tom Brown’s 
own sympathy with him would lead the public to suppose. Ho 
certainly did not manage well—especially in his earlier days—the 
animal element which constitutes one of the special difficulties of 
a school. The mass of the English world is not remarkably in- 
tcllectua]. A considerable capacity of observation, and a fair 
amount of reasoning power, is as much as is to be looked for in 
the majority of our countrymen, even in mature years. But the 
sound judgment which these are ultimately to develop is of later 
growth; and the ordinaiy subjects of study in the public schools 
—and more then than now—do not, at least as they are ordinarily 
handled, greatly interest the boy. Some dim sense of duty, with 
the moi*e or less definite shadow of a grim necessity looking over 
its shoulder, is about as much as the lad of this type brings to his 
school tasks; and whatever civilissing influence Horace ana Virgil 
may possess for those whose aesthetic sensibility is quick, it is 
not usually till he reaches the inspiring atmosphere of the House 
of Commons that the country gentleman awakes to their beauties. 
Meanwhile, the boy, in general a well-disp<^d animal enough— 
indeed as ho is now seen—for the change within thirty years past 
is surprising in this respect—a very nice animal, is distinctively 
an animal, and whatever of character he may show will bo of an , 
animal kind. Of course, there are great dangers for himself, - 
m'eat difficulties to a schoolmaster in this position. If he is harm¬ 
less, so long as, with Tom Brown, he takes out his force in pure 
athletics, the same exuberant life will have other tendencies also, 
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for whic^ it is not so eas^ to provide a field. Here Arnold’s 
governmental notion^ did mischief. An avowed hostility between 
a government and certain classes may be a political necessity. 
Such a relation is utterly anomalous between a schoolmaster and 
his pupils. Yet it existed, more or less distinctly pronounced, be¬ 
tween Arnold and the animal party in all its phases, except the 
athletic, and the exception was very difficult to observe. Iloys of 
this kind formed Arnold’s classes dangereuses;” and, of course, 
he did not—he could not—dissemble his distrust of them. This 
hostility was much more noticeable and more intelligible during 
his earlier period. Latterly, though not extinct, it was much less 
apparent, and indeed there was less of it, but for a good reason. 
Lvery arbitrary government must have its Cayenne. When 
a hor gaA^e Arnold anxiety of this kind, he sent him away. 

Afumi has been said on this great principle of Arnold’s school 
government, and we shall conclude our remarks with a few 
words on the subject. We are ourselves disposed only to object 
to the freedom with wliich he used it, and this again referred to 
his fundamental error of acting as governor rather than school¬ 
master. But that the schoolmaster must have this power we 
cannot question. His great I'cspoiisibility is to regulate the 
moral temperature, so to speak, of the school, and to do this he 
must have the power of rejecting dangerous elements if occasion 
require. In a small school, a single boy of bad tendencies might 
so influence the general atmosphere, that it would he most un¬ 
fair to the rest to expose them to it, and it might be legitimate 
to exclude him without waiting for actual offence. But, in propor¬ 
tion as the field becomes larger, so docs the necessity for arbi- 
traiy interference lessen. Wlicro many boys are collected, 
human characters will be found represented in their average 
proportions, and this is what is to be desired. 

There is another observation to be made on this point. Ar¬ 
nold’s chief reason for employing this practice so freely was, we 
apprehend, his fear of the animal propensities. But the force of 
the animal spirits is no criterion of the force of the animal pro¬ 
pensities, and it was naturally only those youths, who, by tneir 
particular exuberance of life made themselves conspicuous in the 
class in question, who attracted Arnold’s censoritu eye. l^ow, 
in fact,^ such lads, though they will of course lie open to temp¬ 
tation, in virtue of their animal vigour, are usually those who 
are least disposed to any real vice. Their health is itself a 
guanintee against sensuality, Senualism, both at school and in 
the world, is found to lie among the quieter natures. Their 
eneigy, on the other hand, is invaluable, if it he <mce enlisted in 
the service of good, and their Mneral rmht feeling renders it 
particularly wy so to engage them, if only a field- m found for 
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their activity. To our mind, Arnold probably climiDated some 
of the best elements of the school in tbi^ way. Why, was not 
Tom Brown himself for some time, if we rightly recollect, on 
the edge of the razor ? Yet Tom Brown was potentially at his 
earlier period the same excellent fellow whom the public now 
knows and so cordially likes, and it was for the true schoolmaster 
to discern and realise him. And when we hear Arnold’s own 
complaints in the later days of his monarchy—and they were 
never out of his* mouth—of the want of strength of character 
and individuality in the school compared with earlier times 
(wlien the “ antediluvians ” still showed in some force), may we 
not read his own condemnation of the system of emasculation 
which he had so long followed? Wo conclude, therefore, that, 
while the power in question is a necessary one, Arnold mistook 
the ])rinciplc which should govern its employment. 

It would be ungrateful to close without taking some notice of 
the pleasant, and more than pleasant book, which has afforded 
us the opportunity of making these remarks. But there is the 
less need for dwelling upon a work which everybody has read, 
or means to read. Owing its hrst welcome, no doubt, to the 
interest attaching for so n)any to Kugby and Arnold’s name, 
“Tom Brown” has won himself—we instinctively say 
for it is the great proof of the merit of the book, that the author 
has almost as successfully imposed his hero’s personality upon 
the reader as Defoe that of Kobinson Crusoe—a cordial regard 
from ail who can appreciate a “ fine fellow,” in the best sense of 
the word. As a book, the work has plenty of faults. Over¬ 
flowing with geniality, and exhibiting /ligh principles through¬ 
out, on the purely literary side vigorous and picturesque writing 
are to be set against a plan out of all proportion and a want of 
continuity, which severely tries a critic’s good nature. Never¬ 
theless, it answers its purpose in making us acquainted with 
Tom Brown liimself, while it gives us a lively picture, as fair as 
can bo expected, of the old days at Bugby,—for there has been 
change there, we apprehend, as everywhere else,—and traces 
an aspect of the great man on whom we have been commenting, 
which liad scaremy been drawn before, but of which all who re¬ 
member him will recognise the truthfulness, and none, whether 
they know him or not, deny the beauty. • 
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Art. VI.—1# Hie Hand-^Booh of Proverbs: comprising Pafs 
Collection^ with large Additions, By Henry G. Bohn 
London: Bolin. 

2. A Polyglot of Foreign Proverbs: comprising French^ Ttalimy 
German^ Duteh^ Spanishf Portuguese^ and Danish^ with Eng~ 
lish Translations and a general Indea', By Henry G. Boun. 

London: Bohn. 
3. Jmxcs from Heaven for Life on Earth, lllnstrations of the 

Book of Proverbs, By the Rev. William Arnot. First 
and Second Sei'ies. London : Nelson. 

4. The Pt^verbs of Solomon^ Illustrated by Historical Parallels^ 
from Dnnrings by John Gilbert^ and with Introdi^ctory llcmarks, 
London: Nisbct. 

One man’s wit and all men’s wisdom,”—a definition extem¬ 
porised by Lord .John Kussell, at Sir James Mackintosh’s break¬ 
fast-table,' is the best description of a proverb with which we are 
acquainted. As terse as the cclebre dictum, scitu quapiam 
novitnte insigne” of Knismus, or the “much matter decocted 
into few words ” of Thomas Fuller, it comes more within our 
modeiii limits than Kay’s “ short sentence or phrase in common 
use, containing some trope, figure, homonymy, rhyme, or other 
novelty of expressionwhilst, over and above, it gives the ration¬ 
ale of this universal literature,—the origin and rise of the po|>uhir 
adage. For the gifi; of utterance docs not always accompany 
the gifl of understanding. Although there may be exceptional 
instances, like the merry pionarch, 

** Who never said a foolish thing, 
And never did a wise one 

we have no doubt that most people have got more wisdom in 
their heads than they have ever been able to put into their words. 
There arc many who pass through life judiciously, usefully, 
honourably, who have never uttered one memorable saying. 
Mute sages, dumb philosophers, saints dwelling in silence, they 
let their light shine, and they manage their affaira with discre¬ 
tion, but they give forth no oracles. Hereafter they will bo re¬ 
membered, not fur the^ood things they have said, but for the 
right deeds they have done. It will bo their “ works,” not their 
wonis, which will “ follow them.” 

Such praetied men, however, are often quick in recognising 
their own principles of action when enunciated by others; and 
whether it be a forcible observation in a sermon, a pithy sentence 
in a play, or a happy hit in the harangue of a public speaker, 

' Life of Mackintofih, vol. ii., p. 473.^ 
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tlicy hail with delight a maxim, in which their own minds are 
so vividly reflected, and which cxliibits well the rationale of 
their own procedure. That man speaks sense,” is their instant 
I'csponsc to tlie saying which gives a key to so many of their own 
actions, and the truth of which a life-time’s experience enables 
tlicm to countersign. ^^It is just what I myself have often 
thought,” and not without a certain self-complacency, they 
treasure up the dictum, and produce from time to time its 
})oi'table and mifch-coniprehending pliilosophy. 

Neveitheless, a maxim docs not necessarily become a proverb. 
Alany grubs never grow to butterflies; and a maxim is only a 
proverb in its caterpillar-stage—a candidate for a wider sphere 
and longer flight than most are destined to attain. And, in 
order to secure universal currency, it must meet a general want, 
and it must suit the popular taste. 

There is many an apophthegm, of which the circulation is 
restricted by its subject. It may bo just, it may be profound, it 
may bo brilliant; but if it relates to matters of which the multi¬ 
tude never think, like a treatise on runes or on the higher mathe¬ 
matics, it must be content with an audience “ fit, though few.” 
Thus, nothing can be more to the purpose than the remarks of 
Ohesterficld and La Kochcfoucaula on good-breeding and de¬ 
portment. Grace is to the body what good sense is to the 
mind. A man’s own good-breeding is the best security against 
other jKioplo’s ill-manners.” Good-breeding carries along with 
it a dignity that is respected by the most petulant. 111-breeding 
invites and authorises the familiarity of the most timid.” 

Notliing so much prevents our being natural as the desire of 
a])pcnring so.” But, in beer-shops, there is no demand for 
Khenisli wines; and neither the shrewd insight, the deep philo¬ 
sophy, the pointed expression of such sayings, can obtain for them, 
the privilege of “ household words,” in a community where grace 
and good-breeding are necessarily restricted to a small minority. 

In the same way, many of Napoleon’s deliverances on the 
sciences of war and government, have become adages with states¬ 
men and soldiers, but it would require a very military or demo¬ 
cratic community, in order to promote' them to the rank of pro¬ 
verbs. They are the wit of one,” but they are only tlio 
“ wisdom” of a certain class. * 

Even so, many a sententious saying is not adopted by the 
multitude, because its form or flavour does not suit the general 
taste. For example, in a countiy like our own, we could not 
expect that a rapartce, however brilliant, would naturalise itself 
in work-shops and cottars, if the point lay in some clasueal 
allusion, or literary parody, or recondite eesthetic principle; as 
was the case with many of Canning’s happiest thrusts and par- 
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lies in the days of witty Forliaments. And different natii^ns 
have their different lifatnours. A Frenchman loves a sparkling 
motj or an aphorism effervescing with “ glories,” and ** great 
souls,” and “ eternitieswhilst a true-born Englishman dis¬ 
dains such sentimental stuff: and the rich grave irony which 
shakes the sides of a Spanish don, would only draw forth the scowl 
of an Aberdecnsman, or the dirk of a Highlander. Hence, in 
evezy community, it is with poor Bichard,” and his brethren 
among the people, that most proverbs have ori^nated; and, in 
as &r as any of them may have had a literary source, we should 
look for their first promulgation not to Hooker, and Milton, and 
Sir Thomas Brown, and the souls sublime, who were more cos¬ 
mopolite than British, but to Latimer, and Shakspeare, and 
Bunyan, who never spoke to hearts of oak unless with an English 
tongue. Fine speecnes may be quoted, but they are only the 
standing homely saws of Anglo-Saxon parentage which keep their 
ground, and are transmitted from ago to age. 

Sometimes, however, a maxim of the select circle finds its way 
into general use through the medium of some master-spirit, who, 
with access to good society, commands the attention of the multi¬ 
tude. A Benjamin Franklin, or a William Cobhett, reads the 
best authors, and then, in the plainest English, chats from the 
platform or the press on all sorts of subjects, and, with a plagiarism 
almost unavoidable, he gives forth, so as not to be distinguished 
from his'own originalities, the choice thoughts and happy illustra¬ 
tions which rush upon his memory from all the fields of literature. 
As repeated hy such a translator, the good saying is divested of 
the obscure allusion or the pedantic language, iriiich restricted 
it to a peculiar coterie, and the quip of Herbei't, or the conceit 
of Jeremy Taylor, is henceforth on the fair way to become a pro¬ 
verb of toe people. 

As &r as we are acquainted with the proverbs of any modern 
nation, the bulk of them is older than its printed literature; and 
the number, we suspect, is very small which can be traced up to 
a definite authorship. But, at this moment, there are many which 
are working their way into general currency, and affer they have 
been somewhat shortened or new-sliapen, we shall find among 
our every-day axioms,— 

c 
The evil, that men do, lives after them; 
The good is oft interred with their bones.” 

** Solitude is sometimes best, society, 
And short retirement urges sweet return.” 

** Trifles, light as air, 
Are to the jealous confirmation strong 
AsproofiiofHoly Writ.” 
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** The rank is but the guinea stamp, 
A man’s a man for a’ that| 

as well as Gray’s “ Full many a gem,” and Pope’s “ Ruling 
Passion strong in death,” and Beattie’s “ Ah I who can tell 
how hard it is to eliinbl” And, we may add, that as we become 
more cultivated, and as a finer sense diffuses itself throughout 
the community, many a choice saying, now locked up in printed 
books, or only current amongst the well-informed, will pass into 
j)roverbial freqivsncy: such as the remark of Coleridge, “ To most 
men experience is like the stem lights of a ship, which illumine 
only tlic track it has passed,” and many of those vivid sentences' 
in wliicli, like sparks firom a thunderbolt, Napoleon flashed out 
his own intensity: The heart may be torn to pieces, whilst 
the soul stands unshaken.” It is the good cause, not the 
stake, which makes the martyr.” “ Usually the truest wisdom is 
a resolute determination.” “ On unity of action depends the 
success of means.” “ The man who least of all belongs to him- 
selfj is the man whom the events of Providence call to the 
government of nations.” Every hour of time lost is a chance 
of misfortune for the future,” There are calumnies by which 
innocence itself is confounded.”^ 

Occasionally the proverb- carrios something in gt'emtOy which 
so far fixes its date. The Spanish proverb, A great lance- 
thrnst to a dead Moor,” sends us back to the conflicts betwixt 
Christian and Saracen, and is evidently contemporary with 

The Jew ruins himself with passovers, the Moor with wedding 
feasts, and the Christian with lawsuits.” Such sayings, as ** Big 
cliurchos, little saints,”—“ God’s fnend, the priest’s foe,”— 
“ Monks and mice seldom take leave without mischief,”—“ Touch 
a friar, and all cowls flutter as far as Rome,”—and others, in 
which the German vocabulary abounds, would point to the dawn 
of Reformation, when people were beginning to espy rents in the 
rochet and rust on the mitre. English history has told us the 
origin of the adage which is read on the scroll of the Garter; and ■ 
of more than one proverb, that great record of inventions and 
antic] uities, the Bible, has preserved to us the age and the first 
occasion. Is Saul also among the prophets f’ is, of course, 
older than the days of Solomon: and Davia ejuotes as already a 
time-honoured saying—“a proverb of the anaente,”—“Wicked- 

> Le cfvur peat fitre dcSchird, ct r&me tester in^branable.” ** C’est la cause 
qtii fait lo martyro, ct non la mort.” La Traie sogesse, en ^n^ral, est dans 
uno determination energuinc.” “ Be I’onite d’action, depend le sneers des 
moyens.’* “ Le niortel que les evbnemens et les dberets etemels apmUent an 
gonvemement dcs nations, est sans contrediVfhomme mii s'appartiont le moinv" 
“ Chaque hear do terns penlne, est un chance de mainear poor TaTeiiir.** ** 11 
est dcs calomuies coutro lesquelles Tinnocence m^e perd courage.** 
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ness proceedcth from the wicked.” As far back as the acre 
.of Moses, it had ^ecomo proverbial to compare a '‘inichty 
hunter” to Nimrod; and a proverb corresponding to “Man’s 
extremity is God’s opportunity,” is immortalised in connection 
witit Mount jMoriah, and the crowning net of Abraham’s faith.^ 

Like primeval poems, the first proverbs would be abundantly 
simple. A certain trimness of terseness distinguished some say¬ 
ing, as in the case of the above quoted, “ Wickedness proceedetli 
from the wickedand coming neatly through* the lips and fall¬ 
ing nicely on the ear, it grew into a favouritc*phrase, and was 
so oh reiterated that at last it could not be forgotten. But as 
by and by men grew more ingenious or refined, mere neatness 
was not pleasing enough. The pillar required,to be fluted, the 
rectangular plinth was exchanged for a florid capital, the single 
verse was replaced by an elaborate stanza, and the proverb sug¬ 
gested improvement. A humourist stuck a feather in its cap or 
added a sting to its tail, by way of making it more arresting or 
more emphatic ; or a poet turned it into metaphor, and fitted it 
with metre, so as to make it more convenient to the memory. 
“ Know thyself,” was the heaven-descended simplicity of that 
oracle wdiich faced the devotee as he approached the Delphic 
shrine, and it may be accepted as the fundamental prece]>t of the 
old Greek ethics: but “ Know thyself’* grew trite, and from 
A^^sop, with his fault-basket slung behind the back, visible to all 
save the owner, down to the Ayrshire bard— 

“ 0 wad some power the giflie gi’e us, 
To see oursel’s as others see us,” 

moralists have striven to furbish up the old familiar maxim, and 
bring out its meaning anew, M»i5ev ayav, “Ne quid nimis,” 
“ Exceed in nothing,” is an advice so good, that it is quite a 
controversy, who first gave it? Diogenes Laertius claims it 
for Pythagoras. Aristotle assigns it to Bias, and something very 
like it can be detected in Homer and Hesiod, not to say Euripides. 
But plain /lti&sv ayav began to lose its force: so Alpheus turned 
it into a punning epigram, and said, “ how exceedingly delighted 
he was with this caveat against exceeding 

Ti fifidiv yap ayav, ^yav fit rip^ti: 

and Horace needs mj^ist say, 
“ £st modus in rebus:— 

Virtus est medium vitiorum utrumque redactum:^ 

and so on it went, till now every nation has its own way of 
saying, Stop in time.” Too keen an edge does not cut,” say 

' 1 Samuel x. 12; xxiv. 13. Qencsts xxii. 14: x. 9. 
• * See the “ Adogia " of Erasmus and others, forming a dense and inexhaustible 

folio, to our taste much more entertaining than another boundless and misccl- 
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the French, ** Too fine a point does not pierce. " Too many 
sacks are the death of the ass,** ciy the Germans; and “ Too 
much wax burns the church,’* re-ecno the Portuguese. Too 
many sailors sink the ship,” shout the boatmen on the Nile, 
whilst the English captain translates it, Too many cooks spoil 
the broth,” and the Scotch steward or stoker replies, *<0*er mony 
greeves but hinder the wark.** But by this time our Scotch readers 
are exclaiming, “ 0*er meikle water drooned the miller. Eneuch’s 
as guid as a feast. *So, if you please, no more of Ne quid nttnts.” 

Like our Edward the Third and his Honi soit qui gial y 
pcnse,” the Arabs have a historical origin for many of their pro¬ 
verbial sayings.—God has Ills hosts, amongst them honey,*’ is 
said to have becn^first used when the emperor Moawiah heard 
that his enemy Aschtar was killed by eating hone^ made from 
i)oisonous herbs; and, He is fond of championship who takes 
locusts under his protection,” commemorates Modleg Ben Sowaid, 
n plucky chieflain, who carried, the law of hospitality so far, that, 
when a flight of locusts alighted on his territories, and some 
neighbouring tribe was tampering with them, this Quixote of the 
desert drove off the invaders, ana saved the locusts. 

To an ethnologist, or a student of human nature, there can be 
no materials more valuable than the proverbs of a people. They 
are its most genuine cardipbonia—the confidential communinga 
of the nation in the unreserve of its own Homestead; the deliver¬ 
ance of the collective wisdom on all the subjects which engross 
its thoughts and form the theme of its most frequent discussion. 
In authorship there may be idiosyncrasy. Byron may be no 
true tjrpe of tne Anglo-Saxon, nor Erasmus of the Hollander; 
but neither Englishmen nor Dutchmen can repudiate their pro¬ 
verbs. These are the nation’s own composition—its autobiegra- 
pliy—what Augustine would have callea its confessions ana re* 
ti'actations. Before a maxim could become a proverb, it had to 
pass the ordeal of universal sufirage; and,, without millions of 
votes in its favour,it could never have b^n installed; and-now that 
it has reached this rank, it is the accredited representative of its 
constituents; and as long as it carries their commission, we are 
entitled to regard it as their exponent. With this, the People’s 
Own Book, in our hand, we cannot fail to perceive the native 
servility of the Hindoo, the self-possessed worldliness and mere 
materialism of the Chinaman, the gorgeousness of the Persian, 
the pensive enthusiasm and fundamental relimotisness of the 
Slavonian, the high-sonled chivalry of the Spaniard, the sly vin¬ 
dictiveness of thd Italian, the gaiety of uie Frenchman, the 
thrift and caution of the Scot. 

Nor is it meielv revelations of principle which these proverbs 
afford, but they ^ve us every race in its humour. Acootdittg 
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as the bee feeds on the thyme of Hjznettus, or the heather of the 
Grampians, the lionsy is differently flavoured; and even so, the 
wisdom hoiked in these ancient hives has an aroma character¬ 
istic of the vaiions regions where it has been gathered. The 
basis, or essential principle, may be the same, but the gust or 
bouquet differs according to the national genius. Take the fol¬ 
lowing group;— 
’ Since I wronged you, I have never liked you. 

The day 1 did not sweep the house, there'came to it one 1 
did not expect. 

Never speak of a rope in the house of a man who was 
hanged. 

If you want to beat a dog, say he ate your i|pn. 
The gallows was made for the unlucky. 
To be a merchant, the art consists more 

in making sales. 
A fool, unless he know Latin, is never a great fool. 
If the rings are lost, here are the Angers still. 
He who wants to be rich in a year, comes to the gallows in 

half a year. 
A gentleman would rather have his garments rent than 

mended. 
They took away the mirror from me, because 1 was ugly, and 

gave it to the blind woman. 
In these refranes ” of Arragon and Castile, the humour is 

subtile, and the satire, where satire occurs, is very delicate, and 
full of quiet dignity. The first two examples and the last, arc 
an expedient of frequent occurrence in the proverbs of Spain. 
In order not to give offence, or by w^ of “ an excellent oil 
which will not break the head,” the Mentor admonishes his 
friend by reproving himself, or confessing Lis own stupidity. 
Broader in their mirth, and more canstic in their tone, is the 
following cluster:— ^ 

A blatQ cat maks a proud mouse. 
Better a loom house than an ill tenant. 

in getting paid than 

Jouk and let the jaw gang by. 
Mony ane speirs the gate he kens fu’ week 
The tod ne'er sped better than when he gaed his ain errand. 

•A. wilfu’ man sn^ld be unco wise. 
He that has a meikle nose thinks ilk ane speaks o’t. 
He that teaches himsel’ has a fool for his maister. 
Be [the miser] wad rake hell for a bodle. 
It is an ill cause that the lawyer thinks shame o’, 

to me, but look to yonrsel’, 
^“Mair whistle than woo’,” as the souter said when shearing 

theaoo* * 
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Ye gac far about seeking the nearest. 
Ye’fl na sell your hen in a rainy day. | 
Ye’ll mend when ye grow better. 
Ye’ro nao chicken for a your cheepin'. 
Ye wad do little for &od if the deil were deid. 
Tlie reader will not fail to contrast the frank directness of the 

“ye”—the German “Du”—in the last specimens, with the self- 
accusing “ I ” of the courtly Spaniard. In all the samples there 
is perhaps no one*more characteristic, than “ Lippen to me, but 
look to yoursef.V Cromwell must surely have heard it before 
he gave his famous watchword, “ Tfust in Providence and keep 
your powder dry.” 

The natural productions, and the usages of countries, are in¬ 
evitably mixed up with their proverbs. “ Never trust to a well 
in front,” is an excellent Bechuana proverb, which we acquired 
the other day from Dr Livingstone,^ obviously the proverb of 
travellers through arid regions. So far akin to it are the Arabic, 
“ The last drinks least; ” and, “ If water is present for ablution, 
the use of sand is discontinued,”—alluding to the mock ablu¬ 
tions in sand which the Mecca pilgrims go through during those 
poilions of the inarch when there is too little water for washing. 
“ The over-hasty traveller neither saves his cattle, nor makes out 
the journey,” is a Bedouin adage; as also, “ Fairer than a white 
ogg in a green meadow,” implying, entertainment for man and 
beast,”—food and repose in charming combination. Thesearfaring 
habits, and the ampnibious territory of the Dutch, come out in 
their sayings,—“ The best pilots are ashore; ” “ Pull gently at 
a weak rope“ After ebb comes flood, and witli prosperity 
come friends;” “Cover the pot—an eel is in it“Large fish 
leap out of the kettle“ Coupled sheep drown one another 
“ The first in the boat has the choice of oarsStill water 
stinks“A wreck on shore is a beacon at sea.” The proverbs 
of Arabia abound In lions, horses, and camels; those of Spain 
and Italy, in asses; tliose of our own county, in foxes, dogs, and 
cats; and, judging by this rule, the animal which has laid 

' Dr Ltvingxtone had made a collection of Bechuana proverba, as well as of 
tlio inangural odea which the young natives recite on reaching man's estate, and 
being fbrmally admitted to the privileges of the tribe. These last were philolo- 
gicul curiosities, containing many words not now in nie; bat th^ all perished 
ill that ruthless atcuck made on the nii88ionaiT*s dwelling hy the Tran^ 

burnt child dreads the fire;" and yet another, You cannot take the hi 
cow by the horns," corresponding to some saying of oof own about the h< 
garments of die Highlander. Mr Moffat has also givem In his “ Misaionaiyl 
searches," a very good proverb, the counterpart to Solomon's 
streets,"—" The mondi of seed-time is the season of headaches.” ,, < 
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most powerful hold on the Frenchman’s imagination, is the wolf. 
** The lion’s nose ise well defended,” is a veiy deep remark of 
some Assyrian explorer, ** Let the night be your camel,” is the 
ripe’result of the experience of some white-warded cattle-lifter 
among the sons of Ishmael; and, no doubt, Abd-el-Kader was 
well acquainted with the simile, ^^More beautiful than a black 
horse with white feetas well as that maxim, “The eye of a 
good horse serves for a tooth;” for as long as the eye flashes, there 
is no need to look for age-marks in the mouth. “ If one, two, 
three, say you are an ass, put on a tail,” is Spanish advice; and 
“ A braying ass eats little Wy,” is Italian exjieriGnce. And not 
to multiply our own canine, tblinc, and vulpine, adages, we may 
give a specimen of Gallic lycanthropy, “ "Wolves do not eat each 
other.” This must be the eflect of French civilization, for in 
Bnssia they have tlie reputation of being cannibals; and, in¬ 
deed, our neighbours seem to have discovered that this panegy¬ 
ric was precipitate, for they themselves have modified the pro¬ 
verb into, “ Provender is scarce when the wolf eats his comrade.” 
But there can be no doubt about the following; “ The death of 
the wolf is the health of the sheep“ When the wolf is dead, 
all the dogs give him a bite;” “Talk of the wolf, and you will 
see his tail;” “He who kennels with wolves must howl;” 
“ Counted sheep are eaten by the wolf;” “The wolf is not so 

big as he is reported;” and, “ The wolf will die in his skin.” 
But we do not remember that the French have got the adage of 
their more religious neighbours in the Peninsula, “ The wolf does 
that in the C9nrse of the week which prevents him from coming 
to church on Sunday.” 

As proverbs are meant to be portable, it is essential that they 
should be packed up in few word^and it is very desirable that they 
should assume the shape most convenient for tne memoiy. Hence, 
in every lani^age, a lar^ number have taken the tbmi of poetty; 
and, in the kngnages m Europe, they have extensively availed 
themselves of the mnemonic aids supplied by rhyme and allitera¬ 
tion. “ A cat may look at a king“ He that com^ unca’d 
sits unserved“ Out of debt out of dangerAll is not gold 
that glitters;” “ Time tries a’;” are instances where much of the 
pith depends on that sort of initial rhyme so native to our tongue 
and so agreeable to 8botch and English ears. Of rhymed end¬ 
ings the examples are equally abundant. In English, wo have, 
“ Safe bind safe find“ A friend in need is a friend indeed 
“ When the cat’s away the mice will play“ Early to bed and 
eia^ to rise, is the way to be healthy, wecJthy, and wise“ He 
who would thrive must rise at five, he who has thriven may sleep 
tali sevenand a multitude besides, but not more than can be 
paralleled in Dutch, Spanish, and mnnan. At first sight, one 
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would be apt to suppose that the lan^ge which gives a proverb 
in rh^e, is its mother tongue, and ^at the others possess it by 
translation. But this does not always hold. We say,‘‘Birds 
of a feather flock together/* but the Book of Ecclesiasticus 
(xxvii. 9) has said two thousand years ago, “The birds will 
resort unto their like/’ The Dutch say, “ Handclt gii pek, gii 
krijgjt een vlek;” but, in so saying, they have only versified 
Ecclesiasticus xiii. 1, “ He that toucheth pitch shall be defiled 
therewith.” Thd Spaniards say, “ No hay mejor bocado que el 
liurtadobut tliis is only tlicir rendering of, “ Stolen waters are 
sweet, and bread eaten in secret is pleasant,” Proverbs ix. 17. 
Besides, many proverbs have their metrical equivalents in many 
tongues, and it is hard to say which is the oldest. . In virtue of 
its terseness, we are disposed to think that the English, “ What^ 
cannot be cured must be endured,” is older than the German, 
“ li'as man nicht kann meiden, soli man willig leidenbut^ 
wlio shall decide the question of priority as between the English, 
“Man proposes, God disposes;” the French, “L’homme pro¬ 
pose ct Dieu dispose;” tlie German, “Dcrmenschdenkt’s, Gott 
lenkt’s;” the Dutch, “ De mensch wikt, maar God beschikt 
tho Danish, “Mennesket spaaer, Gud raa’er;” the Spanish, 
“ La gente pone, y Dios dispone ?” 

George llerbert, Thomas Fuller, Ray the naturalist, and 
several of our wisest men, have given more or less attention to 
the proverbs of the people; and, acting on a suggestion of Dr 
Trench, the pages of “ Notes and Queries ” have treasured up 
many local adages which were in danger of being lost; and the 
liigli price given for collections in our own or foreign languages, 
is a sufficient proof that the study of the subject is rising in 
general favour. To this nothing has latterly contributed so 
much, at least in Britain, as the delightful work of the Dean of 
Westminster,‘ where, like a mosaic on sandal-wood, or rather, 
“ like apples of gold in baskets of silver,” the gems supplied by 
an extensive erudition, acquire new beauty from the deep wisdoni, 
the ingenious criticism, and the charming instruction in which 
the collector has set them. 

But upwards of a hundred years have passed since proverbs, 
were recognised by our authors and orators. Sermons of the 
Reformation period are full of them. Latimer often clinched 
his argument with a text from this oral Bible of the multitude $ 
and Jewell mingled them with aphorisms almost as good of his 
own invention. With the ready wit of these “ wise saws,” John 
Knox had his (juiver richly famished. “ Ding doon the nests 
and the rooks will flee awa’,” is said to have been fatal to the 

' Ou the IfOSBoiu iu Froverba. By R. C. Trendy BJ>. London: Fetker. 
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cathedral of St Andrew’s; and “ Better that women should greet 
nor bearded men,” was tlie apology with which the author of 
“ The Monstrous Ecgiment ” consoled himself for having drawn 
the tears from Mary’s eyes; nor would he fail to use such artil¬ 
lery in his sermons. I'liey held their place all through the 
following century. ‘^Better bow than break,” “Even reckon¬ 
ing makes lasting friendsand similar extracts fi'om the Book 
of Common Sense, enrich the racy pages of South, and their 
presence is often perceptible in the allusions ' as well as direct 
quotations of Barrow. There is nothing of -which Jeremy 
Taylor does not contain something, consequently his works are 
spiced over with a good sprinkling of proverbs. Unlike South, 
who dealt chiefly in familiar condiments ofi native growtli, 
most of Taylor’s are exotic. Mau^ of them are French and 
Italian. But the preachers who followed Tillotson, were fine 
gentlemen, and would have deemed it an indication of low 
breeding to introduce into their elegant discourses the wisdom of 
the high-ways and hedges. But Matthew Henry abounds in 
proverbs. It is likely that they flourished in tlie cheerful circle 
at Broad Oak, aiid that to the memory of tlic only son, their 
associations, far from being vulgar, were only kindly and happy. 
And, as we turn over the leaves of his “ Exposition,” so rich in 
sanctified wisdom, and through which there reigns such an 
atmosphere of perpetual summer, we cannot fail to recognise the 
frequent recurrence of these fruitful sayings, as one great element 
of our instruction and emoyment. “ When the wine is in the 
wit is out;” “The wicKed cut their throats with their own 
tongues;” “ Drive the nail that will go, and draw out that which 
goes amiss“ Forecast is as good as work“ To keep doing 
ikirly and softly goes far in a day;” “Many a beau becomes a 
beggar“ God blesseth the giving hand, and makes it a getting 
handand similar sentences, flasning out from every page— 
some of them the old current coin of the realm, and others iicwdy 
^Itnck in the Henrican mint—surprise the reader by their vivid- 
nra, and enrich him by their sterling solidity. Like steel in a 
fountain, the sparkle pleases the eye, and the tonic strengthens 

.the heart. 
At this moment we do not recollect having ever heard a 

proverb quoted in thfi pulpit—those of Scripture' excited, and 
even them but rarely* In one respect this is well. So far as it is 
the olject of sanctuaiy services to edify the devout, and raise to 
an elevation still higher minds already spiritual, it is hardly pos¬ 
sible to keep at too great a distance all &at savours of this poor 
wprld—>iU shabby ways, and its low concerns. But this Is not 
tlw only end of pulpit ministrations. Most of the sermons to 
which it has been our lot to listen, have been addressed to those 
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that are " without,” rather than to those that are “ within.” The 
preacher evidently assumed that quite aS|niany of his hearers 
were careless or unconverted as Christian; and with this assump¬ 
tion, we have sometimes thought that the object of the earnest 
speaker might have been all the better gained by an occasional 
descent to their own level—^liy speaking to them not in theo¬ 
logical phraseolo^, but in the vernacular language of the county, 
and by drawing facts and illustrations, not so much from a region 
which, alas I is to the unbeliever little more than a Utopia, but 
fi'om objects which their own eyes have seen and their own hands 
have handled; as well as by founding arguments or inferences, 
not on propositions which they dimly comprehend, but on premises 
which they thciqsGlves concede. In such a case, where, for the 
moment, the preacher merges the pastor in the evangelist or^ 
missionary, he could not find better precedents than the addresses 
delivered long ago on the hills of Galilee and in Homan courts 
houses; and where, from accepted axioms and experiences of their 
own, stepping-stones were constructed to aid deleters or disbe¬ 
lievers in their passage over to the realms of faith. Happily and 
wonderfully, counterparts to the things unseen are on eveiy 
side of us,—at our feet and in our hands; and a wise steward 
will, from time to time, bring out of his treasure new examples; 
and no less happily, traces of tlie Divine autograph still remain 
on the ruined tables of man's heart,’ and (no doubt mingled with 
mucli error) these fragments of primeval ethics float about in 
tlio proverbs of all nations; and, whether expressly quoted or 
indirectly indicated, few proofs should^e more cogent than the 
coincidence of the voice from heaven with the still small voice 
within. The case should be very clear when the light of con¬ 
science only confirms what the light of revelation first pointed out; 
and it is not easy for the self-condemned judge to escape, when 
the parable reaches its moral, and discloses, Thou art the man!” 

IViany of our readers are acquainted with those maxims which 
lie at the foundation of our common law, and which are, in fl^t, 
an oral or proverbial code'; and any one who wishes to master 
the philosophy of our subject, and ascertain hov profound and per¬ 
vasive in all communities is this sort of sententious jurisprudence, 
cannot do better than study some treatise on the sources of our 
Teutonic le^slation.* In so doing, like Moliere’s hero, who had 
spoken prose all his life without knowing it, he will be delighted 
to find to how much legal wisdom he has been giving utterance 
every time he said, ‘‘The last out closes the door.” In the 
ada^, “ The will is the soul of the work,” he will find the reason 

' RomanB ii. 15. 
* As, for example, Eisenhart's “ Gnuidsatien dea Deatschen Bechts in Sprich- 

worten.” Wpsic. 1633. 
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why, in prosecutions for libel or murder, all the evidence or argu¬ 
ment often bears on ^he animus—the malice prepense. Every 
lady who bespeaks costly jewels or dresses, and orders the bill to 
be sent to her husband, will be happy to learn, that Whosoever 
owns the head wags the beardbut the boy, whose ripe redstreaks 
have dropped on the wrong side of the fence,—the sportsman 
whose covey has migrated to his neighbour's preserve, knows to 
his sorrow, “ All belongs to your neighbour which falls into his 
garden.” The pleasant old times have passed away, when the 
serfs of the abbey or the sacristans of the cathedral, cquld claim 
ecclesiastical exemption, and say, It is good to dwell under the 
crooked staff,”—the crosier, to wit; but, we believe, that the 
maxim, “ Whoever has the church has also the churchyard,” is 
still so far valid, that before becoming mutton the minister’s sheep 
are entitled to retire amongst the tombs of his parishioners, and 
ruminate there for a season. ** When the feet are bound, the 
tongue runs fastest,” suggests a hope of extrication to gentlemen 
who have signed deeds with the pistol at their car, as well ns to 
heiresses who have conveyed away their fortune under ghostly 
intimidation in a cloister; but, to the unfortunate legatee who has 
entered probate to a bankrupt’s, will, the doctrine is not so com¬ 
fortable, Whoever inherits a farthing must pay a dollar.” At 
the seaside, people constantly leave on the dry beach or the benches, 
books, telescopes, parasols or brooches, but never find them thei'e 
when they return. This evidently arises from an erroneous 
notion about tresor-trove—or from the Scandinavian theory of 
‘Metsom and fiotsam ” Iftving supplanted the older Saxon and 
Hebrew rule, Thou shalt not steal.” In such places it might 
therefore be well to revert to first principles, and by way of 
rubric to the eighth commandment, write up in Gothic letters, 
and leave it as a mediaeval mystery, in which case it is sure to be 
read, marked, learned, and inwardly digested,—Bin Fund 
verhohlenj ist so gut als gestahlenV 

Speaking of inscriptions and the middle ages, we are reminded 
of. another use to wiiich adages or moral maxims wore once ap¬ 
plied, and for which they are still available. St Augustine 
inscribed on his dining-table the couplet from Horace:— 

** Quisquis amat dictis absentem rodere famam 
Hanc meAsatn indignam noverit esse sibi 

thus ** Englished,” by the author of the Holy Statfr— 

** He that doth love on absent friends to jeer, 
May hence depart, no room is for him here. ” 

To the present day the Jews fasten, but not very conspicuously, 
op their door-posts, a parchment scroll containing Deuteronomy 
vi. 5-9, and on the lintel of many a Christian buildings sacred and 
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civil, ancient and comparatively modern, is some suggestive motto. 
On the Geraldine tower at Seville, it is, “ Nomen Domini fortis- 
sima turrisand on the innermost of tno seven gates of the 
fortress at Rhodes, erected by the knights of St John, it was, 

Nisi Dominus custodierit, frustra vigilat qui custodit,” a sen¬ 
tence with which, in its abbreviated form, ‘‘Nisi Dominus frustra,” 
all Londoners are sufficiently familiar. On the New Royal Ex¬ 
change, in large letters and honest English, we read, “ The earth 
is the Lord’s, and the fulness thereofan inscription for the se¬ 
lection of whicli wo are indebted to the good taste and good feel¬ 
ing of tlic Prince Consort. The hospitable portals ofMontacute 
House, Somerset, proclaim 

“ Th|*ough this wide-opening gate. 
None come too soon, none go too late.” 

And on Sudbury House, Derbyshire, is the devout acknowledg¬ 
ment,—“ Omne bonum Dei donum.” Sometimes a pun lurks 
in the legend. Thus, under a stone pansy at Beauvais, we read, 
—“ Plus penser quo direon the parsonage at Barnard Castle, 
Yorkshire, in allusion to the family name Dugard,—“ Ce que 
Dicu garde, cst bien gard4and on the manse of St Martin’s, 
in Perthshire,—“ Nulli certa domus.”^ No doubt, in very pious 
or very virtuous mottoes, there may be danger of Pharisaism : As 
in the case of the Atlrenian Pharisee, who had written on his door, 
“ Let none enter here but honest men,” prompting the mischievous 
Diogenes to inquire of the porter,—“ Pray, sir, does your master 
come in by the window ?” But, unless we make up our minds to 
run this risk, we must give up the building of churches and hos¬ 
pitals, as well as the writing oi mottoes upon them; and vre confess 
a great respect for the courage with which these old worthies hung 
out their colours, and carved on the chief stone, such words as may 
still be read here and there throughout the Cowgate or the Can- 
ongate.^ And, if we may speak our own experience, an apposite 
quotation, or a significant motto, is “ a nail fastened in a sure 
place.” Like a name beneath a picture, or like an old acquaint¬ 
ance suddenly encountered in the apartments of some show-place, 
tho one lights up the other, and the two are henceforward plea- 

* The above examples wo owe to tho matchless and still growing coUetianea of 
“ Notes and Queries.” 

* Of tlic.se a friend has copied down the following t'^Over 191, Cowgate, “ O 
magiiilio tho T/ord m ith me, and let us exalt His name together.” On 137, Cow¬ 
gate, apparently an old Tailors* Holt, 

“ Almtghtio God, who founded, built, & cround 
Tills work, with blessings make it to abound.” 

On 269, Cowgate,—“ All mv trist is in y Lord.” On 24^ Cowgate,—" Be mer- 
c^ull to me, 0 God. 1574.” OnJohn Knox's boose, in the Oanongate,—"Liife 

abnfe and yi nychtbonr as ^Iself.” We would urn our kind and accom¬ 
plished correspondent to complete lus collection, and sena it td some appropriate 
receptacle. 
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santly linked together. We seldom read the verse, Lord, I 
have loved the habitation of Thy house, and the place where Thine 
honour dwelleth,” without reverting to the gate-way of an Epis¬ 
copal chapel near Fort William, where these words preached to 
us a quiet sermon on the eve of a J nly Sabbath, twenty years ago; 
and the pleasant little town of Kecnigswinter beside tlic Drachen- 
fels, always calls up a Luther-like saying, which we road long ago 
on one of its old houses,—“ Er wohl gebaut wer Gott vertraut,” 
“ Well builds he w'ho trusts in Thee.” Sauntering through a sort 
of mosque in the gardens of Schweitzingen, neai; Heidelberg, we 
still remember how our fancy was taken with two texts from the 
Koran, insenbed on the dome,—Get of gold as much as you 
need, of wisdom all that you canA foofs licaji; is in his mouth, 
a wise man’s tongue is in his heartand any of our friends who 
go to see the Kaiscrsaal at Frankfort, will probably retain the effi¬ 
gies of its emperors all the longer, if they mark down on the spot, 
and in connection with their histoiy, some of the w*cll-selected 
mottoes, such as that under Henry IV".—« Multi multa sciunt, sc 
autem nemoor tliat on his hapless successor,—“ Miser qui 
mortem appetit, miscrior qui timetor that on Conrad HI.— 
“ Pauca cum aliis, multa tecum loquere;” or that on Frederick 
1.—“ Prmstat uni probo quam mille improbis placcre.” Thanks 
to heraldiy, a few good maxims, as well as some moi’e dubious, 
are still inscribed on signet rings, on carriage doors, and silver 
spoons ; nor is it taking too literally the sure w'ord of propliecy, to 
hope for a time when, on horse-trappings and table-equipage, shall 
be read watchwords of piety and avowds of personal devotion,’’ 

To a mode of instruction so universally acceptable, Divine 
wisdom has graciously condescended in giving the Volume of 
Inspiration ; and we nail every token of attention rc-awakening 
to this portion of Holy Writ, such as indicated in two of the 
works placed at the head of the present article. 

To many of our readers Mr Arnot is well known as the bio¬ 
grapher of James Halley, and as a champion who, against 

Scotia's scaith,” has warred a good warfare, and to many he 
is still better known as one of the most popular preachers in our 
western metropolis; and we say enough, nor do we feci that wo 

* that day Hhftll there 1>e opon the bells of the honca—HoMKiiRa vmto tub 
Lord. . . . yea, every pot in Jerusalem and in Judah shall he hoUncss unto 
the Lord of Hosts^—ZEcn. xiv, SO, SI. The country in which the system of 
inscriptions has been carried the greatest length of any which we know, is Hol¬ 
land. We have in our possession a curious collection of “ Koddige on emstigo 
Opschriften,** published at Amsterdam in 1698, and extending to four volumes. 
The inscriptions have been copied chiefly from house-fronts, siraboards, windows, 
Ole., and although many of them are mere trash, and some of them arc coarse and 
vulgar, not a few are clever, and all are interesting, as the memorials of an old 
custom not yet entirely obsolete. 
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are saying too much, when we say that probably the book of 
Proverbs never attracted to itself a more appropriate commen¬ 
tator. In virtue of Jiis scholarship, abundantly capable of textual 
criticism, his intentness on practical results has induced him to 
omit all subsidiary discussion, and has constrained him to plunge 
at once into the pith and imiri*ow of his theme. There he. is 
pre-eminently at liomc. With deep insight to character and 
motive, he has a singular talent for unearthing hypocrisy and 
driving self-deceprion from its refuges of lies; but this power 
he exerts, not as a dramatist or a delineator of morbid mental 
anatomy, in order to create in his audience amusement or terror, 
but as a prophet and a preacher of righteousness, in order to 
force men out in^p (iod’s day-light, and so shut them up to the 
truth as it is in Jesus. Indeed, faithfulness is one of the noblest 
ch.'iractcristics of the book. There is no disposition to blink ex¬ 
isting evils, and descant on those rcspectaulc sins, which it is 
almost religious-looking to confess, ana of which it is so easy to 
rc})cnt; but, ns occasion comes, he grapples with sensuality, sot¬ 
tishness, gluttony; with all the forms of roguery, finesse, and fraud; 
with the harshness which, in its haste to be rich, traiiiples on the 
poor; and with the cowardly hcartlessness which, in warding ofiPthe 
shafts of misfortune, would make a shield of the orphan or widow. 
At the same time, it is faithfulness without a vestige of passion 
or spleen; the faithfulness of a philanthropist, labouring for 
men's good; the faithfulness of an ambassador, loyal to his 
Lord; and it is relieved by a still larger amount of encouraging 
motive and animating appeal. Indeed, this is the author’s great 
advantage for his task; lie not only sets before us the beautiful 
ideal, but he puts us on the way to copy it with every hope of 
success. We have here ethics evangelised; and, if we are occa¬ 
sionally reminded of Moses and Elias^ it is Moses and Elias en¬ 
circled with the glory of Jesus, and talking of the decease at 
Jerusalemand the tone of the book is as cheerful and kind 
as its spirit is manly and lofty. When we add, that it is a 
manual well-nigh complete of Christian morals; that ereiypage 
bears the impress of a sound mind, judicious amidst its origina¬ 
lity, and reverential notwithstanding its independence; that every 
here and there a picture of bold outline and startling power sheds 
over the theme a dazzling illumination; aiftl, finally, that 
the surcharged solution of precious thought with which eveiy 
page runs over, there are constantly given off, like ci3'8tal8 fully 
formed, memorable adage and brilliant aphorism—we may con¬ 
gratulate Glasgow in that any of its pulpits should have such 
an occupant, and our own end of the island, in that it should 
have contributed to the Christian community an ‘‘eveiy-day 
book/' so attractive and opportune. 
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The illustrated edition of Proverbs is what our French neigh¬ 
bours call “ a book of luxury.” The text of the authonsed ver¬ 
sion is printed on a new modification of the paragraph ” prin¬ 
ciple, so as to bring strikingly out the poetical structure pi the 
several portions, and in that charming typography which throws 
light upon the text. But the great, attraction is the rendering 
which Mr Gilbert has given to some of the more remarkable pas¬ 
sages, in a series of drawings as exquisite as any which ever passed 
from under that cunning and well-practised pencil. Tlie lesson 
of a story—of a life or a single adventure—may pften be very well 
expressed by a proverb; and the successive stages of that life or 
that incident may very well be represented by a succession of 
graven or depicted groups, where the last of the series lets out the 
plot or the moral. But to put an entire proverL into a single pic- 
tui*e, is in some respects tlie same sort of achievement as it would 
be to condense the five acts of a play into a single scene, or repre- * 
sent in one view the wolf with her nurslings, the building of Koine, 
and the apotheosis of Romulus. Mr Gilbert has, doubtless, felt 

‘this difficulty. Unlike Hogarth or Cruikshank, whose pictorial 
proverbs require a succession of four, six, or eight drawings to 
tell tlieir tale, he lias been restricted to a single tableau for eacli 
illustration. But by choosing well-known narratives, and by 
fixing on the critical moment in each history, as also by subjoin¬ 
ing the appropriate proverb, the aitist’s genius has triumphed 
over the difficulty. Indeed, most of the pictures speak for them¬ 
selves. Without any explanatory letter-press, no one can liave 
any difficulty in detecting royal beneficence” in the stranger, with 
a star on his breast, entering the cottage, to wdiich he has boon 
guided by the tattered starving children ; and who that looks at 
the blood-freezing picture, where a guilty conscience is arrested 
in digging something like a grave inside the tent, and shades the 
lamp in order to look out into the darkness, can forbear from 
thinking, Be sure your sin will find you outthe wicked flee 
when no man pursueth?**—or in that crowded group, where two 
processions meet—a prince with his chariots, and a pilgrim with 
nis asses—as the aged peasant drops into the arms of the splendid 
youth in whom his image is reflected, who can help feeling that 
this is a case whore a wise son maketh a glad father ?” 

The proverbs of Scripture are not confined to the collection of 
Solomon; but some of those which we most frequently quote, 
are scattered over various books of the Old and New Testaments. 

Like people, like priest,”—The fathers have eaten sour 
mpes, and the children’s teeth are set on edge,” occur in the 
Prophets. Everything is beautiful in its season,”—A good 
name is better than precious oiatmenL”—Cast thy .bread upon 
the waters: for thou sh^t find it ai^ many days,”—are pro- the waters: for thou shalt find 
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verbs of Solomon, but recorded in the book of Ecclesiastes. 
The Sermon on the Mount, and other discourses of our Lord, 
abound in aphorisms which have now become pre-eminently 
proverbial: “ Let not thy left hand know what thy right 
Land doeth,”—“ A city set on a hill cannot be liid,”—“ It is 
more blessed to give than to receive.” That proverb of the 
ancients, “ Wickedness proceedeth from the wicked,” re-appears 
in various new and striking forms. The tree is known by its 
fruit,”—“A good man, out of the good treasure of the heart, bring- 
cth forth good things; and an evil man, out of the evil trcasure, 
bringoth forth evil things.” With Napoleon it was so favourite 
a saying, “ Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof,” that one 
of his admirers haa given him the merit of originating the maxim. 
The apostolical epistles—that of St James more especially—are 
rich in tnio proverbs: such as, “ A little leaven Icaveneth the 
whole lump,”—7“ Behold, how great a matter,”--or, more literally, 
as the YuWte renders, how large a forest a little spark sets 
on fire!” Perhaps, however, the proverb from the apostolical 
writings in most frequent circulation, is the one which St Paul 
has adu])tetl from Menander, and which, as Dean Alford suggests, 
may have become, in the days of the apostle, a current common¬ 
place : “ Evil communications corrupt good manners.” 

Over and above the Scriptural derivation of individual axioms, 
Christianity has cxei*ted an incalculable influence on the pro¬ 
verbial literature of European nations, in the .way of refining their 
language, and raising their tone. We have still some vulgar 
proverbs preserved in books, but, except amongst the offscourings 
of society, they arc practically obsolete; and even Italy would 
liardly adopt the low and heartless morality of sayings still cur¬ 
rent in some Mohammedan countries: such as the servility of 
the Egyptian maxim, **Prostratethyselfbcforethe wicked monkey 
in his day of powerand the horrible selfishness of the saying, 

If the water come like a deluge, place thy'son under thy met,” 
referring to the Moslem tradition, that when the water over¬ 
flowed the high places, the antediluvians tried to save themselves 
by standing on tne bodies of their children. 

Here, however, we have reached our limit. We only ^add, 
that “The Proverbs of Solomon, illustrated by the parallerpro¬ 
verbs of all nations,” is still a desideratum in Biblical literature. 
It would be interesting to see how many of them, curiously meta- 
morpliosed, ro-appear in the lands of me Chrisnan and Mussiff- 
man; and it would also be found that some of them—perhaps 
from being too high and too holy ibr the averam taste or ordinary- 
uses of a fallen world—still lemun untranspumted m their own 
“ garden enclosed.” 
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Art. Vn.—Smveiiirs <f wn NaturalUtej etc. The Hamblee of a 
Naturalist on the Coasts of France, Spain, and Sicily. Ky A. 
Db Quatkepages, Member of the Institute, Professor of 
Ethnology at the Museum of Natural History at the Jaixlin 
(les Plantes, etc. etc. Translated, with tlie Author’s saiictiou 
and co-operation, by E. C. Otte, Honorary Member of the 
Literary and Philosophical Society of St* Andrews. In 2 
vols., pp. 752. Lond.: 1857. . ^ 

There is no subject of modem study more popular in its nature, 
or more likely to be ^nerally cultivated, tivm that branch of 

• Zoology which treats of the lower forms of animal life. Though 
minute in size and simple in organisation, the microscope invests 
them with an imposing magnitude; and the naturalist is fascin¬ 
ated with a display of fomis, and the study of functions, which 
the vulgar eye can neither see nm* appreciate. We cannot, 
indeed, compare them with the noble denizens of the forest and 
the jungle, which have been so long and so closely associated 
witli human interests, nor with the more tractable races, which 
man has subjugated for his use, and which lie rears fur liis sus¬ 
tenance. 

These two divisions of animal life, tlie wild and the tame, 
have a separate and peculiar interest. In the investigation of 
their structure and tiinctions, the zoologist and the physiologist 
have found a rich and ample field of discoveiy; and in the study 
of their manners, habits, and instincts, the naturalist, the ]>hilu- 
sopher, and even the poet, have received both instruction and 
amusement. The qu^ruped races, in powerful commutiities, 
still sway the sceptre over vast regions of the earth; holding 
their courts in the recesses of the rock and the forest, and making 
successful incursions into the civilisation which surrounds them. 

The animals which man has tamed or reduced to servitude, 
must in all their relations possess a singular interest. In some 
cases his slaves or fellow-labourers, and in others the material 
of his food and his clothing, they i^long to his doqiestic circle, 
engage his aifecdons, and become the objects of his special core. 
Society, even, has ^recognised this affinity between man and 
beast; and has not hesitated to place the dumb and uiicomplain- 
inggofferer under the protection of law. 

tenants of the deep, secluded in their coral palaces and 
caves, and withdrawn in a great degree from the observa- 

fm, as,well as firqm die companionship and hostility of man, 
have an inferior claim upcm our protection and sympathy. Use¬ 
less as our auailiaries in toil, and harmless as enemies, they are 
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less connected with our social existence; and, though gigantic in 
size, and beautiful in form, they contribute c^efly to our alimen¬ 
tary and domestic wants. 

with the tenants of the air our relations are, perhaps, less 
personal and exciting. Our fnends more than our enemies, 
they liberally share with us in the fruits of the earth, returning 
perhaps us much as they take, and contributing to the well-stored 
commissariat so bountifully provided for us. In the domestic 
]>rison to which we ungenerously consign them, they beguile by 
their song the cores and anxieties of home; and when they joy¬ 
ously poise themselves in their native element, or settle on their 
orchestra of leaves and flowers, they add their voice to the noble 
anthem which external nature is ever raising to its King. 

But whatever do our estimate of the relative place of the dif-, 
fcR'iit classes into which the higher forms of animal life are 
divided, the details of their organisation, their functions, their 
uses, their liabits, and their instincts, must ever possess a high 
degi'ee of interest, and entitle us to rank this branch of Zoology 
among the most important of the sciences. 

However atti'active be the study of the higher forms of 
animal life, and liowever deep the interest wdth which we study 
theii* hnbits in the Natural History of Buffon, and their structure 
ill tlie “ Animal Kingdoift ” of Cuvier, there is in the Zoology of 
the lower animals a source of interest peculiar to itself. In the 
strncturc of man and the mammiferous tribes, we strive in vain 
to study, in the living state, the mechanism of their various 
organisations, and the play of tlie different functions on which 
life depends. Even tiio electric light cannot penetrate the 
opa(pie casket whicli encloses the chemical and mechanical ap¬ 
paratus of life; and the physiologist is compelled to limit his 
researches to the anatomical structure of the lifeless organs 
which ho explores. In the lower auimals, on the contrary, the. 
form and structure of the living organs, and tlie functions which 
they jierform, arc so clearly seen as to invite science to raise 
the comer of the veil which conceals from us the mysteries of 
what wo call life.” When the animal, properly prepared, is 
placed under the microscope, the chemical and mechanical opent- 
tions which it performs may bo studied in eveiy stage. We can 

.follow tlic atom of food into the alimenta^ cdnal, and trace its pro¬ 
gress,—noting its chemical changes, and observing the successive 
action of the animal organs and fluids, till its final exit into space* 

With sucli means of research as are now afforded by the 
splendid uiicroscopos of modem artist^' it is not a matter of sor- 

' M. Qiintrefiiaes* long note on Microscopes is very imperfect. Its stat^ 
ments are unjust to English artists, and to Professor 4]plei. See this Jbwnol 
vol. xxr, p. 473-6, in contradiction of his opinions regaf^ldg diamond and jei^ 
lenses. ' v' ' 
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prise that even the pupils of Cuvier, the most eminent natural¬ 
ists in Europe, are unvoting themselves witli ardour and success 
to the study of the aniinalcular world. In the work which we 
have placed at the head of this article, and of which we propose 
to give our readers a general account, M. Quatre&ges, a pupil of 
Cuviei'’s, and u distinguished member of the Imperial Institute of 
Prance, has reprinted, with several modifications, a scries of articles 
wliich he communicated to the Revue des Deux Mondes, His lead¬ 
ing object was to make the natural sciences instructive and amus¬ 
ing to the intelligent readers of that jonnial, and, at the same time, 
to induce tlie educated classes to entertain more correct ideas of 
Zoology, by pointing out the great truths w hich it has establislied, 
the numerous and startling tacts which it has rgvealcd, the pro¬ 
blems of general Physiology which it has solved, and the pi'o- 
found questions of jJatural Philosophy which none of the other 
sciences enable us to investigate. 

In tlie execution of this task, M. Quatrefagos lias produced a 
work equally amusing and instructive. lie carries us along 
w'ith him to the coasts of Prance, Spain, and Sicily—to loiralities 
highly interesting and often little known. Wc sympathise with 
him in his personal adventures; we admire with him tlie pictur¬ 
esque or the wild scenery through which he wanders; we accom¬ 
pany him to the craters of Stromboli, A%suvins, and ^tna; wc 
visit with him ancient and ruined cities, explore osseous caverns, 
discuss geological problems, and collect algae and zoopliytcs with 
Mr Milne Edwar^ the companion of our autlior, in liis sub¬ 
marine explorations; And in the midst of these various pursuits 
we are introduced to the wonders of animalcular life—to the con¬ 
templation of those marvellous and exquisitely beautiful organ¬ 
isms which have their dwelling in ^‘the mysterious world of 
ocean and our attention is called to the moral and religious 
ascendancy which the study of living beings is calculated to 
exert over the human mind.” The two volumes which contain 
these instructive details are written with much perspicuity and 
elegance; and they have been so admirably translated by Miss 
Otte, the well-known tnmslator of Humboldt’s Cosmos^ that wo 
never doubt, in the perusal of the work, that it was originally 
written in our own tongue.^ 

Before setting out \)n his zoological rambles, M. Quatiefages 
inboduces his readers to some oi the singular animals which 
he had been previously studying, from the ponds cec pools of 

> H. Qostnfiiges hia eniicbed bis woifc with nomeroiii valnshle notes and 
biograpMeal sketches of eminent natatalists, chiefly co^entsl, the hugest and 
most important of which Miss Ottd has, veir judimonm thrown into an ap- 

-.Mdix. Among these notes the reader will find tdograimieal sketches of several 
distinguished UtIiw natvralists, such as Hnn^ldty Etta de Bemunont, Milne 

JfidwsMB, Hnllflr, ym Beneden, Dumas, Agtiris, and OthigDy. 
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!Nfcndon and Vincennes, from the basins in the gardens of Ver¬ 
sailles, and fi'om the ditelies on the common highways. Here 
ho fbinid the Rotifer, of the subdivision Vemies, composed of 
rings like tlie draw-tubes of a telescope, by wliich it can contract 
itself into a sphere, and having at its proboscis two wheel-like 
organs, or wi’caths of cilia, by which it swims and produces 
currents that caiiy'^ its food into its mouth. Although water is 
its proper element, it inhabits the moss on the roofs of houses, 
(lying when the sun dries up the moistm*c around it, and reviv¬ 
ing when a shower supplies it with the fluid which it requires; 
thus employing several years to cxliaust the eighteen days of life 
wliich 7iaturc has assigned to it. After sixteen alternations of 
drouglit and humidity, these animals have been known to revive, 
and it is even allegeil that they have been restored to life after " 
several years of desiccation. While within tlie animal, the egg 
contains the young coiled up spirally; and sometimes four or 
li^'c eggs are so completely developed, that tlie young creep out 
of tlieiii, stixitch themselves, and put their wheels in motion,— 
somotiincs occii])ying two-thirds of the Icngtli of the parent I 
Through the. transparent animal, eyes, liver, lungs, intestines, 
and iv[>roductive organs, have been clearly seen. The Ifydatina 
sentd, as transparent as crystal, is another rotatory animalcule 
wdiosc complicated organisation is revealed by the microscope. 
It is found in stagnant pools, and in the ruts of caniage-wheels; 
and when killed by drought, its eggs arc often carriea up by the 
winds to some drop of water, where they arc developed and pro- i)agatc their sjiecies. In eleven houi*s after the e^»s are deposited, 
!Ohrenberg obsenx'd within them the vibration of tjie anterior 

cilia of the young, and. in t>vcnty-fbur hours they escaped from 
the shell. The Bracltiotius, another of the revolving animals, 
covers with a cuirass its long tail and ciliaiy head upon the 
slightest indication of the approach of danger. It protrudes its 
eggs, and carries them on its bock, till the young brachionus 
hui'sts with a bound fi'om a slit, forming on oblong ball, which 
is soon developed into the perfect animal. Next come the Dia^ 
fomaccce, snpj)osed by Ehrenherg to be animals, and 1^ others to 
he vegetables. They inhabit infinitely small shields ofsilex of ex¬ 
treme beauty; and, though so minute that the point of a needle 
would crush' hundreds of them by its touch, y?t they have offer^ a 
stouter resistance Jn the revolutions on our globe than the gigan¬ 
tic skeletons of the mastodon and the elephant; and their remains 
form at tliis day entire rocks, and extensive strata which have 
been worked for a^s under the name of tripoli, and which are 
employed in polishing tlio domestic utensils which we daily use. 
Lastly, there were Planaria^ and numerous infusorial animafcules, 
which multiply by self-division; so tliat it may literally be said 

VOL. XXVIII, NO. LV. L 
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that the son is half of his parent and the grandson the quarter of 
his grandsire.” The Planaria, in which the two sexes ai'e united, 
swim by the help of vibnitile cilia which cover the entire surface 
of their body; and they multiply by division, and by the forma¬ 
tion of ova which are enclosed in a coloured capsule. 

Attracted by structures so singular, and desirous of obtaining 
new materials for comparison, and investigating those larger 
tjqies of the lower forms of animal life whiwi exist only on the 
sea-shore, our author resolved to visit what id called the Archi¬ 
pelago of Ckauesey, a group of bare and rocky islands of granite 
m the English Channel, opposite to Granvnle, and eight miles 
from the French coast. 

Having provided himself with letters of introduction to the 
authorities, and packed m) his microscope, dissecting instruments, 
and glass bottles, he left Paris, and established nimself in a 
wretdied farm-house on the Grandc-Ho, the largest of the grouj), 
wliich are inhabited by fishermen, barilla collectors, and granite 
quarriers. Among the remarkable objects which arrested tlie 
attention of M. Quatrefeges, was the appearance at low tide of 
certain parts of Chaussey. Granite blocks, of all shapes and 
sizes, are gipuped together in a thousand different wa3's, some 

. rising into pyramids, “ others graduated and cut into irregular 
tiers of steps; others, again, heaped together into confused 
masses, like the ruins of some giant structure; at one place 
npheaved like colossal Druidical stones, and at another suspended, 
and so slightly poised, that a breath of air seems sufficient to 
overthrow them.** Eencath this chaos of uplicavcd blocks, the 
regular stratification of the granite is readily discovered; and we 
are thus led to the explanation of a phenomenon which is of 
daily recurrence. Dnnng the cooling of the granite it was in¬ 
tersected by fissures, subsequently filled up by the debris Avhicb 
produces tne rotten-stone. Unable to resist the shock of tlic 
waves, the rotten-stone is disintegrated, the more compact blocl^ 
arc separated, and portions of rocks, nearly a thousand tons in 
weight, are thus detached from the main mass, and hurled* to a 
distance of several yards by the ordinary action of the waves. 

Having been, for some time prevented, by the prevalence of 
storms, from pursuing his zoological inquiries, our author was at 
length enabled to cJt^ore the Sacaviron, a narrow channel wliich 
separates the island of Meule ftom the llo-au^Giseaux. At the 
bottom of this deep and wild ravine, firom which the ocean re¬ 
treats only three or four times a year, every stone was a world 
within itself; and our author admired, in all their gloiy, tliose 
unknown wonders of the deep, of which even our best museums 
afford not the least idea.** In sheltered nooks he found the 
large chitons,—animals whose bac^ is covered by a solid cuirass, 
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consisting of moveable pieces like the olden greaves. “The 
vaulted roofs of the little caverns, formed by Uie crumbling a^ay 
of the rocks, were covered with a stratum of compound Ascidians, 
a species of molluscs which live and die without having moved 
fix>in the same spot; while from this bright red ceiling there 
hung, like so many girandoles, transparent crystal-like clavel- 
lliife, and the bright botrylli, whose conglomerated masses ex¬ 
hibit the colours and transluceiice of the agate.” Among these 
inolhiscs there were thousands of zoophytes ; while star-fishes of 
the finest canning and ophiuras, with their five long arms, were 
concealed beneath the stones. Sponges of cveiy shape and colour 
lay among the branches of the Fucus, or clung to the rocks 
in interlacing in^shcs of delicate net-work; and sometimes a 
Ilolothuria w’ould slmvly move across this livfng caroet by 
means of its sucker-like feet, spreading out its coronet of arbor¬ 
escent tentacles. Amidst this profusion of life the hours passed 
)'a])i(lly, and our naturalist liad hardly filled his boxes and bottles 
when the joturning tide drove liiin to hfe boat. 

Ill his earliest researches, the wandering annelids or sea-worms 
liad attracted his special notice, but till now he had studied 
tlicm only in engravings ; yet tliough he had a tolerably exact 
idea of their structure, ho had not the slightest conception of the 
interest wliich attached to a study of their form. lie was 
charmed with the sight of tlie Folymoj witli its broad brown 
scales; with the Phyllodoce^ with its hundred bright green rings; 
the Eunice^ with its jmnde crest; the Terehelloy encircled with 
a cloud of innumerable living cables, which serve it for arms; 
Avith the Sabella^ and its rich fan; and with the Serpuloj Mith its 
enamelled collar. Tliese despised creatures seemed to liim as 
ivorthv of a naturalist’s homage, “as the most brilliant insect, or 
tlio fairest flower.” 

After this general notice of these singular creatures, M. Qua- 
trefages invites tlie reader to examine them through his micro- 
scojic, magnifying thirty times (or diameters, to use the more 
scientific name). In a little trough containing sea water, he 
finds ail Eunice moving about, indignant at its captivity. Its 
many rings alternately contract ana extend themselves into a 
spiral, and at every movement “ emit flashes of light, in which 
all the prismatic colours arc blended in the brightest metdUc re¬ 
flections.” When tliesc motions cease, it crawls along the bottom 
of the trough, throwing forward its thousand feet, and pushing 
out bundles of darts from the brood knobs W'liich contain them. 
The sides of its trunk are studded with its organs of respiration, 
resembling vermilion plumes when they are swollen by the blood, 
Avhich mi^ be traced along the great dorsal vessel. At its^head, 
enamelled witli the bright<»t colours, are its fire organs of touch, 
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encircling its ii'rcgularly puckered moutli^wliich pushes out a huge 
proboscis, with tlinfe pair of jaws as large as its body. Is there 
any animal,” says our author, “ which can contend with it for the 
prizcofdecoration? Thecorsletofthebrightestbeetle,tlic speckled 
wings of the butterfly, the sparkling throat of the humming-biKl, 
would all look pale when compared with the play of light flashing 
in large patches over the rings of its body, glowing in its golden 
tlu’cads, and sparkling over its amber and coral fringes.” 

Near to the Eunice arc two Cirrhatula:,—one of a dull red 
colour, with gold markings, and the other, of a'black velvet liuc, 
with a bright bluish iridescence. Through its long filamentous 
arms and brancliia* the blood ebbs and flows, dyeing them of tin* 
richest carmine, or leaving them of a faint yellow. A double 
crescent-formed eye surmounts their pointed snouts. The tangled 
skein which they have formed consists of living coils, e^'er bind¬ 
ing and unbinding tlicir glistening knobs, anti catching up grains 
of sand and atoms of slime, till the annelid retires into an enve¬ 
lope of fnigmeiils, which, in clustering togetlicr, become a case 
w'hich encloses and protects it. 

In order to study more carefully this singular annelid, a JiigliLU* 
power is applied. The hairs on the outer edge of its feet, fonning 
two tufts, are placed there for its defence, cimibiniiig every form 
of our aggressive wea])ons. Here are curved blades, with two 
cutting surfaces, convex and concave; there arc tlie t^'pes of tlu* 
broadsword of tlie cuirassier, the sahrC’-poignard of the artillery¬ 
man, and the sabre-baionette of the Vincennes chasseur. Else¬ 
where wo have harpoons, fish-hooks, and cutting-bladc^s of every 
shape fixed to sharp liandles, straight or curved poignarils, and 
arrows with their barbs bent backwards to tear the wound, but 
preserved bv a sheath from fmeture or from friction. If these in¬ 
struments fail to destroy, eveiy foot sends out a stronger giear 
when a grappling distance only separates the combatants. With 
lirfng victims as their food, their weapons of attack and defence 
arc absolutely necessjiry. Some seize their prey by their pix>- , 
boscis, or crush the little crustaceans and planurias in the em¬ 
brace of their thousand arms; others pursue their victims ov(n' 
the sand, or tlirough tufbi of marine plants; while othei*s peWb- 
ratc shells and devour their occupants. The Ilormello thus 
makes havoc among oyster beds, and destroys whole colonies of 
this valuable mollusc. Thus destructive theinsclvas, the annelids 
are in turn destroyed. Whitings, eels, and soles and plaice, 
have the art of drawing them, probably by suction, from thtj 
sand; 'while crabs and lobsters, protected by their solid carapace, 

against them a successful war. 
In oraer to study the mutual hostilities of these warlike races, 

M. Quatreiages threw a large fisherman’s worm {Arenicola piaca^ 
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torum) into a pool several feet wide. A troop of shrimps, at first 
scared by the sound, soon rallied; and, just as the annelid was 
about to bury itself in the sand, a daring sliriinp seized it by its 
middle. Emboldened,*' says our author, “ by this example, 
the others lost no time in imitating it, and the poor Arenicola 
was pidlcd about in all directions, until a full-grown shrimp, 
diu’ting fi*om behind a tuft of coralline, dispersed his feebler cora- 
mdes, and a2>propriated the booty to himself. I soon saw, how 
ever, tliat he wouhi be coiupelled to divide the spoil; for, at that 
very instant, there poured m>m the moving sand sdme score of 
small turbos .and' buccinums, who, conscious that a victim was 
at hand, wished to ])articipate in the feast. Without any sign 
oF uncertainty or hesitjition, they moved straight forwartl towams 
the areni(;ola, who5e body was covered in the twinkling of an eye 
with these voracious molluscs. I tliought his fate definitely 
settled, when a small shore crab (Cancer Mamas) issued from 
l)oueath the stone, ])ut to flight the shrimp, and, by dragging 
oft* the ai'ciiicola, very nearly upset all the turbos, w'ho forth¬ 
with hurried back to their sandy haunts. Then, however, a 
large cdildc crab {Cancer Fayarus) appeared upon the scone, 
and the i>oor little mamas was obliged, in his turn, to l>eat a re- 
traat, in order to escape out of rea(!h of the fonnidable pincers 
of his stronger kinsman. Jiut he still kept a watchful eye over 
the dainty morsel wdiich he had once tasted; and, taking advan¬ 
tage of a moment when the larger crab was withdrawing from 
the field, from some temporary emotion of alainn, he rapidly 
seized the Iong-<Usputcd arenicola, and carried it for safety to some. ■ 
tlistiuico from tlie water's edge, wdiere he might devour it at his 
ease on dry ground.” 

Fn>m this interesting account of the habits of animals pre¬ 
viously known, M. (iuatrofagiw i)roceeds with a well-earned pride 
to describe a new Zoo})hyti^ the Synapta Duverntea,^ wliicii he 
discovered in tlie sands of Cliaussey. “ Imagine,” says he, ‘‘ a 
rose-coloured crystal cylinder, about eighteen inches long, and 
one inch in diameter, marked throughout its whole length by 
five minute bands of white silk, and surmounted by a pale white 
living flower, whose twelve petals are gracefully curved back- 
wnrcls. In the midst of these tissues, whose delicate texture 
sitems to surpass the most exquisite products gf our industiy, you 
must suppose an intestine of gauzo-Hke tenuity, but completely 
filled up with large grains of granite, whose fine points and salient 
angles may be distinctly seen by the naked eye. It was this ciiv 
cnmstance which especially struck me in the animal; for it ap- 
]>cared literally to partake of no other nourishment than the 

' It belongs to ft genus of the family of IIohtkmidoBf hitherto foond only in the 
warmest seas. 
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coarse granite sand whicli surrounded it. But what unexpected 
wonders were rep ealed, when, with the scalpel and microscope, 1 
penetrated to its inmost organism I In tliis animal, the walls of 
whose body were scarcely one-hftieth of an inch thick, 1 could 
trace seven distinct layers of tissue, a skin, muscles, and mein- 
hranes. I perceived that the petnl-Ukc tentacles wore furnished 
with cuppin^-ghisscs, by which the s^mapta could ascend the 
polished surface of a glass; and, finally, I discovorcd that this 
animal, wdiich appeared destitute of eveiy moans of attack or de¬ 
fence, was actually protected by a kind of mosaic, formed of 
small calcareous shields, bristling with double hooks, whose 
points, serrated like the arrows of the Carib, had even penetrated 
the skin of my hands.” 

Interesting as these details arc, they are lesk marvellous thnn 
another property of this extraordinary animal, which nur author 
had the satisfaction to discover. Having kept several svnaj)tas 
alive in a vessel of sea water, he was suqm’scd to observe tliat 
they had undei'gonc a process of self-consumiAioh, First, they 
distended the jiosterior portion of their bodies, by siiifering to 
accumulate in it the fluid which circulates between their intes¬ 
tines and integuments. By this means a stricture was easily 
produced, and the final separation of the posterior portion sud¬ 
denly effected. Scarcity of food seemed to be the sole cause ol' 
these spontaneous amputations. It almost apjieared as if tlie 
animal, feeling that it could nut supply the ’whole of its body 
witli nourishment, suppressed those parts which it might cost the 
entire organism too much to maintain; somewhat on the same 
principle as that by which all useless mouths arc banished from 
a besieged town. This singular method of struggling against 
famine is maintained to the last moment; for, at the end of a 
few days, there frequently I'emained nothing moiv of the animal 
than a little spherical ball, crowned witli tentacles. The synapta 
had, by degrees, eat away the whoU of tVs body, in order to keep 
life in its head” 

After closing his account of this marvellous contrivance for 
sustaining life, our author is impressed with the noble tribute 
which the world of instinct, more than the worlil of stai*s, ])ays 
to the wisdom of tlieir Divine Creator. ** My God,” may we 
not exclaim with V^»ltaire, “ Thou art great!” “ Who is there 
that cannot believe in Thee!” 

We re^t that our space will not permit us to give some account 
of our author’s personal history during his residence on the Grande 
Be, of the scenery or the occupations of the peopled this rare! v 
virited part of the coast of France. On his return fcom the Archi- 

of Chanssey to St Malo, the birth-place of Chatonubriand, 
the wp doubled the desolate ^int of Petit B4, where the waves 
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are always beating against the last resting-place of that illus¬ 
trious w'riter, who, during liis lifetime, “ caused his grave to be 
hollowed out on the summit of this roc^ plAtform, as if the agi¬ 
tations of his well-spent life had not sufficed him, and as if, oven 
after death, he yearned to linger amo^g the storms of this world.” 

In studying the manners and the weapons of the bellicose races 
in the animalculor world, and in contemplating their ferocious 
contests, our author seems to have imbibed their warlike propen¬ 
sities. When, from the top of Mont Gros, he descries the island 
of Jersey in tlnj distance, he denounces the successive govern¬ 
ments of France for allowing it to remain in the possession of 
lOngland; and when he roaches St Malo, he describes its dark 
granite houses as rising on tiers an hundred feet above the waves, 
and looking like so many beacon towers, keeping watch for the 
coming of an English Hag, and ready to raise the ciy to summon 
tl»e brave St Malouins to the scene of action. Amid the ^nind and 
peaceful scenes displayed to him from Gros Mont, a pious natu¬ 
ralist would have scrupled to recommend a war of conquest; and 
in the dark granite houses of St Malo he should have recognised 
the quiet homes of industiy, rather than the beacon towers of war. 

Tile sc(‘ond Kamblc of our author was to the Archipelago of 
Livhat, on tlie shores of llritanny, and in the department of the 
Cotes clu Nord. After passing tluxiugh St Brienc and Paimpol, 
he embarked for Brehat, wliich, with several islands and numerous 
rocks grouped around it, form a little archipelago extending to¬ 
wards tile mouth of the river Pontrieux. At some distance ihim 
Kcrwai'cva, the most northerly village in Brehat, rises the Pointe 
du I’aon, which forms the northern extremity of the island, and 
from its wild beauty has a high degree of interest. It is com- 
IKiscil of two lofty and enormous cliffs of granite abnttiiig against 
each other, the sea having formed for itself a passage between the 
perpendicular rocks. After advancing a few paces between these 
two granite walls, the traveller is warned to retrace lus steps' by . 
the rumbling of subterraneous water, A chasm, scarcely three 
feet across its mouth, yawns before him, widening towards hi^h- 
wator mark till it expands into a colossal funnel, A gramte 
block of many hundred tons rests like a massive bridge upoa the 
opposite cliffs of the gulph, which it spans. When a heavy sea 
strikes the shore, it rushes through the narrow pass, and in forcing 
itself below the bridge, it raises the enormovis block ofgramtey 
breaking into a lofty vertical column of foam and mist. The huge 
granite hridgo then fails back upon its unshaken supports, to he 
again and again upheaved by the rushing sea. This struggle,” 
says our author, which has probably taken place for ages, w^ 
onW terminate with the rapture of tnis transverse rocky mass, 
unless the overhanging walls, shaken by the incessant aswnlta or 
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the ocean, shall ^ve way, and buiy in one common wreck the 
liUOT bridge and the pass of tho Paon.” 

At Brehat, and amng the neighbouring coasts, this singular 
locality has acquired a aupematurm diameter. The maiden, wlio 
longs to know when she is to become a wife, goes alone to the 
Pointo du Paon at the ebb of the spring-tides. Carrjdng a pebble 
from a particular part of the shore, she tosses it into the yawning 
chasm. If the stone reaches the bottom of the abyss without 
striking the rock, the maiden retimis to her joyous home, assiu*cd 
of being a bride during the passing year; but if th9 stone has taken 
an inauspicious course, CTcry rebound from the rock adds a year 
to her maidenhood, and the victim of siijicrstition too frequently 
returns disappoint!^ with her lot, and disqualified tor its duties. 
Owing to the peculiar formation of this jirophctic clnism, it iv- 

'quires much address to avoid its rocky sides; and as it is essential 
to the success of the charm that the stone be thrown at random, 
many a maiden has made the experiment in vain. 

Aner giving an account of the geological structure of tlie island, 
the admixture of races in its population, its mild climate, its ter¬ 
restrial and maritime fauna, the relation of organised beings—the 
permanence of the higher, and the organic variability of tlu; lower 
animals—the author returns to the detail of his own original re¬ 
searches. We would willingly dwell on some of the more inte¬ 
resting points wliich he has so ably treated, especially the subject 
of derivative types, immediate and secondary'; but we aiv inoi*e 
jiDweifiilly attracted by the tuhicobus sisters of the warlike annelids, 
which we have already described. 

Upon emerging from the egg, those “ modest recluses” con¬ 
struct for themselves a tubular habitation, in which they live and 
die like a diild in swaddling-clothes. It consists of a tube, either 
calcareous, or of the nature of parchment or leather. Tliis tube, 
closed behind, has a circular aperture in front, out of which they 
seize their prey and aerate their blood. No microscope is neces¬ 
sary to study their marvellous frrms. Dropping into a trough of 
sea water a fragment of rock or shell, its whole surface becomes 
covered wth Serpulas, Vermilias, and Cyniospires. Mark tlio 
littlo round shutter rising above each tube, which can be closed 
hermetically. Below this round plate are seen bud-liko patches, 
in one place of a violet or carmine, and in another of a blue or 
orange tint, while farther on are tufts of every colour. Their 
counUess coloured branches gradually expand into tho form of a 
plume, of ostrich feathers. They are ** living flowers,” whose 
orilliant TOtals close on the shaking of the fiui^ while tlie plumes 
retire with the rapidity of lightning within their calcareous tube. 
Here, too, we have the Chloremce, whose green blood circulates 
through a body covered with velvety hairs, and imbedded in a 
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transparent jelly. Here also are the AmpkiconSj with eyes both 
in their tails and heads; the TerebellcBy which extend their hun¬ 
dred arms to tlio distanc^c of nearly a yard ih search of particles 
of sand and shell for the construction of their liouses; and 
finally, the Sahellai^ whose expanded branchise are frequentlyabove 
a foot in diameter. 

In describing the interior organisation of the annelids, our 
iiutlior takes the Eunice sanguinea, sometimes 2^ feet, and in the 
Indian seas, often -5 or 6 feet long. It is divided into rings about 
2^ lines in leiig^, and 9 in width. Having removed its richly 
iridescent skin, the intertwined network of wliich gives it its bril¬ 
liant colours,' he lifted up layer after layer to observe its compli- 
(‘iited anatomy, the nerves which animate it, the intestines which 
n^eeive its tbotl, the vessels wlucli nourish it, and the muscles 
which give it motion. We cannot convey to the reader without* 
drawings (wlilch the autlior docs not employ) any idea of these 
\'nrious organisations. It may sufHcc to state that, as the annelid 
lias ;500 rings, it must have one brain or chief nervous centre, 
;i00 secondary ccutx’cs, and 3000 nervous trunks. The process 
of iilimcntation is cftected by not less than 280 stomachs] For 
tile purposes of nutrition, it has 550 branchia?, GOO hearts, and 
GOO arteries and veins. The muscular apparatus is suqirising. 
Each ring is supplied with about 120 muscles; and, re^oning 
those of tlu* jn'obocis .and head, the annelid moves by means of 
more than thirty thousand muscles ! 

In contrast with this highly favoured ^vorm, our author describes 
the Doyerina, a few lines long, in which the muscles of the trunk 
ire blended into two or tlu'ee layers, the digestive and nervous cen¬ 
tres united, the circulatory organs reduced to a single dorsal trunk, 
mul the respiratory organs wanting. In the Aphlebina the degra^ ‘ 
dation is more manifest; the body is a mere sac enclosing a 
straight intestine, there are no circulatoiy organs, and the blood 
is moved only by cilia. As an example of extreme degradation, 
oiu* author ttikea the Nem&rtes Borlasii, a worm 30 to 40deet long 
(sometimes more than 100 feet), and only 5 or G lines wide, flat 
like a ribband, of a brown or violet colour, and like vaniished 
leuther. It is foiuid under stones, rolled into a ball, and ooiled 
into a thousand apparently inextricable knots. It glides through 
the water by means of Hue vibratile cilia on ^eiy part of its bo^. 
Its tissues arc so contractile that a nemestes 30 mt long, placed 

^ Our author states that these brilliant colours ore dn to a phenomenon ofpolarit^ 
nfiony causcU by the interlaced urrangemont of the very delicate fibres of the 
ppidormis. This wo cannot admit. To produce the polansed tints, we must have 
one laminated structure to imlarise, and a transverse one to analyse the linht 
We have seen such colours thus produced in ciyetalt of nitrate of potash, hut 
there can be no such structure in toe annelids. 
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in alcohol, is reduced to 2^ or 3 feet I Although ’all the great 
apparatus of life is represented in this animal, it is reduced to its 
simplest expression. J The same opening which receives its food, 
serves also for its rejection. Its ovaries are of some size, and the 
number of its ova cannot be less than four or Jive hundred 
thousand ! 

Hitherto M. Quatrefages liad no companion in his travels or 
in his researches, and at Chanssey he had to endure hardships of 
no common kind. During three months he saw the sun only 
about half a dozen times. Kain or mist attended him in all his 
rambles; and he often returned so completely drenched, that ho 
was obliged to lie in bed till his clothes were dried. In his one 
apartment he was inundated by the slightest storm. He one 
moniing awoke with six inches of water under his bed. His 

'‘steel instruments rusted, the salt dissolved in his salt-cellar, and 
a pound of sugar, which had been forgotten for a fortnight at 
the bottom of his cupboard, was converted into syrup. 

In his journey to the coasts of Sicily he was more fortunate. 
In 1843 the Minister of Public Instruction apj>ointcd a scientific 
commission, consisting of our author, 31. Milne Edwards, and 31. 
Blanchai'd, to visit the coasts of Sicily. Leaving Paris on the 
20th 3farch 1844, they reached Na])les on the 28th, and soon 
after arrived at Palermo. In this city and its neighbourhood 
they foundmany objects of thcdccpcst interest. After admiring, in 
the j)alace8, churches, and cloisters of the city, the valuable cai*v- 
ings, and the precious marbles, malachites, and lapis lazulis with 
which they arc adorned, and enjoying the beauties of the lovely 
valley of the Conca Oro^ where the vegetation is entirely 
southern and Airiciin in its character, and where the citron aiul 
orange trees form forests from three to four miles in extent, 
they visited the famous grotto of San Giro, a fine example of an 
osseous breccia^ which contained fossil bones iiitcnningled with 
scorshells. The grotto is an irregular excavation, about foity or 
fifty feet‘deep and iix>m twenty to thirty feet high, and its walls 
are still marked with the tools by which it was excavated. 
Caverns with masses of fossil bones liavo been long ago discovered 
in the Hartz Mountains and elsewhere. Dr Auckland found 
that the bones of bears, hyenas, and sometimes even of dogs, 
wolves, and jaguars^^of a larger size than existing species, were 
interspersed in the mud which formed the bottom of the caverns; 
and he was led to consider these excavations as the resort of 
carnivorous animals, and of the victims on which they fed. It was 
afterwards discovert, however, that in limestone rocks without 
'bssOs, there were veins entirely filled with bones impacted in a 
matrix wholly different from the rock. The veins were, there- 
fore, supposed to be ancient fissures, into which currents of water 
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had washed from the soil the skeletons which they bore. This 
explanation was confinned in 1842 by MM. Constant Provost 
and Desnoyers, who discovered at Montmi^rency and Fontaine¬ 
bleau a OTeat number of ancient fissures like those on the shores 
of the Alediterranean, where they are now forming. The for¬ 
mer wore osseous hrecciasj containing the remains of palaeonto¬ 
logical faunas; and the latter, osseous caverns^ containing only 
the remains of existing animals. Before the grotto of San Giro 
was dismantled, .it was covered with the bones of elephants, 
ln]mo]n>tami, deer, stags and <logs, agglutinated by calcareous 
infiltnitions, or cemented by quaitzose sand and indurated clay. 
Our author tells us that the bones were so numerous, that cer¬ 
tain English travellers shipped them to London, where they were 
convei*tc(l into animal black ! 

In order to c:irry out their ]ilans of research, our naturalist? 
resolved to circumnavigate Sicily in a boat of their own; and 
they succeodefl in obtaining tlie Santa Rosalia^ and her crew of 
seven men, for 1G francs a day. In advancing to the West, after 
])assing the (Gastello di Molo, their attention was arrested by the 
singular nature of the beach, wliich was formed of limestone so 
unequally dense and highly porous, that the force of the waves 
had imdermincd the entirc mass, and broken it up on all sides. 

These semi-arches,” says our author, crowned and garlanded 
by the cactus anrl other shrubs, gave rise to a perfect labyrinth 
of gj'ottoes, which defies all description. It would require the 
skill of the most accomplished artist to give an idea of the mar¬ 
vellous admixturo of tbrms, colours, and effects produced by the 
vast halls iii which a far larger pinnace tlinn ours might have 
found shelter; where irregular porticoes, with strangely con- 
tortotl pillars, seemed cut out of colossal agates; and w'here all the 
most widely <Iiftering colours, from milky-white to blood-rod, or 
ruA'cn-blacK, were blended together, varied and contrasted in the 
most striking manner. But no artist’s touch could convey an 
idea of these submm*ine grottoes. Those narrow and deep fis- 
siii'cs, in Avhich the waves had only just rippled over the arches 
at the water’s edge, were eiigulpheci and swallowed up amid the 
sti-aiigcst and wildest sounds. The slight ripple raised by our 
small boat sufficed to awake these singular voices of the shore, 
which fall iqK)n the ear like the prolonged ciy of some colossal 
monster whose rest had been abruptly disturb^,*’ 

Our travellers sjpent their first night near the dismantled 
tower of Sferacavallo, distracted with sea-sickness, with tlie garlic 
and onion perfumes of seven unwashed Sicilian sailors and, 
what was worse still, with the stench of the kitchen cocsroach 
{Blatta orientalU)^ which swarmed in every crevice of the ship’s 
timbers, and which at night emerged in thousands. These creop 
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tures, sometimes two or three inches long, often destroy the en¬ 
tire cargo of trading vessels, and render the ship unfit for service. 

At the small fishing village of Torre delV Isola our naturalists 
found a resting-place in the innnor-liouso occupied hy tlie Piulre 
Antonino, a jjotn* Dominican, who ])crfomied the seiwices of tlie 
sanctuary for ten pounds a-year. ^ The three apartments which 
he gave them, with planks to sleej) upon, softened hy an inch 
and a half of wool and cotton, were s])eedily prepared to hold 
their microscopes and bottles, and they lost no tjinc in beginning 
tlieir researches. 

In his first excursion, M, Quatrefages saw the ocean under an 
aspect entirely new to him'. Owing to the marvellous transpar¬ 
ency of the water, annelids and metlnsas, which appeared only a 
tew inches from the surface, were actually at the depth ol'inany 
Icet. He could see beneath the b(»at, ])lains, valleys, and hills, 
lierc bare and rugged in tlieir sides, and tliere clothed with 
verdant herbage, or spotted with tufts of shrubs. Amid these 
submarine precipices and sands, there lay bright red seawoitds 
and glossy fucus fnmds, as distinctly revealed us if he liad been 
suspended in space, or soaring like a bird to contemplate the 
varied featuivs of lull and dale. These submarine recesses were 
the abode of strangely formed beings. Fishes, single and in 
shoals, were seen rushing among the tufts of seaweed, while 
(lorgonida*, Caryopliyllid.T, and a hundi’cd difiei’ent kinds of 
Polyzoaries, were “blooming in tufts of living flowers.” IIei*e 
were Hulotliurias climbing the rocks, star fishes of the line of 
pomegranate, Molluscs crawling along, and now' and then 
seized by the pincers of eiioi'mous spidcr-like cnibs. There 
were strings of Balpse, clear Jis crystal—animals alternately ovi¬ 
parous and A'iviparous, the single individuals being vivijiarous, 
and those aggregated in strings ovi[>arous. There also were 
swarms of large sphencnl Beroes, wliose strange organisation 
'was discovered by M. Edwards; the Firobe and the Dipliyes, 
and the graceful Stcphaiiomia', whose delicate living garlands of 
crystals and blossoms disappear when dried, leaving not a trace 
on the goblet wliich the fhiglit l>efbro they had adometl. 

In order to study these derivatives of rare or imjMjrfectly known 
^pes, recourse was had to every means of capturing them, 
pra^, iKKrket nets, skimming a'csscIs, and dredges, were their 
implements at sea; and when tiieso failed, one of the #:rew 
would strip, and, diving lielow, would bring up the desirctl prize. 
On shore, huge stones had to be turned and broken, and ham¬ 
mers and ponderous levers replaced their nets'and silk-hags. A 
very curious formation, previously unnoticed, facilitatea their 
researches among the rocks. Whenever calcaTeons rocks ran 
into the sea, they were encircled with a kind of causeway on a 
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level with the surface of the water, and following all the sinuo¬ 
sities of the shore. Tliis coni])act cement, ^ncirclinj^ a consider¬ 
able j)art of tlic rocky coasts of Sicily, is thfe work of two species 
of small molluscs, of the genus Vermetus, which live united to- 
gcithcr in almost incredible numbers, and form the solid causeway 
by the coii\biiiation of their iirterlaccd tubes. 

Ladcm with living treasures from the irregular cavities of the 
causeway, our naturalists steered their course to Castellamarc, 
a town with GOftO people, and situated on the largest bay in 
Sicily. From •the w'ant of the humblest inn, they were lodged 
in a room, emiitied for their use of a pile of half-rotten onions. 
Fortuiuitely, however, they could not find on the shore any 
materials for tlufir study, and contented themselves with visiting 
the temple and theatre of Segesta. In the midst of a dcseri^ 
and on a high liill, there rose before tliem one of the most mag¬ 
nificent monuments of ancient art, in a state of perfect preserva¬ 
tion. Not oven one of the thirty-six columns of this noblo 
temple, tboiigh thirty feet high and six feet wide, has tottered 
on its liasc; not ii stone has been displaced from its simple 
(rornice. Time ami tlie elements have spared its sharp cut 
blocks, and given thorn only the colour of age. The stage of 
the theatre is in perfect preservation, and the lower tier ^ seats 
in tolerable condition. Of the city and its palaces not a frag¬ 
ment romnins. The temple and tlie theatre are the only vestiges 
of that ju’oud and opulent Segesta, whicli w’as once the rival of 
Agrigentum and Syr.iciise. Around these edifices, so miracu- 
lousl}' pi*cserved, the same scene moots the eye which entranced 
the gaze of .^Kneas and his companions. 

(Juiting Castellamaro for San Tito, our travellers passed the 
20() towel's, once gannsoned witli 10,000 men, which were built to 
protect the island from African pirates. In this miserable village 
they could hardly obtain food, and tbeir lodging was of the most 
meagre character. Here, however, M. Blandiard acquired for the ■ 
museum one of tlio subterranean cities in which the ants admin¬ 
ister their republican institutions. In these insects, more than 
in the bee, a strange mixture of instinct and reason is evinced in 
actions of extreme complexity. Some live in trees, and others in 
excavations of tlie soil. Some gather food for the day’s, and some 
even for the next day’s consumption. Other communities rear 
herds and flocks of plan1>-lice, watch over them from their infancy, ‘ 
construct places to shelter Uiem, or pasture them within the ant’s 
nest, and then feed upon the saccharine fluid which the plant- 
licc secrete. Under a different instinct, some of the ant com¬ 
munities attack their neighbours, and, when successful, cany off 
eggs or young lar\Tr, which, after development, are brought up « 
as slaves to do the work of their masters. 
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At San Vito, M. Edwards was successiul in his researches. 
The Medusfc had been regarded as lumps of living jelly, till if. 
Dumeril injected iriilk into their digestive circinatory and i*e- 
productive oi'gans. Ehrenberg obscn*ed their organs of sight, 
and M. Edward discovered the distinction of the sexes, and tlio 
existence of the some organisation in the entire fainilY of the 
Medusidse. In the allied family of the Beroldse, lie found a 
remarkable uniformity of organisation along with a diversity of 
external forms so singular, that they have scarcely any character 
in common, excepting the form and action of thcK' vibratile cilia. 
Our countiyman, Professor Grant, had discovered their nervous 
system long before either Ehrenberg or M. Edwards.^ 

Next to the Medusa; and Beroiiuo are the S^eplianomia', the 
juost extraordinary animals in the marine world. Round an axis 
of flexible crystal, sometimes a yard long, are attached by lojig 
transparent peduncles hundreds of small bodies like dower-buds, 
and in this garland are interspersed beads of the most vivid red, 
amid an intinity of dlnmcnts. Each of these pui*ts is a sjtecial 
organ: one for seizing food, a second for digesting it, ;i third for 
respiration, a fourth for vision, and a fiftlx for pi*opagating the 
species. The animal moves by means of* water driven out by 
tlie contraction of little bells, the bells having their months 
directSl backwards ;—a structure uni(^uc in the ai^imal king¬ 
dom.* 

M. Qnatrefages made here some important observations on 
the SylHs, an annelid about two or throe inches long. It rej>ix)- 
duces itself by developing a number of rings at its exti-cinity, 
the first ring jxroducing a head with eyes and aiiteuna*. The 
parent and of&pring ore still united by the skin and intestine, 
so that the new animal lives on tlic remains of the fbml swal¬ 
lowed by the old one. After the now animal is swollen with 
eggs^ it separates foom the other; the eggs swell, the 1x)dy 
hursts, the animal dies, and the germs within arc difiused 
around. These animals are made to he bnly reproductive ma¬ 
chines. Their ofispring never exhibit the characteristics of their 
father or mother-* 

Among the marvels of the marine world, not tlic least is the 
generation of the Medusae. The egg jiroduces a ciliated hirva, 
which, after certain changes, is converted into the stem of a 

' In ezamininK one of the9e* animalB long ago, we found a small spot within 
the animal which tia<l a polarising structure. 

* M. Qnatrcfagcfl mentions it as the opinion of some nataralists, that each of 
the Siphonophora is a colony of distinct but incomplete individuals, some of 
which are charged with the functions of locomotion, and others with those of 
nutrition, etc. 

* According to Steenstrup, some animals rcsemldo their grandparents, and 
not their parents! 
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hydroid polypaiy, from which sprout numerous polypes. The 
same stem subsequently produces new buds, not like polypes, 
but which become true Medusse! “Wh8,” says our author, 

would not exclaim that a miracle was performed, if he saw a 
hen drop an egg, and a reptile emerge fram it, giving birth at 
once to an indefinite number of fishes and birds I” . 

On the backs of Sicilian mules our travellers arrived at Tra- 
])aiii, the ancient Drepanwni^ a town of 30,000 inhabitants, 
situated at the extreme western point of Italy; interesting chiefly 
from the beautiful women of San Juliano* (supposed to be the 
descendants of the priestesses of the Jirycinean Venus), and 
iroin the rock called TjU Coloniharay which faces the harbour, 
and is the same fock which Virgil mentions as the goal at tlie 
boat race in the funeral games in honour of Anchises. Havin|^ 
found tliis locality destitute of the objects they desired, they set 
oif in the Rosalui for the Archipelago of the ^gades, nine miles 
distant, consisting of throe j>rincipal islands—Favignan% Lc- 
vanzo, and Maritime. The first of these, twenty miles in cir> 
cuit, afforded ample materials for I'esearch. The Palermo lime¬ 
stone, which hero underlies the calcareous rock, consists of 
countless zoophytes, sponges, andjnolyparies. A cubic foot of it 
would fill an entire collection. The capital of Favignana has 
3000 inhabitants, a number w'hich is nearly doubled by the gar¬ 
rison of three forts, and by 2000 convicts immured in the terrible 
dungeons of Fort St •fohn. The most curious object in the 
town is its public clock, with two hands and no wdicels. A 
citizen, in the keep of one of the forts, and having an hour-glass 
in his hand, strikes the hours with a hammer on a bell, and 
thus indicates to the community the march of time. 

In the arm of the sea between Levanzo and Favignana, there 
is established a tonnai'Oy or tunny flshoiy, rented at 60,000 francs. 
The fish are caught by the Madrapuey wliich is an actual park of 
a hundred feet square, with its walks and alleys all termmadng 
in a vast labyrinth of chambers opening into one another, and 
ending in tlic covpouy or chamber of death. Our natui^ists 
saw the process of capture, already immortalised by Joseph 
Vemet’s picture of it. Five or six hundred tunnies, chased 
from chamber to chamber by the valves, which close behind 
them, reach at last the chamber of death. •Its moveable floor of 
netting has been gradually lifted to near the surface of the 
water; and the proprietor of the fishery with his staff, and a 
group of ladies from Palermo, and a band of two hund^ fish¬ 
erman, stand prepared, the one to perform a bloody massacre, 
and the other to enjoy the sport. When the net floor is near 
the surface the tunnies become visible, darting through their 

* A village situated ou Mount Eiyx. 
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watery prison. After various prcliminaiy skirmishes between 
their bronze-limbed assailants and the helpless fishes, in which 
hooks and spears (»1* all kinds are driven remorselessly into tlioir 
flesh, the whistle of the master fisherman is heard, the men 
break into a song, the net floor, covered witli struggling life, is 
near the surface, and the skirmish becomes a massacre. Hooks 
and hai*poons cross one another in the unequal strife; cries of 
tiiumph encourage the butchers; and dumb and uncomplaining 
life—the rlcad with their tom and quivering flesh, and tlie dying 
in their convulsive agonies—sinks under the relentless sti'okes of 
its foes. In three hours, 554 fish were caught, each M’eighing 
176 pounds, which with 400 still in the Madraguc, would pro¬ 
duce 70 tons, of the value of L.1720. « 

After denouncing this wholesale bntclieiy as a wanton inflic¬ 
tion of pain upon unresisting life, Quntrefages proceeds to 
give an account of the important researches and discoveries of 
M. Edwards, which at first met with much opposition, both in 
France and other countries. In a popular article like the pre¬ 
sent, it would be out of place to attempt to give the general 
rearler any intelligible account of these discoveries, Jt may be 
sufficient to state, that in the superior animals, the various func¬ 
tions oil which life depends arc perfonnetl by special organs; 
while in the lower grades thei’c ai'o no distinct organs, and yet 
the animals digeH^ absorb^ and respire^ and fluids cirmhte tliroiigli 
all their tissues. That is, the function is independent of tlx* 
organ ; each part of the body being equally adapted to peribrm 
simultaneously all the reijuisite physiological acts. Jlut as these 
acts are accomplished at the same point, they cannot be as per¬ 
fectly executed as if there had been a special organ for each. 
Hence the value of the principle developed twenty years ago by 
M. Edw'ards, “ That the successive degrees of peifection attained 
by the different organisms in the animal langdom, depend upon 
the extent to whicn functional labour is divided.” 

Owing to the zoological poverty of the western coasts of Si<*ily, 
our naturalists retraced their steps, and, I'otunnng to Palermo, 
proceeded to Ccphalu and Milazzo (the residence of Louis 

, Philippe during his exile), where they found suitable accommo¬ 
dation for themselves, and ample materials for study among the 
tufts of algpp and Fuci in the basins of the culcareons rocks. 
While M. Jllanchard was bagging insects in thousands, black 
snakes, geckos, and lizards, Tus companions were arranging a 
new apparatus for pursuing the marine animals into their native 
rocks, deeply buried beneath the ocean. Furnished with a div- 
.ing apparatus, fitted to his person, M. Edwards went to the 
bottom of the sea in the harbour of Milazzo, and the bay of Taor- 
mine, where, at the depth of twenty-five feet, he examined the 
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algas and the zoophytes, and strove for nearly an hour to detach 
with a pickaxe some of the large pano^as. Molluscs and 
zoophytes witliout number, and immense ^antities of the 
of me molluscs and annelids, were among his submarine acquisi¬ 
tions ; and by these he was enabled to study eveiy phase of their 
curious evolution, M. Quatrefages was rewarded, from the 
grottoes of the cape, with a new Gasteropodous mollusc, “ one of 
the most marvellously beautiful gems he had ever seen.” The 
smootli tentacles of our snails were replaced by two large crystal 
horns, each of,which bore a tuft of rosy branches with violet 
blossoms, while its ibrehead was covered with a spangled veil of 
the finest gauze. 

In onler to compare the population of calcareous rocks wdth 
that of volcanic districts, our zoologists made a trip to Stromboli*^ 
a distance of nearly forty miles. The island, with about thirty 
houses built of lava, is merely a volcmiic cone, nine miles in cir¬ 
cuit, and almost 2000 feet high. Having found no animal life 
among its bsuTcn calcined rocks, they i*esolved to visit the vol- 

With safe guides and stout staffs, they ascended a path cano. 
of moving sand, througli vines and thistles, till every trace of 
vegetation disaiqicai'ed. In about three hours they reached the 
top of the old cone, OlX) feet above the present crater, and on 
their arrival, they were greete<l with an eruption. They saw tlie 
abyss kindling at their feet, while a jet of fire rose towards them 
with the noise of artillery, l^he crater encloses six mouths,— 
two ejecting smoke, and hydrochloric and sulphureus acid gases, 
—the third vomiting fiery stones with tlio noise of a heavy surfl 
The other three moutlis exhibit only intermittent eruptions, two 
of them kindling and going out at the same time. The third, 
which gives fewer eruptions than the rest, is distinguished by the 
most furinidahle detonations, and by the liighest jets of burning 
rocks and cinders. When the night luul closed in upon them, 
a magnificent eruption took place. The three mouths played 
together, reflecting the red brightness of tlie lava, and revealing 
again the triple enclosure of tiic crater. In almost total dark¬ 
ness, tliey accomplished a dangerous descent; and, on tlieir return 
to their boat, the sea was kindled into a blaze of light by the phos- 
plioresceut luminosity emitted by tlio crustaceans, annelids, and 
medusa!, who, at the reproductive season, emit a luminous flash at 
each muscular contraction. The waves, breaking against tlie 
shore, eucircled it with a shining border, while eve^ ciifF had its 
wreath of Are. A bucket of tlie sea water was like a mass of 
melted lead when poured into tlie sea. Professor Elirenbeig 
supposes that some annelids have a special organ for producing 
light, like the female glow-worm, which has a luminous apparatus 
in its abdomen, in order to show to her mate the place where she 
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is to be found. This explanation, however, may be questioned; 
for MM. Audoin and Milne Edwards saw the phosphorescent 
fluid of the Phola&s flow in a stream alon^ the bottom of a 
vessel filled with alcohol, and aftem^ards combuie into a luminous 
stratum without losing any of its brightness. 

In their voyage of sixty miles from Stromboli to Messina, our 
travellers found cui*ious specimens of the Medusidm, and among 
otliersthe Vellela, a lovely zoophyte, with its dark blue umbivlla, 
having on its lower sunacc numerous suckers containing air, 
which ballasts them on the surface of the watcf, while the wind 
striking their vertical plates, like so many sails, enables them to 
float in large numbers on the ocean. 

Having had no society dm'ing four months, MM. Edwards 
^ and Quatrefagos had the good fortune to meet at Messina the 

celebrated traveller Ruppel, M, Tardi, Dr Cocco, and Dr Cujiari 
of Pisa; and after some days of jdeasant scientific intercoui*sc, 
and the examination of the sand thrown up by the whirlpool of 
Chaiybdis, they returned to Sicily, and entered the harbour of 
Jardini, having found in the neighbouring bay of Taonnine many 
objects of interest. 

Without attempting to give our readers an account of the im¬ 
portant researclies in Embryolog)-, which M. Edwards began so 
early as 1833, we shall state merely the general result which he 
obtained. In his fli*st Memoir on the subject, he showed that the 
metamorphoses in the foi*m of diflerent crustaceans alwaj's tend 
to impress upon the animal a more special character, and that 
they follow one another in a determinate order, the most iin])ort- 
ant characters being first manifested. That is, the cinluyo ac¬ 
quires first the characters of the subdivision to which it belongs, 
and then in succession those of the class, family, tribe, genus, 
subgenus, and species. In order to illustrate this, our author 
follows through all tlm phases of its existence the large Terebella 
{Terebella annulosa), an animal six or seven inches long, showing 
successively how the embryo belonged to the great division of 
the Articufata, then to that subdivision of it in wliich the body is 
divided into segments, then that it is a true annelid, and, finally, 
that it is a tubicolous worm. “ Investigate it,” he adtb, “ a little 
longer, and we shall be able to recognise its genus and its 
species.” This is veiy much the same as if, being interested in 
obtaining detailed information respecting any individual, we were 
first to learn that he was bom in the dd continent; next, that 
he was a European; then, that he was a Frenchman; then, a 
Parisian; that ho lived in such a street, in such a number; 
that he bore such and such a name; and, we may add, that he 
would be very glad to see M. Quatrefages. 

Our audior devotes the rest of his fifth chapter to an account 
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of the acquisitions and researches of M. Blanchard. He had 
collected above 2000 species of insects, reyreseuted by at least 
8000 individuals. About 500 of these d5l not exist in the 
Museum of the Jardin des Plantes, and fully 300 wci*o altogether 
new to science. In his investigations into the nervous systems 
of insects, he discovered that they possessed a complete nervous 
system; and lie coniirmed tlic general result obtained by Lyonnet 
and Strauss-Dorckheim, that the nervous organism in insects is 
fully as complicatdd, if not more so, as in the largest animals, 
such os the elephant. 

In concluding this chapter, our author is led to make the im¬ 
portant remark, that the animal kingdom docs not present one 
sole and progressive mode of development. On the contrary, 
from the very beginning of creation, there must have been simul-* 
taiieuusly present the tour fundamental groups which at the 
jn\;sent hour include the entire mass of created animals ; for we 
iind that the Verteh^utay ArticuUita, MolluscUf and Jladiata, are 
buried sitlc by side in the ancient fossil beds of the earlier world. 
Even more than this, the three inferior divisions possessed at 
that mnote period representatives of almost all existing classes; 
and if it is otherwise in respect to the Vertebratn,—if reptiles, 
birds, and mammals arc wanting in these primitive faunas, a 
simple explanation of their absence would be furnished by the 
su])position, that the external conditions were incoinj^atible with 
tlieir mode of life. 

In their voyage from Jardini to Catania, the sight and sound 
of Mount /Etna, constantly in tlieir view, inclined our naturalists 
to attenqit its ascent. The ascent of Vesuvius is a mere walk,— 
that of Stromboli, .a fatiguing excursion,—and that of ^Etna, an 
ai'duous journey, not without danger. Catania, which they had 
now reached, though twenty-five miles distant from the ^reat 
crater, is the direct product of the volcano. It stands within 
four beds of lava. Its houses are built, and its streets paved 
with lava. Its harbours have been filled up with tlio liquid fire, 
its gardens consumed, its walls overturned, and whole district 
buried under the burning torrent. 

Though Mount ^jtna rises in a pyramidal shape to nearly 
11,000 feet, yet, owing to its base measuring frem thirty to forty 
miles ill circuit, it appears slightly elevated %.bove the horizon. 
In the ascent of the mountain, which occupies forty-eight hours, 
the traveller is twice exposed to a variation of temperature of at 
least 72*, and a variation of pressure of 7517 pounds. 

Leaving Catania at daybreak, they crossed the cultivated zone 
by a carriaii^road, treadmg upon a oed of volcanic cuiders, now 
pulverised by time, and bearing crops of grain, cheny, orangSL^ 
and pomegranate orchards, and adorned with lovriy villages and 
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charming country houses, built of lava and cemented with 
lane.^ and sometimes resting on the very verge of an ancient 
crater. Amid tliisVealth and beauty we encounter huge black 
dykes of lava, tbe witnesses of past and the forecast shadows of 
iuture desolation. Behind the houses of Nicolosi, wc sec rising 
the double summit of Monti-Rossi, so called from the dark red 
colour of its scoriae. In 1C69, this crater buried under a shower 
of ashes the neighbouring coimtiy, and threatened Catania with 
destruction, though twelve miles distant from it. It consists of 
two cones close to each other, and nearly 1080 feet high. At 
Nicolosi the travellers were received by Dr Mario Gemellnro, 
one of three bi*others who had devoted their lives to the study of 
JEtna, In 1804 they built and furnished a cottage for the rocep- 

' tion of travellers. Two years afterwards it was destroyed, hut 
soon replaced; and the new building was, in 1811, thrown down 
by an earthquake. With a subscription obtained through liord 
Forbes, the commander of the English troops, a substantial 
house, the Casa Liglese, was erected, wiiich tlie volcano, more mer¬ 
ciful than man, has still spared. The herdsmen of Mount A^ltna, 
however, more than once stole the furniture; and after it had 
been replaced, the Austrian officers, gamsonwl at Catania, liroko 
open the door in 1820, and burnt the furniture as firewood. 
After passing through dilapidated forests, and amid herds of 
cattle, they saw above them, like petrified tonxnits, tlie enormous 
lava beds of the Boccarelle deP Fuoco, the twin craters, wliich in 
1766 destroyed more than a million of oaks in tlie forest. At 
the Casa del Ihcco thw rested, and then entered the desert 
region. At the foot of Mfontagnuola, one of the largest secondary 
cones of the volcano, they saw the glaciers of Catania, and on 
account of the cohl, they were obliged to climb on fiait to tho 
Cara TngUsey where they slept during the night. At two hours 
after midnight they resumed the ascent, and, on reaching the 
crater, stood motionless in the contemplation of the spectacle 
before them. 

Beneath them yawned the great crater—a deep and irregular 
valley bristlingwith blocks of blue,green,and white lava, and varie¬ 
gated with lines of curling vapour, issuing from a thousand vents, 
and suffocating the bystanders with their acid emanations. Fnun 
the highest point, which they soon reacheil, the whole of Sicily 
lay spread out before them—a scene which it is impossible to 
desenbe. The rising sun added to its grandeur; the gigantic 
shadow of JEtna reaped across the entire island to the remotest 
hosuon, wd gradually shortened as the sun rose above the 
Ionian Sea. 

After a parting look of the vqlley of tbe crater, the guides took 
them to the brink of the abater, which, in 1842, threw its lava 
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into the Val deV Bove, The scene was strange and terrific, 
Eddies of fiery red smoke issued from a largp vent. Deafening 
and whistling noises followed; and thousand of crossing and re¬ 
crossing streams of smoke, whose hydrochloric acid vapours, irri¬ 
tating tlieir bronchial tubes, forced them to a quick retreat. From 
the Casa tliey descended to obtain a view of tho Val deV Bove, a 
most arduous journey, in which they reached tho Torre deV Filo~ 

tlic su])poscd Imbitation of Empedocles. From hence they 
saw tile magnificent Val deV Bove^ six miles long and three 
broad, enclosed hy perpendicular walls of lava ol(fcr than tho 
human nice, and often rising to more than a thousand feet from 
their base. After suffering from a hurricane which raised 
ciimds of sand tliat stung tlieir faces like needles, they forgot their 
fatigues at the hospitable and wcll-fiirnished tabic of their host,« 
Signor Abate, who had provided everything for tho ascent. 

llaving been long desirous of studying the marine animals in 
tbe Bay of Biscay, where his friend, Alexander Brogniart, aloiTc 
bad preceded him, M. Quatrefages proceeded to Bayonne early in 
•Juno 1847, furnished with the diaries and journals of his prede¬ 
cessor. After witnessing a raging storm at tho mouth of tho 
Adour, oiir author visited the village of Biarritz, which ho de¬ 
scribes as “ tho very realisation of some lovely and picture^ue 
scene in an ojiera.” It is now a fashionable watering-place. The 
Port Vieiix, iisscmbling an artificial basin, is perfectly adapted 
for batbiiig, and there the patriarchal customs of the place are 
still in force. Men and women, in suitable attire, swim and dive 
in the same pool, carrying on conversations and fiiitations with 
eacli other, jus at a party or on the promenade. It is an object of 
female ambition to reach tlie line thrown across the entrance of 
the liarbuur; and, in order to accomplish this, a swlmmiiig-bclt, 
a pair of gourds, or the aid of some friendly cavalier, is neces¬ 
sary. Tho Basipios or Spanish women are generally daring 
swimmers, and would often bring up a handful of gi'avel from a 
depth of ten feet. 

About a mile from Biarritz is the Cliamhre d*Amour, a semi¬ 
circular hollow in the middle of inaccessible clifis, to which the 
tide has sometimes penetrated. It is said to have been the ren¬ 
dezvous of two lovers, to whom it had often served as a tiysting- 
placc, w'hich the ocean had long respected. *One day, however, 
a violent north-west wind raised the sea above its level; and on 
tho following day, a fisherman, who penetrated into the cave^ 
found the bodies of the lovers clasped in each other^s arms. 

Having ascertained that there were few marine animals at 
Biarritz, om* author contented himself with making a lar^ col¬ 
lection of fossils, and subsequently went to the Basque vill^ of 
Guettary, six miles from St Jean de Luz. At Guettaiy he round 
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Poljophthalmmns anti Hcrmellas different from those in Sicily. 
The Hemiellas,whicli nre tuhicolons annelids, live in little hillocks 
of sand, pierced by'an infinity of minute openings, like a thick 
piece of honeycomb. The bodies of these curious creatures, 
about two inches long, have a bifurcated head bearing a double 
bright golden-coloured crown of strong, sharp, serrated silken 
threads. These crowns are the two sides of a solid door, or rather 
a true portcullis, which closes hermetically the entrance of their 
habitation. On the least alarm, the annelid darts with the rajii- 
dity of lightning into its house of sand. From the margin of the 
opening on its Head issue about sixty violet filaments, like minute 
serpents, with which they seize their prey, and pick up, for the 
construction of their tubes, the grains of quartz or hincstone, 

t which arc cemented together by a sort of mucus supplied by the 
animal. The feet of tlie Hermellas are bundles ot cutting and 
serrated lances, issuing from little projections on the sides of their 
body. Cirrhi, bent like sickles, are placed on the back, and nix^ 
the branchia?, which are distributed over eveiy ring, instead of 
being united, as in other animals, at the head like the petals of 
a flower. The interior organisation of the Hermellas is equally 
singular. Through the wliole length of its abdomen, the muscles, 
vessels, and nen’es are all double, and the two halves arc only 
kept together by the skin and a single digestive can.il. 

In studying the annelids, our author discovered many other 
phenomena equally remarkable. In this group there is an in¬ 
finite variability of characters, which in other cases are constant. 
Their organs of motion and circulation vary remarkably in the 
different species. The respiratory system is sometimes enor¬ 
mously developed, and in otlier cases completely wanting. Even 
the nervous system is singularly variaolc, in the tubicolous 
annelids, many intermediate forms existing between the two ex¬ 
tremes of development. 

Among the annelids, the Folyophthalmians exhibit the most 
Proteus-like metamorphoses. It has long been questioned whether 
or not distinct organs of sense, more especially eyes, existed in 
the Mollusca, Articulata, and Badiata. Ehrenbcrg had found 
in the Amphicora certain coloured points, which ho regarded as 
two eyes, at the end ita tail, like those upon its head.^ In 
the allied animals, likL Quatrefa^s found these coloured points 
stran^ly multiplied, and could Hardly believe in such a profu¬ 
sion of eyes. Ho saw, notwithstanding, the tail going first, explor¬ 
ing the obj^ts without touching them, and avoiding oHst^les 
as if seen with eyes. Still he could not discover either a lens or 
a retina. At length, however, he found both in the Polyophthol- 
mions; and here he saw the fr.ble of Argos realised. When at 

1 By aa ^ ii mesnt a oyiUlUne leu and a retina. 
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rest, this is a yellow, cylindrical, little worm, an inch long, with 
two rows of setm which serve as feet, with,which, and tne con¬ 
tractions of its body, it moves with incrcdiblef rapidity, swimming 
in WHtcr by means of two largo ciliated structures which act like 
paddle-wheels. It has on its head tlurec eyes, each of which has 
two or tlirco largo crystalline louses; and on each side of tlie 
rings of its body there is a red point, receiving a nerve, penetrate 
ing a mass of piginent which encloses a spherical lens. The 
same facts have been observed in the Pecten (the PilgrinCs Shell); 
and ourauthor has discovered in the eyes in the niantlcof a Mollusc 
almost all the. parts which are present in the eyes of a mammal^ 
oven tho cyc-Iashes and cyc-brows, which in the form of fleshy 
cirrlu ])rotcct the*delicatc organ of vision. Gmbe, Krohn, and 
Will have detected the same organisation in the other ^nertw 
of tlic acephalous Molluscs, and in the Spondyli, Tellinaj, Pinna?, 
Circa*., Pectunculi, etc. 

As ill other annelids, the bodyoftho Polyophthalmians is formed 
of a series of similar rings joined piece by piece. A number may 
be killed or aflected by gangrene without tho rest suffering. 
Each is a comploti* animal, having a life of its own \ so that tlie 
entire body is a colony, with tho head as its chief. Organs of 
sensation, therefore, are alone wanting to make each ring a com¬ 
plete aniinul. This singular indepeiiacncc of the different por¬ 
tions of the same animal, imd the diflusion of the faculties of per¬ 
ception through all parts of the nervous system, exists in insects 
“ whose organic coiimlicatioii exceeds in ,many respects even that 
of man himself.” Hence we see how the study of the lower 
animals leads us to ideas different from those which can be de¬ 
duced from the exclusive study of the higher animals. 

Fniin 8t Jean de Luz our author went to St Sebastian, the 
capital of Guipiscoa. It stands at tho foot of hfoiit OrmiUo, 
and forms an irregular square, of less than 120,000 yarns in 
area, and accommodating 9000 inhabitants. Reduced to ashes 
in 1813, the town is almost wholly new, with the exception 
of its two churches, and a few houses near them. Afrer a long 
history of the Basques, and their manners and customs, ^ 
Quutrefages proceeds to give an account of his zoological re¬ 
searches, which were limited chiefly to tho Teredo, an acephalous 
Mollusc of the same class as the Oyster and Mussel, and yet at 
flrst sight without any resemblance to them. When removed f^m 
its tube it is a grey worm, sometimes a foot long^ 'and half-an- 
inch in diameter, with a rounded head and bifurcated tail. The 
head consists of two immovable small valves; the mantle en¬ 
velopes all tho viscera, and then divides into two tube^ which the 
animal contracts or extends at will. One of the tubes introduces, 
tho aerated water, and carries the food to its mouth, while thei 
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other, in removing the exhausted water, collects the residue of 
digestion. Notwini^anding its delicate and fragile shell, the 
Teredo is one of tho*most formidable enemies of man. In a few 
weeks it will excavate so completely large openings in the thick¬ 
est planks and piles of oak or pine, as to destroy ships at sen ; 
and' early in the last centuty*’ one half of Holland was nearly 
engiilphcd, from the piles w'hich supported her dykes having been 
destroyed by Teredas. 

It has been supposed that wood, steeped in corrosive sublimate, 
resists the attacl^ of the Teredo; but as this mode cannot be 
generally applied, our author piuceeds to describe a ])roces8 by 
which the animfil may be destroyed within a given space. The 
Teredos are of ditterent sexes. The female lays her eggs within 
the folds of her respiratory organ, and here the young aro born, 
and live for a certain time. When thev undergo their last 
metamorphosis they quit their mother’s branchiiv, and fixing 
themselves upon the neai'cst piece of wood, they construct their 
galleries, and are beyond the reach of attack. Wo must, there¬ 
fore, destroy them before this period, or rather prevent their 
hirtk^—an object which may be effected by dissolving a little 
salt of mercury, lead, or copper, in the water which their mothers 
respire. 

In all animals hitherto examined, the ova; of the female are 
fertilised by minute organic particles, moving with extreme 
rapidity, not living animalcules, but having a certain share of 
vitality to enable them to move somewhat like the tail of a li^^nrd 
separated from its body. The males emit this at random ; and, 
existing in the aqueous mass, some of it finds its way into the 
branchisc of the females, and vivifies the eggs which are tliere. Our 
author has found that a 20-millionth part of a mercurial salt, 
thrown into the water, would in two hours deprive the fluid of 
its vivifying power, and the 10-niillionth part in 40 minutes. 
We have, therefore, only to throw a few handfuls of the poisonous 
salts into the surrounding water, in order to preserve the sub¬ 
merged wood in our marine docks or wharfs. 

In the continuation of his eighth chapter, our author enters 
upon the great questions which are suggested by the study of 
Embryology, He inquires whence comes the germ of the new 
being? what are the'laws which preside over its development? 
what is the probable part played by the two elements whicli 
almost always concur in the reproduction of the species? and ho 
tells ns that the same laws are applicable ta plants and animals. 
A plant b multiplied by seeds, buds, bulbils, cuttings, etc.; and 
animals present to us analogous facts. Cnt to pieces a Hydra, 
and in a few days each piece is a complete individual. Tfiis is 
reproduction by cuttings. The same Hydra will lay eggs with 
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a solid shell,—that is, it will produce true animal seeds; while, at 
another time, it will give off buds that gi*ow into a young 
Ilyilra, which adheres like a j)arasite to ira parent, ani after 
seeking food on its own account, and attaining sufficient size, 
separates itself, and ^ads an independent existence. In certain 
plants there is a structure called the hidbil, intermediate between 
a seed and a bud. Though resembling a bud, it must, like the 
seecl, be separated from the plant before it gives origin to a new 
iiulividual. On the shell of the Synliydras there are protu¬ 
berances, kept tftgether by a horny net-work. This is the poly- 
]>ary, or common body, containing the entire colony. From this 
polypary buds are given off, which become Hydras’, without leav¬ 
ing tlieir placxi of* birth, and therefore comport themselves like 
tliu branches of a tree. From the same polypary are ejected 
eggs, whicli, like the seed, ai*e developed, and propagate the 
species after they are sc])aratcd from the parent plant. A cer¬ 
tain numljcr of individuals generate decicluons buds, or true 
bulbils, wliieli, without arms or mouths, only propagate their 
.species, and are feil by their neighbours. 

As every living being proceeds from a pi'c-existing germ, it 
has been a difficult problem to determine the origin, natui'e, aud 
develophient of these genns. The doctrine generally received 
(that of ejnyenesis or successive formations) is, that buds, bulbils, 
eggs, or seeds ara produced li'om a jirc-oxisting individual,— 
tiiat some have the vital activity neccssmy for their develop¬ 
ment, in which case there is neither father nor mother, while 
others recpiire the special agency of one sex to vivify the mature 
germ secreted by the other. 

Believing that the faunas of different regions correspond to the 
nature of tiic geological strata, our author visited La Rochelle, 
nearly halfway between Nantes and Bordeaux, witli the view 
of confirming this general fact, lie had found that limestones 
arc less rich In marine animals than schists aud granites; algaa 
and fuci, which cannot fix themselves securely to limestone, adhere 
firmly to granite; and where there ai'c no marine plants there 
must he few animals. From these and other causes, the fauna 
of our shores must depend on the mineralogical (X)mposition of 
the strata and the geological structure of the district. 

The Oolitic limestone of Rochelle, the^fore, and the mud 
which pervades the coast, and which is hostile to the ova as well 
as to the adult animal, afforded almost no subjects ffir e^erimeiit. 
lie was fortunate, however, in procuring the vciy curious 
animal whoso existence in the seas of La Rochelle had been the 
chief inducement to make him visit the locality. This animal 
was the Bi^anchellion, a worm, an inch or an inch and a half long^ • 
which lives as a parasite upon the Torpedo, a fiish whose electrical 
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discharges shako even the stron^st man. Like the leech, it 
has at each extremUy a sucker for fixing itself; but its body, 
instead of being a single piece, as in all the allied aniiuals, is 
divided into two distinct portions,—a round and spindlc-sliaped 
neck one-third of its whole Icn^h, while the other two-thirds 
resembles a dark violet-coloured leech, liaving on each side a 
series of thin laminm of a fan shape, and plaited on the eilges. 
The organisation of the animal was very peculiar. He disco^'ered 
raniitied canals, giving oiigin to a net-work permeated by a per¬ 
fectly colourless liquid loarled witli moving granules. These 
hiininfc proved to be lj'm;pathic branchix', and the colourless 
liquid a nutridnt fluid different from the blood, and requiiing 
to be vivified by being brought into contact with air. 

In his zoological excursions, our author was struck with the i*e- 
morkablc encroachments whicli tlio sea had long been making on 
the coasts of Saintonge. This erosive action is in some cases 
compensated by the formation of Deltas at the mouths of rivers, 
wbi^ tend to fill up gulphs, as well as to wear away advancing 
promontories. The formation of the Bay of Mont St Michael 
since the Roman epoch, and the separation of the island of 
Sesambre, now six miles from St Maloj are facts pnived only by 
tradition; but on the coast of Saintonge we Imve the testimony of 
history for the singular erosion of its rocky coast. Important towns 
have cnimbled with the cliffs that overhung them. In the middle 
ages a high road passed firom the point of Cliatelaillon to the 
i^and of Aix, anti on this road were built the towns of Moiit- 
mcillan anti Chatelaillon. The first of these is mentioned in the 
Annals of Rochelle; and Chatelaillon was once a fortified town, 
with a fine harbour, defended by lofty walls and dec[> fosses, not 
a trace of which remains. In 1600, seven towns which Lad com¬ 
manded the bay were carried away by the storms of one winter; 
and a fort, erected early in the present century', has sliarcd the 
same fate. The two to\viis wo nave mentioned, and the road 
which joined them, arc nowrtmlaccd byan arm of the sea about four 
miles wide, the work of the Mer Sauvage, the name which is here 
justlv given to the Atlantic. 

Having failed both at Angoulin and Chatelaillon in obtaining 
marine animals, our naturalist directed liis attention to tlie curious 
fljiectaclo presented by the adjoining coast. Between the isle of 
Aix and the shore lies the plateau of Chatelaillon, a plmn of 
accumulated mud, which does not entirely replace the district on 
which Mohtmeillan and Chatelaillon were built Driven back 
by enreents, this mud has been distributed along tlie coast so as 
to fill up every calm hay and sheltered creek. Bo great, indeed, 

' is the extent o£ these accumulations, that the embouchure of the 
Sevre has successively advanced behind many islands once for in 
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front of it, so that they arc now so many hills scattered over the 
plain, as they were islands upon the sea. Maillezals, Marans, 
Vciluirc, Triaise, Maill6, Vildoux, and a dozrai other villages, now 
on the shore, were suiTounded by water in the thirteenth cen- 
tniy. Onl^ a hundred years ago La Dive was an island of steep 
rocks, and it is now standing in the midst of fields. From some 
facts, respecting the (rendition of the Gulf of Poitou, M. Quatre- 
fag(*s is of opinion that the retreat of the sea may not be produced 
solely by tlic accumulation of soil, but may be the result of those 
intenor forces which are now regularly and slowly raising up the 
coasts of Scandinavia. 

After giving an interesting account of the Salt Marshes of 
Saintonge, oiu* author describes the gigantic Bouckots or artificial 
^h^ssel beds of the communes of Ksnandes, ChaiTon, andMarsill^ 
with a population of 3000 souls. In 1834 these bouchots were 
340 in number. Their original cost was C06,6GO francs; their 
annual expense, 386,240 ; and their produce, a revenue of 
123,760 francs. The bouchots, then arranged in four rows, now 
occupy seven rows, some of them measuring more than 1000 
yards from their base to their summit. These bouchots now ex¬ 
tend without interruption from Marsilly far beyond Charron, and 
form a jpgantic stockade six miles long and two-and-a-half broad. 
I'hey are also a sort of fisli-preserves. The fishes which frequent 
them are generally small species, like the Sardines. The com¬ 
mon shrimp, the Crangon vulgans^ whicli is smaller than the 
common prawn, the Palaimon Sennitus^ is caught in cnonnous 
fuiantities. In three or four minutes after plunging the net into 
tlic water, tlie hauls almost broke the poles of the net; and in less 
than Iialf-an-liour they caught 200 lbs., which brought only tliree 
francs, or about a centime per pound! 

Ill his search for marine animals, our autlior had little suc¬ 
cess at Esnandes and at Chatelaillon. He had obtained only 
five Pranehollions; hut the storms from the south-west brought 
into the waters of Saintonge some of the strange animals whicdi 
swarm in the tropical seas ; and he every day met with 
colonics of those insects, the Termites, which appear expressly 
created to recall to man sentiments of humility by' their 
power of nndennining liis habitations. The Termites approximate 
to the fAbellnliVy or dragon Hies, although thfy are widely difierent 
in their habits. The (Iragon flies are carnivorous. In the larva 
state, they live at the bottom of ponds imbedded in mud. When 
an insect, mollusc, or even fish, is in tlieir way, they uncoil a 
wca|)on like the spring of a watch, which is a sort of lower lip' 
and arm, furnished with serrated and strong pincers, with which- 
it seizes its prey, and takes it into its mouth. After being a year « 
in water, it climbs some plant, where it suspends itseli with its 
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head downwards. As soon as the sun has dried and liardencd its 
skin, it suddenly splits and bursts, throwing away its useless gar¬ 
ment, and emerging K\ dragon fly, which becomes perfect in a few 
hours. It then sets out in searcli of its prey, hovers like an eagle 
above its native pools, and rapidly desenbing circles, it seizes the 
first insect that it meets. 

Afore social in theii' character, the Termites, like bees and ants, 
associate in numci*ous communities, where individuals of diflei'ent 
forms I’cpresent diflei'ent castes, and tlischarge diflcreiit functions. 
Developed from eggs, the Termites present in their nests larvas, 
nymphs, and i)crfect insects, with great numbers of neuters, which 
j)crform the duties of soldiers and policemen. The larviis and 
nymphs build their houses, dig the mines, collect provisions, and 
<^ncirclc the common mother, whose eggs they receive and pro¬ 
tect. The workers of the Terines hdUcomu arc only about ^tli of 
an inch long, and the ^'^th of a grain in weight, 'riuiugh delicate 
in structure, they attack the hardest bodies, excepting metals and 
stones, with their horns and serrated mandibles. The soldiers 
are about half au inch long, and Jdsof a grain in weight. Their 
enormous horny head, larger than their body, is armed with 
sharp pincerh. The pci'fect insect is nearly ^ths of au inch long, 
weighs about a>^d its wings, -which it possesses onl\f foi- 
a few hoursy are about 2^ inches from tip to tip. Some of the 
species build, round the branches of trees, nests as large as a 
sugar-barrel, composed of small pieces of wood, cemented I)y the 
gums of the locality and their own secretions; while the greater 
number construct above their subterranean galleries edilices that 
enclose tlieir storehouses and nurseries. The two species, Ter'mes 
atrox and T, MordaXy tlms erect true-columns, surmounted by a 
projecting roof os dome. These columns aro about 9 inches high, 
and c(juall^ wide, and are made of clay, w'hich becomes extremely 
hard. Theinterior consists of cells; and, wlien needed, newcoluinns 
are built, so that the nest oflen resembles n group of monstrous 
toadstools. A nest of the T. BelUcoms at first consists of one or 
two conical towers, -which soon multiply, and rise to the height of 
five feet. Those towers at last touch each other, and become 
cemented together, resembling an irregularly dome-shaped hillock 
five or six yards high, and nearly as much in diameter. The 
great pyramid of CluAms is 480 feet high, about ninety-six times 
tne height of a man, while the pyramia of the Terautes is about a 
thousand times higher than the insect I Their subterranean 
cities, of which the pyramid is as it were the capital, have their 
streets, sq^rcs, storehouses of gums and the indurated juices 
of plants, foundling hospitals, and a palace—^tho residence of the 
actual father and mother of the community. Thoy have also 
quarries, and arrangements for ventilation, and for maintaining a 
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uniform temperature in diflFerent seasons. In the large and oblong 
I'oyal chamber is found only the royal pair. In the centre is the 
(jueen, without wings, with an abdomen nearly six inches long, and 
between 1500 and 2000 times larger than the rest of the body, 
equalling in weight 30,000 workers. The king, which is of the 
usual size, is generally concealed under one of the sides of the 
(jneen’s abdomen. The workers and soldiers surround the queen 
with the most devout attention, feeding her, and removing to the 
nurseries the 80,000 eggs which she lays every day of the ^ear I 
I'hesc eggs veiy soon issue from the nui'series jis lan'as similar to 
the w’orkers, but smaller, and are the objects of the most attentive 
care. They subsequently assume the form of active labourers or 
.soldi(a*.s; but thy former alone become perfect insects. Early in 
the rainy season, when tlicir wdngs arc developed, the males and 
females, on some stormy evening, issue by millions fmm tbeir 
snbteri*anean retreats. After a few hours, their wings wither 
and fall, and next day tlie earth is strewn with their bodies. 

The Termites are used as food by the Indians and natives of 
Africa. Snieatliman coiisidei*s them as delicate imd wdiole-somo 
food, and superior even to the famous palm grubs which, in tlie 
West Indies, form an exquisite dish at the tables of tlio rich. 

Linmens regarded the Termites as the greatest scourge of the 
Indies. They often dcstrey inhabited buildings and storehouses, 
attacking the wood-work and cveo'tbing within their reach. The 
Prefecture and the Arsenal of La Eochelle have suftbred from 
these insects tlie most destructive ravages. The archives of the 
department were almost totally destroyed, and the hardest wood 
of the rooms excavated and reduced to powder. Various attempts 
have been made, but in vain, to destroy them. Powdered arsenic 
lias in some cases succeeded. M. Quatrefnges has found chlorine 
elficaeions, and an attem]>thns been made to attack the Termites 
by ants; but in an experiment made with this view, the Termites 
cut the ants in two by their terrible forcej)s, and completely ex¬ 
terminated them. 

We cannot close our notice of these interesting volumes with¬ 
out congratulating their author, not only on the many valuable 
and important contributions iroicli he has made to the philosophy 
of Natural History, hut on the general to»e of his work, and on 
the high moral and religious sentiment which pervades it. The 
marvds of animal and animalcnlar life now' disclosed by the 
microscojKJ, stamp a high importance upon Zoology, and justify 
us in regarding it as the most progressive of the sciences. The 
study of the living world—of the hitherto unrecognised tenants of 
the earth, the ocean, and the air, must, for centuries to come, ca}]^ 
forth all the resources of science, and summon to the microsco^ 
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intellects of the highest order. We can hardly look for discoveries 
of great novelty in the planetai^ and sidereal systems. Telescopes 
have nearly reaclicdthcir limits in point of size, if not in point 
of perfection; and it would be presumptuons to Iiope that we shall 
ever acquire any knowledge of the structure, or of the inhabitants 
of the worlds above us. The sciences of Optics, Mechanics, II\- 
drostatics,andPneiunatics,have assumed, more or less, a stationary 
character, and it must therefore be from the other depai'tments of 
knowledge that a rich Inu^vest of discoveiy is to be reaped. 

Tlie science of life, however, the abode of instinct and intelli¬ 
gence, has a character essentially nobler than them all. Its ob¬ 
jects are infinite in number, and exciting in interest; and it will 
rcouire ages to discover and to develop the countless organisations 
of oeing, and the strange functions of life, ^et concealed from our 
view. The microscope; imperiect though it be, is the instrument 
by which these great rcsidts will be acliicvcd ; and wlien it has 
acquired new powers of penetration and enlargement, it cannot 
fail to reveal to us marvellous secrets, lifting the veil which 
shrouds tlic mysteries of our intellectual iiatui'c, and throwing 
light on questions which human reason has not ventured to ap¬ 
proach. 

In the more imposing creations of planets and stars, which ap¬ 
peal to us chiefly oy their magnitude and the precise movements 
which they perform, men of little faith see only the operation of 
general laws, and overlook tlic beneficent power winch creates 
and sustains. It is otherwise in the world of life and instuict. 
Every structure, and every function similar in jmipose, though un¬ 
like in character to our own, excite our sympathy, and call forth 
our love and admiration. It is whon the Divine arm is at work 
before our eyes, and under our hands, that reason recognises its 
presence, and the affections feel its power. 
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Art. Vin.—L Minutes of Evidence taken before iJie Select Com¬ 
mittee on idank Acts. 1857. 

2. A History of Prices, Vols, 5 and 6. By TnoaiAS ToOKE, 
F.K.S., and "William Newmarcii. 1857. 

3. Considerations on the State of the Currency. By TuoftiAS 
Tooke, F.E.Si 182(5. 

4. Capital^ Currency^ and Banking. By James Wilson, Esq., 
M.P. 1847.* 

5. Elements of Political Economy. By Henry Dunning 
Macleod, Esn. 1858. 

C. Currency^ Self-regnlating and Elastic.' 1855. 
7. Irue Principles of Currency, By Wm, LyonM‘Piiin, Es^ 

(Author (»f tiic above). 18*57. 

“ Tiieiik is a word,” says Sidney Smith, in commencing a 
course of lectures on metaphysics, “of dire sound and horrible 
im]>ort, whicli I would fain have keiit concealed if I possibly 
could; but, os tlii.s is not feasible, 1 shall even meet the danger 
at once, and get out of it as well as I can.” Much the same 
might be the feelings of a wnter in announcing a discourse on 
the subject of the “ currency”—that word of strange fascination 
to a few, of “ dire sound and liomblc import” to the many; and 
yet we scarcely think our readers will I'equire an apology for 
inviting their attention, at the present time, to a currency dis¬ 
cussion. We have just seen, and are still witnessing, the pro¬ 
gress of a commorcial revolution of unprecedented violence and 
magnitude, involving the fortunes, and happiness, and character, 
of tliousands, and of this, the currency lias at least been the 
proximate and ostensible cause. The Bank rate of discount has 
l)cen raised, and immediately great commercial establishments 
have fallen. The foreign exchanges have become adverse, the 
reserve of gold has been diminished, and the consequences have 
been felt Uiroughout every part of our industrial and social 
fabric. Houses of long-estabushed position, and firms of mush¬ 
room growth, have aJiko bent before the storm. Merchant 
princes and small annuitants, have gone tq ruin together. Fa^ 
milies, lately rev clling in opulence, and surroimded with all the 
appliances and means of luxury, have been rudely awakened 
imm their dream of enjoyment, to find themselves penniless. 
And, what is of still graver impoi^ large populations, depending 
for their daily bread on their daily labour, nave been suddenly 
thrown out of employment, and are already constituting, it is to 
be feared, a large addition to the mass, never insignmeont, of * 
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destitution and crime. With events so full of human interest in 
progress before our eyes, and directly resulting from a derange¬ 
ment of our inoneti^ry' aflhirs, an investigation into the principles 
of our cun^ncy, cannot surely be mistimed; and, although the 
subject may be less attractive than othei's which^comc within 
our scope, still, wc trust, the uninitiated reader will nut find it so 
“ harsh and crabbed,” as the jangling of recent controversies 
might have led him to suppose. 

It is impossible to have dipped at all into these controversies 
without being struck witli the pertinacity with >yhich the charge 
is bandied about from one controversialist to miotlier, of con¬ 
founding ‘‘capital” with “currency.” The practice has nowpassed 
from learned treatises and proceedings of select committees into 
the debates of Parliament; and scarcely an honourable member 
speaks, who does not charge all the honourable and right hon¬ 
ourable gentlemen who have preceded him, with this confusion. 
We are bound to say that, as far as our reading and ex])erience 
have gone, the charge, from whatever bench or school j)roceed- 
ing, is in general well-founded. Mr Wilson, some years ago, 
published a volume, the title of which will be found prefixed to 
this article, for the special purpose of pointing out this distinc¬ 
tion; and it appears to us, that he has more completely succeeded 
in confounding the two ideas, than even Mr Macleod, who has 
recently published two very large volumes to. prove that no dis¬ 
tinction exists. It may be that our attempt at a disentangle¬ 
ment will not prove more successful than the labours of those 
who have preceded us. Still, as it is agreed on all hands, and 
as wc ourselves concur in the opinion, that notliing can be known 
of currency till this point be cleai'cd up, it is plain tliat the at¬ 
tempt must be made, and to this wo now ontreut the ix^aderis 
patient attention. 

The basis of the idea of “ capital ” appears to us to be the con¬ 
ception of productive, as distinguished from unproductive, wealth 
—wealth which propagates itself, as distinguished from wealth 
which conduces only to utility or enjoyment, and leaves bcliind 
no exchangeable result. Thus, a steam-engine is “ capitalthe 
coal which it consumes is “capitalthe raw material which it 
assists in working up is “capital;” and equally so are tlie food, 
clothing, and sh3tcr afforded to tlie labourer, in order to qiialify 
him for bis work, as well as the acquired skill embodied m bis 
person ; in short, every thing which is conducive to the effectual 
carrying forward of the business of prodnetion and distribntion 
—whatever can be made tlie means of creating a value which 
did not exist before, comes within the category of productive 
wealth, and is therefore “ capitaland, on the other hand, 
whaler is subservient merely to enjoyment—as a fine mansion, 
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a handsome cqnipa^o, the materials of a sumptuous banquet—is 
unproductive wealth; its consumption is not followed dv any 
new j)ruduct or increased value, and it is thelefore excluded fi'om 
the category of “ capital.” That this is no arbitrary or fanciful 
distinction, but one founded in the nature of things and funda¬ 
mental in the science of wealth, will be evident, if we consider 
that tile progress of a nation in opulence, or its ability to meet a 
great emergency—to support, for examptb, the strain of an ex¬ 
hausting war—dojicnds not upon its aggregate riches, these 
would Ijc quickly used -up, but upon its resources, and of these 
its “ capital,” or procreative wealth, is the most important item. 

Now, amongst those things which are employed in facilitating 
the business or pipducing and distributing wealth, is money,” 
described, in the singularly appropriate language of Adam Smithy 
as “the groat wheel of circulation,” We say, singularly appro¬ 
priate language, because money is in all its essential attributes 
strictly analogous to a machine, jicrfonning certain functions in 
the economy of wealth, and enabling us, by its assistance, to ac¬ 
complish results, which, without it, would either be altogether 
iin]>racticable, or could only he accomplislicd at a much greater 
sacrifice of time and trouble. Money is, therefore, in the lan¬ 
guage of the same high authority, “ a part and a very valuable 
part, of the capital of society;” and this being so, it is evident 
that, when we distinguish between “ capital ” and “ money ” or 
“ currency,” what we have in view is a distinction between one 
portiim of capitiil and the ]*cst of it—between the instrument 
which performs one special function in the economy of wealth, 
\h., that of facilitating exchange, and those other elements of 
capital, as machinery, raw materials, food and clothing, which 
are employed in ])roinoting more directly the same result. It 
thus appears that “ capital” is distinguished, on the one hand, from 
tliiit largo portion of the general wealth of society wliich is con¬ 
sumed uimroductively, and, on the other, from that particular 
jKirtion oi productive wealth, viz,, money, which is employed in 
facilitating the exchange of commodities in j^cneral. 

'J'his is the distinction to which an analysis of the conditions of 
productive operations naturally leads us; and we believe it will 
be found to uo substantially the same with tliat which all the 
l>est authorities in economic science, from Adam Smith down¬ 
wards, have recognised as most convenient, at least when they 
have set themselves consciously to discriminate between the ideas 
in question—how little they have observed the distinction 
throughout their subsequent reasonings we shall have occasion 
presently to show. 

Money, we have said, is a portion of the general capital of 
society, strictly analogous in its character to uose other agents 
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by which labour is economized, tgid the business of commerce 
facilitated; and, this being so, the necessity may not be at once 
evident for assigning to its special consideration a separate pro¬ 
vince of the general science of wealth. Why, it may be asked, 
distinguish between capital and currency ratlier than between 
enpitsu and any other agent by which the work of production and' 
distribution is assisted—between capital, e,g,^ and railroads 1 

The answer is, that in civilized communities all industrial and 
commercial operations are seen through the medium, or arc esti¬ 
mated by the standard of money, opccial and narrow as the 
function of money is, it intervenes in every transaction, either to 
measure it or directly to give eftect to it. All the phenomena of 
wealth become thus, in their immediate aspects,, monetary plieno- 
jnena. In order, therefore, that we should com])rehend the true 
character of the economic facts, we must understand the nature 
of the medium through w*hieh they are seen, and, in this manner, 
subsidiary and ancillary to the general discussions of political 
economy, arise the narrower investigations of monetary science. 

The nature of the relation subsisting between monetary pheno¬ 
mena and the real transactions wliich they represent, is that por¬ 
tion of the science of wealth, which, notwithstanding the important 
contributions that have been made to it of late year’s, seems to us 
still to stand in most need of elucidation. The fundanicntil 
principles on which the production and distribution of wealth 
depend, have indeed been reasoned out with considerable success; 
and, on the other han<l, the phenomena presented by the markets 
of produce and of securities, and tlie movements of tlic precious 
metals in connection with the fluctuations of commerce, have been 
observed with muc;h accuracy; but the mode in which these two 
thin/ra influence and react on each otlier—the precise point at 
whico the^ come into contact—this, we think, has not yet been 
exhibited in a suflicicntly clear and apprehensible form. We And, 
on the one hand, a sect of able thinkers, who, starting from the 
principles of political economy, have arrived, by a senes of irre¬ 
fragable deductions, at certain general conclusions respecting the 
laws which govern ^e distribution of the precious metms amongst 
commercial nations, but who, having reached this point, entirely 
fail, as it seems to us, to connect the maxims thus obtained, with 
the actual events of the money market. And, on the other hand, 
we have a class of minds of a different order, who, taking hold of 
the problem by the other end, and fixing their attention exclu¬ 
sively on the monetary medium, arrive at certain empirical gene¬ 
ralizations concerning the order of the appearances which it pre¬ 
sents ; but who, from Dcing ignorant or unmindful of the profound 
connection subsisting between these monetary phenomena and 
the mental and physiod forces which are operative in production, 
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tlie moment they extend their speculations beyond the surface of 
afiairs, straightway lose themselves in ^11 kinds of utopian extra:- 
vagonces and im}K)ssible projects. It muA be owned, too, that 
there is a class of writers which comes under neither of these 
scriptions, including men who, while profoundly sensible of the 
merely subordinate character of monetary influences, uid with 
unfaltering faith in the truths of economic science, still keep their 
minds open to the teachings of experience; and, perceiving dis- 
ci*epancics between their theories and events, prefer patient en- 
([uiry to self-asgerting dogmatism, and to trace the disturbing ele¬ 
ment to its source, than to ignore its existence. It is to writers 
of tliis class that monetary science has been hitherto most indebted, 
and it is to then) it must look for die solution of its still unsolved 
problems. ^ 

In all monetaiy discussions, it will be found that the point on 
which controversialists, when brought into close quarters, Anally 
join issue, is the rate of interest, and the causes which determine 
its amount. Tlie rate of interest is not only the exponent of ease 
or jircssure in the money market, it is the proximate cause, pro¬ 
ducing either of these states; the question, therefore, of the con¬ 
ditions on which the rate of interest depends, becomes the taming 
])oiut of the whole controversy. Writers w'ho are at (me on this 
])oint, seldom differ materially in their other views ; writers who 
disagree on this, have seldom much else in common*. If, with 
Lord Overstonc, and the thorough-going supporters of our present 
(ntrrcncy laws, we hold that fluctuations in the rate of interest are 
cither inevitable or useflil, it is evident that all attempts to mode¬ 
rate the rate of interest must either bo futile or hurtful; and, 
when pressure and discredit occur, we have nothing for it but to 
bear the strain os best wo may. If, on the contrary, with Mr 
Tooke and Mr }iill, we hold that the causes on which, the rate of 
interest depends are, MUthin certain considerable limits, amenable 
to control, and that the moderation of its extreme oscillations is, 
moreover, a desirable consummation, then, our views of the regu¬ 
lation of the currency, will be modifled accordingly. And, lasuy, 
if wo adopt die faith of Mr M^liin, and regard the rate of interest 
as being permanently, as well as in its temporary oscillations, 
amenable to legislative management, then we shall probably also 
concur in his conclusions, and support his ingenious plan for pro¬ 
viding, on the one hand, abundance of money on easy terms to 
all comers, and, on the other, a safe and profitable investment for 
all iroaro funds, by the simple expedient of an Act of Parliament. 

We shall examine each of these views in order. 
And, first, with regard to the uncompromising supporters of 

the present system or things, we shall state their doctrine, as fat p 
os possible^ in the language of its able and accomplished expiment, 
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Lord Overstooe. According to the principles cnmiciated hy 
Lord Overstone in the course of his evidence before the Select 
Committeo of hist Session—“ The fluctuations in the rate t)f 
interest arise from one of two causes,—an alteration in the value 
of capital, or an alteration in the amount of money in a country. 
All great fluctuations of interest, great, either in their duration 
or in the extent of the fluctuation, may be distinctly traced to 
alterations in the value of capital,'* the minor fluc¬ 
tuations ill the rate of interest, which arise from an alteration in 
the quantity of money, are small, both in extent lyid in duration. 
They are frequent, and the more rapid and frequent they are, 
the more effectual they are for accomplishing their destined jnir- 
pose, witliout serious inconvenience to the public,:**—that puqiose 
Ljing the umintcnance of the equilibrium of prices amongst com¬ 
mercial nations. The rate of interest, thus depending in its 
great fluctuations on the value of capital; wo have next to ask, 
of what capital consists ? In reply to this, we are told that, 
“ Capital consists of various commodities, hy means of which 
trade is carried on; there is fixed capital, and there is circulating 
capital. Your ships, your docks, your whaifs, vour roads, your 
bridges, your mills, warehouses, etc., are fixed capital. Your 
provisions, your clothes, and tilings which are neccssarj" to sus¬ 
tain week by week the labourer; all raw materials,—cotton, wool, 
silk, iron, etc., are circulating capital.** When, therefore, it is 
said, that all the groat fluctuations in the rate of interest are 
owing to alterations in the value of capital,** what is meant is, 
that they ore owing to alterations in the demand frr, and snpjdy 
o^ snch articles as are here enumerated. It is true, that tins <ie- 
mand makes itself felt through a demand for money; “ but wliy 
do peo])le want to obtain money ? not to keep it in their pockets, 
but they want to obtain money, because, through the money they 
obtain command of the capital of the capitalist, to cariy on the 
business of persons wlio arc not capitalists.’* The rise in the 
rate of interest in 1847, and again, that during the last tw'o 
years, furnish, it is conceived, striking practical illustrations of 
this principle; the value of capital in 1847 being increased, and 
by consequence, the rate of interest being raised, throiigli its 
scarcity, and, in the latter period, through tlie extended demand 
for it consequent upon tlie great expansion of the trade of the 
countiy during the time in question. Again, in 1825, in 1837, 
in 1839, all ^riods in which great fluctuations in the rate of 
interest occurred—the pressure on the money market, we are 
told, was the conscipiencc of a want of capital; the object of the 
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to “ the minor fluctuations,” these ari^, as has been said, from 
alterations in the quantity of money in ajcountry.” Now, the 

“ money” of the country consists of coin ana bank notes, whether 
circulating in the liands of the public, or lying in the reserves 
of the Bank of England (understanding by the Bank of England, 
the Banking Department) or of the other banks of the country, 

#including, moreover, not only the actual notes, but the po¬ 
tential notes, tl^pt is to say, the notes which under the Act of 
’41, they are at liberty to issue without a proportional increase 
of gold. Under the action of an adverse foreign exchange, 
the money of the country is diminislied, the diminution raises 
the value of tlie money that remains,” and “ the bank is obliged 
to conform to that nse in the value of money,” by a corresponding 
rise in its rate of discount; but “ the fluctuations in the rate^f 
interest which arise from such an alteration in the quantity of 
money in a country, are very small, both as regards their extent 
and their durationand, if it should appear that, in point of fret, 
a very low rate of interest occurred simultaneously with a very large 
accumulation of bullion in the bank; or, on tlie other hand, a very 
liigli rat(t of intea^st, witli a very diminished stock of bullion, 
these occuiTonccs m'c not to bo looked upon in the light of cause 
and cflect; there may, indeed, be a connection, but it is not a 
connection of principle —it is a coincidence of time.” 

From these priucqdes the justification of our present monetary 
code easily follows. Inasmuch as it is the currency,” and not 
the “ ca])ital ” of the country, which the law regulates, it can 
have uo influence on “the greater fluctuations” in the rate of 
interest,—such os wc have latcl}'witnessed; these, according to 
tlie theory, “ being the consequence of alterations in the vmue 
of capital.” What the Act of 1844 accomplishes, is to make the 
currency of the country (in the sense delliied) expand and con¬ 
tract with the movements of bullion,—that is to say, as if it were 
a metallic one. It is, therefore, only for those minor fluctua¬ 
tions ” in tlie rate of interest, which depend upon alterations in 
the quantity of money, that tlie Act is responsible. Now, those 

minor fluctuations” constitute the machinery by which the ex¬ 
changes with foreign countries are corrected, and the equilibrium 
of prices amongst commercial nations maintained; the more 
rajiid and frequent they oip, the more mmute they will be, and 
the more eftectually will they accomplish their object.” The 
effect of the Act of’44, tlien, is, by making the currency conform 
to tlie movements of bullion, to compel the Bank of England to 
follow, more promiitly than it otherwise would, the fluctuadons 
ill the market rate of interest, which are consequent ujmn 
I'hangGs in the quantity of money. It thus renders more 
and frequent, and, therefore, more minute, those ejunges in t£e 
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rate of interest, by which the exchanges with foreign countries 
are controlled, and tl^ equilibrium of general prices inniiitoined; 
and herein consists its great merit.' 

Such is the tlieoiy, according to the most recent and authentic 
exposition of it, in conforinitv with which our present currency 
system has been framed, and by wJiich it has been defended; it 
comes to tis not as the dream of some recluse scholar, but as® 
embodying the mature conceptions of undoubtedly able and 
acute minds—men as conversant with the practical details of 
commerce, as with the principles of economic scifence. Seldom 
Jias a system of doctrines been presented to the world under 
fairer auspees, or with higher prestige; and yet, we will ven¬ 
ture to say, that one more entirely disregardful, 'in its most ini- 
jKX'tant features, of the plainest facts, has seldom been spun from 
the brain of a visionary;—disii.*ganlful, we say, of tlie plainest 
and most unequivocal facts; because, we tbinfc, tlicre is no iact 
more certain tlian this, tliat the gi’eatest and most striking fluc¬ 
tuations which occur in the rate of interest—such flucttuitions as 
liave lately been witnessed in this country and in America—an* 
the consequence purely of a demand for money, and in no re¬ 
spect of a dcinaiia for capital; that is to say, of a deinaiul for 
legal tender with which to discharge monetary ohligatiuns, not 
for commodities with Avhich to cariy on business. It is indeed 
admitted by the theory, that, in the first instance, it is money 
that is sought for; but “why,” it is asked, “do people want 
money ? not to keep it in their pockets, hut to obtain with it 
command of capital, in orfler to carry on their business.” To 
carry on their business!—with capital borrowed at from 10 
20 and 80 per cent., and in Amenca, at rates more than double 
these ? What, we should like to know, is the notion entertained of 
the rate of profits prevailing in Great Britain and America, 
which can aftord sucli deductions, and yet leave a sufficient in¬ 
ducement to borrow? So far is it mm being the case that 
people were borrowing money in onler to get possession of 
capital, that the very opposite was the truUi;—people were 
selling capital in order to ootain money,—a fact which was vciy 
unmistekeabLy indicated by a marked full in prices of all the 
ingredients of capital.^ And this, be it remarked, is no feature 
peculiar to the recent crisis; it is thft common feature, more or 
less distinctly marked, of all periods of commercisd discredit. It 
was true of 182C, 1837, 1839, and even, though in a less degree, 
of 1847—^the yeiy case which Lord Overstoiie takes as an 
illnstration of his tneoiy—os well as of 1857. Or, let us try tlie 

^ Lord Oventone's evidence before the Select Committee on the Bank Acts. 
We refer the reader poiticalarly to the uunren to QaestionB—3651-3: 3718* 
3734-7 ; 3743-31; 8600 ; 3304; 3334-5. ’ 
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doctrine by another test. If it be true tliat all the great fluc¬ 
tuations in the rate of interest depend on changes in the value of 
capital, we should liave reason to expect a ^at rise in the rate 
of interest, invariably co-existing either with a diminished supply 
of capital or with an increased demand for it. Now, one of the 
most striking circumstances connected with the recent American 
crisis, was this—that it ibllowed immediately upon a liarvest of 
unusual abundance; during the whole period of presstii'e, the 
country was teeiifing with all the elements of real wealth; and 
the same was true of the crisis in this country, though in a 
somewhat less marked degree. So that the supply of capital— 
of the commodities with wldch trade is carried on—was more 
than usually abiindant throughout the whole period of our 
difficulties. And then, with regard to demand, so far from 
business having been extended contcm])oraneou8ly with the 
advance in the rate of interest, we know that the reverse has 
been tlie case; more than half tlie mills and nianufactories in 
the two (countries having stopped work, and business being con¬ 
tracted within the narrowest dimensions. Are these indications 
of an increased demand for capital ? 

And not less reckless of facts, it appeal's to us, is the state¬ 
ment, tlmt there is no connection in principle, but merely a 
coincidence in point of time, between high and low rates of in¬ 
terest, and a small and large resei’ve of bullion. One scarcely 
knows how to deal with a proposition of this kind. It is like 
denying that the sun shines at noon-day It is as if one said— 
“ Ihaie it is that the light of day follows the rising of the sun, 
and the shades of night his setting, but there is here no connec¬ 
tion of principle, it is a mere coincidence of time.” 

Indeed, so wholly untenable is the doctrine, when closely 
examined, so entirely at variance with the most striking phe¬ 
nomena of the money market, tliat, however plausible as an 
ahstnict theory, it seems impossible it should have retained its 
liold on minds so practical, as well as so able, as those of Lord 
Overstone and others of his school, were it not for another sense, 
in which the tenns “ capital” and “ currency” are used,—^the 
confusion between whicn and the more scientific use of the 
words, lias powerfully aided the prevalence of the fallacy. This 
will sufficiently appear when we have considered the doctrine of 
Mr Tooke, wliich we now proceed to examine. 

According to the views of Mr Tooke, the rate of interest de¬ 
pends upon the wants and means of the community, in relation 
to a fond, which he designates as monied capital.” This fund, 
to be distinguished, on the one hand, from ‘^capital in the 
scientific use of the term, as applied to the actual funds (raw^ 
materials, etc.) destined to reproduction;” and, on the othaij'* 
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from the circulating medium, “ by which the purchase of com¬ 
modities is effected”—consists of that portion of the ^neral 
purchasing power ‘^vvliieh is lent on the security of bills—on 
discount, on mortgage, or on any kind of security.” In order 
to entitle any fiiiids to be regarded as “ monied capital,” it is not 
enough that they should be destined to be expended in the pur¬ 
chase of “ capitalsince, “ w’hen the owner of a capital em- e's it actively in reproduction, he does not come under the 

1 of those capitalists, the projiortion of whom, to the number 
of borrowers, determines the rate of interest. • It is only that 
class of capitals, the owners of which are unwilling, or unable 
to employ their money actively themselves, which has any im¬ 
mediate influence on the rate of interest.” Again, a material 
consideration to be borne in mind is, that it is ojilv so long as 
those capitals are floating or disposable, that they o])erate on the 
rate of interest. AVhen once they are investeif, w'hether lor a 
long or shoii; time, they are out of the eom^ietltion of lendable 
capitals, and cease to affect directly the rate of interest,” The 
“ monied capital” of the country being thus described and 
limited, in order to judge further of the causes operating on the 
rate of interest, it becomes necessary to investigate the character 
and motives of the persons, who, either as lenders or borroivei's, 
regulate the sup])ly of, and demand for, this fund; and to the 
elucidation of these circumstances, Mr Tookc has acconlingly 
addressed himself, witli his usual discrimination and ability.^ 

The work from which the foregoing statements arc abridged, 
some thirty years since, and contains, so fai* us our 
dgment go, the first correct announcement of the 

principles which determine the rate of interest. The disengage¬ 
ment of this fund of monied capital,” at once frem the capital 
of the country, in the scientific sense of that term, and from its 
actual circulating money, and the connecting of the fund thus 
separated and ascertained with the phenomena of interest and 
monetary pressure, appear to us to constitute a cardinal discoveiy 
in nionetary science, without which the most common occur¬ 
rences of the markets for comflioditics or for money are wholly 
inexplicable, and which, we think, has not yet been turned, even 
by Tuoke himself, to full account. 

Unfortunately, however, as not unfreqnently happens with 

^ Mr Tooke's views mav he collected from various pauages thronglinut Ills 
(great work on “ Prices.” We would, however, with a view to the present ejues- 
tion, refer the reader more particularly to a small volume published in 18S6, en¬ 
titled, y Considerations on the State of the Curreliiy,” in which the causes dc- 
tennining the rate of interest are investigated with a sagacity, gnided by a 
combtnatlon of scientihe and practical knowledge, which we do not think has 

«been surpas^ by Mr Tooke in any of his later productions, and* certainly by 
no other writer on monetary questions with whose works we ore acquaint^. 

was published 
reading and ju 
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original minds, Mr Tooke lias not been as happy in framing his 
nomenclature, as he has been sagacious i^ oisceming the dis¬ 
tinctions in things according to winch it sllould be applied. It 
is evident, that the term “ capital ” is, in the passages wo have 
(]Uoted, employed in a sense wholly distinct from that in which 
we have hitherto considered it. It is used to denote, not the im¬ 
mediate materials of production as distinguished from the medium 
of exchange, but a particular portion of the medium of exchange 
itself,—tliat portion, namely, which is held in reserve, and is dis- 
p{)Siible on loam AVo have no doubt that this employment of 
the tenn “ capital” (for the qualification of “monied” is soon 
dropjicd and lost sight of) in currency discussions, to designate 
that which is not “ capital,” but “ money,” is the main source 
of that confusion between “"capital” and “currency,” which js 
the bane of monetary controversies, tending, as the verbal con- 
liision inevitably does, to suggest and perpetuate the confusion 
of ideas. We ai’e (niitc aw’arc that this use of language may be 
supported by seveim analogies:—ca])itul is the result of saving, 
and the Loan Fund of the coiiiitiy, constitutes the most obvious 
and tangible portion of its saving:—capital is productive of 
])rofit, and money lent on securities is pinductive of interest, 
wliicli is commonly regarded as net jimfit. It is true, also, that 
Mr 'I'ooke may find authority for it in the corresjionding ex- 
])ression, “ capitaux dieponibleSy^ of M. Say. Nevertheless, in 
all its essential attributes, the Loan Fund of the country is 
“ money,” and nut “ capital,” in the sense in ivhich it is most 
desirahic that these two terms shotdd be discriminated; it is a 
}>art of the circidating medium, difiuriiig no doubt in many im- 
]>ortant circumstances from money in actual circulation, but still 
serviceable only as an Instrument of exchange, and, except in this 
copaciti/y w'holly dcstitiito of the qualities of productive capital. 

The notion, however, that the “ monied capital” of the country 
—the fuiul which is lent and borrowed—it not identical or co¬ 
extensive with the actual material employed in industrial opera¬ 
tions, stands, at least, in some constant and immutable relation 
to this productive fund, constituting, hi some sense, the measure 
of the country’s productive ability, has so infected oil the most 
received modes of tliinking, in connection with commercial 
mattei's, and has so -impressed itself on *our whole monetary 
^‘ocahulary, that we shall make no apology for examining it at 
some length. 

The writer, whose views on currency have been most seriously 
warped by tliis illusion, appears to us to be Mr Wilson. Through¬ 
out almok eveiy page in his work on “ Capital and Currency,” 
the assumption, in one form or other, presents itself^ that capita),* 
ill the sense of commodities, and capital, in the sense of clispoa*: 
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able reserves of money, are but different expressions of tlic same 
facts, so much so, tliat the identification or tlieso two ideas may 
be taken as tlio fiuAlamcntal principle of all that is peculiar in 
Mr Wilson’s views, “ The process of an increase of deposits in 
the Bank” (p. 218), he tells us, “would always infer a ^reat in¬ 
crease of deposits in the stock of other commodities beforehand ; 
that is, in short, a general abundance of capital.” . . , . “When, 
therefbi*e, the deposits in the Bank are increasing, it would be an 
evidence of a great abundance of those commodities which con¬ 
stitute the floating capitsil of the countrj^, and, wdien they were 
decreasing, it woidd be an evidence of the great scarcity of such 
cominotlities.” The whole drift of the work to which we have 
alluded, consists in the application of these principles to the in¬ 
terpretation of the monetary ])hennntena of 1847. Thus, Mr 
Wilson shows, and shows with truth, that the effect of the great 
railway expenditure of that tin»e, was to convert “ floating cajii- 
tal” into fixed;—comnuHlities, in short, into earthworks; thus 
tending to reduce the stocks of tlie fonner. He shows also, that 
the failiirc of the potato crop and of the other principal crops, 
over a large portion of Europe, operated still more ]>owcrfully to 
the diminution of the same stocks; and having established tliis 
point, he at once connects it witli the deficiency of hanking ac¬ 
commodation, the high rate of intercst, and the difticulties of tlie 
money market; he at once assumes that the deficiency of dis¬ 
posable money Avas merely the consequence and sym]:)toin of the 
scarcity of commodities. “ It is not a question,” he says em¬ 
phatically, “ of deficient currency, it w a question only of de¬ 
ficient caj)italy or, in other words, commodities, and anytliing that 
does not increase the quantity of commodities can be of no use 
whatever.* 

However w'idely Lorrl Overstono and Mr Wilson may differ, 
it would seem that, in their view of the causes of monetary pres¬ 
sure, they are at one; though, we must say, it appears to us, 
Lord Overstone has the advantage in point of consistency. If u 
demand for money be but a transferred demand for commodities 
—^if ffuctuations in the Bank reserves be but the monetaiy ex¬ 
pression of fluctuations in the supplies of commodities—^we are 
at a loss to see on what Mr Wilson’s objections to the Act of *44 
i^t, or m what wa^he connects the power of extending the 
issue of notes with the relief of the money market. 

There can be no doubt that the circumstances of the year 
1847 were such as to give considerable support to the theory of 

>5® w®® wh^Ter to those who were hi want of commodities—the starvina 
muititade; but, py no means necessiuity of no use to those who were in want, 

of commoditi^ but of money to pwr dteir debt^ or of credit to allow them 
m stand over, as the sospennon of the Bank Charter Act in the October follow¬ 
ing very fiiUy proved. 
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^fr Wilson; and wo cannot but think that his views, if not 
ori^nally suggested, were at least confirmed into their present 
strength of conviction, by too exclusive a cditemplation of the 
peculiar events of that year. There certainly existed then, 
owing to the causes pointed out by Mr Wilson, a great scarcity 
of some of the principal commodities, as well of general con- 
suin]>tion as of the raw materials of our industry; and it is 
LMpially certain that this scarcity coincided with an unusually 
high rate of intemst and monetary pressure; and, not only this, 
but that the railway speculation and the failure in the harvests, 
w'liich led to the scarcity, were also tire occasion out of which our 
iTionctary difiicultics sprung, Tjooking, therefore, to the facts of 
that year, it w.as a«by no means unnatural, though certainly a 
hasty and unwarrantable, conclnsion, that a high rate of interest 
was only the monetary’ symbol fi)r real scarcity. In fact, how¬ 
ever, the connection hetwoeii tlie two things was purely ac¬ 
cidental, and any' state of circumstances which should have led 
to money engagements beyond the means of meeting them in 
money’, would have been followed by precist*ly similar results. 
If, e.(j.y we were to suppose that the short harvest of that year 
had not been supplemented by increased importations, while the 
seawitv of commodities would have been far greater, the pres¬ 
sure on the money market would have been far less—we should, 
in sliort, have excliangod hankru])tcy for starvation; and, on 
the other hand, had s])eculution in commodities been more ex¬ 
tensive, the money pressure would have been aggravated exactly 
in j)roportion as the dearth of coininoditios was mitigated. Or, 
to take a i*cal case, had Air Wilson tried his theory by the crisis 
of 1820, he would have scon how little there was of a constant 
connection between scarcity of commodities and scarcity of 
money. In the end of 182o, at the period when, according to 
the ofl-quoted remark, t)ie country M’as within a few hours of 
barter,” all the elements of floating capital ”—of those commo¬ 
dities on the supply of which, accormng to Mr Wilson, the state 
of the money market depends—were fiboiiuding in all the mar¬ 
kets of the country. Mr Wilson refers to the returns given bv 
Air Tookc of the state of the supplies in that year; from which it 
ajipcors that the stocks of all the principal commodities—of cotton, 
Rax, wool, silk, dyes, quicksilver, of all tlie law materials of in¬ 
dustry—were nearly fifty per cent, greater than in either the 
preceding or following year, the maximum having been reached 
just about the time wen the pressure was most intense. And, 
in the caso of the lute American crisis to which we have already 
referred, we find a state of Rusts very similar—commercial 
circles convulsed with panic, while the coundy was abounding * 
with all the elements of real wealth. 
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And if no constant relation can bo made out between the 
supply of loans and the supply of capital, equally impossible is it 
to establish any sdeh connection between the demand tor these 
two things. A demand for capital will, no doubt, operate upon 
the Loan Fund, assuming that effect be given to it through the 
medium of a loan ; but eqmilly so will a demand for ffreworks, 
or a demand tor champstgne, upon the same supposition. The 
moment borrowers for unproductive purposes enter into the com¬ 
petition, the demand for money on loan ceases to represent ex¬ 
clusively a demand for capital, and the ffuctnatioiis in the rate 
of interest no longer afford a correct indication of the latter 
demand. Now, not to refer to tlie case of improvident persons 
who have i*ecourse to the loan market to defray the charges of 
past or futui’e extravagance, and who perhaps, in the aggregate, 
constitute a not inconsiderable class, w'c need only allude to the 
case of Government loans, to show tlic magnitude (whether in 
point of duration or of extent) of the demand tor loans which 
occasionally arises for purely unproductive ohjects. We say 
purely unproductive objects, having in view the olijects for which 
Govemment loans are most commonly raised, tliough <piitu 
aware that, as in the case of Australia at present, there arc 
sometimes exceptions to tlie onlinary practice. So deeply, liow- 
ever, has verbal ambiguity tainted our whole language ujioii this 
subject, that the operations of Govemment upon tlie loan mar¬ 
ket are invariably spoken of as “ draughts on the capital of the 
country,” Now, to show the total confusion of ideas which this 
mode of speaking implies, let us consider what the jiroccss is 
which takes place when Govemment borrows inoiiev, say to 
cany on a war. Is It not simply this, that in return for certain 
considerations, Govemment obtain a command of money, or 
purchasing power of some kind, which they spend in the pur¬ 
chase of ammunition and other warlike materials? If, then, 
Govemment demand be a demand for capital,” either money 
is capital, in which cose the distinction between capital and 
currency vanishes, or th^ ammunition and materials of war, on 
which the money is spent, are capital, in which case the expen¬ 
diture before ^bastopol must bo placed in the same ^cmiomic 
category—as having the same effect on the wealth of the world-^as 
that of the farmer of Illinois or the cotton-spinner of Manchester 
—in short, according to this view of the case, the distinction 
between productive and unproductive wealth, the most funda¬ 
mental in the whole science of political economy, at once dis¬ 
appears. What has probably given support to the common 
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only be effected, by obtaining possession of the fund in (][ucstion, and 
bo([ily destroying it. The fact is, however, that tlie dimunitiou 
of capital conscc^uent upon such operations, ^ses, not from the 
un])n)ductivc consumption of it in war (for it would bo no longer 
“ capital” if it were wnpi-oductively consumed), but from the fall¬ 
ing off ill the demand for it. The elements of capital, like all 
other items of wealth, are produced in proportion as they are 
rc(iuired. In time of war, a portion of the purchasing power of 
the community is; through tlic medium oi a loan, transferred 
11*0111 merchants gind manufacturers to Government; the demand 
h)r the ingredients of capital falls off, and that for the materials 
of war takes its place, the effect of which is that the latter 
articles are produced in place of the former. Li this indirect 
mannei’, war may be said to bo a great destroyer of capital, just 
as extravagant expenditure of any kind may be so described* 
but tills is not owing to an increased demand for capital created 
by Government loans, but to a cause the very opjiosite of this. 
Still more to onr immediate purpose is it to remark that, with 
respect to the fluctuations in the rate of interest which charac¬ 
terize times like the present, the theory, which supposes a corres- 
])ondonce between the desire to obtain money and the desire to 
obtain capital, utterly breaks down. Tliat cannot be a demand 
for cn])it:il which is not to be satisfied by the possession of capital; 
and that the pri'ssure for money in times of commercial difficulty, 
is not to be so satisfied, is sulficientlv proved by the most char- 
iictcristic and conspicuous feature of all such periods—^the fall in 
])ricc of all the princijwil elements of capital, preying, as it un- 
c(]uivocal)iy does, the prevailing tendency to part with c.apital in 
order to obtain money. 

We consider it, therefore, as proved that the rate of interest 
has no constant or immutable connection with the value of 
capital,” but is the ex})Ouent simply of the wonts of the commu¬ 
nity in relation to money disiiosablc on loan. Our power, tlien}- 
fbre, over the rate of interest and by coiisequencxi our ability to 
control tlie movements of tbe money market, will depend upon 
our power >)ver the fund of disposalfie money. It is at this 
point of our argument that we come into collision with the class 
of writers, who advocate, under various forms, on inconvertible 
currency, of which class we may take Mr M^Phin as a plausible, 
and withal moderate, representative. 

So long as our currency rests upon a metallic basis, and every 
engagement is in the lost resort resolvable into certain definite 
quantities of the precioi|8 metals, it is evident that our control over 
tlie loon fund is, from the nature of the case, limited. This being 
so, Mr M^Fhin, who traces all our commercial derangements to 
fluctuations in the rate of interest, proposes to get rid of theM 
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evils by summarily dealing with their cause, and for this purpose 
recommends the adoption by the country of a currency on an in¬ 
convertible basis.* ( 

The essential requisites of a good system of currency, accord¬ 
ing to JVfr M‘Fhin, are, that it should always bo adequate to the 
wants of trade, and never more than adequate. Both these con¬ 
ditions he proposes to satisfy in his system, by a twofold ai’range- 
ment, by wliich, on the one hand, he provides that any amount 
of inconvertible paper money required shall be obtainable from a 
State Bank or Paper Mint, on tlie security of Government stock, 
at a moderate mte of interest; and, on the other, that any 
amount of ** redundant currency ” shall be received by the same 
institution, also at a moderate rate of intcivst. A cun'eiicy, 
based U2>on these principles, would be a ** selt-regulating ” eur- 
Vency—“ a system whicu would regard money in its true light, 
not as a thing whose abundance is to be regimled as a national 
blessing, whose scarcity is to be regarded as a national calamity, 
but as a thing to be provided exactly in such quantity as may be 
necessary to admit of its rightly discharging the function it is 
designed to serve, and wiiich would regtird any deviation from 
that exact supply as utterly discreditable to tlte institution in 
whose management it should originate.” 

Into the numerous details of tlie mechanism of the i>roposcd 
arrangements it is not our purpose to inquire. The peculiar and 
original feature of the plan is that which provides for the ab¬ 
sorption, through the attraction of a sufficiently high rate of in¬ 
terest, of all the “ redundant currency ” of the country. Not 
only is money provided in any quantity required at a moderate 
rate of interest, but a moderate rate of interest is also {)rovided on 
any quantity of mon^ seeking investment. The latter part of the 
arrangement Mr M*Phin considers as the necessary corrective and 
proper complement of the former; provided, only, this absorbent 
apparatus be kept in operation, it is impossible to issue money in 

> It is proper to state that Mr MThin*s work, in addition to the ** self-regulat- 
ing** system which we have examined in the text, contains an outline of a pro¬ 
visional scheme, founded npon aiprinciplo of convertibility, in or^pr to propitiate 
the prejudices of the public, who require ** that a pound-note shall represent a 
certain quantity of gold,” until they ore ripe for the more strictly scientific plan. 
The proposition is, that a scale of convertibility be established, in conformity 
with which an onnee of gold, when turned into notes, is made to represent sums 
of currency varying from jCS, IPs. 6d. up to XIO, in proportion to the stock of 
gold in the treasury of the bank; or, what comes to the same thing, according 
to which a £\ note may exchan^ for any sum in coin between a guinea and 
7s. gd., as the bank may find it convenient to pay its debts, or the contraiy. As 
we searoely think that this will meet the prmudice, which requires ** that a pound- 
note should represent a esrtom quantity of gold,” we have not thought it neces¬ 
sary to examine the scheme farther. "We can only say, that we fervently 
join in Mr MThin's trust, *‘tbat, for the sake of the credit of British intelli- 
gence in the second half of the nineteenth eentniy, no such alteration nuiy he 
deemed neeeiiaiy.” 
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excess; any Government may be trusted, without danger of de- 
j)reciation, with an uncontrolled prerogative of issuing incon¬ 
vertible paper iiotes.^ ^ 

Before proceeding to discuss the character of this arrange¬ 
ment, we would ask the reader to contemplate, for a moment, ttie 
dimensions of the undertaking with which Mr M‘Phin hero 
charges himself. Under our present monetary regime, when a 
]>ci’io(l of prosperous commerce has generated a suppfy of available 
purchasing power greater than the owners can themselves empW 
with profit, or^find borrowers for at what they consider a sum- 
cicntly remunerative rate of interest (wliich, to avoid a frcquent 
j)eriphrasis, we shall call 4 per cent.), the currency, in the lan¬ 
guage of Mr M‘J^hin, becomes “redundant,” the rate of interest 
falls below the minimum point that is desirable, and the disincli¬ 
nation of people to be satisfied with sucli slender returns, induefbs 
tliem to look abroad for more lucrative investments. Under this 
stimulus large sums are exported to foreign states, and are either 
embarked in imprudent speculations and lost, in which case the 
interest on them ceases, or are applied successfully to the de¬ 
velopment of the resources of the countries to which they are 
sent, in which case the returns upon tlicm are drawn from the 
resources of those countries, and constitute an unpaid-for addi¬ 
tion to the imports of Great Britain. In this way, as the accu¬ 
mulations of realised w^ealtli expand beyond what can find pro¬ 
fitable employment within the hounds of this countiy, the excess 
overflows into other regions, the productive resources of which 
have not been strained to the same point. Other quarters of the 
world—as India, Canada, Australia, the West Indies, and those 
parts of the continent of Europe into which British capital has 
round its way, ai'e thus, as it were, laid under contribution for 
our beneflt; and the inhabitants of these islands enjoy a revenue 
altogether beyond what could be produced within their own nar¬ 
row confines. 

Now, when Mr M^Phin proposes to absorb all the surplus 
funds of the coimtiy seeking investment, and to pay upon them 
such a moderate rate of interest os slftill satisfy their owners and 
deter tliem fhim hazardous speculation, what he undertakes to do 
is really no less than this—to supply a revenue at this rate upon 
all possible accumulations of moncy-capUal—to divert all that 
]K>rtion of the purchasing power of tne countiy which goes 
abroad to derive its remuneratioa from the resources of foreign 
lands into a national bank, to be remunerated by on annual 
issue of paper money. Now, we are far from questioning 
the ability of the proposed bank to pay 4 jper cent, (or any 
other rate that may be decided upon) in inconvertible note^ 

1 ti Xrac Frinciplei of Cumney.** Question 19. 
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on any amount of smijlua funds that may be lodged with it; hut, 
if the revenue dcriwtl from these notes is to represent a real 
revenue—if tlic scheme is not to be a delusion and a mockery— 
some provision must be made for a corresponding augmentation 
of the real income of the country, consisting of tliiiigs fit for 
human use—food, clothing, shelter, the conveniences and com¬ 
forts of life—as distinguished from hits of inconvertible paper. 
We do not find that Mif M^Phin’s scheme, with all its in¬ 
genuity, makes any jirovision for this. The only jiroductive 
agents which his arrangement involves are a paper mill and a 
note stamp. If, indeed, he held, with the author of “The 
Tlieoiy and Practice of Banking,” that currency was “ the 
moving jwwer of commerce,” he iniglit consistently conclude that 
the real revenue would follow the paper revenue, as the fruits 
of the earth follow the fertilizing shower, and that, therefore, in 
providing for the augmentation of the currency, he did all that 
was necessan^ But iVIr M‘Plnn has not so learned political 
economy. lie takes a more .scientific view of the functions of 
currency, rightly rcgimling it as constituting, not the “ moving 
power,” but only tile cii’culatiiig medium of commerce. We must, 
thercfoi’c, ask him, whei*e is the real revenue to come from that 
is to support this issue of puiier 1 * Xot only is there no provision 
made for an increase of pnwluctive operations within the country, 
but there is jiositive provision made for their diminution. The 
reason money' goes abroad now is, because, even at the low rates 
which occasionally prevail, home producers cannot .be tempted 
to borrow; it is quite certain, therefore, that they will not borrow 
if the rate be maintained at a higher point; on the contrary, 
some will be deterred from borrowing for productive purposes, 
under Mr M'Pliin’s regime, who, under the present system, would 
become borrowers. It follows, therefore, that the self-regulatiim 
principle, so far from jirovidhig for any extension in the reid 

* MrM‘Phm 8e<*ras to be under the iinjiression [Question 9« in liis ruinplilct], 
that, the enrrency, uecordliij^ to his scheme, is to be issued on security td‘ 
stock, the interest on the return currency would be provided for by the stuck 
oiiitiuiiUy hMlged a^fninst it; and^hat, tlierefore, no increase of iioiiiiniil revenue 
could tuk? jilaec. But here he entirely overlooks the notes issued in payment 
of thU interest, as well us in payment of the Government dividends |{cncrully. 
Uc does not state whether bo intends that faith should be kept with the untionaL 

^r whether lie should he paid in the new inconvertible raoiiev; hut, in 
either case, pie notes thuw coming periodically into the hands of the pubHt^ 
wonid constitute o ti^u; nourcf of arrumukUion and tavinyj altufi^ther independent 
ot the issue which would take place against stock. Now, when the notes tlius 
coming into circulation ilow back to the hank, as they soon would, in the form 
of redundant currency,” the plan provides that, say 4 per cent, interest bo 
paid on these, to whatever extent lodgments may take place. Here, then, is an 
increase in the nominal revenue of the country, but where is the real revenue 
to support it? The plan (supposing it to be fairly carried'out) would simply be 

,equivalent to an indelinite iucrease of the national debt, the dividends to bo 
paid in inconvertible notes, any eorrttpmidmg Mcrsose of ttaation, % 
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revenue of the country to supprt the expansion in its nominal 
revenue, offers, on the contrary, a positive discouragement to 
productive operations. s 

But, in trutli, we may go further than this. An augmento^ 
tion of real revenue at the rate required would in no long lime 
invoh’c a physical impossibility. Afr Af^^hin proposes, by the 
temptation of a moderate rate of interest, to absorb all the super¬ 
abundant funds, which, under the existing system, are either dost 
in hazardous speculation, or pass oif to mreign countries, or are 
swept away in 4:imes of commercial crisis. If we suppose the 
scheme to have been in operation for the last fifty years, and as 
successful !i8 its author contemplates, all ^uch funds would be 
now within the ^country, yielding a nominal revenue, paid in 
inconvertible notes out of the National Bank. It is not, perhaps, 
too much to say, that under the circumstances supposed, tne 
nominal i*cvenuo of the countiy would now be doubled; and if 
tlie currency is not to be depreciated, a corresponding duplica¬ 
tion must take place in its real revenue. Now, in order that 
tliis should he possible, assuming industrial skill and knowledge 
to be the same as at present, the number of productive labourers 
should be preportionately increased; and so should the quantity 
of 11)0(1 consumed within the country, lias Air Al^Phm con- 
tom])latod the conditions which this aspect of the case involves f 
Tlie ])rice of corn has within the last five years ranged between 
sixty shillings and eighty shillings the quarter. If the consumption 
of the country were double its present quantity, what would be 
the price I The rate of wages ’would ho eitlier the same as at 
lu’cseiit, or less, or greater. On the latter supposition, the condi¬ 
tions of preductivo industry being in other respects the same, 
what would become of profits ?—on either of the former, how are 
the labourers to be fed T Alay it n^pt well be questioned, if, with 
such a demand, the whole wages fund a]>plied exclusively to the 
purchase of food would be sufficient to keep the labouring pecu¬ 
lation from starvation,—much less in their present working order? 
We say, therefore, that Air AI‘Phin’8 system, except on the 
Itypothcsis of indefinite depreciation, involves a physical impossi¬ 
bility. ' Other plans for inconvertible currencies which we have 
seen fail to provide security against depreciation; Air M^Phin’s is 
singidar in making effectual provision to en^tire it. It is i^e for 
Afr Al^I^hin to rail at political economy: he is only kicking 
against the pricks. To render his scheme successful, he must 
get rid, not alone of political economy, but of the moral and 
physical conditions unaer which we live. 

But to return to the general question. Our examination of 
one aspect of this problem led us to the conclusion that the rate • 
of interest has no constant and immutable connection with the 
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value of capital. The discussion of Mr MThin’s project has, 
we think, brought out with equal clearness the truth, that, al¬ 
though not bound tf^getlier by any constant and immutable con¬ 
nection, there is, nevertheless, between the rate of interest and 
the value of capital a fundamental and indissoluble tic. The 
nature of this connection it is not difficult to perceive. Since 
money docs not breed money, it is plain that interest can only be 
paid either by drawing upon wealth already in existence, or by 
apphdng the money borrowed, through the purchase of capital, 
to the production of new wedth. The fiirmcf process is ob¬ 
viously one which must soon exliuust itself; for the permanent 
payment of interest, therefore, the only fund available is that 
which is furnished by the returns upon capitali It follows from 
this, that, when taken over long ])cnod8, the rate of interest must 
necessarily be limited by the productiveness of capital; and, 
further, since “ more will be given for the use of money, when 
more can be made with money,” it is plain that the rate of inte¬ 
rest will constantly gravitate towards the profits upon capital. 
Subject, liowcver, to these infiuences, and restrained within these 
limits, any cause afiecting the supply of, and demand for, money, 
whether connected M'ith the movements of productive capital or 
not, will equally affect the rate of interest. There is, therefore, 
no'constant correspondence between, the phenomena of interest 
and profit, while, ror sliort periods, they may fiactuato altogether 
irrespective of each other, and even, for a time, in opposite direc¬ 
tions ; the rate of interest, in times of monetary diiiiculty, being 
sulgect to no other limit than the utmost means of the borrower. 
Hence we may perceive, on the one hand, the fallacy of the doc¬ 
trine which regards the rate of interest as a criterion of the 
value of capitaland, on the otlicr—seeing its ultimate depend¬ 
ence on the productive powem of capital—the necessary futility 
of all attempts permanently ro regulate it. 

Having arrived, then, at this point, it remains that we should 
apply the principles we have obtained to the problem of dealing 
with a season of commercial difficulty; and since, as we have 
shown, the demand and lupply of the community in relation to 
its disposable money are at ail times the proximate causes *of the 
phenomenon in question, what we must mrect our attention to is 
the mode in whidi a>derangement of our credit system acts upon 
this fund, creating those conditions of moneta^ pressure and 
inability to meet engagements, which constitute a commercial 
crisis. When we have correctly apprehended tlie nature of this 
process, we shall be in a position to pronounce how far currency 
regulations may be efficacious in mitigating or aggravating the 
evils of such a time. 

The circulating medium of a great commercial country like 
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ours may be regarded -as consisting of a series of monetary layers 
or strat^ commencing with the most simple forms of book credit, 
and passing downw^s through various descriptions of credit 
Tncdia, consisting of bills of exchange, cheques, banlc post-bills, 
bank notes—the whole finally resting on a pnmaiy substratum of 
gold. The difierent instruments of credit, though all alike in¬ 
struments of exchange, and capable of being used either as pur¬ 
chasing or paying^ power, and though all mike subject, in tho 
]asti*esort, to the metallic test of convertibility, nevertheless 
represent very diflPerent kinds of secunty; and, consequently, tho 
extent to which any of them is employed in conducting business 
■will vary with the state of confidence generally prevailing. 

Ill ordinary tiirtos of good credit, by far the largest proportion 
of the business of the country is transacted through the mediiint 
of the less secure, but more convenient, forms of credit instru¬ 
ments, such as book-credit, bills, and cheques, the balance only 
upon lai^ge aggregates of transactions passing in bank notes, 
exchcqncr-bills^or coin; but when over-trading or any other cir¬ 
cumstance occurs involving the commercial community in en¬ 
gagements beyond their immediate or ultimate means of liquida¬ 
tion, and thus generating distrust, the disposition becomes general 
to pass from the superficial to the lower and more secure strata 
of credit, and, by a movement towards the basis of the system, to 
reach moni solid gi'ound. The lighter fonns of creefit media 
then fall into discredit; and, in order to supply their place, a de¬ 
mand arises for the more substantial kinds—for bank note& in 
proportion to the degree of security which they possess, or, ror 
what in tho last resort constitutes the support of the whole—the 
reserve of gold. The demai^d thus generated is tho immediate 
cause of monetary pressure; and the intensity of the strain which 
supervenes, will depend, on the ona hand, on the intensity of the 
causes producing the demand, namely, the degree of distrust and 
alann prevailing, and, on the other, on the meaUs available for 
satisfying it; these means consisting of such forms of credit as 
have not fallen under suspicion, and of tlie disposable gold re^ 
serve. 

In detcimining, therefore, tho character of any ^ven regula¬ 
tion of the currency with respect to its operation in a season of 
commercial diificulty, it is to these points* that we must direct 
our attention:—We must inqmre, whether the law has any 
tendency to increase the alarm beyond what the occasion re¬ 
quires ; we must consider its infiuence upon the support 
which credit gives to credit in such times; and, Sd/y, we must 
loqk to its influence on the reserve of gold. We propose, there¬ 
fore, tp examine, under each of these aspects, the Bank Charter * 
Act of 1844, wluch may be regarded as the basis of our present 
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currency s^'stem. It apj^cars to us tried by these tests, that 
Act will stand condemned. 

We liave spoken faf the alarm which the occasion requii’es 
and this is an expression which needs explanation. It iniglit 
seem, at first sf^lit, suiHcient to say, that alanu amongst commer¬ 
cial men is justifiable, when thoso who are the objects of it are 
unable to pay their debts, and groundless, and therefore unjus¬ 
tifiable, whei'c they aie able. But in this answer it is ovei'looked 
that the ability of a debtor to meet his engagements will depend 
vciy materially upon the state of confidence which happens to 
prevail. Every fresh extension of alarm gives a new impulse to 
the demand for monetary accommodation, thereby raising the 
value of the standard in which debts are estLinated, and thus 
\irtually augmenting the debts themselves. A man may be ])er- 
fectly competent to meet his engagements in an inflated state of 
the markets, but a slight alarm supervening may so enhance the 
value of his debts as at once to render him insolvent; on tlu‘ 
other hand, a man, under a tightness of the money market, may 
be inculpable of meeting his liabilities, and so become insolvent, 
who, on the abatement of the panic, will be perfectly able to dis¬ 
charge all liis debts in fiill.^ It is jdniii, therefore, that to decide 
whether an alarm be justifiable or not, we must consider its effect 
in enhancing the A'alue of the circulating medium; and the <|ues- 
tion then comes to this—At what point is it desirable that tlie 
value of the circulating medium should, in jicriods of discredit 
and alann, be maintained ? 

i^ow, in determining this, wc must remember that constancy 
of value is the first and most inniortant (|uulity in that which is 
the measure of value. It is for this that wc resort to a metallic 
standard, and make all our contracts ultimately resolvable into 
certain deflnite quantities of the jirceious metals. It^ therefore, 
fluctuations in the value of the circulating medium are desirable 
at all, it can only be in so fur os such fluctuations arc indisjiens- 
ablc to the permanent maintenance of the standard itself. 
Under the circumstance^^ therefore, whicli M'e have supposed, 
the minimum of enhancement which is consistent with this end, 
is that whicli the occasion justifies; or, to put the same proposi¬ 
tion in diflureut words, wnat is desirable on such occasions is, 

o 
1 This Tcry obrious consideration has been wholly overlooked by the TVmss, in 

its reasoninff npon this question. **When a firm,*' it is argned, “suspends, it 
must either have sufficient or insufficient assets to piw its creditors. .... The 
▼aloe of these will bo neither lessened nor increased oy the fact of the^ possessor 
of them postponing payment of his own debts. .... It is only an imaginary 
value that has been destroyofl.’* The reader will observe the play npon tho 
word “ value.** The utility of the articles, whatever they may be, may not. be 
altered; but it is scarcely necessary to say, that their power of commanding 
money, and consequentW of enabling their owners to discharge monetary obli¬ 
gations, will be titered by eveiy change of the mon^ market. 
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that the rate of interest should rise no higher, and tliat prices 
should fall no lower, than is sufficient to secure the ultimate rec¬ 
tification of the exchanges, and the convertibility of 
the paper circulation. All beyond this is pure evil, productive 
of hardship and injustice to individuals, fraught with gratuitous 
suffering and disgrace to the community. 

Using, then, the expression, “ what the occasion justifies,” in 
the sense explained, we think it is demonstrable, that the provi¬ 
sion of the Act nf 1844 which prescribes a fixed limit to tlie 
note issues is cajcidatcd to produce an unnecessary state of alanii, 
and, therefore, to cause an unjustifiable enhancement in tlie 
value of the circulating medium. The extravagant and unpre¬ 
cedented demand for accommodation in the autumn of 1847 up 
to the moment of the appearance of the Government letter sus¬ 
pending the Act, and the sudden cessation of the demand imme¬ 
diately on its appearance, are facts so familiar that we need only 
allude to them; while the maintenance of specie payments after 
its cessation, and the continuing favourableness of the foreign 
exclnmges, proved lioAv entirely unnecessaiy had been the artifi¬ 
cial enhiincement to which the money of the country had been 
subjected, fill* the attainment of either of those objects. During 
the year just past the same phenomena have been repeated. 

Many merchants,” says the editor of the city articlo of the 
I'iinesj writing oii the evening preceding tlie suspension, “ in 
order to gratify an ignorant impulse of caution, have now at their 
bankers two or three times the amount they ordinarily keep. 
TJie reason they give is, ‘ that they don’t know what may hap¬ 
pen.’” A few days sul)se(]uently, it was announced in a leading 
article of the Globe (also a strong supporter of the present law), 
that one joint-stock bank in London liad put itself m a position 
to pay L.r),000,00() in three days, if necessaiy; a fact “sufficient,” 
the writer remarks, “to indicate the height which has been 
reached by the demand for ‘ the ready,’ tn mere antieipatibn or 
apprehension of panic** 

Nov is it denied that this disposition on the part of the com¬ 
mercial public to supply themselves* beyond their immediate 
needs is directly traceable to the restriction of the Act. The 
defence is, not that the act does not pi^oduce this fiictitious de¬ 
mand, but that it otight not to do so. It is ignorant impulse 
of caution,”—“a blind fright,”—“ an insane panic.” It seems a 
sufiicient answer to this to say, that, whether a proof of folly or 
of wisdom, such is the constitution of human nature, the act 
does produce this effect. In trutli, however, so far from^ being 
the foolish thing it is represented, the measure is but a natund 
and proper precaution which no prudent man would on sncli« 
occasions omit; and, considering the contingency to be enooan- 
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tered—with safety and ruin, iionour and disgrace, trembling in 
the balance—to cxj)ect that men will confine their requirements 
within what is iini^ediately necessaiy,—to exj)ect that they will 
not make provision against every emergency, to the utmost of 
their power, while ])rovision is possible, appears to us to be the 
merest childishness and fatuity, unworthy of men who aspire to 
legislate for a great commercial people. 

Such is the operation of the Act in respect to the demand for 
monetary accommodation: we have now to consider its elfoct 
upon the supply. And tliis question, as wc have intimated, re¬ 
solves itself into two otliers, viz.—first, as to its effect upon those 
kinds of credit media—namely, bank notes—upon wbidi the de¬ 
mand is chiefly turned in times of difficultyand, secondly, as 
to its effect upon the reserve of gold. 
* In dealing with the first of these, we arc brought into direct 
collision mth what is considered the fundamental principle of 
the Act, which, therefore, we must bi*iefiy examine. 

The principle of the Act of 1844, as expounded by its authors 
and defenders, may be stated shortly thus. It takes, jis tlic tjqie 
of a perfect currency, a currency having the constancy of value 
of a metallic one accompanied with the facilities of transmission 
and other conveniences afforded by a paper circulation; and 
since, as is alleged, the value of a currency varies inversely as its 
quantity, those who adopt this theory conceive that this degree 
of perfection is attainable by simply making a paper circulatiuii 
fluctuate in amount as a metallic cun'eiicy would. Proceeding 
from these premises, and taking bank notes as constituting the 
class, “ currency,” they have contrived an arrangement, em¬ 
bodied in the Act of 1844, by which bank notes are made to 
fiuctuate in amount with tlic influx and efflux of bullion to and 
from the Bank. By adherence to tliis principle, which they de¬ 
signate as tlie principle of metallic variation,”^ it is maintained 
that we secure for the country a perfect currency, which unites 
the advantages of a metallic with those of a pa])er system, and 
avoids the inconveniences of both. 

Such is the theoiy:—which we have, in the first place, to 
observe, that the assumption of the value of a currency vaiying 
inversely as its quantity, is only true when wc include under the 
term, “ currency,” eyeiy possible species of purchasing power. 
Now, in the application oi the principlo, bank notes only are in¬ 
clude under this term. Consequently, it by no means follows, 
that by regulating the quantity of bank notes you reflate their 
value; an^ in point of fact, no one circumstance is oettor esta¬ 
blished than tliis, that extraordinary fluctuations in prices, and 
consequently in the value of the curreucy, have t^en place 

* Ped’i Act of 1844 Explained and Defended. B. Toneni, Eiq., E.B,8. 
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without any corresponding fluctuations in tlie amount of the 
hank note circulation, wliether wc confine thaj term .to notes in 
the hands of the public, or include under it^so the notes in the 
tills of bankers. Any order given by a person in good credit 
will affect prices just as much as if an actual transfer of sove¬ 
reigns took place. Now, whatever affects prices, affects the 
j>urchasing power or value of the whole circulating medium—of 
notes and gold as much as of bills, cheques, or any other part of 
it. TJie attempt; therefore, to regulate the value of the currency 
by placing a liigitation on the quantity of bank notes is much 
as if one were to proceed to regulate the level of the ocean by 
damming up a single river. Lideed, so much does the inffuence 
of credit upon pijces obtrude itself on our notice in all the trans¬ 
actions of commerce, that we cannot suppose a phenomenon, so 
patent and striking, to have escaped the authors of the thedfy 
in (jucstion. What seems to be assumed (for it has not been 
ox]jressly stated) is, that, amongst the various forms of paper 
cixjdit, bank notes occupy a position of superiority, not simply in 
jioint of security ayd oi convenience for certain purposes, but in 
respect to a paramount inffuence which they are supposed to ex¬ 
ercise over all other kinds of circulating medium, so that, if ihep 
only be controlled, the control of the whole circulation will ne¬ 
cessarily follow; and, accordingly, the term “curronejV* or 

money,” is supposed to he applied with peculiar propnety to 
bank notes, but to be wholl^y inapplicable to ever}- other kind of 
civdit media; tliese being, it is said, merely substitutes for cur¬ 
rency.” Into the verbal question we have jio desire to enter; but 
with respect to tlie assumption that bank notes have any peculiar 
inffuence upon prices, or that they stand in any constant relation 
to the general medium of circulation, and that therefore a regu¬ 
lation of them will control the fluctuations of prices, or restrain 
the expansions of credit, these assumptions have b^n so often 
and so effectually disposed oi^ that we should regard it as a mete 
waste of argument to add a single word in support of a refuta¬ 
tion already more than completer^ 

If any one will consider tnp questiAi apart firom any particular 
theory, we think he cannot fail to perceive that bank notes differ 
from other forms of paper credit in these two circumstances, and 

1 If tho reader wishes to see the question discussed at length, he will find 
it treated in various places throoghout the fonith yolome of the ^'llistoiy 
of Prices," with Mr Tooke’s nsnal discernment. And shonld he care to eee 
what is to be said on the othor side, he may look to the opening chapters, 
of Colonel Torrens’ work in defence of the Act of 1S44 Host ^itio^« We 
may also refer the reader to Mr Macleod’s work on the “ Elements of Political 
Economy,” just imlilished, in which he will find the whole mechanism of our 
credit system token osnnder, and explained down to Its minntest details, in 
a manner evincing a knowledge of commercial transactions as accunte os il 
is extensive. 
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in these only:—viz., 1#/, in point of security, representing as they 
generally do the credit of great corporations, while other kinds of 
paper credit i\?pi*esc^t,for tnemost part,merely thccredit of private 
persons, whose ability to pay, even if it be as certain, is at least 
less notorious than that of hanks; and 2<//y, they diiicr in ]>oint 
of convenience; bank notes standing in much the same relation 
to credit in general as coin does to bullion, and thus constituting 
what Air Alill has happily designated coined credit.” 

Now regarding bank notes, under this aspect, as constituting 
a portion of the general credit system of the cpuntiy, differing 
from the rest in point of greater security and availability for 
general pur})oses, the question comes to this,—What will be tlie 
effect upon the wdiole system of placing this j)prtion of it under 
the law of “ metallic variation V Will it conduce to the 
stability of the fabric ? or to that uniformity and cipiableness in 
the standard of value, which must be taken as the ultimate end 
of all currency regulations t 

We have no hesitation in saying, that it tends to produce 
directly opposite results. 

In times of good credit, when trade proceeds in its nonnal 
. course, the law restricting the issue of bank notes is simply in¬ 
operative. If this were ever doubtffil, he, whose eyes have not 
been opened to the truth by recent discriosurcs, must be judicially 
blinded. So far from the Act of 1844 imposing that restraint on 
oveivtrading, which, at least with its author, was the principal 
advantage expected from it, it has now been demonstrateil Tby 
the unerring test of experience, that the most reckless and un¬ 
scrupulous speculation may be indulged under this metallic 
regime without let or inconvenience. And we believe wo might 
illustrate this statement by the experience of America, ns well as 
by our own; for, although no law of metallic variation ” has 
hwn in force in that country, in point of fact tlie relation of the 
note circulation to the bullion, so far as the returns have reached 
us, has never exceeded that which the principle in question 
would pciTOit.’ The fact is, that in times of commercial confi¬ 
dence, the vast bulk of trdhsactions is carried on through the 
me^um of the inferior instruments of credit; the accommodation 
which banks afford in such times consisting, in by far thej^ater 
proportion, of credit advances in which no notes pass. The re- 
stri^on on the issue of notes is, in such times—that is to say, in 
ordinaiT times—as much a dead letter as a law which should 
eni^ that no man should eat more than one quartern loaf at a 
sittings Of wear more than one suit of clothes at the same time. 
It is when some derangement occurs in the course of commercial 
dealings, generating suspicion and distrust, that the law for'the 

1 Vide Heonmwtt Dec. 26di 1857, article on the American Crisis. 
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first time comes into operation, and then the restraint begins to 
be felt; the point at which the pressure discovers itself being in the 
obstruction wliich the Act offers to the natural movements of credit 
in support of ci’edit,—of the stronger in aid of the weaker sorts,—a 
process Indispensable to the stability of our liighly ardticial and 
mutuallyinterdependent system, without which the complex struc¬ 
ture must in a moment be resolved into its original elements. 

In order to understand the extent to which our commercial 
operations are d^ndeut upon opinion and confidence, we have 
only to consider what the consequence would be if eveiy person 
wc^Ib to require, as evety one has always a perfect legal nght to 
do, that all debts payable to him on demand should be at once 
paid, according to their amount, in gold or silver. It is evi¬ 
dent that compliance would involve a physical impossibility, 
utterly insufficient is the metallic basis of the currency to sustain, 
by its own strength, the superstructure which is raised upon it, 
that the whole fabric of commercial credit must, under such a pres¬ 
sure, instantaneously collapse, and universal bankruptcy would 
necessarily follow. Now, in times of commercial disturbance, 
when, as far as regards private credit, this impulse of distrust 
operates to a very considerable degree, the catastrophe, which 
would otherwise bo inevitable, is prevented by the support which 
the moi'c solid strata of credit lend to the more superficial de¬ 
scriptions wliicli fall under sus}>icion. The question, then, which 
IicTO arises is,—How far should this process of sustaining private 
credit, in such times, by banking accommodation be carried*? It 
appears to us, that the limits which justice and expediency pre¬ 
scribe, arc those which are set by the two following considerations: 
viz., 1st, the necessity of securing the circulation against depreciar 
tion—in other wortls, of luaintaining ^cie payments; and 2d/y, 
the soh'oncy of the peraons ajiplyiiig for assistance. 

Now, with reganl to the first object, it has indeed been very 
freely asserted, that the principle “ of metallic variation”—of 
making bank notes vaiy in amount with the movements of bullion 
—is indispensable to its effectual accomplishment; but, as we 
(conceive, without the slightest foundation in either reason or ex¬ 
perience—indeed, in direct contravention of both./ Specie pay¬ 
ments may be endangered by either of two causes—by a fbnngn, 
or by a domestic dram of gold. In meetiifg a foreign drain, we 
believe it is now admitted upon all hands, that the true remedy is 
a rise in the rate of interest. Now, be it observed, that there is 
nothing in the law of 1844 to compk a rise in the rate of interest 
at any period of a foreign drain; its efiect is not to secure that 
the drain shall be met by a timely adoption of the only measure 
by which it can effectually be met, but, through the separation, 
of the departments of the Bank of England, to narrow the avail-* 
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able means of meeting it. The consequenee is, tliat the main¬ 
tenance of specie payments under the Act requires that the rate 
fihall be raised mu(^ more suddenly and yioleiitly than would 
otherwise be necessary. Thus, by the operation of the Act, the 
difficulty of the problem is increased, without anyprecautions being 
taken that the conditions which the augmented difficulty demands 
shall bo complied 'W'ith. Ahta, as, previous to 1844, the discretion 
of the Bank directors is the sole guarantee for a timely rise in the 
rate of interest; the only difference made by tlie Act is in the 
narrowness of the available reserve bn which the flniin has to ope¬ 
rate—wo say available reserve, because it is only a ])ortiou of the 
aggre^te bullion that, under the Act, is really available. The 
operation of the Bank Act, therefore, with respect to the mainten¬ 
ance of specie payments under a foreign drain, being simply to 
enhance the dijficulty of the problem^ it must be said rather to en¬ 
danger than to secure the desired end—a tendency which was 
very clewly indicated on the occasion of its first trial in the carl}* 
part of 1847, when the director keeping down the rate of interest 
m tiic face of a foreign drain, the Bank w^as brought to the verge 
of suspension, from which it was only saved by having rccoui*se 
to the most violent measures, involving great public inconvenience. 

The rate of interest, then, constituting the effective engine for 
counteracting a foreign drain, and the point to which it is ad¬ 
vanced being determined by the discretion of the directors of the 
Bank of England, having reference to the state of the available 
reserve and the circumstances producing tlte drain, the question 
is, assuming the advance tor be pushed to the requisite point, what 
should be the limit to the amount of banking accommodation which 
should be given at this rate f We submit, that the sole limit which 
justice, expediency, and the public weal require, is that which is 
set by the solvency of the applicants. Ijiis limit the special 
knowledge of bankers enables them to discover; and as their pri¬ 
vate interest would induce them to comply w ith such demands up 
to the point of solvency, so it would prevent them from passing 
beyond it. But here the Act of 1844 interposes; and, suostitutr 
ing for that play of'individual interests by which, in this as in 
other instances, the public good is surely brought about, its prin¬ 
ciple of mct^lic variation” interdicts tlio I^k from the dis¬ 
charge of a useful public function, by placing an arbitrary limit 
on the quantum or accommodation to be given—a limit, not de¬ 
termined by consideration of the causes producing the drain, nor 
by the favourable or adverse condition of the foreign exchanges, 
nor by the solvency or insolvency of the aj^licants for assistance, 
but by a pedantic dicium^ founded upon a radical misconception 

• <if the character of a convertible papei^iystem, and unknown to 
* all the first authorities in economic sdencet 
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So far with respect to the operation of the principle in the case 
of a foreign drain. In the case of a drain proceeding from a 
domestic j)anic, its effect is still more mis^ievous and absurd. 
As wo have already remarked, the metallic basis of our credit 
system is wholly insufficient to sustain, by its own strength, the 
8uj)erstructuro raised upon it; consequently, if distrust of our 
ordinary paper circulation once fairly sets in, our only means of 
averting general bankruptcy is through the support which, under 
these ciiv-uinstanecs, the more solid instruments of credit, repre¬ 
sented by bank-notes, bring tO the weaker kinds which are wan- 
toidy endangered. I3ut this—the only means physically avail¬ 
able for obviating the impending crash—the Act of 1844 places 
under interdict ;,so tliat, as has happened on the only two occa¬ 
sions on which the principle has been tried, and as will infallibly 
happen whenever it is tried again, the country and the Govefti- 
ment are jilact'd in this dilemma, that cither the law must be 
broken, or sjieeie ]>ayments generally must be suspended. Nor 
did we require the experience of 1847 and 1857 to have taught 
ns tliis lesson. It was written in characters sufficiently legible in 
tlie history of former crises. On every occasion on which specie 
payments liave been endangered througli domestic panic, the 
remedy which has been ultimately resorted to, and which has in¬ 
variably been found efficacious, has been an extension of accommo¬ 
dation in the firm of the superior descriptions of credit instru¬ 
ments—gener.dly of bauk notes, sometimes of exchequer bills. 
Tlici*c is, indeed, one I'cmarkablc exception. During the com¬ 
mercial jianic of 1797, the Bank of England, instead of boldly 
extending their issues when satisfied of the solvency of the persons 
seeking assistance, acted on the principle of the Act of 1844 hyper~ 
ftkting in contracting them ; and the consequence was, that the Bank 
of England suspended ^ecic pigments. Nec meue hie sermo est; 
it is the verdict of the Bullion Committee of 1810. Beferring to 
that catastrophe, the Committee says An effectual remedy 
might have been provided, if the Bank of England had had courage 
to extend, instead of restricting, its accommodation and issue of notes* 
Some few persons were of this opini(»fl at the time; and the late 
Governor and Deputy-Governor of the Bank stated to your Com¬ 
mittee that they, and many of the directors, are now satisfied, 
from the cxpcrionco of the year 1797, thatWi^ diminuimi of their 
notes in that emergency increased the public distress; an opinion, in 
the correctness of wAfcA, your Committee entirely concur.” And, 
not only were the Committee satisfied with the expediency of such 
a measure underthe peculiar drcomstances of the year 1797, but 
they further illustrate its expediency by the converse expei^ent 
furnished by the year 1793; the advance of exchequer bills il^ 
aid of the mercantile embarrassment upon this latter occaaonis 
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affording, in the opinion of the Committee, an important illaa- 
tration of the principle, that an enlarged accommodation ia the true 
remedy for that occa^onal failure of confidence in the country du~ 
tricte^ to tchkh out system of paper credit ie unavoidably liabler 
Nor are the Committee content with citing particular examples, 
they lay <town general principles; and, distinguishing between 
tile cases of foreign and domestic drain, they state that, with re¬ 
gard to the latter, the proper ti*catment is “ a judicious increase 
of accommodation to the countiywhile, in the case of a foreign 
drain, though other considerations must hei'c be attended to, it is 
nevertheless essential to the commercial interests of the countiy, 
and the general fulfilment of those mercantile engagements whicli 
a free issue of paper may have occasioned, that the accustomed 
degree of accommodation to merchants should not be suddenly 
of materially reduced; and that, if any general or senous dilli- 
cultyor apprehension on this subject should arise, it may, in tlu; ament of your Committee, be countci’acted without danger, 

with advantage to the public, by a liberality in the issue of 
Ihxnk of England paper proportioned to the urgency of the occasion^' 

We might illustrate this point further; but recent experience, 
and the admissions of the supporters of tiie present law, render 
tin’s unnecessary. The specific ground taken by the defenders of 
the Act of 1844, in their condemnation of its recent suspension, 
is, that numbers have thereby been saved^ whoy according to their 
pnnciplesy should have been ruinedy and wotdd have been ruiueil 
had the law been enforced. They even go so for as to complain 
that an invidious and unfair distinction lias been drawn betwecMi 
those who have been crushed by the operation of the Act, and 
those who have escaped through its suspension; they would liavo 
dealt out impartial ucstimction to all.^ Now, hearing in miml 
that specie payments have been maintained, that since the u|>- Ecarance of the Government letter the convertibility of tlie note 

as never been for a moment imperilled, that no Insolvency has 
been averted by a departure ffom the standard of value, to what 
do such statements amount, if not to a distinct avovral that tint 
operation of the Act of 1844 is calculated and is intended to pro¬ 
duce artificial insolvency—insolvency indispensable, indeed, to 
the enforcement of its provisions, but uncalled for by any odier 
consideration ? * 

No doubt much unsound trading has been rife in many parts 
* Vide the Timtd city wrticles jMMtm, from the ISth of November up to the 

present. The following is from Lord Oventone’s speech on the opening of the 
session t—** If the Act hod been mdntained only twenty>four hours longer, the 
whole of the vicious system to which he had referred would have been got rid 
of by the erumbUng to atoms of the institutions which fostered it. Irretrievable 
ruin would have followed, and the commercial atmosphere would have been 

f cleared. But to prevent this, it wardramed necessuy to interfere, and to lus* 
poiCd the operation of the Act.*' 
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of the kingdom; no doubt we have had some flagrant examples 
of the fosteiing of unsound speculation by reckless and unscru¬ 
pulous advances—examples, some of them, wo regret to say, fur¬ 
nished by Scotland, now for the first time in the liistoiy of her 
banking institutions; but as the mechanical regulation of bank 
notes has been powerless to prevent such abuses, so it is unneces¬ 
sary to their exposure and punishment. One would ima^pne, 
from tlic laiigua^ which has been freely used on this subject, 
that the sole security for all the debts m the kingdom was the 
Act of 1844; t^iat if the principle of “ metallic variation ” were 
once abandoned any one mi^t make himself liable to any 
amount, and find no difficulty in making good his obligations. 
People, it is saidf engaged in all kinds of hazardous and impru¬ 
dent speculations, “ because tlicy foresaw that, when the pressiyre 
came, CloA'ernnxent would step m to relieve them from the effects 
of their culpable folly,” But, in reply to all such declamatory 
mystification, the following answer wdll probably suffice:—^The 
parties whom the Bank of England has been enabled to assist by 
tlic relaxation are either solvent or insolvent—they either have 
the moans of ultimately making good their engagements, or they 
have not. If tliey have the means, then wc aSc on what gi^und 
is tiic Bank to be prevented from assisting them i—unless, indeed, 
the objeert be'to produce artificial insolvency. If they have not 
tlic means, then we should like to know on what grounds it is 
siijiposcd that the Bank will comply with their demands? Does 
the suspension of the Ac.t place the Bank under compulsion to 
grant assistance to any one ? And if not, why is it to be sup¬ 
posed that tlic directors will suddenly take leave of their senses, 
and, in violation of every principle of sound banking, in disregard 
alike of their own interests and of their duty to their constituents, 
wantonly rush to the rescue of insolvent institutions, on the prin¬ 
ciple, wo suppose, of the dog wliich, 

** To servo some private ends,. 
Went mad, and bit the man.” 

But wc have yet to notice the effect of the Bank Act of 1844 
oil that most influential clement of the loan fund—^the available 
reserve of gold. And here wo regret that, having already ex¬ 
ceeded our limits, we can do little more tlflui advert to tliis most 
important aspect of the case. 

The formula most in favour at present amongst the admirers 
of the existing law, and which seems to be n^rded as a suf¬ 
ficient answer to all objections, is, that the Act of 1844 simply 
carries out the principle of ^‘free trade in gold.” We have cer^ 
tainly been under the impression that free trade in gold, include 
ing the exporting, importing, and melting of that metal, has* 
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been secured by tbe law of the land since 1819; but if the Act 
of 1844 has conferred any further immunity from restraint on 
this trade, perhaps idiose who rest its defence on tliis ground 
will be good enough to point it out. Meanwhile, however, we 
ore at a loss to see in what way “free trade in gold” is ad¬ 
vanced by trammeling credit. It it should be said that credit, 
or any particular form of credit, being equally available with 
gold as a medium of exchange, the principles of free trade re¬ 
quire that it should be made to vary m amount with this metal, 
we cfin only say that we are unable to see the application of the 
doctrine. Bread and meat arc both alike conducive to the com¬ 
mon purpose of sustaining human life. But it would suivly be 
a strange misconception of the doctrine of fr^ trade in com, 
w^ich snonld identify it with the regulation of the meat market, 
and proclaim it, as “a necessary complement” of the Act of 
1846, that for every quarter of corn exported, a sheep should bo 
put to death. 

Free trade in gold—in the material of the money of England— 
was established by law in 1819. The Act of 1844, instead of 
further canying out the principle then established, was in reality 
a retrograde movement, interfering, as it did, tlirough the pro¬ 
vision for the separation of departments, with the liberty of 
action of the Bank in dealing witn its own bullion. This 'Act, 
which is said to have established free trade in gold, has tlius in¬ 
troduced on the freedom of dealing with gold a now and iinlieard 
of restraint; it has interposed between the proprietor and his 
property, and, subjecting a portion of it to rules of its own, 
permits him the exercise of nis discretion with the remaining 
part only. 

The principle of cutting in two the metallic assets of the Bank, 
has now received a second practical illustration. Its operation is 
to render nugatozy, for all practical purposes, a large portion of 
the Bonk treasure; so that, under this system, the real measure 
of our ability to meet a foreign drain, on to Support in times of 
alarm domestic credit, is the total amount of our bullion, but 
only that portion of it which is represented by the coin and notes 
in the banking department. Wo have, accoroingly, now, as in 
1847, been once more brought to the end of our legally avail¬ 
able means—^to a poiift at wmch, but for the violation of the law, 
the Bank of Ei^and must have suspended payments—wliile 
there was yet L,7,000,000 of bullion under lepslative lock and 
key. This is a contingency which does not appear to have en¬ 
tered into the speculations of the framers of the Act. Mr Tooke 
had the sa^cit^r to foresee the consummation which was im¬ 
pending. In his pamphlet of 1844 he thus predicts, with a 
minate accuracy of description, the catastrophe which has a 
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second time overtaken us: In this case/’ be says, while the 
circulating department would still ham L.6,000f000 of hulliouj the 
<leposit department would have no alternative but to sloppayment;— 
a most absurd, however disastrous, state of things. But it would 
be too disastrous and too absurd to bo allowed to take its course. 
If such a crisis were to happen, as most probably it will, at a 
time when tlie dividends on the public &nds become due, 
Government would he imperatively called upon to interfere^ and 
prevent so ridiculous, however lamentable, a catastrophe; and 
the only iuterfei;encc that would meet the emergency would be 
to authorise a temporary transfer of coin from the Issuing to 
the Banking Department.” 

Tliough, thcreipro, tlie Act of 1844, not only did not establish 
fi'ee trade in ^Id, but really imposed restrictions unknown 
before ui>ou an important portion of our total stock, the framed 
and supporters of that measure may, nevertlieless, fairly take credit 
for having contributed to the practical adoption of the principle 
in question, in dealing with the remaining portion. Previous to 
the fiassing of this law, the principle, however imperfectly acted 
upon, was generally recognised, that, in the management of its 
gold reserve, tlie Bank acted in some degree as a trustee for the 
public. It was seen tliat this reserve constituted, in the last 
resort, the b:tsis of our system of credit, and that, therefore, its 
management was really a matter of pubuc concern. Free trade 
in gold, therefore, though the law of the land, was not in practice 
fully carried out; but no sooner had the principles of tne pre¬ 
sent law prevailed, than it was announced that the manage¬ 
ment of the Bank reserve (or rather, of that portion of it which, 
under the Act, was available) was an afrair of purely private 
concern, with which it was an impertinence in tlie public to in¬ 
terfere. All that any of these parties liave to do,” said the 
Ixmesj in replying to such criticisms in 1846, ^‘is to*t^e care of 
their own interests, and leave the currency, under Sir Robert 
Peel’s Act, to take care gf itself.” Accordingly, from 1844 to 
1847, this principle was c^erally acted on; the directon look¬ 
ing simply to their divMends, and Endeavouring to keep their 
reserve at the lowest practicable point. The difficulties of 1847, 
however, suddenly brought the doctrine to a somewhat rude 
trial; and the result was as might have been anticipated. The 
public then perceived what, had thev attended to the teaching of 

Tooke, thev might have learned without some the painful 
experience of that year, that the management of the Bank reserve* 
ie a matter of public concern; and, accordingly, a wholesome 
criticism has, since that time, been exercised upon the conduct of 
the Bank in this particular by the press in general, and not the, 
less efrbctivoly by those organs wlm had previously deprecated 
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all sucli interference. A veiy sensible practical restraint on the 
freedom of trade in gold has thus been established, which has 
conduced in no sii^^ll measure to neutralise the mischievous 
tendency of the lessons w'hich the authors of the Bank Act had 
inenleated. 

TJie principles of currency, therefore, embodied in the Act of 
1844, whether in their violation, or in their observance of the 
doctrine of free trade in gold, tend equally to the same result— 
the reduction of the available bullion reserve to tlie smallest 
practicable amount; thus narrowing the basis of our credit system, 
and conducing, so far as such principles are really acted upon, to 
the instability of the super-imposed fabric. 

Let us briefly recapitulate tlie points which have been esta¬ 
blished. It has been shown that tne effect of the Act of 1844 is, 
in times of commercial derangement, to create an alarm beyon<l 
what the occasion warrants, causing a factitious dcinana for 
money—^a demand pi'oportioned, not to' the wants of those who 
ask, but to the inability to comply with it of tliose who give, 
and, therefore, having almost a necessary tendency, when it 
reaches a certain point, to culminate in panic. It has been 
shown, secondly, that, while extending the demand for accom¬ 
modation beyond what the real necessities of the community 
would produce, on the other hand, by interfering with the 
natural support which in such times credit would bring to credit, 
the Act curtails the supply in a greater degree than the con-, 
ditions of maintaining specie payments require; each operation 
tending by a reciprocal action to the same result—a great arti¬ 
ficial enhancement of the standard of value. Lastly, it has been 
shown, that, with respect to the metallic basis of our system, the 
effect of the present law, in proscribing for all practical purposes 
the use of a large portion of the bullion of the country, is to re¬ 
duce within extremely narrow limits tlie really available gold 
reserve. 

It thus appears that the operation of tl|e Act of 1844 is unneces¬ 
sarily and wantonly to int^sify every condition on which mone¬ 
tary pressure depends. We beg the reader to reflect for a 
moment on the amount of evil involve^l in this consummation. 
Between the 7th of September and the 12th of Noveml^r no less 
than eighty-five firms^ representing an aggregate of L.42,000,000 
sterling, became bankrupt. Now, remembering that, in a great 
commercial society like ours, there are debtors occupying every 
possible grade on the financial ladder—solvenc;y passing into in¬ 
solvency b,y imperceptible degrees—and ^considering, further, 
that the ability to pay a debt depends on value of the medium 
j>f payment no loss than on the means of Ike debtor, we ask, can 
the conclusion be escaped, that some not inconsiderable propor- 
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tion of the ruin and disjiprace set forth in the above figures, is dia- 
tinctly chargeable on a law which artificially enhances the value 
of the circulating medium, and aggravates the difficulty of meet¬ 
ing evciy debt ? 

But the matter is no longer problematical. Already several 
important firms, which, sinking- under the inability of procuring 
temporary accommodation created by this law, were compelled 
to suspend payments, have resumed business, meeting all their 
engagements in full. “ Had its resuscitation been found impos¬ 
sible” says the *^nmefty referring to one remarkable instance of 
this kind, “ much distress would have been created in the iron 
districts.” But its resuscitation would have been found impos¬ 
sible but for the suspension of the Bank Act. What amount of 
mercantile disgrace and of popular suffering that suspension wijp 
too late to prevent, must for the present be matter or conjecture. 
But Wo trust that the Committee just appointed will not fail to 
make it one of the principal objects of their inquiry. 

Oirr conclusions have hitherto been chiefiy negative; and the 
reader will here naturally inquire—what is to be done f what is 
the remedy! Unfortunately we have left ourselves brief space 
to answer this question; and yet we would fain not leave it 
wholly unanswered. All legislation affecting our monetary 
system must be directed to one or other of two objects-reither 
to the maintenance of the commercial equilibrium, or, where dis- 
Wirhances do happen, to tlic restriction of the resulting evils 
within the narrowest compass;—in short, cither to prevention or 
to cure. Let us briefly consider each of these points. 

It was asserted by more than one speaker, daring the recent 
parliamentary debates, and amongst others by the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, that the late crisis was the consequence, not 
of a derangement of the currency, but of an improper nse of 
capital and credit; and the' statement was checi*ed as a discoveiy; 
the supporters of the present law especially seeming to find great 
comfort in this explanation. That such a statement should ever 
have been made appears to us to be ogl^ one more proof of the 
utter confusion into which our commercial vocabulary has fallen. 
A moiietaiy crisis is surely only another name for an aggregate 
of debts in excess of the means of liquidation. To conceive, 
therefore, the possibility of a monetary crikis being due to any 
cause distinct from credit, is to conceive the possibility of a debt 
without its necessary correlative—is to suppose that there can 
be borrowers without lenders. On the other hand, if “capital ” 
or “ currency ” be used to include the idea of “ credit,” the 
solution simply amounts to saying that U^e debts which constitute 
the monetary embarrassment are the result of the credits which* 
created them.—A notable discoveiy I which One would imagine 
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the collective wisdom of the nation might have excogitated with¬ 
out a century of commercial experience^ including some scores 
of commercial crises, with their attendant committees of inquiry. 
It surely requires no argument to prove that a commercial crisis 
proceeds, and can only proceed, from an exercise of credit; the 
sole question which can arise in tho matter being the particular 
form which this exercise of credit may assume. Previous to the 
Act of 1844, it was the fashion to attribute every commercial dis¬ 
turbance to an over-issue of bank notes; an assumption which, 
in the form of a foregone conclusion, appears to have presided 
over the labours of most of our currency committees. The 
authors of the Bank Charter Act, however, have the involuntary 
merit of establishing by actual experiment the*erroneousness of a 
doctrine which had previously been refuted by argument only. 
^The hallucination raing now got rid of, we may entertain a 
hope that inquiry will, mr the future, be turned into mor^fruit- 
ful paths; and we look to the present Committee to bring into 
view, more distinctly than has hitherto been done, the real charac¬ 
ter of the credit transactions by which monetary complications 
are brought about. Let us clearly understand the nature of those 
transactions—what the motives are w'hich influence respectively 
lender and borrower in engaging in them, as well as tlic modus 
operandi by which the results are worked out. When these 
points are made clear, we shall bo better able to judge how far 
the evils in question are preventihle by legislative trcatmci^ 
That any legislation will be completely cmcacious in this respect, 
we wholly disbelieve. The causes of commercial convulsions lie 
much deeper than Acts of Parliament can reach, and are to be 
sought, not in the character of the medium employed to effect 
exchanges, but in the folly, ignorance, cupidity, ana dishonesty 
of the agents who use them. So long as people give and take 
credit, and have the j)ower to involve themselves in monetary 
liabilities beyond their means of liquidation, so long commercial 
crises will be possible. The true preventive is to 1^ found, not 
in currency nostrums, but in the intelligence, moderation, and 
honesty of tho commei&al classes. ISevertheless we are not 
without hope that, even in this direction, legislation may be Ereductive, within certain narrow limits, of useful results. The 

iw cannot create prudence where it does not exist; but, by 
absolving itself from the charge of being prudent for the 
public, it may call into activity prudence which is now dormant. 
Further, the law may to some extent prevent imposition, by 
providing means for its detection, and rigorously punishing it 
when convicted. These considerations point, the former to the 
extension of the princrple of limited liability to banks, the latter 
to an improved law of bankruptcy. 
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the former point, with the evidence now before us, 
we think it can no longer be doubted that the principle of un¬ 
limited liability has had the effect, now very generally attributed 
to it, of generating, in relation to the institutions to which it is 
applied, a feeling of unquestioning confidence and of false 
security, which has rendered possible a description of transactions 
that, without this opiate, could never have occurred. All credit 
proceeds u|K)n a belief in the ability of the debtor to restore the 
value of that with which he is trusted; the more distinctly, 
therefore, the means at the disposal of the debtor to make good 
this obligation are defined, the more clearly will the creditor per¬ 
ceive tlie nature of the risk which he is running, and the less will 
be the likelihood qf improper credit being given. On the other 
hand, as things look large through mists, whatever invests the 
debtor’s means with a haze of indefiniteuess, will proportionately 
disarm the suspicion of the creditor and relax his caution, and 
thus afford scope for extravagance on the one side, and improvi¬ 
dence on tho other. A distinction, it is true, has been attempted 
to bo made out between banks and other trading concerns, with 
respect to the applicability of the principle of limited liability; 
but on what grounds of reason or common sense we never could 
learn.* It appears to us that, so far from the principle being in¬ 
applicable to the case of banks, it would, in their case, owing to 
the numerousness of the proprietaiy, and the consequent imprac¬ 
ticability of imposing any effectual check upon the conduct of the 
directors, be attended with special and peculiar advantages. 
Men of substance and prudence, who are now in a great degree 
excluded by tlie fearful nature of the risks which unlimited 
liability carries with it, would be attracted into the directory; 
and thus the Browns and Camerons, the Waughs and Stephens, 
would give place to honester men. It is satisractoiy to perceive 
that the public mind is now thoroughly aroused upon this subject, 
as well as upon the su^'ect of a more efficient bankruptcy faw; 
and we trust that the Committee will not close its labours with¬ 
out some distinct recommendations upon both these points. 

There is another measure of pAvention,’* however, with 
which we are threatened, against which the public cannot be too 
strongly cautioned. An outcry has been raised against the prac¬ 
tice (almost coeval with the institution of J)anking in Scotland, 
and to which, in a large degree, Adam Smith attributed her 

^ Weremember) on an occasion not remotey baring beard it laid down bj a peer 
of Farliamenty and an Ex-ebanoellor of the Exchequer (Lord Monteagle), that 
the grand distinction between the two cases consisted in the circamstancey thaty 
“ wmle merchants traded with their own capitaly banks traded with the capit^ 
of others.** The noble speaker seemed to hare/orsotten that the idea of er^t 
inrolves the obtaining possession of the property m anothery and that whoever 
does this for the purposes of trade is tramng on another*! capital. * 
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commercial prosperity) of receiving deposits at interest—an out¬ 
cry, proceeding, if not exclusively, certainly with the gi'catest 
energy, from the supporters of the Bank Act of 1844, who, it 
would seem, smarting from their recent discomfiture, are endea¬ 
vouring to cover tlieir retreat under a cloud of declamation 
against the Scotch banking system.” “ There had grown up,” 
says Lord Overstone, in his speech at the opening of the session, 

a false system of credit, and of holding deposits at call carrying 
interest,—a system which hud grown to an enormous extcMit, and 
was still growing; and if that evil was not corrected, it would cer¬ 
tainly overturn our monetary system altogether.” . . . “ Unless 
some remedy were devised for it, any attempt to deal with our 
monetary laws would be utterly deceptive.” « 

Now, we by no means desire to deny or to extenuate the reck- 
lless extravagance with which business has lately been conducted 
in institutions in which this practice has prevailed; but, on the 
other hand, we cannot forget that banking has been carried on 
in Scotland upon this principle, now for upwards of a ceiitur}', 
with a success (whether wo estimate it by the accommodation 
afforded to the public, or by tho soundness of the monetary 
medium) unprecedented in any x)ther country—a success which 
has extorted the approval and admiration of almost all competent 
judges; nor can we forget that other parts of the kingdom, where 
this practice was unknown, have in times past produced cxamjdcs 
of hanking mismanagement as flagrant as any which have lately 
been exhibited. But it is contended, ncvertlieless, and in quar¬ 
ters where we should scarcely have cx])ected such arguments, 
that the system of paying interest on deposits lias some special 
property of engendering extravagance. The system, it is said, 
compeU those who adopt it to embark in hazardous speculations, 
in order to make good, not onl^ the intemt which they must pay 
to the depositors, out the dividends to the sliareholders besides. 
The hanks in Scotland and elsewhere, it is alleged, which havo 
committed themselves to this ])ractice, have been forced, in self- 
defence, to get rid of the funds entrusted to them almost at any 
risk; they have thus heefl led to carry on their banking opera¬ 
tions with a reserve, dangerously narrow; and hence, we are 
told, it has happened that, when distrust once occurred, they had 
nothing for it out to throw themselves for support on more sol¬ 
vent institutions, or at once to suspend payment. 

It seems to ns that this theory is about as reasonable as if it 
were contended that a profligate was obliged to he extravagant 
because be had anticipated his income, and,1iavin^ run up a long 
score with his wine merchant, indulged flreely m the bottle as 

^ the only means of relieving his sarcharged cellar. It surely needs 
scarcely be pointed out that the institutions in question pay high 
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interest on deposits, because they wish to speculate largely, not 
that they speculate largely because they pay high interest. The 
payment of interest on deposits is surely a matter of choice, not 
of necessity;—a means to an end, which is sought, not because 
tlie means compels it, but because th,e persons employing such 
means desire it. The root of the disease is the speculative spirit; 
and it is to this, and not to the symptom, that our remedies, if 
they are to be effectual, must be addressed. The state of the 
case is sufficiently*plain. The system of banks holding deposits 
carrying interest^ in connection with the use of cash credits, its 
natural corollary, is, as has been proved by a long experience, an 
admirable expedient for economising the circulating medium, 
and for facilitating general business; but, like other inventions of 
the same kind, and like the institution of banking itself, it ig 
liable to be grossly abused, and to be employed for wild and dis¬ 
honest purposes; and, beyond question, it has been so employed. 
Hut to proceed on this account to legislate against the practice 
(to say nothing of the glaring inconsistency of such a course with 
the doctrine of “free trade in money,”—the watchword, for the 
nonce, of the party who recommend it), would be merely to re¬ 
trograde towards that empiricism in dealing with commercial 
affairs, of which our Statute Book in times past afforded, and 
indeed still affords, too many examples, but from which, we had 
ho])ed, the country was gradually shaking itself free. It would, 
in short, amount to a partial re-enactment of that most mischiev¬ 
ous and ineffectual of meddling measures—the usuiy laws. 

Thus fur as regards “ pi*cvention.” With respect to the means 
of moderating commercial disturbances when they do occur, our 
examination of the credit system of the country has already dis¬ 
closed the limits within which, consistently with the maintenance 
of specie payments, this is possible, as well as the conditions on 
which it depends. The pressure,” which characterises times 
of commercial embarrassment, originates, as we have seen, in a 
distrust, more or less well founded, of the inferior kinds of credit 
instruments by which, in ordinary t^cs, the business of the 
country is transacted, and operates through a demand for the 
more secure descriptions, such as Bank of England notes, and 
for coin. This demand, we have shown, can, in no distinctive or 
intelligible sense, be construed into a demftid for “ capital;” it 
is a demand for money—for such circulating medium as either is 
legal tender, or will be accepted as such; and, therefore, to the 
extent to which we can reflate the supply of this fund of money 
power, consistently with the maintenance of specie payments, to 
that extent we can moderate a commercial msis, consistently 
with the same condition. The effect of the Bank Act of 1844 • 
is at once to increase the demand for money and to narrow the 
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supply—to aggravate distrust into panic^ while it places the 
higher forms of credit in trammels, and reduces the available gold 
reserve to a mininfam. The measures, which a correct apprecia¬ 
tion of the conditions of the problem would suggest, are the op¬ 
posite of these—namely, to ^ve free play in such times to the 
more secure forms of credit instruments, and to make provision, 
in seasons of confidence, for a la^e reserve of gold on which to 
fall back in times of difficulty. The latter expedient Mr Tooke 
has the merit of having first suggested. It was, indeed, but a 
jH*actical deduction from the laws determining* the rate of inte¬ 
rest, enunciated, for the first time, in his pamphlet of 1826. 
Having there shown that the rate of interest was directly con¬ 
nected with the reserve of money available on* loan, the inference 
iwas obvious, that, under a credit system resting upon a basis of 
gold, the possibility of avoiding, on the occurrence of any sudden 
accession of demand, those violent oscillations in the rate of inte¬ 
rest, always so inconvenient and sometimes so disastrous, would 
depend, in a principal degree, on the amount of the gold reserve, 
held available to meet such occasions. Into the arrangement 
with the Bank of England, which Mr Tooke proposes with a view 
to the accomplishment of this object, we cannot now enter. The 
reader, however, will find the subject discussed, in all its practical 
bearings in the closing chapters of the fifth volume of the 
“ History of Prices.” 

With respect to the other point—the liberation of the bank 
note circulation from the mischievous thraldom of the Act of 
1844, we have already written at some length. We would only 
now add, that, if we rightly apprehend, and have correctly de¬ 
scribed the character of our monetaiy system, the conditi<^n8 of 
the problem are such as no mere modification of the Act of 1844 
—an enlargement, e. of the issues upon securities, an extension 
of the le^-tender character of Bank of England notes, and 
others which have been suggested—will satisfy. Nothing but a 
complete abandonment of the principle of regulating the note 
circulation through tto qufindtyi will meet the reouirements of the 
case. Anything short of this will land us, oh tne occurrence of 
onr next commercial difficulties,—^with a difference, perhaps, in 
the proportions of gold and securities in the issue department of 
the Bank, or of gola and Bank of England notes in the reserves 
of provincial establishments—in the same dilemma from which 
we have just escaped, and from which, after perhaps aii aug¬ 
mented amount of disaster commensurate with the extension of 
our trade in the interval, we shall escape again only by another 
violation of the law. 
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l^fosT disfjuisitions on poetry begin with an attempted definition 
of what poetry is, or a rejection of all definitions that have been 
previously attempted; in either case the result is generally un¬ 
satisfactory. A thousand hints have been given, each of which 
shadow forth a portion of truth; and no one definition can ever 
comnass, and, ns it were, crystallise an explanation into some 
sparkling epigi'am, any more than the meaning and mystery in¬ 
volved in the woi*d Lite could be thus briefiy unriddled. Ap¬ 
proximately, we can arrive at some understanding of the sub¬ 
ject by watching the forces of poctiy in operation. The poet is, 
or should bo, more of a seer and translator of what God has 
already created, than a creator in the workshop of his own mind. 
The hlcdirovals called the poet a finder," rather than a creator, 
lie is a seeker and a finder of the truth and beauty that lie in 
realities around him, rather than a producer of beauty out of the 
deeps of his own personality;—which*beauty, as many imagine, 
he confers on outer objects. And this has been the mental atti¬ 
tude of the greatest poets. They have sought for those things 
which are hidden from the mass of men by some dimness of 
sight, or film of familiarity; and, finding these, th^ become the 
translators to men of all this truth and loveliness, which is written 
in the hand-writing of the Creator eveiywhere throughout His 
creation, whether fiaming on the walls of mace, smiling in 
fiowers from the green earth, or inscribed on tne red leaves of 
the human heart. Hence it has been said, that the poet gives 
us apparent pictures of unapparent natures. * 
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There are two worlds in which human existence moves: the 
world of thought, and the world of feeling. The world of feeling 
is more or less common to all. The highest and the lowest 
can meet on this ^i*ound, and enter into this bond of human 
relationship. But it is different in the world of thougiit. Many 
cannot pass from the world of feeling into that of thought at 
will, and but few arc fitted to translate tlieir feeling into 
thought—which is the spiritual apparition of feeling—and thus 
reproduce any past experience in such shape as shall ^ive 
pleasure to the beholder in the contemplation thereof. Tins is 
the work of the poet. lie translates from the world of feeling 
into that of thought, and thus enables us to realise in thought 
what we may have once experienced in feeling. And often, when 
these reproductions are made by the jrreatest poets in their 
happiest moments, they seem quite fauuliar to us, because we 
have possessed them before in feeling, only were unable to 
translate them into thought. When the poet has given ns this 
uew rendering of some old experience, it strikes us with the 
force of a greater reality than did tliat experience itself^ wiicu 
wc were living it. licnee, wc believe, has arisen one of the 
errom respecting the functions of the Imagination. AVe d(» 
not think that the poet adds to the reality, or transcends it in 
his translation of i^ so much as that wc ourselves are unaware 
of all that is contained in the I'eallty, while we arc passing 
through it in feeling. For tliis reason, while we arc in a stale 
of suffering, or enjoyment, we do not speculate upon it in 
thought; we live it in feeling. Indeed, the iiioi^ j>erfect in 
feeling, tlic more unconscious arc we In thought. But when, 
by the poet’s aid, we come to re-live this feeling in thought, 
cvciy faculty we turn upon it is now alive with consciousness; 
and this secondary phase of joy or sorrow often appears more 
real than tlie first, because we obtain a conscious inteipretution 
of much that we before experienced Unconsciously, 

For tile time being, then, wc shall look upon the poet as a 
translator of realities wliich do already exist, and only a creator 
so fur os he shapes an artistic body through whicli the life is 
oiierative; because, by looking upon him in this light wo shall lie 
able to sec all the more dearfy how poetry is colourtul by the age 
in which it is produc^, and takes its tints from the various in¬ 
fluences that surround quickening its life, fostering its strength, 
or stunting its growths For not only Is the poet a translator of 
the inner life of man, with its wonder world of thoughts and 
filings—its unspeakable love and sorrow, its hopes aim aspira¬ 
tions, temptations and Icmely wrestlings, darings and doubts, 
grim passions and gentlo affections, its smiles and tears—which, 
m their changeful ugbts or ^oomy grandeur, play out the great 
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drama of the bumau heart, but be also translates into bis poetiy 
and reflects for us the very spirit of bis time. The poetry of 
every and epucb comes to us with the^likencss of that a^re 
or epucb stamped upon it, in features ranging from the heroic 
type of the noble Elissabetban time, to the sensual cast given by 
tbe Merry Monarch and bis Circean Eestoration, See how 
Cliauccr gives us tbe inner life that men bved in his age, and 
clothes it with external history! With what cry'stal clearness 
his poetry, in its simple heurt-liome directness and passionate 
sincerity, homely strength and contentedness with a few plea¬ 
sures—its gaiety and gravity, both as of childhood—its over¬ 
flows of animal spirits—its nnioe way of getting at the truth, 
lying, as it docs,tJicarer to nature—possessing perfect innocency 
of eye, and un]K.n’j)lcxed in its frank expression,—with what 
crystal clearness, we say, his poetry images the freshness atid 
sweetness of tlie morning time, and the lustihood of young life 
that was then filling England, and breaking into a now dawn of 
thought! In (yhauccr’s poetry wc see tlie young unconscious 
strength of a peojdc that w'ould yet have a grand awukcnmont, 
and become conscious of its j)ower and prowess in action, and 
that rccteptive condition of faith which was to embody the fresh 
spirit of ircedoni found in the purer ti’utli of the llefbrmers, to- 
getlier witli the compierlng courage that would hear witness for 
it ill the furnace-flames, and carry it in triumph over the world. 
In a time like tliat of Chaucer, wlieii tixe life is simpler, and 
evolves itself in its hap])y, unconscious way—w’hen there is not 
so mucli know'ledge of life as boundless capacity for living, and 
lile itself is a going forth in the very spirit that conquers, and 
In w'hiclinll greatest things have been done,—then^ tlie influences 
of the age which aflect the poet, and colour his poetry, will be of 
good help to liim; they will strengthen him with their streiigtli, 
and make his verse vital with their silent surge of new vigour 
and aliliieiit life. 

It is the same in the Elizabethan age. Shakespeare walked 
every day among heroes and mighty men, and saw around him 
such magniflceiico of individual add national life—such con¬ 
stellated w'it, lofty thought, and majesty, as have seldom been 
in this world in one country, and at the same time. lie saw 
the very men who wTought the great deeds, bore the burthen of 
great events, and worked the grand deliverance for his own be¬ 
loved land, when it was encompassed with perils, and made her 
tower again tniun])hantly over her enemies; and, high as she 
towered in her added strength and stature to look over the suiv 
rounding seas, she beheld no rival left upon them! The men 
that lived, and tlio life that was lived by a nation, and ran fron^ 
its heart tlirougli arms and hands in tides of triumph,-r-tbese 
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were translated by Shakespeare and liis pW-fellows into those 
wonderful dramas, which, from that little Globe Theatre, have fone forth and filled rthe great globe theatre of the world. And 

ere, again, wc shall find the influences of the age in which the 
Elizabethan poets lived and wrote, with its tug of war, and wrestle 
of stem passions; its quickening spirit of enterprise called forth 
by the dazzling dawn of that New World which rose upon it, 
and bade Old Enghand become supreme master over the seas 
that lay between them, offering itself as the priz^ of victoiy;—all 
these influences w'ere mighty in helping to cariy the poet out of 
himself, and all conscious cankering thoughts about smf,—whicli 
is the greatest thing to be done. For the poet is a medium; and 
the most perfect condition for conveying the -truest image of 
things,MS that in which self is lost in a larger life, and all the 
spiritual pores are open portals for this larger life of the aggre- fate humanity. The greatest poet must feel most as others feel— 
raw most upon the common human heritage. The Elizabethan 

time, with its buoyant life and outlet of action, was a happy and 
fruitful time for poetr}’, and reacted on the poet in fresh forces of 
life that influenced him in many invisible ways. 

hlilton, again, has most assuredly gathered up the m'eat- 
hearted efforts and solemn strength, the wasted bravery and the 
fiery fervour, of the Puritans, and treasured them for their earthly 
immortality in his Paradise Lost. How like is that work to the 
endeavours of the purged and purified heart, that has had its 
earthly tabernacles overthrown, and all its human efforts baffled, 
trying to build for itself a dwelling-place in the heavens, a house 
not made with hands, far above the shocks and storms of change, 
in which the soul can. rest serenely, althougli the head lio down 
upon a prison pillow, or the tyrant’s bloody block ! 

The play-wnghts of the Restoration, too, translate certain in¬ 
fluences of their time into their poetry; with what result we all 
know. Let us hope, however, for the honour of humanity, that 
no true poet can be the puppet and plaything of such outward 
circumstances; and that poetry indignantly scorned her wooers 
in verse, and took rcfiige with the great divines, who were also 
great ])octs, only they had not the musical faculty dominant, or 
else they despised the tricks of verse, because of^ the antic apes 
they saw around thenr. Still, there can be no doubt but that, in 
the absence of virtuous public life for poets to translate into 
their poe^, there will be found poetasters, who will translate 
courtly vices, and make a fashion of royal depravity; just as 
the courtiers of James the First went about, and sto<^ in his 
presence as knock-kneed as they could, because their monarch 
was also knock-kneed, and thus art followed nature. 

We cannot tell how fiir the life of courts or of nations influ- 
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cnco the poet himself; but it is noticeable that, in the following 
century—^tho Augustan age, which is one of the meanest and 
least natural in English history—the poetay of the time not only 
sharply defines its moan features, but it would also seem to show 
that the poet himself strove to reflect its manners and externals, 
its sharp selfishness, spite, and scandal, its envy and jealousies, 
barren artificiality, and utter want of generous heart and noble 
life. 

In briefly noticing how the poet translates historical Influences 
into poetry, u*© have now arrived at the great rebellion in poetiy 
when Robert Bums strode in among the crowd of the selfi- 
enthroned, who sat trying to conjure up the spirit of beauty, by 
repeating the w^ords of the grand magicians who had passed away, 
and carried the secret of their enchantment with them, ^ind 
]>nssed right through them, scattering their fluttering artificialities 
and sparkling shallownesses on his way back to unsophisticated 
Nature. With one or two wistful looks at Pope and Shenstone, 
he turned to the old ballads, with their sinewy strength, smiting 
tenderness, lilting music, and flashes of feeling. And Cowper, 
in England, went back all he could to the primal simplicities of 
Nature, for he had an out-of-doors heart; and when shut in¬ 
doors from the garden, and fettered there soioften by sickness, he 
would still feel his way back to the woods and fields, and the 
common human heart, wdiich ho touched with so natural a knack 
that it would be thought a rare feat of genius, had he not done 
it so easily. 

Then came William Wordsworth, who said, Let us go back 
to Chaucer, sit down beside him and his darling daisy, and learn 
of him what wealth of meaning there is in the tilings that He 
about our feet; what strength and savour there is in simple 
speech; and how the poet may rise, Anta?us-Iike, invincible in 
strength, so long as he keeps his footing on the common earth. 
It will do poetry good, said Wordsworth, to take it back, so that 
it may breathe in new life from the native air of its childhood. 
Here, then, was a special appeal m%de to external nature, as a 
means of getting fresh food for the inner life of man. And a 
comparatively new influence emanates fhim this appeal, which 
mingles lai’gely with all subsequent poetiy. Wordswortli be*- 
eomes the great translator of this influeifbe into his poetjy; and 
afler the first flush of the red-rising dawn of the French !&svola- 
tion, which dazzled his young eyes also, has deepened into blood, 
lie seeks to bring himself and his readers more and more under 
this influence, and to get further and farther away finm the 
sound of the strife, ana the smoke of the conflict;.becaus^ in¬ 
stead of the Goddess Liber^ coming with healing to the nations, 
he sees a wild Virago dancing round a gnillotine, to the sound 
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of the Carmagnole, in wet, red shoes ; and he shrinks away, and 
seeks to dwell apart with a nature tliat is more beneficcut and 
beautiful, in her grandeur of storm, or blessing of culm. And 
so, in comparative solitude, he Mis back upon those elements 
'which are tne ■\ erv ground-roots of poetry, and attains, in a con¬ 
fused and bewildering time, to that I'eposo in which the bright 
particles ufknowle<lge are slowly prccipiUited, and shaped into 
the larger growth and oneness of accumulated wisdom, instead 
of their being kept in constant wdiirl by ninny disturbing causes, 
and never becoming anything inoi\3 than the bright jiardeles of 
scattered knowle<lge. 

The French Kevolution luid an incalculable influence in bring¬ 
ing forth the great band of jMiets that came into bfeing, as it were, 
through the rents made by the outburst of that Kevolution, and 
produced such a ([uickeuing motion of mind, as issued in a very 
budding and flowering-time of ])oetry. But much of this influ¬ 
ence luul an effect on tlic ordinary current of human life, which 
runs through the poofs mind ns well as through the mind of 
others, simiTar to that of the tributary torrents that rush down in 
thunder, an<l the swollen strength of storm, to the ri\er, which 
they ([uicken in speed, and increase in si/.e, l)ut also make it 
muddy in colour, and heap it with driftage. In Shelley, ft>r ex¬ 
ample, we sec the disturbing influence at work most manifestly, 
lie tries to translate the French Kevolution into verse, and is 
so perjdexed with the problem, that he nearly loses liis wits. 
The power that ho gi’appled with lifts him off his leet, and bears 
him away like a weak child, striking blindly with vain blows. 
The shock unsettles him for the rest of his lift;, Bynm rises uj) 
from the smoke and ashes of that Kevolution, not altogether un¬ 
like Milton’s image of Satan, rising iij) fh»m the fiery bed of tlu; 
lower lake, towering with passion, distended with pride, and 
tlireatening high Heaven with future vengeance. I Ic brings into 

' poetry the wail of the wounded, the doubts of the sceptical, the 
defianco of the dm*ing; he rises into blasphemy with the boldest, 
and sinks into bastiality with the most sensual. Byron docs not 
translate these revolutionary influences, as Sholley did, fnmi 
earnest sympathy of his soul with others’ suffering, and real 
yearning of spirit for the reign of right, so much as from a desire 
to be seen fiddling wlii^ Itomc is in flames, and from his love of 
astonishing people, and of frightening them now and then, which 
he knows is so easily done in such startling times. Keats laid 
himself down among the sweet wild FngH^i flowers, under the 
murmuring leafy trees, stopped his ears to tho din of battles, 
shat his eyes on the struggi^ of politics and the shows of state¬ 
craft, {uid dreamed Ids dream of the old Greek Beauty. Tenny¬ 
son, in his greatest song, sets himself to wrestle with the doubts, 
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bear the burden of the fears, and ring out clear in music tlie 
troubled hopes wliich wore bequeathed to us by that time of 
mighty deeds, and mighty men, and mighty blunders; and this 
lie dtjes by a firm reliance on those few intuitions of feeling 
which wore given us at the beginning. Tennyson's is tlie last 
song that lises np calmly, and rings out clearly with its melo¬ 
dious beauty, in spite of the pressure of our complex time, and 
the stress of its adverse influences. After him comes that deluge 
let loose uT)on \is by what has been called the “ Spasmodic 
School,” , 

Wo fancy there is more meaning and applicability in the name 
of “ SjJasinodkr,” given to so much of the poetry which has been 
produced of latc^ears, than the first givers of that name saw in it. 
It is frcfpiently the special characteristic of a iiickiiatne, tliat it sl^all 
be too vague and intangible to bo seized upon and proved to be 
false; and so it lives, just because it cannot be caught and put to 
tleutli. Here, however, tlie name might be demonstrated as true 
to the nature. For wliat constitutes spasm, but weakness trying 
to be strong, and collapsing in the eflbi’t? And what result could 
be looked tor more naturally, than that a good deal of cuiTeiit 
]K)etr3" should he spasmodic, if we carry on into the present time 
our conskloratiou of the external causes that influence poetry? 
When the giants of genius shall free themselves from the Ftna 
that now hicle.s tliem, they may come and make it possible to trans¬ 
mute into poetry those influences which are at present only a 
liindrancc to others, making their own new laws, and breaking 
old ones, siu*prising the w’bole world with most magical results; 
but, till then, poetry', iu the hands of our present writers, is driven 
into narrower bounds, and left with more limited means of fieeing 
itself. The givatest poetry always finds its main source of sus¬ 
tenance in a lew common luiivcrsaf elements, which are to it what 
the elementary substances are to chemistr3% It deals with simple 
powers. Trust, for example, w’o would call one of the simple 
jwwors of poetry. Doubt, on the contrary, we should call a 
compound, intide up of perplexed thought and uncertain feeling; 
and, being a compound, it can be divided and destroyed. Now, 
many tendencies of the time are at war with the simple powers, 
and are iu favour of the compounds. Tlie out-flowing tides of 
feeling are checkedand forced hack upon tlie poet, so that he feels 
compelled to turn his oyes within in self-analysis, until, instead 
of living, he gets bewildered at the mystery of life, which he 
cannot solve, and dazzled with the new knowledge, which he 
cannot assimilate; instead of tolling us what time it is by the 
face of the clock, he pores over the problem of the wheels, and 
for every gain of curious insight he loses some intuition of more 
precious value, until at length the conscious intellect is enthroned 
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in the seat of that unconscious child-like spirit, in which all that 
is most human meets with what is most divine, oven as the little 
children came near and were taken into the arms of Christ of 
old. Our spasmodists, in a mat measure, are dealers in com¬ 
pounds. And not only are mey driven out of the m'cat poet's 
path by force of many outward circumstances, and have not 
sufficient knowledge or grasp of the simple powers by which 
poetry is brought home to our business and bosoms, but, in 
some instances, they wilfully turn from the simple powers to try 
their experiments with the compounds, and their only ambition 
appears to be how to puzzle us with the subtlety Iby which they 
can work for our perplexity and their remote result. Shelley, 
in the Cenci, says with great truth, .. 

t. “ It is a trick of this same family 
To analyse their own and other minds. 
Such self-anatomy shall teach the will 
Dangerous secrets, for it tempts our powers.” 

The first condition of being a poet, is to be a man speaking to 
men. He who is to image humanity, must at least bo able to 
stand on a common level with it, and by his man^ sympatliics 
enrich his special experience with all that is universal; thus 
losing the poverty of the individual in the wealth of the species, 
Jlut it is the evident predilection of our spasmodists toward that 

abstruse research” among morbid phenomena, which “tends 
to steal from his own nature all the natural man,” and tlic habit 
of their minds to move in the involution of thinking, instead of 
the evolution of thought. Also, it is their fatal fault to seek for 
that which is rare and peculiar, and to be a&aid of that which is 
common, and timid of matter-of-fact and mere flesh and blood. 
If they do not do tin's intcntionall^y, then so much tlic worse is it 
for the class of mind that is so limited and perverse as to take 
this direction instinctively. Either they seem not to share our 
ordinary feelings and plain liumanities of thought and speech, or 
they cannot grasp ordinary realities.; for the emotion to be sung, 
or the character to be painted, must have branched off fur from 
the ordinaiy channel of human afiiairs, and run into an isolated 
and particular experience, before it is Rttcd for their poetic pur- Sose. They refine reality till it becomes the faintest sha- 

ow, and only attempt to grasp it at the stage in which it cannot 
be laid hold of. 

Now, if a poet possesses his manhood in common with the 
rest of us, shares our thoughts and has feelings in tone, and has 
truly a genius for transmuting and translating these into poetic 
forms, he cannot keep too much on broad human piounds. The 
charm will be in the common human experience being rendered 
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in his subtler light, and coloured in tho pzism of his own person¬ 
ality. If ho have sufficient genius, it is in universal experience 
that he will find his greatest strength,—oi^t of it he will draw 
tho universal success ; if he have not sufficient genius, then all 
the seeking in the world, or out of it, for that which is remote 
and uncommon, will be but of little avail in disguising his weak¬ 
ness. Our spasmodists appear to take for their text, and apply 
it at all times and In all places, the words of Ecclesiasticus, A 
man’s mind is 'sometimes wont to tell him more than seven 
watchmen that sit above in an high tower,” They forget that 
this is only sometimes so, when the darkness of night shuts in 
the view, for example ; and so they will not avail themselves of 
what the seven watchmen may see when the broad light of day 
lies on tlie land, and reveals the many features of the landscape. 
Hence their tendency to look with an introverted vision alone, 
instead of looking out with wide open eyes, and deriving advan¬ 
tage from the experience of others, as do the great objective 
writers. It is here, in tliis respect, as it is in tlie moral world, 
those who arc wise will benefit by the lives and experience of 
others, and those who are foolish will only bo taugnt by their 
own. 

We admit the great difficulty in dealing with much poetic 
material of the present time, deprive<l as the poet necessarily is 
of many resources open to the great poets of the past. There is 
so much more knowledge current among men ; and this not only 
tends to lessen his authority and increase his personal difficulty, 
but it )>ossil)ly leaves much less simple feeling among those who 
of old would have given themselves up with implicit faith and 
honest symjiathy to his utterances. But, all the more reason 
why the poet should stedfostly abide by tho true elements of 
poctiy, and all those positive induciiccs which yet live in our 
Iiumaii nature; and, liolding fast by these, resist the negative and 
perplexing influences of our peculiar time, and bring poetry and 
the readers of poetry back to nature, by touching that nature 
which runs through me hearts of all. 

The band of young poets who hkve come before the public 
during the last few years, have been called the Spasmodic < 
Schod,” though tliere is not oneness of principle in their efforts 
sufficient to give consistency to them, sm bind the writers to¬ 
gether in any educational brotherhood. Certainly they include 
almost every variety of spasm; but there are many spasmodic 
writers, in both prose and verse, beside those who have been 
denominated as the Spasmodic School. On the other hand, it 
would be somewhat difficult to point out any great master as the 
ibuuder of this school. It appears to us that Robert Browning 
is, in a sense, one of the greatest spasmodists, so far as a wilfm 
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have been more in place if spoken by an observer of the gloomy 
man charged with murder, tnan given as a self-reflection. But, 
the obvious tendenw of his poetry is mainly phrenetic in effect, 
rather than fine. The following examples will bear witness to 
his relationship with our Spasmo^c School;— 

“ That fnghtful forest grows 
Under the darksome corner of the sky. 
Where death’s scythe hangs: ’its mu^er-shading trees 
Are hairs upon hell’s brow.” 

May I speak never more, but be struck dumb! 
May 1 be stripped of manhood and made devil, 
If I mean not as truly unto thee. 
But put me to the proof, say, * Kill thyself,’ 

• I will outlabour Hercules in will. 
Shall 1 fight swordless with a youthful lion 1 
Shall I do ought that I may die in doing ? 
1 almost wish thou hadst some impious task, 
That I might act it.” 

The peculiar nature of Beddoes’ mind, which appeared to swarm 
with morbid instincts, made his end in poetry a melancholy 
warning. He gradually lost what hold he liad upon the warm, 
rich world of human life, fed witli common human affections, 
and filled with common human sympathies, in pursuit of un¬ 
natural mental anatomy, and in search of those mysteries which 
death renders up in the dissecting-room. For he became 
an anatomist literally. The poet, no longer satisfied with the 
beautiful instrument breathing its music, would take it in pieces 
to see whence the music 'came, which was a secret death could 
not reveal. To adapt an image of James Montgomery, he 
sought to grasp in nis own hand the dew-drop, which, when 
touched, at once loses all its sparkling grace, its shape of beauty, 
its light from heaven, and is merely a little water, having the one 
quali^ of wetness. The gift was taken from him, and died 
out of him utterly. And little marvel that this should be so: 
after reducing the etheretd fire to ashes, in search of a mere 
earthly discoveiy,—somewhat analogous perhaps to the acci¬ 
dental discovery of glass-making,—it was too much to have ex¬ 
acted that the radiaq^ Phoenix of poetry would ever soar again 
ibrom these ashes, when tlie fire was wilfully put out for so p^tiy 
a purpose. Beddoes, we say, became an anatomist; and is not 
tins precisely wliat some of our recent writers in verse have be¬ 
come f They also are probing among the secrets of the skeleton 
which lies hidden beneath the rosy b^m of flesh, with specula¬ 
tions on bones and membranes, cells and blood-vessels. Oyster- 
like, tb^ get their pearls from a state of disease. If we were asked 
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to indicate the poem wliich has been most harmful, and has 
wrought most evil to the young poetic mind of our time, we 
should unhesitatingly point to “Festua.”, Bailey’s poem is a 
vast work, in which egotism is the presiding principle, as it was 
in building that Babel of old. In going tlu*ough it, the reader 
fools as though he were witnessing a series of grand pyrotechnic 
displays of gorgeous but evanescent brilliance, until bis aching 
eyes ore so dazzled, that he feels himself in a land of darkness.’’ 
'Fhc writer’s object tluoughout appears to be to strike us blind 
rather than to ylumine us, and to leave us breathless rather than 
breathing. And at last the difficulty of reading the poem be¬ 
comes bewildering. This comes of the author possessing some 
of tile poetic faculties in full development, ana almost, if not 
totally, lacking others which are quite as necessary, if not more 
so, for the completion of a poet, and the production of true 
j»oetry. The faculties that he does possess, are precisely those 
whicli need the reins of judgment and taste, and the curb of 
])rudencc ; for without them lie is borne, and hurried, apd whirled 
away in a wild confusion, and a sublime disregard of all artistic 
and aesthetic proprieties, and all moral and reli^ous associations. 
Indeed, the moral sense seems wrecked in a “ sea of rich and 
ripe sensatron,” The earthy, the heavenly, and the diabolic 
mingle and dimco over all boundary marks. There is no per¬ 
ception of the diflbrciices between small and great, the vague 
and the vast, the gigantic and the deformed, the boundless and 
tlie lawlessness that is without bounds. 

Festus” is not, what it has so often been called, a great 
poem, because it is altogether wanting in the welding oneness 
tliat moulds tlic great works of imagination. There is no 
magnet of sufficient purpose passing through its glittering filings 
of the fancy, and gathering them up into fitting form. And 
when we use the word “ filings” liere, we do not do so merely 
in a figurative sense; for the truth is, that poems of the Festus” 
order arc principally made up of filings from other men’s works— 
. • • 1 ^ 1^.1 iv ... /* .1 

parasitic ^prowth, hosed upon the beginnings of others, inst^ 
of an original creation, with the life that riiapee into symmotiy 
and oneness energetically running through it, from the lowest 
ground-root of strength with which it mmps the subject, to the 
topmost leaf wherewith it breaks into oeau^. Here we 
find none of the suspended, poising strength^ as of the moun¬ 
tainous repose whicn marks the ^macteric expression of tlie 
liighest powers in the worid of mind, even as they are idso the, 
grandest expression of {fewer in our physical world; fer these 
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can only be attained by the creative mind, that under the 
dominant idea moves with all its powers at once, each keeping 
proper place and pei^cct time, liarmoniously to one great end. 
It is thus the great poets work; and we perceive that they ac¬ 
complish their great ends with such a repose of power, that, like 
the Dcst genersus, they appear to have won the battle, and only 
to have brought half their forces into the field. But here, all 
the forces are brought into action in hot haste, aU parts of the 
subject are taken hy storm, and eveiy lurking place of fancy is 
at once sacked. “ Festus” is full of fine things of the startlingly 
staring kind, which are so aiit to be not so much original as 
the reflections of other fine tnings seen in a distorting mirror; 
and when such are original, they are used very sparin^3y by tlic 
great poets. Upon an average, there are a dozen illustrations 
ror every thought; and thus the poverty of thought is gilded 
with a lavish wealth of imagery. The most imaginative ]x)cts 
use the iewest images: these belong more to the lower range 
and flight of fancy; and yet, with many recent writers in both 
prose and verse, these images appear to constitute the primal 
proof of poetry, and the power of producing them tlie distinguish¬ 
ing clioracteristic of the poet. “Festus” and its critics have 
done much to foster this fallacy. 

“Festus" has also been fatally successful in leading astray, be¬ 
cause all phenomena thi\t cannot be explained by known laws open 
up at once a fresh fleld to work in; and so long as the phenomena 
cannot be classifled, or the precise amount of their truth ascer¬ 
tained, there is but little fear of the sham and spurious imitation 
being known from what is true and real. This fact will account for 
much of the flying-off into space, which characterises recent verse, 
in order that it may avoid the verdict of an appeal to well-known 
laws, and not because the writers possess win^ at will. If you can¬ 
not represent the world of reality, this plan of taking refuge in the 
impalpable afffirds a fine chance at fabricating a false world, wliich 
may float for a time as a beautiful bubble on the breath of those 
who puff it. Felse and futile, however, are all these attempts to 
create a world apart from^hat of human life, in which the poet 
shall be absolved flrom all known laws, and freed from ordinary 
conditions, in order that his idiosyncrasies may run riot without 
let (a hindrance,, Osdinory human bein^ cannot enter such a 
phantom world. Shut up in our house m the senses, with some 
nalf-e-dozen windows tax outlooks into the infinite, we cannot 
follow, house and all, on pleasnre-excorsions into the spirit world, 
as Festus” and others wo^d have us,' and mingfo v^ith its inha- 
lutants on nerfoctly fiuniliar terms* KShakespearC) after mirror¬ 
ing so mucm of our human wedd so fiutbfuUy, had attempted to 
leu us into the invisible world, we might' have followed with a 
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firmer reliance. But he was all too wise, and left that ft>r Milton 
to do, when God had laid the shadow on his outer eyeB^ and freed 
the inner from earthly scales, contenting hiii[pelf with giving those 
hints that flash upon us in the high and mystic moods of thought. 

Of all the spasmodists, Mr Dobell is the i^ost original thider 
and coherent writer. In some high gifts of the poe^ he is mag¬ 
nificently endowed. He gives us in his pages many glimpses of 
the most subtle loveliness ever opened up by the vision of poetiy; 
much deep thought, expressed with a quiet majesty of spee^; and 
often his poeti^ touches a depth of tenderness that reaches down 
to the hidden springs of tears. And yet, for want of a few com¬ 
mon but very necessary qualities, Mr Dobell fiuls, and we fear 
A\'in fliil, to bring home his poetry to any considerable number of 
]>eoplc. lie j)osscsses a large and shaping imagination, which 
often Hows with such serious and subtle sweetness as to leave tlie 
reader only half aware of its tide of strength; only, this imagina^ 
tion is left without sufficient material to work upon, for want of 
action and character in the subject. This necessitates its working 
more apart in some peculiar domain of poetry. It is comparatively 
seldom that the pursuit of what is common leads the poet and the 
iirtist astray, it is this pursuit of what is uncommon and peculiar 
that becomes so fatal; and this, either from instinctive necessity or 
wilful choice, perhaps both, is the great bane of hir Dobell. He 
appears to select his subject, and the point of treatment, for their 
leinoteiicss from all ordinary reality, and then to refine upon 
these until they arc intangible to us. 

Given some genius, the great difficulty often still remains, how 
to bring it to bear upon the minds of men with simple power, 
without much wandering in useless ways, and waste of scattered 
effort. We often fancy that the difference betwixt a bom poet and a 
bom fool is quite as slight as the partition that is said to divide 
genius from madness. Frequently, ftom the undue prominence 
of some one faculty, or the want of another, years and lives ate 
spent, and the anticipated result is never gained. The most 
striking cases of this idnd occur in wtry, where there is consi¬ 
derable poetic faculty, so-called, power of fanc^ or imaginatkm, 
with a lamentable want of the ^w qualities which mav he fimnd 
doing the business of the day and the ordinary work of the world, 
and which are generally summed up as common sense. For, after 
all, this common sense is the main ground to begin on as a basis 
of higher operafions. It is upon this ground that the mass of 
men can mingle; and if they can meet we poet h^ they will 
trust him and try to.Mow h^, when he leau them on, ana lures 
them up into the higher re^ons of thonght. As inhabitants of 
this earth, we must lee\ the ground und^ omr feet if we are 
walk. common sense quality constjtute «nr intdlectnal 
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earth ; and if you cut this ground from under the feet of those 
who have no wings, it is little wonder if they fall, and cannot fol¬ 
low. For lack or this common meeting ground, many, otherwise 
rarely gifted, fail in part, or altogether, to bring their gifts liome 
to tlm mass of men. Beside which, we invariably recur to the 
works of the great creati^’e minds to Rnd how solid has been their 
common sense capacity, and how much of their life overflowed in 
universal feeling. They could go to market with Pegasns and 
bring back daily bi*ead for us, as well as retiinl with food from 
the loftiest realms of imagination. Wo find also that the ptn^try 
producetl by these master minds will stand the test of value wlien 
the touchstone is the heart of the people. The ga*atcst ])oets can 
stand this test; but thei'e is a manifest desire in 4hose m Iio work 
in very limited and special regions to shun and to undervalue this 
standard of appeal, and to think too much of the fit audience, 
though few'.” We would insist on tliis test, and apjdy it to the 
spasmodists, because of their evident tendency to avoid it, and in 
every way to overshoot the mark. 

Peculiarity of choice and subtlety of treatment constitute Mr 
Dobelfs spasmodic claim, else ho is seldom, if ever, spasmodic in 
expression. But so peculiar is he in choice of subject, that he 
has written “Balder,” a ])oem of some seven thousand lines, 
which nothing less than re-writing altogether, on a new and 
Letter plan, can make anytliing else of than a vast mistake. 
And so subtle is he, thgt he will liide the most preeious gems of 
poetr)' where it is impossible that they can ever he found. Witli 
regain to “ Balder” as a subject, we think that the more success¬ 
ful its treatment, according to the authors apparent idea, the 
more repulsive it mast be; beside which, we doubt whether the 
poetic representation of such a character, wliich is intended as a 
warning, can he half so cftective as an embodiment of a good 
example, because, for one reader who can go through this poem, 
and perceive its negative intention from intellectual insight, 
there are a hundred who might have been bettered unconsciously 
through their sympathy wi£ what is good. It is past all human 
patience to feel a sustained interest in such a person; and long 
before the end of his self^hibifoiy monologues, we wish him 
hanged in the wliole seven thousand lines. Shakespeare, who 
could make a charactar unfold the secret of a life in an hour, 
when be us a self-involved and self-introverted one like 
Hunlet, even he can only afford to let him stand in the centre, 
think and soliloc|uise, bemuse there is so much interest in the 
gnnu) of life that revolves around him in dramatic relationship; 
but Mr l^obell lets ** Balder” go nUiundering on and on, with no 
variety of interest, and with no sense of lapse of time. In 
ttie “ Boman”^lie has a clearly conceived character, which has 
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somctbiiig of a living embodiment in the life of Mazzini; and 
here, as well as in several of the lyrics in “ England in time of 
war,” lie comes much nearer to the commoy understanding, and 
treads on broader human ground with greater success. There 
is more simple power of genius, more promise for the future, in 
such a ballad as the following, than in many magnificent pages 
of magniloquent blank verse :— 

HOW'S MY BOY ? 

sailor of the sea 1 
How’s my boy—my boy 
“ Wliat’s your boy’s name, good-wife, 
Add in what good ship sail’d he?” 

“ My boy John— 
He that W'cnt to sea— 
AV^liat care I for the ship, sailor t 
My boy’s my boy to me. 

<< You come back from sea, 
And not know my John ? 
1 might as ivcll have ask’d some landsman 
Yonder down in the town. 
There’s not an ass in all the pariah 
But he knows my John. 

“ How’s my boy—my boy ? 
And unless you let me know, 
I’ll swear you are no sailor. 
Blue jacket or no, 
Brass buttons or no, sailor, 
Anchor and crown or no! 
Sure his ship was the Jolly Briton.” 

Speak low, woman, speak low!” 

And why should I speak low, siulor. 
About my own boy. Jobs ? 
]f I was loud as 1 am proud, 
I’d sing him over the town 1 
Why should 1 speak low, sailor?” 
** That good ship went down.* 

“ How’s my boy—^my boy ? ’ 
What care I for the ship, sailor? 
1 was never aboard her. 
Be she afloat or be she aground, 
Sinking or swimming, I’ll be bound 
Her owners can afford herl 
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1 say, how’s my John T” 
Every man on board went down, 

Ei'ery man aboard her.” 

“ How’s my boy—my boy t 
What care I for the men, sailor ? 
Pm not their mother— 
How’s my boy—my boy ? 
Tell me of him, and no other! 
How’s my boy—my boy 

The way in which that poor motlier wrestles down every sus¬ 
picion with her love stronger than death, and in which her heart 
fights with such terrible earnestness to keep th^ fatal knowledge 
from her mental apprehension, as she pursues the old sailor 
question afier question, and will not understand his answer, is 
surely very true and touching. 

We might select from Mr Dobell’s books many fine tilings, if 
that were desirable, and our space would permit,—not merely 
striking illustrations, but full and sustained descriptions, passages 
of exceeding pow'cr, images of surpassing beauty, and flowei*s 
fragrant with a womanly purity;—many gentle touches like this, 
which expresses very happily the feeling of one whose hold on 
life has been so lovingly loosened, that the weariness glides easily 
into content:— 

** I feel two worlds: one ends and one begins. 
Methinks I dwell in both; being much here, 
But more hereafter : even as when the nurse 
Both give the babe into the mother’s arms, 
And she who hath not quite resign’d, and she 
Who bath not all received, support in twain 
The single burden; nevertheless the babe 
Already tastes the mother.” 

And like that in which the poet speaks of standing by a death¬ 
bed with such forgiveness as we bring to those wlio can offend 
no more,” • 

The spasmodic character of much of the " Life Drama” is 
well known. Our readers will remember the full discussion of 
Mr Smith’s claims inathe thirth^ghth numbeg of this Journal, 
and the advice then tendered to him on the score of ideal ex¬ 
aggeration. This Tnalrftft ft unneoessazT that we should now 
devote much space to his works. In nis second volume Mr 
Smith is mudi less exaggerated. He has, too, attained at times 
to a qniet continuity oitiKHight, and sustained strength of c(^ 
herent utterance, such as we could not find in the mst bo^. 
He startles us less with the apagmodic sublime, and gives us 
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'many passes that sound the deq)S of feelings and leave us 
satisfied with their sweetness. We see manj signs that the 
author is tiying to do liis best; and if thgre is not much new 
growth, he has been shedding the old, so that the new may come 
in season. We are led to hope that his exaggerations were only 
a “passing spasm.” 

We see no reason for ^ing further into detail on the subject of 
the Spasmodic School, and we trust that some of our remarks 
may have gone riear enough to the root of the matter, to obviate 
any necessity for our doing so. On the one hand, we can scarcely 
undertake to prescribe in the precise language of science for the 
specialties of the given disease, and the idiosyncrasies of the in¬ 
dividual patienti^in each particular ease; and, on the otlicr, we 
have no wish to give an answer as ex cathedra. Wo urge a re¬ 
turn to the ]:isting and true subject-matter of poetiy, and a firmer 
reliance on primal truths; for it is this whicn has so often given 
fresh life to both poetiy and painting in the past. Crowd^ as 
the ground may hiive been, there is still room for great poets to 
walk hero. Anything that has in it a genuine human interest 
is sure to win its way to tlie heart, so irresistible is the touch of 
mil truth. This is the vital and enduring clement of the Dutch 
painters. Their genuine stiitement of truth is sufficient to keep 
alive their pictures, though that truth be never so obvious and 
eoinmonplace. And this is why those hooks are so successful 
that treat of the coarser pasrions. They have in them a real 
luiman interest, because they make their appeal to feelings which 
do c.vist. We are not here arguing in ftivour of Dutch pictures 
or French novels, but for that reaUty which is the basis of all 
poetry, and that truth which is tlie basis of all beauty. As 
llcalists, we do not forget that it is not in the vulgarity of com¬ 
mon things, nor the mediocrity of average characters, nor the 
familiarity of familiar afiairs, nor the eveiydayness of everyday 
lives, that the poetry consists,—not the commonnesses of a com¬ 
mon man, hut tliose universal powers and passions wliich he 
shares with heroes and martyrs, are the true subjects of poetry. 
Though wc advocate that all beauty must be true, we are not 
responsible for the converse of the proposition, that assumes all 
truth therefore beautiful, and that, consequently, twice two are 
four” constitutes poetiy. Like the conecrated banner of a 
Cortex, wherein the enthusiastic churchman may see the cross, 
and tlie ambitious patriot the crown, but whidi, to the eyes of 
the rabble in their train, is merely a waving absolution, this cry 
for common sense, matter-of-fact, and everyday life, may be fol¬ 
lowed by some, not for the right in which it ori^nates, but for the 
wrong to which it may be perverted; but if it be so, they caz^* 
never arrive at results more lamentable than the crowd who have 
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followed the formulas of “high art” and the “ideal” And if 
poetry is to get home to us with its better influences, to hearten 
us in the struggles of life, beguile us of our glooms, take us 
gently from the tlus^ly high-ro^, where wo have borne the bur¬ 
den in the heat of the day, into the pastures where the grass is 
green and grateful to the tired feet, the air fragi-aiit, and the 
shadows are rafroshing, and draw us delicately up to loftier 
heights of being, we must have songs set to the music of the 
faithful heart,—we must have jioctry for men who work, and 
think, and sufter, and whose hearts would feel , faint and their 
souls grow lean if they fed on such fleeting deliciousness and 
confectionary trifle as the spasmodists too fraquently offer them, 
—^we must have w>etry in whicli natural emotions flow-, real 
passions move, in clash and conflict—in w'hich our higher aims 
ahd aspirations are represented, with all that reality of daily life 
which goes on around us, in its strength and sweetness, its 
sternness and softness, wearing the smiles of rejoicing, and \veej)- 
ing the bitter tears of pain—weaving the many-coloured woof of 

Time, and working out the hidden purposes of Him that “ sittetli 
in the heavens ” 
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Autici.e X.—Recent Publications. 

I, Bmzil and the Braziliansy Portrayed in Historical and Descrip- 
tice Sketches. HyRev. D. P. Kidder, D.D,, and Rev. J. C. 
Px^ETcnEK. Philadelphia: Childs and Peterson. London: 
Triibncr and Co. 1857. 

It is quite true, as our authors allege, that great ignorance of 
Brazil prevails both in Britain and in the United States. Few 
have biien accustomed to think of it as a great constitutional 
monarchy, ruled over by a wise and accomplished Prince. The 
j)0jjular notion lids been the prevalent one even among educated 
men. It has been regarded as a land of “ mighty rivers and 
virgin forests, palm-trees and jaguars, anacondas and alligators, 
howling monkeys and screaming parrots, diamond mining, revo¬ 
lutions, and earthquakes.'* If other figures have been added to 
tile picture, they have not made it more attractive, for they have 
been figures of men stricken with ague and yellow fever, of 
negroes and negro drivers, of mining desperadoes and of political 
despots, of iinportufiate beggars, and of a superstitions priesthood. 
Whence these current views have been derived, it would not be 
easy to detcnninc. We have to thank Gardner, Ewbank, 
Watertoii, Wallace, and the authors of this peculiarly interesting 
volume, for setting us right on all these topics. Some of the 
features, botli moral and physical, now referred to, are charao- 
'teristic, but these do no more than supply a dark back-ground, 
on which to bring more attractive figures out in sunlight. This 
faithful portraiture of Brazil and the Brazilians, will not fail to 
be influential. New channels will be opened up for the streams 
of British and North American enterprise; and the sympathies 
of the Anglo-Saxon race, will cluster more closely around this 
great people, and their present justly esteemed great Prince. 

The work now noticed is thejoint effort of the Rev. Dr Kidder, 
of the American Methodist Episcopal Church, and of the Rev. 
J. C. Fletcher, of the Presbyterian Cnurch, who recently visited 
Brazil as missionary travellers, and the latter of whom held, for 
some time, the post of Acting Secretary of the United States’ 
Legation at Rio de Janeiro. This brotherhood of energy, eni> 
terprise, and love for, and devotion to, missionary work, between 
representatives of the leading ecclesiastical denominations of 
America, is peculiarly graceful. As the sketches bear to be 
historical and descriptive, our brief notice of them shall assume 
the same form. 

The introduction into Spain and Portugal of the knowledge of« 
the polarity of the needle, and the application of it in maritime 
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enterprise, about the beginning of the fifteenth century, soon 
began to cliange the political condition of these countries. The 
mariners of the Peninsula hastened to use it for purposes of 
national aggrandisement. In a few years, wondering Europe 
was told of lands, the tidings of whose beauty, fertility, mineral 
wealth, and varied forms of animal life and of vegetation, acted 
very powerfully,especially on the warm imaginations of the people 
of the South. At a period so early as 1486, Portuguese voyagers 
had sailed down the western coasts of Afiica, and had doubled 
the Cape of Good Hope. The dream of lands beyond that 
great ocean, out on which for ages men had looked from the bold 
headlands of Lusitania, was realised. In 1498 Columbus cast 
anchor at the mouth of the Orinoco. The shnguine southern 
mind was deeply agitated when the treasures from the “ New 
World” were spread out before them. Poets^ sung of them,— 
soldiers dreamea of conquest,—statesmen of aggrandisement,— 
the multitudes of never-failing wealth, and “ The Holy See” 
of wider absolute influence. In 1500, the Portuguese navigator, 
Pedro Alvares Cabral, discovered Brazil, took possession of it in 
the name of his sovereign, Dom Immanuel, and named it Vera 
Cruz, In 1503 a second expedition was sent out. The Floren¬ 
tine, Americas Vespucius, whose name is now more intimately 
associated with the western world, than that either of Cabral or 
Columbus, joined this. As the most remarkable part of the cargo 
which Vespucius brought to Europe, was tlie ayewood—ccBml~ 
jfina .Brost/tensis—call^ in Portuguese, pan Brazil, on account of 
its resemblance to hrazas—coals of Are,”—the name of Brazil 
Avas given to the newly discovered region. Portugal continued 
to hold it, and governed it by viceroys sent from the mother 
countiy, up to the year 1803, when the Prince Begent, Dom 
«4)hn VI., was forced to leave Portugal on account m the part 
lie had taken with Napoleon against England and the Allies. 
He carried with him the fruits of the civilization of the Old 
World. Commerce grew in importance,—printing presses were 
set up,—libraries founded^—colleges opened,—ana all the social 
habits and fashions of Portufpil began to prevail on the shores of 
the Bay of Rio. The remaining historical incidents are well- 
known. Dom John returned to his native land, after having 
resigned the governntet into the hands of his son, the well-known 

^ ** What wan th^ wag'd, what naa, what daiwera paai'd. . 
What gtorioof ampm eiwwaed their toOf at utft; 
VentVoiu I ling, oa soaring praioM bona, 
And all mj ooBBtty*s wan the song adorn'd: 
What kings, what heroes, of mv n&ve land, 
Tbnnder'd on Aria's and on Ame's strand} 
Dliistrioiis shades, whodevstledta the dust, 
Tba idol temples, and the riufaes of Inst.'*—i>s Csmost. 
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Dom Pedro. Soon Brazil broke off from the mother country, 
and set up as a constitutional and independent state, and it now 
occupies sucli a place in South America as the United States 
does in North. • 

Mr Flctclicr visited Brazil in 1851, at a season when the Hud¬ 
son and Potomac were bridged over with ice; but as he entered 
the Bay of Bio, he found the balmiest breezes blowing,-—the 
palm-trees in full foliage, waving above the world of vegetation 
around them, and* all nature r^'oicing in the warm sunlight. The 
entrance to tllo Bay is exceedingly beautiful:— 

On either side of that contracted entrance, as far aa the eye can 
reach, stretch away the mountains, whose pointed and fantastic slopes, 
recall the glories of Alpland. On onr left, the sugar-loaf stands like 
a giant sentinel to the hietropolis of Brazil. The round and green 
summits of the Tres Irmaos, (Three Brothers), are in strong contract 
with the peaks of Corcovado and Tijuca; while the Gavia rears its 
huge sail-like form, and half hides the fading line of mountains which 
extends to the very borders of Rio Granade do sul. On the right, 
another lofty range commences near the principal fortress which com¬ 
mands the entrance of the bay, and forming curtaiu-like rampaitp, 
reaches uwuy, in picturesque lieadlands, to the bold promontory, well 
known to all South Atlantic navigators, as Cape Trio. Far through 
tlie opening of the bay, and, in some places, towering even above the 
lofty coast barrier, can be discovered the blue outline of the distant 
Organ Mountains, whose lofty pinnacles will at once suggest the ori¬ 
gin of their name. The general effect is truly sublime ; but, as the 
vessel draws nearer to the bold shore, and we see, on the sides of the 
double mount which rises in the rear of Santa Cruz, the peculiar 
bright leaved woods of Brazil, with here and there the purple-blooming 
quaresma tree-; and, when we observe that the snake-like cacti and 
rich flowering parasites shoot forth and hang down from the jagged 
and precipitous sides of the Sugar Loaf $ and, as we single out, in every 
nook and crevice, new evidences of a genial and prolific clime, 
emotion, before overwhelmed by the vastness of the outline, now 
unburdens itself in evpiy conceivable exclamation of surprise and ad¬ 
miration.” * 

The interior of Rio de Janeiro mphically sketched, and 
the accompanying artistic engravings hem ns to realise, ve^ fully, 
the aspect and condition of the city. The degrading influences 
of Romish worship are dwelt on and fully^ostrate^^ and a de- 

* Sights of superstition, sorpassing even those which, during religious festi¬ 
vals, we have witnessed on the Continent, are very freqnenUj met with in 
Brazil. The liomanist population delight in the dramatised religions mysteries 
which are still favourites in the motber^count^. Veiy Indicrous incidents 
often come to be mixed up with these. A civilised; Indian, by the promise of 
muiio cadtaca (plenty of rum), consented to person!^ our Savionr on the croet. 
His position was a trying one j and, at the foot of the crucifix stood a 
filled with nun, in which was a sponge attached to a long reed. Tlieiadividnar 
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servedly high tribute is paid to the Brazilian authorities for 
tlieir attention to their much needed hospitals. A number of 
Irmandadesj or brotherlioods, have been formed, on whom de¬ 
volve tlie unpleasadt, and frequently, dangerous duties of the 
hospitals. The account of them given by our autlioi’s is deeply 
interesting. The scenes, however, witnessed at the Foundling 
Hospital, are of a very different description, and afford us a 
glimpse into a dark gulf pf misery, degradation, cruelty, and 
abounding sin. 

The beggars of Brazil seem to be a highly privileged class, 
and to drive a singularly lucrative business:— 

‘‘ Some are carried in a redo by two slaves, or drawn by one. One 
worthy rejoices in a little carriage pulled by a fat slieep; and another, 
a footless mao, rides on a white horse. Sometimes, in country parts, 
beggars, whose pedal extremities arc free, from all derangement, play 
the cavalier, altogether disdaining to foot it, and seem to rccotvo none 
the less charity than if they trudged from door to door. Upon one 
occasion, a female beggar, adorned with a feather in her bonnet, and 
mounted on horseback, rode up to a friend'of mine at St A.lexio, and, 
demanding alms, was exceedingly indignant at any inquiries as to 
the consistency of her costume.” 

We much like the way in which Messrs Kidder and Fletclicr 
look at the peculiar mstitutions.” Their book will be very 
useful on this question, in the United States. The free, loving, 
and truthful longings as to the slave’s future, will find their way 
to hearts which will never open to the overdrawn pictures of 
professional abolitionists. Brazil, too, shows an example which 
the States might well imitate. Slavery is indeed allowed by 
law; but the inhuman African traffic is forbidden, and every fa¬ 
cility given to the slave to work out his freedom. And once 

he may rise by talent and energy, to the highest offices in 
the state. 

The following notice of a new disease is painfully interesting:— 

** At Linfcira I became aware of a new disease, which, like the 
goitre^ seems to be confined certain localities. 1 was sitting in the 
office of Dr — —conversing with him in regard to Brazil, when 1 
observed a Portuguese, about sixty years of age, enter, and demand, 
with great earnestness, if he thought that he could live. Soon after, 
a middle-aged Brazilian^bame, and, seeming to cling to the words of 
the physician as tenadously as to a divino oracle, made nearly the 
same interrogatory. Neither of these men appeared in ill health, and, 

whose duty it was to refresh the eaibodo^ forgot his office, while carried sway by 
the florid eloquence of tbepoehv. The Indian, however, did not forget his con¬ 
tract, and, to file astonishment, as wril as amnsement of the audience, shouted 
out, * 0 Senkor Aufetb, Seakor Jwieio^ maufUt*** (O Mister Jew, Mister Jew, a 
llttU more gell.) 
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if 1 had not heard them state that they had great difficulty in swal¬ 
lowing, I would hare considered them in a peifect sanitary condition. 
Upon inquiry, I ascertained from the doctor, that these men had a 
disease which is widely prevalent in some portions of Interior Brazil, 
hut he has never seen a notice of it in any medical work whatever. 
The Brazilians call it mal de engastgo. The first indication of its 
existence is a difficulty in swallowing. The patient can swallow dry 
substances better than fluids. Wine or milk can be drunk with 
more facility than water ; still, both are attended with difficulty. To 
take thin broth is an impossibility. In some cases, fluids have been 
conveyed to the stomach in connection with some solid. The person 
thus afflicted appears to be in good health, but, in five or six years, 
death ensues from actual starvation. The suffering of such a one 
was described to me as most horrible.” 

To as many of our readers as have a taste for descriptions Qf 
forest scenery, we can promivse gratification in abundance, if they 
will turn to page 277, and follow Mr Fletcher into the blooming 
woods of the Serra dos Orgoes:— 

“ In the months of April and May (October and November in 
Brazil), only the autumnal tints of our gorgeous North American 
woods can compare with the sight of the forest of the Serra dos Orgoes. 
Then the various species of the Laurus are blooming, and the atmo¬ 
sphere is loaded with the rich perfumes of their tiny snow-white blos¬ 
soms. The Cassia! then put forth their millions of golden flowers, 
while, at the same time, huge trees—whose native names would be 
more unintelligible, though less pedantic, than their botanic terms of 
Saekoidra Fontanesiay and others of the Mdastoma tribe—are in full 
bloom; and, joining rich purple to the brightest yellow, present, to¬ 
gether with gorgeously-clothed shrubs, * flowers of more mingled hue 
than her (Iris's) purpled scarf can show.' From time to time, a silk- 
cotton tree (the Chorum spsciosd) shoots up its lofty hemispherical 
top, covered with thousands of beautiful large rose-coloured blossoms, 
which gratefully contrast with the masses of vivid green, purple, and 
yellow, that clothe the surrounding trees. Floral treasures are heaped 
on every side. Wild vines, twisted into most fantastic forms, or hang¬ 
ing in graceful festoons,—^passion-flowers, trumpet-flowers, and fuch¬ 
sias in thoir native glory,—tree-ferns, whose elegance of form is only 
surpassed by the t^, gently-curved pa/rndb, which is the very^em- 
bodiment of the line of beauty,—orchids, whose flowers are of as soft 
a tint as the blossom of the peach-tree, or as brilliant as red spikes of 
fire,—curious and eccentric epiphytes^ ^ping %aked rocks, or the de-. 
caying branches of old forest monarchs,'—all form a scene enrapturing 
to the naturalist; and bewildering, vrith its richness, to the uninitiated, 
who still appreciate the beauty imd the splendour that are scattered 
on every side, by the Hand Divine. The overpowering sensaflon 
which one experiences, when entering an extensive conservatory filled 
with the choicest plants, exotics of the rarest description, and odour- ^ 
laden flowers, is &iat (multiplied a thousand-fold), which fflled my 
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mind as I gszed, for the first time, upon the landscape, with its tiers 
of mountains, robed in such drapery as that described above; and yet 
there was such a feeling of liberty, incompatible with the sensation 
expressed by the word * overpowering/ that it is impossible to define 
it. In the province of Minas Geraes, from a commanding point, 1 
once beheld ^e magnificent forest in bloom; and, as the hills and un- 
dulative plains stretched far away to the horizon, they seemed to bo 
enveloped in a fairy mist of purple and of gold.” 

The notices of the geography and natural histoiy of some 
of the vast regions visited oy the enterprising* missionaries, 
are full of Tiovelty and interest. San Paulo, Bahia, Pernam¬ 
buco, and Parfi, are described in a way which will not fail 
to give *‘the untravelled” very distinct pictures of them. 
So, too, are the strange lands which form tho basins of the 
Pio di Francisco and the mighty Amazon. The references 
to the fauna of the Brazils, are not the least interesting por¬ 
tions of this work. The naturalist will see what scope there 
is for him in tliose luxuriant lands, and what promise of dis¬ 
covery of new species is held out to. him. Among tho hills 
which stretch away beyond the Bay of Jurujuba, the little, 
active, buckler-cind Armadillo^ throws up the earth in which he 
loves to burrow, and, when disturbed, coils himself up, hedge-hog 
like, exposing to his enemy only a ball of mail, against which 
tooth of dog and beak of bird of prey, are powerless; or, when 
caught on the sunny slopes of the red-coloured hills, he quickly 
assumes this ball-like form—“swallows himself,” as they say— 
and rolls quietly down the hill as if he were a stone, or some 
huge cocoa-nut, struck by the feet of the climber. In the neigh¬ 
bourhood of the secludea pools among the Organ Mountains, tho 
South American Tapirs spend their liarmlcss lives, feeding on 
roots, and buds, and wild miit. The Peccaii is met in flocks in 
the wild woods. In size much less than the tapir, the pcccari 
has nothing of the timidity which belongs to its larger neighbour. 
“ It is,” si^s Mr Fletcher, “ the most pugnacious fellow imagin¬ 
able. Neither men nor dogs inspire reverence, for he will attack 
both with impunity.” The Myrmecophaga^ or Ant-eaters, wan¬ 
der |ibout, making much esteemed havoc on the destmetive ants, 
which swarm in all such climes. “ The Paco, the Capyharoy 
and the Agouti—annals of the same family as marmots and 
beavers—abound. Lurking by the banks of rivers, in the dense 
^ngle, overshadowed with species of jjalm-trees, the J<upiary or 
Brazilian tiger {Felis On^a), watches his opportunity for spring¬ 
ing on his prey. In the northern province of Mato Orasso, vast 
numbers of monkeys axe found* Skipping across the travellers 
path, hanmng in * lovely defbraity* mm branches of the 

"'tree^aadlo&ng with stupid grin, aroond him, may be seen the 
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Bald-headed Brachyurm^—tho monkey which is answerable for 
the long credited story of a race of Indians with tails. 

Or turn wo to the birds, not less varied and novel are- the 
species found in Brazil. There are in gayest garb, 
ciiattcring among the trees; Toucans^ with their huge bills, 
goggle eyes, and gorgeous pliiniage; llumming-Urds, of rare 
beauty, sparkling in the sunsliine, and sipping sweets from tube 
roses, jessamines, and heliotropes; Urupongasy or Tolling-bell 
birds, looking knowing, wdth tlieir three inch long fleshy tu¬ 
bercle, hangihg^spruceiy on one side of tlie head, and their loud, 
clear, ringing note, which Waterton affirms, may be heard at a 
distance of three miles; the little known Umbrella-birdy fre¬ 
quenting the flooded islands of the Hio Negro and of the Soli- 
moes, w'ith its umbrella-likc crest, “formed of feathers more than 
two inches long, very thickly set, and with haity plumes, curving 
over at «thc end—a hemi-eliipsoidal dome, completely covering 
the head, and even reaching beyond the point of the beak;’* the 
Boat-hilly feeding amidst glorious grouj)s of Mcioria Regiae, and 
the nimble Jacanay w'alking on their leaves, with as sure footing 
as if treading tlio solid earth. Tlien thera ore Buiierfiiesy “the 
most splendid in the w'orld;” Batsy some small as our own, 
others large as tlio fabled winged demons of the old natural¬ 
ists. Sueii is the terrific-looking, blood-loving Vampired)a!l» 
And Reptiles in abundance, varying in size fwm the small 
scoqnun to the enormous Anaconda—the of the 
natives—which haunts the dense forests that stretch along the 
banks of the great rivers, measuring sometimes above thirty feet 
in length, and said, by the enterprising Amazon explorer Wal¬ 
lace, to be able to swallow horses and cattle. Is not Brazil a 
very paradise for a naturalist t 

But tho half is not told. Those who wish more information 
on all these topics, and on many others, we refer to the admirable 
book now noticed. A book which, notwithstanding its occasional 
idolatry of Brother Jonathan, we very heartily commend to all 
our readers. 

II,_Nisnonary Travels and Researches in South Africa. By 
David Livingstone, LL.D., D,C.Ii. London: John 
Murray^ Tw'enty-Fifth Thousand. 

# 

“ In the whole of Africa,” wrote the author of tho Philosophy of 
Histoiy in 1828, “ there is, besides Egypt, only the NorUiem 
Const, stretching along the Mediterranean, that is at all connected 
with the histoiy and intellectual progress of the civilized world. 
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Though the statement is somcwliat too sweeping, as not taking 
any .account of the Cape colonization and the work of sucli Pro¬ 
testant inissionarios in tho south as Yanderkemp, Kircherer, 
Campbell, and othot^, it was yet in the main true. It is not so 
now. Representatives of the literature, the science, the religion, 
and the adventure of the presenttime, have penetrated into regions 
in North and South Africa, j>reviously unexjdoretl. Heinrich 
Barth, James Richardson, and Adolphe Overweg, have done much 
to open up the noi’th. The dangerous wastes of the Northern 
Zaara, and the more dangerous tribes who dwell on their borders, 
liave been passed. Half-fabled Timbuctoo lias been reached, and 
we can now read of its streets of mud-built cottages,—of the mot¬ 
ley groups which frequent its flourishing market,—of its current 
coin and standard of value—Salt—and of Kahara,—its port on 
tl'fe Niger, even as we read tlic pleasant sketches of oft-visited 
continental towns. Then, we feel that some after generation of 
travel readers m^, perhaps, know as much about Lake Tchad as 
we do about the Lake of ucneva. Anderson and Galston pene¬ 
trated from Waivish Bay, on the West Coast, througli Damaru, 
on to the flat sandy shores of Jjake Ngnmi. Cuiiimiiig, the 
mighty hunter, travelled in seurcli of wild adventure fl'om Cape 
Town to a point in Southern Interior Africa, far in advance of 
the remotest missionary station. And now Livingstone, the de¬ 
voted mis.sionary, the large-hearted Christian philantliruj>ist, and 
the accomplished man of science, lives to tell us how he found bis 
w'ay into vast regions, and tlirougb territories, teeming with popu¬ 
lation, of whose very existence we had never dreamed. In visit¬ 
ing these tribes, he has made additions to Geograpliy, Ethnology, 
Natural Ilistoiy, and Geolog}', by which lie has made science 
always his debtor. I'ho work in wliich he has chronicled his 
labours, was long looked foi*. When it did not appear us soon as 
expected, fears were entertained that it would full short of the 
interest which, from the reports that readied this country, and 
from the importance of the discoveries to the cause of religion 
and civilization, had gathered around the name of the able, ear¬ 
nest, and enterprising, mislionary. And now, that thousands liavo 
read the recora of Dr Livingstone's wanderings, we believe that 
there are very few who hohl that the book is not worthy of tiie 
man, and in every vsnse a valuable contribution to that great 
cause in behalf of which he has encountered so many dangers, 
braved so many difficulties, and undergone so much linnlsliip, 
suffering, and toil. The unusually large circulation to whicli it 
has attained, and the copious extracts of stirring adventure and 
hairbreadth escapes, which haveb^n made from it by the news- 

j>nper press, while testifying to the deep interest taken by the 
nation iu the work to which Livingstone’s life is devoted, also 
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render it unnecessary that wc should dwell on features of his 
work, with which all our readers are familiar. We shall, however, 
follow his step in the most interesting portion of his sixteen ^ears 
life in Southern Africa, and indicate sdine of the additions 
whicli ho lias made to various departments of science. The views 
which he entertained of missionary work, when he entered on the 
wide field to which he was sent, in 1840, led him to those great 
resolves which he has been spared to realize, and encouraged him 
at once to set about cxiiibiting before the heathen, Christianity 
walking hantl in hand with the advanced civilization of .Britain. 
There is much sagacity in his vicAvs on this subject. lie Las a 
shrewd appreciation of the indirect but jiowerful benefit which 
might bo rendered to the highest efibrts of the missionary, if the 
churcbes were more willing, in sending forth their sons to preach 
to the Gentiles tlic unsearchable riches of Christ,—to countenance, 
through them, the extension of commerce and the progress of the 
industrial arts. Sending the gospel to the heatlien,” he says, 
must includo much more than is implied In the usual picture of a 
missionary,—namely, a man going about with a Bible under his 
arm. The promotion of commerce ouglit to be specially attended 
to, ns this, more speedily than anything else, demolishes that sense 
of isolation which heathenism engenders, and makes the tribes 
feel themselves mutually dependent on, and mutually beneficial to, 
each other.” These views supply the comment on many of liis 
past efforts, and they hold out the hope of much good for 'Africa, 
if ho shall be spared to enter again on the work which is before 
him. 

Among the first things that strike us in dealing with liis ^^Re¬ 
searches in South Africa,” is the gi’oat addition which he has 
made to our knowledge of the geography of that hitherto little 
known region. And this knowdedgo is reliable, as being given by 
one who has not only visited the territory wliich he has mapped, 
but by one who was sciontifically fitted for his task. We were 
recently tem])tcd by curiosity, to look over some of the old Dutch 
and Portuguese maj)s, and were interested in noticing that, while 
several of them indicate that their attthors believed the districts 
through which Livingstone passed to be as thickly studded with, 
towns and villages as he has described them, they show very great 
uncertainty as to the general outline o&the county, and far 
greater uncertainty in trying to fill in that outline. Maiiifeslly^ 
tiic maps have been drawn up partly from hearsay and partly by 
guess. These features of the oldest maps seem to h|ive led mod 
geographers to err in an opposite direction, to discard as 
fabmous everything marked by their predecessors, as lying a fevr 
miles from the const. This, however, jpves the greater promin; 
cnce to the work of Livingstone* It^ a&r having glanced at the 
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maps which accompany Tlie Rescarclies,” we turn to any even 
of tlie best recent maps of South Africa^ ive will readily acknow¬ 
ledge the great debt under which we lie to this inissionaiy, for his 
contributions to geography. As we follow the red lino whicli 
marks his wandcrinp^ wo find a teeming population, thriving in 
regions believed before to be uninhabitable; and cultivated heids, 
or fertile natural soil, where it was held there were only sterilo 
sandy wastes. In 1643 Dr Livingstone had taken up his abode 
in the fertile valley of Mabotsa (lat. 20° 14' south, long. 26° 30'), 
which may be regarded as the centre from which, at different 
times, he struck out into the unexplored regions lying to the 
north, north-east, and north-west. He was now among the 
Bechuana, a race well known in connection witli the labours of 
his devoted father-in-law Moffat. Of this greatfamily of Africans, 
he gives us some valuable information. The name Bechuana 
includes a number of tribes, distinguished from each other by 
modifications of character and name, associated with their local 
peculiarities, their habits of life, or, as Dr Livingstone suggests, 

probably by their having been, in ancient times, like the 
Ej^ptians, addicted to animal worship.” Thus, there arc the 
Bakatia, “ they of the monkeythe Bakuenn, “ they of the alli- 
Mtor;” the Batldpi, *‘they of the fish;” the Batau, “they of 
the lionand the Bandga, “ they of the serpent”—these last 
two being, as tribes, now extinct, and represented only by indivi¬ 
duals. 

Far away to the north-west of Mabotsa, and having the great 
Kalahari Desert intervening, is Lake Ngami, with the discovery 
of which the names of Livingstone, and his companions Oswell 
and Murray, will always be associated. Our travellers set out 
on a journey of exploration in 1849; and, on Ist August of that 
year, they were rewarded for many hardships, hy seeing the 
magnificent sheet of water stretching far away before them. 
The incidents of the Journey are full of interest, and the descrip¬ 
tions of the natural history and botany of the Desert are even 
more so. Bushmen and multitudes of Bechuanas, known as 
Bakalahari, inhabit the Kafahari. Among the remarkable plants 
of the Desert, he describes the Leroshiia—which, with a stalk no 
thicker than a-crow’s quill, has a tuber, hid by the soil, as large 
as the head of a youn^child—the Mokuri, with its water-bearing 
large tuber, and the Kerne, or water melon—all of them bless¬ 
ings in the locality in which they occur. Of animals, there are 
the Gape fennec, the small ocelot, the lynx, the steinbuck, lions, 
leopards, panthers, and hyenas. For the description of the varied 
forms of life in the neighbourhood of Ngami, and on the pictu- 
aesque banks of the Zouga, we must refor to the “ Journeys and . 
Besearches.” It is in tine account of this journey that we are 
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first made acquainted with the deadly power of the tsetse fly.— 
(Pp. 80-8a.)" 

From Lake Ngami the travellers proceeded northward to Lin- 
yanti (lat. 18° 17' 20", long. 23“ 50' 9"), the centre of the domi¬ 
nions of Sebituanc, a truly noble-minded chief. From Linyanti 
they proceeded to Sesheke, lying 130 miles to the north-east. 
“ In the end of June,” he writes, “ we were rewarded by the dis¬ 
covery of the Zambesi, a magnificent river, in many places above 
600 yards broad, and which falls into the sea on the east coast 
about lat. 10“.” This discovery led Livingstone to return to Cape 
Town; and, having seen his family embark for England, and 
fitted himself for the great undertaking which he lived to accom¬ 
plish, ho set out again for the north.' He started in June 1852. 
“ This journey,” he 8a3's, “ extended from the southern extremity 
of the continent to St Paul de Loando, the capital of Angoli^on 
the west coast, and thence across South Central Africa, in an 
oblique direction, to Kilitnane, in Eastern Africa.” Omitting the 
inciueiits of tbc journey from Cape Town, we meet with Dr 
Livingstone again on the way between Linyanti and Sesheke. 
Of trees, the camel thorn, the wliitc-thorned mimosa and baobabs, 
are seen on the elevated grounds through which they pass. Im¬ 
mense herds of antelopes were feeding in the plains, and a new 
species—“ the nakong”—is specially noticed, Avhile “great num¬ 
bers of buffaloes, zebras, tscssbes', tahactsi, and elands, graze 
undisturbed.” Canoes and men having been got ready, they 
launch on the Leeambye, the name given to tbc Zambesi at this 
part of its course, and begin to ascend the river. ‘‘ I felt the 
pleasure,” he says, “ of looking on lands which had never been 
seen by any European before.” As they paddled bravely up the 
magnificent river, they found its broad waters, adorned by nume¬ 
rous islands, from three to five miles long, and covered with 
forest. Both banks are also clad with a rich vegetation, out 
from the heart of which stands the lofty palmyra, “ casting its 
fcatlicry foliage against a cloudless skv* The date-palm is also 
abundant, with its ^acefully-curved fk»nds, and refreshing light 
green colour.” Villages, inhabited an industrious people, stud 
its banks, and great aDundanco of wild animals are everywhere 
met with. At 14“ 11' 3" lat. S., the Leeambye assumes tlie 
name of Kabompo, which seems to com^ from the east. It is 
joined by the Lceba from the N.N.W. at lat 14** 10' 52" S., 
long., 23“ 35' 40" E. Having returned again to Linyanti, Dr 
Livingstone made preparation foranother journey, with tlieview 
of reaching Loando, on the west coast He -set out in November 

' Wo ore gliid to find that the attention of natnnUets Is bein^ directed to tilts 
insect. May not some of the effects, now associated with its stingy be traceal|jB 
to other influences? 
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1853. As they again ascended the Lccambye, they met with 
new forms of animal life and of Tcgetation. Of the animals de¬ 
scribed, one is new. The pokus, which Dr Livingstone proposes 
shall be named, after the African traveller, Major Vardon, ylati- 
Ic^e Vanlonii. As they proceed, the notes on the social condi¬ 
tion and morality of the natives, grow in interest. Kverywhero 
ho was painfully imiu'esscd by the want of a provision among 
those immense multitudes, by which they might be told of Him 
on whom the Lord laid our iniquity. They i^ere now on the 
Leeba, and the description of the luxuriant vegetation, and of 
the zoology of the region, reminds one of what geologists 
find in the carboniferous strata. Hippopotami and idligatoi*s 
abound. “ Large climbing plants entwined thbmselves around 
the trunks and branches of gigantic trees, like boa constrictors.*’ 
Td tile north of Lake Dilolo, they strike off in the direction of 
Loandd; and, after a month’s wandering, they find themselves 
meeting with more frequent traces of the Portuguese, and of tlie 
effects of the civilisation of Europe. On the 31st of May they 
reached Loando, where liis weary spirit was refreshed by the kind 
hospitality of Mr Gabriel, the English commissioner for the su{>- 
pression of the slave trade. 

After a short stay at Loando, the party again set ont; and, 
changing their course somewhat, they reached Linyanti in safety. 
Here Dr Livingstone made preparations for another journey. 
He resolved to follow the course of the Zambesi in its progress 
towards the cast. Accompanied by Sekclctu, the principal men 
of the Makololo, and about 200 followers, Dr Livingstone set out, 
on the 3d of November, on bis journey from Linyanti to the East 
Coast. Having halted till dark, outside a part of the country in¬ 
fested with tsetse, when night came, tlicy began to jienetnite the 
dreaded spot. “ It became pitch dark ; the lightening spread over 
tlie sky, forming eJglit or ten branches at a time, in shape exactly 
like those of a tree. This, with great volumes of sheet-lightning, 
enabled us at times to see the whole country. The intervals be¬ 
tween the flashes were so densely dark, as to convey the idea of 
stone blindness. The ho^s trembled, cried out and turned 
round, asifsearchingfbreach other; and every new flash, revealed 
the men taking di^rent directions, laughing and stumbling 
against each other.” Tile thunder-storm gave occasion to a touch¬ 
ing act on the part of the African chief. Livingstone’s clothing 
had been sent on by an advanced party; and now, that he 
had got thoroughly wet with the rain which had fal|en heavily, 
there was nothing for him but to lie down in this state on the cold Sound. He did so, but Sekeletu covered him with his own 

anket, and lay himself uncover^ during the night. 
On the 13th they were again afloat on the Zambezi. Strong 
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easterly winds raised such waves on the broad deep river, as 
tlircatuned to swamp their canoes, and compelled them to wait 
till the wind moderated. While waiting, Dr Livinustone was 
treated to some of the ghost stories relating to the two large 
islands, which lie a little beyond the confluence of the Cliobe witii 
the Zambesi. ‘‘ The Barotsc believe that, at certain parts of the 
river, a tremendous monster lies hid, and that it will catch a canoe, 
and 1k>)<1 it fast nivl motionless, in spite of tlie utmost exertions of 
the jiaddlers. Wliilo near Nameta, they even objected to pass a 
spot, supposed to be haunted, and proceeded along a branch in¬ 
stead, of the main stream. It is strange to find fables similar to 
those of the more northern nations, even in the heart of Africa, 
(^ui they be veatiges of traditions of animals which no longer 
exist Having arrived at the island of Xampcnc, lying at the 
beginning of the rapids above the Mosioatunya Falls, it was deter- 
iiiine<l that tliey should strike off from the river’s course towards 
tile tiorth-east; but before doing this, Dr Livingstone resolved to 
pay a visit to the Falls. The wdiolc scene is described as ex¬ 
tremely beautiful. At the period of their visit, many flowering 
trees were in their beauty. The burly baobab, groups of graceful 
palms, tlic silvery inohonono,nnd the dark-colouix*duiotsouri, gixjw 
luxuriantly all around. The Falls are bounded on three sides 
by ridges 300 or 400 feet in lieight, which are covei'ed with 
forest." Paddling down the centre of the stream, they reached, 
in their light canoe, an island “ in the middle of the river, and 
on the edge of the lip over Avliich the water rolls.” Here the 
water seemed “ to lose itself in the earth, the opposite lip of tho 
fissure into which it disajipoared, being only 80 feet deep.” Tlieir 
present position w'as not such as to enable them to solve the pro¬ 
blem, where the vast body of the water went. But Livingstone 
determined to get a nearer approach to the edge. “ Creeping, 
with awe, to the verge, I peered down into a large rent, which had 
been made from hank to bank, of the broad Zantbesi, and saw 
that a sti*eam of 1000 yards broad leaped down 100 feet, and then, 
became suddenly compressed into a space of 15 or 20 yards. The 
entire Falls arc simply a crack made fa a hard basaltic rock, from 
the right to tlie left bank of the Zambesi, and then prolonged from 
the left bank, away through thirty or forty miles of hills.” To 
the Mosi oa tnnya (Smoke does sound then^, he gave tho name of 
the “ Victoria Falls.” The bold aud picturesque way in which 
the Falls are described, adds much to the interest of this part of 
the narrative. Some remarks on the geolopcal aspect of the 
basalt, arc suggestive. He tells us, that the cd^ of the rock over 
which tl^e river falls, does not show more than three feet of sur¬ 
face wear; and adds, If we take the wani oFmuch wear, on the 
lip of hard basaltic rock, os of any value, tKe period when this rojk 
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was risen, is not geologically very remote.” They returned to* 
E^lai (lat. 17° 51' 54' S., long. 25° 4r E.), where the rest of the 
party had been left. Livingstone’s report so influenced Sekeletu, 
that he resolved to Wsit the Falls, and Dr L. agreed to accom¬ 
pany' him. The chief was much impressed by the grandeur of 
the scene. On the 2()tii of Novenroer they bade adieu to the 
hospitable Chief Sekeletu, and proceeded towards the north. 
When about to leave the village of Moyara, on the 25th, an inte¬ 
resting fact was made known to them. lMiey> learned that tlic 
deadly tsetse can be rendered innocuous by pounding into powder 
the root of a certain plant. It is much to be regretted that the 
kind of plant from which the jmwdcr was alleged to have been 
got, was not ascertained. On the 26th they reached the villages, 
under an old chief named Marimba, The geology of this district 
isAriefly described. “ The stratified gneiss, whicli is the under¬ 
lying rock of much of this part of the country, dips towards the 
centre of the continent, but the strata are often so much elevated, 
as to appear nearly on their edges. Hocks of Augite trap are 
found in various positions on it. The general strike is north and 
south; but when the gneiss was ftrst seen near to the basalt of 
the Falls; it was easterly and westerly, and the dip towards the 
north, as if the eruptive force of the basalt had placed it in that 
position.” The country in which they now were, abounds in fruit. 
It is so plentiful as always to supply at least one article of food 
for the natives, and to warrant the saying of tlio Batuka, “ No 
one ever dies of hunger here.” The travellers fared sumptuously. 

The tree called Morhuka was now yielding its fruit, which re¬ 
sembles apples. The people brought it to us in large quantities ; 
it tastes like a pear, but has a harsh rind, and four large seeds 
vrithin. We found prodigious quantities of this fruit as wc went 
along. The tree attains the height of fifteen or twenty feet, and 
has leaves, hard and glossy, as large as one’s hand. men almost 
lived upon the fruit, for many days.” Then tliey “ obtained 
baskets full of Maneko, a curious fruit w'ith horny rind, sjilit into 
five pieces. These sections, when chewed, are full of a fine 
glutinous matter, and sweeC like sugar.” They had also abund¬ 
ance of motsouri, mamorho, beans called nju, and the magnificent 
oil-yielding motsiklri. We saw liere trees allowed to stand in 
gardens, and some of t]|^ Batoka, even plant them—a practice seen 
nowhere else among the natives.” 

The graphic account of the black-soldier ants, with which the 
journal of November 27th opens, is one of the most interesting 
natural history sketches, in the volume. Many of the Batoka 
have a very degraded appearance, and are so, both physically and 
mentally. This is mainly the result of their devotion to smoking 
file pernicious mutokivane (Cannabis Saliva). They become 



“ Some view everything as if looking in through the wide end of 
a telescope; and others, passing over a straw, hft up their feet as 
if about to cross the trunk of a tree.” • 

Journeying on, they pass through the villages of Kaouka, 
Batoka in alliance witli the Makololo, and travel through an un¬ 
inhabited country of great fertility and beauty. Great trees are 
dotted over the country, marking the sites of ancient towns. One 
fig-tree was measured, and was found to be 40 feet in circumfer¬ 
ence. Buflhloes, elands, liartc-hccst, gnus, and elephants, were 
seen feeding tamely in tlie distance. Large rounded masses of 
granite, containing black mica, were found in the places through 
whicli they had«receutly passed. The outer rind of this, as it be¬ 
comes weather worn, peels off, and large crystals project on the 
exposed surfiicc. On the 30th, they crossed the river Kalomo, 
which is about liffy yards broad, and which joins the Zambesi at 
some distance below the Falls. They had now reached an alti¬ 
tude of more than 5000 feet above tlie level of the sea. The 
geological features of the country continued the same, with the 
exception of the occurrence of a formation of clay shale. 

In the beginning of December 1855, they arrived at the first 
of tlio villages belonging to tribes not in friendship with the 
Mukololo. The first reception was very unfavourable, and Dr 
Livingstone’s life was put in jeopardy, by a mad savage approach¬ 
ing with a battle axe, and seemed in the act to strike, when drawn 
off by the headsman of the village. On reaching the Batongn, 
they found them friendly. Here the women are clothed, but 
the men go m jmris natumUhu8» They walk about without the 
smallest sense of shame; they have even lost the tmdition of the 
fig-leaf.” After many dangers, they reached the confluence of 
the Loaiigwa and tlic Zambesi (14th Januaiy 1856), and found 
here traces of the Portuguese traders, and on the 3d March they 
received a hearty welcome frem the commandant of Tete. We 
need not further follow in detail the wanderings of Dr Livingstone, 
and his devoted party of natives. 

The graphic descriptions of the'Magnificent river, its falls, 
the geologic^ features of the district through which it flows— 
and the moral and industrial characteristics of the people who 
dwell on its banks, or in the neighbou^g plains, will be read 
with delight. The geologist will find 'many suggestive facts 
—the hotauist will suniost wish he were there—the speculative 
ethnologist, will dream of foundations for new theories, the de¬ 
light of his heart—the merchant will rejoice in the hope, that 
those immense remons, so adventurously traversed and so ably 
described, will, erelong, be opened to the enterprise of commerce— 
aud the man of God, whether devoted to science, to the artSi ^ 
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to tlic direct work of preaching the Truth, will not fall to pray 
that Livingstone may be spared to realise all that is in his large 
heart in regartl to Africa, ami that he may yet seo tunny running 
to and fro, jtroclaimirtg that Word of Life, to tlio preaching of 
which among the Gentiles, he has given himself. 

Ill,—Thorndale; or, 77re Conflict of Opinions, ]>y William 

Smith, Author of “ Etholwold,” etc. IJlackwood and Sons. 
4, 

This volume is sure, sooner or later, to have many readers, not¬ 
withstanding its defects, to which we shall refer. The subjects 
treated of, and the style, always chaste and ibcautiful, often 
attractively quaint, in which they are clothed, will not fail to 
sec»re the attention of the class for whom the work is avowedly 
written.* “ We dedicate this little book,” says the Author, in the 
Introduction, “ to the idle hour of the thoughtful reader: to tlie 
idle hour, for it makes slight ])rctensions to instruct; to the 
thoughtful reader, for it is by the excitement of reflection it 
hopes to entertain.” Like “Friends in (Jonncil,” and “Tlie 
Eclipse of Faith ”—“ fiction in form but in their substance true ” 
—it deals w ith many of those higher forms of speculation char¬ 
acteristic of the cultivated minds of the age. 

Charles Tliorndale, stricken witli consumption, is represented 
as withdrawing from home-scenes and home-influences and tak¬ 
ing up his abode in the Villa Scarpa^ on the heights above the 
grotto of Posilipo, near Naples, wherein solitude he might “ look 
his lastand where, as he waited for his change, he might fill up 
his remaining days wdtli meditations on that w’hich hath been, 
tliat whicli is, and on that whicli shall be hcrenffer, both for 
himself and for the race of man. Devoted to the “ habit of the 

en,” a common-place book lay continually beside him, in whicli 
le jotted his stray thoughts on men and things, “ If his thoughts 
recurred to the past, his book took the form of an autobiography. 
Page after page would at (fther times be occupied in recalling tlie 
conversation or analysing^ the opinions of some remembered 
friend. It was Diary, it was Essay, it was Memoir, • the occasion 
demanded or the humour prompt^.” Thorndale died; and Mr 
Smith, having accidently str^ed into the deserted Villa Scarpa, 
discovered there the I^ch is the somewhat transparent 
story of the common-place book. 

The 0TCnin|r chapter is devoted to the Self Review.” This 
copter both gives promise of that beauty of thought and expres¬ 
sion which meets us' richly scattered throughout the book, and 
contains the key to the “Conflict of Opinions.” We find our- 
sflves in company with a man of deep religious instincts, whicli, 

E 
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at every point in the experience of every-day life, arerudely shocked 
hy not finding a world in harmony with their higher longings, 
yooial life is scon standing out indebted to Religion for all of true 
good ill it; while it not only refuses homage to the heavenly 
guest, but in action seeks to cast reproach upon her. The indi¬ 
vidualism of man is believed to bo educated in waywardness— 
to be petted and made an idol of, and, as a natural result, the 
interests of tlic community arc held to be sacrificed to the wel¬ 
fare of the few. ' Thoi’iidrdc secs the dislocation in society, but 
docs not maktt the discovery of it in himself. Led once and 
again to that naiTow line at which hope is seen hankering on the 
very edge of despair, he is kept from jihinging into the dark sea 
out on which Ife looks, by the presence of an influence wliich, 
wliile our author fjols it, wo suspect he does not clearly under¬ 
stand. In this, we take it, will bo found the main value of the 
book to all, who, as having themselves entered into God’s rest, 
are socking to lend others into it. Never, perhaps, in the history 
of Britain, 1ms Scripture truth influenced the thoughtful so 
])owerfully as it does at present. And yet, the thoughtful are not 
at rest. In Thorndale we find the free expression of that un¬ 
rest whitdi may characterise a soul even when in full acquaint¬ 
ance with the funn of revealed truth. Held in knowledge merely, 
and not in the love of the True One, it has yet power to 
slmrpen the sentiments, to quicken up into energy sympathies 
otherwise dormant, and to call forth in strength all those feelings 
which find natural gratification in the love of the beautiful in 
nature and in art; but, if held only thus, it has no might in it to 
keep man in that ])ath of peace, which, though it reaches into the 
abode of The Kvci' Blessed, lies on the earth amidst the tangled 
mazes of a willleniess of misery and of sin—and no might 
to keep the soul from falling bacK on itself for peace and joy- 
just as if light were to be found In the place of darkness, 
and peace \vlierc thought wars with affection, and instincts with 
cuuscicnce. ICvciywhcre this is fel|; and the want of pre¬ 
sent satisfaction is like the trail of ai^ unclean thing over highest 
delights. 

“ Why should I live?” asks Thorndale, “What there is of brief 
and fitful enchantment in this life of pain, J too have partly known. 
1 have heard music; I have seen mountains:^. Thave have looked on 
the sen, and cloud, and flowing rivers, and the beauty of women. I 
have loved—vninl^' or foolishly still 1 have loved. ... 1 have 
given my heart to the poets; I have listened eagerly to whatever 
great truth science has revealed; 1 have trod4he paths of philosophy 
till I found them interlacing each other, and leading back to my own 
footmarks on the sand; I have had earnest thoughts and generoi^ 
emotions. If I were to live for centuries, centuries would only bring 
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me these in their decay and degeneracy. 'Wliat but the withered leaf 
of summer Aos the winter to bestow V*—P. 26. 

A few sentences culled from the chapter on Truisims, will illus¬ 
trate both the shadowy iiifluehce of these abstract truth, and 
Thorndalc’s ignorance of the True One—the only manifestation 
of God in which weary souls can find peace, wayward souls a 
sure resting-place and refuge, and troubled ones comfort. 

That there is sympathy and love in the heart of man, and that 
tlius his very self, his personal desires, at once embrace the good of 
others as w'ell as his own—what a trutli is this.” 

Again— 
** To embrace the good of others—of a whole society; to apprehend 

the world in its true divine unity—to feel how beautiful it is I The 
Good, the True, the Beautiful, as some catalogue them—hero arc throe 
gifts, tlian which could God give no greater to Ilia creature V* 

Again— 

« Determine what you may about the Will, know tliat the freedom 
of Hit man lies in his reason.” 

Once more— 

We may look upon the progress of man as ultimately resolving 
itself into a gradual revelation of truth to the intellect, llis advance 
in knowledge mainfests itself—1st, In his Increased power; 2d, In 
the great contemplation of science; .3d, In that idea of humanity, or of 
human life as a whole, which each one should carry in hi.s own mind, 
and which should be the fountain source of his morality (!)” 

We have read with interest, “ The Two Futurities ” and The 
Future Life,” but we nowhere find that Tliorndalo has dreamt of 
that which solves the dark enigmas—even that a personal 
Saviour, Himself very God, has brought life and immortality to 
light by Hie Gospel. This is the nearest approach to it— 

** As men grow better on the earth, they will grow more confident 
in their great hope of immortality.” Shall I tell you what religion 
is in its broadest definition > It is life cultivated under God, and in 
tbc presence of death. Forget death, and there would be little or no 
religion.” • 

“The Betrospect” Is full of the beauty of those pleasant 
memories, on which, we dwell, thoughts like angels cluster all 
around us. Pity that so much touching sentiment should be 
destitute of the strength which true faith always communicates! 
We have seldom met with such beauty of thought and expression 
as in the description of ^'Childhood, and the Mother’s Silent Affec¬ 
tion.” 

Visions of social utopias pass before him, but as bis will has 
fielther been disciplined by truth, nor nursed up into strength by 
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promptness in action, he fails in every attempt at good doing. 
Vain resolves pass away in regrets more vain. He has had the 
full knowledge of social disorganization to no purpose. In Man¬ 
chester he sees the triumph of white sla^fery. In London he 
takes his place among beggars, in order to learn how the lowest 
classes regm'd those above them. The result of all is, that ho 
finds tlic wwld out of joint. But his own moral nature is in the 
same unhappy condition; and so, while there is abundance of 
Avork needt^ to be done, he speculates and finds nothing for his 
hands to do.* , 

Our autlior leaves the details of the personal experience of his 
hero, and has recourse to a common expedient to introduce us to 
forms of thouglit—of so called religious life—and of social long¬ 
ings, which could not, in their variety, have been consistently as¬ 
sociated with one man. Luxmorexs brought on the scene as the 
representative of the modern aspirations of the poetic faculty. 
His mens divinior, finds true joy m compounding the naturalism 
of Wordsworth with the idealism of Shelley, The product, as. 
might be anticipated, is not very healthful:— 

Delusion, followed by a strange despair; 
Life lost—hope lost; in solitude I dwell 

Like some pale anchorite, whoso faith—whose prayer^ 
Died in iiis cell(!)" 

Cyrily having no manly will to battle with the world, becomes 
pleasantly reconciled to Rome; and, in the picturesque garb of a 
Cistcrian, sets about trjdng to educate himself up into everlasting 
life. The cause of CyriPs change is found in the strict Calvin¬ 
ism of his father I The doctrines of retribution and of eternal 
punishment, are evidently not vciy palatable to Thorndale him¬ 
self. Seckendorf a meditative German, is introduced as the re¬ 
presentative of self-denial; and Clarence^ as the easy good doer, 
always dreaming of a social Utopia. The work concludes with 
the Confeasio Fedei 6f Clarence. This is worthy of a careful 
perusal; not because of anything original in it, but because it 
contains a well written summary of those peculiar phases, social 
and speculative, into which the tfaditional Christian understand¬ 
ing is at present running. It deals fully with these, but is shy 
of everything like a distinct utterance o^ religious belief. The 
section devoted to the justice, mercy, and love of God, is written 
in manifest wilful ignorance of that point at which ri^teouaness 
and peace meet in harmony, and of that Person by whom grace 
reigns through righteousness. Strange that the Bible views of. 
these things should be kept at a distance I Yet, but for the re¬ 
flex influence of Bible truth, such a book as ** Thorndale” could 
not have been written. All of strength in the moral tone of il 
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—and there is much—has been drawn, indirectly, from the Scrip¬ 
tures. Yet the breasts wliicli have nourished the soul arc 
despised. Natural sentiment has boon educated and refined by 
revealed truth, until, it begins to look like the truly religious 
spirit. Yet it yields not to the claims of Christ. Yea, it virtu¬ 
ally denies all obligation to Him. Tliis state of matters grows 
more and more strong, and the oidy way by which it can be 
neutralised, is by exalting the ])crson of Christ as very God, and 
bv directing the thoughtful to Him for truth. It must bo shown 
that, wliilo what are called secular forms of truth, Inivc much in 
them useful to man, apart altogether from the thbuglit of u God 
of grace in connection witli them, they yet become most useful, 
even in tlieir worldly relationships, when associated with Him. 
Indeed, without this, those who prosecute them, miss the high 
end of tlieir lives, and put away from tliem that which keeps the 
head stgady, as it climbs the heights of knowledge; ami the heart 
sound, as it tries to fathom the mysteries in God’s works, and the 
mysteries of man’s spiritual natiuv. 

We have thus indicated the drift of “ Thorndale,” and, in the 
liglit of these remarks, we can assure thouglitful readers, that 
they will find it peculiarly interesting. 

IV. Supplement to tlie Fifth Etlition of a Manual of Elementarji 
Geology. By Sir Ciiarlks Lvkll, D.C.L., M.A., F.U.8., 
etc. London: John Murray. 1857. 

This “ Supplement” will be found more deeply interesting than 
Sir Charles Lyell’s former additions to “The !^[anual of Elemen¬ 
tary Geology.” Since the enlarged fifth edition was published, 
geological discoveries of great importance have been made. 
These are set down and reviewed in the “ Supplement.” New 
phenomena are allowed to tell their own tale. No attempts are 
made to force them into harmony with opinions broadly stated in 
“ The Manual.” On the contrary, Sir Charles, in the candour 
and dignity of true sciencef permits the discoveries to modify his 
former views, and states this to*the reader. Such contributions 
to science all will cordially welcome who sec prevailing tenden¬ 
cies cither, on the one jiaiid, to refuse any testimony which may 
seem to conflict with favourite theories; or, on the other, to 
catch hastily at new facts and to theorise concerning tliem, 
without loolang at them in the light of other facts, to which, 
scientifically, they stand related. 

In our brief notice of the “ Supplement,” we shall confine our¬ 
selves to such portions of it as nave some bearing, directly or 
indirectly, on some important recent discussions. After a brief 
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analysis of Mr Scarles Wood’s “Monograph on the Crag and 
Upper Tertiary Shells of Britain,” the remark is made, “In the 
above list 1 liavo not included the shells of the glacial beds of 
the Clyde, and of several other British def:/bsits of newer origin 
than the Norwicli Ch'ag, in which nearly all, perhaps all, the 
species are recent.”—P. 2. 'J'he liglit thrown on the alterations of 
clinmte in tlie successive periods of the Tertiary, by the recent 
])aheontological discoveries reviewe<l by Sir Charles, is full of in- 
loivst. T'hcse, however, will be diifercnlly read by some. In¬ 
dividual theftriys on glacial action, etc., will (j^teriuiiie the point 
of view fi*oni which they will be regarded. 

“It is still a matter of discussion whelhcr the submergence of a 
great part of the south-ca>t of Knglaml, beneath the sou of the glacial 
epoch, (luring whicli the norllsern erratics of Kortblk and of Suffolk, 
and of Iligligatc Hill, near London, wen; dritlcd southwards by*ce, 
took phicii ludbrc or after the origin of these (freshwater) deposits at 
GrayH, IKbnl, and other places on the hanks of the Thames; but it is 
(piite clear that, after those Ihiviatile beds were fornuHl, a great sheet 
of ochreous gravel was spread out over the lower levels of the same 
vallc^y, and in it wo lltul buried the remains of Arctic nuadrupeds.” 

T> •' 
““X * *>• 

Without doing more than refer to the inodiffcation of the 
table of the Tertiary Fossiliferous strata, and to the decided 
corroboration of the arguments adduced in “ The Manual,” to 
prove “ that the denudation of the Wealdeii area took place at 
many successive periods, and at dates widely remote from each 
other," we conic to what .appears to us the most interesting, and, 
perhaps, the most suggestive pages of the “ Supplement. We 
mean tliosc devoted to an account of the peculiarly important 
discoveries of Mr S. 11. Bcckles, in tlie Middle Purbeck (Upper 
Oolitic) Strata. The stratum explored lies at the base of the 
Middle Purbeck, and “consists of a soil marl, or calcareous 
mud, and is only about five iiiclies thick.” These excavations 
liave lately been brought before the public in such an interesting 
way by ^ir Kingsley, tliat we shall introduce the remarks of Sir 
diaries LycII, by giving our re^jclers an extract from Mr Kings¬ 
ley’s letter:— 

“ A mammal jaiv had been already discovered by Mr Brodio, on the 
shore at tho back of Swaiiage Point. Mr^eckles’ business was to 
lmc(3 tho v(Mn from which tins jaw, had been procured, through Us 
course along tho cliff above, and to search it as ^oroughly as fae 
could. With that prectical sagacity and zeal which distinguishes so 
many of our scientific men, he found* the precious vein (a stratum 
of about five inches thick, at the base of the Middle Purbeck beds), 
and sot to work. Before be could lay it bare, be bad to remove^a 
superincumbent load of fflly-two feet thick, forty feet of which was 
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solid rock; and again and again, afler losing the vein, where it was 
shifted and snapt bj earthquake ** faults,’’ to try fresh cuttings at 
fresh parts of the cliffl In nine months he removed many thousand 
tons of rock, and laid bare an area of nearly 7000 square feet (the largest 
qutting ever made for purely scientific purposes). Reptiles (tortoises 
and lizards) he found in hundreds; but the most important discovery 
was that of the jaws of at least fourteen different species of mammalia. 
Some of these were herbivorous, some carnivorous, connected (wo 
understand) with our modem shrews, moles, hedgehogs, etc., but all 
of them perfectly developed and highly-organised quadrupeds.” ^ 

At the end of three weeks Mr Beckles had discovered— 

“ The remains of five or six new species belonging to three or four 
' distinct genera, varying in size from a mole to that of a hedgehog, be¬ 

sides the entire skeleton of a crocodile, the shell or carapace of a fresh- 
waier tortoise, and some smallerrreptiles.” 

Great additions were afterwards made to these. We mnst refer 
our readers to “The Supplement,” for the able interpretation by 
Professor Owen and Dr Falconer of the mammalian remains dis¬ 
covered by Messrs Brodic and Beckles. Most of tlicse remains 
are those of Marsupial Mammals. But evidences of a higher 
order than the Marsupalia, as in existence in those remote epochs, 
seem not to be awanting. Thus Sir Charles Lyell says-— 

“ While the MS. of these pages was preparing for the press (Feb¬ 
ruary 10, 1857), part of the cranium of a Mammal was received from 
Mr Beckles, comprising the two maxillary bones and teeth, with the 
intermediate palate crushed, of a small insectivore. On the right side 
of the jaw, the whole series of molar teeth and the incisors are seen. 
The grinders are more numerous, but the dental characters, says Dr 
Falconer, bear a relation to those of the insectivorous genus EnculuSy 
peculiar to Madagascar; and from the general bearing of the evidence, 
it is presumed that the fossil was a minute placental insectivore.” 

^ Mr Kingsley adds: “To all which our readers may answer, Cui ftonof AH 
this may be amusing, curious: but what is its use ? Its use is this. It was 
supposed till veiy lately, that few if any mummalia were to be found below tlic 
tertiary rock, t.those above the chalk; and this supposed fact was very 
comfortable to those who support the»<Joctrine of ^progiessive development^* 
and hold, with the notorious * Vestiges of Creation,* that a fish, by mere length 
of time, ^ame a reptile, a lemur, an apo, and, finally, an a|)e a man. Hut 
here, as in a hundred other cases, facts, when duly investigated, uro against 
their theory. A very ancien'i bed of the secondary rocks is found full of mam¬ 
malia, 08 perfect as most which now walk this earth; and Mr Beckles* dis¬ 
coveries give fresh atron^h to the theory of our best scientific men, that not 
merely species, but whme orders, were creat^ from time to time, by some 
abMlnte act of the Almighty mind, as perfect at the first moment of their 
existence os at any aabsequent one. Thus are the conclusions of sound science 
shown more and more to coincide with those of sound religion; and every man 
wlu^ like Mr Beckles, 1^ discovering physical truth, helps the cause of spiritual 
trpt^ deserves well of his country, even though aU he visibly brings them be a 
few jaws of nnmarketable vemip.** 
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Again— 

Among the latest diacoTerics of Mr Beckles (March 19th), is tlie 
lower jaw of a small, adult, predaceous quadruped, with a robust canine 
and only six molars, differing in this respect, as well as in its other 
cliaractcrs, so far as the evidence at present extends, ,from the ma^ 
supiul type.” 

We liiive quoted these remarks with the view of both showing 
the rapid marcli of geological science, and of indicating the dan¬ 
ger of ha;carding generalisations on the fruits of our present 
knowledge of the fossiliferous strata—generalisations, to the main¬ 
tenance of wliich religious men may, oii religious grounds, have 
pledged themselves. An a|>t illustration of this may be found 
in Mr Hugh Miller^s last work. He says, Not until wo reach 
the times of the Tertiary division do the Mammals in their higher 
orders apjioar. The great Tertiary volume correspondsjto those 
volumes of Cuvier which treat of the placental animals, that suckle 
their young.”' The lamented author was acquainted with the 
rcmntiis of such warm-blooded quadrupeds as the Stonesfield 
l^haacolotheniim, Thylacotherinm^ and Ampliitherium; but as these 
were undoubtedly marsupials, ho rightly assigns to them a place 
lower down in the geological scale than that assigned to the pla- 
ccntals. The temptation to tlioorise was such as no one, looking 
at the subject from Mr Hugh Miller’s point of view, could be ex- 
pccteil to resist. Does not the geologic history of the various 
classes of the vertebrata answer chronologically to the classification 
adopted by Baron fUivier? Fishes, propagating by eggs or 
spawn—reptiles, by eggs or spawm—birds, by eggs—mammals, 

that produce eg^js without shells (marsupials), and last of all, 
placental inaininais, appear.” We fear that the discoveries of Mr 
Heckles have fiiirly knocked the alleged cori'cspondcnce on the 
liead. Sir (/harles Lyell rcmarks that the Purbeck strata read 
us a most instructive lesson. They had been well searched by 
skilful collectors. The late Edward Forbes had studied them for 
months consecutively; and they had been numbered, and their 
contents recorded, by the Government survey. 

“ Yet, when the geologist inquires if any land animals of a higher 
grade than reptiles lived during any one of these three periods, the 
rocks arc nil silent, save one thin layer a few^inches in thinness; and 
this single page of the earth’s history suddenly reveals to us in a few 
weeks the memorial of so many species of fossil mammalia, that they 
already outnumber those of many a subdivision of the Tortia^ dories, 
and fur surpass those of all the other secondary rocks put togemer.’*— 
P. 24. 

Attempts have been recently made to show that the clasBifica- 

* ** Testimony of the Bocks,*' pp. 15, 98. 
VOL, XXVIU. NO. LV. 8 
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tion adopted by our ln'ghcst botanists corresponds with the ])]nnt- 
history in the fossilif'^rous strata when wo read it chronologicnlly ; 
that iS) that the order of appearance exhibits a parallelism be¬ 
tween this plant-histdSty written on the rocks and the arrange¬ 
ments of modern Botany. Exception has been taken to this, on 
the ground that the Old Red Sandstone, which lies deeper down 
in the eartlfs crust than the Carboniferous, contains the remains 
of plants corresponding to the class marked VI. by Lindley—the 
Gymnogens, with concentric growth—wood youngest at the cir¬ 
cumference, and having more than one cotyledon,—^plants, tlien, 
whose organisation is higher than that of the Endogens of the Coal 
^Measures, whose growth docs not exhibit the regular concentric 
layers of the Exogeus^ and whose wood stem, as«in the palms, is 
youngest in the centre, while the seed development is in a single 
cotyledon. Without entering into this controversy, or venturing 
any opifiion in our pi'cscnt remarks on the likelihood of a modi¬ 
fication of the arrangement, one way or other, now argued for, 
there arc some pregnant sentences in the “ Supplement,” to which 
we would direct the attention of our readers. They seem, how¬ 
ever, to point to the strong probability, that a few years’ diligent 
w'orking in the older strata will reveal to us tlie remains of the 
higher foims of vegetation, deeper down in the geologic scale 
than tve have yet fully expected ; or, more likely still, will make 
it apparent that then, as now, the Tiiallogcns and the highest 
forms of the Exogens obtained during the same epoebs. It w'ould 
thus he safest for the student of Natural Theology not to seek 
arguments for unity of design so mncli in the alleged sc(|uence of 
phenomena, or of groups of jdicnomena, in tlie order of time, as 
in tlio organisation of different fonus of life, in the adaptation of 
these to particular ends, and in their relation to other forms. In 
the section devoted to “the Evidence of Phanerogamous Plants 
(not Gymiiosperms) in the Coal Formation,” Sir (Jliarles says, 

It has been questioned wliithcr hitherto the botanist has ob¬ 
tained from strata older than tlie Wealdcn a single well-deter¬ 
mined specimen of any flowering plants except Gymimspernjs, 
such as Conifers and Cydhds. Hence some imagine that the 
most biglily organised structure*^ of the vegetable kingdom were 
first cmited or developed in geological periods comparatively 
modem. Mr C. Bunbury called my attention lately to an Antbo- 
lite in bis collection, which he compared to Antholyza, an 
Irideous genus, and on which Dr Hooker, to whom 1 have 
shown it, has sent me the following remarks.”—P. 29. Without 
quoting at length Dr Hooker’s letter, we need only say that ho 
withdraws the opinion given in tlie flfth edition of the Manual, 

374, of the coniferous relation of the AntlioHtee, What, how'- 
cver, seems to ns of most interest is, tiiat while upon the whole 
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lie thinks Mr Bunbury’s specimen bears the strongest resemblance 
to Bromeliacem (Monocotyledons), it yet may be plausibly com¬ 
pared to Labiatw and Lobeliacecs (Dicotyledons.) He considers 
this Antholitc from the coal to be the sp^ce of a very highly 
organised flowering plant in full flower,” p. 29. 

TJio facts to which we have thus briefly referred, will indicate 
how very important the additions are which have been made in 
“ the Supplement” to the literature of Geologic Science. 

V.— Omphaha? An Attempt to Untie the Geological Knot By 
riiiLii* IIenky Gosse, F.U.S. London : John Van Voorst. 
1857. 

Lv the nrofaco in which Oken introduced to the English public 
Dr Tulk’s admirable translation of “ The Elements of Pliysio- 
])hilosophy,'’ ^ he says, I wrote the first edition of 18i0 in a 
kind of inspiration, and on this account it was not so well ar- 
I’anged as a systematic work ought to be.” Mr Gosse might 
almost have alleged as much for the work now before us. But 
in Ills rase the inspiration is only second-hand, and yet not a 
whit more trustworthy as to source tliaii that of LuretA Oken. 

%/ 

IVe suspect, too, tiiat at least one of the quarters to which ho 
traces the suggestion of the “ happy” thought developed in Om¬ 
phalos, is indebted to Oken’s Physio-pliilosopliy for anything of 
jiitcrest about it. I do not claim originality for the thought I 
have endeavoured to work out. It was suggested to me by a 
tract whieli I met with some dozen years ago, or more; the title 
of which I liavo forgotten: I am jiretty sure it was anonymous, 
but it was ])ublishe(l by. Campbell, of 1, Warwick Square.” 
Again, he adds in his j)reface, “ Xlie germ of the argument, 
however, I have found, since these pages were written, in ‘ The 
Mineral and Mosaical Geologies,’ of Granville Penn.” This is 
c'andid enough. It is not impressive. Wo cannot hope for 
much ill a scientific treatise based on a thought in a Plymouth 
brother tract, and seeking corroboratjoii in tlio speculations of 
Granville Penn. • 

We must not, however, withhold our testimony to the admirable 
spirit In which Mr (josse sets about his work. He has learned 
to regard the senses as not infallible gui&s even in estimating 
present physical phenomena, and that conclusions drawn from 
jjroccsses* of reasoning, by a confessedly fallible interpreter, are 
even less trustworthy. This is as it should be; and if the pre¬ 
sent theory of the highly accomplished author of “ The Manual 
of Marine Zoology” and of charming “ Tenby,” have anything 

1 Bay Society, 1847. • 
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of plausibility in it, this shall not suffer from the manifest Chris¬ 
tian feeling and humility under the atmosphere of which the 
theory is propounded. The difficulty which presented itself t(» 
Mr Gosse was this,—{there is a manifest (alleged) contradiction 
between what Geology says of the nge of the earth’s crust, and 
what unlearned I'eaders hold to be the plain, direct, and un¬ 
equivocal literal teaching of the Word of God. Mr Gosse re¬ 
fuses to meddle with the question of interpretation. But why? 
Is it philosophical to deal with and to discuss^ the question of 
geological interpretatioiiy and yet refuse to deal witli that of the 
}X)rtion of Scripture on which geological discoveries are held to 
impinge? He tells us that there is a dilemma; and he believes 
that his theory—a very old one, with a new face^nd a new name 
—is fitted to rescue us from it. But Mr Gosse knows, that 
wl^le geologists, from Cuvier to Hugh Miller, have .acknowledged 
a difl[icq}ty, they have not seen a dilemma, and thus they have 
propounded what they believed to be the solution of the difficulty. 
One theoiy stands associated with such names as Conybearc, 
Buckland, Sedgwick, Chalmers, Fleming, and Hitclicock. And 
of this we may say, that tliougli we would not pledge ourselves 
to it in the face of any future discoveries, yet if means coidd be 
taken to^ascertain the measure of acceptance it has received, two 
tilings would bo found true : On the one hand, it would turn out 
that the alleged unrest among non-scientific intelligent men 
would be found to have been greatly exaggerated; and on the 
other, that this theory has actually passed into the public mind, 
and is powerfully infiuenciiig it; 

Beginning with the foundations of the world, Mr Gosse gives 
a series of sketches of great power, and in his well-known graphic 
way, of the varied forms of life, from tlieir first appearance to 
the present time. These arc illustrated by draw'ings of much 
beauty. He passes rapidly in review the Trilobites of the Silu¬ 
rian,—the Fifthes of the Old Itcd,—the RqMes of the (Carboni¬ 
ferous,—and the Pachyderms of the 1’crtiary. These Bkctclies 
and illustrations are to us the most interesting part of this work; 
and we only wish we had ^em dissociated from a hobby, and in 
a shape in which they would be suitable for the young. They 
would allure more to the study of this science, as well as give a 
much more correct picture of what hath beeriy than is done by 
any “ Manual” we Wve yet seen. These sketches, and the re¬ 
ference to the ten miles deep of fossiliferous strata, in which the 
forms of life referred to are embedded, give us the state of tho 
question as to tho accepted macro-chronology, or tlieory of the 
^at antiquity of the earth. These strata, then, must liave re- 
onired millions of years for their formation. We are shut up to 
this. No, says Mr Gosse, I have on alternative. And he pro- 
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ceeds to try to shake the conclusion, drawn from the existence of 
the fossils, that the living things represented by them must have 
lived and died tn situ—must have, in shor|, had an existence as 
species corresponding in duration to tiie estimated age of the 
strata. So wc would put it. Now, it is at this point that 
we sec Mr Gossc diverging. Wc submit, that his first task 
should have been to make out a case in behalf of prochroniam in 
the tbnnatiou of the strata, and tlien to have treated us to his 
illustrations from the fossilised skeletons. Tliere are the 40,000 
or 50,000 feet'of the Silnriany with their many thin layera con¬ 
taining characteristic fossils,—the J)eronianj attaining in some 
places to a thic!|^ness of 40,000 feet, and composed of fragments 
of more ancient rocks, which, by a long process of rolling to¬ 
gether in a breaking sea, or in the bed of a rajud current, ^ve 
lost all their angles,’* and in which the heaviest pieces Qf rdled 
stones are found lowest in the deposit,—and, passing the 
polype-formed limestone between 2000 ami 8000 feet thick, the 
coal measures at least 10,000 feet in thickness, and several 
overlying ibnnations,—we come to the numerous Tertiary strata, 
many of which seem to Imve been laid down so gently as not to 
injun; even the tiniest shells. Mr Gossc reckons up all these; but 
wliat he should have given us some light on is, the consistency 
of ])rochrouism in connection with these, with all that w'e know^ 
of tlie present processes of nature. Apjdying this theory to the 
stratified rocks, it would also ignore the existence at any time in 
the past of those ])(U'iud3 of great disturbance with which the 
present conformation of the earth is associated. It would say, 
for exam])lc, that when we find fossililerous strata resting, Hko 
flying buttresses, on one mountain and another, rising to their 
summits and found ecpially at tlicir base, the time never was 
when they lay hori/ontally, as strata now in the course of forma¬ 
tion lie, but that they were created leaning, as now, in steep in¬ 
cline on the volcanic mass which supports them! Of course, 
tliere is no arguing against this mode of putting the question; 
and Mr Gosso will have the pleas^ti of believing that he has 
not been answered. This “ new method ” would, however, ren¬ 
der every attempt to attain to a knowledge of the course of 
nature in the past, by looking at it in the light of what is going 
on around, worse than vain. Wo will not yield to Mr Gosse in 
the estimate of the deep value to be assigned to the probability 
of rciKiated acts of miraculous interference, but his mode of put¬ 
ting this seems to us absurd. The reply to all this, we know, is, 
< But if it be held, that when among plants the Exosens first 
appeared, they capie from the hand of the Creator fully formed 
and mature, even as man himself did, and had their twenty f»r 
thirty concentric rings, which are now to us the marks of their 
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growth, by wbicli we know the lifetime of the tree, wliy should 
■we not hold also, that the strata were formed as we now behold 
them by one creative act"?* Mr Gossc may, perhaps, think as 
little of our physiology as we do of his inductive philosopliy in 
Omphalos, when we say, that the full formed organism mifjht 
have been realised in full maturity, and liaving sp^ccies well 
marked, without the hidden evidences of what to ns i.^ suggestive 
of gradual development. In this supposition we staiul on tlie 
same platfonn with our author. It is not very likeJy that, dur¬ 
ing all the days that Adam lived, and all tlie'days that the 
created organisms around him existed, any prying student in 
animal or vegetable physiology would arise to the concen¬ 
tric rings of the Exogens, or pull feathers from tlic peacock’s tail, 
to i^sccrtain whether or no they had a story of the wondei’s of pro- 
chronism to tell to all the generations of the antediluvians! Jlut 
it is time we should allow Mr Gossc to unfold his alleged new 
hypothesis. He says, p. 123 :— 

“ I have, in my postulates, begpred the fact of creation, mid I shall 
not, therefore, attempt to prove it. Creation, tliu sovereign liat of 
Almighty Power, gives us the cummcncing point, whicii wn in vain 
seek in nature. But wliat is creation ? It la the buthkn Imruting into 
a circle. Since there is no one stage in 111000111*86 of existence wliieli 
more than any other alfords a natural coiiiiiiencing point, wlnitcvcr 
stage is selected by the arbitrary will of God, must he an un-natural, 
or rather a proter-naturul, commencing point. Tlic Jife-history of 
every organism commenced at some point or other of its circular 
course. It was created, called into being, in some delinite stage. 
Pos.sib]y, various ci*caturc.s differed in this respect; perliap.s somo 
began existence in one stage of development, some in another; but 
every separate organism had a distinct point at which it began to live. 
Before that point there wa.s notliing; tliis particular organism had till 
then no existence ; its history presents an absolute blank; it was not. 
But the whole organi.sation of die creature tlius newly culled into 
existence, looks back to the course of an endless circle in the past. 
Its whole structure displays a series of developments, which as dis¬ 
tinctly witness to former conAiions as do those wldch are presented 
in the cow, the butterfly, and tholhm of the present day. But what 
former conditions? I'he conditions thus witnessed unto, us being 
necessarily implied in t|m present organisation, were non-existent; 
the history w'as a perfect blank till the moment of creation. The p».st 
conditions or stages of existence in question, can indeed bo as trium¬ 
phantly inferred by legitimate deduction from the present, as can 
those of our cow or butterfly; they rest on the very same evidences; 
they are identically the same in every respect, except in this one, 
that they were unreal. They exist only in their results; they aro 

which never had causes. Perhape it may help to clear toy ar¬ 
gument if 1 divide the past developments of organic life, which aro 
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neccsflarily, or nt least legitimately, inferrible from present phenomena, 
into two categories, separated by the violent act of creation. Those 
unreal developments, wlioso apparent results are seen in the organism 
at the moment of its creation, T will call pivchhmic, because time was 
not an clement in them; while those which have subsisted since 
creation, and which have had actual existence, I will distinguish as 
dMirohie,^ occurring during time.” 

“We have already referred to Oken’s “Physio-philosophy,” 
Such of our, readers as know anythin^.of that daring, eccentric, 
but yet reinai'kably able and suggestive work, will remember 
tile sections on “ the Sphere,” and on “ Kotationand when 
these are lookec^ at in the liglit of other passages, they will not 
fail to see their resemblance to Mr (lossc’s circular theory of tlie 
Course of Nature. Oken, however, sees no Deity but crea¬ 
tion, and says, “All motion is circular, and there is everywWerc 
no straight motion any more than there is a single line oi*sti'aight 
surface. Evervtliing is comprehendcid in ceaseless rotation. 
Without rotation there is no being and no life.”—P. 33. Again: 
“The metamorphosis is the embryonic transition of the insect, 
after extrusion from the egg, through the thive classes of its 
circle.” “ TJic law is universal. ^FIic second and third class of 
every circle traverse, after bivtli, the classes to whose series they 
btdong.”—I\5't3. Wc iniglit multiply such (potations. But do 
we wisli to id(nitifv Mr (iossc’s views with those of Oken, wlieii 
iSIr (iosse says—“ I am not alluding to any plan of nature, but 
to its coiti'KC, citratt/t,—the way in which it runs on. This is a 
circle V* * We have no such wish. Wc only de.sirc to indicate 
liow the views, and even the peculiar phraseology, of one on 
wiiosc laliours ('hristian men liavc been rightly accustomed to 
look witii sus])icinn, may so influence them indirectly as to give 
the distinclivc* cast to their tlieorics even on deeply sacred topics. 

Our author does not liidc from himself tlic lengths to which 
•his theory might bo ]m.shcd. He looks boldly in the face its 
bearing on matters of histoiy, as well as on those of natural science*. 
The “ divining” of Niebuhr, and tlte “ Myth Tlieories” of theo¬ 
logians whose imaginations scoip alT canons of souud criticism, 
and all rules of coininon sense, would be found harmless if com- i>ared witii the theory now under review. We can at least ac- 
mowlcdge the strength of the imaginitive faculty in the fol¬ 

lowing:— 

“ Let us suppose that this present year 1857 had been the particular 
epoch in the projected life-history of the -world, which the Creator 
selected ns the era of its actual beginning. At Qis 6at it appears; 
but in what condition-? Its actual condition at this moment: what- - 
ever is now existent would ‘appear precisely as it does appear. . Tharo 

t OmpUaloB, p. 113. 
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would be cities filled with swarms of men; there would he houses half- 
built, castles fallen into ruins, pictures on artists’ easels just sketched 
in, wardrobes filled with half-worn garments, ships sailing over the 
sea, marks of birds’ fhotsteps on the mud, skeletons whitening the 
desert sands, human bodies in every stage of decay in the burial- 
grounds. These, and millions of other traces of the past, would be 
found, became then are found in the world noto-^they belong to the 
present age of the world; and if it had pleased God to call into exist¬ 
ence this globe at this epoch of its life-history, thp whole of which 
lay like a map before His infinite mind, it would certainly have pre¬ 
sented all these phenomena; not to puzzle the philbsopher, but be¬ 
cause they are inseparable from the condition of the world at the se¬ 
lected moment of irruption into its history; bccau^ they constitute 
its condition—they make it what it is.” 

{Enough: Mr Gosso has not made out a strong plea for Tro- 
chronisv. We regret that the writer of the “ Manual of Murine 
Zoology” should also be the author of “ Omphalos.” 

VI.—The A cts of the Apoetlee Explained. By Joskph Addison 

Alkxandeu, D.D,, Professor in the Princeton Theological 
Seminary. Two vols. London : James Nisbet and Co. 18r*7. 

W^e have risen from the perusal of these volumes with the im¬ 
pression, that so ripe a product of scholarship and tlioiight will 
reach, and continue to occupy, a high place in the literature of 
Scripture exposition. The inspired history, which forms tlie 
subject of the tvork before us, is now beginning to experience 
fair treatment. Former Kngiish commentaries, or lectures on 
selected portions, such as those of Sumner, Dick, and Biscoc, 
came far short of grappling with the plan, the structure, or the 
contents of the book. What Dr Alexander justly calls the 

monstrosities of exposition” perpetrated by German llationalists 
—especially the daring speculations of the Tubingen school— 
have led to the publication of works in which we recognise both 
a Just comprehension of what behoved to be done, and sometliing 
like an adequate eiicountJHng of the difficulties of the case. 
Hackett, and SchafiP, and Baumgarten, are noble eNumples of 
what sanctified scholarship can do for the exposition of the Diviiio 
Word. And Dr Alexanders work is not only wortliy of being 
placed beside these; it is, in some respects, deserving of a higlier 
place than any of them. Keeping in view its nature as an ex¬ 
position verse, by verse, desigifeu, -moreover, for the general 
reader—the plan of it thus afiPording little scope for dissertation 
or breadth of argument—we regard it as fumisning an eminently 
a^le and satisfactoiy explanation of the text. The autlior makes 
no parade of learning^bis references to authorities aro exceed- 
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ingly rare; but he evinces throughout a most extensive acquaint¬ 
ance with the literature of the subject. Vexed questions are 
fairly met, and undergo a masterly treatment; while the render¬ 
ings which have met with general accejftance are brought be¬ 
fore us in a fresh and vigorous style, 

()no of the most gratifying results of modem criticism, as ap¬ 
plied to the Acts of the Apostles, is the establishment of its unity 
of plan. It might once be reganled as “ a desultoiy series of 
anecdotes oi* rtminiscenccs; ” it can be so regarded no longer. 
The patient study of tlie text, by candid and competent men, 
Im brought out the fact, that a s]>ccial purpose was before the 
mind of tlie writer, guided as ho was by the Divine Spii'it, and 
tJiat this ]>urpbse has been admirably and successfully curried 
out. That this should be the case is not wonderful; it is in 
keeping with the harmonious arrangement which pervadeff the 
works of God; and we arc persuaded that an enlightened criti¬ 
cism has yet to discover many precious illustrations of Scripture 
being in its several parts constructed on a plan, which Avas fully 
before the mind of the writer, while, at the same time, the Divine 
Author was rciidcriiig each jmrt—history, or song, or pro|»hccy— 
a htting contribution to-the devcIoj)mcnt of Ilis entire design. 

It is now fully admitted that tlie Acts of the Apostles is 4 

second treatise of Luke, designed as a supplement to his gospel; 
and that, while his object in the earlier histoiy is to exhibit the 
experience of Christ on earth, Ins object in the subsequent one 
is to record tlie doings of the ascended Saviour in the propaga¬ 
tion and establishment of Ilis own truth. And further, the book 
is recognised as “a history of the planting and extension of the 
Church among the Jews and Gentiles, by the institution of great 
radiating centres at important ])oint8 throughout the empire, be¬ 
ginning at Jerusalem and ending at Eome.” “ Ye sliall be wit¬ 
nesses unto Me, both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in 
Samaria, and unto the uttermost parts of the earth.” Dr Alex¬ 
ander does not refer to Do Wette’s observation, that those words 
contain the whole plan of the Acts, but he remarks that the gra¬ 
dation corresponds to the great^peribds of the history recorded in 
the book, in addition to this, he shows such a grasp of the 
whole subject—such an acquaintance with the tendencies of the 
time, the condition of the Jewish community, and the evolution 
of tlie Divine plan for the propagation of the Gospel,—he treats 
the text in so masterly and exhaustive a manner, and the expo¬ 
sition is so well sustained throughout, that lire are jnstiu^ 
in regarding this work as one of the best on the “ Acts^’ in the 
English language, and probably the best, as it is the last^ of the 
author’s productions. 

Eat let us indicate the characteristics 6f the work befonTus, 
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with the view of estahlishing the high opinion which we liave 
been led to form of it. The first merit of Dr A, as an inter|>re- 
ter—we speak solely in reference to tliese volumes—is honesty. 
He deals fiiirly with '(he text. While you cannot fail to dis¬ 
cover his views on church government and other points, he is 
never disingenuous. Yon cannot think of him .as labouring to 
establish a pre-conceivcd opinion, but ratl)er as seeking to 
ascertain what is the mind of tiio Spirit. But Dr A. has not 
only the moral qualificatjon of uprightness and li;cedom from 
bias—he is a scholar, and a ripe and good one. Ilis acquaintance 
with the original of the New Testament being minute and ex¬ 
tensive, the critical and exegetical value of this work n\ay be 
rated very high. As specimens of wise discrimination and exe¬ 
getical talent, we may instance the following:—tlic distinction 
bet\foen tlie“was taken up” of i. 0 (i-riif-i)?;), and tliatofi. 2 
{avO.Tifdr^ \ the reference to OattSo; as combining the ideas of 
wonder and awe, the dread which the fc^lt j)rL*seiiee of Deity 
ever inspires, blending with the amn/(Mnc*nt produced by the 
wonderful works of (lod: his remarks on the nojnpoi of v. (5, and 
vfiawVzoi of V. 10; and the very satisfactory view of 6?./yw, as 
contrasted with sv in xxvi. 28, 2!l. We are astonished 
that Alford should consider these adverbial expressions as refer¬ 
ring to the niannn’f and not to the effect of persuasion. But our 
author is less successful in otiicr cases. Thus he is uianifestlv 
at fault "when he renders oy; 6 \.\arr,p Usto sv rr, iolf^ ‘‘ whicli 
the Father hath fixed in the exercise of ITis own jiower.” *K>- rr, 
ihitp seems identical in meaning with the cori'es])onding 
expression in v. 4. We are at u loss to see that an intimation 
of the times and seasons having been fixed by God is a nqn'oof 
of excessive curiosity, while the fact, that lie is not ])]cascd to 
reveal them, is a reason for not prying further. I'lieii “ //is 
angel ” in xit. 15, must, in the lips of the disciples, liave meant 
something more than tlie visit of ftn angel. Again, w'c think 
Alford’s view of iii. 12 the preferable one, bccansti moi*c natural 
ahd more in accordance with the original—“ Why marvel ye at 
t/iis won, or why look ye so earnestly on us, ns ihoiigii by onr 
own power or holiness we had made him to walk V* And, lastly, 
while we concur with Dr A. in holding groundless the distinction 
sometimes made between xr^juara. and as denoting re¬ 
spectively real and personal property, we think he might nave 
bug^sted that the former conveys the idea of acquisition. Dr 
A. displays great acuteness in poiming out the force of expres¬ 
sions which would not strike the <Minaiy reader, as the “ nnrl 
now” of XX, 22, 25, 32; the last being described ns “a tliird 
e%rt to conclude, the others having failed os it were fix)m strong 
emotion and unwillingness to leave them.” But his prime chu- 
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racteiistics aro good sense and good judgment. By a kind of 
slu*cwdness—an intuitional perception of the fitness of things— 
Jic is often guided, and guides his readers, to a simple and satis¬ 
factory interpretation of what has occasioned many fruitless logo¬ 
machies. Thus, how plain his view of xv, 21, as implying that 
“the continued reading of the Law, in services accessible to both 
(Jews and (ientiles),'afforded some excuse for the remaining 
projKissessions of t))c one class, and at the same time left without 
excuse tlic disregard or violation of them by the otlier.’' So, on 
x\i. oO, he sav«, Tiic ju’iests and Levites on duty in the temple, 
when they saw Paul violently dragged out, sliut the doors, in 
order to exeUuly both him and his assailants, with a view not 
(inly to their own sc'curity, hut also to preserve tlie sanctuary 
from being made the scene of a tumultuous brawl.” Ifetbri'iices 
like this might be multiplied; but \vc shall only further notice, 
as betokening unusual good sense, tlic remark on the fldershij) 
(i. 1-fI), the explanation of Paul's cliangc of name (ii. 11), and 
the author sostiinate oi' (iallio’s character and (laraaliers counsel. 
'J'he only ca.so in wliicli his judgment seems to be at fault, is the 
supposition which he brings forward, that the “ tw'o men wlio 
stood liy tile apostles, as they gay.ed after tludr ascending Lord, 
w(^*c Moses and Klijah. lie admits tliat lliis is a more conjec- 
tiu*e, but he evidently regards it with favour. We cannot but 
esteem Ihuiing.irteifs I’emark on the appeamnee of the “two 
men,” as indicating a more profound thought: “ M’hile the 
going up of Klias may be compared to the-fliglit of a bird, which 
none can follow', tlio ascension of Christ is ns it were a bridge 
between heaven and earth, laid down for all who are drawn to 
Him bv Jlis earthly existence. This bridging over of the gulf 
betw't'cn earth and heaven had been brought before tJie view of 
the disci])lcs from the very beginning (John i. 52); and by this 
passage also, we may perliaps explain the fact, that after the 
ascension the disciples ai*c immediately joined by two heavenly 
inessengei*s, wdio are spoken of as men. For it is only in agree¬ 
ment with the fact, that tfesus, who had lived with men as their 
equal, is now exulted into he|ven* if messengers descending 
from tlic height of heaven stand and speak witJi the apostles as 
their felkjws.” 

In these volumes some able discossnns occur. We would 
single out, ns especially worthy of note, that contained in the 
comment on xiii. 32-37; and that pursued through the earlier 
verses of tlie 23d chapter, with reference to the “ scene ” be¬ 
tween Paul and tlie “ ^igh ^Priest ” Ananiu. There are some 
points, liowever, in regard to which we deem the reasoning of 
br A. less satisfactory. Thus, on %\. 20, Ife pleads for the r^- 
ing of the textu^ recepiut. The most indent copies, howem, 
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(as Dr A. admits), give "EXXjjKa;, while the internal evidence is 
very strong in tlio same direction. There is much force in the 
considerations, that the term’louda/oi£, in verse 19, includes the 
Hellenists, while xa/,*in the sense of ^^also/* renders the reading 
"lOsy.nmi quite intelligible; and that, unless it bo in this passage, 
we have nowdiei’e any mention of a work of grace among the 
Gentiles at Antioch—no germ, there^or^, of a Gentile clinrch 
thei*e. are not sure that the author is right in his atteiujit 
to justify Paul's disregard of the repeated warnings and dis- 
siiasives which w’ore adtlressed to him as lie went to «Jorusalcni 
for the last time. He argues tliat the Apostle was acting under 
the direction of the Spirit. We can conceive strong ix*asoiis Ibr 
supposing that Paul was not permitted to err in this matter, hut 
the Scrijitnrti evidence of liis being “ led of the Spirit is not 

In thSsG goodly and able vuliuncs the accomplished author has 
laid the Church under a heavy debt of obligation. 

VJI.—Hefelc Comilien-fjesclilchte. (History of tlu; C^uincils.) 
Hand 1. and II. Pp, 827, and 0H8. 

. • 
Tin-: nroductions of German Romanist literature are coinparati\ely 
little known in this country. Some have read Mbhlers Symbolik, 1)erliaps, in a tj'anslation, in the coui'se of a special study ()f the 
[*opish controvei'sy; but of the teeniing activity of the Romish press 

in Southern and Rhenish Gernianv, few are rioljtlv aware. Vet 
dome of these Romanist works are W(?ll worthy of attention 
from the Protestant cliurclics. Tou ripe sclioIai*shij>, a thorougli 
acfi^uaintarice with all the idiases of Protestantism around tliem, 
and not a little intelleetiiai vigour distinguisliing tlieir aiilliors, is 
added a zeal for liomanism, w'hich never misses a weak point in 
the apologctical literature of tlieir op]>oiients, or neglects an 
opjiortunity of commending^their church to the attention of 
rulers, and to the sympathies of cultivated minds. Most of them 
have likewise the peculiarly*inflpentia] gilt of aliility to suit their 
essays in dogmatic, and in historical literature and contniversy, 
to the apprcTieiision of the’general public—a gift, the cjdtivatiou 
of which has been .tocemuch n^Iected by many of (mr ablest 
ecclesiastical controver^^^^^J^e of the most note-wui'thy of 
recent pnbbcations^&r£UU|[iM is^o work whose title 

“h&ve placed at 'jao|^j|. Dr (ytirl dnsoph 
ihte, Ir^ieeter Dnivci'sity of 
Ubgcn, may be on rtheaPpholS the man most 

^^thy to be ranked^JTraBwBsor to Mohlmm leadershij) 
oftbe Roimsb ecclcnostic mind in SoimeribvlGormauy. In lim 
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youth, he ga\e to the world a life of Cardinal Ximenes, of 
wliich a luueh enlarged and improved edition was published 
last year. He Mipenntended a ^od and cheap edition of the 
Apostuli<* Fathers, ainon^ whom he inchu^es the author of the 
Kpi'.tle to Dio^iietus. This work has had gix*at success. For a 
niimhi'v of }enrs, he, in conjunction with Kiihn, Aberle, and 
others, has i)een editor of the Tiilnn^on Quartal^Schrifty the 
cliiel’ Uonianist Ecnicw in CTcnnany. Not a tew of the most 
(Inborate, hcholjirlike, and in every senifc aide articles, in the 
Lcxi(‘on of .Wetzer and Wcltc, arc d’lom his j)en. But the 
work on which he moans mainly to rest his claim to ])rescnt 
and future appreciation; is “the Histoiy of tlio Councils.” It is 
to be completed) in fi\c lari^e volumes. The first two (all yet 
j>ublisliod) brill*; down the narrati\o to the general recognition, 
in the Western (liureh, of the decrees of the 5th EcmneijJcal 
(’ouncil, in the heginning of the se\enth century, XI»e W'ork 
su])plies a want mmdi felt. Bungencr has gi\en a readable and 
accurate history of the (Wncil ol Trent, within a moderate coni- 
])a's; hut we liavc no general naiTati\eof the SMiods of the 
Churcli, except the Axduininous w'orks of jVIansi, Hardouin, and 
otliei's. Few', except for a special jiurpose, will wade through 
their enormous folios. All students of C’hnrch History, ac- 
(jmiinted with tlie German language, will theixdbre hail with 
])l(‘asure tins niwv w’(»rk of Professor llefele. It is pleasingly and 
carefully written, witliout indeed the brilliancy of Ilase, or the 
depth of N(»andcr. Jt is full of assiduously accumulated research 
mxiii all parts of the wide theme. The genera!, })rovincial, and 
mixed Synods, are all embraced ; the most importants acts givens 
both in tlie original (ircek or Latin, and also in a German trans¬ 
lation, Of course, a Protestant reader will be on his guard 
against the Komish bias with which the book is written; but 
that bias is never couched in offensive or embittered language. 
Tlie British reader will observ'e, v^h intent, that the counts 
held in our countiy during tnv period embraced in these 
volumes, are duly chronicled and annotated. A large part of 
the second volume is taken ti]3| as to be expected, with the 
Three Ghapters dispute. This w a strong point with Hefele, and 
it may be well to l(K>k at it. ' Mosheiqi ({bribes the controversy 
in the Allowing sentencesThe;fegiperbr Jostii^an 
r> 1 i) burned with zeal to ^renuons' Monophy- 
sitos, who were called Acephali^} 
with Theudorus of fisosarea, Wl 
also a Monoph]|ite 
genists, by stirn| aRw^^Ciiitrm 
tlie Council of ^jracedoti, ah<i inj 
Nostorians perm4e^’^e Em] 

i^ect he 
'md 

loum 
I nx^me 
liable wa 

iTe that 
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would return to the riiurch, provided the acts of tho Council of 
Chalcedon were purpled of those three chajiters in which Theo- 
dorus of Mopsuestia, Tl.codoret, Bishop of C\> rus, and Ibas of 
Edessa, were acquItte/1 of error; and pro\ided that certain writ¬ 
ings of these men, favourable to the Nestorihn errors, were con¬ 
demned.” This was done, but it ga\e great oifunce to the 
bishops of the West. Vigilius, the Romai^rontiff, among others, 
resisted it. “ Justinian summoned Vigilius to Constantinppic, and 
compelled him to cot domn tho ^ Three (’haptei's.* But the 
African and Illyrian Bishops, on the other imnti, comi)ollcd 
Vigilius to revoke that condemnation.'” IIefelc*seeks to clear 
Pope Vigilius from tho charge brought against him l>\ even tlic 
most recent and moderate Protestant uritcis, Ilussey and 
Ilase, of having been raised to the See of Ivume, by lia\ iiig pro¬ 
mised the Empress Theodora to favour tlie Monopm sites, lint 
the vacillation and questionable orthwloxy of the RontiH come 
plainly out in tho course of the Professor’s narrative, and tho 
case remains as.hard a nut os ever for tho advocates of Pii]>al 
infallibility to crack. 

The work is got up with all the typographical elegance of tlie 
Freiburg press, and is di^itinguished by a detailed table of con¬ 
tents and a most minute index to each tohmie. 

^ Dr Hefele lays more stress than we would do on such autho¬ 
rities as DrLiiigard’s ‘^Antiquities of the Saxon Churchand 
in one or two cases has failed to refer to recent Englisli works 
on parts of his extensive subject. But this latter censure is 
jl^uaUT applicable to German Protestant writers, ller/og’s 
V CyWoppOia,” for example, while chronicling third and fourth- 

ecclesiastics, omits all mention of Joseph Butler, 
M the and of Arnold.” It is, indeed, true 

thal charge; for, to take recent publica- 
tiODC op example, in none of them, except 

Milman on “ Latin Christianity,” 
^^hpntance with the recent productions 

' It or Romanist. This is not cre- 
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Tite tide of favour scc*ms fist subsiding from the “discoveries” 
ol'Niebnhr. It will be liieky if the iTcfluxdoes not rush into ro- 
artion. Tills, in f.ict, w ould bo an error of excess on the other side. 
lVrbn|)s, however, in tlie order of nature generally, it is neces¬ 
sary Ibr tlie due rectification of the crooked stick of imitation. 
The impetus acipiircd by the inert of Niebuh4Pibllo\vers 
can alone be oveiroinc by a proportionate excess of force. The 
evil, tlicretlire, still would lie, that this extreme of counter-move¬ 
ment should pass ill turn for the truth, and mask tlie pro^^foss of 
the ].arcnt impulse; shouhl he accepted as a doctrine, and not 
ajipivciatcd as a discipline. It is this progress towards the 
middle line of grin ity and rectitude—a progress in effect, although, 
a regress in dircction, and wdiich spontaneously takes place upon 
the one side and the other -that seems most ur^t, and now 
mature, to lie detenuined and diroc^. ^ ^ 

It is gratifying to see tKie law o& all uvesrigatu^ 
nised by Niebuhr, however dangerous to his pretendiems, & 
who contends,” says he, “ against noted m^udice^ ^ 
the bottom of them, and rqsoTvcd to upset weir doinitii<»^ cannot 
possibly keep entirely free from excess; lie is fed into 4 by 
contemptible aspect which eveiytihing conneeted witp.'tm 
error wears in his eyes. Modecation, Can only come in after 

VOL. XXVin. KO. LTI. T 
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victory is i^chieved. Then is the time to look into the erroneous 
opini^; vhich had previously been current, for those features of 
tmth .which had been crustea over: and the restoring this truth 
to honour^ when purified irom what had made it worthless, is a 
deli^tful reward, to whicl^ an honest mltp^ will joyfully sacrifice 
his hypothesis.’’^ This is right honestly and intelligently.spoken. 
And we may hope that the loss interested disputants about his 
doctrines respect too much their author’s merits not to abide by 
his concession. 

The real services of Niebuhr to lioman history arc various, 
lie has broken up the classic incrustation of routine; or, to speak 
strictly, not the classic, but the scholastic, the pedantic. He has 
directed a more intelligent attention to philology as an instrument 
of exploration in the primeval, stage of histoiy. He lias cfiec- 
tually, in fine, evolved a largo mass of views or elements whicli, 
if notSrictly truth themselves, may become nie<lia of attaining it. 
Ho has, then, shattered an obstruction, supplied an implement, 
prepared materials; and done all these, in tlie most difficult and 
the most dignified of sciences. Jlut to those benefits, all and 
each, tliere is undoubtedly a drawback. 

The first, being executed naturally by the Thor's hammer of 
his country—by a shower of isolated blows, not by a systematic 
solvent—imposed its violence for vigour upon even the initiated, 
and imparted undue authority to results merely negative. The 
efficacy of philolo^ has been made paramount, if not exclusive, 
and while the axSaor had conceived it in little better than its 
verbal compass: he thus w'as working with a tool of which the 
nature was known imperfectly,- and so far setting, as tlie adage 
has it, a blind guide to lead blind. In fine, tiie instrument 
had been directed, not by method, but by intuition. The declared 
object of the author was, as he frequently expresses it, to divine 
the “ internal history” of the Boman people in their infiuicv. So 
that, however Niebuhr miglit have succeeded for lii.s own part, 
through the prerogative of that /tavri/a, or sort of* Givek “ second 
sight,” of which he does not hesitate to claim naively the gifi,’ 
sull the value of his process could be scarcely more than per¬ 
sonal ; the new advance which he impelled must be oiTestcd with 
his death; th8 troop of followers, when the dark lonthem of the 
leader was extinguished, would, by the instinct of such natures, 

'rush all ,back to the ol(k li(^ht. And on the third head, the 
acqtured elements must be discredited by tliia retreat, and be de¬ 
preciated in themselves, from misconception of their true cha¬ 
racter. For even discoveiy has but tfio value of mere desultory 
skirnusl^p&'Vrithout fhe method wbi(^ lays a basis for defending 
and exteDomg it. ; • 

* VoL 4 p. S86. ' ■ T \ * Vol. iii.j p. SIS. 
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But Niebuhr was as loose himself in the conception of his re¬ 
searches, or, in the wonted phrase, his mission, as he has found 
and lett tlic public. He felt, indeed, his province was j)miciir- 
larly the inteHor; what he professes to disclose is the mside of 
Koinan history. And in tliis point liis mere instinct had informed 
luui arisht. But on descending into the cavern, the landscape 
iintural^ disappeared, and he fbr^t that the inside was not the 
(ill of his subject-matter. He did still worse, and set the inside 
to repudiate the outside, instead of seeing in this a co-part and 
the clew to the interior. Nay, in tlio third place, the guide he 
substitutes is not alone a mere hypothesis, but one that is more¬ 
over wrong, as resting on a false analogy. His work revolves on 
tile lussumption, that the unknown in lloinan history may he con¬ 
cluded from tile liistorj’ of modem nations, his own particularly: 
overlooking tlie compound difference of race, ei)och, civilization,, 
and even the fact that modern history requires itself a test, a 
.theory. Nor is this cluster of misconceptions at all peculiar to 
Niebuhr, It is assented to, nay urged, by even the latest of his 
adversaries, of whose work (which heads our epigraph) the 
avowed object is antagonistic. ‘‘ For” (says ho, speaking of his own 
pi*inciplcs) “ if they be sound as to the early ages of Kome, they 
must be equally sound when applied to those of Greece.”^ ThJs 
universal parallelism of nationalities and ages is still a universal 
fallacy in all liistorical philosophy; although, particulars, its 
absurdity be often foi’ceit on even common writers. 

For example, Colonel Mure, in his History of Greek Literor 
turcj has tlic following observations, which are quite particular to 
the question :—“The valuo of historical analysis as a means of 
critical illustration, must depend o»a right estimate of the special 
circumstances by which the case supplying the parallel may 
happen to be distinguished. .In the present instance, for ex¬ 
ample, no a]>pcal could prouerly be made to the theological ele¬ 
ment of Teutonic fable in elucidation of the Greek herom niytho- 
logy, unless on the nndersttindiny that the fujidamental principlss 
of the two systems of paganism were the same; or, at least, that 
no such difiercnco existed between them as to render illogical'or 
iin[>robable, in the one case, conclusions which might be probable 
or certain in the other. It happens, however, that in respect^to 
the peculiar feature now in que^ion, the Hellenic system 
polytheism is marked by characmriatics exclusively proper to 
Itself and which preclude, or rather reverse, the teat or mialogv, 
which it has been here protK^ed to derive Teutonic 
romance.”’ Here the pqnciple is t^KX^oed^ though only as a 
rule of logic, and even urged in reiutat^ o£ the^aam^Teutonic 
test: and yet the writer, at the same the ibroe 

>Vol.iL,ch.M. <y6k4p.^fl. 
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own objection, by representing the hict it rests upon as but an 
accident—a tUng oi “happening*^—a feature “peculiar” to a 
particular case. So faint and fragmentary is the notion, even 
where it gleams at all, of the pen'asion of sucli national con- 

' trasts, not to say of their organic necessity I 
To throw some light upon this great order, both for its sub¬ 

stantive importance and as a necessary preparation to judge tlie 
Niebuhrian controversy, it is requisite to task tlie rcacler witli a 
few abstract but obvious principles. 

It must be obvious that in every subject the exploration of the 
“interior” presupposes and depends upon a knowledge of the 
exterior. Tnc latter aspect is exhibited spontaneous!}'’, and to the 
senses; theotlier is accessible but to the intellect,and by art. But as 
those com'ses of inquiry run adversely to each other—the exterior 
along the surface, the introverted athwart the body—the specu¬ 
lations are reciprocally thought to bo repugnant. The extremes 
of oscillation are earlier noted in their contrariet}', than they can 
be in their community of subject and impulsion. In the extcrioi*, 
wliich precedes^, there for the time is no suspicion that entire 
knowledge of each object is not oHci'ed by the outside; and tlio 
inquirer, even unconsciously, erects upon this basis a scheme of 
mere co-ordination, his fancy furnishing the causes. But M'hcn the 
structure straggles ofl^ through the empirical additions, like our 
own feudal architecture, from all illusion of coiigiaiity; and when 
the intellect, become inaturer by tins exercise to desiiv, unity, is 
led to seek it, as the next alternative, in the interior—the so- 
called essence, then the classics resolve to cling to the vciy moss of 
their hoaiy edifice, and the reformers uproot its basis among, the 
rubbish of the general ruin. Ami yet the basis of bare I'act must 
be the same in both inquiries. They but ivpose upon ojtjmsitc 
sides of it, as the reflection aud-thc object arc ohscn'ccl to do, 
for instance, on the margin of a lake. But in this state they 
can be contemplated, the exterior hut surfaw, and the inte¬ 
rior but in section, with the distortion of foreshortening. These 
views, in all things, arc harmonized but tluough the notion of 
solidity—a notion moulded by their long conflict, and itself 
opening a third procedure, llicse three phases of speculation 
may be rendered more familiar by denominating them Induction, 
Analysis, Synthesis, 

Now, the second of theses stages is the place of Niebuhr; and, 
we may add, it is the province of his nation also, and his whole 
race. For, as these logical operations have their executory. 
OTsans in the three prog^ive ages o^individual and of national 
lim—the ^tcrior vie^y 19. infancy, the interior in adolescence, 
and the compound and j^termediate view of full reality in the 
mind’s matorily—so are they necessarily accumulated simulta- 
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neously or in space in the three classes—^productive, active, and 
deliberative—of each community, and, in tne expanse of an inteiv 
national (community, by throe races. What leaves no doubt of this 
necessity in tlie case of mind and of society is, that the processes 
are tliosc whicli natui’o observes in animal formation also. She 
first be^ns, it is known, the einbiyo with an exterior membrane; 
she passes next to the interior, and outlines severally its various 
contents ; it is only in the tliird staf^, and on the basis of the 
])revi()us results, that she proceeds to the supreme process of syn¬ 
thesis and development. Such, in short, is universally the order 
of nature; and the criterion of true method is to follow nature’s 
Ibotsteps. Tins is done by men collectively, and in proportion to 
the mass, they being in this state led by instinct or by habit. The 
guidauc(‘, at its juinimum in the discretion of the individual, attains 
the nmxiinuin in a whole nation, and still more fully in a.race. 

Accordingly, in the great machinery that works our actual 
civilization, these three main organs are presented in due succes¬ 
sion and opposition. Tlie Itomau nation, wliich was the earliest, 

, and gave the bitsis of law and religion, is as distinctively inductive 
and exterior in even that religion. The induction explains the 
aggregated gods of its old Pantheon; the exterior, the idolatiy 
iin])uted to its Christianity. For idol-worship is the merely 
sensilc venoratiou of that moral nature, which tliose who feel 
it not within them must set in matter before the senses. The 
general character will be elucidated more conveniently in the 
sequel, as our business for the moment is with the second social 
organ. In tact, the nation that succeeded to and subverted the 
Homan power, is with like consonance addicted to the interior 
and analytic,—a ra(!o that sjieeulates and acts from the impulsions 
of jiersonality, from the suggestions of the subjective, not the 
impressions of the objective. These very tenns and tliis distinc¬ 
tion announce the v:ist Teutonic family, of which the analytic 
mission is so well testified by Its history. It commenced duly 
with the barbarous analysis of force, in tlie invasion and destruc¬ 
tion of the goveninient of Rome; but it accepted tlie sensile re¬ 
ligion, being then itself in the stage of sense. With the develop¬ 
ment, by civilization, of its own intellectual powers, it set to 
analyse, and ovcrtliro\^ iii turn, the Roman religion, in quest 
of something analogical to tlic i^^ within itsdf, but wnich. 
this roirgifiii did not contain. This hypothetical interior, 
this spiritual significauce, was tlius pursu^ with the same ior 
.stinct through the structure of tlie Church. Arriving later at 
an aspect of the ancient edifice, still more complex, the analytic 
race assailed the veryhistory of tlie Roman people. Breludmg 
hero with the two Dutchmen, Gluverius andPerizonius, the 
movement reached its Luther in the German Niobulir. 
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As the definition above advanced of the researches of this in¬ 
novator was the point to bo elucidated by the mission of hisi'ace, 
we need not follow the latter further into details moreover evi¬ 
dent. It is this mission that sends the Germans into all the 
purlieus of antiquity, historical, philological, political, religious, 
and renders them the powerful quarriers for tlic new edifice of 
civilization. As to the organ of the thinl, tiie arcliltectural 
function, which >vas to rectify the opposite excesses of its t^^'o 
fijllows—which -wiis to keep in view conjointly the interior and 
exterior, to put together by synthesis the materials which they 
prepared,—m a word, to organize or to reform in the proper 
sense, the later rise into predominance and tho residual place in 
Eunjpe, appear to point to the Celtic race. 

But to return to Niebuhr, who is now wrested from a ch)ud, 
no doubt as gaudy, but also as misty, as used to hide the gods ot* 
Homer. He stands, in fact, unveiled in both his merits and de¬ 
fects, with tho normality, and even necessity, of the concurrence 
of the two ingredients. AA"e comprehend the singularity ol' his 
pursuits of the “interior;” the deep impulsion whicli he has . 
given to the study of lioinan history, which is the natural pre¬ 
parative for the pliiiosophy of general history; the ])liilological 
and subjective descri]>tiou of his main instrument, which is tiic 
usual Nominalism oi his race, advancc<l to history. AVe can, 
moreover, now discem, amidst these positive advances, tliat tlie 
nature of the results is, notwithstanding, merely negative ; can 
see the desultorincss of fonn, the dogmatism of the spirit, tho 
utter chaos of the facts, tho unreality of the hypothesis. Anil 
all this, as in the nature of the process of analysis. 

In fact, this method moves by turns upon cartli and iiniigina- 
tion. It does not regulate tho facts by one another, like induc¬ 
tion : it despotizes tliem by au Opinion or a sentiment of the 
explorer. It works, as Bacon has expressed it, ex anuhyia 
h&tninis. Hence it is of all the fittest for making dupes and 
reputations, as it presents at once a bait to both the mystics 
and the materialists. It might be likened, in effect as well us 
movement, to Virgil’s Fame:— 

Ingrediturque solo, et caput inter^ubila condit. 
• « • • * 

Tam ficti praviqaf tihax, quam nuncia veri. 

It is exactly, indeed, the herald, not the bearer, of the truth. 
From its progressive alternation between fiction and fact, pro¬ 
ceeds, as premised, the reaction againSt tho doctrines of Niebuhr. 
The osemation takes .ylace frequently within the 6orman*nation, 
which has its periodic jtwihgs between Jacobi and Fuorboch. But 
the more regular antagonist to German vision is the English mind. 
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It is accordingly this family function that is discharged towards 
Nichuhr, in set and systematic form, by the treatise of Sir C. 
Lewis. 

Tlie book is tlius .already characterized deductively. The 
author quite confonnably proposes ilto rejection, not alone of the 
h}q)othesis and results of Niebuhr, but also of the section of 
lloman history which they concern. Not, Iiowevcr, as wholly 
false, bnt as unprovcable, and therefore useless. He rejects 
e{|ually the constitution which Niebuhr gave to ancient Eome, 
although exempted, in its quality of “internal,” from his direct tes^ 
tinlony. The rejection is, moreover, scarce consistent in a Wliig. 
•Tho (jci’inan writer applied to Rome but the same etlinical hypo¬ 
thesis wliieli, in tlie subject of society generally, inspired Locke 
witli the “ Social Compjict.” But Sir 0. Lewis docs not discern 
tlie weak side of tliis hypotliesis. He seems, indeed, unconscious 
ol' all the princi[)]es above consoi*ted, and does, in consequence, 
imperfect justice to Niebulir, and to the subject. Nor are the i)rmci])les wlucli he jiroposes for liis own guidance iri’eproachable. 
n piDsee.ution of his object, which is thus as purely negative as 

the reseai’ches of Nicbufir, whicli he essays to overtlirow, ho will 
jiroceed, he says, in point of method, “from the known to the 
unknown” and will accept as valid testimony, but “contemn 
porary witnesses.” These are, doubtless, prepossessing guai*an- 
tees to certain rcadci's. But let us look a momeo^t at the proposed 
ap])licatioii. 

In the Ai^stotcliau process, from tlie known to the unknown, 
w'hat is it that can jiroperly be meant by tlie former term ? As¬ 
suredly, not complete knowledge, while kindred matters remain 
unknown; the cuiiiiexion implied, forbids so trenchant a distinc¬ 
tion. The “known,” can therefore mean no more than the. 
recognisance of sense, and the procedure would be said more 
justly to be from the sensible to the abstract. It is the march, 
above exi»laincd, from tlie exterior to the interior. But, thus 
defined, it is ill applicable to the scheme of Sir C. Lewis, who 
keeps his survey to “ external evidence?,”—meaning, doublless, 
to bare facts. bV facts can never make known other facts, or 
bo themselves known, except tlirough jprinciples. The author, 
tliercfore, when he commences his inquiry with the age of Pom- 
})oy—of which, period he supposes fkc history is fiuly known, 
—and proceeds backward by tl^s clew, deludes the reader^ and 
no doubt himself. The institutions, and thus the events, of any 
particular age or^ country, can be known, be understood, but 
through its antecedent history. It b the force of this necessity 
that mraws, in spite of constant Mui^. the inquiries of the 
thoughtful into tne infiuicy of nations, jin point of fezm then, 
the course of Niebuhr was less fallacious, in l^ginning^ as he baa 
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it, in " the night of remote antiquitjr,” Though in tho dark, the 
gude he uscu was better known, being his own race; and ite ap- 
pKed it in the order of simplicity and natm*e: tiio eri’or lay in 
his supposing it in full analogy with the subject, whereas they 
largely were to each otherms iiiconuncnsurable quantities. But 
to Siminate tho results, was the province of an En^sh adversary; 
and hence the normal ofiposition of the method of Sir C. Lewis. 

The like objection and allowanco may be applied to his test of 
evidence. “ The credibility,” says he, of early Koman histoiy, 
as of eveiy other liistory, depends upon its being toceable to 
the testimony of contemporary witnesses” (vol. i. p. ID). This 
common-law criterion is at all events characteristic. It is, more¬ 
over, quite at fault in even this technical rigicUty. At nid prim 
even, the decision does not depend alone on testimony ; the merits 
are evolved but by tho arguments of counsel and the cflect, 
almost mechanical, of tlieir reciprocal conviction. But this is 
more or less eftected lor ancient Jiistoiy by lapse of time. The 
throng of unessential circumstances, and incongruous opinions, 
that beset with their distractions the contemjKU’aiy writer, anti 
leave his narrative scarce tho coherence of a sick man’s dream, 
have dropt away; the dust is laid, the din is lulled, and W'e sur¬ 
vey the field at leisure. The leading features of the action arc 
presented in the results, and arc ccclcctically stamped upon tho 
memory of tradition. Imagination eixtei’s largely into the por¬ 
traiture, no doubt. But wdiat is all primordial history, and even 
the classic one of Greece and Eoinc, as this is daily liaslicd anew 
by the most sceptical, but a romance V Without philosophy, the 
oidy cement of historic narrative is fiction. Nor docs tliis re¬ 
quisite'at all invalidate the credibility of the facts; when under¬ 
stood, it is a costume that, on the contrary, cliaractcrizcs them. 
It w'as the meaning of Aristotle, in deeming poetry more true 
than histoiy. So absurd is it in Sir C. Lewis to call for wit¬ 
nesses to primitive liistoiy! But the real import of the perverse 
exi^nce is liere again antagonism, the reaction of empiricism 
against illusory hypothesis. 

Upon this puzzle of historians—tho distinction of fact from 
legend—we may venture to condense the foregoing notice in a 
general formula. The legendary element rehtee to causes or to con~ 
sequences; the effects, tlic &cts themselves (allowance being 
m^e^oT higher colouringf renectod on them from either source), 
may ^ substantially relived on; and more especially if cause 
os consequence themselves of something known. Such is tlic 
role whiw most antiquaries—amongi others, Mr Grotc—-pro¬ 
nounce^ after long disquisition, to be completely ^‘unassignable,”^ 
This hiistorian is ri^t, however, in rejecting Clinton’s talk, 

, . , ' ’ Hist, Greece, voU ii. p* &0. 
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which is scarce more indeed than a mechanical attempt to “ split 
the difference.”^ And Sir C. Lewis, wc see, will neitner cut nor 
rip tlio Gordian Knot, but takes the course of throwing aside the 
whole compound in the lump. He gives, liowever, a description 
of the infant state of Homan history, which might seem fashioned 
to exemplify the explanation now submitted. 

The characteristic peculiarity,” says he, of early Roman history 
is, that the marvellous, romantic, and poetical iucidents are inter¬ 
mixed with dry, historical, iind statistical accounts; that stories which 
bear nil the appearance of fiction, which violate all the canons of in¬ 
ternal probability, and which are quite consistent with the hypothesis 
of a pocticul origin, are preceded, accompanied, and followed by nar¬ 
rations which Iiavo all the air of truth, which observe all the laws of 
historical probability, wiiieh present nothing picturesque or touching, 
or attractive to tlie imagination; and which, if we are to suppose 
them fictions, would seem to have been written by a Roman Defo^; 
by some ingenious author, who composed fiction with the deliberate 
purpose of making it pass for reality.”—Vol. i., p. 228. 

Notwithstanding these defects, in botli his project and pro¬ 
cedure, lie has ilistinguished Avell* tlic opposite defects of Niebuhr; 
and this discenimeut goes to confirm the polemic import assigned 
to his book. 

The main cause,” says he, of the great multiplicity and wide 
divergence of opinions wliich characterize the recent researches into 
early Roman history, is the defective method which, not only Niebuhr 
and his followers, but most of his opponents have adopted. Instead 
of applying those tests of credibility whicli are consistently ^pUed to^ 
modem history, tliey attempt to guide their judgments by the indica¬ 
tions of internal evidence, and assume that the truth can be diseovefed 
by nil occult facuHy of historical divination. Hence, the task which 
they have undertaken, resembles an inquiry into the internal struc¬ 
ture of the earth, or into the question whether the planets are inha¬ 
bited. It is nn attempt to solve a problem, for the solution of which, 
no sufficient data emt**—^Vol. i., p. 13. 

Considered in the light of the preceding explanations, fhk, 
single passage.defines the position of both 0io author and his 
adversary. 

In addition to the controversial or reactionary valufe the bode, 
of Sir C. l^ewis compiles the learning of the question. This teems 
gathered with much industry, if not wfth more assistance. • But 
tlie collation and the criticism arc not striking for force or fyesh- 
ness. To say the truth, the erudition is not only bookish, but 
blue-bookish. Tho impression which it leaves is cold, colourless, . 
statistical. It speaks the writer a man of either mere facts ,or ma¬ 
thematics—walks of study wherein the counters disuse the 

1 Tast. Hell., voL i. * ji. . 
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faculty of reflection, Tliere is not only no pliilosophy, in a sys¬ 
tematic sense, but even the fragiiiontary use of any betrays the 
strangest inadvertences. A single instance will mark this cha¬ 
racter of an ambitious empiricism. Sir C- Lewis takes occasion 
to pronounce the ViS metis i—that oldest Gallic mot on record— 
a ‘‘ manifest absurdity.” And why ? Bccauso it is- not to bo 
thouglit that this barbarian could speak Latin I The author, then, 
must be of opinion that the foreigners whose speeches are re¬ 
ported by Herodotus, Polybius, Livj^, Tacitus, must have ha¬ 
rangued, or been presented as haranguing, in Greek and Ijatin 
No, surely; but the mind is apt to nod upon a patch-work, every 
piece of which demands a special effort of reflection. It may be 
added in excuse, that he appears to be, in this instance, in what 
ive^fear is rather an English humour with the Gaids. Con¬ 
strained to recognise this race, as being in even its barbarism the 
only people that ever conquered, and always terrified the j)ower of 
liomc, the philosophical and liberal author can only stylo them 
“ strange savages.” Ay, strange^ indeed ! 

This allusion to the Gauls recalls the part above refeiwd to, 
as played already by Celtic intellect in the discussion of llomaii 
history. Its principal representative is Beaufort, an exiled Pre- 
testaut, and who combined, in this capacity, perhajis, analysis 
with synthesis. Long anterior to Niebuhr, he analysed, in Ins 
Dissertations, the early liistory of Hume, with as much absolutes 
ness as the Gorman. Indeed the latter does little more than 
push his principles into the details, althongii ho vonclisafes to 
the author but a single and a sligliting mention. Bcaufoit, also, 
derived himself, no doubt, the notion from its due originators, the 
two Dutchmen already named, and in wliose country he then 
resided. The strictly Celtic characteristic lay in not stopping 
with the analysis, but rather vicAving it as a necessary pre])ara- 
tion for synthesis. He, accordingly, next proceeded to recom¬ 
pose what he liad destroyed, in his principal production, the 
“ Boman Republic.” Ilis rules for reconstructing the dubious 
portion of Roman liistory are, first, says he, “ Rejecting the 
doubtful facts, to adopt but those of widen the proof is furnished 
by the sequel of the histozy; those events which must necessarily 
have take!fi place^ and of which the succeeding events an; in some 
sort the consequence. An^ secondly, to take those test events 
but from what had becnvthc practice in the best days of tho Re¬ 
public, and from its fundamental maxims.”^ It is the method, 
we perceive, adopted partly by Sir 0. Lewis. The difference is, 
that his procedure is one-sided or backward only, while that of 
Beaufort moved alternately back and forth, from proofs to pre¬ 
mises. Another difference no less essential i^ tliat the Engush- 

' Bis. Bch, p. vL , 
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man looks for witnesses, while the Fi'enchman would have “ con¬ 
sequences,” and organicol “ necessities.” 

But &om this formidable programme, the execution falls wide 
away. Indeed, the author never once makes any systematic use 
of it. The rules can have at most subserved the survey as private 
monitors, in his discursive exposition of the Koinan usages and 
institutions. In tliis he fell back to the desultory and analytic 
Ibnn, which is afterwards resmned by Niebuhr, its natural organ. 
Tile treatment is indeed contrasted, in circumspection and ra¬ 
tionality, witli the rhapsodical and arbitrary dogmatism of the 
violent Teuton. But, after all, it wus but stone-cutting, not 
edifying the building. Beanfbit raised, then, but the porch, or 
rather only a ju’ojtj-ieum, which stamls an eloquent and honour¬ 
able nioiiumcnt of prematurity. 

Thcj’c^ now remains that Ave unfold the strict necessity of all 
suck j'ailures, and sketch, if possible, the great prerequisites to 
this and similar undertakings. 

“ As rivers,” observes Niebidir, flow into the sea, so does the 
history of all tiie nations around the Afcditerraiiean toniiinate in 
that of Borne” (aoJ. i, p. 3). Not merely so, in truth, of all 
nations around the Mediten’anean, but also around the globe, in 
the antecedent civilizations. The reason is the same,—thodifter- 
em;c merely of degi*ee. It is, consequently, from the tenor of such 
ulterior antecedents that avc may gather the clqw to history, at 
Borne or elsewhere, late or early. The laAV, or laAvs, of this pro- 
c.essioii cannot, however, be canvassed here. They have, besides, 
been aboA’e indicated, both in method and society, by the name 
oi’thc productive, the destructive, and constructive forces. These 
Avere seen to be represented, in the actual epoch of civilization, 
h}' the l^omati, the Teutonic, and the Celtic races respectively. 
Cojisideretl goA’ernmentall}', they are familiar in general history 
by tlio a])peflatives of patriarcliial, of warrior, and republican; 
That is to say, by governments of faith or filial veneration, 
governments of force or numerical volition, governments of in¬ 
tellect or social organization. Of course, these character are not 
exclusive, they being accumulated, in each nation, race, or system 
of communities, as a condition of subsistence. It is but r^tivo 
predominance that gives to everything its character. And this 
predominance of special character enust be ibunfl more or less 
decided in proportion to tlic age,—thaAis, tlie stage of the whole 
proMssion, 

With these precautions and explanations, the three principles 
are now submitted as the true key to all history, and the sole one 
to its infancy. It may bo proper to exemplify, however slightly, 
the two former, as more immediately concern^ in the question 
under notice. For^tlie solution should show a positive criterion 
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for Boman history, and at the same time, that the Teutonic one 
of Niebuhr must be preposterous. 

The first position, therefore, is, that the known history of the 
lloman race implies tlio principle which, in the abstract sense of 
IK)wcr, we name paternal. • The national life will be abundantly 
submitted to the test, if we survey it in the institutions, nsa«;es, 
and literature. ^ > 

The highest and earliest of the known institutions is the kingly 
office. But the Botnan kings wore “ shepherds of the people,” 
like Homer’s monarchs, Niebuhr himself compares them to tlicso 
heroic kiii^ of Greece, with the dittercnco of being a magistracy 
only for lifo.^ A difterence, indicative of due progivssion in the 
second principle, of which the character is the intrusion of elec¬ 
tion upon inheritance. For, as the embryonic life of physical 
man is known to traverse all tlie forms which arc permanent in 
the inferior species, so does the infancy of each nation rojieat the 
previous steps of progress. Tho warrior principle, wliich, in 
Greece, liad hut succeeded the hcreditaiy, came, in Koine, to be 
coufivnted to it, and thus coiTCctivc and co-ojierative. Hence 
the mixed or double character presented by the Koman kings, 
with a progressive inclination to the rising efement of tlicpojmlns. 
Hence the excellence of the famous constitution of Servius, wliich 
was a compromise of projicrty ov paternity^ jwrsontdity, and 
at the juncture, when the two forces trembled still in transient 
equipoise. The Tarquiiis became decidedly the organs of the 
popular clement; ami hence their final expulsion, of wliich the 
fatners were the tiiic autliors. The very epithet, “ Snjierbus,” 
betraj's patrician animosity; the mnltitude, with no pretension to 
the complacency of its kings, cannot experience the correlative 
resentment at tlicir hauglitiiicss. Tlic by-name never once occurs 
amongst tho thousand designations imposed upon Eurojiean 
monarchs by the people in the middle ages. The current error, 
which views the fall of the Homan royalty as a popular movement, 
is uHmasked also by the fanatical proscription of the very name; 
for this device lias quite the stamp of priestly management of the 
multitude. If the aversion had been popular, the aMititm would 
he complete; the name of king would be effaced from the entire 
official catalogue. But tho ]iostilit3r being patrician, it is found 
acting with mbre discemmevt, allowing the title to remain where 
it was for, not against, tlft fatlicrs, as in the “ King of the Sac¬ 
rifice,” and in tlie “ inter-rc.r,”—both offices exclusive to the 
patricians, and elective; and offices, moreover, not honoraiy 
merely, as tho fonner controlled the* action of the comitia and 

/thus the law-making, and the inter-rex had (like the kings) the 
appointment of die magistrates. The popularity of tlio lungs is 
further notable in the circmi8tanc% that statics of them lined the 
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fornm in its most democratic days; and with the Homans, \he 
plastic image M as little less than the original. That their respect 
tor those prime magistrates M'as that of children for a father is 
attested, in fine, expressly by a curious passage of Cicero, He 
observes, in the De HepuhliccLy that tho*Kumans viewed the kings, 
“ not as masters or heroes, or even as kings, but as yuardktns of 
the country, as fathere and gods, I'liat they regarded dignities, 
honours, and life itself, as conferred on them by the justice of the ' 
king,” And the philosoplier assures us, that this sentiment of 
his oonntryincu would have remained unaltered to all posterity, 
if but the kings, on their part, had remained unchanged.” ^ 
Cicero, who, though a plebeian, was a fautor of the patricians, 
received their ])ass-^voi'd, that the change was against the people, 
not against the fathers. Jhit in truth the kings were ]>i'ototypc8 
of tile tribunes of the peojdc, their political or civic lathers, in 
opposition to the caste paternity. 

As to tlicse Coiiscrijit fathers and their institute, the Senate, 
they jireseiit the incarnation of the principle in tjuestion. It would 
bo siitticicntly proved by the predoininaiicc udneh tliis body really 
maintained to the last in the (iirectioii of the Republic. It was 
implied in the name of Senate, ami the several senators were 
termed fathers. 'Phe functions even of the principal executive 
officials >vcre paternal, in the sense of being dcspotical or absolute. 
Tin* ti'ibnncsliip, alliwlod to, began with even beiijg a priesthood,* 
ami continued to bo s.aerosanct as well as absolute witliin the city. 
The consuls o(!cu]iied the same position towards tlic provinces and 
the patricians, and might exert it universally by a decree of the 
Senate. The dictatorial power was tlic patenialiii its last exten¬ 
sion. Ill fine, turning to the other ami lowest extremity of the 
commonwealth—to the fundamental institutes of property and 
family—M'c find the oumership of the territory vested m the 
n*public, by udiich "was portioned out the use, as by a father to his 
children. So deeply engrained was*this sentiment, that, on the 
adoption of new citizens, any jiropcrty they might possess wj& to 
be first delivered up to, and then received in form back again from, 
the State. It is this primitive, or this paternal apprehension of 
society, tliat occasioned the agi'urian agitation and legislation, 
which made so large and dark a figure in the polity of Home, 
ami which fs still, like most of the re^ so insufficiently expired. 

In the family, this principle of fiilherhood is normal. It 
is only its peculiarities in the Homan that can be probatory. 
Such there arc, in fact, and in a measure without example 

^ Ncc hbrofi nec dominos nppellobant eos qnibos juste panienmt. deniqne no 
reges qaidem; sedpatriie cnstodcs, sed paties et doos. vfUffl, honorem, decos 
•Ibi datum esse jostitit regis cxistemabunt. Mansisset eadem Toluntatiaeonun 
posteris, si regnm similitndo permansisset.—/>• L. I., xU. 

* Kiebnhr, vol. i., p. 381. 
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naps in history, not exceptinc those Eotnan prototypes, 
the Egyptians and the Chinese. The lioraaii father had not 
only an absolute power over, but an absolute pro|)crty in, his 
family as well as slaves. Indeed, the ])Ower was more un¬ 
limited over the children, ^vhom he was free to puuish, sell, and 
kill, at his mere whim. And the distinction is remarkably con¬ 
firmatory of the pvinc^le; for the father jjroduced the children, 
but not the slaves. Isay, this fierce despotism niijjjlit pursue, by 
right of blood, the hapless i)rogeiiy into the third or the fourth 
generation. Not that the principle of paternity was stronger in 
the Eomans than it had been, and is still, for example, in the 
Chinese; it is because it was grown weaker, as a result of the 
social progress,—because the spirit of emancij)atioii was ferment¬ 
ing in the family,—because the children in the Eoman families 
were stimulated to revolt by the example of the plebeians, those 
revolted children of the State. For the severities of legislation 
betray the pressure against which they strain, ihit the existence 
of this legislation to the latest moment of the republic, must be 
considered as demonstrative of the predominance of the spirit. 
In short, there scarcely was synecdoche in the language of Viigil: 

Dam domus Capitoli immobile saxum 
Accolct, imptrinmqus Pateu Kouanus habM. 

This “Pater Romanus** was effectually the ruler; the nation but 
a mere conglom^iratioii of “ houses,”—the republic but a vast con¬ 
federacy of family despotisms. 

In the Manners, the general absence of abuse of this despotism, 
which is remarkable in I^>man hi.stoiy, is a fact concumngto the 
same conclusion. It could prevail but wdicre the power was still 
in season, and therefore salutary. This correlative condition of 
mental infancy is indeed manifest. It is conspicuous in the 
puerile and all-pervading superstitions that awed the Romans, 
no doubt patrician as well as plebeian, to the last. Their history is 
more miraculous than the divine one of the Jews. Their ma¬ 
chinery of prodigies is of a nursery simplicity, and yet related with 
the same gravity as the sober facts by their historians. Indeed, 
so implicit is their cretlulity—this hereditary stage of intellect— 
that Polybius ascribed the greatness of the Romans to their super¬ 
stition ; but, with the subtlety of the Greek, and the subjectivity 
of foreign judgment, he tiumght the system a fabrication of the 
fothers to rule the peoples did not see that it was a growth 
of the popular mind itself; and, instead of being an external 
cause, was a co-eifect with their general manners. But what w'e 
are puticularly to advert to that the efforts of this infant 
reason are all fotmd to turn duly, in its explanations of even 
hutoiy, upon the family relations. 

Thus the dty had a founder who was suckled by a wolf It 
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was populated promptly by the rape of the Sabine women. Its 
n^gal tyrants were got rid of through the ravishment of Lucretia. 
I'lie decemvirs were overthrown through the fathcr^s sacrifice of 
Virginia. The citjr saved from the Volscians, through the wife 
and niothor of Conolanus. The Pimie wars were an effect of the 
curse of Dido on the faithless .^neas. This fabled founder of 
the Koman State had left his native for tlie new home, with his 
father on his shoulders, his son beside him, and his wiie behind. 
And the heroic attribute, by which a Homan so late as Virgil 
would most extol him, is filial piety—whence the epitliet so emg- 
inatic to the pedagogues. These arc samples of the legendary 
history above deHned, as well us prooft of the pervasion of the 
principle of paternity. This principle is even elevated to an 
axiom in the national mannci*s, by that famous ultimatum of 
lioinan reason, the majorum, l.'lie genius of the nation is 
limned by ICnilius in a line:—“ Moribus untiquis res stat llomana 
Wrisque.” TJie hereditary manners correspond to the patricians; 
the great men, to the warrior element^ which was conducted by 
those antique leading strings. The rude chronicler, with the 
advantage of the native s,>'inpat]iy and instinct, explains this 
better tlian tlie pliilosoplucal but foreign Polybius. Even Cicero 
can see no refuge for the tottering republic, but in returning to 
tbusc ancient maimers, and in praying the advent of a new 
Nuiua; one who should manage, says he, the cgmmonwealth as 
a “ good fanner” does his laml.^ The simile, like the expedient, 
characterizes the })atcrnal spirit, in its lawgiving, agricultural, 
and traditional concomitants. 

The same paternal and filial concert that presided in the 
politics, and that accumulated mythically in the usages of Home, 
must, in the litcnituiv, also, present authority instead of oigu- 
ment; imitation, not oi'iginality; induction, not analysis. The 
resistance of the fathers to the popular culture, that saps tlieir 
power, retards the rise in such a nation of any literature at all. 
And when at lost, and despite those obstacles, a Homan litera¬ 
ture did ap]>ear, it was a thing of imitation, and even thus, but 
a mere literature; that is, it was confined to poetry, oratory, and 
history—walks of mind wherein the language, the expression, is 
the chief ingredient. This, in fact, was not opposed to the 
authority of the futliers, which it ^defined without discussing,' 
adorned without innovating. Even Cato, their rustic type, could 
accept language ftom the Greeks. As to the imitative character, 
it is notorious in Koman literature.' The Homans themselves 
avowed it, proclaimed it wen oh die stage. A fact attesting 
their magnanimity, say the classical philosod^ers.' A &ct at* 
testing, as we now perceive, but their, stolid contempt for in* 

* De Republics. 

Jaikrishiui Public Ijbra^ ^ 
Aom. . 
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tellect. A London milliner or barber may own to imitating 
French hisliions, with the addition, tlint such frippery is beneath 
the genius of an Englishman; but our purveyors of Paris forces 
will brave all penalties to mask their thefts. The reason is, that 
mental labour is more proud, because more prized, in even Eng¬ 
land, than it was in the most cultivated age of Home. 

The only native contribution of the Komans to their literal 
ture, was tlic facts; and those they did not, in the mot of Sheri¬ 
dan, invent. It would be, doubtless, to their credit, were it loss 
their incapacity—that mental radenoss which took tor ‘‘ lying” 
the, Greek fertility of intellect, and branded even the trader sharp¬ 
ness of the Carthaginians as studied perfidy. Those facts alone, 
in the condition of traditions, events, usages, are the materials of 
tlieir poets, no less than orators and annidists. Virgil, who alone 
of them, as Niebuhr observes, has even attcinj)tcd a construction, 
has merely taken it from Nan ius (wlio liimself chronicled the story 
from the popular tradition), and for tlic episodes and ornanicnts, 
drew on the Homeric epics. 0\'id versified the rittial and theo- 
log}’ of the nation. Lucan declaimed a gazette in rha))sodical 
hexameter. Lucretius did but translate the most materialist of 
Greek ])hilosophers, and is, however, the highest effort of the 
nation in speculation. Cicero was a comjiiler, or rathei*, cram¬ 
mer,” not a philosopher. We dare assert tliut his whole writ¬ 
ings do not contain a single thought that is not found in oven 
our remiiiints of Greek philosophy and letters. Even in polities, 
the study and the practice of his life, when at tlie close he eonies 
to treat them systematically in his Kepuhlic, he does not seem to 
have augmented, hy the simnlacmm of a view or principle, liis 
stock from Aristotle, Plato, and the mos majorttm of the consti¬ 
tution. Indeed, the circumstance is the most singular illustra¬ 
tion of tllo national character,—a character of rectmtivity and 
transmission, not exploration. Accordingly, tlic real excellence 
of Cicero is style. The curiosa felicitas is the forte of the nation 
generally, as it is apt to be of individuals undistracted by native 
^inkmg. In Seneca, the trait degenerated to that dilcttfintcism, 
which (Irove Quinctilian to rebuke him as corrupting the language, 
and which would prove his Stoicism as factitious as his style. 

The orators were equally devoid of invention. Tl»c shortest 
way to prove it is to note ^ley were all law3’'ers: Ca^sa^ was, 
perhaps, the only exception. “ None of our people,” says Cicero, 
“ stumes eloquence, unless for the business of the bar and tho 

whereas the Greeks, he ad^, make this and most other 
c£ culture an object of pursuk for the intellectual enjoy- 

The historians were iiatorally' still more pragmatical. 

, ^ Kamo eujim itodet eloqaeatitt noitronim hominnm'.aisi at in causis stqno 
•In hn Orau 
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Indeed, the Komans had hardly any in the Greek or modem 
sense. Thcii* writers of this kind were, in effect, and even title, 
from Fabius to Tacitus, all annalists^ not historians. And how 
should tliey do otherwise, in this as all tho rest, than observe 
the moH majorum of the Pontifical Annals? Tho name of history 
and the notion were, like all art, brou^dit in from Greece; the 
native term being the pragmatic and parajdirastic res gesla} 
Sallust, who himself Avas at the head of this class, appears so con¬ 
scious of his country's imperfection in the article, that he essays, 
scntentiously as usual, an explanation. The Komans, says ne, 
wore too busy in acting history to write it. The American re- 
])ublicans make the same answer to a like taunt. And the bare 
fact is iji both cases correct; but tiic inference runs coAinter to 
the aim of the apologists. If the Komans did in fact rather act 
than compose history, it was not as a matter of election, but of 
necessity. Nations must obey, still more than men, tlieir lead¬ 
ing faculties, aiitl the complexion that fits for action disqualifies 
ibr writing. The two functions are as opposite as their muscular 
and nervous organs, A nation of em]»irical production and 
paternity, could not be possibly a nation of construction and 
])hiIoso|)liy, Accordingly, tbe highest or only of the essays of 
tlic Romans which reached historical composition^ has degenerated 
into poetry. The tiorid style and strain of Livy was as poetical 
as Virgil's. He even rises, or rather relapses, jnto occasional 
liexameters ; for metre is the swathing-bands or go-cart of infant 
history, as was exemplified at Kome itself in the two earliest of 
its chroniclers. It is the source of the famous fragments of the 
pretended ballad-poetry, Avhicli the divining gift of Niebuhr has 
detected in the style of Livy. It is the result of a tacit effoi*t to 
link tho narrative by sound, for want of logical analysis and ordi¬ 
nation of tho sonSe. It is this want that gives the other Koman 
annalists that abruptness which is in Sallust admired as energy, 
and as jirofimdity in Tiu:itus I 

This destitution of organizing power is a correlative of pater¬ 
nity, which dictates by authority, and does not dispose by reason. 
The Komans have accortlingly never organized anything. The 
jurisprudence, their only systematic product, was a mere growth 
—an aggregation of experimental and precisely defined rules. 
Their vast cmjiire was held togethej^ by no other tie than forc^ ■ 
and therc&rc crumbled at tho touch of ^the same wand that had 
created it. So little was there a conception of or^ical assi¬ 
milation, that they left each cououered people not alone its reli¬ 
gion, but laws and language. With the good fmrtune of other 

^ The national contrast is engraven, os nsnal, in the terms. psskt, meo^ 
literally, govemmaiial a^uustrations while history (from mews, to le* • 
gsire or txplors, 

TOL. XXVIII. KO. LTI. V 
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impotencies, this has passed for liberality. The Eomans never 
could abstract government from the despotic and paternal power. 
Witli all their efforts and experience in controlling its abuses, 
they never fancied means less crude tlian the limitations of place 
and time. The dictator, was universal despot, but for some 
months. The consuls, too, were despots, but for a year and out> 
side the city. The despotism of the tribunes was confined by 
the city walls. The proconsul was a despot, but for few yeai*3 
and in his province. In fine, the pater liomanus was perpetual 
despot, but within his family. So imperceptible to the external 
or sensile vision of this nation was the vast tissue of relations that 
bind and balance the social system. The very anny, which 
through their mental youth and inertness received such disci¬ 
pline, so far irom hanng been a product of deliberate organization, 
took, on the contrary, its very name of exercitus from routine 
practice. In fine, this national characteristic is maximized by 
their poet Ovid, who sings— 

Solue et artificem qui facit, vsns erit. 

With due allowance for times and circumstances, It were easy 
to pursue the same aggregate of characters in tlie descendants of 
the Romans—a persistency implied by race as sj)ecial organ of a 

.social function. Indeed, the reader has all along, wc trust, hceii 
making the application, and recemng new light upon the famous 
Italian politics. 'These, in fact, continue still but what tl»cy always 
have been—despotic. The various governments which the Ita¬ 
lians have crumbled into, from their w^cak cohesion, are to this 
ds^ the most oppressive as Avell as absolute of Eui’o])C. Their 

mic cities” of the middle ages were despotisms in rotation, alter¬ 
nations of factions butcheiy, proscription, and jduiuler; it was 
Marius and Sylla reproduced in a score of miniatures, l^htiy 
never had a written constitution, or even a legislature; and the 
office of the prime magistrate received its name from desjjo- 
tism. The very intellect or spirit—that sole essence of all free¬ 
dom—has been embodied by the Italians in the most absolute of 
tyranuics; and, what is equally characteristic, they have given 
it the name of father^ or rauier papa, witli the sort of cliildishness 
which they have stamped u^n their whole language. Tlicir 
public champions of libertycmploy for arguments but daggersjust 
the same as in the days of jBilitus, Cassius, Cataline, and the rest. 

The manners, too, continue as paternal as the institutions. 
The Italians are divided into " houses,” or tribes, no less effec¬ 
tually than were the Romans of the qge of the elder (^ato: they 
joermy lack the public life to call their muster into the market- 
phme. indeed, *the family ^ith the *dty remain still, as of old, 
the utmost sphfro of the political vitality of the race. All be- 
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yoml is but a void to them, which they denominate “Italian 
unitywithout a dream of the organization which alone could 
henceforth realize it. 

Nor is the literature an exception, as might be fancied, from 
current notions. It ofrers all the saine defects and the same ex¬ 
cellencies as the Itomaii. It is chiefly poetical, historical, ora^ 
torical; but the last in the guise of sermons—the ptdpit being 
tlie modern I'ostrpm. The poets are also, like the Roman, rather 
objective than lyric, rather narrative and descriptive than emo¬ 
tional and analytic. Rveu Dante, who will bo owned the most 
ideal of the number, did but }>aiiit wliat to his age, if not him¬ 
self^ had been realities.^ There is not, pcrha|)s, tliroughout the 
poem a single incident of pui’e creation—one not furnished by 
tradition, or theology, or actual history. What is more striking, 
though the wliolcs action api>ertain8 to the spiritual world, the 
poet never lets it quit tlie terra firma of the real. The Inferno 
IS located towards the centixj of the Earth ; the Purgatory on a 
mountain in tlie Antipodic Ocean ; the Paradise is placed in the 
phuiets and the sun. So impossible has it been, to this greatest 
genius of his mce, to wean the intellect a moment from ex|)eri- 
ence, earth, tradition ! It is this positive, pictorial character that 
gives its ]>ower to the Divine Comedy; and tlms an impotence 
of tlie intellect becomes the talent of the poet. For if it should 
be. thoi.tglit that scenexyless physical was not conceivable, let the 
topography of the same regions besought iiiMiltoit or in Klopstock. 

Italiaii historians also arc, like the Roman, best in style. 
They remain as fully destitute of philosojihy as their ancestors. 
The reflection of even Machiavel is but a fatherly sagacity—the 
result of a long and vigilant experience of the world. This dis¬ 
tinction, which is quite national, confirms strikingly the assigned 
charaeter. In fact, the race of “ the exterior” must both observe 
and judge well. Thus, nnprcoccupicd with themselves, they per¬ 
ceive othei*s with concentred keenness, and they judge them by 
the like objective comparison of induction. Whereas the Teuton, 
on the contnuy, distracted by the interior, judges others, and 
even sees them, but w*ith rcfci'euce to himself; and therefore never 
can correct or generalise his social knowledge. He is accord¬ 
ingly in }>enetratio]i, again, tlie opposite of the Italian, It is this 
outward perspicacity that explains also tlie appearance of an ex¬ 
ception among the Italians to the Rogian nullity in philosophv* 
It was consistent that the race of exercise and of empiricism should 
produce experimentalists and anatomists, in science. But such 

1 Hardonin, in his qneer “ Doubts,” hoa ono .sensible remark, that the Divine 
Comedy is: Flntdt une histoire en ruina ^nSdes piwea, . Kven Xdhri, a com¬ 
patriot and enlogist, describes it: Une en^d^e; unedii recueil toforigits et 
scUniifique»—Hutoiru des Mathematiqne$ en itoliM, tom. ii,. p. 169. 
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are not philosophers, and the Italians have no others. In the 
lapse of twenty centuries of leading culture and civilization, the 
race has never once produced an organizer or great logician. It 
is, once more, that its domain has been the physical, the exterior; 
whereas method involves aJso the interior, and combines both. 

In fine, the worship, which is supposed to have been totally 
transfonned, is in reality, as before intimated, as exterior as the 
Koinan. In the priesthood of the latter, the candidates were to 
be faultless, like the victims which they sacrificed, in phfsical 
exterior ; while no attention was bestowed uj)on the moral life or 
qualities, as witness the election of Publius Clodiiis, and still 
worse monsters. In the priesthood of llomanism, the first con¬ 
ditions are retained ; but what the change may be in the second, 
at least in Italy, were a nice question. The Italians arc saved 
by “ works,” which arc the sacrifices of their forefathers; while 
the Teutons rely on faith,” which is the spiritual contrary. 
But this topic, however fertile in confirmation, must be foregone, 
lest we be thought inclined to mix sectarian sarcasm with pure 
science. A final illustration may be added in the phase of morals, 
which in the Italians should offer nothing of the interior source 
called conscience. 

This consequence, accordingly, is verified by a phenomenon 
which is too famous and decisive to require detail or admit doubt. 
It is notorious that the principal didactic treatise in Italian litera¬ 
ture, we mean the Prince of Machiavelli, is a hand-book of im¬ 
morality. It erects tyranny into the first of tlic political virtues, 
in due conformity with what has always lieen the national notion 
as well as practice; it farther prescribes a resort to all force and 
all fraud, alike to the end of maintaining and of subverting it. 
And all this profligacy was put forth not alone without apology, 
but almost without argument, as if a truism with his community. 
And, in fact, throughout all Italy, then the centre of Christianity, 
there was not raised a single voice in reprobation or objection. 
The first remonstrances were foreign, and came from England 
and France. Attention once directed to this aspect of the work, 
the enormity appeared so monstrous to the nations of the noith 
and west, that the author was concluded to have meant a satire 
or a trap for tyranny. And this conceit seems to be still the 
ruling notion on the subject.. 

Lord Macaulay has, however, seized the fact itself aright. Ho 
has recognised the simple sincerity of Machiavel, and that the wiles 
and irony were commentators’ phantasies. But when he would 
himself explain the manifest unconsciousness, in both a writer of 
the highest class and a nation of the highest culture, to the de¬ 
pravity, 08 he describes it, of the doctrines of the work, he falls 
forthwith, though more ingeniou^y, into the usual round of com- 
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mon-place. This may be defined, a taking of concomitants for 
causes—a fallacy still the staple of mlitical philosophy. He rests 
the globe upon the elephant, and ^e elephant upon the tortoise, 
and, back again, the tortoise and the elephant upon the earth. 
Machiavel taught vice because he aud his nation deemed it virtue; 
and the nation so regarded it because it was unwarlike> and chose 
to cheat instead of fighting its barbarous oppressors; and then it 
made this choice because it had been debased by Popeiy. But 
whence the Popery itself came, deponent doth not say. 

The same family characteristics confounded this critic in their 
politics ; and ho escapes through that well-known “ veil of light” 
of his illustration, which so often hides the sophistry, and some¬ 
times even the sense. 

In the political scheme of Machiavel,” says he, *^tbe means had 
been more deeply considered than the end. The great principle, that 
societies and laws exist only for the purpose of increasing the sum of 
private happiness, is not recognised with sufficient clearness. The good 
of the body, distinct from the good of the members, and sometimes 
hardly compatible with the good of the members, seems to be the object 
which he proposes to himself. Of all political fallacies, this has had 
the widest and most mischievous operation.”—Essay on Machiavel. 

Now, here the writer has again observed the facts with 
marked sagacity, but also tottered In exactly the same fiishion 
in the cx])ianntion. The alleged fallacy of looking to the body, 
not the members—to the State, not the indivuluaJs—to the ag¬ 
gregate, not the elements, is no fallacy at all in a race of 
family; it is a philosojduc truth and an intellectual necessity. 
Every father regards his family in this collective manner; and- 
every object is long considered, by law or intellect, as the 
whole—tluit is to say, on the exterior, before penetrating to the 
parts. Accordingly, it has been no more mischiovons” than 
fallacious. It was the main-spring of the glory and the greatness 
of the Eoman name. It is the celebratedwhich marked 
this pcojde among all others, and which arose, as the name itself 
says, from viewing the nation as a family. The “ great principle” 
of the critic is the contrary extreme of an exclusive individualism, 
introduced by the Tculonic luco. This accordingly is, on the 
other side, considered mischievous and fallacious, by the race of 
abrogation, and with exactly the game reason. Both, in iact^ 
are true of false, arc beneficent or mischievous, acceding as 
applied, or not, to their natural places in the social march. 

Macaulay was not however cited, it must be owned, for his 
authority, and as corroborative in proportion, by both his errors 
and concessions. We rather sought a useful pretext, in pro¬ 
ceeding to sum up, whereby to bring him into court to receive 
judgment as an accomplice. It is known that he not only is a 
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fautor of Niebuhr, but that ho'is so with a fervour which inspired 
the restoration of the very ballads on which floated down the 
lost histoiy of ancient Koine. It was of use, then, to suggest tlic 
proper value of his suffrage, by showing how well he can inter¬ 
pret the Italians w'ho live before him. In addition, his very 
lailiwc was made to bear unconscious testimony to the truth of 
the criterion now submitted for the whole race. 

The establishment of such a test,—which seems effected by 
this long exposition,—^had been the positive and chief element 
in the proposal above made, to place this great historic question 
upon new and scientific ground. It would be hazardous to hope 
that a majority of renders will yet appreciate its fidl force and 
fertility to this end. If) liowevtn*, after duly mastering its sjui'it 
and various phases, they would re-pcrusc the treatises of Niebuhr 
and of Lewis,--obscrving well the principles and apidications of 
the former, and controlling them by the objections or authorities 
of the latter,—we engage they Avill see farther into the subject 
than either author. At all events, they will, w'e think, dissent from 
the position with which the late Chancellor of the Exchequer con¬ 
cludes Ids two volumes, and which lie sets off in a mctaj)hor that 
may adorn the style of office, but which ill sa\'Oui*s of the sjdrit 
or the dignity of science. “ The workers,” says he, “ in this his¬ 
torical tread-mill may continue to grind the air, but they will 
never produce ^ny valuable result.”—(Vol. ii., ji. 556.) It is 
not doubted that even the WTitcr, were he liiinsclf to try lience- 
fonvard, >vould, with liis knowledge of the facts, produce a result 
really valuable. 

Complementary to the establishment of this new principle of 
exploration, we wore fmther to prove the test of Niebuhr to be 
even preposterous. But the proposition is a corollary to certain 
laws already demonstrated. It results from the opposition of 
tendency and function pointed out between the mcthocls of induc¬ 
tion and analysis. For these were proved to be exactly typical, 
as well in action as speculation, of an universal contrast between 
the Roman and Teutonic characters. But Niebuhr is constantly 
assuming these identical; inferring analogically from the one to 
the other, from what he knows of the Teutons to wliat he does 
not know of the Romans. Than tliis there could be surely no 
procedure more preposteroiic. Nor is the fact at variance with 
the merits we allowed hifri; it is rather the absurdity tliat has 
enabled him to do his work. Without the illusion of similitude 
the test would never be applied, and by consequence the given 
object could be never analysed. For Roman histoiy, for instance, 
is not analysable by its own principle, as a lever cannot move a 
weight in the direction of its own pressure. The proper action 
of that principle, as now evolved, & to synthetize, to reproduce 
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in tlie mode of nature, which is the task of complete science. 
Niebuhr did but mistake, like most mankind, what lie was doing, 
and thought liimself reforming, when he was roallj but vnfonn- 
ing. It is a case of the adage; Man proposes, and God disposes; 
or, as Bossiiet expresses, “rhomme s'agite et Dieu le raene.” 

The contrariety between the races, their destinations and 
mental products, lias, moreover, been exemplified repeatedly in 
point of fact. Our exposition of the Homan character was con¬ 
stantly suggesting it. An express indication was, except in' 
leading features, withheld studiously, for fear of complicating an 
inquiry so lai’ge and new. Ilic contrast proved spontaneously 
a key to all the errors, wliich we felt obliged to notice in tlie 
men of eininouce concerned. We now affirm confidently, that 
tlie thesis could bo proved, by mere induction, of the Teuton, as 
it has been of the Itoman side. The task would even be much 
easier, as the documents arc here more ample, and are dissembled 
by no ]»cdagogica! prcjuissossioiis of classlcality. But such a 
survey were superfluous to the argument now closed, and which, 
besides, lias been exteiidod to tlio limits of the article. We can 
aduiit, then, but an instance, which comhines a thrcefbid efficacy: 
If exemplifies the contrariety between the products of the tWo 
races; it negatives, in jiarticular, tlie existence of the product, 
oil the jissumjition of which rests chiefly the system of Niebuhr; 
m fine, it illustrates the value and tlic mode of using the new clew. 

It is familiar to the reading world, that the prmcipal expedient 
l>y whii'h Niebuhr attempted to expound tlic infancy of Koman 
history, >vas the assumption that it must have been transmitted 
to times of record, by means of popular songs or lays in praise of 

events and actors. So muen is this his main stay, that it 
has given his scheme, among its followers and antagonists, the 
mine of the “ballad-theory.” The existence of such songs in 
primitive Rome ho cannot ]>rove. lie can but cite a few lapi¬ 
dary fragments in Saturnian verse, which he quite arbitrarily 
disposes into what he thinks a ballad metre; and for a second 
trace, some metrical lines or phrases in Livy, of which, however, 
wo above encountered a less apocryphal account. To this he 
adds the testimony of Cato and Pliny, who allude to an ancient 
usage of chanting songs at the Roman banquets. But conced¬ 
ing the antiquity, which may be relative, werobthe son^ halladel 
AVere they based upon public acts or ewnts—^were the^istoricalT 
Or were they but emotional, hilarious, at most, descriptive of 
the physical or social qualities, os is most usual on such oocasionsf 
In the absence of specific information from those authors, the 
latter must be held to be the species in question. This wiU be 
immediately confirmed from a sounder source, with the addition, 
that the Roman songs had been still further from the henuc. 
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Bat is it possible a man of sense should ground a system upon 
this basis? No, assuredly; and Niebuhr did in reality present 
it but as what lawyers call an “inducement,” if not a blind, to 
his hypotlicsis. Greek anti(mity had its rhapsodies, which gavo 
a mx)und-work to the national history; and medisoval Teutonism 
h^ some lays, which might do likewise. Rome, concluded 
Niebuhr, must therefore have had something similar, since all 
nations do alike, at least at equal social stages. 

Now, this fundamental premiss the foregoing pages prove ab¬ 
surd. Men or nations, on the contrary, are never like, in either 
time or space; if they had been so, they could never have formed 
States, or left the woods.^ A social class of which the members, 
a nation of which the classes, a civilization of which the nations, 
should be or act or think alike, would be like creatures of which 
the parts were all legs or heads or arms. These various gi’ouiis 
must, as the hrst condition towards composing an organism, liavo 
the main organs not only different, but even contrasted in their 
natures. In the great European system, this opposition was found 
accordingly in its three operative races, Roman, Teutonic, and 
Celtic. Whence it follows, that, if the lay be really natural to 
tlie Teutons (to say nothing of the Greek example, which bclojigs 
to an earlier system), no like compositions can have been possibly 
ini^enous to Rome. 

The consequence is borne out by the national character 
assigned the Rofhans. The spirit called paternal excludes tlie 
notion of heroism. Where protection and dependence arc still a 
portion of tlic inmost nature, the popular sentiment is veneration 
or awe, not praise or admiration. These latter feelings, wliicli 
are quite opposite, can have their rise but in a state where both 
the duty and the dependence of protection are relaxed, where 
liberation iiom the despotism of the family has made sonic jiro- 
gress, where the fathers must court the favour which they no 
longer can command, and the people are transported by an un¬ 
expected championship. But this condition the Roman nation 
had never attained; it remained bound up to the last in the 
threefold aolidarity of father and children, master and slaves, 
patron and clients. Accordingly, we saw the direct testimony of 
Cicero, who says the Romans viewed their kings (whose rank 
must make tliem perpetual types), not as “ hei'oes” or as rulers, 
but as “ protectors, fathers^goas.” The popular poetry addressed 
'to such must be of the nature of hymns, and of laments upon 
occasion, of death. And boUi these species are accordingly well 
ai^t«i||ked in Roman annals. The poetry of the paternal side would 
ftiCtindly be erotic, the eimression of me procreative aspect of the 
tytrional function. It is fimons or in&mous in the Fecennine 

■ We are ipeoUng^ of course^ in ylace, oxelwire of rcligioD. 
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^ersesT^ This was also, no doubt, the nature of the banquet son^ 
referred to, as is confirmed by certain mystical allusions to the 
youths who san^ them. 

A furtlicr proof of this appears in the maturity of Boman poetry. 
The topic of the greater part of it is still love, when not obscenity, 
Ovid, Catullus, Propertius, Tibullus, and even Horace himself, 
are best characterized by this,—to sajr nothing of the satirists, who 
sometimes sink into bestiality. Virgil and Lucretius, then, remain 
the sole exceptions; and even of these it is worth remarking, tliat 
the finest passages treat of love, Tlie same instinct of paternity 
inspired as duly and predominantly their descendants, the Italians, 
in both their infant and mature poetry. Gin^in^,^ speakiiig of 
the former, after liaving been relating that t)ie Arab and Pro¬ 
vencal poets sung, among other things, of heroism, proceeds to 
say : Lcs proiiuei'o poets Siciliens ct Italicns ne furent rien do 
tout cola. Un eeul auhjet les ocenpe, c*e»t Pamotir. Petrarch, 
Pocaccio, Ariosto, and even Tasso, nay Dante himself will answer 
equally tor its maturity. 

Put as to e[)ic or heniic ballads, there is no trace of them at 
cither age of either nation, the Italian any more than the Koman. 
When tliere is aiiytiiing of this nature in Mediseval Italy, it is 
translation or transfusion of the romances of France and Wales. 
It does not seem that this hiatus had occun^d to Niebuhr as an 
objection to his theory of the lays of ancient liome. The poet of 
tlie school has proved more logical or better read. Macaulay has 
endeavoured indirectly to remove it, by suggesting that the native 
products of this description were suppressed, or at least repressed, 
through the influx of Greek and Sicilian poetry. He may only 
have been imposed upon by the authority of Tiraboschi, who 
makes a similar apolog}- on a different occasion (Stor. Litt. Ital., 
vol. iv., p. 122/), Milano),. Or, more probably, the plea was 
prorajited by an argument of the master, who has alleged a like in¬ 
vasion, from the same sources, in ancient Rome, in explanation 
of his inability to adduce something of this ballad poctiy. Yet 
they must both have known that infiuxes occur but into voids. 
Indeed, thcra could be no more striking attestation of the void in 
question than this recurrence of the same phenomenon under dr- 
cunistancos so diverse—than the fact, that an Italian poet, if 
ho would soar above the native topjps, should say with Vir^: 
Sicelidcs musm, paulo majora canamus^ 

The main liyputhesis of Niebuhr is therefore fiilse in point of 
fact, and would in logic bo absurd, if the ballad proper were in¬ 
deed Teutonic. But this ip also an assumption very liable to 
question. The primitive poetiy, like the race, should have 
been wai'like, not iiistoncal. There is nothing of the latter char 

‘ Hist, liit. dc r Italic, tom. i. p. 438. 
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racter in even the longest of the German lays. In our Anglo- 
Saxon section of tho fiwnily, which is best known to ns, the 
patriotic efforts of the Bishop of Dromorc have been unable to 
gather anything really genuine of this nature. Any versified 
romances were liero also from Wales and France, Even min- 
strolsY, he owns, was introduced by the French Normans. lie 
shows the Saxons must have had musi(t, and ]>resuincs a j)octic 
accompaniment. This, in fact, was the true character of both the 
Englisli and German minstrelsy; the poet was second to the 
musician, as is suggested in his name of “ Glecman.” The thing 
is consonant to tlie warrior .md muscular predominance, which 
seeks excitement to the emotions^ not to tlie appetitesy like the 
paternal. Hence the specialty of lyric poetry to the Spartan 
section of the Greek nation, and their subserv'ing it invariably to 
music and even dancing. This latter clement lias also, by a sin¬ 
gular conformity, bi*ou^it in the English name of “ ballad,” from 
the Italian, where it denotes dancing. 

Such w’as doubtless, then, tlie poetiy most congenial to our 
Saxon ancestors. The fact explains why Bishop Percy found all, 
or almost all, his “ reliques,” of a more or less iiistoric caste, in the 
north of England, on the Border. It is that there tlu^ same race 
were again in contact with the Teutonic, as that wliich poured in 
from the west tho wondrous talcs of the Bound Tabh*. The 
worthy Bishop seems to feel it, and tries to parry tho objection 
by saying, naively, that the Scotch themselves produced such 
poetry but on the Border, Ho overlooked that the Highland 
Scotcli could neither speak nor sing his language ; and, on the 
other hand, that in their own, they had such poetiy in much 
higher purity. 

Xn fact, the epic or historic lay is the specific emanation of tho 
races wo distinguish as constructive or synthetic. I'his accord¬ 
ingly is its definition, and even the imjiort of the term poetry. 
Another testimony to its relative superiority and subsccpienco is 
the particular denomination itself of epic; for the pleonastic epithet 
of epic or word-poetiy was in distinction from the »n««w>-poetiy, 
the minstrelsy which preceded. It is tho narrative (in fact or 
fiction) that marks the Celts in France, Spain, Britain. The 
minstrelsy is equally appropriate to the Teutons. If the Scan¬ 
dinavian section offers really an exception, it was a relic of the 
ancientCimbric—^that is,Celtic—residence in tho Peninsula. The 
Scalds may well have been an imitation of the Bards. 

But Kiebulir was, for all tills, but a step the farther fi*om the 
trutii. And there is no exaggeration^ concluding that such lays 
as have been furnished by We Celtic Macaulay for the ancient 
Bomans, might be, with perhaps more philosophy, ascribed to the 
Choctaw Inmans. 
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Art. II.—Pkofessor Owen’s Works. 
1. Lectures on the Comi>amti'ee Anatomy and Physiology of die 

Tnoerlebrate AnimaU. By Bichard Owen, F,R.S., Hun¬ 
terian Professor to the College. 8vo, London, 1843. 

2. Lectures on the Comparative Anatomy and Physiology of the 
Vertebrate Animals^ Pishes* By lllCUABD Owen, F.li.S. 

8vo, London, 1846. 
3. On the A rchelype and Homologies of the Vertebrate Skeleton* 

By KiciiARi) Owen, F.R.S. Loiulon, 1848. 
4. On the Nature of Limbs* By Richard Oaven, F.R.S. 

London, 1849. 
5. On Parthenogenesis* By Hicitard Owen, F.R.S. London, 

1849. 
6. Zoology; or fnstrnctionsfor Collecting and Preserving AnU 

'iuals^ in a Manual of Scientijic Kmptiry, prepared for the use 
of II*M* Navyr By Richard Owen, 1j\R.S. London, 
1849. 

7. Odonotography; or a Treatise on the Comparative Anatomy of 
the Teeth. By Richard Owen, F.R.S. London, 1840. 

8. Desenption of the Skeleton of an Extinct Gigantic Shih* By 
Richard Owen, F.R.S. London, 1842. 

9. Memoir of the Pearly Nautilus. By Richard OwEN, F.R.S. 
London, 1832. Sec also, 

10. 1 odd's Cyclopo'dia of Anatomy and Physiology; 
Art. Mammalia. Lond., 1847. Art. Marsupialia. 1847. 
Art. Monoiremata. 1847. Art. Aves. 1836. 
Art. Mollasca. 1847. Art. Cephalopoda. 1836. 
Avi. Artieulata, 1836. Art, j4cnto. 1836. 

11. Ptblications of the Palccontographical Society^ 1849, 1831, 
1853. . 

12. Proceedings of the Zoological Societyj L IV. V. etc, 
13. Reports of the Bntish Associaiiony from 1838 to 1857. 
14. Proceedings of the Geological Sodety^ 1838 to 1857, etc. 
15. Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine. Vols. ziv., xxv., xxxiii., 

XXXV., xxxviii., xxxix., xlii., xlviL, :dix., 1., etc. 
16. Encyclopoidia Bmtannicn. Art* Mollusca* Vol. xv., 1858. 

We havo not the least indention of even attempting anything 
like a minute analysis of the works quoted above. An entire 
number of this Journal would not suffice for such a task; besides, 
the majority of our readers would not be very willing to follow 
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ns into strictly anatomical discussions, for which they can have 
little or no liking, however interesting such may be— 

** To men of science, osteologists, 
And surgeons.” 

Who 
** Spend raptures upon perfect specimens 

, Of indurated veins, distorted joints, 
Or beautiful new coses of curved spinc.”^ 

Our chief desire is to present an outline^kctch of the life and 
labours of Professor Owen, and to indicate as we proceed the 
great importance of Ills discoveries, both to the student of natural 
science and to the natural theologian. It may help to set these 
discoveries before our readers in stronger rclietj if we glance at 
the state of the natural sciences before Professor Owen began his 
work. “The human understanding,” says Bacon, “is most ex¬ 
cited by that which strikes and enters the mind at once and 
suddenly, and by which the imagination is immediately filled and 
inflated. It then begins almost imperceptibly to conceive and 
suppose that every thing is similar to the few objects which have 
taken possession of the mind, w liilst it is very slow and unfit for 
the transition to the remote and heterogeneous instances hj which 
axioms are tried as by Are, unless the oflice bo imposed upon it 
by severe re^ilatioiis and a powerful authority.”® In this 
aphorism we have pointed out one main persistent hindrance to 
the advancement of the natural sciences. Most men in looking 
at natural objects, are satisfied w*itli first impressions, and shrink 
from the labour implied in every attempt to correct these, by 
minute and painstaking investigation. It is, moR^over, not very 
pleasant to be told that, the seeing eye is far from being an un¬ 
erring guide in such matters. Some, however, are found in 
every age W'ho are not satisfied witli general outward resem¬ 
blances, but who love to jienetrate into the things which seem 
like, and to judge of them by the unvaiying likeness or unlikc- 
ness of internal structure. Such men become the “ powerful 
authorities” who ultimately impose their views on the general 
intelligence of the community, and thus correct impressions 
founded on changeful outAvard resemblances. The men who 
have, more than any others, performed this office for natural 
science are, Aristotle, Linnseus, Cuvier, and Bichard Owen ; 
thiat the number of *‘the migbties” is so small, may, perhaps, 
iKCoant for the slow progress towaref^ a thoroughly comprehen- 
iive, philosophical, and trustworthy system of zoological classifi¬ 
cation, Aristotle was undoubtedly as far ahead of his prede- 

1 Mrs Browning. * Kovam Organiun, lib. i. nph. xlrii. 
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cessors, as Cuvier was of Aristotle. But wlikt a dreary period 
intervened from the time of the Stagirite to the French Baron I 
The progress is both more rapid and more reliable now. It has 
been reserved for a very brief period in the world’s history to 
exhibit advances to an understanding of the structure of the 
human frame, and of its vaned functions, of which the thousands 
of years that preceded it shew us no similar record. So truly is 
this the case, that it may be safely affirmed more has been accom¬ 
plished in acquiring a correct knowledge of the animal kingdom, 
since 1795, tlie year in which Cuvier gave to the world Ids first 
important contribution to natural science, than ever had been in 
the past ages of the world. Jt is no doubt true, tiiat, pnor to 
1795, John Hunter had been working in new fields, and treasur¬ 
ing up observations of the very highest importance, and that 
Abernctliy bad characteristically struck right into the heart of 
Hunter’s investigations and discoveries but great as were these 
labours, and highly important ns were their results, they are to 
be regarded (especially tliose of Hunter) mainly as rough sketches 
of that great field in whicli Cuvier became so liigbly distinguished, 
and in whicli Kichard Owen has become even more so. It is 
impossible to form a just estimate of Owen’s labours, without 
taking into account those of the great French naturalist; for 
though the former stands on ground wholly Ids own, and which 
no other man has before occupied, there can be no doubt of the 
debt widch he owes to the latter—a debt which, ih the candour 
of true science, ho is ever willing to acknowledge. It is with 
them, as with Turner and Claude in painting; Turner is inde¬ 
pendently great, though it is doubtful if) without the works of 
Claude, he would ever have painted tliat marvellous bit of cloud 
which bangs side by side with Claude’s chef dHoeuvre in tlie 
National Gallery. 

The Normandy Tutorship, into which the pecuniary difficul¬ 
ties of Cuviei'^s father forced his earnest, warm-hearted, and 
enthusiastic son, became one of those seemingly trifling events 
which have so often been found to give direction to the whole 
after-life of celebrated men. And nothing illustrates so fully the 
existence of that beneficent net-work of Pi-ovidence, in the midst 
of which each man stands as a centre, acted upon and influenced 
by circumstances in themselves little worthy of notice. Thus, 
the cuttlefish found on the shore at Fecamp, and the terebratu- 
lidsQ, cast up by workmen in 1791, from local fossiliferous strata, 
guided Cuvier to those two aspects of his great work, with which 
his name will ever be a83qf.'iated—the anatomy of molluscan 
animals, and the study of palseontology in the light of living 

^ Hanter died in 1793, tho yoitr in which Ahemetby pnblished bis '* Snrgteal 
and Physiological Essays." 
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organisms. He in short, found a thoroughly scientific basts 
for the study of zoology; and, at the same time, a key to the 
structure and the habits of those varied forms of old world life, 
whose remains the rocks have hid in their hearts for millions of 
years, in order that they might tell to this generation the won¬ 
drous story of the ways of the Great Creator, when no human 
eye looked on them. Previously to the time of Cuvier the litera¬ 
ture of natural history (using the term in the general Baconian 
sense as, “ The History of the Works and Arts of Nature,”) was, 
as described by Bacon, nothwithstanding the great achievements 
of Linnreus, only a rSap of fables, antiquities, quotations, frivo¬ 
lous disputes, philology, ornaments, and table-talk.”^ A select 
company, both in Britain and on the Continent, had, no doubt, 
broken away from all this, and were earnestly at work breaking 
popular idols, and letting the light of true science in upon that 
huge system of superstition, which un avaricious priesthood de¬ 
lighted to foster and mako capital ofj and whicli Pi-otestantisin, 
though interested in its removal, and unwilling to countenance 
it, was yet too ill-instructed in the natural sciences to be able to do 
anything very effective in rescuing the people from it. The pub¬ 
lication of the “Regno Animal” (1817) may be considered the 
climax of Cuvier's labours. He was then forty-six, in the height 
of his fame, and in the rich, ripe vigour of his mind, lie died 
in 1832. Six years previously, Owen had entered otHcially into 
that path in which Cuvier had walked with such success; and 
had commenced investigations, which were soon to result in most 
valuable additions to our knowledge of tho works of God, in 
opening up new sources of pleasure to the naturalist, and in 
snowing that zoology, is not only one of the most fascinating of 
the sciences, but one of the most useful likewise. 

Richard Owen was born at Lancaster, on the 20th July 1804. 
We may pass over his early years, and need do no more than 
refer to his studies in London, and his apprenticeship to an 
apothecary and practitioner in his native town. In 1824, he 
matriculated in Edinburgh, where, in the class-room behind the 
Old High School, the foot of Infirmary Street, he attended 
the extra-Academical Lectures of Dr Barclay, the most accom¬ 
plished teacher of comparative anatomy of his day, and the author 
of the well-known treatise “ On Life and Organisation,” a work 
which, from the fine Ghj^tian spirit *which pervades it, from the 
breadth of view shewn by its author in dealing with the pecu¬ 
liarly difficult questions discussed, and from the thorough ex¬ 
posure which it gives of the absuxdijies of materialism, can nut 
only stand the test of advanced science, but can claim a place 
above many recent works on the some subjects. After leaving 

’ loBtanr. Mag., p. i., 1. il., c. iii. 
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Edinburgb, Owen returned to London, and renewed bis inti- 
niacj with hi's former fnend and preceptor, Abemetlij. It will 
be in the memory of as many of our readers as are acquainted 
with the Life of Abemethy,” by his admiring pupil Macil- 
wain/ how much Owen was indebted to the dashing and eccen¬ 
tric physician, in being put in tho position fitted, aboVe all 
others, to give scope to his great talents. 

“ And here,” says Macilwain, we must pause, to record one of 
our numerous obligations to the perceptivity and justice of Abor- 
nethy. We have formerly observed, that at the very commencement 
of life, he had been accustomed to inculcate the importance of study¬ 
ing comparative anatomy and physiology, in order to obtain clear 
views of tho functions of man; but all arrangements made with this 
view, from tho time of Mr Hunter onwards, though varying in degree, 
still were ineflicient. It was next to an impossibility to combine an 
availing pursuit of a science, which combines an inquiry into the 
structure and functions of the whole animal kingdom, with the daily 
exigencies of an anxious profession. 

When Mr Owen had completed his education, his thoughts were 
directed to a surgeoncy in tho navy, as combining a professional ap¬ 
pointment with tho possibility of pursuing, with increased oppor¬ 
tunities of observation, his favourite study. Fortunately for science, 
he went to Aberncthy, who requested Jiim to pause. He said, * You 
know the hospital v^ll not have any but apprentices. Macartney .left 
on that account. Stay,* said he, * and allow me to think the matter 
over.’ This resulted in his proposing to the Council bf the College of 
Surgeons (1820) that there should be a permanent Professor of Com¬ 
parative Anatomy, and that tho appointment should be ^ven to Mr 
Owen. 

* Memoirs of John Aberncthy, F,R.S. By George Macilwain, F.R.C.S. 2 
vols. London: Hurst and Blackett, 1853. In these Tolnmcs the contrast 
between John Hunter and John Aberncthy, is exceedingly well put. Hunter, 
plodding and cirenmspcct; ever in search of facts, and satisfied witli them when 
found. Abemetliy, ca])ablc of as much indnstry and earnest pains-taking ap¬ 
plication ; but so soon as facts were found, hastening to set them in practical 
relation to other facts, us if impatient of their isolation. The former contented 
in seeing tho ultimate usefulness of bis discoveries; {he latter dashingly eager 
to force them into immediate use. The one contcsit with the gold in uie 
nugget; the other never satisfftd until he gave it the guinea’s stamp, andm^e 
it coin current. Hunter’s address ever reminded his audience of water pou^ 
from a narrow-necked vessel; j^hemethy’s speech flowed on smoothly and 
easily. “ John Uniiter,” Abcmethy used to say, ** is always thinking f but 
his own thoughts influenced by a lively flincy, were ever seeking expiesnon.. 
Hunter’s most pregnant and suggestive discourses had an eflect on all but the 
select few, like whnt Chntterton ascribed to Johistone’s Irene, when put on the 
stage—pit and gallery welcomed it with a nap, and ** critics snored applause.” 
Abemethy’s lectures, on the contrary, were clear, sparkling, abounding in apt 
illostrationB, and carrying interest to all. “ Never Were two minds so admirab^ 
suited for tho heavy-armra pioneering in science; and the comparatively Hgbfc. 
trooped intellect, which was calcniated to render the first clearing easfly con¬ 
vertible to those practical necessities with which science had to deal. Jlccord- 
ingly we find that Abemetliy very soon extended Mr Hunter’s views, and 
applied them so powerfully, as at least to create the dawnings of a science.” 
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This is smong the msnj proofs of Mr Abornethy’s perception of 
character. Mr Owen bad dissected for lecture; and Aberncthy saw, 
or thought he saw, a peculiar aptitude for more general and enlarged 
anatomical investigation. The whole world now knows how nobly 
the professor has justified the hopes of his talented master. It would 
be out of place for us to attempt a compliment to a man so dis- 

• tinguished in science, wherein the varied pui*suits of a practical pro¬ 
fession allow us to be mere amateurs; neither do we wish to forget 
other gentlemen who have distinguished themselves in this brunch of 
science; but w'e believe that most competent judges allow that the 
celebrated Cuvier has not loft any more fitted to appreciate bis excel¬ 
lence, or who has more contributed to extend that science of which 
the Baron was so distinguished a leader, than Professor Owen.”— 
Vol. ii., p. 242. 

We need only read the list of works at the head of this article 
to see the splendid results to science of Professor Owen’s tliirty 
years* laboni*s in the Hunterian Chair. But the energies of the 
Hunterian Professor w'ere not confined to his special work. He 
lias given the benefit of his services, and the weiglit of his name, 
to most of the recent great movements for sanitary and educa¬ 
tional reform. In 1844-5, he was one of the Conuuissioners for 
inquiring into the sanitary state of large to>Yns and jiopnlous dis¬ 
tricts. In 1848, he was a Commissioner (unpaid) fiir inquiring 
into the sanitary state of the metropolis; and a member of the 
Royal Commislion (unpaid) to inquire into the live and dea{l 
meat markets of London. This Commission resulted, as is well 
known, in the removal of the Smithfield nuisance. At the (ireat 
Exhibition, in 1851, he was chairman of a jury; and, on the 
resignation of Prince Liicien Bonaparte of the cliairrnanship of 
Jmy xi., “ Alimentary Substances,” at the Paris Exliibition Uni- 
vcrselle, in 1855, Professor Oweii was appointed in his stead. 
This Jury was the first to finish their work, and was, w'o believe, 
the only one whose decisions were unchallenged. On the retire¬ 
ment, in 1856, of Sir Henry Ellis from the Chief Librarianship 
of the British Museum, the Govenimcp| very wisely determined 
to place the natural history department under a distinct head 
from the department of antiquities and the library. This led to 
the appointment of Professor Owen to tlie directorsiiip of the 
natural history department. With this office, however, he is 
permitted to combine pispfessional work, and gives an Annual 
Course of Lectures at the Goyernment School of Science, Jer* 
myn Street. 

But let us return to his works, w]^ich indeed are the chief 
events of a scientific man’s life.” Those now under review were 
written dnring the thirty years’ occupancy of the Hunterian 
ProWirship. They are many, and all of great intmeat and 
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value. In studying them, we have more than once been re¬ 
minded of a quarry in one of the Scottish coal-fields, over which 
we have often wandered. Speaking of it recently to a workman, 
he said,' Yes, we have everything here.” Below an alluvial 
deposit several feet deep, and as beautifully stratified in its beds 
of loam, sand, clay, and gravel as the underlying deposits, lie at 
least twelve feet of first-rate freestone. Then there ore seams of 
ironstone nodules and coal, the latter about ono foot thick, rest¬ 
ing on another deposit of freestone twelve feet deep, in which 
unnumbered stigmaria have found a resting place. VVhile at a 
little distance, and maintaining the same direction and degree of 
dip, there occurs a deep deposit of carboniferous limestone, rich 
in corals and the remains of molluscan life. There is some truth 
i'l the workman’s remark. The freestone supplies material for 
house building; the coal yields fuel to the neighbouring hamlet; 
the ironstone nodules arc carted to some distance and calcined; the 
limestone is quarried and employed for agricultural purjioses; and 
thcchnractcristicfossilsyicld abundant interest to geologists, yodng 
and old. What this quarry is to the neighbourhood, Professor 
Owen’s works havo been for years to sages and sciolists—to men 
long skilled in the application and in the literature of science— 
and to young naturalists, eager to attract a public to ilieir theories 
for solving some of the difficult problems conuected with the 
habits, the development, and general biological relations of past 
and present forms of animal life. To one class, especially, havo 
Owen’s works been a rich quarry. But for his writings, many 
so-called “ Handbooks of Science” could not have been written, 
or, if written, would have been given to the public minus their 
moat attractive pages. Without them, too, what would havo been 
the value of many a popular lecture on subjects thoroughly and 
originally discuss^ by Owen ? 

The appointment to the Hunterian Professorship ushered Owen 
into work in which ho was soon to find exercise fur his highest 
powers, and for the application of all liis acquirements in anatomy 
and zoology. Six years after Hunter’s death, the government baa 
purchased the large and peculiarly valuable Hunterian Physiol<^- 
cbI Collection, and, at the request of the higlily accomplished Mr 

. Clift, the conservator of the collection, Mr Owen was assodatad 
with him, with the view of furnishing complete Cataloj^s of de 
varied specimens. The results are welh known and nighlv ba- 
preciatea*^ By the self-denying labours of Mr CUft, and ue 
devotion to science of Professor Owen, the Honterian Collectioa 

^Catilogne of Pathological Specimens, a vols., 1880. Of Honsten and Mai* 
formations, 1881* Of Katnral Hlstoiy Preparations, 8 vois., 1883, 1834, 1838. 
Of Preparations reladug to Generation and Development, a vols., 1840. And, 
before rrof^r Owen mft the Museum of the College of Surgeons Aurbis pie- 
seut ofBoe, ne had finished the Catalogne of Ifonter^ Posdll. 
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is now £tted to accoomlish such a work in Britain as the maji^ 
nificent collection of Cuvier, iu the Museums of the Janlin des 
Plantes, has lon^ done in France. Both of these collections, 
though differing in their leading feature, are well fitted to guide 
in the only aare way for the study of natural science—that of 
observation and comparison. Messrs Clifb and Owen met with 
difficulties, in fairly entering on their work, analogous to those 
which opposed themselves to Cuvier, when he, in the well known 
incident, found'himself surrounded by broken pieces of many 
hundreds of skeletons of more than twenty distinct species of 
animals, heaped tip in a confused mass around him.” In his 
case, the difficulty was to separate bone from bone, to classify 
these, and to build up the skeletons of animals whose species had 
perished from the earth. But this difficulty discouraged liini 
not. On the contrary, it tended to develope his zeal for science, 
and to give full scope to his great acquirements, llis success 
made him famous. Years after, as we shall see, Owen was to 
accomplish something in the same department even more re¬ 
markable. But what we now refer to is, the unsatisfactory con¬ 
dition in which the Hunterian Preparations in Comparative 
Anatomy were found. The dissected animals were before them, 
but under forms wholly, and as it would have seemed to most 
men, hopelessly, unlike the originals. But if tlieso were to be 
pressed into the service of science, if they were to be turned to 
those practicaL*purposeB in theoretical and in applied science for 
which they were onginally designed by their illustrious collector; 
the species of animal needed to be determined, the relation of 
one prep^tion to another indicated, and to each the distinctive 
name affixed. There was only one way in which this could be 
satisfactorily done; and we need only mention it to suggest 
Owen’s extensive attainments, breadth of view, great power of 
minute observation, and large sa^city. * It was necesaary to 
have such a correct knowledge of me stmctural and functional 
characteristics of the living creatures, represented by the wholly 
altered dissected specimens, as to be able to identify them sever¬ 
ally with these. The triumph over the difficulty reads us a 
lesson in industry, perseverance, and zeal in the cause of truth. 
And here we may notice what seems to ns an outstanding feature 
of Owen’s works. He is peculiarly successful in the use he 
makes of hypothesis and of generalization. The progress of his 
ikyonrite sciences, during the last ten years, bears testimony to 
this. Skill in making hypothesis a stepping stone to the bring¬ 
ing oat of facts and the discovery o^^neral laws, marks the pos¬ 
session of the highest type of mind. For the thousands who 
woA oa»inarltmiously in making observations, conducting ex¬ 
periment^ and recording resnk^ we will not be able 4o reckon 

It. 
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the tens who have the power to arrange these into distinct 
groups, or who, while drawing irom them thus brought together 
some clearly determined meaning, can 'discover in them a foun¬ 
dation for hypotheses for the solution of difficulties still connected 
with them. Thus hypothesis becomes a natural starting point 
for further investigation, and a ground of hope for fiiture dis¬ 
covery. The statement of the hypothesis forms a rallying point: 
all who question it seek for facts opposed to it, whiile all who 
accept it labour for its corroboration. The rivalries of science 
help on the progress of knowledge, and the antagonistic action of 
individual minds results in harmony, by the establishment of 
some great truth. The works under review abound in illustra¬ 
tions of this. Some of these we may have occasion to notice as 
we proceed. 

In presenting to our readers a general outline of Professor 
Owen’s contributions to science, we shall not follow them in the 
order of time in which they were given to the public; because, 
though this method has advantages, as showing the growth ofhis 
views and the various steps by which he has readied a point so 
high above his fellows, toe advantage is more than counter¬ 
balanced by the repetitions which wodd he unavoidable. Nos 
shall we attempt to look at all the magnificent additions he has 
made to science. This would neither consist with the space 
allotted to us, nor with tlie popular ch^cter of our sketch. The 
first contribution to which we wish to direct coiisiderahle attention 
is that on PaHhenogenesis—a term used to indicate the propaga¬ 
tion of some of the simplest forms of life, and of certain insects by 
virgin mothers. And as the Hunterian Lectures on “ The Com¬ 
parative Anatomy and Fliysiology of the Invertebrate Animals ” 
ri843) fitly supply a basis for the difficult and deeply interesting 
aisGussions on Parthenogenesis, we shall glance at some of them. 
The correct appreciation in the introductory lectures, of the 
proper work of anatomy in its illations to physiology, gives 
rich promise of the interest of the investigations, opens up th^e 
authoi^s breadth of view, and illustrates the importance and. 
difficulty of the discussions. * 

Comparative Anatomy,” he says, fulfils only part of its se^iees 
to Physiology, if studied exclusively in relation to thh varietieil 
given orgpn in different animals. The co|abinatlon8 of all^ 
stitvent organa in one animal must likewise he studied; and 
oombinaVions, with the principles governing them, or the correlalibns.ef 
organs, must be traced and compared in all their varieties thronghoaC 
the animal kingdom.” * 

This is illustrated; by tracing the progressive compficarions ofd^ib . 
heart, from its first appearance as ^liinpletdoriad iMssel tip te V 
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the dicGBUS (two cavitied) heart of the higher types of animals, 
and by pointing out its peculiar functions in such a form of life 
as the snail. Its existence in the fish is shown to fulfil one 
purpose, and in the snail another— 

** Id the snail it is so placed in reference to the breathing organ, 
that it receives the aerated blood from that organ and propels it to 
the system; it is an organ for the circulation of arterial blood, in 
other words, a systemic heart. The bipartite structure of the central 
organ of circulation, compared with lower or higher conditions of tiie 
same organ, could never have taught that fact; the knowledge of it 
necessitates and pre-supposes a knowledge of the relation of the heart 
to the lungs. In the fish the bipartite heart is so connected with the 
breathing organs, that it transmits exclusively to them the blood 
which the auricle receives from the veins of the body; it is an organ 
for the circulation of venous blood, in other words, a pulmonic heart.'* 

Thus the need of a Knowledge of the laws of correlation of 
organic structures,'* in order to the snccessful pursuit of any of 
the highest brandies of Zoology, and thus the need, likewise, of 
an acquaintance with Zoology, in order to the profitable applica¬ 
tion of comparative anatomy. The necessity for the combined 
knowledge of these two great departments of natural history 
grows, as, might be expected, as the range of discovery widens, 
and as collateral branches of scienco devclopc, because a more 
complex system of dassi^cation becomes necessary—a system 
whose leading Wtures are found in structural peculiarities. A 
natural system, paving for its basis certain great, patent char¬ 
acteristics, however well adapted for the infancy of a science or 
for assisting non-scientific readers, must fail to satisfy all who 
carry their investigations into minute questions as to organic 
structures and functions. It is soon found that acquaintance 
with these break in upon, disturb, or overturn the generaliza¬ 
tions of a natural system. Thus Aristotle’s division of animals 
into blood-having and bloodless was found unsatisfactory, when 
it was discoverea that many of the latter class possessed as true 
blood, tbougfa differing in colour, as the so-called sanguineous 
species; and though this led to the Linnsean modification of red- 
blooded and white-blooded animals, it did not long satisfy the 
requirements of science. It was reserved for Cuvier to enunciate 
a system of classification, in which zoology and comparative 
Anatomy were to be so linked together as to supply the founda- 
,^aibr a theozy, in which the names employed are rdntively 
lifyljgestive of mstinctions in structure and in fiinctions. We 

afiemards refer to the very im^rtant modifications which 
Owen has made on the system of Cuvier, By the 

the tdv^^tions of the comparative 
eairiad into mds long hidden from him, 
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and we can now listen to his descriptions of the structare and 
habits of forms of lifej so wondrously minute, that a single drop 
of water may form a world for a dwelling place of about five 
hundred millions of them.^ With such groups of microscopic 
life the opening Lectures on the Comparative Anatomy of me 
Invertebrate are occupied. The covering of some of them is 
shown to be thin transparent skin; that of others a shell of pure 
colourless silex, as varied in its markings as the shells of well- 
known mollusca. The modes by ‘which a succession of species 
is kept up among creatures so minute, sup^y some of the most 
interesting subjects of zoological study. Professor Owen has 
done much to let light in upon these, and he has pointed out 
striking correspondences between the development of infusoria 
and that^ of the ovum of higher animals. Keferring to these 
analogies of structure, he says :— 

** Vibratile cila—their sole organs of locomotiot}—are the first 
actively moving parts with which the mammifefous ovum is endowed,* 
with which, therefore, we ourselves commence life. They are re¬ 
tained througliout life os an essential part of the organization of a 
very extensive Uxict of our internal mucous membranes.’* 

This hint has proved a fertile source of speculation, and has led 
to discussions of the most important kind. 

In treating of Entozoa, or internal parasites, groups them 
under two great classes—Cmlelmintha, or worms with a true 
abdominal cavity ; and Sterelmintha, or worms destitute of this, 
that is, with a solid body. The investigations on Entozoa are 
conducted in a fine spiint:— 

In creatures,” he says, surrounded by and having eveiy part of 
their absorbent surface in contact with the absorbent and vitalized 
juices of higher animals, one might likewise have anticipated littfb 
complexity and less variety of organisation. Yet the workmanship 
of the Divine Artificer is sufficiently complicated and marvellous In 
these outcasts, as they may be termed, of the Animal Kingdom, . 
exhaust the utmost skill and patience of the anatomist in unravelling 
their structure, and the greatest acumen and judgment In the pfayshiH*. 
legist in determining the functions and- analogiea of the struotu^wjer 
discovered.” ' . - ' . ■ 

The simplest and lowest forms of Enfpzoa are the 
—mere headless ba^, as the name implies—rconaisting of V 
globular or oval vessS filled with fluid, and varying ifi ^ze' 
a pea tothat ofachild^shead. .Thevhavethepow^ofpixipa^t- 
ing their species by discliar^ng smaller acephafojj^ firom &e.j^a|^' 
or inner surfaco of the parent cyst. ..^ese.^lg^i^vpQ^ 

* the Mmu 
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of hj another of the entozoa (Echinoccus)f higher in the scale of 
organization, which uses them in tlie same way that the hermit 
crab (Pagurus) does the Univalve into wdiich no creeps without 
ceremony, but with a firm instinct that in his -case might makes 
right. We have next a review of the genus Cystecercus, one 
species of which {^Cystecercus Celluloso}) is occasionally deve¬ 
loped in. the human subject. It has been met with in the eye, 
the brain, the substance of the heart, and the voluntary muscles 
of the body.” Then there arc. the different species of Taenia, 
one of which loves no subject but a British one, while another 
has a peculiar fancy for the intestines of the Sclave. Will none 
of our ethnologists take a hint here, Ond astonish the world 
with yet another theory on a plurality of races, luiscd on the 
tastes of the Cestoidean Entozoa ? Some of the existing theories 
have foundations far less reliable than one w*hich might be found 
in the facts relating to the habitats of the tape worm ! 

But we must leave.the deeply instructive lectures on the 
‘anatomy of the Invertebrata. We have touched only on so much 
of them as might be held to bring us to the edge of our remarks 
on Parthenogenesis. The lectures arc so well known that a 
fuller analysis of them is unnccessaiy. They abound in illustra¬ 
tions of Professor Owen’s varied accomplishments, and exhibit liis 
finely -reverent spirit as he meets in his researches with abound¬ 
ing evidences Qf the wisdom, power, and goodness of the Creator. 
The discoveries of the olrl naturalists are duly estimated—light 
is let in upon the absurdities of materialistic views—systems of 
classification are corrected—species are distinguished by features 
which continue unvarying, and the anatomist brings into eom- 
jnon view those^cstimonies to the manifold wisdom of Gorl, 
which, in their very nature, lie hid from unscientific observes. 
Science thus becomes what she should ever be, both the true 
promoter of a practical and useful knowledge of the forms, living 
or dead, around us, and the handmaid to a trustworthy natural 
theology. 

The phenomena to which we have referred under the name 
of Partnenogenesis, applied to them by Owen, and which are 
variously characterised by other naturalists as Alternations of 
Generations {Generations weokselsjn Digencsis, Gcneageiiesis, 
etc., when first made known gave rise to many wild theories in 
the literature of speculative science. Dreama of spontaneous 
and ei^uivocal generiltion, and of transmutation of species, which 
Christian naturalists had hoped were long ago buried out of 
sight, and less likely, as knowMj^ aslvancea, ever to be revived, 
aaddeniy ailose to claim the attention of men. Even right- 
hea^r^' ‘men oj^ science were fitnnd willing to dissuade their 
ffioii Mtari;g(ou8 brethren ftom they held to be attempts 
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to penetrate into the tnystcries as to generation which the 
Oi'cator never intended to make plain to man. They forgot 
that, in placing man amid His manifold works, God set no 
other limit to his knowledge of them than* that which is, and 
ever must be, found in the limited and imperfect faculties of the 
most accomplished. But while the works and their constituted 
interpreter remain together, the interpreter must labour to 
understand their meaning, to penetrate their mystenes, and to 
unravel tlieir secrets. “ The works of the Lord arc great, sought 
out of all them that have pleasure therein.” It seems strong 
that, even wlien we have come to enjoy the fruits of the scientmc 
research of past generations, during wliich it was discouraged 
or regarded with suspicion by the Church, there should still be 
found the same suspicions of science, and the same readiness to 
discourage it as hostile to faith, or perilous to the Infallible 
Word! Now, we cannot over-estimate the advantage both to 
natural scicMice and natural tlieology, in having at such crises 
men like Owen. Their firm persuasion that all the works of. 
the God of Nature are in complete harmony with the views 
which he lias given of Himself in Ilis Word wijl lead them to 
weigh calmly, and in the spirit of a true philosophy, the pheno- 
tnena held cither to be suggestive of new forms of error or cor¬ 
roborative of old ones. Tlieir broad sagacity, ever on the alert 
lor givnt truths, as the result of many minute and faithfully 
painstaking observations, will fit them fur fully appreciating the 
seemingly contradictoiy statements of students destitute of their 
large power of generalization. They will bo able to trace the 
apparent antagonisms, seen only by inferior minds, to some 
centre of liarmony, which shall seem as tiioroughly consistent 
with the rigid demands of science as with the claims of Scrip¬ 
tural truth. And thus, by their commanding influence, a reliable 
platform is revealed from which minds but lately at variance 
can sot out with the view of further discovcjy. The Lectures 
on Partheno^ncsis, now under review, supply a notable illustra¬ 
tion of this. We do not believe we arc underrating the valnable 
labours of other accomplished naturalists in this field when vfe 
affirm, that we ore mcunly indebted to Owen for the recent rapid 
increase of knowledge as to the -condition, habits, stmetare^ and 
modes of propagation of tho forms of life mainly associated with 
tliis subject. Something had been donediefore; but the pecoliatlj 
valuable, and profoundly interesting contributions of Van Beme- 
den, Siebold, Kolliker, Quatrefages, Huxley, etc., have been made 
since 1349, when Owen's Parthenogenesis *’ was published- 
Having made this statement, we do not intend in the follosring 
outline to confine bur remarks to the volume Tipw.re&i^ la : 
We wish rather to lay before pur r^dera a rough 
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of the interesting topics which have tnrned up in the investiga¬ 
tions and discussions connected with the phenomena. 

The distinction between mere existence and life has been 
more or less defini^ly felt by naturalists rather than clearly seen. 
While, however, seeking after an exact definition of the differ¬ 
ence, or while proceeding on the belief that it is well marked 
and understoocl, they have used modes of expression in whicli 
the distinction is entirely lost sight of. If wc might hazard a 
statement of the difference, we would say, that existence simply 
implies inert being, whereas life supposes the presence of an 
active power which, in virtue of a present force inherent and 
self possessed, acts in the way of growth, of sustained vital 
action, of change from a lower to a higher form, and of trans¬ 
formation. This definition may be broken up into two parts; 
one of w'liich will include vegetation, and some of those beings 
which constitute the connecting links between animals and 
plants; and the other, every form of animal life. Chemical, 
structural, and functional peculiarities form the basis for this 
subdivision. ' The materialistic attempts to confound the two 
have generally been associated with one of two things—cither 
ignorance of those sciences which supply the basis for a philoso¬ 
phical definition, or a class of motives whose presence must bo 
held to vitiate their alleged scientific findings, or to cast suspi¬ 
cion on their assertions.^ Again, it is much more clinractonstic 
of the age than many who charge it with mere surface work in 
all things are willing to admit, to fall back on first principles— 
to test observation, not by theoiy or by prevalent notions of 
general laws, but by repeated observation; to subject to thomugh 
analysis alleged discoveries; and to strive after a deeper insight 
into the forces which regulate organic and inorganic beings. 
We rejoice in this, oven though we see the tendency to isolate 
fiivounte pursuits, and thus to miss the correcting or modifying 
influences of phenomena associated with other pursuits. This 
prevailing characteristic will not fail to shelter the Church from 
the effects of the crude speculations of imaginative, would-bc 
savants, and it will clear the onward path of science, by laying 
such firm and reliable foundations for research, for theory, and 
for wise bypotliesis, as will not make it necessaiy to take one 
step back for every two made in advance, in order to remove the 
rubbish which gathers iifrthe way.' We meet with this present 
tendency to fall backton first principles, and to seek information 
on the beginning of things in alt the natural scibnees. In 
B<{t^ we see it in Ihe mcreaunjdj great attention which is 
bet^ mtowed on vegetaUe pbjridogy; in geology it has led 
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to innamerable discussions on what in truth j^logy has nothing 
to do with, the creation of the world; and in chemistry we have 
not a few revivals of speculations which look very like those old 
theories of final causes, which Bacon characterised as barren and 
profitless. But in no department of natural .science is this ten¬ 
dency so broadly marked as in that which deals with the doctrine 
of generation. The questions, what is life ? what is vital force ? 
what is growth? and is growth and generation one and the 
same ? ^ arc being put with an earnestness which, if it find not 
a satisfactory answer on the trustworthy basis of observation 
and induction, will not fail to find one In the imagination of the 
observer. The anatomist sees a new field opening up to him, 
wider than any into which his predecessors had ^nc, and also 
more intensely interesting fi'om the very difficulty in conducting 
his researches on the lowest forms of organic Leing, and from 
tho novel and, in many cases, startling transformations through 
which many of them pass—transformations in order to develops 
inent, in which each modification of constitution and of structure 
supplies new material on which to try his skill, and hints ever 
fix:8iily recurring of tnoro wondrous things than those in tho 
midst of which he stands, by inclination not loss a worshipper 
of the Creator than a man of science." To the physiologist also, 
tho field is not less interesting and attractive. He can follow 
the various forms, from the ceil mass up to the jicrfect animal, 
and observe tlie modifications of action ocenrring in connection 
with modifications in strncture, and with the apparent halts which 
take place in the march of some well-marked object—halts 
during which, what he may have recently regarded as tho perfect 
growth of one creature, passes into another form on which he 
had looked as a member of a distinct species,- and which, as such, 

4 

1 “ Wolf long ago tnuglit that the bud waa identical with the seed; bnt no 
one, I believe, has carried tliis doctrine to its legitimate conclusion, namelj, 
that generation is only a fortu of growtli.”—S€a^Sldt Stvdiet. By G. H. Lewes. 
Blackwood and Sons. The w’ork now referred to is another testimony to tho 
varied nccumplishnicnts of the author of the ** Biographical History of Vhllo- 
Bophv.*’ It is full uf interest, ahonnding in ^phic sketched and fnll of aea* 
aiac life pictures. In every way, outside and inside, it is a most attracUve 
book. ^icntiAcally, w'c have luore than once missed a link in the chain of 
observation, and liave been constrained to jot down opposite several statements 
notprown. Wc, at the same time, dissent from MrLenres'a theory as to the 
identity of growth and generation. While to uon-scicntific readers the esepree-' 
Kion will be suggestive uf error, to men of science it will seem only fitted to 
hide the ackiiowle^d difficulty, without bringing them any nearer a true 
solution. e 

s t^lmogiusaa lily producing a butterfly, and the bntterfly in tnm producing 
a lily, and yon woiua scarcely invent a gwter marvel than this prodnetion. 
mediun ((Vom a Campannlarian Mype) has to its fim discoverers. Kay, tbd 
marvel must go Anther still; the lily must first produce a wh^e bed of ullea 
like its own fair self, before giving birth to. the butterfly, and this butterfly mUSt 
Hoparato itself into a crowd of ontterfiles before givugbinh 
Lewes, ut ivpra, 
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had found a distinct place in the nomenclature of science. Tlio 
observations of Professor Owen, among the forms of life now 
referred to, have been varied, valuable, and full of interest. 
The student of natural theology will find much worthy of notice 
if he will penetrate, with Owen as a guide, into a department of 
scientific investigation, which may be truly said to reveal evi¬ 
dences of the wisdom and power of the Creator, not surpassed, 
if equalled, by anything he will meet with among tlic highest 
forms of animal life. The researches to whicli we now allude 
assume two aspects, one of Avhich we would limit to questions 
tpuching the constitution and analogies of .the primary germ cell 
animal or vegetable, that is embryology, properly so called; the 
other we would associate with the development of the embryo, by 
the differentiation of tjiat which was originally a liomogeneous 
mass, Jn the latter case, we would not look for explanations 
of the causes of this difierentiation, but would simply ask the 
naturalist to watch its action, in order that we may liavc a 
trustworthy record of its stages, and be thus enabled to classify 
these, so that different forms of life may be kept distinct, and 
offspring linked up with their true parents. The results of this 
would be interesting to all. The man of science Avould be thank¬ 
ful for getting rid of much prevailing confusion, and the general 
reader would rejoice in the discovery, on the one band, of the 
thoughts of God as the great Creator and Preserver of all tilings, 
by the marvellous wisdom exhibited in the existing modes for the 
propagation of species; and, on the othet hand, by tlio increasing 
revelation of the general harmony of plan whicli obtains among a 
class of organic beings which, until very lately, were not known 
to exist, and which are even yet but imperfectly understood. 
This is the true work of the naturalist, as the interpreter of 
nature. And how fruitful of the riches of knowledge it comes 
to be to all; while to the. Christian philosoplicr it is suggestive 
of those treasures which, as the fruits of his study, he may year 
after year lay on the altar of love as his testimony to the mani¬ 
fold wisdom hf God. The prevailing harmony which led God to 
call all things good would also appear unto man. For unto God 
the many-stringed lyre of creation is in perfect tune, and unto 
Him it has, ever since the sons of God rdoiced at the birth of 
time, sent forth sweetest melody. All thy works praise Thee 
O God." But creation has not seemed thus to man. A few of 
the leading struigs of the mighty lyre have appeared to sound Sidly, when touched by the hands of those whosS hearts are 

t with God, and whose faces, dike the face of the sweet 
iringer 6f Israel, pictured 4>n soiiie of our old Bibles, are turned 
towards the serene, de^ blue overj^^ad, as if to them the place 
of otert^ calm was surely beyond, *Bat it has not been thus 
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with all. One string and another has been believed to be out of 
tune. This is shown not to be so, and the lyre will increasingly 
send fortli its full rolling harmony, in proportion as our know¬ 
ledge of the w'orks of God increases, and as the students of 
science grow, not in knowledge only^ but in faith and love also. 
The work goes on. Wise men are hastening from the east 
and the west, from the north and from the south, to lay their 
gifts of gold, of frankincense, and of myrrh at the feet of Him 
wlio was born in Bethlehem, because by ‘‘ Him also the worlds 
W'ore made.” 

Witliout entering into the deeply instructive discussions on 
^^TJie Cell Theory,” which meet us in all recent treatises on 
Animal and Vegetable Physiologj’’, we would refer our readers 
to the able article of 3ilr Huxley, already mentioned, which con¬ 
tains the clearest exposition of the subject we have met with. 
Meanwhile, the proBtuhle result of these discussions may be stated 
thus:—Vital plienomena arc not necessarily preceded by 
organisation,” but organisation is the effect of life already im- 
])arted—already present. If we ask what is that force which is 
])otontial to dovolopmcnt, to increase, to growth properly so called, 
we arc led to the very edge of creation; the existence of cause is 
suggested, and wo arc made to feel that, though as to the tnie 
nature of that, there is but a hair’s Licadth between us and perfect 
knowledge—full revelation of the great mystery^ into \rhich the 
mightiest intellects of earth have earnestly desired to penetrate; 
yet wc cannot, it is nof in the nature of things that we ever 
should, ])ass over this narrow threshold and stand on the same 
]>latform with the Fountnin of Life, where the light shineth, and 
where tliei'e arc no shadows, no mykteries, for He knoweth all 
things. In science tlien, as in grace, the distinct recognition of 
the personality of God, as the primal source of being, is thrust 
on us at that point at whicli mind cannot penetrate further, even 
while it feels that therc is much to be known beyond; a point, 
then, at which those of noblest faculties are constrained to ac¬ 
knowledge their littleness, weakness, and ignoihnce. “The 
ablest, endeavours,” says Owen, finely, “ to penetrate to the 
beginning of tilings do hut cany us, when most successful, a few 
steps noaier that beginning, and then leave ns on the verge of a 
boundless ocean of the unknown truth, dividing the secondary 
or subordinate phenomena in the chatti of causation from the 
First Great Cause.” ^ # 

The Ledtures on Parthenogenesis deal mainly with Owen’s 
views of generation, reproduction, and development of certain 
lower forms of life. He shows that, in the animal kingdom, re-, 
production implies the existence of a nucleated cell, ^led the 

^ Parthenogensiia, p. a. 
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germinal vesicle or seed receptacle; and another such cell, called 
the sperm cell, the product of which is the spermatozoon” or 
life-containing seed. These, when brought toother, form the 
primary step in animal life. This product, the germ moss, under¬ 
goes certain metamorphoses. It may, for example, die,' and in 
Its death minister to the life of a being higher tlian itself.” But 
Owen propounds a theoiy of very great moment as to some of 
the phenomena belonging to the matters now referred to. lie 
alleges that all the germ mass may not be required for the foi^ 
mation of the characteristic animal body. Certain of the de¬ 
rivative genn cells may remain unchanged, and become included 
in that body which has been composed of their metamorphosed 
and diversely combined or ponRuent brethren.” These again 
may, in certain circumstances and under certain conditions, result 
in the realisation of the same animal, ns in the case of Aphis, 
without passing again through the simple process implied in the 
formation of that body into which they had passed. 

Cells predominate in the tissue of the vegetable kingdom, 
the lower members of which consist exclusively of them, and 
have been thence called ‘platttsD cellularcs;’ the lowest of all 
consist of a single nucleated cell. Tlic animal kingdom starts 
from the same elemcntaiy beginning.” The lowest form here 
traced is the Gregarinay a parasite which infects the internal 
cavities of insects and worms. Then, rising higher, wc have 
certain, so-called polygastric infusoria, in which secondary cells 
are seen forming special organs, as for digestion, etc. In some 
of these a process is observed in which the divisions of the germ 
cell seem to force each other to positions cqui-distant, and tliese 
in time separating, form dfstinct individuals. Tliis is reproduc¬ 
tion by spontaneous fissioift In the hydra or fresh-water polype, 
^ the progeny of the primary impregnated germ cell, retained 
unaltered in the body, may set up the same actions as those to 
which they owed their own origin.” Thus, the nucleated cells 
which are funned around the adhering foot of hydra fmea^ })ush 
out buds in which a centre of assimilation is formed, couununi- 
cating for a season with the stomach of the parent. This com- 
mnnication is afterwards closed, and the result is a perfect polype. 
This is propagation gemmination, and differs from develop¬ 
ment ah oro, ^ause in this case the impregnated germ cell is 
included in the body of the parent and not in a chorion or egg 
covering. “ me hyd ra ,80 developed may propagate again by 
VkOy ana these two kinds oif generation mav alternate indefinitely.” 
Borne of these simple forms of IHe pass tnrough several changes, 
at each of which a disrinct i^vidoal appears. ^ Thus we have 

entozoon (one of the daas characterised their 
sontoridl pom), saccessiveljr MSiitflii^ the form of a ^garina, 
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a Cercaria, and a DIstoma.” We have Medussa producing Hydra 
Tvbaj this again a Strobila, which in its tom produces a Medusa, 
So with Echinus. Prof. Muller found in the sea^ at Heligoland, 
a transparent acalephoid animalcule, which he called PlitUusparor 
doxiem"^ This changed into the ophiuraor brittle starfish, while 
another kind of Flutcus passed into an Echinus. These are 
some of the mysterious revolutions of the wheels of life, which 
Owen has long watched with so much advantage. The same 
{dicnomena are met with among certain insects. It finds a strik¬ 
ing illustration among the Aphides or plant-lice. The eggs arc 
deposited in the leaf axils, and in spring wingless six-footed 
larvm are developed from them. These again will produce a auo 
cession of broods without any connection with the males. If the 
virgin progeny he kept apart, the parthenogenesis, or true virgin 
hirtii, will go on even to the eleventh generation. A provision is 
thus made for their intiltinlication tonii extent scarcely credible. In 
Lecture XVIIL of the Comparative Anatomy of the Invertebrata, 
Owen hns made the following calculation of the rate of increase 

The Aphis lamyeru produces each year ten viviparous broods, 
and one which Is oviparous, and each generation averages 100 
individuals. 

1st generation. 1 aplils produces 
2d 100. 
3d n 10,000. 
4th )> 1,000,000. 
5th 100,000,000. 
Gth n 10,000,000,000. 
7th if 1,000,000,000,000. 
8th a 100,000,000,000,000. 

10,000,000f00(),000,000. nth a 

10th it 1,000,000,000,000,000,000. 
If the oviparous generation be added to this, you will have a 
thirty times greater result,” p. 235. As might have been antici¬ 
pated, many theories have been advanced with the view of 
accounting fur the now undoubted virgin-birth discovered among 
the animals to which we have referred. The theory of Owen, 
which has been severely tested, and which continues as the only 
satisfactory one, has already been mentioned. His explanation 
is, that “ the primary or parent germ c^ll has equally mvided Ua 
spermatic virtue among its countless prageDy.” Again, he eaya, 

the condition which renders this seemingly strange and mys* 
terious genemtion of an embryo without present c<Sua, poaiible^ 
is the retention of a portion ^f the germ mfaa ondumgecL’* 

The L^urea on Parthenogenesia gave & strong impetus to 
the investigationa now under review, and ngg^sted coU^ 
tend researches of groat importanee^ We-Can now |QUowthe 
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different stages of development tlirongh which some of these 
creatures pass, and marie with certainty the influence which 
modifications of form have both on their habits and habitats. 
The propagation of Gregarina forms one of the most curious and 
wonderful episodes of animal life. Its structui'o is of the simplest 
kind, consisting of a single cell filled with granular matter. In 
shape it is elongated oval, and its only mode of motion in its 
strange dwelling-place—the intestinal canal of the eartli worm— 
is by a process of contraction and orpansion of its substance. 
When Gregarina is going to throw oft* a progeny, two animals 
meet, change their shape from elongated oval to hemispheric, 
and then coalesce in one sphere. From this mass, thus perfectly 
united or rather amalgamated, a numerous family is tluwn off 
in minute particles. These are held to be embryo Gregarina^ 
The next point in the development is not so clearly made out, 
because the ci'eature must migrate into another dwelling. But 
the form in which it is supposed wc next meet with it is one 
which, in. its turn, passes through several stages, until it reaches 
its highest as Cercaria, a tiny, active, unresting crcatui*e, with 
triangular-looking head, weAl marked internal vesicles, and tail. 
It next loses its tail, enters the pupa state, finds its way into tho 
body of the snail, and is met with there as Distoma—tiie full 
grown Trematode entozoon. 

The migration of many of the entozoa forms a subject of much- 
interest. It has been ^lly illustrated in connection with tlio 
development of cestoid worms. In the liver of tlic rat and 
mouse a small creature is found (Cysiicercits fasciolarifi)^ which 
must pass into the body of another animal before it can attain to geffect growth, and has been clearly traced by Dr Nelson, 

iebold, and others, as the tape worm of the cat (Tuiuia crasd- 
eolis). The death of the one animal is thus necessary, in order 
that another living within it may pass into a higher form of life. 
Again, cestoids inhabiting snaiU, etc., on which different birds 
feed, are found as fully developed Taenia in the elementary canals 
of the vertebrata which thus prey upon them. As this question of 
migration comes to be more understood, we will meet increasingly 
wiUi mysteries of being in quarters which, until lately, were not 
regarded at all. Ana as the work of discovery proceeds, now 
material for admiration and praise will be brought out before all 
who take pleasure in seeking out the works or God, following 
the footprints of His wisdom, and tracing the evidence of Ilis 
go^ess and His love.^ 

it is more thait time that we efaonld indicate what const!- 

'} We refer onr readers, who wish a fuller view of modes of generation, etc., 
m the veiy raloablo article on ** The Oydfo,** hr Dr Allen Thomson, in Todd's 
<ifdepmlia4t/AmuomyandMhg9ioloffy,Btpt»l8h. 
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tutes the main element in Professor Owen’s greatness. We 
mean his reseai'ches and -discoveries in comparative anatomy. 
Hiese form his chief claim to the admiration and gratitude of the 
civilised world, Li many instances, indeed, these have not passed 
into the minds of the public, as associated with his name. They 
have been received by men of talent, and by them expounded 
and set in popular aspects. One great hindrance to their direct 
reception from Owen himself, is found in the purely seientifio 
nomenclature in which they are fo^the most part exjiressed. For 
though his works on comparative anatomy abound m passages of 
great beauty, in grand thoughts, in picturesque descriptions, in 
great generalisations, and in ricli revelations of most instructive 
and suggestive evidences of design, yet the frequency with which 
words, uncouth to all but scholarly readers, are used, often un¬ 
necessarily, unHt his writings fur even distantly competing with 
the more popular expositions of far inf^ior men. A highly in¬ 
telligent man said to us lately, 1 have often set about tiying to 
study Owen’s works, but have as often been forced to give up the 
endeavour by his appalling tcrminolo^.” There is much truth 
in this. It does try one’s Greek andXatin not a little to catch 
at onco the distinctive thoughts contained in many of the com¬ 
pound words to be met with in all his writings. And yet we 
cannot but acknowledge the rare merit which he justly claims, in 
connection with his labours, in simplifying and, at the same time, fiving determination to the language of comparative anatomy, 

n many cases in which preceding anatomists have used a vari¬ 
able nomenclature in describing the skeleton, and have given 
different names to the same hone, Owen has avoided the conftxsion 
and hesitancy to which this naturally gave rise, by rejecting both, 
in srmio instances, and associating the bone with a worn more 
exactly descriptive than cither; and, in other instances, by com¬ 
pounding the two in such a way as to. suggest, by the complex 
term, both of the thoughts indicated in the two names. The 
value of this is very great. Students of mental science know 
how readily error associates itself with vague terms, and how 
quickly these lead to endless doubts and discussions. This is 
not less the case In minute descriptions of the complicated animal 
skeleton; and, especially, in discussions on homology,” with, 
which Owen’s name is so intimately connected. Not only might 
a broadly misapplied term lead to orror^ut a term also in wMch 
there is ev^m one subordinate phase of thought sui^sted which 
is not appropriate to the bone described, would laim the student 
in the same result. When Owen first endeavoured tojnve 
scientific expression to his views on the Homologies of the .Ver¬ 
tebrate^ Skeleton, he was well aware that his attempts to ^ve 
determination to the existing variable nomendature) and to intro- 
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duce terms more distinctive and exact than those in use, the 
charges of rashness, presumpdon, and pedantry would be made 
against him. He ihiglit have foreseen, too, tliat several of the 
most fo^idable objections to some of his views would arise out 
of that devotion to old terms which ever interlercs with a jnst 
appreciation of the precise ideas intended to be suggested by new 
ones. He has, accordingly, put on record his own apology for the 
so-called innovations. This we ^ve in a note.’ But it must not 

> “ Tho dcRreo,** he says, “ and exflbnt of the diversity of my determinations 
from those of other anatomists, are shown in the succeeding columns, headed 
by their names; and I proceed now to give the reasons which have compelled 
me, in such iastonccs, to dissent fTom the high authority of Cuvier, Oeoffroy, 
hteckcl, Hallmann, and Agassiz. These reasons will exonerate me, 1 trust, 
from'the reproach of i^derrating their justly-esteemed opinions, which have 
been abandoned only where nature seemed clearly to refuse her sanction to 
them.^ The instances of such dissent are much fewer than they ap]iear to bo at 
first sight. In most cases, wl^ro the names differ, the determinations are the 
same. For * basilaire,| which Cuvier exclusively applies to tlie * pars basilaris" 
of the occiput, and which Geoffroy os exclusively applies (in birds) to the * para 
ba^ilaris’ of the sphenoid, I have substituted the term * basioccipital’—a term 
which, as it is more descriptive of the bone iii question, will perhaps be more 
acceptable to those who prefer a determinate to a variable nomenclature, since 
Cnvier himself has almost as frequently applied to that bone the term * occipital 
!nf(^rieur * as the term * basilaire. For the descriptive phrase, * occipital lateral,* 

anatomical nomenclature of Dr Barclay.** In the same way he vindicates the 
use of ** Bupra-occjiiital,** as preferable to “ occipital supencur ** of Cuvier, tho 
**lntcr-paridtal** of Cuvier, Agassiz, and Geoffroy; the “ Squama occipitalis** of 
Hallmann, and the “ Hinterhautsebnppe” of Meckel and Wagner. His defence 
of his other innovations is equally successful ** And if,** he adds, ** the purists 
who are distressed by such harmless hybrids as * mineralogy,* ‘ terminology,* 
and < mammology,* should protest against the combination m the Greek prefix 
U> the Latin noun, 1 can only plead that servility to a particnlar sonree of tho 
jBactnating sounds of vocal language is a matter of taste; and that it seems 
no unreasonable privilege to use such elements as the servants of tlioiiglit; and, 
in the interests of science, to combine them, even though they come from dif¬ 
ferent countries, where the required duty is host and most expeditiously per¬ 
formed by such a8sociation.’*---Z/bniofopies of iht VertthraU iSkehtony pp. 9-18. 
If it be an objection to the nomenclature of French anatomists, that they deal 
more in descriptive phrases than in single expressive terms, ^ is no less so to 
that of Oeiman, that, while their language is even more susceptible of happy 
combination than Greek is, yet tho results are such as unfit it for ever becoming 
the current language of anatomical science. This remark will at once commeud 
itself to the eye of 9nr readers, if they will glance down the following colnmns, 
in which the names given to several parts of the endo-skeleton by Owen are 
contrasted with those used by Meckel and Wagner 

OwBN. Mkokbl and Waoher. 
Basi-oceipital.' 
Bnpra-oe^taL 
Pre-operenlar. 
Bub-opercnlar. 
Bupra-orbitaL 
Snpra-temporal. 

««it 

Hinterhanptbeinkfirper. 
Hinterhauptsch upp^ 
Vorkiemondccketstkck. 
Unterkiemendecl^t&ck. 
Obemngenbohlenbein. 
Angenbogogensehuppa. 

^SqoH termii'^Owen remarks^ ** an likely to be restrietea to the gnatomiits of 
the cdnntiy wnere 'tbb vocal powers hgTO been trained from Infancy to their 
itttenliice.^ 
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be forgotten bow £^t the boon is which Owen has conferred 
upon science by his improvements in its terminology. A lan- 
ffuage,of compai;ati\% anatomy, which the highest authorities in 
Europe and America agree in accepting, must greatly facilitate 
interchanges of thought, and, in the long run, help forward 
discovery. 

Beference has already been made to the ability of Cuvier in 
determining the relation of bones of different animals, most of 
which liad belonged to extinct species, when set before him in a 
confused heap. He brought bona to bone, and built up with 
unerring precision the entire skeletons of many different species. 
Something in this direction had no doubt been done by preced¬ 
ing anatomists, but it required that breadth of knowledge, varied 
scientific attainment, great industry, and withal, fine philosophic 
spirit, which mot in the greatest oif French naturalists, to carry 
tlie labours of others to successful resuks. It was also reserved 
for him to discover to all how powerful this instrument might 
become, not only in the comparative anatomy of man and of the 
lower animals, but also, in making geology what it had not 
hitherto boon, namely, a field in which might be worked out 
information even as to the climatal condition of past epochs of 
the world’s history—information which was to become the foun¬ 
dation for some of the grandest generalisations which can occupy 
the mind of man. Professor Owen was put in circumstances by 
which, in this department, he is seen standing siJe by side, and 
on the same loffy platform, with Cuvier. Bones and fragments 
of bones of extinct vertebratn, destitute, however, of the parts 
which tlie illustrious Frenchman regarded as a necessary basis 
for reconstruction, were submitted to him, but he was not at fault, 
lie had recourse to other elements, lying further out of sight and 
more difficult of application, hut possessing the advanta^ of being 
likely to be met witli in every fragment of bone. Wiui these os 
bases, he felt he could not only reconstruct tlie entire animal by 
getting the key to it in a small fragment, but that he might form 
a reliable estimate of its habits, of the climate under which .it 
existed, and of the general condition of the localities frequented 
by it. These elements he found in the impressions whmh the 
nerves and blood-vessels leave on the bones traversed by them. 
The employment of his own and of Cuvier’s teats have led to 
those wonderful results with which all sttdents of natural science 
are familiar. His memoirs on the bones of extinct mammalitt, 
and on those of the Struthious bi rds of New Zealand, are also welt 
known. The.incidents connoted with the determination of the 
hones of the Dinomis, though often told,'will bear repetition. We 
give them in the woi^ <Mf the biographer of Abomethy i— 

“ A seafaring man brought a piece of bone, about three or four 
VOL, UYUl. KO, LVI. T ; ♦ 
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inefaes in lengthi^ as he said, from TSsm Zealand; and offered it for sale 
at ona ar two museums, and, amongst others, at the College of Sur¬ 
geons. We shall not here detain the reader by toljing all that hap¬ 
pened. These things are oflen brought with intent to deceive, and 
with false allegations. Most of those 'to whom the bone was sub¬ 
mitted, dismissed it as worthless, or manifested their incredulity; 
amongst other guesses, some insinuated that they had seen bones very 
like it at the Loudon Tavern, regarding it, in fact, as part of an old 
marrow-bone, to which it bore, on a superficial view, some rcsenr* 
blance. At length it was brought to Professor Owen, who having 
looked at it carefully, thought ilfright to investigate it more narrowly; 
and, afler much consideration, he ventured to pronounce his opinion. 
This opinion, from almost anybody else, would have been perhaps only 
laughed at; for, in the first place, he said that the bone (big enough, 
as we have seen, to suggest that it had belonged to an ox) had be¬ 
longed to a bird; but, before people had had time to recover from 
their surprise or other sensation created by this announcement, they 
were greeted by another assertion yet more startling—namely, that it 
had been a bird without wings. 

“ Now, we happen to know a good deal of this story, and that the 
Incredulity and doubt with which the opinion w'as received was too 
great for a time even for tlie authority of Professor Owen entirely to 
dispel. But mark the truthfulness of a real science; contemplate the 
exquisite beauty and accuracy of relation in nature! By-and-by, a 
whole skeleton was brought over to this country, when the opinion of 
the Professor wgs converted into an established fact’* 

Inashorttimeseveral distinct species weredetermined from bones 
sent from New Zealand—as dinornis, palapterix, notornis, etc. 

We cannot do more in this article than generally indicate the 
manifold contributions which Owen has made to Palseontolu^. 
They meet us in eveiy geological text-book. The outline 
sketches of Meijatherium^ Lalyrinihodony Myhdoriy PalcBotkeiinmy 
Anoplotheiium, Tfiylacotherixony Pliascolailieriuiny etc., which 
adorn their pages, may remind us how much he has done in 
this department. The accurate science atid the high mental 
endowments brought to bear on the determination of the remains 
of extinct animals, are well illustrated in one of his most recent 
contributions to Palseontology—the Affinities of the 
Stereo^athos Ooliticus,” a Mammal from the Oolitic Slate of 
Stonesneld.* In the following extract we have a good example 
of Owen’s power. The^rtion quoted is preceded by an exact 
scientific description and comparison of* the portion of jaw sub¬ 
mitted to him—a piece about nine inches in length, containing 

molar teeth^but this descriptloii would not .be intelligible 
^rmhont the figures which accompany it. 

< 'Sx iariwi long sad 5| in cirobmfimnee at its tmaneit pan. 
* Quanedy Joarual of the Geologittl Society of Londos. Veb. ISST. 
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“The interest,’’he 8a7S, “which the above-described fossil iVom 
Stonesfield oolitic slate excites is not- exclusively due to its- antiquity, 
its uniqueness, or its peculiarity: much arises out of its relations as a 
teat, in the present state of Palaeontology, of the actual Value of a 
single tooth in tlie determination of the rest of the organization of an 
animal, or of so much of it as serves for a recognition of the place of 
the extinct species in the zoological series: the attempt, at least, to 
analyse the mental processes by which one aims at the restoration of 
an unknown mammal from a fragment of jaw with a tooth cannot be 
wholly useless. 

“ That the fragment in question is the jaw of a mammal is inferred' 
from the implantation of the tooth by two or more roots. Host 
mammals are known to have certain teeth so implanted. Such 
complex mode of implantation in bone has not been observed in any 
other class of animals. The rule is deduced from the number of 
observations, positive and negative. Why two or more roots of a 
tooth should bo peculiar to viviparous quadrupeds, giving suck, is 
not precisely known. That a tooth, whether it be designed for 
grinding hard or cutting soft substances, 'should do both the more 
effectually in the ratio of its firmer and more extended implantation, 
is intelligible. That a more perfect performance of a preliminarjr 
act of digestion should be a necessary correlation, or bo in harmony, 
with a more complete conversion of the food into chyle and blood,— 
and that such'inore ciiicicnt type of tlio whole digestive machinery 
should be correlated, and necessarily so, with the hot blood, quick¬ 
beating heart and quick-breathing lungs, with the higher instincts, 
and more vigorous and varied acts, of a mammal, as contrasted with 
a cold-blooded reptile or dsh,—is also conceivable. To the extent 
to which such and the like reasoning may be true, or in the direction 
of the secret cause of the constant relations of many-rooted teeth 
discovered by observation,—to that extent will such relations ascend 
from the empirical to the rational category of laws. So much, briefly, 
at present, for the grounds of reference of the Stei'eognaUius to the 
mammalian class. 

“ The broad sex-cuspid crowns of the molar teeth of the Stereognor 
ihu8 might crush vegetable matter or insect cases: a recognition of 
their adaptability to uses observable in the nearest resembling teeth 
of existing nnimala leaves the above wide field of choice or guess, ns 
to the nature of the food of tiie oolitic animal. Let us take the 
latter hypothesis, and endeavour to work out more of the SUrtogm^ 
thus on the basis of its multicuspid and assumed insectivorous tooib. . 
Insects fill the air, creep on the ground, bdrrow in the eartfi, move on 
and in the waters. In the living world ot animals we have insect¬ 
ivorous molars associated with a frame and limbs jQQig^fied'for fiying; 
running, burrowing, and diving. The principle of the iheohanism for 
crushing insects being the same, it is secondarily modified in each , 
genus of insectivora; and so modified, though ^thout tkfifecting the 
crushing power of the tooth, that the ^ontologisi cHsmiminates at a 
glance the grinders of the bat, the hedgehogs tite shrew, or the mole. 
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At present we can only refer such secondary modiAcations, as we 
do those of the more complex grinding teeth of the herbivora, to that 
principle of variety in non^eeamtiaU which makes the leaf in each kind 
of tree nnlike, and, as it is affirmed, which makes no two leaves, in 
any single tree, exactly alike. 

“ If the tooth of the Stereognaiftus were like those of any known 
recent or fossil insectivore, we should infer that tlie rest of its orga¬ 
nization was like such iosecUvore, and so classity it according to the 
degree of similitude. But as Ve know of no sufficient ground fur 
the associarioD of any given particular modidcation of the multicuspid 
tooth with such aerial, terrestrial, or aquatic modification, os the case 
might be, of the rest of the frame, our conclusion would be an em¬ 
pirical one; and, having regard to tbe narrowness of its support from 
observation, would not be such as to leave the mind free from a sense 
of the possibility of its being liable to be proved to be an erroneous 
conclusion. On the hypothesis of the Stet-eognathua being an insect¬ 
ivore, there is no known group or form of marsupial or placental 
insectivora to which it can be referred. 

** The course of observation has shown that the teeth of the smaller 
kinds of hoofed herbivora, such as the peccari, the hyrax, and the 
chevrotains, approach in their cuspidate character in tbe smaller 
amount of tbe cement, and in the simpler disposition of tbe enamel, 
to the form and structure of the teeth in the insectivora. A nearer 
approach is made by some still smaller species of extinct hoofed 
quadrupeds, to which reference has been made in tbe body of this 
paper. The shape, disposition, and number of the cusps in the 
molars of the Stereognaifiua have appeared to me to be more like 
those in Microthmuni^ Hyracothenium, etc., than in any known, recent 
or extinct insectivore. Just in the ratio of this resemblance, there¬ 
fore, is the inclination to %iew the Stereognatkua as a hoofed rather 
than a clawed mammel; as having been herbivorous rather than in- 
■ectivoroos, and as having been most probably a mixed feeder.” 

The monograph on the Stereognathns contains also the clearest 
statements we have met with on the province and application of 
physiology in the determination of fossil remains, and oh the 
connection between Cuvier’s views of the law of correlatation of 
animal forms and physiology. Beference is thus made to the 
views of one of Cuviers contemporaries:— 

Geofikoy St Hilaire denied the existence of a design in the con¬ 
struction of any part of an organised body: he protested against the 
deduction of a purpose foam the contemplation of such structures as 
the valves of the veins or the oonvei^ng lens of the eye. 

» Beyond the coexistence of sneb a form of flood-gate with such a 
Course of tbe fluid, or of such a course of light with such a converging 
medinm, GqpflSroy affirmed that tbodgflt, at least his mode of thinking, 
Cpald not sanely, icroug^t hot, to* go. Novi^ this otjeetion has, at 
loast, the mttit ii being iqtelli^Uet am know on what ground tbe 
advmatj stands and what ht woldd be ai 
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From this fhink assertion of the tenets of Uie Democritio and Lu- 
cretian schools, those concerned in the right conception and soccesafnl 
modes of studying organised structures by the yonng have little to 
fear. But the insinuation and masked advocacy of the doctrine sub¬ 
versive of a recognition of the Higher Hind,^the oft-recurring side- 
blows at teleology,—c^ll for cpnstant watchfulness and prompt 
exposure. 

It is not, however, my business here to go over the arguments 
which have been adduced by teleologists and anti-teleologists from 
Democritus and Plato down to Cabanis and Whewell.** 

Not less instructive to the general reader are many other of Pro¬ 
fessor Owen’s contributions to scientific periodicals. The mag¬ 
nificent monograph On the Fossil Reptila of the London Clay,” 
contributed in 1849 to the Papers of tfte Pcdoeontographical 
Society^ contains the following as the concluding words of the 
description of the crocodilia:— 

t 

Had any of the liunAan kind existed and traversed the land where 
now the base of Britain rises from the ocean, he might have witnessed 
the Gavial {Gaviali& D&roni—Owen) cleaving the waters of its native 
river with the velocity of an arrow, and ever and anon rearing its 
long and slender snout above the waves, and making the banks re¬ 
echo with the loud, sharp snappings of'its formidably-armed jaws. 
He might have watched the deadly struggle between tbe crocodile 
and the palmothere, and have been himself warned by the hoarse 
and deep bcllowings of the alligator, from the dangArous vinicity of 
its retreat. Our fossil evidences supply us with ample roateriah for 
this most strange picture of the anim^ life of ancient Britain; and 
what adds to the singularity and interyt of the restored * tableau 
vivant,’ is the fact, that it could not now be presented in any part of 
the world. The same forms of crocodolian reptile, it is true, still 
exist: but the habitats of the gavial and the alligator are wide 
asunder, thousands of miles of land and ocean intervening ^ one is^ 
peculiar to the tropical rivers of continental Asia; tbe other is re¬ 
stricted to tbe warmer latitudes of North and South America; both 
forms are excluded from Africa, in the rivers of which continent true 
crocodiles alone are found. Not one representative of the crocodilian 
order naturally exists in any part of Euro^; yet every form of tbe 
order once flourished in close proximity to ea^ other in a territory 
which now forms part of England.” 

Many of Owen's most able papers are to be met with in Tbdd^i 
Cyclopedia. The scope of two of thesS may be indieated^th^ 
one on the Monotrematoy the other on the MoreupoUa} In the 
article on Monotrematous Animalsi*’ he extends the views of 
Sir Everard Home^ and corrects those of St Hilaire in 
regard to tbe OmUkorhyneua paradosBieusy and ass^ns to it its 
true place among Uie mammalia. By a liagularly interesting 

• VoL iil, IS4T/. 
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application of comparative anatomy to individual Echidna {Hy- 
iSterix and Setoaa)^ and to ornithorhyncus, he conclusively sets at 
rest the long-continned discussions, touching the exact position 
of these animals, indicates their partial alliance to marsupinlia, 
and gives prominence to certain oroadly-defined characteristics 
which reserve them for :y>lace distinct, as a sub-class, fi’om the 
true-pouclied animals. There are few better illustrations than 
in the article on ^‘Marsupialia,*’ of the combination in its author 
of great patience of research, the faculty of nice discrimination, 
varied scientific accomplishments, and a thoroughly-trained power 
of induction, in order to correct and large generalizations. So 
early as 1831), Owen proposed, at a meeting of the Zoological 
Society, a system of classification for Marsupinlia, based mainly 
on dental characteristics.^ The proposed dental formulae are 
applied, in the paper now noticed, to representative members of 
the five tribes’ ot poached animals^ ana the truthfulness of the 
dental formulae is fully corroborated, by a succeeding full anato¬ 
mical examination of certain marsupials. 

Owen seems to rejoice when dealing with types of life wliich 
possess structural peculiarities of an intcmiediate kind—peculia¬ 
rities which, at one time, appear to suggest the pro])riety of asso¬ 
ciating them with a class or animals higher in the scale than they, 
and, at another, as clearly to suggest that their true place will be 
found among ^ lower type of life. Such creatures aifurd scope 
for the application of varied scientific attainments, and call into 
lively exercise all liis powers. This is seen in the mode in which 
he deals with the monotremes; and it finds a full illustration 
in his papers on the reAarkable Lepidosiren anncctem^^ of the 
Amazon and the Gambia. He gra[>nically describes the points 
at which it bears a very strong resemblance to the reptile, but 
which fail to fix it in the same tribe from the icthyic characte¬ 
ristics which are found to prevail. In the same way he deals 
with those points at which it exhibits a hankering after a place 
among the tii^her cartilaginous fishes; while he riiows that they 
fail in fixing its place as among them, because of the psevalcnce 
of resemblances to the true osseous types. 

But we must' leave tliis mode of remark, and indicate yet 
higher aspects in Owen’s- works. A comprehensive view of the 
discoveries associated with his name, would not fail to impress 
us with thmr sin^la^ importance to the student of natural 
thetdogy. In malung this statement we do not affirm, either 
tltfU their theological relatioiH' were before him in his work, or 

.i^lVan. Z<^ Soc^iL, p, 815; Pros. SSooI. 8oc. vii., p. S; Ami. Kat Hiit ir., 
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that in the heart of his scientific investigations he is ever con¬ 
scious of the thoughts of God as revealed m these. This may or 
may not have been always the case. Sometimes it was^ as we 
have seen, in expressions already quoted. All we imply in the 
statement is, that a thoughtful mind, exercised under tlie love of 
a consciously present personal God, will be sure to see the im¬ 
portance of Owen’s works to natural theology. His labours in 
Palaeontology afford abundant material for illustrating the con¬ 
trolling presence of the Divine mind in the successive realisa¬ 
tions of those grand epochs which had all passed away before man, 
—the noblest of the workf of God,-appeared among the works 
of the present epoch. No one can intelligently follow Owen’s 
descriptions of forms of animal life, from the mollusc of the 
Silurian up to the megatherium of the Pleistocene, without be¬ 
coming conscious that they bear testimony to the gradual evolv¬ 
ing of a plan at every point of which Order is richly suggested, 
m again, we leave tiiis broad general ground, and follow him-as 
he deals with any one creature, and understand so as to appre¬ 
ciate the comparison or contrast, either of its own different parts 
or of tlicse parts with their affinities in other creatures, and the- 
dcpcndcnce of such animals on the cliniatal condition of the 
world at tiie time, we will often be startled by the direct, positive 
testimony to those unities of plan in which the natural theolo¬ 
gian finds some of his most sure foundations. ,This, however, 
assumes even greater interest when the thought wliiclr lies 
farther out of sight is revealed, namely, that which assigns more 
prominence still to the presence of God by the exhibition of law 
—of rule—according to which* He ffas worked fW>m the begin¬ 
ning. We shall i*efer more fully to this. Nor has lie, knowingly 
or not, rendered less service to the hitherto favourite theme of 
natural theology,—the adaptations of means to ends,—the cor¬ 
respondence between instruments and work,—between stmctuilbs 
and functions. We need only refer for illustrations of this to his 
works on The Nature of Limbs on ‘‘Odontography;” and 
on “ The Skeleton of an Extinct Gigantic Sloth” {Myhdjon 
rohmtuty Ow.^ 

No one will withhold his admiration from a man who caiipass 
under review hundreds of specimens of living or extinct 8peoiei!i 
and, as if by intuition^ though really by an ability the frait of 
severest labour and discipline, single odt parts of correspondence 
or difierenee, arrange into groups, main and subordinate^ and 
assign to ^each a name whi^ passes into the aomencletnre bf. 
science withont oppositiota, 4)ecaase it has an obvious foundation 
in Btmctu^l peculiarities. This rare talehf is often seen in 
Owen’s writings. Sometimes it is met within sltowd hypotheses 
of the ultimate diroctioo^which half finished {wocesses ^scientifid 
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indaction are likely to take. At other times it is seen in the way 
in which he follows general laws of development to points at 
which the general aspects are lost sight of—are merged in the 
individual and special; much in the same way as in households, 
the features of a child are seen bearing at different stages of 
growth, a resemblance to each of the old family portraits on the 
wall, until these, at a certain period, cease to be generally the 
features of the fwily, and become permanent in a countenance 
unlike them all. This same power has enabled him, in his work 
on Homology,” to give expression to the ideal archetype after 
which all the vertebrata seem to have been formed.^ 

The Homologies of the Vertebrate Skeletons,”^ is the last 
of Professor Owen*s works to which we mean to refer. And in 
doing so, we beg to repent, that we have not attempted a full 
analysis of his numerous writings. We havenoteven mentioned 
many of the most important of them. We hope, however, that 
we have already given such samples of the fruit as will tempt 
others to seek it where it hangs, in rich ripe clusters. 

** Belations of homology,” says Owen, are of three kinds: the 
first is that above defined, viz., the correspondency of a part or organ, 
determined by its relative position and connections, with a part or 
organ in a different animal; the determination of which homology in* 
dioates that such animals are consu^acted tin a common type; when, 
for example, the^correspondence of the baxilar process of the humai^ 
occipital bone with the distinct bone called * basUcccipitar in a fish or 
crocodile is shown, the qteeud homology of that process is determined. 

** A higher relation of homology is that in which a part or series of 
parts stands to the fundamental or general type, and its enunciation 
involves and implies a knowledge of the type on which a natural 
group of animals, the vertebrate for example, is constructed. Thus, 

’ We need scarcely refer to the interest of the tbeoiy of the arehctypal idea 
iAlconnection with God's modes of self-maDirestation in the Bible, h'or example, 
the tabernacle was made after a pattern in the heavens, shown to Moses in the 
Mount, and the main thonghts wnleh closter around the tabernacle find a lodg¬ 
ing among the spiritnal traceiy, and the sacramental pillars of the Mew Testa¬ 
ment Church. ^ . 

* ** AirAioous.*'—A part or organ in one anhnal which has the same func¬ 
tion as another part or organ in a different animal.' 

** Hoholoous.”—The eame organ in difibicnt animale under eveiy variety 
of form and function.** * 

The little ** Draco volanS:** ofibrs a good illnstettClon of both ftlationi* Ita 
fore nihbs being composed of sssedtial^ the eeme parts as the wings of a bird, 
are homologous witn them \ Mt the parMhuie tmog composed of difiirent Sftt, yet performing the eame ftmethm as the wings of a bird, is anaJogous to. 

am. Homolofooe parts am always^ inde^ analogous parts in one unie, in- 
isBueh as, being repetitions of fiia sittdpm of the body, they bear in that 
nsM tee eame relation tedlffnaBt aniam Bnt homologm parte majr be, 
aMdl|an m also aualofnca of eaeh other, tohsmechM ^ have tee aame 

" of dubservieoOT to .swlmmine. fiob iigewiee, tee pectoral dn of the 
h le aoalegdns to the wke or the Midi hut, unlike the wing of the 
It is also homolegons with ' 
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when the basilar process of the haman occipital bone is determined to 
be the ‘centrum’ or ‘body of the last cranial vertebra/ its general 
homologg is enunciated. If it be admitted that the general type of the 
vertebrate endo-skeleton is rightly represented by the idea of a series 
of essentially similar segments succeeding each other longitudinally 
from one end of the body to the other, such segments being for the 
ino<tt part composed of pieces similar in number and arrangement, and 
tliough sometimes extremely modified for special functions, yet never 
so as to wholly mask their typical character, then any given part of 
one segment may be repeated in the rest of the series, just as one bone 
may be reproduced in the skeletons of different species, and this kind 
of repetition or representative relation in the segments of the same 
skeleton 1 call ‘serial homology.’ As, however, the parts can be 
namesakes only in a general sense, as centrums, neurapophyseo, ribs, 
etc.; and since they must be distinguishell by different special names 
according to their particular modifications in the same skeleton, as 
e, g, mandible, coracoid, pubis, etc., I call such serially related or re¬ 
peated parts ‘ homotypes.* The basUoccipital is the bomotype of the 
basi-spheroid; or, in other words, when the basi-occipital is said to re¬ 
peat in its vertebra or nutunil segment of the skeleton the basi-spheroid 
or body of the parietal vertebra, or the bodies of the atlas and succeed¬ 
ing vertebne, its terial homology is indicated/*-—(F. 7.) 

General homology thus deals with the relation of a part, or of 
a series of jiarts, to a recognised fundamental type. Special 
homology treats of the structural (anatomical) relation of parts in 
different animals, whether or no such parts perform the same 
functions. Thus the broad distinction between analogy and 
homology—the former having inference to functions, the latter 
to structures. The wing of the insect is analogous to the wing 
of the bird, because both are used for flight, but they are not 
homulo^us, because anatomical affinity cannot be pr^icated of 
both. Whereas the wing of the bird is homologous to the fore¬ 
limb of the mammal, because they correspond in their anatomical 
relations. Again, serial homologr deals with the relation of cor* 
responding parts in the same skeleton. The benefit which has 
resulted to zoology as a science, from these distinctions, has been 
vciy great. The confusion which has so oflen arisen from want of 
precision in the use of sucli words as analogy and affinity, has been 
avoided, and the student *ha8 hod set before him a nomenclature 
fully fitted to help him in his profoundeet researches. Tliesejre- 
murks may prraare the, way &r a populAr of the views on 
this subject. The discussions raised when it was first brou^^t out 
touching the noifr {»neral accepted vertebral theory of the ^ul),. 
tended to ^ve mvm prominence to it. Indeed, on truth or 
falsehood of this the whole system so elabotmtdy expounded hr 
Owen must stand or fiill. In 1803, the gifted, but materialistio 
and intellectually eccentric Lorenz Oken, when walidering among 
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the Hartz Mountains, came upon the skull of a deer, washed 
white by the weather, and having;; its pieces partially dislocated. 
One of those stray thoughts wfiich wait only on genius, and often 
lead to great results, flaslied in the soul of Oken, and under its 
power he cried—“ It is a vertebfid column.” Led by this ho 
soon found means for verifying it. In every investigation his 
first impressions were confirmed. But not satisfied with the <iis- 
covery that the bones of tho head are true vertebrae, he pushed the 
theory to extremes which made it ludicrous, by alleging that the 
extremities are repeated in the head. Thus tlie noted descrip¬ 
tion of the “cephalic members,” in his work on the “ Elements 
of Physiophilosophy.”^ “ Both pairs of limbs,” said the highly 
imaginative Zurich Professor, “are repeated in the head, because 
in it the wliolc trunk is repeated; the upper jaw corresponds to 
rile arms, the lower jaw to the feet.” “ The digits are repeated 
in the teeth, the teeth are claws! ”—(P. 408.) Cuvier dissented 
from the^neral theory of Oken, as to the cranial vertebrae; but, 
with various modifications, it was virtually accepted by the 
greatest of modern anatomists, as Dumeril, De BlainvilJc, Carus, 
Meckel, Geoffrey St Hilaire, etc. The objections of Cuvier are 
elaborately reviewed by Owen, and their want of force pointed 
out. He also subjects Oken’s theory to a severe and strict scru¬ 
tiny, and accepts it as true to nature, to the extent that there 
are four true vprtebrm in the skull, namely, the nasal, the ftontal, 
the parietal, and the occipital.* From this point, he carries for¬ 
ward his Investigations to the discussion of the homologies of all 
the parts of the skeleton, and exhibits the general truthfulness of 
Oken’s ffrst views, by a most masterly and minute comparison of 
the bones of a fish, a reptile, a bird, a quadruped, and of man. 
These discussion^ are deep and intricate; but, as we follow Owen 
through them, we feel how truly the presence of the thought of an 
ideal archetype is to him the true Ariadne thread by which he is guided in the midst of what, without this though^ must have been 
at a tangled maze. As the result of the comparison, a foundation 

im been laid for a gmiider and vaster generalisation. Anato¬ 
mists, generally, had admitt^ the presence of bones in the skele¬ 
tons of the lower animals liaving we|l*iuarked affinities witb bones 
in that of man. Does there then exim some common type, ac¬ 
cording to which the skeletons of all the vertebrate animals have 
been formed?* And ifV)> what is the 4>sringuUhing feature of 

1 ZeArSwA der NaturyUbaopkie, IVamlatcct for the Bay Society. 
• ** Homologies, ete.r p. ids. 
■ Beeent twarches In embryology hi^ ihed light on this from another 

^natter. It is found that die embiyoi of-esiitiag ipMies bear, at oertain stages 
of theb growth, respmblanees to typeswUeh have now perished from the earth* 
Thns tte embryos of existingosseoits illwesUMt phases of development which 
are fomid to have Wi perMmt ameit the iwss of the Old Bed Sandstone. ^ 
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the commAi type, and what is the general role or law according 
to which it is subordinated ! 

“ Comparison,” says Owen, “ of the piscine skeleton with those of 
the higher animals, demonstrates that the natural arrangement of the 
parts of the eiidoskelcton is in a series of segments, succeeding each 
other in the axis of the body. These segments are not, indeed, com¬ 
posed of the same number of bones in any class, or throughout any 
individual animal. But certain parts of each segment do maintain 
such constancy in their existence, relation, position, and offices, as to 
enforce the conviction tliat they are homologous parts, both in the. 
constituent scries of the same individual skeleton, and throughout the 
series of vertebrate animals.”—(P. 81.) 

But more, must there not have been somewhere a great arche¬ 
type, according to which the lowest of the vertebrnta, equally 
with the highest, have been formed? Yes; it is illustrated in 
fish, reptile, bird, beast of the field, and in man. The plan of 
the house has been fully formed in the mind of the architect, be¬ 
fore it is either realised in the actual building, or even expressed 
ill rough outline on his board. Every step in the realisation is 
taken after the ideal exemplar, first formed in bis own mind. 
There are strong inferential reasons in Scripture for supposing 
that it was thus in the Divine Mind as to the creation of man. 
As world was piled on world, and as the iniglity ages glided past 
in their grand inarch up to Eden, the ideal ex^iplar obtained 
cxprejision which increased in frequency as the time approached 
for the bringing in of the human race. “The recognition,” 
remarks Owen, “of an ideal exemplar proves, that the know¬ 
ledge of nian must have existed before man appeared. For the 
Divine mind which planned the archetype, alra foreknew all its 
modifications. The archetypal idea was manifested in the flesh, 
under divers modiflcatioiis, upon this planet long prior to the 
existence of tliose animal species that actually exemplify it.” 

In conclusion, were we tempted to give, afler the manner of 
many of our old authors, diagrammatic expression to our estimate 
of Owen’s works, we would arrange their titles in the form of a 
pyramid, and hang a scroll over thqm all, bearing this legend ^ 
The jPESTiMONT OF Comparative Amatouy and Zoologt 

TO THE Manifold Wisdom of God. 
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Abt. m.—Remarhe on ■ Secular and Domeetic Architecture^ 
Preeeni and Future. By George Gilbert Scott, A.R.A. 
London: John Murray. 1857. 

In the book before ns, Mr Scott, with an abundant show of 
* originality, does, in reality, nothing more nor less than the very 

useful work of summing up the chief results of the last quarter 
of a centuiy of architectural criticism. To persons well read in 
this department of literature, the way in which Mr Scott ap¬ 
propriates other men’s thoughts, not only without a word of 
acknowledgment, but with all the airs of original genius, must 
be somewhat laughable. We confess' that, to us, it is even 
irritating; for we may venture to take credit for having con¬ 
tributed not a few ideas* to that mass of new truth which Mr 
Bcott puts forth with such apparent confidence in his sole pro¬ 
prietorship. Compared, however, with Mr Ruskin, we have 
small cause to complain. Mr Scott has not only often adopted, 
without acknowledgment, Mr Buskin’s ideas, but also, as far as 
he was able, Mr Birin’s st^le, even to its defects. We may say, 
indeed, that, for a mere cpitomist like Mr Scott in the w'ork 
before us, the greatest beauties of Mr Buskin’s style must be¬ 
come defects; for the style of a man enunciating for the first 
time important principles in art is naturally enthusiastic, and 
veiy excusably dogmatic. But who would not smile if he w.cre 
to und a sober professional gentleman, in 1858, writing in some 
such manner as this ?—Bash as my readers may think me, and 
aware as I am that I lay myself open to the sneers of the sciolist, 
and the mockeiy of the matter-oi-fact, 1 nevertheless fearlessly 
declare my conviction, formed after weighing the question well, 
that any two sides of a triangle will be invariably found to be 
^ater than the third.” But we fancy that there ara others 
who have even more cause than Mr Buskin to complain of Mr 
Scott^s ‘enthosiastio self-appropriation of architectural truth. 
We mean those who have written their new truth in bri^ and 
stone; men, like Mr Woodward and Mr Butterfield, who, with¬ 
out any flourish of trumpets, have raised works of enduring and 
novel beauty, such as the new Church in Margaret Street, 
l^ondon, and the new Debating Boom of the Union at Oxford. 

^ We would have it to be understood, that we object only to 
manner of Mr Scott’s book. Tke matter, inasmuch as it is 

a jaraoricat and popular digest <A. ardiitectnral principles, estab¬ 
lished^ by various original cfainkeri and woricers, daring the last 
twen^ year^ is very useful indeed.This volume will much 
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extend a trne taste in architectare among the people, who, as a . 
rule, never believe anything until thev have been told it at least 
twice; and we willingly contribute all we can to its usefulness 
and popularity, by recommending it as a readable, and even 
entertaining summary, in a department of knowledge which 
ought to be interesting to everybody. 

Other people besides Mr G. G. Scott “ hav^ for many years 
been strongly im[>re8sed with the following facts ” 

“First, that the vernacular domestic architectare of our day is* 
wholly unworthy of our state of civilisation, and requires a thorough 
reformation, ^condly, that the attempts which have been made 
to effect this, whether by those who favour the Italian, Mediseval, 
or other styles, though often most praiseworthy, have been in the 
main unsuccessful. Thirdly, that the success, however iucomplete, 
of the great movement by which pointed architecture has been re¬ 
vived for ecclesiastical purposes, though unquestionably the one great 
fact of our day, so far as architecture is concerned, has not hitherto 
had full scope for producing a corresponding effect upon our secular 
buildings. Fourthly, that this has been caused* chiefly by two cir¬ 
cumstances: the impression which, strange as it may be, is so pre¬ 
valent, that Gothic architecture is essentially an ecclesiastic^ style^ 
and that though eminently suited to churches, it is not fitted for other 
classes of buildings, and the consequent unnatural severance which 
has taken place within the last few years between ecclesiasticid and 
secular architecture—a severance which has nevea existed at any 
former period; and, on the other band, the want of a due apprecia¬ 
tion of the question by many of the architects themselves, who have 
been engaged in this revival, which has led, in many cases, to an 
uncertainty and hesitation in their efforts when engaged in secular 
works. Fiflhiy, that a thoroughly erroneous impression prevails as 
to the principles on which the revival of pointed architecture is 
founded and carried on; that it is an antiquarian movement, and 
seeks to revive all that is ancient, instead of being, as is really the 
case, pre-eminently free, comprehensive, and practica^; ready to 
adapt itself to every change in the habits of society, to embrace every 
new material or system of construction, and to adopt implicitly and 
naturally, and with hearty good-will, any invention or improvement, 
whether arUstio, constructional, or direct^ to the increase of comfo^ 
and convenience.*' 

Mr Scott arranges his work according to the order of thenbovw 
facts*’ or themes, lie begins by mdkin^ a forcible app^ to 

this effect:—Are we, as Englbbmen, satisded with the state of 
domestic arcbitectore amongst us, or ought we to be Mf Our 
homes, of .course, ore comfortable and fNeasaut inside^ but are 
they beautiful outside? Can we jiutly take a ttotional pride in 
them, and mint to them as indications c£ a high state of ciril- 
isation 1 Do tbqy contrast satisfactorily with m honses oi oar 
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forefathers, built in periods we are accustomed to think rude ? 
Do our town liouses add grandeur and picturesque effect to the 
streets of our cities? Do our country houses Wrnionise well 
with the sceneiy around them, and add beauty to the landscape ? 
Then, again, how do we feel satisfied with tlie look of our coun¬ 
try towns ? How do we like the look of the cottages of our 
poor?” This spries of (mestioiis is certainly embarrassing to 
our amour propre. Our forefathers, visibly, were wiser in some 

# things than we are. They could not build a barn without 
making it beautiful and noble; whereif^ we cannot, even in our 
palaces, rise above the mean and repulsive. There is far more than 
“ the melancholy graces of decay ” in the charm of all archi¬ 
tectural work of the twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth 
centuries. Age does not make a bad building beautiful, although 
it beautifies a good, one. Tliere is a real instinct of beauty, and, 
what is of even more importance, a manifestation of willingness 
to sacrifice lower considerations to the production of beauty, in 
all old work, which puts a most vital difference between it and 
onus. We do not, however, believe that this difference arises 
from any general degradation of feeling. We are surprised that 
ft practical man like Mr Scott should not have set more im¬ 
portance than he does on some of the conditions under whicli 
most modern builders have to work. Some years ago we pointed 
out the. fatal condition of impermanence w'hich has long been 
imposed u{)on the domestic architecture of towns. We believe 
that the n^essity under which builders in general have lain of 
building edifices of which the chief economic virtue is, that they 
shall not last beyond the term of tlie ground-lease—a term 
scarcely long enougli, in general, for the mere seasoning of a 
well-built house—has been more ruinous to the national instinct 
for beauty in architecture than all other causes put together. 
In the arts which have escaped degradation from such external 
causes, it is not found that we have, upon the whole, degenerated. 
Music, which is more nearly allied to architecture than any 
other art, has advanced with astonishing rapidity from a state 
of artistic infancy to one of maturity, since the dying out of the 
best age of building. Poetry and painting have attained their 
highest triumphs during this period of architectural degradation. 
'We must look, then, to some chan^ of extenial conditions to 
explain a degeneracy which is cleaify not that of our humanity; 
and where shall we find a better explanation than in the fact' 
that, for reasons which need not here be investigated, people all 
over the civilised world have ceased i4o attach that" idea of per¬ 
manence, throughout successive generaUons, to their domiciles, 
which was at the foundation of the architecture of the beat ages. 
No btiildin^ domestic or pablif, eecnkr or sacred, can be archi- 
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tectural in its effect, unless it looks as if it were built to last for 
ever. This semblance of absolute permanence is not only a 
condition of the expression of architectural ideas, but it is itself 
the one great idea of which all kinds of architectures are the 
varied expressions. The Egyptian style, as this Review may 
claim tlio credit of having first proved, was the simplest of all 
possible expressions of this idea. The expression was produced 
by sheer mass assuming the form which nature’s own architeo 
ture, in her mountains, takes. Everything in Egyptian archi¬ 
tecture intensified, by multiplication and contrast, that form 
of passive and eternal resistance to gravitation and all ordinary 
destructive forces, the pyramid. Greek architecture diminished 
the brute mass, and abolished the passive force of the prevailing 
form of the edifices of Egypt) and substituted a far more beauti¬ 
ful and vital expression of the idea of permanence. Its masses, 
though still noble, were no longer rocks, lying heavily upon the 
curtl), and carved into avenues of sliafls and cliff-like towers. 
They became vital by being divided into two classes, which 
were opposed to each other with the most varied, powerful, and 
delicate expression of equilibrium. From the basement of the 
Greek temple sprang a aeries of shafts, of which the outline, 
multiplied by Huting, impressed the eye with a sense of a torrent of 
power rusliiiig up to meet the gravitating mass of the entablature. 
The mass, and its supporting power, were each expressed with 
elabonitc ailistie science, and the difierent w'ays in Vnicli this was 
done gave rise to the difierent “orders.” The Doric shaft had 
its expression intensified, first, by the three horizontal channels, 
which were cut In its thickness just below the capital, and which, 
by diminishing the supporting pow'er wantonly^ where it was 
most required, made a proud and most intelligible boast of 
superabundant ability for the task imposed; secondly, by allow¬ 
ing itselfj after this display of ample power, to seem to suffer .to 
a G^taiu degree from tho superimposed mass, under which it 
spread into the beautiful quirked ovolo,** that was crowned by 
tne “ abacus,” or tile,—the point, of rest and indifference between 
tlie opposing powers of support and gravitation. The Ionic 
shaft 8|>oke the same thing in different words. Instead of 
channels diminishing its power, it was ornamented where it was 
weakest; and its ffower, on meeting the weight of the entabla¬ 
ture, distributed itself into two streams^ which rolled over in 
elastic curves. These, and other cxpressioual powers in the 
shafts, were met by a similar declaration of opposing fixrce iu 
the entablature, of wliich vfe have no space iiere to describe 
the various interest, all combining in this one idea. laimbard 
architecture, again, relied for its architectural character upon a 
totally different mode of showing forth the same ^uali^ of 
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power and permanence. Here the waU performed the offices of 
the eohnnWf and endless devices were resorted to, whereby its 
thickness and might were artistically manifested. Finally, the 
architects of the pointed style, having discovered the mechanical 
principles upon which the greatest amount of permanence and 
'Security could be obtained with the smallest expenditure of 
material—a discovery which rendered all previous styles ^or ever 

—exhausted their powers of invention in elaborating that 
wonderful system of decoration which compensates, by the most 
brilliant vitalitpr, for the absence of massiveness. The support¬ 
ing members, in this style, having so little work to do that the 
display of it would not he imposing, are made to appear as if 
thi^ task were altogether abolished, and the lines of the clustered 
shafl are continued in the arch, and lose themselves in the 
robf-ridge; and a thousand details of decoration, in base, capital, 
moulding, etc., help this effect. Thus we see that, in. the four 
great architectures of the world, the main idea has always refer¬ 
ence to mass, that is, to permanence,-—in the firat three positively 
and directly, in the last indirectly, Le., by the management of 
masses of moderate magnitude so as to avoid the impression of 
slightness and impermanence. We may fairly conclude, then, 
that whatever tends to destroy the connection, in men’s miiuls, 
of absolute permanence with good building, tends also to destroy 
the habit of mind which is the ground of architectural feeling. 
Now it is cert&in that the world, for several generations, has been 
living in houses which neither «re nor seem to be built for more 
than a very moderate “term.” We live all our lives between 
walls so thin and high, that, but for the strong probability 
afforded by experience that they will last on from aay to day, 
we would not venture to trust our lives to them for an hour. 
Acenstomed as we thus are to behold, without disgust, the im¬ 
mense majority of our edifices raised, os it were, out of the pale 
of architecture principles, it is not surprising that our a^hi- 
tectural instincts are so blunted and perverted, that, when we 
are called upon to build under conditions of permanence, wo 
have no feeling for the work, and can only pla^arise, and spoil 
in the plagiarising, the works of our ancestors. Stupendous 
efforts have been made, during the last qui^r of a centuiy, to 
revive the lost art of architecture, and the srAess of those efforts 
has been much greaterHhan any sober-minded man would have 
ventured to prophesy at die banning of that time. Ecclesi- 
estical architecture is wholly revolutionist. This movement, 
Mr Scott truly says, “ is not a mtre bshion, it is no popular 
otprice; it is a aeep««Ued, eurnes^ Und energetic revolution 
in the human mind^ and one which k not peculiar to our own 
county or our own churdii but wbieiiit in a greater or less de- 
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jpx'c, pervades all the countries where Gothic architecture once 
tloui'isiicd. It is a craving after the rcsiimptioii of our national 
architecture, the only genuine exponent of the civilisation of 
the modern as distinguished from the ancient world. No town 
or village in England hut supplies its testimony, iu ’church or 
school-liouse, to the magnitude of this revolution. There re¬ 
mains, however, a great work before us,—our civil architecture is 
as yet unrevolutionised. We cannot, however, say that we arc, 
in civil and domestic architecture, in precisely the same position 
in which wc were, as concerns church architecture, fifteen years 
ago, for we have been all this time laying in stores of knowledge 
on the subject. We have put out our feelers, Wc have made 
many feeble and iri*eaoluto essays, not to mention many miser¬ 
able failures. We have made our reconnaissances; but the real 
brnnt of the attack is still to come. Let us gird on our liarness 
for this new contest. It may seem at fii*st sight hopeless; but 
Jet ns look at what wc have already achieved, and our courage 
need not fail us.” Wc tear that Air Scott is too sanguine t)f 
what may be done, and that ho overrates, not the magnitude, 
hut the vitality of what has already been effected. The “re¬ 
volution,” of wliich lie speaks, began, as “ revolutions” generally 
Jo, at the wrong end. Architecture, like charity, should have 
begun at home, if possiltle—which, unhappily, it was not; for 
social economics are stubborn things, and turn deaf ears to 
aisthetical persuasions. Landlords and huiltling*acts laugh at 
theciries of beauty. It is in vain to talk and write about the 
possibilities of metropolitan architecture while the Duke of Bed¬ 
ford and the Marnnis of Westminster stand aloof, like the Fates, 
and decree tlmt the life of half the houses in London shall be 
iiiiTcty-nine years, and no more; it is in vain tiiat we extol the 
T>ictuix's(|ne gabled fronts of the dwellings of our ancestors, so 
long as tlie law dechires that the party-walls of every house shall 
rise,well aliove the adjacent roofs, thus providing that the sides 
and not the centres of our tlwellings shall liuvc the greatest 
altitude. We are sorry to damp the sanguine views of Mr 
Scott and tho Gothic revivalists; hut we fear it is certain that, 
so long as we live in liouses built under such conditions, it is 
impossihlo that, a^ nation, we should look upon architecting, 
even in its nubliVand jiermanent works, in other than a dille- 
tanto and disoolieving spirit. A dilletaiAe reformation, however, 
when it assumes the magnitude of the recent change in the 
princijilcs of church building, is better than no reformation at 
all; and it is not quite impossible that such reformations may 
at last sulidue the obstinate enemies of its vitality, and finally 
end where, as wo said, it ought, if possible, to have commenced. 
One step has certainly been taken, which need not be retraced, 
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We have come at last really to understand the principles on 
which the mediaeval architects built, and, if we can do no more, 
we can reproduce their conceptions without ridiculous blunders. 
This is more than w'e were able to do even so short a time ap;o 
as the date of the commencement of the New Houses of Parlia¬ 
ment, which no architect of the present day woidd think (>f 
designing upon their actual plan; and not only do we under¬ 
stand those principles so as to carry them out in stone, but we 
also coinprebend that their artistic and economic truth is sncli 
that no previous mode of architecture can pretend to rival 
the mediaeval style, which, as we liave said, lias therefore 
rendered all ancient styles, and modern corruptions of ancient 
styles, for ever obsolete. Admirers of the Gothic styles can no 
longer be silenced by their opponents with a contemptuous da 
^ustihue non est disimtandum! Every person, with the archi¬ 
tectural information of the present day, has tlio same right to 
laugh, not at tlie had tasfr^ but the iguvrance, of a club of gentlt*- 
men, or an artistic commission, who resolve to choose the Greek 
or Palladian mode for their house or picture-gallery, that a 
school-boy would have to ridicule, in an otherwise well-informed 
man, the refusal to acknowledge the conclusiveuess of tlic argu¬ 
ment of the binomial theorem. In fact, when Mr Scott says, 
“ Now I boldly assert that no style of architecture has so directly 
derived its characteristics from utility as that which 1 am advo¬ 
cating ; that ho style is capable of adding so much that is beauti¬ 
ful and pleasurable, not only without reducing, but as arising 
out of its uses, as this; and that no style is cciually capable of 
adapting itself to varied requirements, or of etilisting in its ser¬ 
vice the inventions, materials, and ideas whic!) are introduced 
by the advance of social improvement;” he “ boldly asserts” a 
series of positions which have become mere truisms of archi¬ 
tectural criticism. » 

Not only have other arcldtectural critics—ourselves among the 
number—had a long start of Mr Scott’s “ bold assertions,” but oven 
architects have now for a g(jod while been anticipating them in 
stone and brick. It is not the first time that tlie world has heard 
of Gothic architecture being as good for secular as for sacred 
purposes. The most conservative nation in^ie world has raised 
Its legislative palace in this style; and in Dome and Woodward’s 
New Museum at Oxf<Ard we have a still bolder adoption of it, 
in the very home and heart of conservatism of all kinds. In the 
latter building, to which little public attention has been called, and 
of which Mr Scott makes no moreiban a passing mention, Gothic 
aichitecture does far more than assert its secular efRcacy, it takes a 
new stride as an art, and actually puts into practice various, new, 
mul important idcaswhich appear as ^*buld assertions” in MrScotfs 
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hook. In this edifice, and in the Debating Room of the Union, 
Oxford, certain decided but apparently incompatible superiorities 
of the Italian mediaeval mode are vitally grafted upon our own 
national, style; moreover iron and glass arc being boldly, though 
it would be premature to say, successfully adopted, for purposes 
to wliicli the mediasval architects never dreamed of applying tneni^ 
namely, for the material of shaft, spandrel, buttress, and roof. In 
the metropoli.s, also, there has been no lack of boldness in apply¬ 
ing Gothic architecture to secular purposes. Hero and there, in 
the otherwise hid^us streets of Liondon, the passenger come.s 
upon a new private house or shop, which, if it had been found 
in Venice, with the duo adjuncts of deca}'’, would have filled our 
architectural critics with enthusiasm. There Is one such house in 
Park Lane, another in Southampton Street, Strand, a third in 
Hiickinghain Street, and a fourth in Little Russell Street, Covent 
Garden. We are afmid that we cannot reckon Mr Scott\s 
new buildings in 1)t>an*s Yard, Westminster, as belonging to tho 
best specimens of tho revival of Gothic architecture for secular 
})urposc8 whicli is now in process of initiation. Between the above 
extremes of Palaces and Museums on the one hand, and small 
houses in insignificant streets on tho other, London can show 
several other examples of this commencing revival. The most 
successful of these is, to our thinking, the new edifice on the east 
side of Lincoln’s Inn Fields. Here we have a very beautiful 
revival, not only of (iothic, but of English Gotlne, or “ Tudor,” 
The new Record Office, in Fetter Lane, is a less imitative, but 
also less successful, adaptation of Gothic forms to modern and 
secular purposes. These examples are at all events enough to 
save Mr Scott from being cliarge<l with n wild and eccentric 
spirit of innovation, in such bold assertions ” as we have quoted 
albove. 

Let it be remarked, that the smallest of the buildings, which 
wc have now instanced ns examples of rntnlera secular Gothic, is 
good for at least five liundred years; and that nothing can more 
conclusively demonstrate the truth of our assertion of the necessity 
of the appearance of indefinite permanence in an architectural 
work, than the disgustingly unarchitectural effect of houses, such 
as many on Tulsq^ill, and in other suburbs of Loudon, in which 
Gothic and Lomfflrd forms are made use of in houses built on 
the warranted-to-M-down-in-ninety-niilb years principle. These 
houses, which ore of honest materials, not mere compo, which 
used a short time ago to be the material of all ninety^nine year 
architecture, are, in fact, worse perversions of architectural trutli 
than the simple plaster deceptions, just as a self-deceiving sophist 
is worse than a direct and ingenuoul liar. The latter outrages 
truth, but does not discredit it in the minds of others; but the 
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former injures in the minds of the weak, who are tlie great ma¬ 
jority, the instinct of reality. The proper style of architecture 
for the ninety-nine year house, is that wtiich was universal under 
the ninety-nine year system until the architectural mania (whicli 
began about forty years ago, and is now at its height) reached 
the London trades’ people, who, when they do go mad,—and 
that is always when they hearken while the “ demon whispers, 
* have a taste,’ ”—go mad to a degree unknown among less busi¬ 
ness-like people. We allude to the style in which the great 
mass of London is built. This style is perfectly honest, and, us 
far as it goes, avtistical. It is a true, symbolical representation 
of the central idea. Just as “forever” seems written on the 
face of every building of antiquity, so, upon the faces ol' tlie five 
hundred miles of Rat, undecorateu, baked-mud streets of London, 
is written, “ for ninety-nine years.” It was a bad thing when 
London streets Rrst took to lying, and the thin \ralls of bilious- 
looking bricks hid themselves in plaster coverings of Greek and 
Palladinn pretensions. Bui this falseness is quite shallow and 
excusable, when compared with that in which real materials 
assume forms whereof the main significance is an idea of duration 
totally at variance with the actual fact. 

We fancy that there are already symptoms of a revulsion in 
architectural matters; so much of the vilest profanation of 
architectural truth and beauty meets us at every turn, that our 
taste for the fruth and beauty themselves Ls in danger of being 
converted into indifference, if not disgust. We confess ourselves 
tlien, on the whole, unhopeful of a revivs^ which seems to have 
so little heart in it. We fear that it will not have the strength 
to bring about those modiRcations of social habits and laws wliicU 
are absolutely necessary to its extensive prevalence. In eccle¬ 
siastical architecture, by reason, not,^as klr Scott supposes, of'its 
sacred nature, but of tlie permanent characterof all ecclesiastical 
edifices, a total revolution has indeed been effected. But the 
revolution is only in the architecture—not in what is of fur more 
importance, the national feeling. Affer a deal of writing, and 
talking, and monc3'-spending, we have got our fine new tO}*, in¬ 
deed ; but who cares much about it ? Had it been jiossible to 
have begun our reform at the right poiht, and to have so built the 
houses we live in that the mere living in thcfti should have edu¬ 
cated our tastes, and endowed us with an unconscious percej>tioii 
and love of architectonic reality, we might then have built 
Churches, Palaces^ and Houses of Parliament in wliicli the 
heart of the nation would have delighted. As it is, it seems 
quite clear that the nation does not care a straw for what it talks, 
and writes, and spends 80*mnch money uppn. Wo should like to 
know what per-centage of Londoners, or visitors to London, have 
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ever gone a hundred yards out of their way to see a series of the 
noblest architectural views in the world,—views which they have 
paid millions of money in taxes to create,—we mean the views 
of tlic different parts of* the Houses of Parliament, which are 
to be obtained only in the never-visited interior courts of that 
wonderful edifice. 

Wo will, however, for the time being, hope against hope, and 
so proceed with our review of Mr Scott’s summary of the chief 
considerations by which we should be guided in prosecuting the 
Gothic revival in secular and domestic architecture.” 

Tito window is justly made the first of the claims of Gothic 
architecture to adoption for domestic purposes, Gothic ar¬ 
chitecture,” says Air Scott, “as might be expected from its 
northern origin, is par eminence a window style; so much so, 
that by its windows we most readily distinguish it from other 
styles, and by them wo define its different historical cimnges. In 
the pure G ivck the window conies in only as a thing to be ashamed 
of, and the means of lighting the finest Greek temples are still 
a mystery. Tn Konian buildings it assumes a more definite 
jiosition, but still seems rather admitted as a necessary intruder 
tlian a legitimate part of the architcCtui'o. It is in the middle 
ages that the window first takes its proper position as one of the 
most essential architectural features, and as the most important 
vehicle for architectural decoration.” In this parage, Mr Scott 
does not state the case in’its full force. The fact is that, where¬ 
as in Greek architecture and all its derivative branches, and in 
Lombard architecture, the wall is an artistic necessity of the 
first order,—in the Greek, as u passive foil to the expression of 
ascendant energy in the shafts,—and in the Lombard, as being it¬ 
self tlie main object of attention and decoration, it exists, in the 
Pointed stylo, only on sufferance, and as an occasional, but only 
occasional necessity. In those buildings in Vhich this style ap¬ 
proaches nearest to its ideal perfection, such as the Cathedrals of 
Cologne and Strasburg, the wall is almost wholly dissolved into 
windows. The capacity of {minted architecture for the admission 
of liglit, us compared with that of the rival style of the Italian 
Kenaissnnee, may be sufficiently understood by our readers, if they 
will recall the secular Gotliic edifices at present in the metropolis, 
and particularly Christ’s I lospital and tljo New Record Ofiice. It 
will be remembered that, in these buildings, almost the entire 
space between buttress and buttress is window. The nearer a 
Gothic building comes to being wholly made up of buttress and 
traceried window the bettA, the more Gothic it looks. But 
turn to tile best metropolitan edifices in the rival stylo ; look at 
the range of classic club-houses in Pall Mall. Wli^ does the 
Reform Club strike us os being so mucli more beautiful and in 
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character with its style than the rest? Chiefly, becanse less of 
the wall is sacrificed to windows than in any other of these 
buildings. The absurdity of building museums, picture-galleries, 
and other places of exhibition, in the Greek stylo, or in any of* 
its denvntivcs, seems, in the face of this clear and undeniable 
principle, to be too glaring to require onfbrceirient. 

Mr Scott’s discussion of the question as to whether a Gothic 
wndow is bound to be pointed, seetns to us to be the most satis- 
fact<iry part of his book, and that part in whicli he has most 
shown independent tliought. There are two architectural par¬ 
ties ; one of which is tor trusting entii*cly to constructional 
convenience as the source of architectural character, the other 
maintains that there are certain typical fonns which must be 
adhered to, for the form’s sake, or we fail in the production of 
liomogeneous beauty. There are two normal modes of covering 
an opening, the one by a horizontal lintel or architrave, the other 
by an arch.” (Mr Scott miplit more properly have said tliat 
there are three; for tlie pointed arch diflers, in constructive Dualities, almost as much from the round-headed arch as this 

oes from the lintel.) Now one set of theorists insists mi 
having only lintels, or only round arches, or only pointed arches, 
while another is for using them all according to convenience.” 
‘We heartily agree in Mr Scott’s decision us thus expressed: — 

The last is ithe theory dictated by common sense, the first by 
pedantry; yet we must so far temper the latitude given by the one ns 
to prevent its introducing positive discoi*d. It is quite true that the 
forms which satisfy the obvious demands of construction are, so far ns 
this is evident, satisfactory to the instinct of common sense, and may 
even pass for beauties, but they have no necessary connection with 
beauty, or harmony of form, though, by a happy coincidence, they 
often suggest what is agreeable to the eye. The common-sense 
theory then, must b% tempered, when found needful, by the prin¬ 
ciple of harmony and good tusto: thus, in a lintel style, tlic arch 
sliould be an exception, used only from obvious necessity; and in an 
arch style, the lintel should be sparingly used, and in positions in 
which an arch would obviously be needless. Again, in a building 
in which the round arch predominates, other forms should only come 
in as the result of practical considerations; and in a building where 
the pointed arch is the leading type, the round or other forms of 
arch may be admitted fregly, but never without a practical reason. 
1 cUum, then, for Gothic architecture the liberty to use the arch or 
liiktel as circumstances may dictate, but reserving fully a preference, 
emteris paribus^ for the arch; and, in Ae same manner, 1 claim for it 
the /ree choice of the different forms of arch, as may be best suited 
for each particular position, but urge, at the same time, a general 
preference fer the pointed arch,” 

The next question dfecussed by Mr Scott i^ " whether a 
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Gothic domestic window must of necessity be raullioned.” 
Here a/rain he claims the same kind of freedom. “ The mul- 
lioned window seems to have been nearly universal in English 
domestic works, but abroa<l the mullion was omitted whenever 
convenience suggested its absence. This is all 1 claim in our 
own works.” Mr Scott does not give any opinion as to the 
reason of the highly characteristic prevalence of the mullioned 
window in Kngland, and its less frequent use abroad. AVe have 
no doubt that tlic reason is to be found in the motive onr climate 
gives us for buihling lower rooms than are common in conti¬ 
nental houses. A room must he very loft}' to allow of a lat'ge 
window having a pointed arch. To our rninds, by far the most 
beautiful window for domestic purposes is tliat which is composed 
of lintel and luullions inclosing small pointed arclies. Whatever 
Air Scott may say to the contrary, tliere is a certain solemnity 
and ‘‘ occicsiasticar' cliaracter in the form of the pointed arch, 
which unfits it for prevailing use in a secular, or, at least, in 
a domestic buikliiig, unless its peculiar character is neutralised 
by iticlosure in a S(|uarc head. Above all things, we would 
caution our architects, who are in datiger of going to fanatical 
extremes in tlieir admiration of “ Italian Gothic,” to avoid the 
]ii<leou.s windows of tlic over-praised Doge’s palace, and other me- 
tliicval works oi' Italy. A window of anything like their breadth,^ 
whetlier square-headed or pointed, is frightful to Jock at, unless 
it is divided by mullions. 

“ In many modern buildings in Germany the wood casements 
arc so uri'angcd as to give quite tlieeflcct of a mullioned window 
when sliut, hut to leave the space undivided when open, while 
the upper part is often filled with ornamental work of metal or 
other material. This system might be very readily adapted to 
a Gothic window, whei*e needful.” Here we must entirely dis¬ 
agree with Mr Scott. The reason whv a mullioned window is 
better than a great broad gap, is simply because the mulHon has tlie 
reality as well as the appearance of being a portion of the power 
of the wall, left, in the construction of tlio aperture, in order to 
secure the upper wall against falling in. Now there is such an 
uncompromising sincerity about all good architecture, that, to 
a well-educated architectural eye, the ugly gap is far better than 

wood casements so arranged as to give quite the effect of a 
mullioned window, when shut." This pissage is one of several 
proofs given by Mr Scott, that, for all his apparently enthusiastic 
adoption of the right architectural doctrines of Mr Raskin and 
others, he has not that love of artistic tmth which is the founda¬ 
tion of artistic genius. 

On the subject of glazing we quite agree with what Mr Scott 
says:—For the glazing, it sdems to me that if we condemn 
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the old system of diamonds, or small-pattern glazing, as in¬ 
consistent with the spirit” (say rather with the mechanical 
resources) “of our age, and our praiseworthy desire to see 
clearly out of our windows, we ought, in good houses, to go at 
once into the opposite extreme of plate-glass, as undivided as 
possible. It is one of the most useful and beautiful inventions 
of our day, and eminently calculated to give cheerfulness to our 
houses,” What “ seems to” Air Scott to be the liost course in this 
matter, has also seemed to be the same thing to various other archi¬ 
tects, who have plagiarised this writer’s principles hy anticipation. 
Air Woodward, in particular, has proved how well plate-glass 
suits pointed architecture by his use of it in Dr A eland’s bouse 
and the Union Hoorn at Oxford. In connection with this sub¬ 
ject we would throw out a practical caution. A condition of 
the successful use of platc-glass in pointed architecture will 
generally be found to be this, that the mullion, instead of being 
less pronounced in character than under the old condition of 
diamond glazing, ought to be very perce[»tibly more so, in order 
to counteract the inci*cased effect of vacancy. Uiimullioncd 
spaces, which looked well enough wliero the glazing was ren¬ 
dered fully visible by means of the minute, lead-bound panes, 
would often be ruinous to architectural effect were these sjiaces 
to be simply filled up with platc-glass, wliieh must be regarded 
As a practiculljj^ invisible {medium. This for two reasons:—first, 
the ancient glazing had itself the effect, through the operation 
of the numerous diagonal lines, of in some degree resisting 
lateral and superiiicumhcnt pressure; and, secondly, the cyu 
dwelt upon spaces so glazed with a certain amount of satisfac¬ 
tion and interest. Now, in order to compensate for this fact of 
visibility and this appearance of resistance, wlien platc-glass is 
used wo must have the mullions more powerful and interesting. 
They should he thicker, closer together, and more highly deco¬ 
rated, as a rule, than in ancient buildings. Wo consider this sug¬ 
gestion of importance, because the pi'escnt tendency of nrcliitects 
seems to be in the otlier direction. Our improv^ mechanical 
resources enable us to widen the apertui*es in our buildings 
without diminishing the security of the wall. But architects 
should not forget that, although architecture must never expivss 
a falsehood—as in the window frames which look like niullions 
“when shut”—it onght'^Veiy often to give to truth an emphasis 
beyond the bare requirements of construction. 

Mr Scott very properly pleads for the retention of the old 
' ^Btem of glazing in windows, or parts of windows, which ore 
intended only to admit light, and not to be seen through—as in 
stairwiase window's, and in the upper portions of other windows. 

We do not sympathise with hm, however, in his advocacy of 
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balconies. They seem to us to be essentially un-Gothic in cha¬ 
racter, unless they rest upon open arcades. We do not remember 
to Iiavc seen any successful example of a Gothic balcony pro¬ 
jecting from the wall, as most balconies necessarily must. In 
our climate, moreover, they are of so little use, that it is not at 
all worth wliilc dama^in^ the Gothic character in order to obtain 
them. In Italy and Spain the case was different, and so, indeed, 
was tlic character of the architecture, which, beautiful as it must 
he allowed to be, was, after all, a sort of bastard Gothic, and 
admitted of various licenses fuiite inconsistent with the noble 
simplicity of our northern styles. Those, we hope ancl trust, 
will never be Italianised to the degree threatened by the extrava¬ 
gant admiration whicli has succeeded to our former unjust con¬ 
tempt for southern (iothic. Several years ago (VoL xv., pp, 
481-485), and before architects had begun to copy the Italian 
Pointed style, wo exjiressed a decided opinion as to the real 
value of that luodt; for our purposes. “ Air Kuskin,” we wrote, 
“endeavours to ])rove that this style, as displayed in the Vene¬ 
tian palaces, especially the Palazzo Ducalo, is the culminating 
point of the art of architecture. And ho is perhaps right, as far 
ns regards mctropolituli palatial architecture, but, we think, no 
ftii’ther.In Venetian architecture wo have the Lombard 
])rinci])Io, which is to make everything of the wall, and thp 
Pointed, which tendu to make nothing of it, beautifully combined 
and reconciled; and a«very decided mixture of the fantastical 
Arabian notion of throwing gravity and the law of gravitation 
overboard altogether (as the basis of architectural expression), 
confers upon this style a light-hearted ami smiling air, which is 
most delightful in its ]»hice and wa}'.” These qualities, we re¬ 
marked, unfitted this style for church architecture ; but the 
plain fa^'ade and the arcade which is common on the ground 
stoi*ey, render it particularly suitable for street, and, above all, 
\xyv nhop arehitecturo, AVo regret to observe that, since this was 
written, architects have been ajiplying the Italian style chiefly 
to jiurposes for which we have a far better style of our own, and 
neglecting to apply it where it would be appi'«)priate. 

On the subject of I'oofs Air Scott makes the following sensible 
nnnai'ks:— 

“ The fact that in Italy the roofs of*mediiBval buildings were 
genoriilly low, 1 mij, I confess, ratlior disposed to attribute to classic 
traditions than the direct effect of climate. My own experience of 
Italy would not lead me to predicate of it any want of necessity for. 
efficient roodng. In my firsl night under an Italian roof, I was 
nearly flowed out of my bedroom by the torrents of rain which the * 
loav covering failed to exclude j while,’ on the lust evening of my sUiy, 
1 was ankle-deep in snow at a railway station in the plains of Lom- 
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bardy, and that after only half an lioui’s full, and in the very begin¬ 
ning of November. Nor do my reminiscences of the funous swellings 
of the Arno, or of roads converted into rugged and doeply-furrowcil 
water-courses, and in parts nearly wiislied away by three days* rain, 
impress me witii the necessity of a good slope to your roof being 
much less in Italy than in England.** 

W e are glad to Iiave tliis indirect confirmation of onr conviction 
—expressed long ago, if we remember rightly, in this Ilecirw— 
that the roof-pitch, in Gothic architecture, was a primarily artistic 
and not an utilitarian feature. 

Mr Scott does the cause of Gothic architecture good service 
by emphatically insisting on its snjierior freedom, lie shows 

that the rules of the style are not so rigid as to demand the 
use in every case of all its normal characteristics; that, though 
an arch style, it freely admits of the trabeatod construction ; and 
tliat, though it delights in tlie pointed arch, it permits tlio use of 
tile round or the seirment: that, thourjli the inullioiied window 
is one of its most cliaracteristic features, it admits of undivided 
openings, and that it allows great latitude, not only in the design 
of the window itself, which may be of all varieties, from tiio 
square opening to the arched and traeeried window, but also in 
the minor accessories, such as the glaring and die mode ufopeii- 
ing the lights; and, finally, that though it delights in the higli- 
])itched n>of, as that best according with the sentiment of the 
style, it admits, as occasion serves, of every form of roof, from 
the perfect flat upwards, (rothic architecture is, in fiK‘t, tlie 
most free and unfettered of all styles. It embraces every reason¬ 
able system of practical constmetion. This, however, is only 
true up to a certain point, and Mr Scott entirely omits to show 
where that point is; nay, we think it perfectly clear, from his 
book, that he lias no very distinct notion about it himself. Thu 
essence of the artistic character of (iothic architecture, as dis¬ 
tinguished from the artistic characters of other styles, is its 
pendicularity'*—a term which has been very much abused and 
intsunderstc^, but which, nevertheless, expresses the matter as 
nearly, perhaps, as one word can. This character depends 
primarily upon the fact that the pointed arch is, and looks liko 
what it IS, a self-supporting arch, which the round arch is not. 
This constructive quality^detcrmined the immense height of the 
naves of Gothic churches, and an entire system of decorative 
features, including the spire, to harmonise therewith. In Greek, 
J^man, and Renaissance architecture, the shaft, and, in Byzan- 
tiuo, the round arch, assumed hugS masses of superincumbent 

^enteblatare and wall as the objects of their real anri artistically 
expressed supporting powers. But, in the purest Gothic, as vi4 
were the firsts in a former article to proved tlie idea of support 
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is nbolishcd as an artistic character, and, in its stead, wc have 
that of interminable aspiration, or perpendicularity.” Now, 
(rotiiic architecture is not quite so free as Mr Scott believes; it 
does not admit of balconies, as lie conceives that it docs, nor of 
heavily projecting cornices, nor of any other feature involving 
an unavoidable display of supporting power. Gothic clustered 
shafts, as we all know, do really support great weights, but their 
aitistic expression is most elaborately and successfully managed 
so as to convoy the notion that they rise as freely as the mount¬ 
ing spray of a fountain. So witli buttresses; they spring from 
stage to stage, and terminate in airy croeketed pinnacles, ignor¬ 
ing wholly, ill their artistic effect, the fact of the work done by 
tliein. This expression, tlien, of aspiration, unchecked from base 
to roof-ridge, is the Gotliic expression; and, unless a building, 
whether secular or ecclesiastical, has a sutHcient number of dis¬ 
tinctly (lotliic features—all of wliicli, as we showed on a former 
o(*(,*asion, aid in this expression—to convey to the mind of the 
beholder this jK'culiar Vffect, it u mt Gothic, It seems to us 
t'lat, in the X'eiietian pahua^s, this ex])rcssion is reduced to the 
very lowest jioint coiihistent witli the retention of Gothic cha- 
r:i<;rer; and, if we have rccoinmeiuIe<l them as examples for 
metropolitan ureliitects, it is oidy because the conditions of mo¬ 
dern street arcliitccture are usually such as to preclude some of 
the noblest features of our native style, • 

The use and abuse of plaster, in architecture, is very ably and 
conclusively discussed in the volume befoi*e us. “ It is a natural 
reaction,” says Mr Scott, “ when we find that a material, or 
mode of workmanshij), has become debased by misuse, to treat 
it ns immedicabile ndnns, and to proscribe its use altogether; 
and I believe that in many cases it is by far the safest mode of 
dealing with tliose materials, etc., Mdiicli have become the ver¬ 
nacular vehicles for sham and (leception. The legitimate use 
of a plaster material too often serves as an excuse for its base 
misuse, so that it may be safest to expunge it for a time from 
our materia archiiectonicar It is, however, almost impossible 
to dispense with plaster entirely, and it therefore becomes im¬ 
portant to define its use, which, in an artistic point of view, is 
generally to provide a basis for, or oven itself to constitute, 
shallow surface decoration. Plaster may fairly encrust a wall, 
or an arch, or a ceiling, because it does but hide what wo know 
to be there; but if we so plaster over a horizontal brick arch 
as to make it look like a massive stone lintel, or if we use corbels 
and brackets as if to carry %eiglit, while in fact they are but 
stuck up against a wall, wo demean our art to a mere pretence.” 
Buildings of the Elizabethan period afford beautiful examples of 
a legitimate use of plaster, as the material of shallow arabesque 
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patterns. Mr Scott very properly observes, Had the idea ” (of 
plaster decoration) “ occuiTed at an earlier period, we should 
probably have had ceilings in the pointed styles diapered over in 
low relief. .... It is our place to supply the deficiency.” Tliis 
is certainly a valuable suggestion. Ceilings arc the last things 
which modern builders ‘succeed in decorating rightly, and yet an 
ufidecorated" ceiling is intolerable. A simple Gothic diaper 
would be beautiful in all ceilings, even in houses making no 
general pretension to Gothic or otherwise architectural character. 
Piaster cornices, connecting wall and ceiling, arc right if they 
are very shallow, not else. 

Mr Scott discusses the several parts of a house, as subjects of 
Gothic treatment; but we cannot say that he often throws much 
light on the matter. The following cerisdrc of much modern 
polychromy is, however, Vciy just and opportune:— 

“ Having so long discarded coloured decorations, excepting in a 
very small minority of our buildings, few amongst us have any know* 
ledge of its principles, or, which is far more important, any eye for 
harmonious colouring; nor, in many cases, do even those wlio so 
loudly cry out for polychromy perceive very correctly tlie difilTence 
between good and bad decorations. For my own part, 1 think tho 
majority of what is done is utterly disgusting, and infinitely worse 
than the Quaker drab which it supplanted. Surely the advocates 
of colour do not imagine tliat it imparts beauty irrespectively of the 
artistic skill with which it is ajiplied! Had designs or laid carving 
are offensive enough ; but bad colouring is utterly detestable.” 

Of all people in the world, it seems to us that the “ scientific” 
colourists, with Mr Owen Jones at their head, come most witlvn 
the scope of the above' reprobation. They justify Mr Kuskin’s 
sarcastical recommendations to a young colourist, to learn care¬ 
fully what colours are considered by them to he discordant, and 
to put those together as often as possible, if he would colour 
beautifully. 

Mr Scott rightly says, that “ the mode of painting the ordi¬ 
nary woodwork of a room in a Gothic house is one of the most 
puzzling questions one has to deal with.” Where handsome 
woods are used, they should, of course, be left unpainted; but ia 
con)mon hopses—^and ^erc is no reason why common houses 
should not be architecturallytreated-^deal must generallybe much 
used. In an otherwise beautiful private room, by Mr Woodward, 
we have seen the principle of architectural sincerity carried out so 
far os to leave the deal woodwork Uhre. We confess the effect 
was not pleasant to us. The shade of this wood is too light, and 
what colour it has is not good.j^Moreover, there is a feeling 
tiiat a touch will soil it, and the CMUce pressure of a finger-nail 
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damage its surface. We must therefore conclude that deal ought 
always to be ])ainted. To paint one wood in imitation of another 
is clearly contrary to severe architectural principle—though, if 
we remember rightly, Mr Kuskin somewhere defends, or at least 
excuses, this plan. Staining dues not seem to us to be any 
better, though Mr Scott secs no objection to it. Indeed, it 
seems rather to be a worse kind of deception thin imitative 
painting, because it is more likely to be successful. Deal stained 
of the colour of rosewood looks much more like rosewood than 
maple-painted deal looks like maple. Mr Scott suggests what 
wo think tiie right altcrtiative:—“ There is no reason why a 
door should be painted in plain colour: why should it not be 
picked out in different tints, its mouldings touched in with richer 
colours, and its panels decorated with delicately-designed enrich¬ 
ment, in simple lines and flat painting ? This would cost no 
more than graining.” Anotiier point of almost first-rate iniport- 
anco in domestic architecture, is the pajiering of rooms. It is 
very raredy that good patterns arc mot with. AVc had lately 
occasion to choose one, and tbund that the proportion of patterns 
having a good <iecorativc character, to those which were out of 
tlic question for an apartment to be somewhat carefully got 
up,” was about one in three hundred; and this was at a fashion¬ 
able Dondon upholsterer’s ! Those of our readers who may 
happen to be rc-papering and paintingtheir houses at this season, 
will find some valuable principles simply stated in the following 
passage:— 

I quite agree with Mr Owen Jones as to the* desirableness of 
keeping our patterns ihit I think, however, that this principle is in 
danger of being over-stated. It is like the controversy on the same 
question as applied to stained glass,—one party deprecating the use 
of any shading whatever, while another repudiates the restriction 
with all scorn, and luxuriates in pictures with landscape backgrounds, 
and figures in their native rotundity. The true theory would appear 
to bo this,—that, in decorating a part of a building that is in any 
degree functional, we should not disturb its surface by such an amount 
of relief, real or suggestive, as W'ould appear to clash with its con¬ 
structional requirements. Thus a floor is essentially flat $ and it is 
manifest that its decoration should not make it appear otherwise. . A 
vaulted surface, such us the interior of a dome, or the panels between 
the riba of groining, ought not to bo so bol|ily decorated as to disturb 
their essential form. The glass of a window possesses this quality in 
a less degree; but, as one object in decorating it is to prevent its 
being a mere gap in the architecture, and to make it a bond of unity 
between the sides of the opening, it should not, in my opinion, be 
made into a picture, giving the effect of great differences of distance, 
though moderate pictorial relief^ allowable. In the same way witli 
a w Jl: its functional quality as"! wdU should not be ^turbed; and 
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therefore its decorations should f^nerally be flat; but on borders, or 
detached panels out out from the general surface, greater relief is 
allowable in the objects represented. On the whole, however, I tliink 
that even paintings of the highest order, executed on the walls of a 
building, should have less varieties of distance, and should have a 
somewhat flatter treatment than is customary in detached pictures. 
The fact of their being painted directly on the wall so far unites them 
with the arcliitccture as to claim of them a certain degree of subordi¬ 
nation to it,—a claim, however, stronger or less imperative, in pro¬ 
portion as they cover a greater or less space; for, if the painting be 
large, it is more essentially a part of the wall; and if small, it may 
almost be viewed as having a separate existence, like an ordinary 
framed picture. If the papering, or the painted decoration of a room, 
be arranged in panels, the degree of flatness in the patterns of the 
borders and the panels sliould vary reciprocally. That is to say, 
that if the panel contains fresco, or otlier painting, as in the early 
Italian decorations, the border should be lini*d and architectural, and 
any foliage in it should be flat; but, if the panel be lilicd with a 
uniform flat diaper, greater relief is admissible in the border, so that 
one or the other may supply the ngidity of character essential to a 
waU,” 

Mr Scott very justly attributes the triviality of subject an{| 
style, in modern painting, to the modern disconnection of tlio 
intimately related arts oi painting and architecture, lie and 
most of our riders are probably not aware that, at this moment, 
a veiy remarkable attempt at t.he rcstnratitui of the connection 
of the two arts is being made at Oxford. We have already 
alluded, in tcrsis of admiration, to the new Debating Hoorn of the 
Union. This building is one of the most beautiful and original 
of modem applications of Gothic architecture to secular pur¬ 
poses ; and, on its interior walls, some of the greatest paintei-s in 
England have been for several months past engaged upon a 
senes of paintings in distemper, which arc wholly unlike, and, as 
to style, in our opinion, far superior to anything hitherto done in 
the way of architectural painting. Mr D. 6. Rossetti, whose 
ordinaiy refusal to exhibit his works publicly has prevented him 
from being generally known as probabljr the finest colourist and 
the most thoughtful composer living, is engaged, in company 
with Mr Arthur Hughes and other disciples of the ^^Pre- 
Raphaelite School,” in covering the walls of the apartment in 
Question with a series *of colossal paintings, on subjects drawn 
,mm the legends of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round 
Table. From all that we have seen and lieard of this work, it 
aeems to have been undertaken nnd carried on in a spirit of 
nnuMi and enthusiasm, without any parallel in the works of 
orrists of modem times. The work, we understand, is being 
done entirely gratuitously, the {Rupters and the archhect not 
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liavingso much as stipulated for the payment of their actual out¬ 
lay in colours and scaffolding, which must have been veiy large. 
The result, as far as wo can judge from the paintings in their un¬ 
finished stato, will be worthy of the spirit in which the undertaking 
has boon pursued. We find it difficult to express, to the great^ 
majority of onr readers, to whoniMrHossjetti can be little more than 
acelebmted name, how very original andcficctive, aearchitectural 
painting, this series of pictures ju’omiscs to be—we may say, in¬ 
deed, already is; for several of the ten bays of the building are 
at present completely painted. In the only journal in whi^ we 
have seen these paintings spoken of at all in detail and with the 
respect they merit, namely, in the Saturday attention is 
directed to the peculiar novelties of style and colouring by 
which these }}ictures are adapted to architecture in quite an 
unprecedented degree. Architectural painting has hitherto 
imitated, and, as it were, continued the architectural cfiects of 
the buildings in which they have been executed. Hard outlines, 
sombre colours, figures in statuesque postures and groups, have 
been ]>roviJcd, in order to harmonise’* with the architecture, 
the artists luiving forgotten that dissimilar things can only 
“ harmonise” by contrast. Now, Mr Rossetti and his brother 
artists and disciples have darcd to do exactly the right thing. 
The coloui*s of their pictures are as daz^liiigly bright as those of 
the most brilliantly illuminated missal; but, though their hues 
are as showy as those of a garden in May, they are also as 
subtly mixed and as soft. There are no liard outlines, no 
statuesque effects; and the result is, to our minds, as Iqvely as 
anything in modern art. The architecture and the painting, 
instead of being harmonised,” according to the vulgar notions 
of harmony, are in the most powerful and mutually relieving 
contrast. Nevertheless, the painting is thoroughly decorative,” 
and unlike ordinary canvas pictures. If we were called upon to 
describe, by one word, the nature of that much misunderstood 
quality of being “ decorative,” we would say, it is disti/ictnees^— 
aistinctness far more pronounced than is demanded in the details 
of a work which subsists independently and entirely for its own 
sake, and which is therefore not ‘^decorative,” in the proper 
sense of the term. If wo may so express ourselves, dl the 
details of “decorative” painting or sculpture ought to be capable 
of being seen without being looked at. It is so with these paint¬ 
ings. The Pre-Raphaelites have been widely abused for their 
extraordinary attention to minutiae; but it is a ^at pteumption 
in favour of their knowing vhat they are about, in making this 
a leading quality of their canvas paintings or waterKxiloar draw¬ 
ings, that they immediately abandon it on coming to decora¬ 
tive” painting and elaborate nothing but the coloar, whicK 
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never can be enough elaborated. In order to secure the absolute 
distinctness of every object, these paintings are so managed that 
all the interest centrea m the foreground. We recommend those 
of our renders who may have an opportunity of seeing these 

^ pictures, to notice particularly, as examples of whut wo mean by 
« decorative*’ character, the sun-flowers in Mr Morris's pietui*e of 
Sir Palomides’ jealousy, the clouds in Mr Frlnsep’s subject of 
Sir Peleas and Ettardc, and the boat and waves in the Duntli of 
Arthur. There is some prospect, we believe, of this experiment 
in arcliitectural painting being repeated (we hope by the same 
artists) on a more extensive scale in the Now Museum at 
Oxford. Wc trust that we owe our readers no apology for 
having stopped a little out of our way to mention a scries of 
works w'hicli, in all probability, will initiate a new style of 
architectural decoration. 

If Mr Scott will take a run down to Oxford, he will find that 
all the suggestions in liis “Query” about colour, pp. 84-86, 
have been adopted, by anticipation, in the paintings above 
noticed. 

We come now to consider “ constructive polychromy ;** that 
is, the use of marble or bricks of different colours in tlio sumo 
edifice. In our opinion, the most ambitious of our attempts in 
this way have been the least successful. Our native stones and 
marbles want variety and depth of colour, and our native sky is 
not bright enough to bring out colours, otlierwise weak, as an 
Italian sun does. If we are not content with plain stone of one 
colour^ we must have recourse, for effective “ constructive poly- 
ebromy,” to bricks. But coloured bricks arc very difficult 
things to handle well; and English builders cannot do better 
than reflect upon hir Scott's remarks on the cause of the 
difference between “ an ugly red brick house** and “ a fine old 
red brick house,” “ It is not that in one case the colour is crude 
and new, and in the other tempered by age, for the ugly brick 
bouse is often fifty years older than the one we admire; nor can 
we quite truthfully say, that it is the harmony of the material 
with Gothic architecture which pleases us, for we cannot fairly 
withhold a due meed of admiration for many red brick structures 
of Sir Christopher Wren ; and there are many (t) other styles 
in which it has been used with excellent effect. Where, then, 
does the secret lie? X would answer, on'*the very surface, and 
in the obvious fact, ^at no material looks well if not skilfully 
and artisticaUv hsc^ This, however, seems especially tlie case 
wit^hnek. A material of a colour, like stone, 
d^inot look so ill when unslulib^ used. If rough, there is a 

about St which it. ^earinjg; if smoothest gives 
idea cate and ^good workoiiaWF^ with some suggestkn cS 
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costliness. Rich marbles, again, have an intrinsic beauty, quite 
apart from their form; but brick has none of these qualities. It 
has nut a mild, harmless colour; it has neither a picturesque 
roughness, nor a finished smoothness of surface ; and though its 
colour may be rich, it is not in itself beautiful, like the varied 
hues of marbles. It depends for its good looks, therefore, more 
than most materials do, on tlie skill with which it is used ; and, 
in the absence of such skill, its colour is too strong and obtrusive 
to permit it to be harmless.” Mr iScott very justly remarks, 
that the sliapc of a brick is a very important element of its 
architectural effect. Our bricks, of which the size and shape, 
until very lately, have been exactly fixed by Act of Parliament, 
are too short and thick. The Roman brick was about double 
the length and half the thickness of ours. The superior artistic 
character of bricks so shaped, is chiefly owing to the constructive 
fact, easily apprehended by the eye, that tlieir length ensures 
good binding. 

Mr Scott's chapter on “New Materials*' is not veiy conclusive. 
This subject is one of the highest importance; but perhaps we 
are scarcely, as yet, in a condition to say anything veiy con¬ 
clusive about it. The constructive qualities of iron and glass 
are so valuable, that all artistic considerations, which stand in 
the way of their use, will infallibly be over-ridden—whether with 
the result of the abolition of arcliitecture as a fi^e art, or with 
that of the development of a totally new style, it is impossible to 
foresee; but certainly what has liitherto been done leads ul to 
forebode that the first result is the more probable of the two. 
Suspension bridges arc generally pleasing objects; but their 
beauty is precisely that of a well proved geometrical theorem, 
and is the very reverse of architecture as a fine art. All fine art 
appeals primarily to tlic imagination; but a suspension bridge 
npjwals to a faculty which is usually found in greatest vigour 
w'here imagination is weakest. Moreover, iron, quite as often as 
not, takes a form which has not even this low merit of mechanical 
beauty. Perhaps the vei^ ugliest thing in or out of nature is a 
great tubular bridge. Inhere is something, artistically, veiy 
terrible in the thought of this “ iron fate*”presiding over the 
works of man, and making them beautiful or hideous, with a 
dreadful indifference to our human susceptibilities. Mr Scx>tt 
does not seem to comprehend the danger hanging over him atid 
his art. The champion of Gothic architecture, he contents him¬ 
self with Aiowing, or rather endeavouring to show, that ijron can 
be adopted in the pointed style* at least u easily as iifto any 
otber.^ J'his may be true; but it seems to ns that the one con- 
strm^ive property of iron, which may poeribly W deteloi^ into 
arcfaiteotumi character, ia a quality which is subversive of t^ 
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principles of all the three fundamental styles hitherto developed, 
namely, the trabeated style, including Greek and its derivative 
architectures; the round arcta and wall style, including Byzan¬ 
tine, Lombard,” “ Norman,” etc.; and the pointed arch style: 
but, more particularly, that quality seems to be subversive of the 
latter. The property we mean is that of projection in a hori¬ 
zontal direction hx)m a perpendicular support on only one side. 
We do not see how this property could be developed into any 
style which would deserve a more digniied name than *^the 
balcony stylebut still the fact that the great constmetivo 
peculiarity of iron tends obviously to the formation of such a 
style, is enough to convince our readers, if they recall what we 
said, a few pagei back, about Gothic architecture and balconies, 
that iron promises to be rather the enemy than the ally of the 
pointed style. Another most significant fact, which Mr Scott 
fails to notice, is, that iron is so hard as to exclude not only 
sculpture, but all hand decorations, which would be effective at 
any distance from the eye. Now, let our readers consider what 
any style of architecture would be, in the total absence of sculp¬ 
ture, and they will see that this material would be absolutely 
fatal in any case. Sculpture is not a mere accessory of archi¬ 
tecture. It is of the essence of all architecture hitherto developed, 
except the Doric, which, however, would not be pleasing, could 
we look upon it with the consciousness of the fact that all its 
shafts and capitals, and all the members of the entablature, were 
hoUoWj as they must be, in iron. We confess, indeed, that we 
do not see how any properly architectural effect is possible in 
iron, except that most important of all architectural effects, mag¬ 
nitude. A vast edifice is always architecturally imposing, and 
no edifice can be architecturally effective, unless it has this 
fundamental quality of size. A Gothic spire, which has never 
yet risen above five hundred feet in stone, might easily attain a 
thousand, in iron; and such magnitude wqpld go far to com¬ 
pensate for the. meanness of moulded, instead of sculptured 
crockets and finials. We conclude, then, that, altliough 

metallic construction is the great development of - our age,” 
in the matter of architecture, it does not speak so ill, as Mr 
Scott would have it, “ for tKetaste of our architects, that tliey 
have done ao little to render it beautiful.” Iron architecture is 
like the unmanageable mechanical man of Frankenstein; and 
we do not think ft astonisbing that, now that our architects have 

developed” him, they are at a loss to know what fo do with 
or rather how to*prevbnt hw^estroving them I 

/ W Septa’s n»t chillier is ^ “Baifdin^ in the Countiy” 
^ soomwhat vez^tums eb«|itor, ctmtainiDg^ as it does, pro- 

iiln|tt|ti^ef fiicV which we hftve observed, 
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namdy, that no writings on architecture are so unpractical as 
sesthetic treatises on architecture by practical and professional 
architects. These gentlemen aSi ordinarily so mnch absorbed 
in the merest mechanical considerations involved in buildings 
that when they come to anything like a general consideration 
of architectural beauty^ they are easily distanced by their tion- 
professional critics, who have only studied the mechanism of 
architecture enough to secure them against blunders in their 
artistical views. Let us give our readers a sample or two of Mr 
Scott’s style, when he undertakes to firomulgate rules of abstract 
beauty. We imagine that veiy few of the persons who are 
appealed to by Mr Scott’s book, are likely to derive much inlbr- 
ination from the following architectural directions for 
ordinary villa— 

Its characteristics should be quiet cheerfulness and unpretending 
comfort; it should, both withiu and without, be the very embodiment 
of innocent and simple enjoyment. No foolish atfectation of rustieity, 
but the reality of everything which tends to the appreciation of 
country pleasures in their more refined form. The external design 
should so unite itself with the natural objects around, that they should 
ap^ar necessary to one another, and that neither could be very 
different without the other suffering. 'The arcliitectnre should be 
quiet and simple, the material that most suited to the neighbourhood 
—neither too formal nor highly finished, nor yet too' rustic. The- 
intcrior should partake of the same general feeling. • It should bear 
no rosemblanco to the formality of a town bouse ; the rooms should 
be moderate in height, and not too rigidly regular in form ; . • • 
some of the windows should, if it suits ^e position, open ont upon 
the garden, or into .conservatories,” etc., etc. 

Surely no ghost, or m^at practical architect, was needed to 
tell us all this, and much more of the like I We have seen the 
same thing much better done by a common newspaper critic, 
who, describing a Gothic countiy house, says:— 

*‘It expresses in the liveliest manner the feelings of English comfort 
and English independence. The glowing brick-work, set off by slips 
and cornices of cold stone ashlar, bids d^ance to the winter’s gloom# 
and reminds nsof the merry hearth, about which the whole edifice look's 
as if it had gradually agglomerated by a process of crystallisation. 
The chimnies are conspicuous objects, as they should be, where the 
hearth is of so mnch consequence. Tlie vast mullioned oriels make 
the most of the misty nortliern day. No interior arrangements are 
sacrificed to a proud &9ade. The outside at once declares that the 
inside has been the great object of the architect's sedSeitude. It doee 
not ooort the snffirages of the ^Uio at the cost of. ke tnterto hospi¬ 
talities. Every Jutting gable and shadO^vecest ^ m' mystery, of 
which the key is <mly to be found in some lBrtCtafi%eiOtt^leBoe and 
eomfork Ami yet, widi all thia carolessileai ofiMmiliajvosld ’km/ 
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think of it, the ancient mansion in this style, carries, to our minds, a 
nobler air than any other form of private habitation hitherto devised 
*-an air as much braver and nobli^r than that of the modern Grecian 
house,*’ as a living face, lighted up with healtli, strength, humanity, 
and kindliness, though somewhat irregular in feature, is lovelier and 
braver than the waxen Adonis of the hair-dresser’s shop window.” 

In this passa^ is expressed an intelligible idea, and a tan¬ 
gible direction is implied; but we should like to know how a 
pupil of Mr Scott’s would set about making his villa” the 
very embodiment of innocent and simple enjoyment,” and ^‘the 
reality of everything which tends to the appreciation of country 
pleasures in their more refined form I” 

There is one class of building to which Gothic architecture 
might be applied, without encountering any of the obstacles and 
drawbacks allnd^ to in the foregoing pages; we mean farm¬ 
houses and farm-buildings. Permanence and economy are usually 
considered before anything else in this order of edifice; and these 
prudential qualities are the best foundation for a vital revival of 
domestic Gothic architecture, which is oflen most beautiful when 
it is most humble, and which never shirks any duty, however 
homely. If our builders of farms and the lowest orders of />sr- 
manent rural edifices, would be persuaded to build on the prin¬ 
ciple of making their work as little architectural” as possible, 
but letting that little be pure Gothic, then, indeed, we should be 
beginning at beginning—which we have shown to have been 
impossible in urban domestic building—and there would be some 
chance of creating a really popular sympathy with an art fur 
which, we repeat, the people, at present, do nqt care in the least, 
although they spend enormous sums of money upon it. Of 
course we cannot expect that such works would be put into the 
hands of professed architects; and, indeed, they would not be 
the likelie.st men to do it well. The bricklayer, the carpenter, * 
and the village stone-mason, however, would require some in¬ 
struction ; ana, for their sakes, we entirely agree with Mr Scott, 
when he says: It is a pity that no work has ever been under¬ 
taken, to illustrate the humbler remains of oar traditional archi¬ 
tecture. We have excellent works on our cathedrals and parish 
churche^ on castles and mansions of the higher class, and 
generally on remains of a decidedly architectural character; but ’ 
we have none upon those humble but no less interesting class of 
buildings. Yet 1 believe th^ would show, in a still more 
remarkable degree, ike wonderful .instinct for beaufy which pre¬ 
vailed so long as we retained oitr indifS^noas style of building.” 
Every ymt the Md for such a .work 9s being narrowed by the 
decay and destruction of ancient work j but mre is still eno^h 
laftr to jenadtute a mbst yahwblB Mm ef illnslittioiu. 
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following passage will surprise our readers, have never before 
coupled together the ideas of barn^building and architecture:— 

“ Few of these rural structures are so characteristic as the barns; 
and here the succession is much more complete than is usual in 
houses; for, though the barn of one country differs greatly from that 
of another, each seems to adhere to its own type from age to age, 
with no variation beyond the gradual deterioration in taste before 
mentioned. We have, in England, bams of every period during the 
last six hundred years, and with less essential changes of construction 
than perhaps in any other class of building. I only recollect two 
im(K>rtant varieties of type^^that with aisles, and that without—each 
subject, of course, to change of material, particularly from that of 
stone or brick to timber. The celebrated Glastonbury barn is, I 
suppose, the finest specimen of the stone barn without aisles. It is of 
the fourteenth century, and is as fine a building as many of the 
churches or dining halls of the period. The great barn at Ely, now 
destroyed, was probably the finest specimen with aisles. It was of 
the thirteenth century, and on a grand scale. That at Peterborough 
is of the same age, and is still perfect There is a noble one at 
llarmondsworth, in Middlesex, which shows the same type entirely 
carried out in timber. The very same construction is kept up to the 
present day, in districts where timber is abundant—differing only 
in the inferior manner in which every part is carried out It retains 
the mere rudiments, but in the lowest state of degradation. The 
barn and the dining-hall in early times were oflen nqt much unlike. 
At Nurstned, in Kent, was, till lately, a hall of the fourteenth cen* 
tury, very much like one of these noble bams, having aisles with 
timber pillars; and the Bishop’s palace at Hereford is found to have 
been formed out of a vast hall of Norman date, and of the same con¬ 
struction. This we take as a hint, that there will be no inconsistency 
in our applying (he construction of these noble storehouses to other 
purposes to which we may find it suited.*’ 

We will not accompany Mr Scott in his disquisitions on the 
higher orders of country architecture. These are too vague to 
be of much service to any one. The succeeding chapter, on 
street architecture, though less' vague, is ineffective, mm the 
non-recognition of the fact of that apparently inevitable imper¬ 
manence, which ^akes it almost absurd to spedc of architec¬ 
ture** in the same breath with street.” We agree with Mr 
Scott, when he calls London “ a huge wilderness of ugliness.” 
We disagree with him, in imagining that it can be improved, or, 
indeed, mode otherwise than still more bare by any merely ortuit- 
caf endeavours. As you must mve the painter his canvas and his 
colours befiire he con produce Ilia picture, «o yea mutt give your 
architect the means of building before you can call 
upon him to i^aoe anything Wing the amallest pretence to 
be called arbaitectunl, A London notue^ia ia semi^inadic 
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atructare, ha]f-way between a house^accurdinfr to the ancient 
notions of a house—and a tent. But, even were the objections 
of impermanence done away with, there are other conditions of 
modern street-building which are scarcely less fatal to architec¬ 
ture. The primary condition of street architecture,” says Mr 
Scott, is, that each house can, as a general rule, present only 
•one part to tlie view, and that this part is usually a single plane, 
and part of the same plane with that of an indefinite number of 
other fronts. Legislative regulations have, from time to time, 
rendered this condition more and more absolute, by either for¬ 
bidding, or reducing within the very narrowest limits, projections 
or breaks in our street* architecture; »o that we ham now 9td>~ 
mittrd to vs the problem of how to produce a pleaaimt effect by 
dealing with an almost continuous planed Mr Scott’s suggestions 
for the production of architectural effect under these fatal con¬ 
ditions, seem to us to be very feeble and hopeless. The 
balcony,” he says, was comparatively little used in the Gothic 
architecture of northern Europe, though most extensively in that 
of the south; but it has become so usual among ourselves, that 
it is absolutely necessary that it should be systcMiintically used in 
any attempts we make to generate a style for ourselves. lla]j- 
pity, our building acts do not forbid their use.” But, unhappily, 
the spirit of Gothic architecture dtxss! Again ; One very 
valuable element in street architecture, is the individualizing of 
the houses, givings so far as possible, to each its own front, clearly 
marked out from those of its neighbours, rather than grou]>- 
ing them in masses. I do not insist strongly on this, as there 
are difficulties about it; but I wish to call attention to tlie fact, 
that, where every house has its own individual design, the pre¬ 
vailing character of the architecture is, of necessity, vertical, 
while, If the houses be uniform, or grouped into large masses, it 
is almost as sure to be horizontal; and 1 need not say that the 
difference in the effect is prodigious.” Most certainly it is ! 
But Mr Scott forgets the fact, that separate proprietorship is the 
only economical, and, therefore, architectural justification of such 
a separation of design as he recommends. Variety, obviously, 
for variety’s sake, as this would be, is more displeasing to tlie 
truly artistic eye, than the dullest uniformity. 

In connection with this question of street architecture, we are 
glad to find that Mr Sbott administaB tt^jfule wholesome abuse 
to the architecture of the fkmotis Rivoli, in Paris. 
" People,” he says, " think the Bne de the finest street in 
the worid, instead of bein^ in man^ one of the dullest. 
That stiek, which-is in eveiy Me^s as the beau ideal of 
beaa^^ [sic], « eonsisto of a kouee pfmu arches on tlie 

e«ch of the others 
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—not a bit better than any architect's pupil could draw, after 
being six months in an office—repeated some five hundred times 
in a row.” All Mr Scott’s suggestions for remedying the evils of 
street architecture, and escaping from the vast and various difS- 
culties which beset the pursuit of beauty in this direction, seem 
to us very weak and worthless. The one hope fi>r the future of 
street architecture appears to us to be in the probability, or at least 
possibility, that our Scutch system of building houses in flats may 
1)0 extended, so as to include the habitations of the higher classes. 
This system, if so extended, would ultimately lead to a modifica¬ 
tion of the present system of short land leases; for the houses 
would have to be of a magnitude too great to admit of slight, 
unarchitectural construction. And not only would the absolutely 
fatal impermanence of street-building be thus done away with, 
but the otlier great difficulty of street architecture—its weari¬ 
some uniformity—would vanish ; for it is only when houses are 
small and low, tliat a considerable series of them in one pattern 
looks mean and unarchitectural. It was the architect’s fault, 
that Victoria Street, Westminster, which consists of houses built 
on this systery, was not made to look architectural. The houses 
in this street arc substantial and large enough to have allowed of 
a very effectual treatment in Gothic architecture. They are 
entirely disgusting as they stand at present, in all the pride and 
vulgarity of Kenaissance decoration. We have never seen the 
remark made, although it is an important one for street archi¬ 
tects, that the very essence of all classical architecture, including 
the various forms of Renaissance, requires, in order to be even 
tolerable, a perfectly definite and tangible unity. The range of 
clulj-houses in Pall Mall is the finest modern production of 
Renaissance architecture in Europe; and here almost eveiy 
house is more than distinct by character—it is locally detached 
from its neighbour; and every block constitutes a handsome, 
intelligible unity. In Victoria Street there is no such distinction 
of edifices. The poor perfection of which the style is capable, 
was, for obvious economical reasons, abandoned, and thiU element 
of indefiniteness introduced which Gothic architecture is alone 
able to turn to architectural advantage. A long, uniform fkyad^ 
is not the most beauti&l shape for Gothic architecture to talm; 
but tlie common suppoution, that it is incapable of taking ^at 
foiw, is, so fiir froi^^ing, the truth, t^t it is the wdy siyle 
whioh can take it, liimwiit contradicting its own ardstic laws. * 

Mr Scott, in his wij^ineant enthusiasm for the pointed 
endeavours to that it is capable of doing more tw 
it or any other style cite vHe says, for ezamjpte li^e 
streets which we outsiurto of gnat toy^ 
4uid which contain WK^pridenoes of. thei.|i|^i wimJitfe 
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there a little shop, are at present as offensively^ uf^ly as it is pos¬ 
sible to fancy. A very littie thought in designing would obviate 
this. If the windows were margined with red brick, and |>erhaps 
had simple wood mullions, the roofs made moderately high,'with 
a continuous ridge parallel to the street, and just divided by the 
o^d party-walls and chimney-stacks, and with ])lain dormer 
windows, these streets would at once become pleasing, and at 
little expense. They want little more architecture than such a 
mere touch as this; and our s^le gives all that is wanted, with¬ 
out the slightest effort.” Mr Scott is, we ai*e convinced, wholly 
mistaken in supposing that it is possible, under any conditions 
whatever, to make a street of very small houses in a great city 
look anything but mean, miserable, and worse than ])overty- 
stricken. Is not such a street the most unmistakeable expression 
of one of the ugliest facts in human nature, and more esjiecially 
English human nature,—namely that of the incompatibility of 
man with man, and his preference of a foetid pig-sty of his own 
to a share of a palace which is also shared by others ? 

In Mr Scotfs chapter on public buildings, we do not find 
much that would interest readers of the articles on nrcliitecturo 
which have already appeared in this Review; nor do we think 
that his suggestions, in that on commercial buildings, are likely 
to be of much use. We agree with him in admiring the hand¬ 
some old warehouses of Nuremberg; but the precloiisnoss of 
space in our great cities, puts out of the question a mode of con¬ 
struction by which six storeys out of nine wore placed in the 
vast slanting roof. In the remarks On the bounaaries of truth 
and falsehood in architecture,” we find some of the best things 
in the book. The most famous of recent architectural critics 
have bundled in attempting to define those boundaries. Mr 
Scott maintains that they are indefinable. ^^The confines of 
truth and falsehood,” he says, are just as difficult to be traced 
in morals as in art. A fabricated stoiy in a newspaper and in a 
tale-book do not seem veiy essentially different; a profession by 
word of month of fidelity and friendship, seems much the same 
thing as commencing a letter with ^My dear sir,’ and ending it 
with Weiy faithfully yoursand every day brings with it many 
instances in which the exact line of defnarcation between truth¬ 
fulness and deception is most difficult to degpe. Yet who would 
venture to argue from this that troth is a'^mere phantom,^d 
that, because we do not idwa^'ii know its boundaries, and must 
often admit what is in a sense false to be no deceptiem, or what 
is literally true to be in fact ftillacums, we must mve qp truth as 
a lisere Utopian ims^natiob, and indi|](re in faJrehood ad libi~ 

/isnnf”j Mr Scott shows that ua artyasan morals, the ^ieniion 
|o deceke hihe essence of the ftilaebaod Tftlich is to be abhorvedi 
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and he gives a number of examples, by which his position is 
thoroughly proved. We regret that our limits will not allow us 
to go further, with Mr Scott, into this highly interesting matter. 

The concluding chapter of this work is on ^‘The architecture 
of the future.” The greater part of this chapter is more than 
usually marked with the prevailing fault of the book, namely, 
an appearance of simplicity and practicability, and a reality of 
vagueness and impracticability. The most intelligible and useful 
observation in this section is, perhaps, the prophecy that the 
arehit<?cture of the future must unite the two great constructive 
principles of the arch and the lintel, more dosely and vitally 
than they have yet been united. We have no doubt that the 
feeling of this necessity has a great deal to do with the extravagant 
favour with which the Italian pointed style is beginning to 
regarded, although that style (for all Mr Ruskin’s brilliant plead¬ 
ing to the contrary) is, per se^ vciy inferior as an architectural 
style to the cotemporary architecture of England, and especially 
of France.” 

Let us part with Mr Scott on good terms, by quoting, With de¬ 
cided praise, the following sensible and acute remarks on the pecn- 
liurity of the present position of the world in respect to architecture: 

The peculiar characteristic of the present day, as compared with 
all former periods, is this, that we are acquainted with the history of 
art. We know better whence each nation of antiqhity has derived 
its arts than they ever knew themselves, and can trace out with pre¬ 
cision tlio progressions of which tliose who were their prime movers 
were almost unconscious. What, for instance, did the Greek know 
of his joint debt to Egypt and Assyria for the elements from which 
ho developed his noble architecture t The Roman, it is true, was 
conscious of his copyism from the Greek, but was probably ignorant 
that he was only overlaying* with a Grecian exterior an indigenous 
architecture of his own land, and that the native and the imported 
elements were ever striving for the mastery. Still less conscious 
were the Romanesque builders, that they were developing out of the 
ruins of an old world an element which Rome had neglected to per¬ 
fect, ond which wns destined to generate, under a new civilisation, a 
style of which the ancient world had never seen even the Ikintest 
foreshadowing; and 1 fear our glorious builders of the thirteenth 
century, while revelling in this amazing production of human skilly 
wera almost as uncoNkeioua of what they had reached, or how they 
lidVlttained it, It is reserved for us alone, of all tite generations of 
the human race, to know perfectly our own standing poin^andto 
look back upon 'a perfect history of what has gone ^fore tit, tMeni{( 
out all the changes in the arts*of tlie past, as clearly^ li e^erylseene 
in its long drama were re*ehaCtcd before obr 6yee^« Tikis is amasipg* 
ly interesting to us as 4 matter of amusement and erudition, but X: 
fear it is a hindrance, rather than a help, to Artists.** 
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Art. IV.—1. Notes on Hie Constitutions of Universitiesy unth re~ 
ferenee to the Rujhts of the Scottish Graduates, 1857. 

2. The Scottish Universitiesy and v}hat to Reform in Them, By 
Alexakdkr Kiloour, M.D. 1857. 

3. Inaugural Discourse delivered to the Graduates of Kinfs Col- 
legSy Aberdeeuy on his Installation as JjOrd Rector, By John 
liiQhiSf LL.D., Dean of the Faculty of Advocates. 1857. 

4. Report of a Public Meeting in favour of the Impi^ovement of 
the ScottishUniversities, held in Edinhurghy 31 st December 1857. 

5. Address of the Right Honourable Siu John M‘Nkii.l, G.C.B., 
to the Associated Odettes of the Universitg of Edinburgh, 1857. 

l)lB movement for a reform in the system and working of the 
Scottish Universities has of late been invested witli niucli ad¬ 
ditional interest, and has acquired fresh life from the public 
pledge, given by the late Lord Advocate in his place in Parlia¬ 
ment, to introduce, during the present session, a Bill which should 
deal with the wants of our academical institutions. This an¬ 
nouncement had, owing to the enlightened stmtiments and edu-" 
cational ex[>erience of Mr Moncreiff, raised high anticipations 
among the inends of rational reform; and deep regret has been 
felt, that circumstances have, in the meantime, prevented the 
learned gentleman from carrying his purpose into execution. 
But the promotion of the Dean of Faculty to the office so ably 
filled by Mr Moncreiff, has not damped the hopes thus excited, 
or lowered the expectatiems of tliose who look with confidence to 
legislative enactments as the grand remedy for all our short¬ 
comings. Under these circumstances, it may not be deemed out 
of place to review the present state of the University question, 
and to sketch in outline a consistent scheme of academical f>olity. 
We shall take advantage, so far as suits our purpose, of the 
many suggestions which the discussions of the past year have 
evoked, but shall feel it our duty further to recommend ceitain 
modifications of existing arran^roents, which have hitherto been 
almost entirely overlooked, ana which, though^necessitatiiig but a 
slight addition to our present machinery, would, we are convinced, 
tend immensely to elevate the standard of education in our 
schools and colleges. 

University reformers may be divided in& two classes ; Firety 
th^ who admire our present aystm as approaching pmrfbctiou, 
and tnumphanUy recora its resoltfJb proof undoubted of its sur- 

excellent and who thus' propose the smallest quota of 
ehaBge^ eluding little beyond increased endowments to pro¬ 
fessors, and the establisbmeQt of addUonald^^ And,j8reoM/y, 
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those who discover defects in eveiy niche of the fabric, from 
turret to foundation stoneand who, accordingly, are ready to 
apply remedies of the most radical and sweeping character. 
That truth and discretion lie between these two extremes, will bo 
readily conceded by all who, knowing experimentally both the 
Scottish and other systems of academical economy, are able to 
take a wider view of the Univei'sity question, and judge of the 
merits and defects of present arrangements with an impartial eye. 
In order, therefore, to form a satisfactory estimate of the amount 
of extension and improvement which our colleges require, in 
order to meet the wants of the nation and of the times, it will be 
necessary first to examine briefly in what respects they excel, 
wiiat they fall short of, kindred institutions. 

Tlie characteristic excellence of the Scottish Colleges is, the 
existence of an actively wrought lecture-system, combined wifh 
constant and searching catcclietical exercise, under the highest 
responsible authorities of the respective classes. This, indeed, is 
the grand and distinguishing feature which, in spite of great 
sliortcomings, has largely contributed to stamp on the natumal 
character one of its peculiar marks, and which has rendered 
Scottish graduates noted throughout the civilized world, for the 
readiness with which they turn to practical account tlie acqui¬ 
sitions of a college curriculum. It needs no elaborate discussion 
to prove, that the interests of sound education, the require¬ 
ments of the untrained mind, demand that a healthy intellectual 
circulation be constantly maintained, and a course of mental 
gymnastics rigorously practised, whicb shall invigorate and uni¬ 
formly develop the whole frame of our intellectual being; which 
shall render it capablo of thinking and acting for itself with 
readiness and self-reliance; wliich shall impart a firmness, an in¬ 
dependence, and a dignity, to its whole character and bearing; 
and wliich, by leading it to investigate in a spirit of candid inquiiy, 
shall create a thirst for study and a desire tor original discovery. 
To such a result the arrangements of the lecture system directly 
and eminently conduce. The professor is ever in communica¬ 
tion with his pupil, directing his energies, encouraging his exer^ 
tions, resolving his doubts, and removing liis difficulties, cheering 
him onward by friendly advice, moulding, polisliiiig, and aliarp- 
ening his faculties, and, in a wo^ bringing into play, in the small 
community of the class-room, those powers and*^ habits which 
shall, in after years, be most frequently- and most influentially 
employed in the active business of every day lifr. The tutorial 
system, on the other hand, lias been found to produce men who 
are rather dungeons of knowledge,’* than «alightened and en^ 
lightening members of society; ratW machines, which repeal 
with cloot-work accuracy, the wntimeidt and conclusions of 
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others, even to the minutest fact, than intelligent bein^ of elastic 
mind, who can use with independent power and original direction, 
those stores ofinformation, and springs of action, which it is the 
function of a university training to supply. The blame of this, 
however, attaches not to the tutorial system itself, but to the care¬ 
less manner in which it has been administered. From causes too 
numerous and too intricate to trace, the tutorial system lung since 
fell into a languid and torpid condition, and the real teaching of 
the colleges, instead ofbeing conducted in the recognised halls, and 
by the recognised tutors, has been, to a great extent, carried on 
in the apartments of the “coaches,” or “grinders,” These 
private teachers, who, it must be remembered, have no official 
connection with the college, and whose great object is to acquire 
a “grinding” reputation through the hoiroui*s gained by their 
pupils, aim at the inculcation of a large mass of facts, selected, 
to(# often, without the slightest regard to utility, method, or 
mental culture, but solely with reference to the taste and style of 
scholarship, which the examiners for the year may be known to 
possess. This forcing-house system, taking the place of tlio 
tutorial, for which usurpation the many and valuable prizes of 
Oxford and Cambridge offer but too great temptations, has 
brought much undeserved obloquy on a plan of tuition, which, if 
steadily and energetically worked, might be made an instrument 
of the greatest utility in the higher departments of a university 
education. For the tutorial system, when properly carried out, 
as in some, at least, of the Colleges of Oxford and Cambridge, 
and in Trinity College, Dublin, is, in its essential quality, nothing 
but the Scottish lecture system, including daily readings and 
daily catechetical drill—with this important improvement how¬ 
ever, that each tutfir, who is also a Fellow of the College, and a 
full professor, so fur as rank and functions go, has at the most 
only twenty-five or thirty youths to deal with, instead of a hun- 
dre<l or more, as with ns; and that thus each student is called upon 
to take part in the oral examinations every day, or every second 
day, while it is well known that in some of onr Scottish institu¬ 
tions, weeks often elapse betiveen two successive class appearances 
of an individual alumnus. But, notwithstanding the important 
consideration, that more frequent drill and higher scholarship 
may be expected in small chisses, we are so deeply impressed 
with the counterbalancing advantages which large classes and 
simultaneous training possess, that we should not for a moment 
think of advising that the tutorial should, in our colleges, su¬ 
persede the professorial. Whatev^ changes may be adopted, 
let ns adhere to the professorial'system as pre-eminently adapted 
to form and discipline the mind. 

There is another point closely ebimeeted with, and immediately 
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flowing from the foregoing, in which’ our Universities excel their 
southern rivals; we mean the close and searching scholarship 
which the professorial system, vohm properly conducted^ must 

, and does produce. The bulk of our students cannot, it is true, 
boast, when leaving college, of varied and extensive reading in 
any department of learning, but their acquirements are, generally 
speaking, of a minute and accurate kind, so far as they go; and 
it may safely be asserted, that in the knowledge of first principles, 
and of the fundamental laws of language and of science, they 
excel the maas of English graduates. In the years of advanced 
life, it may be occasionally necessary to content ourselves with 
a superficial study of some special branch of knowledge; but, 
in the school and the college, such a ** mental dissipation” 
must be most zealously and rigorously eschewed, as ii'iducing 
habits of carelessness, imparting to the man a constitutional 
reinissness, and banishing every trace of that quality of iJtorouqk^ 
which is so necessary to success in the battle of life. No 
smattering, however varied and extensime, can atone for the 
want of miuutenoss and accuracy; and the vciy habit winch is 
formed in acquiring this accuracy, is one of the most valuable 
intellectual gains which it is possible to make. In this re¬ 
spect, the Southern Universities fail, whether owing to an 
inaccurate school training, to the practice of getting over a large 
amount of classical reading, or to the absence of minute and 
searching questions in the examination papers. It is no un¬ 
common thing to find an English boy, or an English graduate, 
who can translate the higher autliors with readiness and fluency 
but who, if closely interrogated on grammatical facts and rationale, 
or other matters of sifting detail, will betray a lamentable igno¬ 
rance of first principles. It. is highly proper that our college 
classes in Latin and Greek be eminently literary claaees^ but we 
must scrupulously guard against the possibility of their-becoming 
merely literary classes. To advocate such an exclusiveness in 
academical training, is to betray gross ignorance of the great pur¬ 
poses of a classical education. In no way tlien can this thorough 
drill, high mental culture, and literary taste, be more effcctuallj 
imparted, than by that combination of the professorial and 
tutorial methods, which, while it ensures the services of a com** 
inon directing head, and the advantaj^ which wo have seen 
such a guide to possess, renders poMibie at the same time the 
acquisition of an extensive and massive scholarship. The mode 
of this combination we shall set forth in the sequel. 

^ain, the prominence ^ven in our Scottish Coll^^ to 
Logic, Metaphysics,' and hSmeSf and the study of these under 
the daily guidance of a master-mind, t^d hugely to form and 
mature the faculties to lulapt them to the higher demands of 
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philosophical speculation, and to enable them successfully to 
g^pple with the most difficult problems of mental science and 
of government. The doctrines of ethical philosopliy, an dtlie 
abstractions of metaphysical speculation, form the cope stone of our 
academical system ; and these in their early study require, much 
more tiian classics, the assistance of a guiding-mind. la 
England and li*eland, however, tliese subjects arc left almost en¬ 
tirely to text books, and private study, and “ coachesand thus, 
where no systematic training is attempted, the loss to philosophy 
and education may be easily imagined. 

On the adaptation of our colleges to the genius of the people, 
we need not enlarge. Their great njission has been to leaven 
the masses, and this characteristic must be scnipulously preserved. 
Our students are drawn even from the lowest classes; and re¬ 
turning at intervals to their former associates, carry witli them an 
academical inspiration, wliich exerts no small influence on the 
tastes and modes of thouglit of our humblest artisans. But the 
gap between the Oxonian and tlie mechanic is a wide, nay 
almost impassable one. At length, however, Oxford lias dis¬ 
cerned the gulf, and has partly endeavoured to bridge it over, by 
the recent institution of extra-academical examinations, and the 
decree of A. A. 

The defects of our Universities and the disadvantages under 
which they labour are, no doubt, many ; but we shall here note 
only the more glaring. .And of tliese, the extreme youth (and 
consequent unpreparedness) of entrant students, is that wliicli 
natnnilly claims our first attention. This haste to be wise lowers 
unnecessarily the style of academi(*al teaching; it prevents rapid 
and great progress in a large class, and thus deprives many 
maturer minds of that superior training which a college is di^ 
signed to afford; it keeps down the character of tlie country 
schools, by drafting off unripe pupils; it takes from teachers 
a stimulus to high scholarship, while, at the same time, it di¬ 
minishes their income, and renders their office less worthy the 
ambition of accomplished men. The schools arc entirely com¬ 
petent, in the main, to train youths to that pitch of attainment 
which at present admits to the Greek and Humanity classes; 
and we have full confidence, that if called on for greater exertion 
and higher preparatoiy scholarship, they will gladly respiind, and 
show ^eroselves not incapable of greater results. They but 
slumber in the torpidity of our edncational winter, and want only 
the stimulus of an increased demand from the colleges, and in* ^ 
oreased remuneration for their labours, to rouse them into full 
lifb and action. That these are the two great desiderata, the 
aohools of the north of Scotland shall be our witness. The Dick 
and Milne Btfqoe8ts,'On the one hand, and the bursaiy coropeti- 
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tions at Aberdeen, on the other, have applied so efTectaal a spar 
to teachers—In the favoured districts especially—that the classical 
training in many of the country seminaries would do credit to 
institutions of far higher pretensions. 

The want of a regular system of examinations at the end and 
at the beginning of each session, is another defect attaching to 
all our colleges, except those in Aberdeen. And yet iiow 
pressiiigly important is it, that all alumni should be compelled, at 
the end of the academical year, to give proof of their diligence, 
mid to show in public trial at the opening of a new semestrsy that 
the Slimmer has been employed in piling and enlarging the 
stores of a winter’s acquisition. In consequence of this defect of 
system our students are wholly unBt, at the end of their curricu¬ 
lum, to stand a rigid examination reipiiring minute philological 
and historical knowledge, with extended reading in classics or 
science; and we do not wonder that, in the race for civil and 
military appointments, given hy comparative trial, they are left 
far liehind, when matched against studente from Oxford, Cam¬ 
bridge, and other colleges, in which tlie degree competition is kept 
constantly in view, as the end to be arrived at, as the point of 
junction to wliich the lines of the (^yuidnvium converge. 

The paucity and worthlessness of the prizes held out to superior 
talent and industry, we reckon as not the least of the disad¬ 
vantages under which our institutions labour. Compare us in 
this respect with Oxford and Cambridge, and Ifow do we show 
in the Juxta|iosition ? The southern institutions have, it is true, 
suffered much by ivpletion; and we have no desire to rival them 
in wealth, or in the corruptions of system, to which tiieir apparent 
blessings have directly led; but we do wish a reasonable amount 
of encouragement to be held out to those deserving youths 
who have the will to work and 'the ability to conquer. The 
poverty of onr Universities and High Schools is a stain on the 
national character, and we are utterly at a loss to account for 
those testamentaiy freaks, which have neglected the hightf 
education, while they liave crowded the S<^ttish capital with 
palatial edifices for tlie most elementaiy instruction. Thua^ 
whether a lengthened study of certain branches is to be encour- 
aii^, or higher attainments in the few secured, or additional 
chairs endowed, or aged and infirm professors pensioned off, 
look in vain for funds to effect any or these good objects.^ What' 
a reform mi^ht Donaldson's princely morti&tion ere this have 
wrought, if judiciously applied to the extension and improvetnent 
of our colleges and higher schools I 

The shortness of the colle^ session, of wHich many have 
complained, is less of an evil than the inexperienced might su}v 
pose. If Gollegea are to be mere eranatming schools, then by all 
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means lengthen the term of academical attendance to nine 
months instead of six; but, if tliey are to remain, as the model- 
farms where an intellectual cultivation is conducted, where tlic 
best seeds are selected, and the best modes of treatment indicated, 
then six montlis afford ample time for the hard grinding work of 
laborious mental occupation. Still, it cannot be denied that the 
summer recess is well nigh lost by our present arrangements; 
and it shall, therefore, become our duty, ere we close this ailicic, 
to suggest a means of employing the long vacation to better 
purpose. 

Of other defects which adhere to our University system, wo 
may mention the meagrencss of the college course, and the 
absence of text books on subjects kindred or collateral to those 
which form the basis of professorial prelection. And no less to 
be deplored is the weakness of the teaching-staff, which is 
notoriously insufficient for the thorough working of the classes, 
and for the full representation of subjects, wliose intrinsic value, 
and whose bearings on society, render them objects of prime 
importance in an academical rurriculum. 

JSfor must wc forget the little consideration which is attached 
to graduation honours. The apathy of the clerical, legal, and 
medical professions, in not demanding from their candidates a 
degree in arts as a passport to the special duties of their respective 
callings, is unaccountable; and, in the case of the first two, in¬ 
excusable, whdthcr we regard the reflex influence, which such a 
regulation would exert on the general education of the country, 
or the direct bearing it would have on the character and interests 
of the learned bodies themselves. The practical difficulties in 
the way of such a compulsion are by no means insurmountable; 
and if the colleges do their duty, these will be absolutely nil in 
the case of law and divinity. A larg6 proportion of the clergy 
already graduate, especially in the Awrdeen Colleges, where the 
steps to Degree are graduat^zxid all wholook forward to theology as 
tireir goal, approach graduation; so that in their case, the hard¬ 
ship would be a very trivial one indeed; while the Bar is replen¬ 
ished principally from that class of society, to which a little addi¬ 
tional delay and expense are matters of comparative insignificance. 
The Faculty of Advocates have recently attached a premium to 
graduation; and wo trust that, finding the good enects of tlie 
regulation, they will ere long exact a degree from all their pro¬ 
bationers. With the medical profession greater caution must be 
observed in introducing any change, but the sooner a guarantee of 
an adequate preparatory training is retjuiirad of every embryo 
metficus, the Mter will it be for Uie {profession and the public. 

should be known, that in the Episcopal Church of England 
imd bland graduation is an indi^nsable condition of license— 
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that a similar certificate of education is required hj the Irish Bar^ 
and all but required by the English—and that the Universities 
of Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin, admit as ^aduates in me¬ 
dicine only such as are also graduates in Arts. In this last case, 
however, the number of graduates is veij seriously diminished by 
the expense of the Arts’ course. 

Many defects of greater or less magnitude remain to be noticed; 
but the space to wnich we are limited prevents us from discuss¬ 
ing them in detail. Contenting ourselves, therefore, with the 
incidental mention which they shall receive, in bringing forward 
our scheme of j^eform, we proceed to lay before our readers the 
Kemcdics which we deem sufficient to restore to our Colleges 
that honourable reputation which they long possessed among me 
institutions of Europe. Hitherto our remarks have had reference 
principally to the Arts’ curriculum, and to it, as the foundation of 
all professional training, shall our remaining observations be 
inninl y directed, though the wants of the other Faculties, especially 
Divinity, ciy loudly for a competent expositor, and a liberal re¬ 
form. 

The remedies for existing defects naturally range them¬ 
selves under two heads—those which have reference to the 
political administration of University matters generallv, and* 
those which deal with the internal organization of curriculum 
and the teaching apparatus. In regard to the^ former, some 
have advocated an infusion of out-door blood into the managing 
body, and have claimed for graduates a chartered right to a 
voice in the decisions of the University senate. That Senatus 
meetings would be much improved hy greater publicity being 
given to some of their proceedings, and by the introduction of a 
few men of less academical bias than the professors, at the dis¬ 
cussion of financial matters, and the exercise of the elective 
power, we have evcij reason to believe; but we do not see that 
any feasible proposal has yet been made, to efiect this desitable 
result; nor do we mean to suggest any other tbau the ad¬ 
mission of the Press. It must be acknowledged, however, that 
the idea of the graduates’ chartered rightSy has been entirely 
exploded by the sagacious and pains-taking author of the 
pamphlet, entitled, Notes on the Constitutions of Univer¬ 
sities;” and most of the supporters of the gradudtea’ daima 
have now been reduced to the plea of utility. It is extremely 
probable that graduates will take a greater interest in*A{tna 
Matevy if she confer on them certain privileges—making them, 
for the time, patrons, of a kind, and holders of a power, how¬ 
ever small; and if the graduates are pleased,'and the Uni¬ 
versities satisfied to grant the concession, we ofiTer no strong 
opposition—but on one condition. If, however, the proposal be 
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pressed Wond a question of expediency, we must refuse our 
assent. We see no solid grounds for the demand, either in 
principle, precedent, or parallel. Many of our reformers are, 
m their zeal, led astray in this, as well as other matters, by the 
contagion of English example, and stay not to inquire whether 
tho cases of Oxford and Edinburgh be similar, ana whether the 
principle for which they contend be in itself a sound one. Why 
should the mere payment of four years’ fees, to different pro¬ 
fessors, entitle an individual to take part ever after with those 
professors in the passing of statutes wnich are to regulate Uni¬ 
versity matters, and in meeting officers who are to administer her 
concerns ? If tlie claimant of such privileges has been an atten¬ 
tive and diligent student, has he not received better value for 
his money, in a six months’ session, than he is ever likely to 
procure again for a similar amount ? and, if he take the degree 
of M.A., does he not expect from it an advantage fully commen¬ 
surate with the outlay? In a commercial point of view, there¬ 
fore, the college and the student are fairly quits; but, if we 
examine tho relative claims more narrowly, wc shall conclude 
that the obligation is all on the part of tho student, and not on 
that of the college, which supplies capital more cheaply, and in 

* greater measure, than it can elsewhere be liad on equal terms. 
And, accordingly, if our Universities commenced an agitation, 
having for its object the collection of funds from former gradu¬ 
ates, we coulJ appreciate the justice of the appeal, and should 
second the demand with hearty approval. But, when a Rights’ 
Association” is formed by men who have never contributed to a 
fund for the foundation of prizes, tho endowment of assistants, 
the pensioning of aged professors, or for otherwise benefitting 
the cause of literature and science in their foster-mothers— 
who do not propose to bind themselves to any annual contribu¬ 
tion for such purposes—and who do npt lie, or mean to lay them¬ 
selves, under any responsibility in refei'ence to academicsl teach- 

. ing, or Universi^ management, we confess our inability to dis¬ 
cover the grounds of their appeal, or to advocate their alleged 
claims^ ibrtber than, as already stated, that the arrangement 
may prove of utility to the colleges, in increasing the number of 
students by means of these interested canvassers, and in creating 
a greater aemand for Degrees. Privileges of the kind demanded 
should be sought on the ground of benefits conferred, or of rc- 
aponsibilities incurred. So soon, therefore, u the Scottish grad¬ 
uates contribute, a guinea or thirfy shillings annually, to the 
coU^ revenues, for such purposes aS those snggesteef above; 
or M soon as they return to the primitive practiceaof academical 
Xefeidenccu teaching responribtlity, and oommunity of interest, we 
^all ^adly fiivonr their pretenrions. 
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Nor does the demand for Parliamentary representation seem 
to i*est on a better foundation. The desire for English models 
has led us into many misconceptions, and the capneious intem 
pretation of terms has caused much confusion m our recent 
discussions on University matters. Thus, some have rushed to- 
the conclusion, that because the English Universities enjoy Par¬ 
liamentary representation, so should the Scottish. Now, we do 
not mean to go at length into the argument of this question, 
but simply remind our readers of two important considerations- 
which should not be lost sight of in our reasonings on the sub¬ 
ject. The first is, that the privilege of representation was con¬ 
ferred on the Englisli Universities, and on Trinity College,. 
Dublin, by a Diploma of James 1., in defiance of the strong 
oj)position of the Ciftnmons, to serve, it would appeal^ his poli¬ 
tical purposes, and gratify his pedantic vanity. And tlic second, 
that the elcctoiul franchise in the colleges was, in the first in¬ 
stance, bestowed on tlic “ Chancellor, Mastei's, {i.e. Teachers) 
and Scholars/’ who alone were the regular residents. Hesidence, 
therefore, seems to have been the qualifying condition; and, as 
the college rooms of the Masters and Scholars were their castles 
and their domains, and ns the great majority of them had no 
voice in any other constituency, the reasons for admitting them to 
citizens’ rights were not only feasible but urgent^ The extensioiv 
of the francliisc to Masters of Arts, on the payment of a fixed 
annual sum, whereby their names are kept on the college books, 
and a fictitious resicfcnce is acknowledged, was an arrangement 
of comparatively recent date—still keeping in view, however, the- 
original ground of qualification. It does not appear tliat the 
pro}K*rty element came into consideration. 

If the Scottish Universities can present any analogous claim, 
or can form such a constituency, tlicy at least deserve to be 
licard ; but it is a matter for debate, whether it would not be 
better to amalgamate the constituenciesofOxford, Cambridge, and 
Dublin Universities, with those of the cities or counties in which 
they are respectively situated^ and apportion the seats thus set 
free to some of our inadequately represented, or unrepresented, 
burghs, than, by enfranchising Scottish graduates, to extend on 
existing evil, and perpetuate a system which has produced but 
very little practical uenefit, while,, on the other hand^ it has 
caused much roiscluef. Education is doubtless a pabHc interest, 
but it is not an independent and isolated interest, and does not 
need a separate representation any more than the manufacturing 
or shipping interests. But education, in the sepse in which the 
amtators use the term, is actually more r^nreeeated in the 
House of Commons than any other indi'^ual interest whatever, 
not excluding the shipping manofactaring or blinking; while 
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education, in the proper signification of the term, would not he 
adequately represented by the proposed plan. Let those, how¬ 
ever, who have the interests of Education at heart, be energetic 
and persevering in sounding, in the ears of Parliament ana the 
Government, the disadvantages under which she labours, and 
the restrictions which ciipple her exertions, and they will gain 
as ready a hearing and as willing redress, as the shippers, manu¬ 
facturers, and bankers have gained by their importunity. For 
there are very many gentlemen in the House of Commons who, 
we feel convinced, are both quite as ready to identify themselves 
with Uie cause of higher education, as even the Honourable 
Member for the Scottish Universities? could be, and quite as 
able as any man likely to be elected by a graduate constituency, ■ 

■to advocate, with proper “ pi'cssuA) from behind,” the interests of 
education and of learning. For tlie demand of such an “ im¬ 
provement” as Parliamentary representation, we do not sec any 
reasonable grounds; and wo regret that the energy which 1ms 
been spent on its enfoi'ccment has not been directed to the dis- 
coveiy and amendment of defects which have long been tolerated 
in the internal administration of tlie teaching Faculties.^ 

But we turn with pleasure to the second class of remedies, 
which are of far higher moment, and of more direct and practical 
ibearing, than those which we have already discussed. And 
foremost among these, we reckon compulsory graduation for ad¬ 
mission to the learned professions, including Teaching. The 
degree of M.D., the title of Kev., and the appellation of Advo¬ 
cate, pre-suppose a certain amount of training and of technical 
knowledge, fitting more or less for the exercise of the functions 
proper to each dass; but they are no guarantee for general 
culture of mind, or for the possession of a liberal education ; and 
tliough many men of superior attainments may be found in these 
professions in Seotland, still it cannot be denied that few will 
compare with their English-reared brethren’ in extent of acquire¬ 
ments. We are a thoroughly practical people, and far more 
readily than the English turn to account onr small academical 
gains; and if, therefore, a plan can be devised which shall give 

1 [We regard it ee e proof of the greet interest taken at present bj edneated 
men, in the discoMion of the proposed remedial measures, that, in two Articles 
of this Kumber besides the one devoted specially to the subject, earnest ot- 
tention ii given to the reform movement. Onr readers will notice, that the 
writer of the Artiele on Parliamentan Government, takes a wholly diiTerent view 
ofthe question of University Sufranenisement ftom that advocated in this Article. 
Though onr own opinion coincides with his, we have not interfered with the state¬ 
ments made above, because we believe that a free exprosaion even of anta* 
jm^tie views, Is fltted to be helpful to a satlsfitotoiy solution of this question.— 

s We mean, of conrse^Hhose who are reared at either of the great Universi¬ 
ties, and not.Uie. moUitude that issOe from the mete medical schools, or that 
pniehaie theb degrees, after study or nb-stli4y» at St Andrews or Abtrueen, 
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us tlio Englishman’s massiveness of scholarship, together with 
oar eminently practical turn and habits, it deserves onr highest 
commendation. Sucli a result seems quite within our reach, by 
rendering the Arts’ course imperative on all professional students, 
if at the same time we adopt such modifications of system as 
shall ensure the vigorous working of our undergraduate classes. 
If a youth have passed, with diligence and credit, through a 
course of <ilassics, mathematics, ethics, logics, and metaphysics, 
lie will apply himself with greater ease of comprehension, and 
greater profit, to the special sciences which await him as a 
student of medicine. The foreign terms with which every de¬ 
partment of natural science teems, will be more thoroughly 
understood and more readily remembered; the habits of reflec¬ 
tion, taste, and judgment will dc nurtured and confirmed ; the 
laws of strictly professional science more radically and more 
fully apprehended, as being founded on the elementary prin¬ 
ciples wliich the Arts’ course has inculcated—the powers of 
reasoning directed and moulded—the foundations of a rational 
jurispruaence more solidly laid—and the mutual relations of 
mind and matter more dearly ])crccived. Doubtless many suc¬ 
cessful practitioners arc made without this ado; but the direct 
result of a mere professional training is to produce empirics, and 
not ornaments of science and of society. We say the direct reeulty 
for many minds triumph over all hindrances, aud, while they 
compd us to admiration, leave us at the same time to regret 
that they had not early enjoyed the benefit of an enlightened 
education, wlicrcby they might have gained to the world years of 
the working of a powerful and cultivated intellect. 

Of what benefit a similar course would prove to the students 
of Law, of Divinit}', and of Fmdeutics, wc need not show by 
special illustration. The principle of an Arts* training is already 
admitted by the legal anct clerical professions, in the regulations 
which exact attcncmncc on certain college classes, or which put 
a premium on graduation; and the step to be taken is but a 
small advance on their present position. This advance will, we 
trust, be at once made; and we earnestly urge on the coming 
Assemblies, and on the Synod of the United Presbyterian 
Cliurch, to enact that, after the year 1862, a degree snail be 
necessary for license. If the undergraduate course bo concluded 
in three years, a degree sltould be made a condition of admission 
to the Divinity Hall; but,* if it extend over fonr yean, the last 
session might perhaps be divided between Arts and Divinity. Wa 
consider this compulsory graduation^ of professional students a 

' We are rejoiced to see th&t the Kodical Bill of liord Elcho eontemplatei 
gradostlon in Arts*, or an examination on the snbjeets of the Arts'‘conne oMfoie 
tt competent tribunal, as the onlv passport to the strictly profMsional exetnina* 
tion of the proposed Medical Boai^ 
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matter of se vital moment, that we place it at the foundation 
of onr scheme, believing that upon adoption will largely de¬ 
pend the success of any new measures. Improvements ma}', it 
18 true, be introduced without this regulation; but with it the 
colleges will wield a stimulating power, both over University 
students and country schools, the amount and results of which 
few can conceive. 'Let us take good heed, however, that, while 
the inducements to graduation are increased, the expense of 
the diploma be, at the same time, maintained at a low figure. 
Por this purpose, let the encroachments of the stamps’ collector 
be resisted; and let such arrangements be made, as that no 
professor shall mdividually benefit by the bestowal of any acade¬ 
mical degree^ whether merited by <^amination, or granted honoris 
tausa. This latter restriction we consider a most important 
proviso. 

The certificate of a liberal education being thus provided for, 
and the goal of a University career establislied, we proceed to 
the consideration of an entrance examination, ns the first step 
towards the desired consummation. Our colleges do not stand 
alone in having no entrance course; but we believe they do 
stand alone in having,a purely elementary class in Greek, and 
an almost purely elementaiy class in Latin. Many, grounding 
their arguments on the former circumstance, are of opinion that 
discretion, and^ sense of personal credit and advantage, will, in 
a few years, serve all the purposes of a regular scholarship test; 
and there can be little doubt out that, if our junior classes were 
swept away, ways and means would be found to acquire the 
necessary preparation for the second class. But a settled 
entrance course, with a strict entrance examination, is accom- 
piinied by advantages whibh do not appear upon the surface, 
and which an ill-denned standard of excellence cannot produce. 
To some of the more valuable of these we invite the serious 
attention of our readers. 

An entrance cours^ framed by the University authorities, 
and altered by them from rime to time, as occasion may requh'e, 
gives to the managing Faculties of our colleges (which, we shall 
presume, are compo^ of men of hi^h scholarship and largo 
experience in tuition) a distinct voice in the school education of 
the country, and constitutes them into an Educational Board of 
perhaps the least objectionable kind that could be devised. It 
tends directly to prraace uniformity of action and of training in 
rile elementary seminaries, instead of the various, and too otlen 
absuri, sjrstems now prevalent; and, while it supplies the raw 
material, it leaves ample room for the display of individual plan, 
eUtfg^^d Judgment in the manufocture. It enables a clasrical 
ftovSm to Ornate what amount of attainment he may expect 
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ia his entrant class, and to decide the point from which he should 
start in his prelections: it affords him a definite something to 
which he can refer for illustration, parallelism, and confirmation 
of grammatical principles; and relieves him from the hetero¬ 
geneous mass or students to the vaiied requirements of whose 
widely different sections he finds it almost impossible, under the 
present system, to adapt his teaching. It frees the college from 
the necessity of puerile drill, and enables her to proceed at once 
with the performance of her proper functions: it excites the 
energies and extends the usefulness of her professors, and adds 
to her reputation. 

To the schools of a country, on the other hand, it acts as a 
most powerful stimulus to exertion. The Entrance Examina¬ 
tion Ilall is the arena on which the gymnasiorchs are tested, 
tlu'ough their pupils; and, on the appearance made by the latter 
on the day of competitive trial, much of the future success of the 
master, in regard both to pecuniary gain and official promotion, 
is made to depend. It places the hard-working schoolmaster of 
a country polish on the same footing with his metropolitan rival, 
since the course and the prize, as well as the means of gaining 
victory, arc equally open to both. But, to be highly effective in 
this respect, the entrance examination should be a public compe~ 
iitiouy conducted partly by written papers, and partly by oral 
answering; not by one professor in his class-room, but by an 
examining committee of the Senatus, in presence of the Univer¬ 
sity authorities, and with all the pomp and countenance of Uni¬ 
versity sanction. Parchment certificates—say one for every 
fiftli entrant, or even a published list of the candidates, arranged 
in the order of merit, with the school at which each indivi^ol 
was educated—would, we are convinced, when coupled with a 
proposal to be made hereafler, apply such a spur to teachers, 
over the extent of Scotland, as would, in a very few years, edu¬ 
cate, renovate, and elevate the wliole scholastic profession. In- 

•stilntc some prizes, bo it mere honour, and the exapiination will 
effect for Edinburgh and Glasgow what the bursar competition 
has done, in botli Latin and Greek, for Aberdeen. But, rartheri 
such an initiatoiy ordeal operates most beneficially on the student 
himself, in compelling him to refrain ffom entrance till he has 
arrived at somewhat of a mature age and respectable scholarship; 
in affording him time and opportunity for gainuig an acqnmt- 
ance with nistoiy and general literature; and in ripping his 
powers of observation and reflection, so that he mayJbe e;^ed 
to derive the greatest possible amount of benefit firom a Uniyer- 
sit^ education. It confines him to well-defined area, witii Ae 
mmutest locdities of which he has^ the strongest reason' fxp 
making himself intimate; and thus,- at the veky thtethoifi of h» 
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advanced studies, it inculcates the invaluable habit of doing well 
whatever is done. 

The great objection which has been urged against an entrance 
examination, is, that it will exclude from our seats of learning 
many of those poor, hard-working, seri-studionm men, who are 
the very bone and marrow of our country; and admit only the 
youths whose means allow deliberate and minute preparation for 
the competition. Did we for a moment imagine that such a 
result would floAv from the proposed arrangement, wc should be 
the last to advocate its adoption ; but we feel entire confidence, 
that, under proper regulations for the due management of the 
apparatus, no injury like that which is apprehended would be 
inflicted either on individuals or the country. To avoid the 
dreaded effect, we would propose—First, That several entrance 
examinations be held during the year; so tliat, if a candidate 
fail at his first trial, he may make up his deficiency before the 
end of the period for entrance, and tlius, by a second and more 
creditable appearance, avoid the loss of a session. The suicidal 
facility of the plan now in operation in Edinburgh is palpable; 
it allows onl^ one entrance trial in the year, but permits a 
rejected candidate to proceed with his studies—thus making the 
professor his own ^‘grinder,” to prepare for his own second 
examination of the plucked’* entrants; and, notwithstanding a 
second failure, the veriest dolts and most incorrigible idlers may, 
at the end oi the session, demand a certificate of attendance, 
which a professor cannot refuse, and which is all that presby¬ 
teries exact. This puts a premium on idleness and mal-prepara- 
tion. Secondly, That two of these entrance examinations be 
public competitions, with the order of merit” duly arranged 
and published; that one of them be held at the .close of the 
school session (end of June or July), when the struggle for First 
Place will be principal^ among the pupils of burgh seminaries; 
and the other at the beginning of the college session (end of 
October), when boys from the remote country districts, and* 
students of mature years, would form tlie great majority of 
entrants. Thus, town schools would be compared with ono 
another, and country schools with one another. Thirdly, that 
besides these public admissions there should be opportunities for 
private entrance afforded, say twice in the year, at convenient 
rimes, when the serirstudiortm class, and such as found their 
time and means unequal to an extensive preparatory course, might 
present themselves one by one be&re a 'sub^mmittee of the pro¬ 
fessors, and be TOrmittod to select for their own trial, say one 
liarin and one Greek author, out of the number prescribed for 
public entrance. This would save the feelings of the more 
tender, and so lighten the labour of preparation that no serious 
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obstacle would be presented to the really meritorious. We know 
a sood deal of what Scottish students can do, have done, and 
will do, and pledge ourselves that that spirit, which from hard- 
earned wages saves L.20 per annum for the expenses of a college 
session, will save one hour per day for the preparation of a not 
oppressive course. Mere amateurs, who have no ambition for a 
degree, and who mean to spend only two sessions at college for 
some special classes, may, without detriment to themselves or 
the college, be admitted as private studenis, liable to no exami¬ 
nation. In these arrangements regarding entrance, as well as 

])nss*’ and degree examinations, it must be remembered that, 
in nil countries and in all colleges, a great deal of laxity is neces¬ 
sarily permitted, for there is no royal mode of turning idlers into 
industrious men ; and the great aim of all legislation in these mat¬ 
ters should simply be, to bi'ing up to excellence as many as possible, 
and to leave below mediocrity as few as possible. The dinicultics 
which many find in the way of this and other desirable improve¬ 
ments will speedily vanish when the experiment is made. 

Next to tfic advisability of seeking from students at entrance 
a proof of their ability to profit by college prelections we rank 
the necessity of demanding from them, at frequent intervals 
(luring tlieir academical career, satisfactory evidence that the 
lessons of the professor have been duly com})rchended and care¬ 
fully digested.^ The principle of classification sliould be most 
rigorously acted upon in all such examinations ; for, as a stimulus 
and a discipline, the value of such a combination can scarcely be 
overstated. The certainty of a coming trial, and the character 
of the certificate to be gained thereby; the dread of a low posi¬ 
tion in the classified list; the well-grounded hope, that fame will 
precede the diligent to the bar, the church, or other profession 
—will ensure earnest attention during the hour of lecture, and 
unremitting industry in home preparation ; while the examina¬ 
tion itself will discover to each his own deficiencies, make him 
aware of his cajinbilities, and fix on his mind the facts and 
principles of a winter’s acquisition. 

And hero wo would protest against the doctrine, that it is an 
absurdity for a professor to examine his own students, and pro¬ 
nounce either on their comparative merits or on their fitness for 
the honour of graduation. Of the insult thus offered to the 
professorial body we shall say nothing, but express our firm 

* Id tho nortbera colleges, sneh a system has loDg been in active operation 
and to its infloence we attribute the remarkable ■necew wbiob bas attended 
tho Aberdeen graduate^ in competing with the alumni of Glasgow and Edin¬ 
burgh for the seholarshlps and bursarios at the disposal of the several churches. 
Tho examinations are held at the beginning as well as at the end of each 
session, are conducted by paper, and are highly efibetive of good results ia and 
beyond the college. > 
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convictioiii based not more on theoretical than on practical 
grounds^ that none but the professors are competent either to do 
justice to the students, or to make the paper what we have hinted 
it ou^t to be. Examination sheets compiled by paid or amateur 
examiners, who do not know anything of tlie examinees, and who 
too often strive to show off their knowledge, are more frequently 
a chancc-directed farrago of crude individualities, than a 
dnated and connected series of well-digested questions to elicit 
general principles, and to test the judgment in applying the 
doctrines of previous teaching. Thus we creep into a system of 
cram, and of creusk qnesUons^ and a rational and philosophic 
training is ignored. We trust, therefore, that the professors 
will stand upon their dignity, and upon the ground of public 
utility, and refuse to countenance a proposal which implies a per¬ 
petual vote of censure on the entire body. To assessor-examiners 
we have no objection, as they may somewhat lighten the load 
which we shall by-and-by propose to lay on the shoulders of 
professors; but they should never snpei'sedc the proper and 
responsible .head, and their functions should bo mainly oral ex¬ 
amination. There are few literary tasks more difficult and more 
delicate, than the framing of a good and well-bainnccd examina¬ 
tion paper; minute and extensive knowledge of tho subject, 
large experience, and strong common sense, are indispensable to 
success.^ 

To our next suggestion we crave the serious attention of all 
Universit}’ reformers, and more especially the teaching body of 
professors, both because it has scarce been mentioned heretofore 
in the discussions on reform, and beeausc we consider it ike 
remedy which strikes at the root of the greatest defect in our 
University system. But, before proceeding to lay down its pro¬ 
visions, let us remind our readers that the purposes of a University 
education are two—First, to train the student in such a manner, 
and with such instruments, as shall best conduce to develop and 
rightly influence the moral nature, and to direct, brace, and give 
action to the intellectual faculties; and, secondly, to impart such 
an amount and kind of information, as shall, so far as consistent 
with higher puiposcs, exhaust the several subjects of study, and 

' The examinetion papen, if drawn up on a methodical plan, and witli 
jndidont selection, so as to be at once a r€$ume of the session and s modist for 
■tadjr, Iw being aanaally spread over the sonntry would direct to a proper line 
of reading,* those schoolinaaters or students, who, firom remote residence or 
other cause, know little of the ^ans named In car higher institutions, or of 
the Mid of knowledge which ymiths sbonld poeieii before entrance. The cir- 
ehUtion of the examination papers by wiaani of the students we reckon aunoet 
impprtaat point, u, perhaps mere tliea the preseiibiog of an entrance eoavse, 
U gbes a ^focans power in the edneatloB or tho country to those whose posi¬ 
tion at the head or tho teaching pf^Rurion enthloe them to respect end con- 
^idenea. 
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be generally useful in any of the walks of practical life. We 
must remember, however, that of these the first is the grand aim 
and object of a primary education; and we mu^t scrupulously 
guard against the possibility of modem utilitarianism converting 
oiu* mental training apparatus into a mere useful knowledge” 
grubber. Our first great care, therefore, must be to organise a 
course whose subjects shall be of a refining and elevating, and, 
at the same time, of a practically useful character; and, further, 
to make proA’ision for the special teachings of the professional 
schools—Law, Medicine, Divinity and Fac£:utics. But we must 
recollect, that even our Arts’ course is so far a professional course, 
since fi*om it directly proceeds that large body of students who 
devote themselves to tno teacher's duties. 

One other remark is necessaiy, as preliminary to the proposal 
which is to follow. We have already spoken of the universally 
admitted excellence of our colleges, in reaching the masses, and 
affording to the poorest class of our population an academical 
education, cheap in the preparntoiy training, and cheap in itself. 
Now tliis is exactly one of those good things which, by being 
carried too far, may become a blemish, nny, n serious evil. In our 
regard for the poor and the ill-prepared Ave sacrifice the wealthy 
and the Avcll-prcparcd; and the style of teaching in most, if 
not nil, our colleges, is pitched on that scale Avhich suits the 
advance of the former. The ill-prepai*cd form, .no doubt, the 
great bulk of the entrant class; and thus a conscientious and 
judicious professor has but one course open to him—to consult 
the inteivsts of the majority. In a large promiscuous class, 
it is impossible for a professor to enter into the higher depart¬ 
ments of his subject, Avith that regularity, depth, and fitness^ 
Avhich arc absolutely required. The zealous, energetic, and 
competent must be separately provided for, if wo expect those 
results which all seem to desire; yet our present system makes 
no provision Avhatcver for canying higlier in their education 
those ambitious and better trained youths, many of whom are 
every year to bo found in all our colleges. We know what 
Scottish students can do in the way of ham work; and we have 
no hesitation in saying, that, had the more noble of tliem but the 
opportunity and the encouragements to extend their reading to 
classical authors or scientific treatises, which iu a heterogeneous 
class it Avould be more than folly for the teacher to attempt, wo 
should speedily find a swarm of youths annually passing forth 
from our University courts, fully able to compete with Oxonians 
and Cantabrigians in tlie extent and massiAwness of their scho¬ 
larship, while they would far excel them in the fineness and 
practical bent o# their general intelleotual culture. Now it is 
for this small aristocracy of talent and indnstiy that we are 
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anxious to provide—for those men upon whom depends the fame 
of our Universities, and who must be made the engines whereby 
to elevate the standard of education, not only in our academical 
halls, but also in the several professions, and over the whole 
country; for it is the few of a college, and not the ma/jy, who gain 
for it celebrity; aiul to the therefore, as well as the many, it 
is our solemn duty to have regard. Hundreds of mediocrities, 
such as we send fortli from year to year, will do less for the solid 
credit of our colleges and the higher learning of our country, 
than a dozen distinguished scholars annually produced. We do 
not wish to form a learned class, but to make a large class 
learned; and, while we maintain simultaneous training for all, 
to provide extra teaching for those who desire to avail themselves 
of it; to encourage the few, and to start them on the road to raise 
their own fame, and revivify the withered bays of our acade¬ 
mical institutions. 

This defect, whicli we have endeavoured to illustrate, w'as 
many years ago felt by Mr Fillans, to whom the education of our 
countryow'cs so much; and, with his wonted good sense and educa¬ 
tional chivalry, he sought to remedy it, so far as individual exertion 
could, by adopting a system of “ private studies,” to encourage the 
cultivation of the higher classical authors. The extension and 
public acknowledgment of this extra private course, which is 
more or less adopted by different professors, are the objects which 
we desire to urge in the Remedy now to be brought forward. 

To meet the vrants of our alumni, as above set forth, let iwo 
parallel courses of study he j)re8cnbed in the several classes of the 
Arts' curriculum ; one for all students, without distinction or ex¬ 
ception ; and the other, an entirely optional course, for the small 
aristocracy of which we have spoiccn.' To render this course 
effective mr good, three things are necessary : \st, That prizes 
for excellence be provided; 2(/, That additional examinations be 
instituted,at which thevolunteers shall compoto among themselves 
for honours of first and second grade; and Sc/, That these candi¬ 
dates for honours be separately lectured by the professor as often 
(say once) in the week as shall be found necessary to overtake 

' That, while the Professor of Greek reads with his entire junior class daring 
the Srst three months a portion of Xenophon’s Anabasis, he might, at a separate 
meeting, prelect to his Tolunteera a play of Earipides, directing them to 
read, m collateral helps, such works, or portions of works, on history, philology, 
and criticism, as be might deem most appropriate companions to the text-boo^ 
and most saitable to the advancement and capacity of the class. Daring the 
latter three months a similar course mi^t be adopted, and so also in themflhr- 
ent elifses of Latin and Greek. The Professor of Matheroalies, again, while 

biapoUai to Endid, Algebra, and Plane Trigonometry, coud exercise 
m wftet stndente with Analytic Geometry higher AlMbni, and Spherical 
Trigonontet^, or other desirable anlijects* We Iplve these examples not as the 
best CO be adopted, but to illnstrate our Idee.' 
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the work prescribed. Of such extra competitions there should be 
at least three during the year—one in January, on the subjects 
prescribed at the opening of the session; another at the end of 
the session, on subjects prescribed in-January; and a third in the 
end of October, on subjects prescribed at the conclusion of the 
session for summer reading. At all these competitions rewards 
should be given ; books or money once a year, and parchment 
certificates on the two other occasions. But this extra course, 
with its examiiifitions and prizes, must become a regular and im¬ 
portant part of the University system in every branch of study; 
and eclat must be added to it by the weight of University pro¬ 
mulgation, the solemnity and dignity of University sanction, the 
honours of the University seal, and the glory of publicity, ero 
those results can bo looked for which such an arrangement is cal¬ 
culated to secure. Tlie exertions of an individual professor, 
liovvcvcr enthusiastic, will not suffice to call forth that zealous and 
unwearying toil which the dignity of a public hall, and the honour 
of a public prize, with the countenance of patrons and senatus, 
and newspaper publicity will readily ])iX)duco and steadily main¬ 
tain. None but parties closely interested ever dream of wading 
through our gigantic prize lists; but were a few names recurring 
several times during the year, as tlie honour men of their class, 
they would become household words/* and this circumstance 
alone would ]>rove a great stimulus to those who depend for sup¬ 
port on their own exertions, and, in fact, to alT who are in¬ 
fluenced by tlie love of a))prol)atioii in even a small degree. To 
pushing men it is of the utmost importance to make for them¬ 
selves a college character, which is certain to follow them to the 
bar, to the pulpit, and to the consulting-room ; and, therefore, 
wc fear not but that self-interest would soon swell the ranks of 
the aspirants for honours, and of tlio well prepared entrants, and 
thus raise the standard of admission and of teaching. 

Many advantages besides that of extended reading and more 
copious information, would flow from the extra course, lu the 
classical department our students would be early compelled to 
devote their attention to such collateral and illustrative works as 
the history of Grecian and of Roman literature, by MUller, Mure, 
Grote, Arnold, Dunlop, and Browne; to the extended gram- 
matic^ and, critical labours of Buttmann, Madvig, Kiumer, 
Zumpt, Donaldson, and Key, etc.; and they would thus be in¬ 
structed in those very topics in which they invariably fail when 
brought into competition with English trained alumni. There 
ore no tutors like these; and it is manifestly our duty to adopt 
dwt tutorial system as soon as possible. The system of extra” 
should be vigorously continuod through all the branches of the 
Arts* corriecuum/and all the years of me undergraduate coarse, so 
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that students should not only Lave an opportunity, but even be 
under tlie necessity, of keeping up for degree examinations, out¬ 
door competitions, or special professional studies, the information 
acquired in successive years, and that young men might be en¬ 
couraged to follovr out with exhaustive reading the subjects which 
have been chosen as their forte. But further—oqr schools would 
soon, under the operation of this system, be manned by scholars 
of a higher tone, whoso influence would make itself felt on pri- 
rnaiy education generally, and on college entrants especially; 
and in a veiy few years the elementary teaching so much com¬ 
plained of would be abandoned, and the ninior Latin and Gicck 
classes might with safety be given up. The summer recess, too, 
would be turned to the l>est account, because being terminated 
as proposed by one of the 'three extra competitions, as %vc1l as a 
pass examination for all entrants, whether joining for the first 
time, or rising to a higher class, it would be very generally em¬ 
ployed to mature and extend past acquisitions, or to prepare for 
the higher struggles of the coming ordeal. What a ready and 
satisfactory means, moreover, would thus be affoi*ded for pre¬ 
paring a thoroughly qualified staff of assistant professors (wc 
do not like the term tutors) for the working of tlie college 
classes, and what activity and vigour would be infused into Uni¬ 
versity life 1 

Some may fear that this forcing process would introduce a 
system of cra'mming and grinding, which it is of the utmost 
moment to discourage. But it is entirely in the power of the 
professors and examiners to prevent such a result; or at worst 
to make the ‘^grinders” co-operate with them for good. By 
variety of question, a ^stematic process in examination, a 
change in subject, and a freshness in illustration, the teacher 
may completely baffle the arts of any dealer in crack questions,” 
who may seek to establish himself ns the vendor of passports to 
honours and prizes. But to prevent abuse, care should be taken 
that none be allowed to compete in the extra course, who arc not 
more than respectable in the legular class, and that cacli exami¬ 
nation paper m composed partly from the polUn, and partly from 
the optional, course, in order that the primary duty of all be not 
neglected by the few. For this reason alone, with the fear that 
a body of non-professional examiners would soon call into exist¬ 
ence a system of " coaching,” we again remonstrate imainst the 
Idea of handing over to others the examining power of the pi'o- 
fbssors. 

Of the help to professors in discharging their increased duties 
we diall speak immediately. Meantime, it may be stated gene¬ 
rally, that the extra labour will not after the first year, be so 
great as might be supposed; and* that a single indnridual may 
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effect much if the examinations be judiciously arranged, and if 
lie spend honestly tho months of his long vacation. The ex¬ 
pense of hooks and the overwork of students compelling them to 
refrain from private tuition, are but petty considerations when 
weighed against the immense benetits which would accrue to all, 
from the increased labour and extended range; and we trust that 
no pity the sorrows ” argument will interfere with a trial of 
these new appliances. That all the members of a community 
should be self-supporting at the first possible moment, is a sound 
p#;iciplc of political economy; and we should be loth to inter¬ 
fere with its action in the case of University students; but we 
prefer to find that time and energy which are spent on private 
tuition devoted to tho gaining of bursaries and scholarships; and, 
therefore, we should gladly see all such prizes thrown open to 
public contest, and a still greater number founded by patriotic 
testators. 

Such are the main features of the proposed remedy. It will 
bo seen that we keep in view the great excellence of our Scottish 
system—the admission of all, the professorial teaching of all, tho 
thorough drill of all, and lastly, the adaptation of the teaching 
to all degrees of advancement; while, at the same time, we make 
provision for carrying higher in their studies tliat small aristo¬ 
cracy of talent who are able and willing to earn for themselves bays 
of a fresher green than now adorn the brows of the laureated few. 

Were the scheme which we have sketched adopted, it would 
be necessary to I'cndcr the Professors of Latin, Greek, Mathe¬ 
matics, and Natural Philosophy, some assistance in the discharge 
of the increased duties thus thrown upon them. The correcting 
of version exercises by the classical professors in their leisure 
hours wc consider a useless waste of valuable time. That stu¬ 
dents should practise original composition is highly necessary, 
and that their efforts should be criticised by one ofsuperior learn¬ 
ing is also highly necessary; but one hour per week spent in 
open class in the criticism of a few exercises, vaiying in excel- 
Icnco, will accomplish more ultimate good than daily versions 
quietly returned to the writers with the amendments of the pencil. 
But composition in Latin and Greek must be made an integral 
part of all cofnpetltions, whether ordinaiy or bursary, before it 
oe attended to with that zeal which it demands. ' When its im¬ 
portance has been publicly acknowledged by gaining prominence 
in examinations^ then we shall secure its <^ivation in private 
by all those to whom such an exercise is likely to prove of lasting 
service. In correcting exercises, therefore, the dassical profos- 
sors should require no help; and in drilling np incapables of tho 
first year they should be equally free from obligation; but one 
or two therougfaly good scholars associated with professor 
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would render immense service to the cause of learning, if their 
eflforts were judiciously directed. The assistant professors sliould 
aid in the examinations, and should afford occasional relief to 
the professor in the lecture rooms; but one of their main duties 
should be to meet, say twice a-week, with the volunteers of each 
class, to go over minutely with them the ground which the pro¬ 
fessor is to pass rapidly in review on the day of his separate 
prelection. But we must not for a moment countenance the pro¬ 
posal that a professor should hand over to the almost entire charge 
of his deputy any one of the regular classes of the polloi course. 
If a professor’s preparations be largely made in the summer re¬ 
cess, as they ought, his winter labours will be as light as those of 
professional men generally; for, according to our scheme, we 
should not employ him more than four hours per day in the 
work of public teaching. Let us on no account, liowcver, aban¬ 
don or curtail the functions of our time-honoured, character- 
moulding, and judgment-directing professoriate, but cling to it 
as a means of instruction, which, though producing few learned 
men, has yet sent forth a very large number of practically valuable 
members of society. Let our aim be to give to all the benefits 
of our present system, while to the few we afford, in addition, 
the means of being not only intellectually trained, but also 
de^ly learned. 

The assistant professors, or Fellows as they might be called, 
should be chosen from the most distinguished graduates; and he 
who had taken the highest degree in each dopaitmeiit, slmuld 
have the first offer of any vacancy in the tutorship connected with 
that department. THe tenure of office should be limited, so tliat 
the benefits of the assiatantship should bo enjoyed as widely as 
possible. 

The establishment of additional chairs is another of those re¬ 
forms which have been urged with much importunity in tlie de¬ 
mand for extension. With this civ, so far as it ap})lics to the 
Arts’ curriculum, we cannot largely sympathise, though in the 
Faculties of Divinity and Law there is certainly room for in¬ 
creased power. What we msiinly want, however, is that our 
present chairs be more vi^rously worked by some such plan as 
we have already adverted to. The difficulty which lies in the - 
way of additional chairs is of a practical kind,—where to get tlie 
students to support, or even encourage^ the new incumbents, and 
how such students canid afford the necessary leisure from more 
pressing calls. A Latham or a Craik in the chair of English 
Language and Literature, would|| doubtless, be a great acquisi¬ 
tion, for our ohilological wants aie but too plainly perceptible; 
and though the pupils of our higb schools and better aca<]emies 
might dispense witn such a class, jttiH the large majority of sta- 
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dents could not obtain, amidst the distractions of a country school, 
an adequate knowledge of this important department of learning. 
As an adjunct or supplement to the philological teaching of 
the classical professors, a dbsection of our mother tongue would 
be in the highest degree desirable; and the advantages of a syste¬ 
matic study of our standard authors under a competent guide 
ai'e too palpable to require enforcement. A thorougti knowledge, 
however, of English literature is the labour of many years and 
the result of patient study. Lectures on Political and Social 
Ilistoiy might not inappropriate!}’ issue from the English Lite- 
rature Cliair; while the present absurd arrangement of imposing 
Katural History, In almost all its branches, on one pair of shouU 
ders, might, with the greatest benefit to science, give way to the 
division of the subject into two departments. 

A Professorship of Classical Literature, as supplementaiy to 
the present staff, would be rendered peifectly unnecessary by 
the system of “ extra ” which wo have suggested; while a chair 
of Political Economy could be most advantageously combined 
with, that of Ethics, a small additional endowment being pro¬ 
vided to remunerate and encourage increased labour on the part 
of the professor. We ran easil^r afford to i^ore modem lan- 
gun;^u!: Ill the Arts’ curriculum; if such a subject were made im¬ 
perative, it would prove an incubus to the college and a burden 
to the students; if not, the chair would be well nigh a sinecure. 
Modern languages arc equally well gained out of fioors, and at a 
season when more urgent engagements do not interfere. There 
is one chair, however, the necessity for which is so strong, and 
the advanto^s so evident, that we can scarcely conceive how its 
claims have ocen overlooked in the many schemes of extension 
which have been broached, from time to time, we mean that of 

- Paadeutics, or the Art and Science of Education.” The Medi¬ 
cal Faculty is, in all our colleges, more or less fully equipped for 
conveying both theoretical knowlei^e and practical experience; 
the doctrines, principles, and technicalities of divinity and law 
have, to some extent, received suitable expositors; but the Teach* 
ing Profession, though yielding to none of these in the influence 
which it exerts for the well being of society, has been complete^ 
ignored.^ Teaching, in fact, is too generauy viewed as incapabfo 
of being scientifically treated; and when sp^en of, is regarded 
rather as an art, or “ knack,” than as a practical science reducible 
to rules. But a very little reflection will suflfice to show, that 
this is a grand mistake, and that tlie want of such a chair in one 
or moro of our colleges has been a most grievous omissioiv* 

\ 

' Wo rejoice to leem that a tahtcriptioii hw heea ani^tioiiily begqa to 
endow such a chair in Edinburgh or Glaggow, and we the promoiea ef 
the scheme Qod speed. There should be two chidis of Padenttes m 
one in Edinburgh or Glasgow, end the other In Mwidesa* 

VOL. EXVXU. HO. LVI, 8.0 
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Mental Philosophy and the modes of mental culture are as evi¬ 
dently co-related as the principles of chemistry and the practice 
of agriculture, or as the doctrines of pliysiology and the applica¬ 
tion of curatives; and deduction is as lemtimate in the one case 
as in the other. But experience and reflection ore necessary to 
trace the connection of the parts and point out the bearing of 
one upon another. The diagnosis of mental peculiarities in the 
young is a matter of no smSl difficulty, and unless accurately 
made, the means used will be as powerless to the end, as the ap¬ 
plication of a mistaken drug to the removal of a disease. Hence 
hundreds of youths of respectable scholarship go forth from the 
Arts* course as teachers, who are lamentably unsuited for the 
arduous duties they have undertaken; and a most serious bar is 
thus presented to the improvement of our methods of tuitjon— 
and at the same time, the rights of the teaching body to be ele¬ 
vated' to the rank of a distinct and recognised profession fail to be 
acknowledged. Without such a chair Normal Schools are but 
the strongholds of an unreasoning empiricism; but when attached 
to a lectureship of Psedeutics, as a hospital to the Medical School, 
they may be made a most powerful engine for tlic improvement 
of education. Were our teachers compelled to graduate, attend¬ 
ing for one year during their course the Professor of Pscdcutics, 
and practising in the Normal Schools, what an improvement 
woula it be on the mLserable system of apprentice teaching I 

Wo would farther advocate, that a fixed coarse be prescribed 
for all aspirants to degms, and that regular students be not 
permitted to use their discretion in selecting their classes from 
year to year. The practical inconveniences of this irregular 
method are very great, while theoretical objections to it will 
occur to all, based on psychological considerations, and on the 
mutual connection and coherence of tho several subjects in their 
matter, and in their use as instruments of mental discipline. 

Having thus discussed the arrangements of the undergraduate 
course, we conclude our survey by a few wordaion the conferrii^ 
of laureate honours. A degree, at the conclusion of an academi¬ 
cal career, is simply a token, that he upon whom it is conferred 
has attended ^ll^e for a specified time, and has manifested 
moderate industry and respectable ^haviour. It is^ot advis¬ 
able, for many reasons, that the mem pass degree should exceed 
this limited amount of reouirement, or that a separate form of 
diploma should exist for the graduates of different attainments. 
But it is of the utmost importance, that on the point of stepping 
from Univerrity scenes to the hosUe of professional life, the in¬ 
dustrious and accomplished students should have an opportunitv 
of showing to the world what their dil^ence lias been, what their 
powers imd what confidence may .be for the future placed 
in their abilities and ap{dication. A competition at gradoation 
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is, thereforc, imperatively called for, to act as a stimulas through- 
oat the undergraduate coui^, and to afford students an oppor¬ 
tunity of gaining for themselVes a testimonial of the most unex¬ 
ceptionable kind. A pecuniary reward is not necessary to call 
forth nritne talent, as the Cambridge wranglerships show; but 
as a First Wrangler is sure of a Fellowship from his colle|m, so 
we might hold out to our highest graduates Assistantships, 
Travelling Bachelorships, or other valuable advanta^s. For 
the polUn, it is highly necessary that the i^hole weight of the 
degree examination should not rest on one effort, but that the 
trial be either distributed over the four years, as at Aberdeen/ 
or that it be divided into a “ little go,” at the end of the second 
year, and a “great go,” at tho end of tlie fourth. Besides this, 
noweter, let there bo an extended course for graduation with 
hononrsj as the crowning strup^Ie of the extra course; and here 
the admirable plan pursued in Glasgow piay be taken as a model. 
All the subjects of tno curriculum should be kept up till gradnar 
tiou, by one yearly examination on a prescribed text-book, after 
the student has ceased to attend lectures on that branch; and 
thus time would ultimately be saved, as it is much easier to keep 
^ knowledge by doing a little, than to recall it after 4n interval. 
That something must be done, and that speedily, to increase the 
res}>ectability of our degrees, is admitted on all hands; and to 
discover the best means of effecting this object, we panst seek the 
causes which have led to tl^ir depreciation. These we conceive 
to be as follows:—Isf, It has been well known in England and 
iRdaud, tlmt students may enter the Scottish colleges at a very 
early age, and with almost no preparation; and that ten months 
at Latin, ten at Greek, and ten at mathematics, are sufficient 
for the degree of A.M., Avhile three or four years’ study of each 
of these departments, after a lengthened preparatory training, 
secures for English and Irish students only the designation of 
A.B., tho higher title of A.M. not being procurable for three 
years longer. 2d, *The value of our de^es is not known, either 
at home or abroad, since the papers by which candidates are 
tested are never seen beyond the colle^ walls. Wereth^apers 
published to tho world, as in Oxford, Cambri4^, and Dublin, 
our professoi^ might then afford to test thofquali^ations of their 
own pupils without being subject to the inuendos of unreflecting 
agitators. 3d, The practice of selling degrees, once so largely 
prevalent, has had the effect of depreciating our honours, perhaps 
more than any other individual cause. The opinion wnidi, m , 
this country, we entertain of German Ph.D.’s conferred on 

I This lightening of the degree extmination hes the effhet of ioereMing the 
number of gradnatOB, for as the toil comes In instalmenta, two each Tear, 
the pass Is a matter of no great difflenUy. There are mauT endent drawbahk% 
however, to the Aberdeen pin, though we consider it the neat in Scotland. 
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Englishmen, will ai&rd some estimate of what effect the indiscri¬ 
minate sale of Scottish degrees has had on the foreign value of these 
distinctions. To restore our respectability in Uiis respect, we 
must make our higher degrees a hona fide test of superior scholar¬ 
ship, not only by a final effort, but by a sustained stru^lo and 
extra reading throughout the whole course; we must publish our 
examination papers to the world; and wo must abandon the de¬ 
grading and humiliating practice of lavishing degrees on aliens, 
and selling the birthright of our sons for a mess of pottage. At 
the end of the course, no degree above A.B. should be conferred 
—A.M., and those of higher rank being obtainable by time and 
by an examination merely formal; no decree should be conferred 
by a college, except on her own alumni (we, of course allow 
LL.D.*s to princes and warriors) : and no degree should he con¬ 
ferred on an a1)SGnt individual. If these simple rules be observed, 
our d^rees will soon be at a premium in the literaiy exchange, and 
will be greedily sought after as passports to honour and emolument. 

Wc nave thus sketched a plan for the improvement and exten¬ 
sion of our colleges; and in so doing, have endeavoured to pre¬ 
serve intact our characteristic excellences, and to recommend 
modifications of present appliances rather than to advocate foreign 
innovations. An entrance course for Greek and Latin is a mere 
extension of the principle which, tacitly acted on by all, insures 
a moderate ^mount of Latin reading befuro matriculation ; 
periodical examinations at the begi^ing and the end of each 
session are already held, and that with the best results, in Aboiv 
deen. An extra course, with extra prizes and - competitions, is a 
mere enlargement of the system of Private Studies,’’ as encou¬ 
raged by some professors; assistant professors have for some 
time been employed in various classes, and we only seek to direct 
their eftbrts to greater advantage; additional chairs are called 
for by alt, and so far, are a most reasonable extension; a fixed 
course is the rule in some of our colleges; and, lastly, competi¬ 
tion for high degrees has long been the practice in Edinburgh 
and Glasgow, and more recantly in ^ng’s College, Aberdeen. 
On the other band, while maintaining similarity in outward 
forms, we have jaot sought to suggest alterations in the modes of 
teaching, for we advocate the mai^nance in full, nay, increased 
force, of the rigid drill and moulding discipline of the professorial 
apparatus. We have, moreover, indicate a plan whereby riie 
majority of the entrants may be so tested, as that higher classical 
attainments shall be socureo on admUnon to the umversity, and 
jUm schpolzof the country reflezively raised; while we Lave never- 
tbelra shown, that none need, be excluded, and that the eeri~ 
etadstfrim and mere ainateun may have their fiselingi spared 
and thriir literaiy cravings satisfied without serious detriment to 
the cause of leading. 
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3. lieport of the Meteorological Department of the Board of 
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13. Meteorological Register kept by the Earl of GiffobH^ 
tn his Yacht Fair Rosamond, tn 1857. London, 1857. 
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14. The Log of a Merchant Officer viewed with reference to CAe 
Education of Young Officers, aod the Youth of the Me^Kani 
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♦ 

^<Thb GsooRATHr OF THE Sba.”'—What an incongnicKii 
idea do these words present to the scholar ! How tfatnroagldy 
incomprehensible by the ordinary mind! Conriderin^ the 
ocean as but the groat reservoir ior receiving the sapemtunia 
waters of the earth, as the nursery of the whide and its 
congeners, or as the dreaded grave m the sea&ring mar^ we 

> Hamboldt hu gtvea this name to wliat he justly xsgaidi ai a new dep^ 
ment of scieoee. 
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have seldom regarded it under its nobler phase, as the com¬ 
mon highway of nations, which even despotism cannot appro¬ 
priate, and as an essential part of the coi^lex terraqueous 
apparatus w^hich constitutes “ The Life of the Earth.” 

Prom the earliest times, before the sailor trusted himself to 
the open sea, a certain degree of kno\v]ed|;e of the tides and the 
winds was required for the safe navigation of his shores; but 
when he adventured across the Atlantic, or into the bosom of 
the Indian and Pacific Oceans, or attempted to circumnavigate 
the globe, and reach its ice-bound poles, seamanship more 
advanced, and science more profound, were required. The 
currents in the atmosphere, the trade winds and monsoons, the 
belts of calm, tropical and equatorial, the hurricanes and torna¬ 
does of the torrid zone, the thunder storms, and the air and 
waterspouts of southern climates, perpetually distract the mariner 
in his course, and demand from him all the skill which can be 
derived from science and experience. Nor are the currents of 
the ocean less amenable to inquiry, and less formidable to the 
seaman than those of the atmosphere. The two Gulf Streams 
of the Northern and Southern Ilemispheres, the currents from 
the Poles to tlie Equator, and from the Equator to the Poles, and 
the bores and tidal waves of the East, perform important func¬ 
tions in our terraqueous world, and arc only now revealing to 
science their origin and their laws. 

The study, therefore, of the sea. of its geography, its move¬ 
ments, and its pliysical condition, while it presents to the general 
reader topics at once popular and instructive, affords to the 
philosopher a rich and boundless field of research, and must 
eventually promote the highest interests of humanity and civiliza¬ 
tion. As a new department of science, it has already excited 
the [notice of every nation in the Old and New World; and 
societies and governments are actively employed in promoting 
the various inquiries which it demands, in order to shorten the 
voyages to distant lands, to guard life and property which arc 
risked at sea, and to advance those branches of knowledge 
which are associated with winds and waves, and embrace that 
profusion of life of which the sea is the nursery and the grave. A 
brief histoxy, therefore, of what has already been accomplished in 
this great enterprise, may be useful to some of our readers, and 
we trust may be made Interesting and instructive to all. 

It would be a difficult task, and one not neccssair to our 
present purpose, to give an account of the delays and dangers 
to which the navigator is exposed in those remote seas which 
Mve been comparatively little visited b^r European or trans- 
adantie communities* It will be sufficient to re&r to the 
Atlantic Oceaa, the great coimon of civilisation^ which is 
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covered, at every season of the year, with thousands of vessels, 
intercarrying the produce of the old and new worlds, and 
freighted with so many precious lives. The grand and peculiar 
feature of the Atlantic is the GuLf Stream, which till recently 
has been regarded by the seaman as a serious obstruction in his 
course. Ignorant of its strength and limits, his vessel was 
oflen drifted many miles out of its course, and the length of his 
voyage greatly extended.’ Before the high temperature of this 
current was ascertained, a voyage from Europe to New England 
and New York, and even so far soutli as Capo Ghesapeak, was 
both difficult and dangerous. In approaching the American 
coast, vessels were beset with snow storms and gales, which 
baffied the strength and skill of the seaman. His bark became . 
a mass of icc, her crow frosted and helpless, and she remained 
obedient only to her helm, and was kept away for the Gulf 
Stream.’' On reaching its edge, she passed from a wintiy sea 
into one at summer heat. The ice disappeared from the ship, 
and “ the sailor bathed his stiffened limbs in the tepid waters 
of the stream; ” but in attempting again to make his port,” he 
is driven back from the north-west, and exposed to the dangei:s 
which ho had surmounted. In gales of this kind many ships 
annually founder; and there are numerous instances in which 
vessels, with their crews enervated in tropical climates, have 
encountered, near the capes of Virginia, snow jatorms which 
have driven them back, again and again, into the Gulf Stream, 
and prevented them fhim making an anchorage, for fifty or sixty 
days. In mid-winter, the number of wrecks and the loss of life, 
along the Atlantic sea front, was frightful. Sometimes, in the 
month’s average, the wrecks amounted to throe a day; and 
vessels which escaped this calamity, were blown off and obliged 
to take refuge in the West Indies, where they remained till 
spring, before they could venture to approach the inhospitable 
coast. 

The Gulf Stream, to which these calamities were due, has, 
by the agency of science, become a boon to navigation. In 
1770, when Or Franklin was in London, he learned the curious 
fiict, that the Falmouth packets to Boston arrived a fortnight 
later than the trading vessels from London to Rhode Island, 
although the distance was much less. Captain Folger, a 
Nantucket whaler, then in London, Okplained to the Doctor 
this singular anomaly. The Rhode Island captain was ac¬ 
quainted with the high temperature and great velodty of the 
Gulf Stream, and turned it to account, not only as a refuge 
foom the snow-storms, and as a land-mark or bWicon for the 

' In hb pamge a few yean ago from Siena Leoae to Mew Tork, Oeneral 
, Sabine was drifM 1600 miles off us way by tha. foica of. eoxreati ihuio.. 
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coast in all weathers, but as a means of shortening their voyage. 
The English captains, ignorant of the properties of the current, 
kept their ships in it, and were set back six^ or seventy miles a 
day. Dr Franklin viewed th^ discoveiy of the high tempera¬ 
ture of the Gulf Stream as of such importance that he ungene¬ 
rously, we think, kept it a secret, as if it was a solution of the 
great problem of finding the longitude at sea, for which a re¬ 
ward, similar to that given to Harrison, might be claimed.' 
Vessels having often been 5° and even 10° out of their reckoning, 
it was naturally thought to be a solution of the problem of the 
longitude, ** for, on approaching the coast,” as our author ob¬ 
serves, the current of warm water in the Gulf Stream, and of 
cold water on this side of it, if tried with the thermometer, would 
enable the mariner to judge with great certainty, and in the 
event of hazy weather, as to his position.” Although this important 
discovery was made in 1775, it was not generally made known 
till 1790, when Dr Franklin published his work on Thermome- 
trieal Navigation. Its beneficial employment in navigation was 
immediate. The northern ports of America were as accessible 
in winter as in summer; ana there seems to be no doubt that it 
was then the cause of the great decline which took place in the 
trade of the two Carolinas, Charlestown, the great southern 
emporium of that day, being removed from its position as a hall¬ 
way house, an^ placed in the category of an outside station.” 

In consetjuence of the great boon obtained for navigation by 
the study ot the Gulf Stream, Lieutenant Mauiy, a distinguished 
officer in the United States nav^, was led to collect from the 
captains of the mercantile marine all the facts which they had 
ofaMrved respecting the winds, tides, currents, and temperature 
of the ocean. After a careful examination of them, he published 
the results at which he arrived, in his volume, entitled, “ The 
Wind and Current Charts,” a work which has, to an extra¬ 
ordinary extent, shortened and rendered safe v^ages that had 
always been long and perilous. By the use of his charts and 
sailing directions, the average passage from England to Aus¬ 
tralia has been reduced from 1:25 to 97 days, homeward 
passa^ haring been once made in 63 days I The passage from 
New York to California has, in like manner, been reduced from 
183 to 135 days. The benefits thus conferred on every maritime 
nation were so obvious, 4iat their respective governments, at the 
desire oS Lieutenant Jifanry, were induced to take an interest in 

1 Mr Uauy uts that Dr TrtnUin concealed Us discoveiy for a while 
**throq^ political coDsiderations;” hoi his dbservatioBs oa the loBgitnde 
pcobkan Indicates dearly that tba AOtIvea of the Doctor must have been of 
a paiMnud kind, for no consideration conld be called political which wifiiheld 
ftom tM American navigator the means of mvlng himself from sbipwie^, and 
from the American memhant die rapid, and silk conveyanSe of his proper^. 
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the subject, and to send qualified persons to discuss it at a ^neral 
conference. Kepresentatives Oiom England^ France, Russia, ^ 
Sweden, Norway, Holland, Denmark, Belgium, Portugal, and 
the United States accordingly met in Brussels on the 23d 
Au^st 1853, and adopted a system of observations to be made 
on board all their vessels. Spain, Prussia, Sardinia, the Holy See, 
Austria, Brazil, the republics of Bremen and Chili, and the free 
city of Hamburg, subsequentljr offered their co-operation in the 
same plan; and the sea is now crowded with observers, who 
will carry on their researches in war as well as in peace. In 
the event of any of these vessels being captured by an enemy, 
it has been arranged that the journal containing the observations, 
shall be held sacred ; and we trust that this union of nations to I)roniote the common interests of humanily and commerce may 
ead to a more glorious combination to cultivate only the arts of 

peace. In reducing to law the elements which disturb the ocean, 
and in subjugating the rebellious powers which are so fatally at 
play in the physical world, there is work enough to exhaust all 
the resources of the state, and to call forth all the skill and 
heroism of its servants. In this peaceful strife, where conquests 
more valuable than kingdoms, are the prize, the command to 
love our neighbour is never broken, and fame, the reward of 
victoiy, is as enduring as time and as noble as virtue. 

After the Report of the Brussels Conference h^^ been laid be¬ 
fore Parliament, a grant of money was made for the purchase of 
instruments, and the discussion of observations, and a department 
of the Board of Trade, under Rear-Admiral Fitzroy, was charged 
with the important task of carding into effect the contemplated 
arrangements. In order to assist the officers of the navy and the 
ship-masters who may agree to co-operate in this great work, 
forms of abstract logs have been prepared for men-of-war and 
merchantmen; and those who shall keep a journal of observa¬ 
tions and results, and send an abstract of it to the National Ob¬ 
servatory at Washington, will be furnished, free of cost, with a 
copy of Xiieutenant Maury’s Sailing Directions, and such sheets 
of the chart as relate to the cruising ground of the co-operatoV. 
The American shipmasters entered warmly into these views; and 
in a short time the captains of more than a thousand floating ob¬ 
servatories, were engaged day and night, in every part of the 
ocean, in making and recording their ^observations. Since the 
meeting of the Brussels Conference, it has been proposed to extend 
this system of observations to the land, and thus to obtain from 
every inhabited part of Uie globe, a series of sim'nltaneons obser¬ 
vations on the weather, whi^ cannot fail to advance ihe^^ricnik 
tnral and sanitary interests of nations. 

Onr readers wul nnderstand from these details how Lieutenaiit 
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Maury was led ta compose liis treatise on the Physical Geography 
of the Sea,—a work of European importance, and one wnicli 
cannot fail to interest and to'Vnstruct every class of readers. 

Afler giving a description of the Gulf Stream, one of the most 
remarkable phenomena in the ocean, he treats, in eighteen 
chapters, of the inAuence of this great current on the climates of 
the north of Europe and America; of the atmosphere, with its 
storms, its land and sea breezes, its winds, and their geological 
agency; the relation between the circulation of the atmosphere 
and magnetism; the currents, salts, and depths of the ocean; 
the equatorial cloud-ring and colour belts; the red fogs and sca- 
cloud; the climates of the ocean; the drift of the sea; the routes 
across it; the basins of the Atlantic; and the open sea in the 
Arctic regions. 

The Gulf Stream is a river in the ocean, which never over¬ 
flows in the mightiest floods, and is never dried up in the severest 
droughts. Its current consists of warm, and its banks and bot¬ 
tom of cold, water. It has its origin in the Gulf of Mexico, and 
its embonchuro in the Arctic Seas. Though a thousand times 
greater in volume, it flows with a velocity greater than the Mis¬ 
sissippi or the Amazon. The colour of the stream is indigo blue;^ 
and so definite is its line of junction with the common sea-water, 
that one-half of a ship may be in blue, and the other in colour¬ 
less, water. 

The cause oV the Gulf Stream has long been a problem among 
hydrographers; and even with all the light that Lieutenant 
Mauiy has thrown upon it, we can hardly consider it as solved. 
Dr Franklin was of opinion that the Gulf Stream is the escaping 
of the waters that are constantly forced into the Caribbean Sea 
by the trade winds; and that the water thus pressed up, as it 
were, into a head, gives the current its velocity. While Lieu¬ 
tenant Maury admits it as a fact, that the trade winds skim the 
Atlantic of the. water that has supplied them with vapour, and 
thus drive a salter current into the Carribean Sea; ho regards 
the causes as unknown w'hy it escapes by the channel of the 
Gulf Stmam in preference to any other. In addition to the 
action'd* the trade winds, he conceives that there are two 
causes in operation which may explain the Gulf Stream,--one 
the increased saltness of the water driven into the Caribbean 

* At the Gulf Stream eontaiiti 4 per cent, of salt, a larger qnantiW than coto- 
moB tea water, Uentenant fiCamr it of opinion that itt indigo blue colour ti 
owing to this caute. The tame obtenrer, however, who mearared the taltnett 
of the Golf Stream, found that there was 4) per cent, of salt in the tea of the 
trade wind legiont: hnt we ate not told that toe colour it there more rich 
and hMente. We oelieve that Une It the eoloar of pwrt water, and it not pio- 
decadhy the talt which it contains. ThAigimn colour of other teas antes 
fomn the yellow prodoced by vegetable matter^ There it no more lalt, if any 
at an, in the blue Bhoae, thui ih the green wiiten of the Khine. 
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Sea, and the other the small quantity of salt in the Baltic and 
Northern Seas. The heavy, or salter water, will therefore flow into 
the region where it is fresher and l^hter. But the temperature 
of the Gulf Stream is often 20® and even 30° higher than that 
of the ocean; and as water expands with heat, the difierence of 
weight produced by difference of saltness may be thus more than 
compensated, and the waters of the Gulf Stream be lighter than 
those of the ocean. If lighter, then they must occupy a higher 
level than the waters through which they flow; assuming the 
shape of a roof, or a double inclined plane, from which water will 
run down on either side,—cold water running in at the bottom, 
raising up the cold water bed of the Gulf Stream, and making 
it shallower in its progress northward. That this is the constitu¬ 
tion of tliis remarkable current, has been placed beyond a doubt. 
Boats in or near tho^centre, or axis, of the stream, invariably drift 
to one side or other. Sea-W'eed (Jucus natans) and drift-wood 
appear in large quantities on the outer of the stream. Veiy 
little sea-weed and drifb-wpod is found on the eastern edge of it; 
and its accumulation on its western edge, is ascribed by our 
author to the diurnal rotation of tho earth. 

In its course northward, the Gulf Stream tends more and 
moro to the cast, till, at tlie banks of Newfoundland, it is almost 
easterly. Its warm waters here melt the icebergs from the 
Arctic seas, which deposit the rocks, the earth, jnd the gravel 
which tliey bore, thus forming banks at the bottom of the ocean. 
From this locality the stream flows, in a state of increasing 
expansion, to the British Islands, to the North Sea, and the 
Frozen Ocean, passing along the east and west coasts of Green¬ 
land, and modifying, perhaps to some small extent, the climate 
of these inhospitable regions. When the Gulf Stream leaves 
the United States, it varies its position with the seasons; its 
northern limit, as it jmsses the south-east extremity of Newfound¬ 
land, being in lat.dO*^ SC in winter, and in lat.45° 3(y jn September, 
when the sea is hottest. Tliis oscillatoxy motion arises from the 
inequal density of the waters on each side of it—at one time 
pressed to the right, and at another to tlie left, according to the 
seasons of tho year, and the consequent changes of temperature 
in tlie sea. 

The great mass of water which constitutes the Gulf Stream, 
has a variety of temperatures. Tho hottest portion is at or near 
tho surface, the heat diminishing downwards to the bottom of 
the current,^ which never reaches the bottom, there being always 
a curtain of cool water between the stream and the solid earth « 
beneath. The object of this arrangement, according to Lieutenant 

' The tempontnre of the snrfkee water at Cape Hatteni^ in K. ]at» 10^. 
and W. long. 75* 3(r, is about 80*, and 57* at the depth of 3000 ftet. ‘ 
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Manry, is to carry the stream warm to Fi'ance, Great Britain, 
and the West of Europe, by making it pass over the non-con¬ 
ducting cold water at the bottom. Had the stream rushed over 
the solm crust of the earth, which is comparatively a good con¬ 
ductor, it would have lost much of its heat before it reached the 
West of Europe, and, we may add, it would have been greatly 
obstructed in its motion. We can hardly agree with our author, 
when he says, that, but for this arrangement, tlie soft climates 
of both France and England would be as that of Labrador, 
severe in the extreme, and icebound.” 

But it is not merely in its vertical direction that the tempera¬ 
ture of the Gulf Stream varies. The heat of the current will of 
course diminish from its middle to its edges, but wo were not 
prepared to expect that it consisted of threads of warm, alter¬ 
nating with threads of colder water; so that, in sailing across it 
from .America, there is a remarkable series of thcrmometrical 
elevations and depressions on the surface temperature of this 
mighty river in the sea.” 

In treating of the influence of the Gulf Stream upon climates, 
our^ author re^rds it as a portion of a great heating apparatus, 
similar to the hot water apparatus which is used forlieating our 
dwellings: the Torrid Zone is the furnace, the Mexican Gulf and 
the Caribbean Sea the cauldrons, the Gulf Stream the conduct- 
mg pipe. “ Fi[om the banks of Newfoundland to the shores of 
Europe is the basement—the hot air chamber in which this pipe 
is flared out, so as to present a large cooling surface. Here the 
circulation of the atmosphere is arran^pl by nature; and it is 
such, that the warmth tbus conveyed into this warm air cham¬ 
ber of mid-ocean is taken up b}** the genial west winds, and dis¬ 
persed, in the moat benign manner, throughout Great Britain 
and the West of Europe.” In support of these views, our 
author informs us, that tlie maximum temperature of the Gulf 
Stream is 86°, or about 9° above the ocean temperature; that it 
loses 2!^ by an increase of 10° of latitude; and that, after run¬ 
ning 8000 miles northward, it still preserves, in winter, the 
heat of summer, and in this state crosses the 40° of nor^ 
latitude. Here it oveifrows its liquid banks, and spreads it^f 
for thousands of square leagues, over the cold waters around— 
^ covmng the ocean with a mantle of warmth,* and canying 
with It a mild and moist atmosphere^ which mitigates in Europe 
the rigours of winter, and extends its ^nial influence even into 
the polar basin of Spitsbergen. Ireland, says Lieutenant Maury, 
b made the “ Emenud Isle of the Sea,” and the shores of 
Britdiu clothed with evergreen robes^ while, in the same laUtude, 
I^bradm; is fast bound jn ice. , 

But while the XIuIf Stream b thds generous to tlie North of 
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Europe, its beneficial influences are felt in the South. The cold 
waters from the Norrh descend towards the Equator, and 
moderate the burning climates in the Caribbean Sea, and round 
the Gulf of Mexico. These cold currents bring along with them 
the flsh of the northern seas, and thus give the inhabitants of the 
South a supply of fish far superior to that which is bred in their 
heated waters. The flsh warm climates, though beautiful and 
gorgeous in their colours, are soft and unfit for table; while in 

current of cold water in the Pacifle, called Humhold£s 
Currmtj which sweeps the shores of Chili, Peru, and Columbia, 
and reaches even the Gallipagos Islands, under the Line, there 
is throughout the whole of tliat distance an abundant supply of 
excellent fish. These cold and warm currents, therefore, are 
the great highways through which Ashes travel from one region 
to another. The whale, it is well known, cannot exist in warm 
waters ; but the medusm, or sea nettles, its principal food, are 
bred in the warm seas of the South. From the Gulf of Mexico, 
the great nursery of tliese medusa), the Gulf Stream carries them 
in shoals for thousands of miles, to feed the starving vrhole in its 
own gelid waters.^ 

One of the most remarkable properties of tlie Gulf Stream, is 
the influence which it exercises over the meteorology of the 
ocean. The most furious galea sweep along with it; and it is 
doubtless the cause of the fogs of Newfoundland, which are so 
dangerous to navigation in winter. Many gdles have been 
traced to the Gulf Stream from their origin; and gales which 
rise on the coast of Africa, as far south as 10° or 15° of N. 
latitude, have been known to join it, aud to travel with it, tam¬ 
ing round to rccross* the Atlantic for the shores of Europe. 
Gales thus attracted to the Gulf Stream arc the most terrific on 
the ocean, and their course is marked by the most serious dis¬ 
asters. In 1854 upwards of seventy vessels were wrecked, 
dismasted, or damaged, in one of these tornadoes; the current 
of the stream running in one direction, and the wind blowing in. 
another, so as to create a sea of tlie most frightful kind. These 
storms arc said to be, for the most part, rotatory ones, such as 
have been described by Piddiiigton, Eedfield, and Reid; but jt 
is a question still to bo settled, why these storms are attracted 
towards the Gulf Sti*eaui, and follow it in its course. 

We have thus seen, under the guidance of our distitguiahed 
author, how the equatorial winds convey the heat over the waten 
of the tropics into Uie Northern Hemisphere, raising the tem- 

* Off the coast of SlorSda, shoals of yoong medasis have hesa sees, tiddly 
covering the sea for many leagues. A sea captain, bonnd to England, was five 
or six days in saiUng through them. On his ntnni, sixty days afterwards, ho 
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peratare of the Atlantic^ wanning even the Arctic Seas, and 
therefore necessarily improving, to some extent, the climate of the 
West of Europe. We cannot, however, agree with Lieutenant 
Mauiy in regarding the Gulf Stream as the sole, or even the 
principal, cause of the temperature which characterises the warm 
meridian that passes through the West of Europe. In a former 
article,^ relative to the distribution of heat over the globe, we 
hare shown that there are in tl>e Northern Hemisphere itco poles 
of maximum cold—one in Canada, and another in Siberia; two 
meridians of maximum cold, passing nearly through the cold 
poles \ and two of maximum heat, nearly at right angles to them. 
We have shown, also, that the two magnetic poles are nearly 
coincident with the poles of maximum cold; and \re are there¬ 
fore led to regard the earth as a ^eat thermo-magnetic appara¬ 
tus, in which the distribution of its temperature is regulated by 
internal or external causes, depending upon magnetic, galvanic, 
or chemical a^ncies. The dilfemice between the temperatures 
in the same mtitndes (13° in the lat. of 50°, and 17° in the lat. 
of 60°) on the cold and warm meridians, is too great to be pro¬ 
duced by any genial currents in the ocean; and we can hardly 
conceive how even a much higher temperature than that of the 
Gulf Stream could, after its enormous diminution by the eastern 
expansion of the current, affect even the Northern Ocean to any 
marked extent. That it should affect the inland climates of the 
West of Europe, appears to ns still more problematical. The 
variation of temperature in the warm European meridian, as 
the cosine of the latitude, indicates a cause of a more general 
nature than the intrtision of an oceanic current; and when wc 
consider that this law is indicated also bylhc temperature of the 
earth,—of springs deeply-seated, and beyond the,influence of 
superficial agencies,—we feel that we are not presumptuous in 
questioning the opinion, that the Gulf Stream, though it ma^ 
influence^ does not regulate the climate of the Northern Hemi¬ 
sphere. 

With the physical geography of the sea, the atmosphere of the 
earth has a necessaty and an interesting connection. What the 
moon is to the tides, the atmosphere is to the ocean. We must 
study the daracter and condition of the one, in order to under¬ 
stand the motions and laws of the other. The air which sur¬ 
rounds the earth extends at least to the distance of flfty miles, 
^wing thinner and thinner as it recedes. At th6 top of the 
h^hest mountains^ it is scarcely sAcient to sustain life and to 
propagate sound. Though it presm upon every square inch of 
oar bodies, we do not fed its xnflaence. When at rest, we are 
sensible only to its heat or its cold. The aspen leaf rests on its 

> See Beview of Biim1>oldt*f Omtrei in vol. r., p. 491-603. 
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stalky and the spider’s lino flitters with the varied tints of the 
snn. The silence of death is broken onlv by the hum of life. 
Over this trance of nature a change speedily supervenes. The 
distant forest announces the approach of the tempest^—the oak 
and the pine are crushed^ by its power; the proudest monuments 
of human skill arc levelled with the dust; and the slumbering 
ocean, chafed into fury, dashes the war-ship against its cliffs, or 
sinks it beneath its waves. Resting upon the streanr, and lake, 
and sea, the porous air sucks up their waters in vapour, forms 
with it the feecy or the watery cloud, and retains its precious 
charge till its service Is demanded In rain or in dew, in hail or 
in snow. As the pabulum of life, the air of the atmosphere 
exercises still higher functions. It is the food of whatever 
breathes, the fuel of whatever burns, the cssenco of whatever 
grows, the spirit of whatever dies,—tlie soul, in,short, of matter 
—its element when It exists, its residuum when it decays. It is 
only, however, in its relation to the geography of the sea, that 
we can treat of the functions of file atmosphei'e. 

Between the parallels of Jatitude 30** N. and 30° S. of thd 
equator, winds, called the Tiade Windsj blow almost unceasingly. 
Those on tlio north of the equator blow from the north-east to 
the south-west; and those to the south of the equator from the 
south-east to tho north-west. In tlieir motipns, the trade winds 
arc as steady and constant as the current of a great river, always 
moving in tho same direction, unless when they ar3 occasionally 
turnccT aside by a desert to blow in Monsoonsy or as land and 
sea breezes. The northern edge of the north-east trade winds 
is variable. In spring they are so near the equator, that 
they sometimes reach only to the parallel of 15°. As these 
two master currents of air are continually blowing from 
tho poles to the equator, it necessarily follows that the air 
thus taken from the poles must be replaced by other air 
from the equator. This return current must, therefore, blow in 
the upper remons of the atmosphere, and opposite to the wind 
which It rep^ces. Had the earth been at rest, these winds—the 
trade and tneir return currents—would have moved from north 
to south, and from south to north; but in consequence of the 
rotation of the earth from west to east, both the direct and coan« 
ter current move in a direction intermediate between the two 
motions to which they are subject—^namely, in south-easterly 
and south-westerly, and in north-easterly and north-westerly, 
directions. When the nortbgpist trade winds meet the south¬ 
east ones at the equator, theyproduce a calm, thus forming Uie 

«belt of Equatorial ealms. In like manner, when the direct and 
return currents froQi the poles reach the parallel of 30^, they 
produce a belt of calms, which in the Northern Hemisphere are 
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called the mime of Cancer; and in the Southern the calms o^ 
Capricom, The breadth of the calms of Cancer, and their 
limits, is variable. According to the season of the year, they 
oscillate between the parallels of I?** and 38** north. 

Among the meteorological agencies hf the atmosphere, its two 
greatest functions,according toLicutenant Maury,are to distribute 
moisture over the surface of the earth, and to temper the climate 
of different latitudes. Having travelled obliquely over a large 
space of the ocean, the north-east and south-east trade winds are 
heavily laden with moisture when »hey meet in the belt of e<^ua- 
tonal calms. The two currents being thus brought into collision, 
the air rises upwards, and expanding and cooling as it ascends, 
a portion of its vapour, thus .condensed, descends in rains, which 
are sometimes so heavy and so constant, that, to use the language 
of old sailors, they “ have scooped up fresh water from the sur¬ 
face of the sea.” The waters tnus taken up iu vapour and pre¬ 
cipitated during the collision of aerial currents, and the cold 
which accompanies them, supplies the great rivers of the world, 
which conduct them to the sea, to be again raised by the winds 
and breezes which blow upon its surface. As the groat mass of 
the ocean lies in the Southern Hemisphere, it is a curious fact 
that the greatest quantity of rains, indicated by its rivers, falls 
in the Northern Hemisphere. In the Northern temperate zone, 
the annual fall of rain is half as much again” as that in the 
South temperate zone;' and it is well knowif that the great 
water courses of the globe, and half the fresh water, is in the 
Northern Hemisphere. 

In explaining this remai'kable fact, Lieutenant Maury states 
that, in the late part of the autumn, winter, and early spring of the 
North, the sun is tlirowing an intense heat upon the seas of the 
Southern Hemishere, and therefore raising a mass of vapour into 
the upper regions of the atmosphere, from which it is carried in 
an upper current by the south-east trade winds, and set free by 
condensation in our northern winter. When this upper current 
reaches the calms of Cancer, it becomes the surface wind from 
the southward and westward, and, cooling as it goes north, the 
process of its condensadon hegi^. Hence our author concludes 
that our rivers are supplied with their waters princi|)ally from 
the trade wind regions, and that this is the reason why the sea 
water in those regions contains more salt than elsewhere.* 

* According to Johnston’s Physical AtifUt snnnsl averago in tbo North is 
as Inches, and onlj SS in the SSvth. tett|srnte sone. 

s Identenant Manir has emn^ed these views in determining the regions where 
. Aoz^-ftOs, those where it anooldheaittaxlinnqi, and those whore the climate, 

he ihe most eqnable. The rainless .regions are on the coast of Fern, 
im abont the Red Sea, and the Western CoMts of Mexico; and the Deserts of 
AlHea, Asia, North America, and Anlttiiiha, are almost rrinless. The regions 
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The rivers of the Southern Hemisphere, for similar reasons, 
are supplied with their waters by the north-east trade winds; 
but as the evaporating snrface—that is, the area of sea over 
which they blow—contiuns, between the parallels of 7® and 29® 
north, only 25,000,000 of square miles, while the evaporat¬ 
ing surface in the Southern Hemisphere is 75,000,000, the 
quantity of rain which falls in the latter is comparatively small. 
The mean annual fall of rain, which is evaporated principally 
from the seas of the Torrid Zone, is estimated at about five ieet. 
If we suppose it all to come from that zone, it would be et^ui- 
valent to the waters of a lake 24,000 miles long, 3000 miles 
broad, and 16 feet deep I and this water is annually raised up 
into the sky, and brought down again by the exquisite, though 
complex, machinery of the atmosphere, which never wears out 
nor orcaks down, nor fads to do its work at the right time and 
in the right way.” 

In contemplating these wonderful arrangements, we see why 
the earth is round—why its mass and force of gravity is neither 
greater nor less than it is—why the proportion between the land 
and water is as wo hnd it—why tne existing capacity of the 
atmosphere for moisture has been adopted—and why the moun¬ 
tain ranges have their present heiglit, and breadth, and form, 
and -position. To understand these arrangements, or if beyond 
our capacity, be convinced of their, existence, }|S a privilege of 
no ordinary kind. If there is any part of the economy of the 
material world which seems* to be inexplicable and without law, 
it is the weather, with its capricious changes and its ever vaiying 
and mysterious phenomena. Delayed with calms, or baffled wiw 
contraiy winds—tossed upon a tempestuous sea, or dashed upon 
tlie clifra of the ocean—deluged with a watenpout, or upset by 
an iceberg—lost in a fog, or struck by the lightning, the seafaring 
man can kardly believe tliat he is sufflsring under a system m 
beneficial adaptations necessaiy for his happiness and even,his 
existence. Nor is the landsman less scepdem when he is person¬ 
ally thwarted in his plans—when his crops are inundated oc 
levelled with the ground—his forests shattered or uprooted—his 
tender frame fevered with heat or with cold—and the' cltdlb 

of greatest rains are the abmpt slopes of those monntaios whieh tSe tradewhidi 
first strike after haviu blown over the greatest area of.the ooean. Thgf ooenr 
^ Patsflonia and to the north of Oregon. The regions of eanable "IHntTifr are 
under the Bqoatoriat calms, ** where the K.S and S.E trade winds laett fteih 
from the ocean, and keep the temperature nnUbrm under a eaiu^ of .jpemtaal 
clonds.** Our anthor alM explams wlw there is more sain on one ofa 
moantain than on fiie other. The Andes, fbr exampld, and-^bfiier aionhti^ 
which fie athwart the eouM of dm wiifd^ have a dty and ild^ ih«rii|v> 
vailing winds detefmlning which is the rainy and whieh Is' Ae diy slde«:^llie 
weather aide, or that on which thd wind Mow^ being the wwMttd tteiee lido 
the dry one. ' > ^ i 

yoL.xxyni. ho. Lyx. 
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which he loves smitten with famine or with pestilence. And yet 
he ought to know, and, if he does not know, he ough^ to learn, 
that these apparent evils are the workings of that complex 
machine, with its pinions of heat and air and water, which feeds and 
sustains eveiy living thing in the animal and vegetable world. 
But though It is not difiBcult to comprehend this general truth, 
the philosopher is only be^nning to understand some of the 
simpler processes which are under our daily observation; and we 
can hardly congratulate him on having discovered a single Jaw 
which regulates the weather. While the astronomer, with his 
timepiece and his telescope, can predict and exhibit phenomena 
ill the heavens invisible to the human eye, the most weather- 
wise sage, even with the barometer and thermometer in his hand, 
and the wind-gage in his view, dare not, vrithout presumption, 
anticipate an hour of sunshine or a day of rain. 

Li his fourth chapter, Lieut. Maury treats of land and sea 
breezes, those alternating winds which proceed from the sea by 
day, and from the land by night. These breezes have their origin 
in the heating of the land by day, and its cooling by the radia¬ 
tion of its acquired heat during the night, though they are occar 
sionally affected by other causes. Lieut. Jansen,' of the Dutch 
Navy, whose observations, couched in language too poetical for 
science, constitute the principal part of the chapter, is of opinion 
that electricity, rain, and other causes, have an influence on the 
regularity of the land breezes; and he goes so far as to conjec¬ 
ture, from very insufficient data, that the moon is also an agent, 
there being, as ho avers, in several localities little land breeze at 
full moon, and little sea breeze at new moon. 

Among the means of investigating the phenomena of the trade 
wind& our reader^ will hardly believe that the microscope has 
been highly instrumental. In several localities, showers of dust 
of a bnek-red or cihnamon colour are precipitated in such 
quantities, as to cover the sails and riggings of vessels hundreds 
of miles from the land. These riiowers produce what the seaman 
calls red fogs,” or sirocco,” or Afncan dust,” and they have' 
enabled the meteorologist to establish as a fact, what had previ- 
Qosly been the result of theoiy, that the borth*east and south¬ 
east trade winds, after meeting and rising up in the Equatorial 
calm^ take their observed paths, the south-east trades passing 
over into the Northern Hemisphere, and the north-east trades 
intd the Southern Hemisphere. By examining the sirocco or 
Affiean dust,” Ehrenberg fbund it to consist of infusorial animid- 
ct]t{^ and or;^ni8m8 whose hoHtfU is 'not Africa butJjjAsouth- 
ttist trade wind region of South-Ameijca. In th^Qnkingly 
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similar specimens from tbe Cape de Yerd Islands, Malta, Genoa, 
Lyons, and the Tyrol, he recognised South American forms; so 
that they must have been carried by a perpetual upper current 
of air from South America to North Africa. The rain-dust, 
which, according to Humboldt, imparts a straw colour to tho 
atmosphere, is of a brick-red or yellow-ochre colour when collected 
in parcels. It falls most frequently in spring or autumn, gener¬ 
ally from thirty to sixty days afler the equinoxes; and, in oraer to 
explain this, Khrenbcrg supposes that a dust-cloud is held con¬ 
stantly swimming in the atmosphere by continuous currents of air, 
and that it lies in the region of the trade winds, and suffers partial 
and periodical deviations.*’ As this, dust is probably taken up in 
the dry and not in the wet season, Lieut. Maury is disposea to 
believe that it comes from one place in the vernal, and from 
another in the autumnal equinox. 

When the opposite trade winds meet in the Equatorial calma 
and rise up together, Lieut. Mau^ asks an important question. 
What makes them cross H What is the power which guides the 
northern trade to the south, and the southern to the north? 
And he proceeds to answer it in his siicth chapter, “ On the pro¬ 
bable relation between magnetism and the circulation of the 
atmosphere.** The theory which our author here expounds is 
founded on tbe fine discovery of Dr Faraday, that oxygen gas; 
which forms onc-fifth part of the atmosphere, is magnetic; that 
its magnetic force is diminished with heat, *and that the 
atmosphere is a magnetic medium ever vaiying in its mag- 
]ictic power by the influence of natural circumstances. From 
theory, and some observations by Passy and Bellot, he conceives 
that the atmospherical nodes, or calm regions, or poles of the 
wind,^ are coincident with the north and south magnetic poles, 

' and also with the poles of maximum cpld discovered by Sir 
David Brewsterand he considers thatijl^lRW is such a physical 
connection among these three poles as tb -indicate a correspond- 
ihg relation between magnetism and the circulation of the atmos- 
uhere. So wide," says Tie, “ is the field of speculation presented 
oy these discoveries, that we may, in some respects, regard this 
great globe itself; with its ^ cusps,’ and spiral wires of air, earth,, 
and water, as an immense pile and helix, which being excited 
the natural batteries in the sea and atmosphere of the tropics,' 
excites in turn its oxygen, and imparts to atmospherical matter 

* Profewor Coffin has been led, by numeioos observations, to plaoe bis 
** moteoroloricol pole,” or pole of the winds, in Lot. 104* Korth and I«ong. 109*. 
West, coinciding nearly wub the pole of moximam cold. See Sbiitilsmida 
tributioHi to Knowlot^ vol. t|., p. SM. < 

• Bee Edinbunh JBncgelopcedia, Art. ** Polar Begions,*' by Br Seoresby, vot 
xvii., p. 15; ona Enejfckpmdia Arifaiwica, Seventh Edition, Art. 
Yol. xili., p. 695. • 
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the properties of magnetism/’ “ With these lights,” he con¬ 
tinues, we see why mr, which has completed Ua circuit to the 
whirl about the Antarctic regione^ should theUy according to the laws 
of magnetism^ he repelled fran die south and attracted by the op- 
j^site pole towards the norths Although we have endeavoured, 
in a very brief space, to give our readers some idea of our 
author’s argument in favour of a relation between the magnetism 
of oxygen (not the magnetism of tlie earth) and the circulation 
of the atmosphere, we cannot admit that it is either consistent 
with fact or sound in theory. Whatever it be which constitutes 

the magnetism of the earth,” we must look to it ns the origin 
and regulator of any magnetic action which may be found to 
exist upon the currents in our atmosphere/ 

From the currents of the atmosphere our author passes to the 
currents of the sea, and he sets out with the assumption, *Hhat 
from whatever part of the ocean a current is found to run to the 
same part, a curi'ent of equal volume is bound to return.” It is 
not necessary that the ocean currents run, like our rivers, from a 
higher to a lower level. While some run on a level, others, 
like the Gulf Stream, actually run up hill. The currents from 
the Atlantic to the Mediterranean, and from the Indian Ocean 
into the Red Sea, run down kilL In order to explain this, in 
tho case of the Red Sea, the surface of which is an inclined 
plane, Lieutenant Maury supposes its channel to be dry, smooth, 
and level, and that a wave ten feet high Hows through the Straits 
of Babelmandeb up the channel at the rate of twenty miles a 
day, for fifty days, losing half-an-inch daily by evaporation. In 
this case it is obvious that, at the end of the fiftieth day, the 
wave will be twenty-five inches lower than it was on the day it 
began to flow. The surface of the sea consequently becomes 
an inclined plane by evaporation. The salt water, therefore, 
grows salter and heavier; and as the lighter water at the Straits 
cannot balance the colder, salter, and heavier water at the 
Isthmus, the latter must run out as an under current, othcr^vise 
it would ^abstract all the water'finom the ocean to make the 
Bed Sea brine,” and ultimately a mass of solid salt. 

* In tapport of the doctrine of the crossing of the air in the Equatorial Calm 
Belts, Lieutenant Kmuy addnees the fact, stated by lieutenant Jansen and Rr 

that osone is most abnndant In the Kortbem Hemisphere iu winds that 
hare diking in them, and in the Sontbom Hemisphere'm winds that hare 
Nvrihiegvs them; and, enpposing that this remarhabie substance Is the produc¬ 
tion of thunder and It^tofng, he presumes that it may be generated “among 
the det<mations and clouds and. nSas of the Equatorial Calms,** Xf this be its 
origin, he then asks, how it “ can cross fbe trade wind regions except with die 
upper eurrenu f ** We cannot answer this and other analogous questions whieb 
he veiy ingeniously putsi but, with oU the respect which we have for the 
opiDioiM apd reasonings of our autboTf we are led rather to qneition than to 
maintefi^tlie doctrine wbidi be edTocefM^ irbest ft reqniies inch argomenU to 
ihppwt'ft. 
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It has been long ago ascertained, that while there is a surface 
current from the Auantic always running into the Mediter¬ 
ranean, there is an outward under current running into the 
Atlantic, and charged with the additional salt produced by 
evaporation from the inland sea. Tliis opinion of our author 
lias been coiitroverted by Admiral Smyth and Sir Charles 
L^'cll, from the fact that water taken fifty miles within the 
Straits, from a depth of 4020 feet, was found by Dr Wollaston 
to bo four times salter than common sea water, combined with 
the fact that the greatest depth of water at the Straits is 1320 
feet. Hence they conclude that water, lying at depths greater 
than 1320 feet, can never flow out into the Atlantic over the 
submarine barrier at the Straits. Lieutenant Maury is at much 
pains to refute this apparently formidable objection to his tlieory, 
out he required only to refer to the beautiful experiments of 
Venturi on the lateral communication of motion in fluids, from 
which it is proved that a current of pure water passing over a 
deep pool of ink, or any other fluid coloured on purpose, would 
soon empty the pool, and replace the ink or coloured fluid with the 
pure water of tlie current. Hence it is manifest that the brine 
or very salt water which may occupy the depths or cavities of 
the Mcditcrrancfin Sea must bo carried out into the Atlantic. 
Owing to the high temperature of the Indian Ocean, large 
currents of warm water have their origin there. • One of these 
is the Mozambique or Lagullas current. Another, escaping 
through the Straits of Malacca, and joined by others from the 
Java and China Seas, flows into the Pacific, like another Chilf 
Stream, between the Philippines and the shores of Asia,*’ 
towards the Aleutian Islands, tempering climates, and losing 
itself on its way to the north-west coast of America. 

Ailer treating of the currents in the Pacific, of Humboldt’s 
current on the coast of P^ru, of under currents and the currents 
in the Atlantic, Lieutenant Maury proceeds to discuss the very 
interesting subject of “ The open sea in the Arctic Ocean.” Dr^ 
Scoxpsby informs us that whales have been caught near Behring’s 
Stfaits with harpoons in them belonging to ships known to 
cruise in Baffin’s Bay; and as it has been ascertained that thero 
whales could not have passed round Cape Horn or the Gape of 
Good Hope, it follows that they must have travelled in open 
water through the Arctic Sea. As an additional argument for an 
open sea near tlie Pole, our author mentions the existence of .a 
warm under current from the Atlantic into, tbe Arctic Ocean 
through Davifi^s Straits, and he adds the opinions of Lientenadt 
De Haven, Captain Penny, and^Dr Keoe,' who found an open 
sea in very hign latitudes. Important as - these arguments are, 

V Seo this Jonmal, voh zxTi, p, 4S6, 497,440,441. 
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the existence of an open sea at the North Pole itself may be 
inferred from the existence of two poles of maximum cold, sur¬ 
rounded by isothermal lines indicating increasing temperatures 
aa we approach the Pole along the cold meridians which pass 
through the poles of cold, and the pole of revolution. 

The influence of the saltness of the sea on the equilibnum of 
its waters is the subject of Lieutenant Maury's ninth chapter. 
We have already seen that, owing to evapoi’atioM Irom its sur¬ 
face, which increases the saltness of tlie sea in certain pl^^s, 
and to the introduction of large rivers of fresh water, and heavy 
falls of rain, which diminishes its saltness in others, it must hifve 
various degrees of saltnoss in diflferent localities. Tlic currents, 
however, which we have described as in the waters which have 
different degrees of saltness, produce sea water of a uniform 
degree of saltncss; so that ** the constituents of sea water are, 
generally speaking, as constant in their preportions as are the 
components of the atmosphere.” In order to explain why the 
sea IS salt and not fresh. Lieutenant Maury suggests that one 

■of its pur|>oses was to impait to its w'aters the forces and |X)wers 
necessary to make their circulation as complete,” and “ as per¬ 
fect as is that of the atmosphere or blood.” In support of hist 
opinion, that the sea has a system of circulation for its waters, 
our author refers to the coral islands, reefs, beds, and atolls of 
the Pacific, built up with materials quarried, as he egresses it, 
by a certain kind of insect from sea water, whiclF contains 

per cenl. of solid matter, supplied by rivers, in the form of 
common salt, sulphate and carbonate of lime, magnesia, soda, 
potash, and iron. If fresh supplies of these matcriafs w'ere not 
obtained by currents, the little creatures that build th^ coral 
rocks would perish for want of food before their work was 
finished. 

Did the sea consist of fresh water, a feeble system of circula¬ 
tion would be produced by heat and evaporation alone, excluding 
the influence of the winds. Surface currents of warm and light 
water would pass from the Equator to the Pole, and another set 
of under currents, of cooler, dense, and heavy water, would pass 
from riie Poles towards the Equator. But if the sea consist^ of 
salt water, which contracts as its temperature is lowered till it 
reaches 28*’, a new force as called into play. Evaporation in the 
trade wind remon lowers the sea level, and increases the 'saltncss 

the Ma. The water thus heavier sinks, while the ligljter 
vrater rises, producing a v^cal circulation. The raised vaponr, 
carried by the currents of air to colder regions, gives to the 
licean. inore fresh water as rajn^ or snow, thhn it returns to the 
atmosphere as vapour. • The'sea l^el is thus raised, and being 
depreued in the evaporating regions, a ^atem of sui^ce currents, 
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moved by graviiy alone, passes from the Poles towards the 
Equator. 

If the sea had not been salt from ^'the beginning,” there 
would have been none of the sea siiells that cover the top of the 
Andos, or those infusorial deposits which astonish us by their 
magnitude and extent, and none of the coral islands which adorn 
the Pacific. When the rains dissolve the salts of the earthj and 
the rivers carry them to the sea, the marine insects elaborate 
them into pearls, shells, and corals; and while they are preserv¬ 
ing the purity of the sea, they assist in the regulation of climates 
ift parts of the earth far removed from the spots where they dwell. 

Without entering into the question, whence does the sea 
derive its saltness,—whether, according to Darwin, from the 
washings of rains and rivers, Or, as Lieutenant Maury believ^ 
from the Almighty's fiat on the morning of tlie creation—it is 
interesting to notice the quantity of soliu matter, in the form of 
salts, which the sea holds in solution. Taking the average depth 
of the ocean at two miles, and its average saline strength at 
three and a half per cent., its salt would covevj to Hie ihickneee 
of om milej an area o f seven millions of square miles, all of which 
passes into the interstices of sea water without increasing its bulk. 

In a short chapter on The Equatorial Cloud King,” illus¬ 
trated by his Diagram of the Wiu^,*’ we have the terraqueous 
globe divided into nine portions. . • 

1. Tlii Equatorial Cloud King, or the Belt of Equatorial 
Calms and Rains, or the Equatorial “ Doldrums ” pf the sailor, 
—a word which we hope will escape from future treatises on 
the sea. 

2. The North-East Trade Winds, 
3. The Calm Belt of Cancer^—the “Horse Latitudes” oftbe 

sailor. 
4. The prevailing winds from the Equator towards the North 

Pole. 
5. The North Polar Calms. 
6. The South-East Trade Winds. 
7. The Calm Belt of Capricorn. . 
3. The prevailing winds from the Equator towards the South 

Pole. ^ 
9. The SotUk Polar Calms. 
The Equatorial Calm Bolt is not only the remon of ^Ims and 

baffling winds, but also of rains and clouds; and under its denacj 
close, and sultry atmosphere, the Australian enpigrants find it 
a “frightful mve-yard” for children and ddicate’nassengm. 
Under this cload ring, which encircles the rartb^ tne themt^i^. 
meter and barometer stand lower than in the dear weathev 
either side of it In the pardlels. over wUch it hangSi it pto- 
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motes the precipitation of rain at certain periods; and 
travelling with the calm belt of the Equator to the north or 
south, it shifts the surface from which the heating rays of the 
sun are to be excluded, and gives a tone to the atmospherical 
circulation of the world, and a vigour to its vegetation.” When 
it has thus left the Equator, the rays of a vertical torrid sun ” 
scorch the earth. Plants wither. Animals die. The mitigat¬ 
ing cloud ring returns, and the burning rays of the sun are no 
longer received on the surface of the earth, but upon the upper 
suiiace of the cloud belt. Under this heating iniluenco the 
clouds melt away and become invisible; ” the sun’s rays dis¬ 
solving one set of elevations, and creating another set of depres¬ 
sions. Were this cloud ring luminous, and seen from one of the Slanets, it would, according to Lieut. Mauiy, resemble the King 
t Saturn, the side which is opposite us appearing “jagged, 

rough, and uneven; ” and it would seem to have a motion con¬ 
tra^ to that of the earth. 

In exploring the physical geography of the sea, our author 
accompanies the geologist ^^far away from the sea-shore” to 
study the phenomena presented by the inland basins of the 
earth, the Dead Sea, the Caspian, the Lake of Aral, etc., which 
have no sea drainage, and he proposes to explain their present 
condition by what he calls ^^the geological agency of the winds.” 
The Dead Sei^ the most interesting of these basins, is 1500 feet 
beneath the general sea level of the earth. The geolojpst refers 
this remaVkable depression to forces of elevation or sabsi<lenco 
which have resided in the vicinity of the basin; but Lieut. 
Maury supposes, and endeavours to show, that these forces have 
come from tlic sea in the other hemisphere, through the agency 
of the winds. He supposes that the amount of precipitation (of 
rain, snow, dew, etc.) upon the water-shed of the Dead Sea, etc., 
was, at some former period, greater than its present annual 
amount of evaporation, and he asks, from what part of the sea 
did that excess of vapour come ? and what has cut off that supply, 
since the amount of evaporation is equal to that of precipitation, 
and the level of this and other rock seas is as permanent as that 
of the ocean t If the Dead Sea formerly sent a river to the 
ocean, it would carry off the excess of {ffecipitatjon over the 
vapour raised, and carried away by the winds. According to 
our author, ‘‘the salt-beds, the water-marks, the geological for¬ 
mations, and other facts traced upon the. tablets of the rocks, 
indicate pl^nly that tho Dead Sea and the Caspian liad upon 

the npheavisl of. mountaiq range* mtd continwta across tlm 
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course of the winds has, means of the winds produced upon 
inland lakes, the effect which would be occasioned by a greater 
or less amount of moisture. 

As an example of drainage that has been cut off, and an 
illustration of the process by which precipitation and evaporation 
are equalised, our author takes the case of the Salt Lake of- 
Utah, the basin of which is now salting up, and from which 
there is said to be the appearance of an old channel which once 
conducted its waters to the sea. If such a river existed, some 
cause must have operated to stop the supply of moisture, the 
excess of which was carried off by tlie river. Our author con¬ 
ceives that if the Sierra Nevada, the mountains to the west of 
the lake, now stand higher than they formerly did, and if the 
winds which fed the Salt Lake valley with moisture had to pass 
over the mountains, a less quantity of vapour would be carried 
across them than when the summit of the range was lower and 
warmer. In like manner, our author supposes that the Dead 
Sea, and the great inland basins of Asia, may have been deprived 
of the vapour which they once received when they were emptied 
by rivers into the sea, by the elevation of the South American 
continent, and the upheaval of its mountains.' The elevation of 
the Andes has thus made Western Peru a rainless country, and 
Atacama a desert, by stopping the vapours of the ocean which 
fed them with moisture; and in the opinion of Lieutenant Maury, 

* who adduces various ingenious arguments in support of it, it is 
the influence of the same range that has depressed the waters of 
the inland basins of Asia. According to geological speculations, 
the upheaval of one continent is supposed to be accompanied 
W the depression of another, as exliibited in the islands of the 
Pacific; and therefoifo, if wo adopt the views of our author, wo 
must take it for granted that no continent was depressed to the 
west of the^Dead Sea wdien South America rose from the ocean. 
If the winds have the geological agencies now ascril^ed to them, 
our author conceives that they may instruct ns in the chronology 
of geological events which have taken place in different hemi¬ 
spheres, tolling us which be the older—the Andes watching 
the stars with their hoary heads, or the Dead Sea sleeping upon 
its ancient ^ipds of crystal salt.’^ 

The “ D^ths of the Ocean,” whether they underlie the pure 
azure of the Indian seas, or the troubled current of the Gulf 
Stream, or the tangled sea-weeds which mat the Sargasso Sea, 
have a peculiar interest to the naturalist. While the land is tlia 
abode or vegetable, the sea is the home of animal life. In the 
sea bottoms, indeed, of the temperate '2dne^ vegetation is peoai 
llariy luxuriant; but in the tropical qt^ns the grandeur ancT 
abundance of marine life » more prenmrat atilL ** Whatever 
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is beautiiuly wondrous, and uncommon in the great classes of 
fish and echinoderms, jelly-fishes and polypes, and molluscs of 
eveiy kind, is crowded into the warm and crystal waters of the 
tropical ocean,—rests in the white sands, clothes the rough cliffs, 
clings where tlie room is already occupied, like a parasite, upon 
the first comers, or swims through the shallows and depths of 
the elements, while the mass of the vegetation is of a far inferior 
magnitude.”^ On land, the animal kingdom is more widely dif¬ 
fused than the vegetable; but the arctic seas swarm with whales, 
seals, sea-birds, fishes, and countless numbersof tlie lower animals, 
even where the ice has obliterated every trace of vegetation. As 
we descend, too, from the surface, vegetable life disap|K?ars much 
sooner than animal; and from its hollows, which no ray illumes, 
the sounding lead attests the abundance of living infusoria. 

While almost every comer of the land had becMi visited and 
explored by man, the bottom of .what the sailoi's call blue 
water was utterly unknown to us. English, French, and Dutch 
navigators had attempted to fathom the deep sea, hut their 
methods could not be relied upon beyond depths of eight or ten 
thousand feet; and even after great improvements had been 
made on the sounding apparatus in the United States, it was 
found that under currents prevented the lead from reaching the 
bottom, by carrying it out in the direction of tlie current. That 
this was the evse, was proved by direct experiment. Lieutenant 
Walsh, of the U. S. Navy, with an iron wire sounfiing line 
eleven miles long, could not find the bottom at 34,000 feet. 
Lieutenant Berryman failed also in mid ocean’* with a line 
89,000 feet in length; and Lieutenant Parker, in the same 
region, ran out a line .'K),000 feet long without reaching the 
bottom. In order to solve the interesting problem of the sea’s 
depth, the Congress of the United States authorised the employ¬ 
ment of three, public vessels; and, after the investigations wore 
completed, the following plan was adopted:—Every vessel that 
desires it is furnished witn a quantity of sounding twine (600 
feet to the pound), marked at evehy len^h of 600 fathoms, 
and wound on reels of 10,000 fathoms each. One end of the 
twine is attached to a cannon ball of 82 or 68 lbs., as a plummet, 
which is to be thrown overboard from a boat (not from the ship), 
and Buffered to nncoil the twine as fast as it will. When the ball 
reaches the bottom, it is detached, and of conrse lost. By measur¬ 
ing the quantity oi twine left on the reel, and subtracting it from 
the whole length, we have the required depth of the sea, at the 
^tMnse of one cannon ball and a few pounds of common twine ” 
^t iB^carrying out a-system of daepeea soundings, it was the 
practice to record the -rae taken by every hundr^ fatiioms to 

1 Schli^sn*! Z«eaii>«i, p. 400,hy tieut. Hamy, 
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be uncoiled from the reel—a reel of the same size and make,’* 
and sinker or cannon ball of the same shape and weight, being 
always used. By this means the following law of descent was 
established:— ' 

Average Time of descent. Number of Feet descended. 
2 min. 21 sec. 2,400 to 3,000. 
3 „ 26 „ 6,000 „ , 6,600. 
4 „ 29 „ 10,800 „ 11,400. 

As the under currents in the ocean would sweep the line out 
hoi izontilly at an uniform rate, while the cannon ball would drfl'g 
it down at a decreasing rate according to the preceding law, the 
observer was able to discover when the line was carried out by 
the influence of the current or drift alone, and thus to determine 
the true dejrths at widely experiments were made. In this way 
It was placed beyond a doubt, that the depth of the sea was not 
so gmit as it hud been found to be by tlic imperfect methods 
formerly employed, and that the greatest depths which had been 
reached were in the North Atlantic Ocean, and did not exceed 
25,(MK) feet, or four rmles and three quarters. The deepest place 
in the ocean is coJisideml by Lieut. Mainy to bo between the 
parallels of 35° and 40° of north latitude, immediately to the 
south of tlie Grand Banks of Newfoundland. 

Having thus succeeded in reaching the bottom of the sea, an 
additional contrivance was required to bnng up specimens of the 

^ materials of which it was composed. This was accomplished by 
Mr Brooke, of the U.S. Navy, by means of his “DeepS^ Sound¬ 
ing Apparatus.” At the end of the tubular iron rod which passes 
through the cannon ball sinker, is placed a cup containing a 
little soap or tallow, called armiug, to which the specimens of 
the sea bottom adhere, and are brought up, after the ball has 
been detached from the rod. By means of tliis apparatus, specie 
mens have been obtained from depths of more than three miles,. 
—some from the Coral Sea of tlie Indian Archipelago, and some 
from the Pneifle and Atlantic Oceana. 

Among the sea basins of the ocean, that of the Atlantic, the 
most frequented, has a peculiar interest, and is the subject of a 
long and interesting chapter in the Oeo^phy of the Sea.” 
Lieut. Mnqfy has given us an qrographic prmection of its bottom, 
in which the soundings are represented by four diftemnt demes 
of shade. The darkest^ which is nearest the shore line, inmcAt^ 
ing depths less than 6000 feet; the those less than 12,000 
feet; tlie tJdrdf those less than 18,000 feet; and the/ourtA^or 
lightest, those not greater than 24»0Q0 feet. From the blank 
space north of Nova Scotia and the Grand Banks of Newfonn^ 
land, veiy deep water has been reported.; The deepest part k 
probably between the Bermuda Isles and the Grand Banka. In 
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another plate Lieut. Maniy has given a vertical section of the 
Atlantici showing the contrasts of its bottom with the sea-level in 
a line from Mexico, across Yucatan, Cuba, San Doming, and 
the Cape de Verd Islands, to a point in the const of Africa, in 
the parallel of 16** of north latitude. The importance of this 
antem of deep-sea sounding has been recently impressed upon 
the public mini^, and may be regarded as one of the many proofs 
constantly presenting themselves, that there is no branch of phy¬ 
sical knowledge which will not sooner or later find a practical 
and social application. In the soundings of the North Atlantic 
Ocean, the wld engineer who has faith in the resources of science, 
has seen the practicability of laying a cable across its bottom, 
from Cape Clear in Ireland, to Cape Kace in Newfoundland, a 
distance of one thousand siv hundred aryl forty miles ! l^tween 
these capes there is a i^inarkable steppe or ridge, already known 
as the Telegraphic Plateau^ above which there is not more than 
10,000 or 12,000 feet, or two miles of water. A company of 
enterprising and wealthy individuals has already been organised 
to cariy a submarine cable across this plateau, and they have 
made a contract with a party in England to deliver to them in 
June 1858 a telegraphic cable of the required length; and, not¬ 
withstanding the failure of their first attempt, we cannot doubt 
that it w'ill be ultimately successful. 

In connectio^n with this elevated ridge across the Atlantic, 
there is a ridge on t)ie land which runs nearly, if not entirely, 
around the earth.** Leaving America between 45^ and 50” N., 
it includes Great Britain, sepm^tes the drainage of the Arctic 
Ocean from the drainage southwards, and forms a chain of steppes 
and mountains extending across the continent of Asia, and disa])- 
pearing in the Pacific. It was in the subaqueous part of the 
ridge that Brooke's sounding apparatus brought up calcarcous 
shells of the Eoraininiferse, while in the Coral Sea the silicious 
infusoria and the Polythalamia were obtained; and more recently 
Lieutenant Berryman has found obsidian, pumice, etc., forming a 
line of volcanic cinders a thousand miles long, and stretching 
wholly across the Gulf Stream where the submarine cable is to 
he laid. Lieutenant Maury and others have found it difficult to 
determine the source of these voipanio materials. Occupying a 
line so extended, it is not unreasonable to suppose that sub¬ 
marine volcanoes were situated in or near the place where their 
|»oducts have been found. The npecimeiis of animalcular life 
obtained from various seas {dace it wfond a doubt that the bed 
of l^e oG^an is a vast cemetery consisting almost entirelyof the re- 
Utains oFinfiisoria;aiid the unaided appearance of these shells, 

’ and the almost total absence of any agnd or other matter, seems to 
show that the bgttom Of the deep en is in a state of ptnrfect repose. 
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Although our author^ in his chapters on the Atmosphere, and 
on liand and Sea Breezes, lias treated generally of the Trade 
Winds, etc., and the Calm Belts which limit them, he devotes 
a long and valuable chapter to their more particular considera¬ 
tion, and their connection with the monsoons and other winds 
which prevail in different ports of the globe. The results at 
which lie has arrived are exhibited in a Chart of the Winds and 
their routes in every part of the ocean,—the North-East Trades 
—the South-East Trades—the South-Esst and South-West 
Monsoons—the North-East and South-West Monsoons—the 
prevailing Westerly Winds, and the routes and average passage 
of ships (in days) bound to different ports in the Atlantic, Indian 
and Pacific Oceans. The Monsoons are those winds which blow 
during one half of the year from one direction, and during the 
other lialf from nearly an opposite direction. These winds are 
generally formed from trade winds. When “ a trade wind is 
turned from its regular course, from one quadrant to another, or 
drawn in by overlieated districts, it is regarded as a monsoon.” 
When the monsoons |^ve blown for five months, and become 
settled, both tlicy and the trade winds which they replace aret 
called monsoons. M. Dove considers the S.W. monsoon as the 
S.E. trade wind ; and Lieutenant Jansen, that the N.W. monsoon 
is a similar deflection of the N.E. trade wind. The monsoons are 
jiroduced by the overheated regions in Africa, A8ia,»and America; 
and their occurrence may always be known from the time when 
it is the hottest season in these localities. 

The phenomenon called the Changing of the Monshms^ is 
beautifully described by Lieutenant Jansen, and quoted by our 
author. Gusts of wind arise, and are followed by calms. 
Thunder-storms occur day and night. Water-spouts, often 200 
yards high and 20 feet wide, but sometimes 700 yards high and 50 
yards wide, are formed by clouds descending in a tuimel form, and 
appearing to lap the water with their black mouths. When the 
wind prevents their*formation, wind or air-spouts, more danger¬ 
ous than water-spouts, slioot up like an arrow, and the sea makes 
vain attempts to keep them back. Lashed into fury, the sea. 
marks with foam the path of the conflicting elements, and roara 
with the noise of its water-smuts.^ 

The climates of the sea, discussed in Lieutenant Maury’s fif¬ 
teenth chapter, differ greatly from those of the land. At sea, 
March is the coldest, and September the warmest month; 
whereas, on land, Februaiy is the coldest,' and August the 

1 Lieutenant J’aascn baa observed a current faf ftie air as ranadtable as that 
of the jQulf Stream la the sea. lids stmos^eHcal stream, as UeutenaiiC 
Maniy coils it, is in the south-east trade muds of the Attontlc^ and extend 
iVom the Capo in a direct line to the Kqnator. The hpgmravd"botBid Indianuot 
araiii himself of It, as the Eoiopeaa-boiuid American dite ' of the Gaif Streast. 
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wannest. The reason of this is obvious. After winter, the solid 
dry land receives more heat from the sun in the day than it 
radiates at night, and hence it accumulates till it reaches its 
maximum in August. It is otherwise, however, with the sea. 
In it the surplus of summer heat is stored up to alleviate the 
severity of winter, and its waters increase in warmth for a month 
after the solid earth has begun to cool. On account of the great 
quantity of sea surface raised to a high temperature on tlie north 
side of the Equator compared with that on the south side, the 

. summer in the Northern is hotter than that in the Southeni Hemi¬ 
sphere. In the Atlantic this is undoubtedly the case; but in 
the Pacific observations are not sufficiently numerous to enable 
us to compare the temperatures of the two hemispheres in which 
it lies. 

If we consider the ocean as a mass of water influenced onlg hg 
heat and coldj it is obvious that it must be subject to certain 
surface movements different from those currents of which we 
have treated. An object, such as a floating bottle, set adrift at 
the Equator, and uninfluenced by the w'i», would be carried to 
the fixed ice near the Poles, and would travel back by the same 
influences to the warm waters at the Equator. Lieutenant 
Maury has given an interesting map to illustrate the circulation 
of the ocean under the sole influence of heat and cold, and to 
indicate the routes by which the heated waters of the Torrid 
Zone escape to* the regions of cold, and “ the great channel ways” 
by which tlie same waters return again to the Equator. Accord¬ 
ing to the best information which Lieutenant Mauiy has obtained, 
the velocity of these heated and cooled currents is, at an average, 
only four knoU a day, and rather less than more. The immense 
body of warm waters in the middle of the Pacific and Indian 
Oceans, which give birth to the drift currents, are regarded by 
our author as the womh of the sea, teeming with organic life, so 
thickly distributed as to give crimson, brown, black, or white 
colours to the waters which bear it.” These coloured patches 
often extend as far as the eye can reach. One of these white 
spaces, 23 miles loi^, resembled a plain covered with snow. Its 
water was crowdedwith luminous worms and insects, some of 
the serpents” being six inches long. Other ^tches that are 
pink coloured contain well-defined animalcules. The colour of the 
Ked Sea is derived from a delicate kind of sea weed, and that of 
the Yellow Sea from a similar cause. 

Under the head of Drift Currents, Lieutenant Maury describes 
a oonunotion in the water,'called ^Tide Bips,” revealing a con¬ 
flict of tides or currents. Ihey are genmlly found near the 
eqfeiatocial calms, starting imwithctuanj^wind, and moving along 
at the rate of 80 miles an hour mtk a roaring noise, as if they 
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would dash over the frail bark, helplessly flapping its sails against 
the masts.” To other unexplained movements of the sea, the 
name'of Bores and Bagres has been given. The Bores of India, 
of the Bay of Fundy, and of the Amazon, are the most remark¬ 
able. They ore tremulous tidal waves, which roll in periodi¬ 
cally from the sea, engulphing deer, horse, and other wild beasts 
that frequent the beach. The name Eagre is given to the Bore 
of Tsien-Tang river. It attains its greatest magnitude opposite 
to the city of Hang-chau, one of the busiest in Asia; and when 
it appears, it is announced with loud shouts from the sailors, 
drowned in its noise of thunder. All work comes to a stand. 
A wall, like one of chalk, or rather a cataract, 4 or 5 'miles 
across and 30 feet high, advances with a velocity of 25 miles an 
hour. It passes up the river in an instant witli diminishing 
velocity, occasionally reaching a point 80 miles distant from the 
city. The rise and fall of the wave is sometimes 40 feet at 
Hang-chau, and it is supposed to bo produced by a peculiar 
configuration of the river and its estuary. 

After describing these movements, and others equally inex¬ 
plicable, pur author, rather fancifully, regards them as ** the 
pulsation of the great sea-heart, which may perhaps assist in 
giving circulation to its waters through the immense system of 
aqueous veins and arteries that run between the equatorial, and 
polar regions.” In the machinery which governs the sea, the 
sunshine, the clouds without rain, the day and night, with their 
heating and radiating processes, are the cogs and notched 
wheels which contpose it, and which, amid all the jarrings of the 
elements, preserve in harmony the exquisite adaptations of the 
ocean.' 

There is no branch of the Geography of tlie Sea more interest¬ 
ing to the reader, or more important to the mariner, than that 
which treats of the rotatory storms, and the hurricanes of the 
ocean. Our author treats of them in a very imperfect manner, 
and in a veiy brief chapter. It consists chiefly of a long extract 
from Lieut. Jansen’s work, in which no reference is made to 

* On his Chart exhibiting the sea-drift onr author has also marked the most 
faTonrite places of resort for the right whale and the sperm whale^ the former 
occurring in cold, and the latter in warm water. Cold water fish being more 
edible than those of warm water, we see on the Chart the places which are most 
faronred with good fish markets. In the course of these investigations," says 
Lieutenant Maury, ** the discovery was made that the Torrid 2£ne is to the 
right whale as a sea of fire, through which he cannot pass; that the ri^t whide 
of the Korthorn Hemisphere and that of the Santhern are two different animals t 
and that the sperm whale has never been known to double the Cape of Oood 
Hope—he doubles Cm Horn.” ^ * ' 

In the Drift and Whale Chart onr author has marked alatge. space between 
Kew Zealand and the sonthern part of America as a Aiptote m laAftcA 
marwsrs JM^w signs af l^e i%ipe sea or o«r. The meridian of 120* west Ion- 
gitnde, an^ the paraUeTof 46* south latitode, paM through^ middle point. 
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the yalaable labours of the late Mr Rediield^ of New York, of 
Professor James Espy of Washington, or of our distinguished 
countryman, Sir M'dliam Reid. The typhoons or white s*qua]ls 
of the China seas are furious ^ales of wind, arising from disturb¬ 
ances of the atmc^herical equilibrium generated among tlie arid 
plains of Asia, Their influence extends to the China seas, which 
are included in the region of the monsoons of the Indian Ocean; 
and during the changes of these monsoons the typhoons and 
white squalls prevail. 

The Cyclones of the Indian Ocean, or the Mauritius hurri¬ 
canes, take place during the contest between the trade wind and 
monsoon force, at the changing of the monsoon, and when 
neither force has gained the ascendency. At this period of tlic 
year the winds seem to rage with a fury that' would break up 
the very fountafns of the deep.”® The West India hurricanes take 
place when the monsoons are at their Jjeiglit. The trade wind 
and monsoon forces now pull in opposite directions, and most 
]>owerful revulsions of the atmosphere are required to restore the 
equilibrium of the atmosphere. The hurricanes in the North 
Atlantic Ocean take place during the African monsoons, and 
those of the South Indian Ocean in the opposite season of the 
year, during the prevalence of the nortli-west monsoons of the 
East Indian Archipelago. This coincidence of hurricanes with 
monsoons is suppo^ by Jansen to indicate that the one disturb¬ 
ance is the ca'nse of the other. In the rotatory storms north of 
the Equator, the motion is from the right hand to the lefl; and 
in those to the south of the Eonator, from tlv? left hand to the 
right, like the hands of a waten. Judging flrom the Storm and 
Rain Charts of the Atlantic, the half of the earth's atmosphere 
which covers the Northern Hemisphere b in a much less stable 
condition than that which covers the Southern. There are, as 
a rale, more rains, more gales of wind, more calms, more fogs, 
and more thunder and lightning, in the North than in the South 
Atlantic.” 

We remt that onr limits will not permit us to give an 
account of the researches of the authors we have already men¬ 
tioned, on the snbje^of the Cyclones or Rotatory Storms. ^ 

-early as 1838, Sir William ^id suggested to the East India 
Company that they shoold take steps to trace the storm tracks 
in the Indian seas. The suggestion was adopted; and all the 
pfl^rs of the Company, dviiand military, were instructed to 
send tbdr obe^vations tq Ml^ .Hddington at Calcutta, hims^ 

; * 9x fiedaeld*t aaaie b onbr oaes fstend to ia « note, 
t-aoOoaipSiW ijrhalbia tbs Soaft Indian Ooeoa, 
*# tr •o^^od^MTeral ofthyctowyaf»%d> Mind, eUian bad tbair flees 
cut opsB, and 4ote who wmfa 
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an able seaman, who undertook the task of collecting them, and 
publishing tho results. After communicating numerous memoirs 
on the subject to the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal^ he 
published an abstract of the whole in his valuable work^ entitled 
The Sailor's IIorn~Book of the Late of Storms in all parts of ike 
World. Tho late Mr W^. C. Redfield of New York had previously 
devoted much time to the same subject, and published various 
important works on the storms of the West Indies and the 
coasts of the United States.' Colonel Capper* had, so early as 
1801, attempted to show, that the hurricanes of the East were 
qreAit whirlwinds; and he merely hinted at tho idea, that they 
had a progressive motion. Mr Kcdheld, whose position on the 
Atlantic coast, gave him the finest opportunities of observing 
these phenomena, came to the conclusion, that the hurricanes of 
the W^est Indies were, like those of the Indian Seas, great whirl¬ 
winds, and that the whole of the revolving mass of atmosphere 
advanced with a progressive motion from south-west to north- 
cast ; and hence he draws the conclusion, that the direction of the 
wind at a particular place^ forms no part of the essential character 
of the storm, and is, in all cases, compounded of both the rotative 
and proijressice velocities of the stomi, in the mean ratio of these 
velocities. In tlie further prosecution of this subject, he was led 
to tlie important result, that tlie great circuits of wind, of which 
the trade winds form an integral part, are nearly uniform in all 
the great oceanic basins, and that the course of*these circuits, 
and of their stormy gyration, is, in the Southern Hemisphere, in 
a couN'rER UTUECTION to those in the Northern one, producing 
a corresponding difference in the general phases of 8U)rms and 
winds in the two JJemispheres.^ 

Our distinguislicd countryman, Sir William Keid, was led to 
study tliis subject, in consequence of being employed at Bar- 
b4doe8 to re-establish the Government buildings blown down by 
the hurricane of 1831, in which 1477 persons perished in the 
short space of seven hours. Impressed with the conviction that 
Mr Redfield's views were correct, he endeavoured to verify 
them, not only by ])rojections, on a large scale, of the facts given 
W the American author, but by facts tal^en from the logs of 
British ships furnished to him by the Admiralty. By thuff» 
grouping the various phenomena of numerous storms, he con¬ 
vinced himself of their rotatory and progressive character, and 

* See SiUiman’e Joumalf rols. xx. end :pu.; Biant’a ilifierteofi Coast Pilot, ISth 
edition, pp. 626-629; and Tho United SttUeS Ndv^ Magazine, 

* On tM Winds and Monsoons. 1801. 
* The Knribh reader who'has not.acceM to Mr Bedfi«ld*s woilcs, will find a 

protty OiU Mstract of their contents la a review of theni,'entitled, On (ho S(a- 
. tisties and Philosophy qf Stormy written by Author of this artldo, and pub¬ 
lished in the EdinXmgh ^view for JasM/ary 1S89, toV. larlii., pp. 406-49S. 

VOL. xxvm. no. LVl. 9 E 
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arrived at the conclusion^ that they derive their destractive 
power from their rotatory force, and that the storms south of the 
equator revolve in a contrary direction—namely, ih)m left to 
right—to that which they take in the Northern Hemisphere. 
These views seem to have been generally adopted by meteoro¬ 
logists, with the exception of Professor Espy, who maintains that, 
in the hurricanes supposed to be rotatory, the winds blow to a 
certain point, and that the idea of the rotation and translation 
of great bodies of air is inconsistent with the observed pheno¬ 
mena. Dr Hare, and our able countryman, Mr Russell of 
Kilwhiss,^ have adopted the same opinion ; and several meteoro¬ 
logists who bad embraced the rotatory theory, have evinced a 
disposition to abandon it. 

Having shown his readers how the winds blow and the cur¬ 
rents run in all parts of the sea, Lieutenant Maury exhibits, in an 
interesting chart, the principal routes across the ocean ; the great 
end and aim of all his researches being the shortening of pas¬ 
sages, and the improvement of navigation. The routes are 
marked by the figures of vessels, upon which are engraven tho 
average passage in days, and which are crossed by lines that 
show whether the prevailing direction of the wind be adverse or 
fair. The winds and currents which are met with in these routes 
are so well understood, that vessels sailing, with the same desti¬ 
nation, on different days of the w'eek, may count upon coming 
up and meeting one another at different parts of their route. If 
two ships, for example, sail from New York to California, tho 
one a week after the other, the fiister of the two will make up to 
the other; and they will cross each other's paths many times, 
the tracks of the two vessels being sometimes so nearly the same, 
that, when projected on the chart, they would appear almost 
coincident. 

The route from New York to California is 15,000 miles in 
len^h. “ It is,” says Lieutenant Mauiy, the great race-course 
of ue ocean. Some of the most glorious trials of speed and 
prowess that the world ever witnessed among ships that ‘ walk 
the waters,’ have taken place over it. Here the modern clipper 
ship—the noblest work that has ever come from the lianas of 
man—has been sent, guided by the lights of scidhee, to contend 
with the elements, to outstrip steam, and astonish the world. 
The most celebrat^ ship-race that has ever been seen, came off 
upon this course in the autumn of 1852, when four splendid new 
cupper ships put to sea from New York, bound for California. 

* NoftA Agrieulture and (HimaU, By Robert Rnnell, KUwbiM. 
Stobnr^ 1SS7. Tbe .^uwiter of tUs excellent work, entitled, 
CmmoM Iff North Amerkot and lUoitiatedfwitli nnnuroni dlegrams, will be read 
with the deepest interest ^ sseteorid^^ 
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They were ably commanded. • . . Like steeds that know 
their riders, they were handled with the most exquisite skill and 
judgment. Each being put upon her mettle from< the start, was 
driven under the seaman’s whip and spur at full speed over a 
course that it would take them three long montns to run.” 
Lieutenant Mauiy has given a minute and interesting account of 
this race, detailing all the adverse and favourable events which 
occurred in the voyage of each ship; and he concludes it with 
the following observation:—Here are three ships, sailing on 
difierent days, bound over a trackless waste of ocean for some 
15,000 miles or more, and depending alone on the fickle winds 
of heaven, as they are called, to waft them along; yet, like 
travellers on the land, bound upon the same journey, they pass 
and repass, fall in with and recognise each other by the way; 
and, what perhaps is still mure remarkable, is the fact, that these 
ships should, throughout that great distance, and under the 
wonderful vicissitudes of climates, winds, and currents which 
they encountered, have been so skilfully navigated, that, in 
looking back at their management, I do not find a single occasion 
on which they could have been better handled.” 

In concluding this interesting chapter, our author mentions a 
remarkable fact, illustrative of the accuracy of the knowledge 
which wo now possess concerning the force, set, and direction 
both of winds and currents. had calculat^ the detour 
which tlicse three vessels would have to make, on account of 
adverse winds, between New York and their place of crossing 
tlie Equator. The whole distance was, according to his com¬ 
putation, 4115 miles. One of the ships reached the Equator 
after sailing 4077 miles, and the other afrer sailing 4099 miles— 
the one within thirty-eight, and the other within sixteen milea 
of the computed distance. 

Such is a brief analysis of Lieutenant Mauiys able and valuable 
work—the foundation of a new science, which cannot fail to be 
cultivated with ardour, because all nations, whether maritime or 
inland, have the deepest interest in its advancement. It is no 
slight merit to ^ave collected, as our author has done, the 
numerous and important facts which constitute the " Geography 
of the Sea,” and to have deduced from them general views of the, 
economy of the ocean, and practical rules for its navijntioQ; 
but Lieutenant Mauiy is entitled to the higher praise of having 
organised, in the United States, a numerous staff of observers, to 
prosecute his &vourite inquiries,, and of having successfully 
appealed to the sympathy and cooperation of the most import-' 
ant maritime communities. ' '' 

In bringing under the notice of our readeih works of such 
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transcendent merit as tliat of Lieutenant Matiiy, we are never dis* 
posed to view them with a critical eye, and have seldom exer¬ 
cised the unenviable and much abused privilege of our craft. 
Regarding the Geography of the Sea,” however, as a standard 
work, which must pass through many editions, and receive many 
corret^ons and additions from every sea-faring observer, we feel 
that we are, in some degree, confening a favour on its author, 
by a frank expression of the sentiments with which we have 
perused it. As a Tvork on general physics, in which new 
phenomena are to be referred to established laws, wo arc dis¬ 
posed to think that it requires some revision, both with regard 
to its theoretical deductions, and the grouping of the tiicts which 
are supposed to authorise them. Lieutenant Maury himself fre¬ 
quently telb us that his views, on certain points, arc merely 
provisional, and adopted till some better explanation is obtained; 
out this process is hardly compatible with the principles of the 
inductive philosophy, and we would rather have.facts without 
causes, than facts but provisionally explained. 

In the structure and composition of the work, too, there is 
considerable repetition, both of the facts and theories which it 
contains. We find the same ideas sometimes repeated in tlie 
same page, and frequently in different parts of the A'olumc; and, 
though sharing in the religious conviction, we cannot bring our¬ 
selves to approve of the reiterated calls which the author makes 
upon us to admire the wisdom and beneficence of the Creator, in 
the currents of the ocean and of the air, and in the part which 
they play in the amelioration of climates, and in the other 
beneficent arrangements and adaptations which human interests 
demand* Sentiments so just and noble, we cannot but feel and 
admire. The great globe and all tliat it inherits,” is a mechan¬ 
ism as complete as any of its individual organisms; and tho 
hurricanes, the thunderstorms, tho famines, and the pestilences, 
at which humanity shudders, are as essential parts of its mighty 
frame, as the nerves, and arteries, and muscles, of organic life. 
To know and to cherish this great truth, is an acquisition of no 
ordina^ value; bat it may be unwise to weaken it by repetition, 
and still less wise to insist upon our admiring speculative adaih 
tfltions, wbich^ in the progress of science, may turn out to be 
imaginary. 

the character of onr authoi’s mind, marked by strong 
religious convictions, we discover the source of another impeiv 
fection in his worh^ to wHch we have felt some difficulty in 
referring.^ It is now, we think, almost universally admitted, 
and certainly by men of the soundest^^th, as wefi as byriie 
most devoted bdievers in tho verbal inspiration of the sacred 
writings^ that the Bible was not intended to teach us the truths 
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of science. The geologist has sought in vain for geological 
truth in the inspirations of Moses, and the astronomer has equally 
failed to discover in Scripture the facts and laws of his science. 
Our author, however, seems to think otherwise, and has taken 
the opposite side, in the unfortunate controversy which still .rages 
between the divine and the philosopher. Even on the subject 
of winds and waves, he quotes the authority of the sacrad page, 
and this so frequently, that we cannot produce a better antidote 
to his views, and a better argument in support of our own, than 
by a simple quotation of the passages in which he appeals to 
Scripture:— 

“ The Bible,” says our author, “ frequently makes allusion to 
the laws of nature, their operation and effects. But such allusions 
arc often so wrapt in the folds of the peculiar and graceful drapery 
with which its language is occasionally clothed, that the meaning, 
though peeping out from its thin covering all the while, yet lies, 
in some sense, concealed, until the light and revelations of science 
aro thrown upon it; then it bursts out, and strikes us with 
exquisite force and benut^^ 

As our knowledge of nature and her laws has increased, so 
has our understanding of many passages in the Bible been im¬ 
proved. The Psalmist called the earth the ‘Bound World;’ 
yet for ages it was the most damnable heresy for Christian men 
to say the world was round ; and, finally, sailors oircumnavigated 
tlie globe, proved the Bible to be right, and saved Christian men 
of science from the stake. 

“ ‘ Canst thou tell the sweet influence of the Pleiades?’ As¬ 
tronomers of the present day, if they have not answered this 
question, have thrown so much light upon it as to show that, if 
ever it be answered by men, we must consult the science of 
astronomy. It has been recently all but proven,^ that the earth 
and sun, with their splendid retinue of cornet^ satellites, and 
planets, arc all in motion around some point or centre of attrac¬ 
tion inconceivably remote, and that that point is in the direction 
of the star Alcyone, one of the Pleiades! Who but an astrono¬ 
mer, then, could tell their ‘ sweet influences?* 

“ And as for the general system of atmospherical circulation, 
which 1 have been so long endeavouring to describe, the Bible 
tells it all in a single sentence; ‘ The wind g^th towards the 
south, and turneth about unto the north; it whirleth about con¬ 
tinually, and the wind retumeth again according to its circuits.’ 
—EccUb^ i. 6. . . . Have 1 not, therefore, very good grounds 

1 This is mt the opinion of Astrononfori. It is a specnlatioii of BL Msdler, 
a German Astronomer. The central point eefisfr^ to is sitnatod between the 
stars and ffereulut at a quarter of the apparent distance of these sears ftom 
r UeraUit, See this Jownuu, vol iv. p. 232, voL vL p. 341, and vol viU. p* 382. 
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for the opinion^ that the ^ wind in her circuits,’ though apparently 
to us never so wayward, is as obedient to law, and as sul^rvient 
to order, as was the mornmg stars when they ^ sang together.* ” 

Among the na^ons that sent representatives to the Brussels 
Conference, and agreed to co-operate with the United States 
in carrying on an nnifonu system of observations at sea, our 
own country stood conspicuous, and we are glad to say that 
a Meteorological Department was added to the Board of Trade, 
and placed under the able superintendence of Kear-Adiuirai 
Fitzroy, for the purpose of carrying on this important under¬ 
taking. The Board has already issued several valuable works;' 
and when we consider the vast extent of the shipping interest of 
Great Britain, its numerous vessels of war and of commerce, we 
have no doubt that a body of facts will be collected respecting 
the currents, winds, and hurricanes of the ocean, which, while it 
will improve the art of navigation, and add to our knowledge of 
the physical geography of tlic terraqueous globe, will also give 
additional security to the life and property so largely exposed to 
the abnormal influences of the elements. There is no branch of 
administration of more value to the state than that which has 
been so recently intrusted to the Board of Trade; and we trust 
that the ephemeral governments, to which English interests seem 
destined to bekCommitted, will not forget, in their struggles for 
power, that a permanent reputation may be gained by those 
peaceful achievements which contribute to the happiness of 
society and the wealth of nations. We do not now asK tlieni, as 
we have oilen done in these pages, to take an interest in those 
abstract sciences which sooner or later find a social and practical 
application. They^ave hitherto failed to appreciate what we 
unwillingly think seems above their comprehension, and wo must 
wait in patience till a better education wall place the statesmen 
and senators of another generation on a level with the advisers of 
foreign princes, who have endowed the sciences and the arts as 
the most enduring sources of national greatness. 

1 These pablicBtions are enomerated in the list of works placed at the head 
of this article. 
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Art. VI.—Parliarimitary Govemmmty considered in reference 
to a Reform in Parliament, Bj Eabi. Gbbt. London; 
Bentley, 1858. 

A POLITICAL treatise by an eminent public man ought to be 
peculiarly instructive; inasmuch as its theoretic reasoning must, 
in a greater or less degr^, be guided by direct experience. The 
British statesmen of this generation rarely condescend to con¬ 
tribute to political literature, except in the shape of contro¬ 
versial essays, directed simply to a defence of theif respec¬ 
tive opinions. This characteristic of the leading men in either 
House, is unfortunately on the increase. Since the appearance 
of Mr Gladstone’s State and Church,” twenfy years ago, 
no important work on the public interests of this countiy, 
although the occasions have not been wanting, has appeared 
from the pen of any of our statesmen. The treatises of Sir 
G. C. Lewis are entirely of an abstract character. This change, 
there is no doubt, has partially resulted from the ^reat develop¬ 
ment of the newspaper press, which tends to anticipate all other 
political criticisms than those which are delivered within the 
walls of Parliament. It follows that nearly the whole benefit 
which legislation can derive from the dispassionate treatment 
of political questions in literature, must be derived from pure 
theorists. 

It may be doubted whether this growing characteristic does 
not apply, with equal force (mutatis mutondva), even to the school 
of French statesmen. The insecurity of government in France, 
whicli renders the political controversies of the day wider in that 
country than in our own, commensurately widens also the breach 
l^tween political parties. Questions which here are ministerial, 
are dynastic there. French statesmen, driven from office, are 
more often driven into exile; while British statesmen, driven 
from office, become sometimes more prominent in opporition. An ' 
exil^ statesman has not only more leisure (where indeed exile 
is not attended by poverty) to examine political queatioiia on 
paper than a statesman active in opposition; he is npt only 
depriveti of all other means of openly influencing opinion in hu 
own coantiT; but the questions in which hia own fortunes 
are involved demand a treatment proportionately more compre¬ 
hensive. The party spirit, therefore, which develops itself in 
inquiries into the general philosophy of government in th^poli- 
frW writings of French atatesmen, is but the analogue^ of tin 
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party-spirit which rarely penetrates beyond questions of detail, 
in the essays and pamphlets of public men in this country. 

But it must not be suppoaea, in consequence of the peculiar 
position of Lord Grey’s work among the productions of living 
statesmen, that it anords a«true index oi the abilities of the 
author. Few men combine practical with theoretic talent. Still 
fewer at once speak well and write well. Even Burke not less 
completely failea as a debater than Lord Grey can be said tq 
fail ns a writer. This author^s eminence in debate, therefore, 
may shield bis fame against the prejudicial deductions that might 
otherwise be fairly drawn from the deficiencies of his present 
work. But its carelessness is almost unpardonable. It bears 
not the slightest trace of revision. A practised writer could 
have redact it within one-half its compass, by simply striking 
out tautologies, verbihge, and self-contradictions. Its truisms 
are sometimes so gravely .and axiomatically enforced, as to create 
a smile for their solemn triteness. Thus, Lord Grey tells us, 
at p. 41, in dealing with parliamentary corruption, that no 
juai objection can be taken to a man’s seeking employment in the 
public service, for himself, his friends, and his relations, by 
nonourahle means I ” 

A writer who will gravely commit such 'assertions to a de¬ 
signedly didactic essay, can hardly complain if critics ignore his. 
capacity for ppblic teaching. Another error of equal import 
rests in the extraordinary length to which Lord Grey carries his 
demonstration of propositions which every reader w'ould bo 
content to assume, and which not seldom are self-evident. Sucli 
a mode of treatment is admissible only in deep philosophical 
investigations, in which eveiy sentence represents a distinct 
logical process, an(kin which deductions, in ^themselves obvious, 
are drawn out in words simply as links in a continuous chain of 
the closest reasoning. These pervading defects of Lonl Grey’s 
essay, are the more to be regretted, inasmuch as they tend to 
blind a casual reader to many observations of much force and 
originality, and to the valuable record of thirty years’ experi¬ 
ence in public life of an acute and observant statesman. 

The most prominent characteristic of this essay is probably 
the mitire absence of party bias. This, indeed, might seem a 
peculiar merit in a statesman who^ since he was onc-end-twenty, 
had been immersed in party strife^ did wo not remember that 
Lord Grey has himself practically repudiated the Whig com- 
mnnipn, and during the last iix Jroars has stood aloof from every 
Combination. But it .is a ctianmteristiG^ at any rate, which 
imfd^ sincerity of pro&sskm and sin|^leneis of purpose. When 
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policy, but to express convictions, which are at least the result 
uf his experience and reflection, he is certainly entitled to a cour¬ 
teous reception from his opponents. That courtesy, we think, 
he has not received; and while we shall not shrink from pointing 
out the shortcomings of his reasoning, we shall hope to do justice 
to the observations which tend to advance the subject of parlia¬ 
mentary government. 

It will be our aim, in the present article, to deal, Jirstj with 
the general principles argued by Lord Grey, so far as they form 
a basis fur the decision of the practical questions of reform that 
are about to be discussed in Parliament; and, eectmdly^ to point 
out the cardinal defects in the existing system of representation 
throughout tliu United Kingdom. 

The principles sliadowed torth by Lord Grey in this Essay, are 
exactly such as tend to cut him off fitim communion with every 
recognised scliool of public men. Ills view of the ro xaXw of 
politics, is the maintenance of the status quo. He is no ally of 
the old Tories, who look back to everything subsequent to the 
Liverpool administration, as to a hideous dream ; and he is no 
ally of the Keformers, wJio seeks to improve on the Eeform of 
1832. He is equally scandalised by tho corruption vvliich pie- 
cedcrl the Reform Act, and apprehensive of the insecurity which 
lie thinks a further revision of the House of Commons must 
ercate. On some points he is prepared to reggrd the Act of 
1832, as too compiehensive. Now, the isolation of these views is 
a fair test of their candour and sincerity. But it will be seen, 
from a raview of the grounds on which they are based, that they 
are neither logical nor consistent, and tend to build up an 
entirely unintelligible proposition. 

The original axiom of Lord Grey's theory, though dif¬ 
ferent fnnn that on which politicians commonly raise their 
tlicories of reform, is at least plausible. He sees the true test 
of a wise representation, not in its fidelity in representing the 
different classes of the nation, but in the effect which such a 
representation may produce on the stability of the executive 
government. Politicians will always differ on this heqd, accord-' 
ing as they may conceive these tests to differ or to coincide. 
The genuine liberal will declare that the representation every 
class in the legislature, is a higher aim than the mere strength 
of the executive; uod, moreover, that that representation afiRjrda 
also the best security lor the excellence ef the executive ats^. 
Both Lord Grey and the Liberals, therefore, converge to the stime 
end*—the character of the Administration—in consequence of 
their seeing administrative excellence under difihrent cohditions. 
Lord Grey's definition of an excellent government is (in great 
measure at least) a strong goyemment. His ^position may 
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alsobe acceptedor ignored, according to the sense in which a strong 
government is understood. But Lord Grey assumes this strength 
to consist in the secure maintenance of parliamentaiy majorities, 
by other than patriotic and disinterested support—that is to say, 
by corruption. Now this 4b not only a proposition to which 
every advocate of honest government, as well as every theoretic 
libeiw, would demur, but it is irreconcileable with Lord Grey’s 
antecedent postulate. For even if we were to concede, for argu¬ 
ment's sake, both the necessity of a strong government, and the 
impossibility of securing it, otherwise than by parliamentaiy 
corruption, and a false popular representation, yet if this cor¬ 
ruption, and this false representation were to be preserved for 
the sake of executive stability, there ought to have been no 
reform at all, since Lord Grey refers the present weakness of 
government to these causes. lie stands, therefore, indefensibly 
enough, midway between two distinct principles, e^ch in itself 
perfectly intelligible. He is an earnest advocate of the corrup¬ 
tion which still exists; but he is a no less vigorous assailant of 
the corruption which existed under George HI. And ho freely 
acknowledge that the conniption which remains, although con¬ 
siderable, IS insufHcient for the maintenance of a strong govern¬ 
ment. Probably a more damnifying argument against tho 
present system of corruption, was never yet put forward by ono 
of its own defenders. 

Lord Grey*B argument in favour of a “ strong government,” 
is worth a moment’s analysis, as the foundation of his whole 
principle. We accept the term in the author^s own sense, and 
denote that kind of administration which can rely upon the sup¬ 
port of a majority in Parliament, or any particular measuix', 
without direct reference to tlie excellence oi the measure itself. 
Such a state of things can only exist either under strong pres¬ 
sure, or under the vigorous discipline which great party questions 
can alone maintain. Accordingly, whenever these great party 
questions become defunct, strong administrations ” could only 
exist on a double basis of parliamentary corruption and borough 
nomination, where there was an equal pressure within and wini- 
oat the walls of Parliament, The absurdity of such a system, 
in a lepresen^tive government, is too obvious for comment. If 
it v^ere needful for Peers to nominate members of the House of 
Commons, and for govemmenVto bribe both tho nominees and 
the nominating Peer8,*in onier to maintain an administration in 
power, it was clear either'tiiat the administration was unworthy 
of confidence, or that the peofde were unfit to be trusted %ith rer. At any rate, representation was a mere stalking-horse 

aristocratic government. There could be no defence of a 
system intrinsically illusive and tiomipt. Accordingly, Lord 
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GrcT himself does not go so far as to test and condemn tho 
Parliamentary Befonn of 1832, by its effect on the strength of 
administrations, although he is clearly of opinion that the reform 
was too cotTiprehensive. But he does go so far as to test further 
reform by this standard, and to condemn it because he deems it 
inconsistent with a strong executive. 

Now, we clearly hold the “ strength ” of the executive is of 
less moment than the fidelity of the representation. But while 
we would not distort the representation simply to stren^hen the 
executive, we are ready to acknowledge that the derision, with 
which it is now the fashion to ti'eat the old conservative theory 
of a “ strong government,” is carried beyond justice. Mr 
I'lallam, as the mouth-piece of tho theoretic Liberals, asserts, 
that no government requires any other strength than that which 
flows spontaneously from the excellence of its administration. 
Lord (irrey, on the other liand, would hold, that a minister should 
possess some antecedent confidence in his ability to press his 
measures in the Commons, llis opponents have already replied 
to him, that he entirely mistakes the functions of government; 
that it is the duty of a minister to overlook and superintend 
everything, and to alter, as little as possible. 

This is no answer to Loi*d Grey’s position. If we refer to 
the parliamentary history of the last thirty years, since the 
accession of the Duke of Wellington’s ministry, in 1828, we 
shall find it an unbroken history of legislative change, legal, 
fiscal, and constitutional. Wc shall And that nearly eveiy 
government has acceded to power and has fallen from power, 
not on questions of general administration, but on some one 
principle affecting our polity, our flnances, or our jurisprudence. 
These definite points of issue have commonly been the distinct 
and i*eal grounds on which the falling government has lost 
parliamentary confidence. In tho face of these examples, and 
of this period of time, it is hardly possible to describe the most 
important function of government as consisting in supervision; 
and the less important function, as consisting in change* It may 
be answered, perhaps, that, during the last thirty years, we have 
been in an abnormal condition, in consequence oi an accumula¬ 
tion of abuses in our constitution. But, if we ad|pit this asser¬ 
tion to be partially true, it is not less certain that we see no end 
to the vista of reforms which epcircle the path of the future. 
It is clear, therefore, that, important as may be the duties of 
mere administrative supervision, there is no evasion of the destiny 
ofla^lative chan^. And it is a striking illustration of the 
pracucal acknowl^ment of this view of the case, that whenever 
a government takes offlee weak in parliamentuy support, it 
invaiiably bases its prestige on its reforming activity. This has 
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been exemplified by the only three Conservative governments 
which have assum^ office, since the Keform Act, in the face 
of a hostile majority. It has been instanced by the Peel minis¬ 
try of 1834, by the Derby ministry of 1852, and by the Derby 
ministry, which exists at this hour. The greater the weakness 
of government in the House of Commons, the greater has been 
the impulse of^legislation. 

Now the practice of parliamentary government, which renders 
a division upon the chief questions introduced by ministers a 
test of confidence in them, has a direct bearing on this q^uestion. 
If a ministry be compelled to legislate, and be com})ellea also to 
receive the acceptance or refusal of their measures by parliament 
as a test of its confidence, it is quite clear that they will shape their 
measures, in a great degree, not according to what they believe 
to be most expedient, but according to what tliey believe most 
practicable. Tliey will continually lie tempted to forego their 
principles for their places. Now, it is a distinct advantage in a 

strong goveniment,” that this liability can rarely exist. On 
the abstract proposition, therefore, of the advantage of a strong 
government, Lord Grey is presumptively in the right. 

But it is not less clear, on the other hand, that if ministers 
are now in the habit of deviating from their convictions (as Lord 
Grey himself complains), under a fear of faction in the House 
of Commons, the maintenance of the status quo is not the ex¬ 
pedient whicii is to cure the evil. A government strong in 
parliamentary, as distinguished from national support^ is now a 
chimera. Whatever risks we encounter in a new reform, we 
cannot, at all events, risk a possession which we have already 
lost. And the apprehension of Lord Grey, that govornmept 
will be further weakened by a further reform, depends entirely 
on the nature of the reform itself. The reform w hich we hope 
to see accomplished, is that of a more just representation of the 
intelligent classes, not an increase of democracy. Such a reform 
must tend to the greater stability of Parliament. 

Now, it appears that this is just wliat is required, in order to 
give the countiy that “ strong executive,” under a free Pariia- 
ment, which it formerly possessed under an aristocratic Parlia¬ 
ment. We &liy concur with Lord Grey, that we have not, 
under our present constitution, that guarantee for the security 
of government that we should^esire. We believe that this is 
to be obtained only by progress or retrogression. We fully 
adu]owle<lge that, in the old constitution, much was swept 
etray that ought to have been retained. I3ut we are etealiy 
eertoin, that in order to bring .back that administrative stability, 
—the loss of which Lord Gr^ laments—it would be necessary to 
reintroduce a corruption, and a bondage, which would be equally 
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impolitic, and impracticable. Lord Gre^s disposition to halt 
miaway upon the bndge, is therefore entirely inconsistent with 
the end wiiioh he holds in view. Now, the evidence that the 
evil in question rests rather with the House of Commons than 
with tile country at large, is to be found in the &ct, that th4 
country has nearly always proved more stable than the Houso 
of Cuniinons. The combination against Lord Palmerston’s 
government by Parliament, in February 1857, and the reversal 
of the ]>arliamcntary verdict by the nation, form one of many 
instances wliich vindicate this position. 

Turn to the chapter on the advantages of parliamentaiy 
government: Lord Grey enumerates five cardinal advantages, 
'rhe definition is one in which we cannot entirely acquiesce. 
Parliamentary government, he tells us, first enables the dif¬ 
ferent powers of the state, to work with harmony and energy.” 
(P. 16). TJiis proposition can be undei'stood, but in a qualified 
sense. Undoubtedly, the distinct estates of the realm are brought 
into tlieoretically and liarinonious action. But the whole system of 
parliamentary government is discord and opposition. Second¬ 
ly,” lie tells us, it brings the policy of the executive under 
control and review of the legislature.” This is quite accurate. 
But, thirdly,” lie gives us the ibllowing criticism, which is alto¬ 
gether irrelevant:— 

Tl is another great advantage, which may, I think, justly ba at¬ 
tributed to parliamentary government, that it renders the contests of 
men for power as little injurious as possible, and furnishes what seems, 
on the wliole, the best solution hitherto discovered, of the great pro¬ 
blem, how to provide some safe mode of determining to what hands 
the principal direction of public affairs shall be intrusted. Ambition 
is so strong a passion of human nature, that in every age of the world, 
in every state of society, and under every different form of govern¬ 
ment, men have continually carried on, in some way or other, contests 
for political power. Jn the old despotisms of the Blast, the earliest 
governments of which we have any historical record, open violence, 
roui^der, and treason, seem to have played the principal port in these 
contests. Wo road of one despot thus wresting the sceptre firom 
another; or the ambitious ministers snatching, by the destractiou of 
their rivals, the power exercised in the name of their nominal masters. 
Among the semi-civilized nations and tribes of Asia, the same means 
are to this day employed fur the same object, and bloody changes of 
rulers are of constant occurrence.”—(P. 23.) 

The obliquity of this criticism cannot have escaped the reader. 
Lord Grey confuses all distinctions of time, of race, of culture, 
and of civil liberty. And he thence appears to imply, that if we 
had not poUticdl liberty under a parliamentary pcdity,. we should 
be just the same in our notions of government witLthe earliest 
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AslaticSi in spite of the incalculable difierence presented by our 
society, before our parliamentaiy i^vernment arose I 

The comparison which Lord Grey ought to have taken is 
not between tlie modern English and the ancient Asiatics, but 
between our present parliamentaiy statesmanship, and the present 
Continental bureaucracy. Now, if he were to compare the con¬ 
flict of statesmanship at Westminster, with the conflict of states¬ 
manship at Vienna, ne would And the illustration destructive of his 
proposition. AtViennathere is no lack of aspirantsfor office. The 
political service of the state is probably a wider profession in that 
Empire than in our own, in consequence of the peculiar laws of 
Austrian society, which narrow tlie choice of paths to distinction. 
At Vienna, where there is no such sacrilegious thing as a Par¬ 
liament allowed, we know iicitlicr of ^^open violence, murder, nor 
treason.’’ In more intelligible plirascoloOT, we scarcely hear 
even of intrigue; wo except of course, the abnormal condition of 
Hungary. A minister assumes power, and he holds it during 
forty years. No rival disputes his pre-eminence. This happened 
successfully with Eaunitz and Mettcmich. The present minis¬ 
ter has already held office for eiglit years, and there are those in 
Austria better qualihed, and at least equally ambitious, for liis 
post. Yet no effort is made to dislodge him from power; and, 
whatever rivalry may exist, is probably quite untainted with 
personal acrimony. We have chosen the instance of the Aus¬ 
trian Court, as' that which is most applicable, from the corres¬ 
ponding stability between the character of the British and the 
Austrian constitution. Of course, if Lord Grey were to com¬ 
pare the Courts of Paris or Constantinople with our own, we 
should reply, that the instances were not analogous. In the one 
case, he would be comparing modern usurpation with old establish¬ 
ed government; in the other he would do commingling Asiatic 
with European character. 

We have dealt with this subject at length, in order to point out 
the conflislon in Lord Grey’s mind, of the different elements of 
the English character. The author ascribes eveiything to 
political institutions, nothing to the prominence of our civil 
lib^y, or to the idios^-ncracy of our original social constitution. 
A vindication of parliamentary government ipust rest on veiy 
different grounds, if it would be just and effective. 

The same inconsistency which attaches to Lord Grey’s notions 
of constitutional reform, applies (and with even ^eater force) to 
his views of patrona|m and brib^. Indeed, it is impossible to 
draw a sinde deduction from his on these points. lie 
traces, with much force and perspicui^, the improvement of our 
politic morality since the am of George lit He views this 
improvement with the satumetion with which every moralist 
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ought to regard it. Yet, after commending our reform in Chese 
instances, he next luxuriates in the contemplation of the bribery 
which still exists. Nor only so; he appears to entertain, on many 
grounds, a preference for bribery in its most direct shape. Helooks 
back with no abhorrence to the times when money bribes were 
current; and ho prefers to see members returned to Parliament 
by direct corruption, to their return by the arts of the dema^ 
gogue.” Surely this is the most ram{>ant Eldonism tlmt ever yet 
existed. We notice these views, chiefly for their singular incon¬ 
sistency. Why commend the reform which our patronage has 
already undergone, and nevertheless avow, or at least imply, a 1>referencc for the system which Walpole and Newcastle were the 
ast to maintain ? 

Let us illustrate Lord Grey’s conflicting positions. After 
justly condemning the personal influence acquired by the sove¬ 
reign half a centuiy ago, as tending unduly to strengthen, or 
insidiously to undermine the administration of the day, according 
to the predilections of the sovereign, the author criticises, in the 
following terms, the system of patronage which existed previously 
to the Keform Act:— 

The means also by which the ministers of the crown were en¬ 
abled to command the votes of a large number of members of the 
House of Commons before the passing of the Keform Bill, had grown 
to be very injuiiom and onerous to the country. So large a proportion 
of the whole House was then returned by the influencS of burgh pi^- 
prietors, and other powerful persons, instead of by our really popular 
election, that ministers were necessarily led to depend for the main¬ 
tenance of their power, less on menting the confidence and approbation 
of the nation, than on the support of those who possessed parliament¬ 
ary interest, which too commonly could only ^ purchased at the expense 
of the general good. This evil seems to have been increased (so &r at 
least as regards the burden upon the nation), insteadof being diminished 
by the gradual discontinuance of the practice of giving direct money- 
bribes to the supporters of the government in the House of Commons; 
because brib^ given in this form, from the votes for secret service, 
were not really more immoral, and were far less costly, than those, 
which were accepted in the form of jobs, and of places created, not 
for the public service, but for the benefit of the holders. But, apart 
from the means by which it was obtained, the command of a consider¬ 
able number of votes in the House of Commons, by the ministen, toas 
highfy us^l, and its continuance would have been an advanu^, as con¬ 
ducing to the firm and vigorous administration of oflairs, if it had 
been preserved in such a manner as to be enjoyed by the i^visers of 
the crown in virtue of their ofllces, irrespective either of court fisvour 
or of those sinister influences, to which they were compelled to submit 
in order to secure it”—(Fp. 97, 99). 

The civil service &rm8 so important ut element in the general 
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question of parliamentary.ji^vernmont, that it is liardiy possible 
to exclude a brief view of the reform of patronage which has 
already taken place, from a discussion of the subject. We shall 
quote Lord Grey’s lucid view of the abuse of patronage during 
tne last century:— 

** So lately as the reign of George III., not only were places and 
pensions bartered without sh^mo for political support $ but the dis¬ 
missal of otn^ers in the army or navy for rotes given in the House 
of Commons, was occasionally^ resorted to, and tliere were even in¬ 
stances of the removal of public servants Irom situations now regarded 
as permanent, for the avowed purpose of punishing their friends and 
relations, for having pursued in Parliament a line of conduct obnoxi¬ 
ous to the minister.. 

** Formerly the appointment and promotion of naval and military 
officers made almost openly a matter of mere favour. No rules 
existed prescribing certain periods of service in the lower ranks of 
the army and navy before the higher ones could be obtained; and 
nothing was more common then to see men rise tlimugh political 
influence to the command of regiments and ships of the line, with 
scarcely any service or knowledge of their profession to recommend 
them. There are now very strict rules as to the time that officers 
must serve in different ranks before they can be promoted; and it is 
universally recognised as the duty of those intrusted with the power 
of the crown, to be guided in the distribution of promotion and pro¬ 
fessional employment in the army and navy by the rules of tlio scr- 
vidte and th^ merits of officers.”—(Pp. 159, ICO.) 

We turn from this picture of glaring abuse, which we believe 
to be accurate, to Lord Grey’s view of the change that has 
gradually been introduced during the last forty years:— 

A ministry, even if inclined to act corruptly, would no longer 
dare to abuse the military and naval patronage of the crown for that 
purpose, since it is certain that far more would be lost than gained 
in the attempt. 

“ The change which has taken place is not confined to the army 
and navy. The civil patronage of the crown has been greatly re¬ 
duced by the many economical reforms eflected since the peace of 
1815, and especially since the reform of Parliament in 1882; and 
some of the abuses, which were formerly not uncommon, have been 
rendered impossible by the system now firmly established as to the 
tenure by which all civil offices are held, except what are called 
political offices. 

** In most of the public departments a regular order of succession 
has been established, so that by for the meyority of the higher per- 
nument offices in the civil service are flUed up by the appointment of 
persems who have been gradually advanced to them from its lower 
rbl^ES.. 

" Krrers of judgment are no doubt frequonUr committed in per¬ 
forming the very difficult duty of sriecting pubite senraalt for ad- 
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vancemcnt; but the moRt common error, according to my observa¬ 
tion, is that of giving undue weight to senority, and too little to 
ability and merit, from fear of incurring the suepicion of partiality”— 
(P. 160-162.) 

Here, tlien, we come back to Lord Grey’s inveterate fallacy— 
the status quo ! In his original premiss, the flagraiicy of corrup¬ 
tion lialf a century ago, wo fully acquiesce. To his consequent 
premiss, the justice of the present system, we unequivocally demur. 
It is thus that Lord Grey would close the door against further 
reform in every (|uartor. And it is an instance, not a little 
amusing, of the manner in which politicians fail rightly to 
undcrstnntl the public reputation which tliey boar, to read this 
ingenuous apprehension frmn a former minister, whose very name 
had hccomo a byword to signify the most S3’stcmatic nepotism. 
The civil servants, who are here distinctively alluded to, undoubt¬ 
edly rise by senority, according to a usage which no minister 
couifl disturb, witlumt bringing a hornet’s nest about his ears. 
But this class involves but a very small section of the appoint¬ 
ments which, before the introduction of the examination system, 
were in the unconditional gift of the minister of each depart¬ 
ment. 'J’ho clerkship in all the ofliocs rise by seniority; and it 
is impossible for any minister to claim credit for not disturbing 
an established custom. But the original af)poi!itments to those 
very clerkships—and the appointments to all othey posts which 
arc stationary and not ])rogrossivo—i*cst with the minister; and 
we have yet to learn that any minister—most es[)ccially Lord 
Grey—has enjoyed the rejmte of bestowing them according to 
any strict sense of duty. It was commonly said, with a certain 
exaggeration which simply sj>riug8 from the real foundation of 
the statement, that wlien Lord Grey presided at the Colonial 
Office, nearly every person in authority throughout the colonies, 
bore his name. 

It is not surprising that this conflict between reasoning and 
preconception, sliould bring Lord Grey* into an indefensible 
position. Where he writes as a speculative politician, his deduc¬ 
tions are just and sound. Where he writes as a prejudiced 
bureaucrat, they are wdiolly irrcconcileable with his first position. 
Beady to disavow iniquities that are gone by, and 3'ct anxious to 
retain corruptions that survive, he is, of course, directly oppbsed 
to the great question of Competitive Examinations. This subject 
is directly- allied with Lord Grey’s argument on a atrohg 
Government.” He would, at this day, strengthen govern-, 
ment at all costs; and ho would, therefore, preserve ]»tronage. 
unshackled, as an element of parliamentary corruption. Now, 
we have already said'that wc hope to witness the introduction 
of a scheme of reform which, while it shall free the House of 
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Commons fh)m the influence of faction, shall also dispense with 
every pretext for the necessity for any other ministerial support 
than may be given by members of the House of Commons on 
intrinsic grounds. No argument can then survive fur the exclu¬ 
sion of merit as a claim to public employment. 

But let us note how Lord Grey shifts his ground when he 
approaches the subject of Competitive Examinations. He here 
opposes the alienation of the present patronage of government, 
on the ground that it will abolish their privilege of giving 
Towards:— 

** For these reasons it may well be doubted whether a better class 
of public servants than wo now have would be now obUiiiicd by com¬ 
petitive examinations; and 1 do not hesitate to express my decided 
opinion,^bat another, and probably the principal object aimed at by 
those who recommend them—namely, the reduction of the patronage 
of the government—would be productive of injury instead of advan¬ 
tage to the nation. No government can adequately perform its func¬ 
tions unless it possess the power of reward as well as that of punish¬ 
ment; since, if punishment is necessary to enforce obedience to its 
commands, reward is the great instrument by which it can call forth 
zealous and able services.”—(P. 179.) 

Lord Grey here confounds the whole principlo in dispute, and 
begs the whole question at issue, Wc will first, however, 
attempt to dissipate the doubt wliich rests upon his mind, 
whether the class of civil servants which we shall obtain by 
means of competitive examinations will be superior to those 
which we already possess, by simply jiointing out to his lord¬ 
ship’s notice, that under the ordinary pass” examinations 
which have lately been established, nearly one^ihird of Uie 
nominees of government have been excluded for total incompetency. 
It is to be presumed that an equal proportion of incomjictents 
were actually appointed previously by the pass” examinjitions. 
If an ordinary examination prtmuce this beneficial scrutiny, 
d,/br£u>n, a competitive examination will do so. * 

Passing, therefore, from the refutation of this fundamental 
fallacy, we turn to Lord Gre^s position on the subject of giving 
^^rewaras.” Now it happens that this author has just before, as we 
liave shown, defended government patronage on a ground entirely 
antagonistic to that of giving rewards. He has defended it on 
the ground of corruption. He has asserted, too, that the 
^^Vhole strength of government” rests in the exercise of its 
patronage with a direct view to parliamentaiy support. If there 
{•'this enormous incentive to the corrupt exercise of the patron¬ 
age whi^ ministers hold, what seenritr can exist for the faithful 
recognitiou of national services, ana for the distribution of 
reWarast ‘ , 
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But aj^art from the just apprehension—whicli daily experience 
tends merely to stren^lien—that patronage retained under the 
specious plea of rewarding merit, will be diverted to the pu^ose 
of securing parliamentary support, the fact is, that even if no 
such apprelicnsion existed, there would be no argument against 
competitive examinations. Lord Grey’s great error on this 
?oint rests in tlie fact, that ho commingles all^lasses of patronage, 

'he hypothesis of “giving rewards” is so happy a plea for the 
maintenance of patronage, that its author fails to perceive that 
civil odices are already marked out into classes which admit of the 
attainment of both objects. Wo may, perhaps, divide govern¬ 
ment patronage into four classes. Tliere exists, first, that class, 
tiic duties attaclied to which arc simply mechanical. This is the 
lowest grade of ofHcial employment. Wo would, therefore, leave 
this class of ])atronage in ministerial hands. Indeed, it would be 
impossible to subject candidates for these posts to any examina¬ 
tions wdiich could be a test of their competency. The second 
and intermediate class of patronage is, that vast class of subordi¬ 
nates offices which is made the chief means of parliamentary 
corruption. This class includes the clerkships of all revenue 
departments, and a great variety of other such offices under the 
control of tlio Treasury. These are offices in which subordinate 
mental qualiBcations are required. The third class of patronage 
differs from the second only in the fact that it is chiefly distri- 
hiited, not for parliamentary support, but for private friendship. 
These arc the corresponding subordinate offices in each of the 
departments not connected with the Treasury, and they are in 
the gift of the minister of each department. 

Tliesc two classes of offices are pre-eminently such as ought, in 
a great degree, to be open to competitive merit. There is no 
reason to restrict the government from the right of patronage in 
some instances. But what renders Lord Grey’s argument on 
the subject of “rewards” pre-eminently inuppUcable, is, that 
those are offices which can scarcely ever be bestowed with such 
a view. These are offices, chiefly rising by seniority, and con¬ 
ferred originally on young men of twenty, who have served in no 
other public capacity, and have no other merit than competency 
to prefer. 

The fourth class of offices,—or those of a more valuable kind, 
such as Commissionerships and Secretaryships—is the only one to 
which Lord Grey’s argument can refer. And we believe that, 
as a matter of fact, this class of patronage has less frequently 
been prostituted for parliamentary^ support.. . It would be difficoft, 
too, to institute competitive examinations for men of mature age, 
and who commonly are either barristers of a certSdn standing, or 
men possessed of some real guarantee for their ability, whidiluia 
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served to recommend them to the minister of the day. We could 
point, for example, to three well known writers, who, during the 
last two years, were appointed to high civil offices througli the 
agency of the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, “ with a love for 
the craft.” If therefore the highest and the lowest class of 
patronage were allowed to remain undisturbed, the remaining 
classes might be redeemed from nepotism and parliamontaiy 
corruption, witliout appreciably lessening the privilege of govei’n- 
ment in giving rewards. 

It probably has never struck Lord Grey, who regards patron¬ 
age as the vital element of administrative stohility, that, if it 
were once known that government possessed no patronage, 
membei's of the House of Commons would soon cease to expect 
any such reciprocity for their votes. AVhere nothing exists, 
nothing can be demanded. Nor does it a])pear to us, by any 
means probable, that the cessation of this recompense to members 
of Parliament for their votes, would at all affect the fitlelity of 
their support of the minister. When constituents are aware, that 
a certain patronage is to be obtained for tlieni, by their repre¬ 
sentative, in return for parliamentary support, they will of course 
press their demands upon him. And it is in consequence of theh 
solicitation, that he makes his support of the minister a covert 
bargain. But, when those constituents know tliat offices are 
given, not by jobbery, but by merit, they will educate their 
children in place of jobbing with their representative. 

What is not less conclusive against Lord Grey’s view of the 
necessity of parliamentary corruption, is tlie fact, that it lias 
always been partial in its operation. Members of Opposition 
have been excluded from all share in ministerial patronage. 
Yet, it happens that, except in peculiarly adverse circumstances, 
a leader of opposition keeps his ])arty together, nearly as well as 
a leader of the government. 

The truth is, that the moral improvement of politics has 
always been in arrear of the moral improvement of society. 
Where government reforms, it reforms under the pressure of a 
great social chan^. This improved morality first rose up against 
the open corruption of money-bribes. Such a reform, it might 
easily be shown, was vigorously disputed a centuiy ago, by men 
equally in arrear of their generation with Lord Grey. The 
changes made by Parliament since the peace of 1815, have been 
the result of the same external pressure. It is hardly surprising, 
therefore, that when society in our own day, rises against the 
‘venaUty which we have witnessed, and indicates new methods 
by winch government may be sustained, a champion of the old 
rm rises in the old panoply. Lord Grey, indeed, here solves 

jroblem against hiauelr. He tells us, with great candour, 
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tliat money-bribes are “ less costly,” and ** less dangerous,” than 
bribes of office. But the country has long decided against money 
bribes. Therefore, by the plainest induction, it has decided 
virtually against bribes, even more “costly” and “dangerous.” 

Thera is a second class of corruption, which assumes too great 
a prouiincnco in Lord Grey’s work, to admit of our passing it in 
entire silence. Corruption, briefly distinguished, is of two kinds 
—that which takes place within, and that which is maintained 
without, the walls of Parliament. There is the bribery of repre¬ 
sentatives with office by ministers and their supporters, and 
there is the bribeiy of constituents with money, as well as office, 
by candidates for seats in Parliament. The logical process by 
which the law arrives at the declaration, that the one kind of 
brihery is moral, and the other immoral, is certainly by no means 
clear. But wo take the law as wo find it; and Lord Grey, who 
supjiorts the in-door corruption by means of patronage, views 
with a struiigo leniency the out-door corruption by means of 
votes. It is true that the author maintains that “ one of the 
objects of the new' Reform Bill undoubtedly ought to be, to 
guard as far as possible against corruption.” But he goes on in 
the same breath to ridicule the bribery laws, and plainly to avow 
his preference for bribery as compared with “demagogue arts:”— 

It would be a delusion to flatter ourselves that this can be easily 
acuotnplished, or that the evil can be eradicated by penal laws, such 

that winch was passed a year or two ago against bribery. Little 
advantage can, I tldnk, be anticipated from legislation of this kind. 
The penalties of the new Act arc very severe, and it gives powers of 
a highly inquisitorial character for the detection of the offence; but 
it docs nothing cither to diminish the desire for seats in Parliament, 
in men who are willing to spend large sums of mofley to attain them, 
nor yet to take away, from those who have the power of disposing of 
these much coveted seats, their inclination to make this privilege the 
means of advancing their own private interests.”—(P. 117.) 

As it would a])pcar from this paragraph, that Lord Grey has 
in view some mure effectual preventative against bribery than 
that of a penal law, it is greatly to be regretted that he should 
hoard his secret. Until the country is favoured with a revelation 
of it, we believe it will not rescind that penal law. Indeed, if 
Lord Grey had thought twice over this proposition, he would 
hardly liave asserted that the Act against Corrupt Practices was 
inoperative, since that Act is our sole protest ifgainst an immoral 
bargain for a seat in Parliament, and since it affords the defeated 
party a means, which their very instinct prompts them to adopt, 
of scrutinising tlie sources of their opponent’s majority. An Act 
under which it was ascertained last year that Mr Rente’s election 

. for the city of Oxford had been attained by the bribery of 170 
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voters, under the ^uise of electioneering paid messengers—an 
Act, under 'wliich it was ascertained that one of tho members fur 
Ipswich had obtained a vote by allowing a tenant to hold his 
tenement without rent until after the forthcoming election—(and 
these are mere illustrations of its general operation) can hardly 
be regarded as inoperative. 

It is vain, therefore, to decry the Bribery Law, cither as a 
theoretic protest or as a practical bar. No doubt, the law may 
not meet all contingencies: what law ever did ? But it is clear 
that, without its aid, Parliamentary government w'ould soon be¬ 
come a sink of corruption which would destroy its own existence. 

But the following passage contains tho gist of Lord Grey’s 
opinions on the subject of bribery:— 

*^To give money bribes to electors is not worse, or rather not 
nearly so bad, as to court their tiivour by flnttering their passions and 
pi*ojudices, and by encouraging them knowingly in inischtcvous poli¬ 
tical errors. More guilt is incurred, because hir greater injury is 
done to the nation, by having recourse to the arts of the demagogue, 
than by the illicit use of money for the pur}>ose of carrying on an 
election; and at the present moment tho former abuse seems more 
common than the latter.”—(P. 120.) 

We will not do Lord Grey the injustice to suppose that he 
really would prefer to see every scat in Parliament bought by 
wealthy elcctipneers, rather than see “ demagogues*’ insincerely 
declaiming from every hustings. This, however, is the literal 
•meaning of the paragraph we have just quoted. But there is 
^ven a prior objection to be taken to this argument. Lord 
Grey implies that the wealthy class and the demagogue class, arc 
necessanly opposed to each other. Tliis we gravely doubt. De¬ 
magogues, as we liavo often seen, can obtain plenty of money 
when they aggregate for any distinct political purpose; and they 
are peculiarly the class who would devote the wealth they might 
possess, to political objects. It may bo questioned, therefore, 
whether the same class of men who now appear on the hustings 
as demagogues, would not^ if the bribery laws were swept aw'ay, 
re-appear (and with eubstantially the same opinions) as corrup¬ 
ters of the constituency by brilm. We believe, also, that the 
British people are too well alive to the influences of education, 
to experience the danger which Lord Grey apprehends from the 
oratory of prejudiced and superficial declaimers. 

Thus far we hate followed Lord Grey through his exposition 
of the principles of Pariiamenta^ Beform. Its practical value, 
M a subject of criticism at this time, rests upon the directness of 
Its application to the forthcoming Parliaroenta^ Reform Bill; 
and we have endeavoured to choose those subjects for inquiry 
which bear the closest relation to the expected measures. Now 
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that we liave thus far glanced at the salient characteristics of the 
existing system, we propose to point out the classes of reform 
which ai*e peculiarly urgent. 

Whatever may he the extent to which a discussion of this 
(]uestiuu may be carried during the present session of Parlia¬ 
ment, it is at any rate clear, that the measure^ will become a 
great jioint of party strife. Lord Grey, indeed, plainly ignores 
this certainty, lie writes with the nalveU of a cloistcrea theo¬ 
rist, who had never mingled in Parliamentary discussion :— 

If I might hazard a suggestion on the subject, I would venture to 
recommend that the Queen should nominate a committee of her 
l^rivy Council, composed of members taken from different political 
parties, to consider and repoit what measures of reform ought to be 
adopted.’* 

Unfortunately, wc are not living in an cutopian age, in which 
men desirous of ])ower will forego their prospects in A self- 
denying a manner; and it is surprising that a statesman, whose 
notions of parliamentary patronage run so fixedly in the old 
ruts, sliould thus ignore a ground of party strife which has been 
so long anticipated. It is true tliat Lord Derby’s declaration 
for further reform has apparently committed all parties to the 
general princijde. But we doubt very much whether Lord 
John llussell is prepared to adopt the same views of the direc¬ 
tion whicli this reform should take with the [)r5sent minxstiy; 
and wc doubt still more, whether the Whig party in the House 
of Commons have not already pre-deterrained to eject the Con¬ 
servatives from ofHco on this very question. At any rate, it is 
clear that Lord Givy’s pro])osal would be no more allowed, if 
adopted, to circumscribe ])arty action, than the German Federal 
Council at Frankfort succeeds in circumscribing the policy of 
each com{K)tient State. 

Indeed, it may almost be said, tliat parliamentaiy war lias 
already been declared on this subject. Last year !Mj: Disraeli, 
at a farmer's ordinary” at Newport-Pagnell, announced his de¬ 
termination to seek, in tho expected measure, a mode by which 
the Conservative party might recover a portion of their lost in¬ 
fluence in the House of Commons. Since his accession to office, 
he has but equivocally denied the statement charged upon him by 
anotlier member of the House, That the Keform Act of 1832 
was a gross Whig job.” Lord John Bussell, in retort, went so 
far as to say, that he had no sort of confidence in a Bill of the 
Bight Hon. Gentleman’s concocting.” It is pretty clear, there¬ 
fore, that we have not yet so far shaken off the tradition of party 
warfare as to bind ourselves to Lord Grey’s scheme.. 

There is good reason to believe that a new reform, aotbfii- 
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S” ’ id at this time, may possess the character of finality, which 
John Russell vainly hoped that ho had impressed upon the 

Act of 1832. The period is one in which there aro no demo¬ 
cratic passions to satisfy, and no inveterate prejudices to contest. 
The national reasoning an this question appears equally calm and 
just. Whnt is proposed is, to rectify the defects in our constitution, 
which the nation perceives with an unbiassed judgment, and with 
the experience of a quarter of a century since it undenvent its last 
reform. Indeed, the ])ractical lawyer can wonder even less than 
the politician, at the necessity for a revision of the Reform Act. 
lie IS well versed in the defects of ncaidy every modern Act of 
Parliament; and he knows that there is scarcely a single Act 
introducing any important reform (even where no party feeling 
has arisen to distort its provisions), wliich has not been amended 
by an auxiliary Act, within a much shorter period than inter¬ 
venes between our own day and the year 1832. While there 
are necessarily many points which will be ebosen for a trial of 
party strength, there arc, we believe, otlicrs on which all classes 
now entertain more unanimous, though less strong convictions, 
than ever were entertained in 1832. 

. What we ap])rehend to be now requisite, is at onco to render 
the House of Commons a more exact reflex of the social estate 
than it is at present; and to corivct the inecjunlities of the re* 
presentation, without increasing the democratic element. Now 
the distinctive fenfranchiseinent of the educated classes is just 
that principle which will absolutely harmonise with, and will, in 
a certain degree, satisfy both these conditions. Perhaps the 
justice and the moderation of a demand for reform taking this 
shape may be assumed, if only from the fact, that the Primate 
of ml England is at the head of tliis class of IWliamuntary Re¬ 
formers. Our readers may probably remember the I^Lomorial 
lately signed by nearly every person of intellectual conse<iuence 
in Great Britain (the Archbishop of Canterbury at their W*ad), 
praying for the enfranchisement of those who possessed distinct 
claims on the score of education. We believe this to be the 
most popular of the subjects into wltich the question of reform 
now divides itself. We shall first, therefore, endeavour to 
show the relation of this principle to tho principle on which 
the Refprm of 1832 was based. 

It was, in our view, the cardinal error of the Reform Act, tliat 
it recognised conditions of enfranchisement by much more 
uniform than had any correspondence in the character of the 
people. ^ Throughout the boroughs—in other words, throughout 
the major part of the constituencies—^it established a nearly 
uniform ten pound qualification for the suffrage. There is no 
doubt that, by this pnnciple, the authors of the Act endeavoured 
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to recognise educational qualifications. It was obvious, that a 
])urson renting a house of this value, had a certain visible interest 
in his borough ; but it was presumed, also, that such a person 
])osses3cd a certain invisible qualification on tho score of educa¬ 
tion. The occupier, therefore, of a house rented at ten pounds 
a year, was hold to bo, in a certain degree, educated, as well as 
to have a certiiin material interest at stake. 

But there were lierc two questions to be solved: Is this 
(jualification a sufficient guarantee for the amount of education 
which may bo deemed requisite for an election ? and if it be, 
Do the visible and the invisible qualification (the houscholding 
and the instruction) so far coincide, that nearly every educated 
person would fall within the class of householder ? Now, we 
shall not quarrel with,the decision of the Tieform Act bn the 
fiist of these questions. We are ready to acknowledge that by 
fur the jireater number of instances of venality, which have been 
brought to light in borough elections, liave implicated tho free¬ 
men, who have eontinued to vote under the old system, without 
reforoMce to their householdiiig. Tho class of ten pound lionse- 
lioldcrs, liowovcr, tliongh they have undoubtedly been by much 
loss venal, may not have by any means comprised the more 
educated of tlie middle classes. But it may be gravely doubted 
whether the Government of the late Earl Grey really expected 
this class to consist of decently educated person^, according to 
tho theory of their legislation. For in a speech of Lord Chan¬ 
cellor Brougham, wlien tho Keform Bill was before the House 
of Jjords, it was admitted that it icos the orUjinal design of the 
government to limit the borough franchise to Uventg pounders 
hut that they w'erc compelled to deviate from their intention, by 
an apprehension that the ])ropoition of electors to inhabitants 
would, in that event, be so small, as virtually to transform the 
large boroughs into (Hattons ami Old Sarums. This statement 
dues not appear to us to have attracted tlie attention which it 
merits; for it is a confession that Lord Grey’s Government 
lialved their intended qualification for the suffrage, on grounds 
which had no reference to education; and, indeed, it implies, 
that they abandoned tho educational clement of tho question in 
deference to ixipnlar agitation. 

It will bo seen that this concession has a direct reference to 
the proposal made by Lord John Russell, when the organ of 
Lord Aoerdceifs Government, in 1854, to reduce the borough 
qualification from ten to sir. pounds. This proposal was pro¬ 
bably the dictate of a compromise between the Liberals, who 
were generally c^esirous of retaining the L.IO qnalificatioiY, and 
tho.se who attempted to reduce it to L.5. Lord Pahnerston*a 
cabinet, liowever, subsequently announced themselves, through 
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a semi-o£Bcial channel, averse to a reduction of the L.IO quali¬ 
fication. 

We have indicated, then—in answer to the first of the two 
questions wliich we suggested a moment ago—that, even now, 
the L.IO qualification, introduced in 1832, barely aifords a 
guarantee of the educational competency of the ofcctor. Wo 
turn, tlicn, to the second question, and unhesitatingly answer, 
that the householding and the educational qualification do not 
by any means, coincide; insomuch, indeed, that it is the ten¬ 
dency of the present uniform law to exclude u large proportion 
of those who are better qualified for the suffrage, by their 
education, than tliosc who now enjoy it, in parallel stations of liib. 

We here would indicate two classes of defects in the repre^ 
sentation. * Fii*st, it happens that a large proportion of inotl*A- 
rately educated men, and a certain proportion of even higlily 
educated men, are not householders. They are, therefore, tpao 

factOy excluded from the representation ; and, under the j)rest;nt 
system, the greatest litiemteury or the greatest lawyer in the 
country (if he did not happen to be a Master or Doctor in the 
Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, or Dublin, and chose to live 
in lodgings in London or Edinburgh, in preference to living in 
a house of bis own renting), would have no vole whatever. 
Meanwhile, every publican renting a tenement at L.IO a 3'ear, 
would possess the electoral right, from which the most learned 
men or the day might be excluded. 

It is only in extreme cases that such defects can be exceptional. 
We have said that the proportion of non-hoiisuholdera with 
greater intelligence and education than the L.IO houaelioklers, is 
very large. Jt is to be feared, however, that when we coninieiice 
actual legislation on this subject, we shall experience some prac¬ 
tical difficulty in conferring and restricting the suffrage where 
there is no definite and visible qualificaiioniJby which we may yenc- 
rieally demark the enfranchised from the exvcluded candidates for 
an educational auffvaye. At tlie same time, it is to be borne in 
ini'nd, that the tendency of our social reforms fiivours tlie forma¬ 
tion of these distinctions. The recent institution of the Gam- 
hndpe Middle Class Examinations” illustrates this tendency. 
It will be for the minister charged with the Bill to determine m 
what manner he may best give expression to this demand. 

The question, however, of the educatiorinl classes to be enfran¬ 
chised, 18 ^uiid up with the second class of defects in their 
representation, whicn we have not yet indicated. This we regard 
as consisting in the want of separate and distinctive enfranchisc- 

exception of those voting within the throe en¬ 
franchised universities, nearly every highfy educated roan who 
may vote under some material qualification in the borough or 
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county suffrage, finds his opinions swamped, whenever they may 
be distinctive, in virtue of his education. There is, therefore, in 
such cases, no representation of his educational opinions. Bar¬ 
risters, for example, occupying chambers in the Inns of Court in 
London, each hold a vote, in virtue of their occupation, for tlie 
borough in which the Inn may happen to lie. But it is morally 
certain that their opinions are swamped among the thousands of 
ton-pound householders associated with them in each consti¬ 
tuency. We say, therefore, as a second objection to the present 
state of educational representation, that, not only is education 
not recognised apart from a household qualification, but oven 
where highly educated men possess the suffrage in the capacity 
of houseiioldcrs, their opinions are wholly lost in the mass with 
which they are mingled. 

It is clear, thereil>re, that while we must enfranchise educated 
men as sttcii, we must also (in some instances at least) give force 
to their cnfrancliisement by enrolling them into separate consti¬ 
tuencies, This <'X])edient, be it observed, must be carefully re¬ 
stricted to tile higher classes of education, on the immemorial 
principle so h»ng maintainoil by, yet so strangely restricted to, 
the Universities of Oxl'owl, Cambridge, and Dublin, Lord John 
Russell wisely proposed, in 1854, to enfranchise tlie four Inns of 
Court in London. The expected measure cannot fail to make 
g!)od this proposition. But why should the eiyicational repre¬ 
sentation be arrested hero? Why not enfranchise also the Uni¬ 
versities of Edinburgh and Glasgow? Why not also associate 
less important seats of learning into federal representation, just 
as the constituency of second class boroughs is trequentl}' swelled 
by its uiiion with that of contributory boroughs around it? 

We apprehend that, by this process, we shall fiilly satisfy the 
demand for educational enfranchisement of the hujher class. The 
incidental hardsliip already felt by those absent from their uni¬ 
versities, who must either travel to Oxford, Cambridge, or Dubh'n, 
or must forego their votes, is as much a question of detail as 
that of the academical standing which shall give votes within the 
university. This hardship may be rectified, by'simply allowing ' 
each elector to vote in any part of the United Kingdom by depo¬ 
sition before a justice of the peace. The next question, there¬ 
fore, which presents itselti is that of the mode in which the lower 
class of education is to ho recognised in a new Reform Bill. 

Wo have already said that, under the L.IO suffrage, there 
exists, theoretically, a doable qualification, of which the one is 
express and the other implied. In other words, the direct house¬ 
hold qualification presumes educational competency. Now, in 
the same manner, an educational suffrage may afford in throry 
just this double qualification in an inverted ibnn. The direct 
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educational qualification would itself presume the esistence of 
certain material interests: for a pci*son who has been educated^, 
to a certain degree^ may be supposed to be in equal pecuniary 
circumstances with a L.IO householder. It is on this ground 
that, while we desire the cstablishinent of an educational suffrage, 
we hope to witness the suppression of the freemen, who hold elec¬ 
toral rights independently either of the houses they occupy or of 
the education they liavc received. The class of freemen is pro¬ 
bably the most ignorant, and, if not the iiooi'cst, certainly tlic 
most venal, of all those W'hich hold any distinct rights in tlic 
State. The reports of each election committee abound with 
details of their corruption. We have frequently found that they 
have organised themselves into bodies, with a view of forcing 
their mercenary support on candidates for the representation who 
may prefer bribeiy to defeat. We do not forget the ill-succcss 
which attended tho eftbrts of Lord Melbourne’s Government to 
disfranchise a large proportion of the freemen. But w'c believe 
that public opinion has widely changed on this subject during 
the last tw'cnty 3'ears, 

We apprehend that the class of “ skilled artisans’* will form 
one of those on whom it will be resolved to confer some electoral 
rights. Their intelligence, and the high wages they receive, 
justify the popular desire that the better class of them should be 
included in the representation. 

Educational enfranchisement may be taken as illustrative of 
the inevitable tendency of the forthcoming reform to accept the 
general principles of the present constitution of Parliament, and 
to vary simply its detail. The broad distinction between tlie 
lieform of 1832, and that which is now anticipated, is ably 
drawn by Lord Grey in his ninth chapter:— 

The great difierenccs between the circumstances of the present 
time and those of 1831, ought not to be overlooked; nor the fact 
that, if another Reform of Parliament is noy needed, it is not for tho 
same reasons, and ought not to have the same objects, as the original 
Reform Bill. 

“ 1 make this assertion with confidence, because, even in tho 
speeches of the most violent advocates for the passing of a new Re¬ 
form Bill on democratic principles, 1 observe that few attempts have 
been made to show that the existing distribution of power has led to 
any injustice to the humbler classes of society, on the part of tho 
Legislature. Far from this having been the case, it is notorious that 
Parliament, of later yesurs, has shown in all its measures, and especi¬ 
ally in its fioancinl measures, a most anxious desire to promote the 
welfare of the working-classes. Those are facts of which it 
is most material that we should never lose sight, in considering the 
quMtton of a new Reform Bill; since the only sound principle on 
which constitutional changes can be attempted, is that of directing 
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them to practical improvements of the Government, and to the removal 
of evils that have been ftU^ not to the gratification of men’s passions or 
their love of cliange. But, if this principle is recognized, it follows 
that a new llctbrm Bill ought not, like the former one, to aim at the 
tratiHier of a large amount of political power from one class of society 
to anotlier, since this is no longer necessary, in order to protect the 
genend interest of the country from being sacrificed to those of a 
minority of its members.”—(Bp. 126-28.) 

AV^e entirely concur in Lord Gix*y’s view of the auxiliary 
character of the reibrm wliicli is now re(|uisite, though his con- 
currenco in furtlier reform of any sort is quite inconsistent with 
wliat wc liavo before criticise<l; and wc will deal with the ex¬ 
isting representation in Scotland, as the most convenient Illus¬ 
tration both of the changes and of the anomalies of the existing 
system. 

It was in Scotland that the political agitation of 1832 was 
probably least intense; yet it was in Scotland tl»at the moat 
sweeping constitutionid clianges were introduced. In that 
country, the pro[)ortioii of tlio constituents to the population waa 
hut om in a ilionstnnL Tlic nation then numbered 2,500,000, 
and the electors tlien cousi.sted of 2500. Tiie proportion of the 
constitmMits to the population in Scotland is at tliis day about 
otu' in thirhhtivv, Tlie nation now jiumbers rather moro than 
3,000,000, and tlic electors now consist of nearly 100,000, In 
the wliole of Groat Britain, the proportion of tl?e constituents to 
tlie population is at this day about one In nineteen. The regis¬ 
tration of 1857 enrols 1,015,000 electors, from a population of 
about 20,000,000. Even in England, after the suppression of 
several classes oi’ electors who ])ossessed no just title to the suf¬ 
frage, the representation was fuWy doubled by the Ecforiu Act. 
The difference in the aggi'egato number of members returned by 
either country was inconsiderable; and in Scotland the repre¬ 
sentatives were simply increased from 45 to 53. But those 
representatives w'crc thencefoi'th elected by nearly the whole 
middle class: they w’crc previously the mere delegates of clan¬ 
ships in the countic.s, and of bureaucracies in the burghs. In 
the counties the old pavchmeiit freeholders implicitly ibllowcd 
their lord to the poll, and the constituency depended on a ^iiasL 
teudal claim of superiority, without reference to the possession of 
land. In the burghs, tlm elections rested with the self-elected 
town-councillors. This system, as our readers know, was replaced 
by the following arrangement:—The county electors were di¬ 
vided into two classes, namely, the owners of property of the 
yearly value of ton pounds, and the fifty pound occupying tenants. 
The burgh electors, with the exception of incidental anomalies, 
were all ranged undei^ the class of ten pound householders. 
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This change, and the lapse of a quarter of a century, have 
toother swelled the Scotch electors to a number hy forty times 
more numerous than before the Reform Act.' 

^ This hasty glance will sufRce to indicate that the great work 
of constitutional development is already accomplished, and that the 
character of a new reform can be auxiliary alone, Altliough the 
illustration of Scotch reform may be an extreme one, the unifor¬ 
mity of the existing system throughout tlie United Kingdom, 
renders it generally applicable. We may therefore briefly pnr- 
sue the illustration, by reviewing the anomalies in the distributive 
arrangement of the representation in Scotland, as generally inci¬ 
dental also to the whole representation of the United Kingdom. 

While all sections in either House will concur, without doubt, 
in giving increased representation to intklligence, it is probable 
that the relation of the county to the burgh representation will 
form the principal ground of party contest. It is certain that 
the Hefbrn> Act did not attempt to measure justice to these two 
great divisions of the population. Under the old system, tlicre 
were in England three distinct classes of members. There wero 
the county members, tlie bojid jide borough inenibcrs, and tlio 
nomination members. Of these, the latter were the largest 
division. The Reform Act, in sweeping away the numiiiation 
seats, with few exceptions, assigned the vacated places to the 
two former classes. The county representation in South Britain 
was increased to 159 seats. The bond fide borough re¬ 
presentation was apparently increased from ^64 to B41; from 
141 nomination seats were suppressed, out of the total number of 
405 borough seats of all descriptions existing for South Britain 
under the old constitution. At the expense, therefore, of 141 
nominatiem scats, 65 seats were added to the counties, and 77 to 
the boroughs, in that countiy. 

It was hardly to be exjiectcd that when democratic feeling ran 
so high, and the boroughs had so long sustained injustice, a greater 
concession should have been offered to the counties. It has been 
frequently maintained, however, by political partisans, that the 
Keronn Act virtually diminished the representation of the coun¬ 
ties, inasmuch as they were indirectly represented in the nomi¬ 
nation seats. But this is a veiy doubtful assumption. It is very 
(piestionable whether the classes now enfranchised in the coun¬ 
ties would generally side with the nomination holders in opinion, 
for these classes already profess more liberal opinions than the 
Conservative Peers. It must be remembered also, that it would 
be impossible to calculate the proportion of nomination boroughs 

‘ .The Scotch Corporation Reform Act equally changed the municipal cim- 
atitntion of the bnrghs, by rendering the Farliame&taiy electors of ea& burgh 
its monkipal electors also. 
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which were habitually bou|;ht by the unfranchised towns; and 
that the Whig Peei^, who held a certain number of boroughs, 
used tliem in die interest of the towns. 

Nevertheless, the fact remains, that the borough population, iif 
either country, is more largely represented than the county popu¬ 
lation, in a proportion of about two to one. lu Scotland, where 
the change has been most sweeping, the injustice in the apportion¬ 
ment of town to country representation, is singularly least striking. 
Thej*e are twenty-nine members for counties, and twenty-four 
members for burghs. Meanwhile, there is a population of2,000,000 
repn^sented by the twenty-nine county seats, and a population of 
only 1,000,000 I’cjircsented by the twenty-four borough seats. 
But in England and Wales the disparity is greater. There are 
theix? 1 r>0 county, and 341 borough, seats. The county seats 
represent (according to the census of 1851) 10,980,000; while 
the borough seats, more than double in number, represent only 
8,520,000. Some deduction from this immense disparity is to bo 
made fur those contributory boroughs which are united with 
larger boroughs, and arc by position too distant from tliem to be 
included in the census of the principal boroughs. But, after this 
deduction, the disproportion would probably be found to approxi¬ 
mate irum two to one. 

These Jigures are conclusive against the demands of that party 
which seeks to incrctiso the proportion of borough representation; 
and there can be no doubt that if Mr Disraeli, Us leader of the 
House of (commons, should attempt to carry out liis cherished 
scheme of increasing the county representation, lie will have the 
best of the argument although the effort may, possibly, cost him 
his office. It is also to be observed, that England is more largely 
represented, in proportion to its population, than Scotland Five 
hundred Englisli and Welsh members are returned side by side 
with only jifty-tliree Scotch. The Irish, it is true, are still more 
disproportionately represented than the Scotch, if population be 
the index of representation. But in Ireland, there are good rea¬ 
sons, on the score of religion, of intelligence, and of wealth, to 
destroy the test of numbers. Tliough Ireland, with UoihJifihM 
of tho'population of England and Wales, returns but 105 mem¬ 
bers to niriiament, there is no doubt that the class designed 
by tlio llefbrm Act to possess tlie suffrage, are, in propor¬ 
tion to the number of members, much sm^lcr than in Scot¬ 
land. And as it requires no national egotism to believe that 
the Scotch arc also, dewing them collectively, the most intelli- 
^nt and the best educated of the three nations, it seems to fol¬ 
low, that Scotland possesses a pre-eminent claim to benefit by the 
eitpedient of educational enfranchisement, of which we have 
already treated. 
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We now pass from tlie question of constituencies to i^lance at 
that of constituents. There is a growing aifd, abstractedly, a just 
desire to equal, or at least, to approximate, the qualificution for 
the suffrage in town and country. The Liberals loudly inveigh 
against the injustice of the ‘‘ Chandos clause,” which raised the 
county suffrage in the case of all “ occupying tenants ” to 1j./50, 
while the sufihige in the borough docs not exceed L.IO. We 
are ready to acknowledge that the injustice may be equal to the 
disparity. But the extent of the evil has been absintlly inagnified. 
The complaints against this inequality indicate, that the “ occu¬ 
pying tenants ” are, at least, a large pro|)ortion of the county con¬ 
stituencies. No assumption can be more incorrect. Wc assert, on 
authority of the tabular views contained in the returns presentetl 
to Parliament during the last session, that the number of “occu¬ 
pying tenants ” in each county, is, on an average, not nuirc than 
five ’per cent, of the total number of constituents. It is true, tliat 
the class of lease-holders is divided into sections, of whicli the one 
is restricted to a L.50 qualification, while the other votes by the 
same L.IO qualification as the borough constituents-themselves. 
The distinctiot* between the two classes of lease-holding electors 
rests in tlie period of their leases. But if wo add the L.oO lease¬ 
holders to the occup3'ing tenants, the aggregate number of L.aO 
franebise holders does not exceed fifteen per vent, on the aggiv- 
gate of the county constituents. The truth is, that the ^n'ojior- 
tiou of 40s. frcciioldcrs, in consequence of the subdivision in the 
ownership of the soil by political societies, is at this day so vast, 
that tlie iteform Act is now (paradoxical as the assertion may 
^pcar^ nearly inoperative in regulating the constituencies of the 
Englisu counties. 

But one of the most important aims of a new Reform P>il], must 
be that of increasing the intelligence of Parliament itself. There 
h no doubt that in this respect the predictions of tlie licforaiers 
of 1832 have been wholly falsified. It was confidently jircdicted, 
by these politicians, that the newly enfranchised borougiis woulcl 
introduce rising talent. Altliough it may bo thought a mere 
assumption of foresight to question such a prediction after the 
lact, we scarcely perceive on what ^jround it can have been 
entertained. The immense depreciation of parliamentary talent 
during the past quarter of a century, is a matter of fact beyond 
all dispute. Where is the Pitt, the Fox, the Burke, the Sheri¬ 
dan, the Grattan, and the Canning of this generation ? Govern¬ 
ment, throughout this period, has bein intrusted to mediocre 
peers, and baronets of wide estate, because no young men of 
genios alone can find their way into the House of Commons. 
This, we fearlessly assert, is the mere result of the suppression 
of pariiamentaiy patrons, who were wont to encourage rising 
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talent. Now^ it is quite clear that the boroughs could never 
supply the function of the nomination holders^ in spite of the 
cunhuent assertion ofLord John Bussell in 181^. The boroughs 
have even preferred their own municipal worthies to those whom 
they have Known to be capable of aiding in the government of 
the country. But if they had not been marked by this pre¬ 
judice, it would obviously be very difficult for the boroughs to 
bo acquainted with the' talents of any man who had not already 
serveci his apprenticeship in some other seat. A youth of two 
or three and twenty, who has never moved in public life, can by 
no possibility be known to the constituency of a great borough; 
but his fitness for a seat in Parliament may be well discerned 
by a single nomination holder, with whom he may be acquainted. 
Tlio increase of the great borough system has thus obstructed 
the introduction of rising talent, partly by prejudice and partly 
by sheer necessity. 

We confidently look forward to the adoption of distinct educa¬ 
tional enfranchisements, as one of the most available means at 
our disposal for the regaining of the beneficial effects which 
formerly accrued from tlio nomination system. In destroying 
the abuses of that system, ive made, in 1832, no effort to pre¬ 
serve its incidental advantages. 

As it has been our aim, in those observations, to deal with 
i)rinciples rather than with details, we shall not*enter at any 
length into the minor questions of the relation of parliamentary 
scats to political offices. It has, for example, beon proposed to 
make two great innovations upon usage. It is sufi^sted that 
the law officers of the crown shall have a right, virtxUe offieiiy 
whether previously returned by any constituency or not, to speak 
in the Ilouse of Commons, and that members taking office 
shall not thereby vacate their scats. No doubt, these clauses 
would be very convenient for the ministers of the day. They 
would discourage noisy lawyers from entoring tlio Ilouse in 
quest of advancement; and ministers would bo subjected to no 
contingencies in themselves taking office. 

It has been argued, on the first of these points, that the best 
lawyers are often not members of the House, and that govern¬ 
ment b compelled to accept the service of indifferent legal 
advisers. It happens, however, that the law officers are em¬ 
ployed hardly less to defend the ministry in debate than to 
advise them behind the scene. The best lawyers are sometimes 
the worst debaters; and the presumption is, that an eminent 
lawyer, who speaks with effect, will enter ihe House for the 
development of bb rhetorical powers. Ji is recorded of Lord 
Eldon, that be once said to George lY., of a great Chancery 
lawyer, who was a cripple, wrote an illegible hand, and could 

VOL.XXV1II. NO,LVI. V ao 
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rarely deliver himself of an intelligible proposition except on 
paper, the greatest lawyer in your Majesty’s dominions can 
nmther walk, no];|Write, nor speakP Such an adviser would 
hardly serve the purpose of an administration in the Honse of 
Commons. 

We ourselves regard the necessity of re-election on the ac¬ 
ceptance of office as the only precaution which a constituency 
possesses, under septennial Parliaments, for the conformity of 
its representative to the principles which he has advocated irom 
the husti^. We know of no other preventative to the accept¬ 
ance of and its tenure perhaps for four or five years, 
any member, in direct opposition to his professions towards his 
constituents. And, we tnink, that a reversal of this law would 
open the door of corruption in various ways. No doubt, like 
eveiT other law generally beneficial in its operation, it betrays 
incidental inconveniences.^ While, however, we would urge the 
countiy to oppose the rescinding of this condition, wc imould 
cheerfully acquiesce in a revision of the complicated rule under 
which each minister, who exchanges one office for anotlier, places 
himself under the same necessity of re-election, with the ministry 
who takes office anew. 

We have here attempted to glance at the leading questions 
which now arrest public attention on the question of parlia¬ 
mentary reform. We part from. Lord Grey, we hope, in courtesy, 
and, we are sure, in good will; and we trust that the example 
which he has set in the theoretical discussion of a political ques¬ 
tion of the day, will be followed, though with more earnest 
thought and more careful research, by other politicians to whom 
the countiy is equdly predisposed to attend. 

' The refnsal of ofBce by Sir K. B. ^too, tinder the present goTemment, from 
a fear of defeat at the nustingi of Hertfordshire, is a striking instance of this 
canal disadvantage. 
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Abt. yil.—77i6 CoUected Works of Bugald Stewart, 
Edited by Sir William Hamilton, Bart« With a Memoir 
of Dagald Stewart. By John Vbitoh, M.A. Vok. L—X.^ 
1854.58, Edinburgh: Thomas Constable and Co. 

Ever since the decease of Dngald Stewart, now nearly thirty 
years a^, there has been a strong desire felt by many to have 
a memoir of him. This feeling has rather been increased by the 
circumstance, that those who never saw him have been able to 
form a very dim idea of the man, and of his character. He ever 
flits before our phantasy as an author or a professor; we see 
him walking up and down, cogitating a lecture, or dictating an 
essay; or we get a glimpse of him gliding through the college 
courts, or addressing a reverential body of students in the classic 
room. He is not one of those authors who throw their individual 
heart into their writings, so that their works are their fittest me¬ 
moir. On the contrary, ho keeps himself at a dignified distance 
from his readers, and seldom lays aside his classical stateliness. 

It seems that his son, Colonel Stewart, had prepared an ac¬ 
count of the life and writings of his father, together with his cor¬ 
respondence with eminent individuals, and ane^otes from his 
journals. But, during his military service in India, Colonel 
Stewart had suffered frrom an attack of coup-desoleil, which 
nfiected his intellect, and, in k rash moment, he committed to 
tho flames the biography, as well as several papers by his father. 
The following letter, dated Catrine, 1837, to a publishing house 
which had inquired after this literaiy property, will be read with 
a melancholy feeling, as coming from the son of such a sire, and 
as illustrative of a topic on which the father had often dwelt, 
the dark cloud which for* ever settles on the border conntiy of 
mind and body. 

“You need not further trouble yourself on this head, because, 
finding myself getting on ia life, and despairing of finding a sale for 
it at its foal value, 1 have destroyed the whole of it To this step I 
was much induced by finding my locks repeatedly picked during my 
absence from home, some of my papers carried oflT, and some of the 
others evidently read, if not copied from, by persons of whom I could 
procure no tra^, and in the pursuit or conviction of whom, I never 
could obtain any efficient assistance from the judicial functionaries. 
As this may form, at some future period, a ourioua item in the hktoij 
of literature,** etc., etc. 

Ev^ one rmdoed, in these ciionmstances, to find it announced 
that, in this edition collect works^ th^ vraato be a memmr 
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of him by Sir William Hamilton, the metaphysician who occn- 
pied in last age the high place which Stewart did, in a pre¬ 
vious age. It turned out that Hamilton was obliged, from fail¬ 
ing health, to depart from the idea of writing an original and 
connected narrative, and was to coniine himself to a collection 
of materials, with notes and observations on Stewart’s philo¬ 
sophy ; and even this design was frustrated by his lamented 
death. We are grateful, in these circumstances, that we have 
now at last a memoir of Stewart by Mr Yeitch, one of Hamilton’s 
most promising pupils, and already favourably known by his 
translations, with notes, of portions of Descartes. 

The biographer has taken a high standard, and has reached 
it. This is no other than tho memoirs of Smith, Robertson, 
and Reid by Stewart himself, who again seems to have taken as 
his model the Eloges of the French Academicians. Still, this 
dignified and rose-water st^le of biography is not after all tho 
highest; as Stewart’s admiring pupil, Francis Horner, remarks 
ofnim,—bis conceptions of diaracter, though formed with com¬ 
prehensive design, want that individuality to which the painter 
of j^rtraits must descend.” It is evident throughout tnis life 
of Stewart, that the painter has been at pains to collect remini¬ 
scences from a variety of quarters, and that he has made a judi¬ 
cious combination of them, but it is just as clear that he has not 
seen the original. He has given us a wonderfully good like¬ 
ness ; but it is of the professor in his gown, rather tlian of the 
man in his inner and domestic life,—his heart—his conscience— 
and his religious experience. This we suspect is an unavoidable 
deficiency, arising not only from the want of materials, but 
mainly the peculiar character of Mr Stewart.himself. It 
is easiest to seize a likeness when the features are marked ; but 
Stewart^s mental character was distinguished for its regularity 
and its fine proportions, and was withott prominences or ex¬ 
cesses of any kind. Brides, while Stewart had no doubt a 
liberal heart, he contrives to keep it very much folded up from 
our view in his writings, and in any recorded conversations or 
letters preserved to ns. That we should not have a living family 
portrait is no fiinlt of the biographer, who has done his part with 
industfy, integrity, and judgment, and has given us a memoir 
characterised by clearness and accura^ of narrative, elegance of 
styl^ and a fine philosophic spirit. We rather think that this is 
precisely sdeh an account as Stewart would have wished pre¬ 
served of himself and that he would have shrunk from a more 
wsiching anatomy of his inward motives, and declined a fuller 
narrative of incidents, which might have exhibited his infirmities. 

D'agyd Stewart was hm in me Old College buildings, Edin- 
bnr|^, OB Nov. 22, ItfiS. His Mm was Dr Matthew Stdwart, 
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at one time minister at Boseneath, and afterwards successor to 
Maclaurin in the mathematical chair in Edinburgh, and still 
known as one of those British mathematicians, who were apply¬ 
ing with great skill and beauty, the geometrical method, while 
the continental mathematicians were far outstripping them bj 
seissing on the more powerful instrument of the calculus. His 
mother was the daugnter of an Edinburgh Writer to the Signet. 
He was thus connected on the part of bis father (and also of his 
grandfather, who had been minister of Rothesay), with the 
Presbyterian ministry, and on the part of his mother with the 
Edinburgh lawyers—the two classes which, next to the Heritors, 
held the most inflnontial position in Scotland. 

Dugald was a feeble and delicate infant. He spent his boyish 
years partly in Edinburgh, and partly in the maternal mansion 
house of Catrine, which we remember as bein^ when we paid 
pilgrimage thither a number of yeara ago, a whitewashed, broad- 
fac^, common-place old house, situated veiy pleasantly in wh^t 
W<)rdsworth calls expressively the ** holms of bonnio Ayr,” but 
unpleasantly near a cotton mill and a thriving village, which, aa 
they rose about 1792, destroyed to Stewart the cnianns of the 
place as a residence. Stewart entered, at the age of eight, the 
High School of Edinburgh, .where he had, in the latter years of 
his attendance, Dr Adam for his instructor, and where he was 
distinguished for the elegance of his translations, and early ac¬ 
quired that love for the prose and poetical works of ancient 
Rome, which continued with him through lile. He entered 
Edinburgh College in the session 1765-66, that is, in his thir¬ 
teenth year. We remember that Bacon, David Hume, Adam 
Smith, Thomas Reid, and many other original-minded men,\ 
entered college about the same age; and we are strengthened in 
the conviction, that in order to the production of fresh and in¬ 
dependent thought, it is of advaoto^ to have the drilling in the 
ordinary elements, all over at a comparatively early age, and then 
allow the mind, already well-stocked with general knowledge, to 
turn its undivided energies to its favourite and evidently pre¬ 
destinated fidd; and that the modem English plan of continuing 
the routine discipline in classics or mathematics till the age of 
twenty-two^ whUe well-fitted to produce good technical schmars, 
is not so well calculated to raise up mreat reformers in method 
and execution. What the Scottish Colleges have to deplore^ is 
not 80 much the juvenility of the entrants—though, this has hien 
carried to excess—as the total want of a provision for bringiDg to 
a p<^nt, for cariring on, for consolidatUig and condensing the 
scatters education which has been so.wellhsfj^ in the several 
classes. But to return to Uie college ^utb, we Sadhim attend¬ 
ing amoug other classes, that of Logic under ^^venson, for two 
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sessions, that of Moral Philosophy under Adam Person, that 
of Natural Fhilosopliv under Kusael, and from all of these ho re¬ 
ceived a stimulus and a bent, which swayed him at the crisis of 
his bein^^ and abode with him during the whole of his life. 

After finishing his coarse in Edinburgh, he went to Glasgow 
in 1771, partly oy the advice of Ferguson, that he might be 
under Dr Thomas Beid, and partly with the view of being sent 
to Oxford on the Snell Foundation, which has been of use to 
many students of Glasgow, but has in some respects been rather 
injurious to the college, as it has led many to ascribe to it the 
mere refiected glory of being a training-school to higher institu¬ 
tions, whereas Glasgow should assert of itself that it is prepared 
to give as high an education as can be had in any University in 
the world. The youth seems at this time to have had thoughts 
of entering the Ghurch of England; and if he had gone south, 
w'e can conceive him rising to as high a dignity as a Scotchman 
sent to Oxford on that foundation, has reached in our day, and, 
in that event, he would no doubt have discharged the duties of 
the Episcopal office with great propriety and dignity. But a 
destiny better suited to his peculiar character and gifts, was 
awaiting him. In the autumn of 1772, that is, when he was at 
the age of nineteen, he became substitute for his father in the 
chair of mathematics in Edinburgh. It Is precisely such aii 
office as this, « tutorship or assistant professorship, that the 
Scottish Collies should provide for tneir more promising 
students; an office not to be reserved for sons or personal friends 
of professors, but to be thrown open to public competition. This 
is the one thing needful to the Scottish Universities, to enable 
them to complete the education which they have so well com¬ 
menced, and to raise a body of learned youths, ready to compete 
with the tutors and fellows of Oxford and Cambridge. In 1775 
Mr Stewart was elected assistant and successor to his father; 
in 1778, on Professor Adam Ferguson ^ing to America as 
Secreta^ to a commission, he, upon a week’s notice, lectured for 
him on Morals; and in 1785, Feij^itson having resigned, Stewart 
was appointed to the office for which he was so specially fitted,— 
to the chair of Moral Philosophy in the University of I^inbnrglu 

We pause in tbe .narratiy& in order to look at the circum¬ 
stances which combined to influence the youth, to determine his 
career, and to fit Um for the s^xxiwcHk which heperfbnned. First, 
we have a mind no^ ceitanlj, of bright oi^guial genius, or of 
great intellectnkl finrce> bnt with a olending of harmonious 
qualities a capacity for inward reflection, and a disposition 
toward it, a fine tcuite, and oonsammate judgment. From his 
youth be brM^ed the air of a Qe was early introduced 
to Boman literature^ and made it nis tnodel. Stevenson used 
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Wynne’s Abridgment of Locke’s Essay as a text-book, and from 
it the student may have caught the fresh and observational spirit 
whicli Locke had awakened, while, at the same time, he was 
kept from what Cousin describes as the common defect of the 
British pliilosophy—being “ insular”—by the other text-books 
employed, namely, the Elementa Philosophise” of Heineccius, 
ana the Detcrminationes Ontologicae” of De Vries, works 
which discussed, in a more abstract and scholastic method, the 
questions agitated on the Continent posterior to the publication 
of the philosophy of Descartes. A still greater influence was 
exercised over the youth by Ferguson, who, with no ^reat 
metaphysical ability, but in an altogether Roman, a^d in a 
somewhat Fagan manner, discussed, with great majesty and 
sweep, the topics—of wliich the pupil was ever after so fond 
—lying between mental science on the one hand, and juris¬ 
prudence on the other. From his own father, and through his 
own academical teaching, he acquired a taste for the geometrical 
method, so well fitted' to give clearness and coherency to thought, 
and to teach caution in deduction. He thus became one of 
those metaphysicians (and thej are not few) who have been 
mathematicians likewise, in this respect resembling (not to go 
back to Thales, Pythagoras, and Plato, in ancient times) 
Descartes, Leibnitz, S. Clarke, Reid, and Kant. In the class 
of Natural Pliilosopliy he was introduced to* the Newtonian 
physics, wliich had oeen taught at an early date in Scotland, 
and caught an enthusiastic affection for the inductive method 
and for Bacon, which continued with him through life, and is 
his characteristic among metaphysicians. But the teacher influ¬ 
encing him most, and indeed determining his whole philbsopfaic 
career, was Thomas Reid, who, in a homely manner^ but with 
unsurpassed shrewdness, and great independence and originali^, 
was unfolding the principles of common sense, and thus laying 
a foundation for philosophy, while he undermined the scepticism 
of Hume. Stewart has found in Reid the model instructor, 
and it may be added, that Reid has found in Stewart, the model 
disciple. This whole course wasran excellent training for a 
metaphysician; it would have been perfect if, along with his 
knowledge of natural philosophy, his somewhat aull apprehension 
Lad been whetted by an acquaintance—such as that ox Lbdce in 
an earlier, and that of Brown in a later, age--with the more 
tive and complicated phenomena of the physiology of the bo(fy; 
and if, in aadidbn, his over-cautious temper had been raiM 
heavenward by an intimacy with the lofty a^t of Flato^ or, 
better still, by an appreciation of the deep thMameA Hussions. 
which had collected around them so much of Ine English and 
Scottish ^ecnlative intellect of the two preceding centuries. 
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Like every other man not altogether self-contained^ Stewart 
must have felt the spirit of his age, which, as coming in from 
every quarter, like air and sunshine, commonly exercises a greater 
influence on young men than individual teachers can possibly 
do through the special channels open to them. Hume had 
stirred the thoughts of thinkers to their greatest depths; and 
this was now the age in which Hume had to be met. Stewart 
was bom fourteen years afrer the publication of the great 
sceptical work of modern times, the “Treatise on Human 
Nature; ” and two years after the publication of the work 
from which all the debased modem utilitarianism has sprung, 
the “ Inquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals.” At the 
time when the youth was forming his convictions, Humo was 
living in Kdinburgh, and tlie centre of an influence radiating 
round the man, who was a mixture of the lively, good-natured 
animal, and of the intellectual giant, but with a tenible vrant of 
the high moral and spiritual. The original disposition of 
Stewart did not tempt him to daring speculation ; his domestic 
training must have prepossessed him against infidelity; and he 
had been placed, in Glasgow, under the only opponent worthy 
of Hume, who liad appeared; and so these earthquake shocks just 
made him look round for a means of settling fast tlic founda¬ 
tions of the temple of knowledge. 

Locke’s philo^phy had been the reigning one for the last ago 
or two. Mr Yeitch speaks of the “ tradition of sensationalism, 
which the Scottish universities during the first half of the cen¬ 
tury, and up to tlxe time of Keid, had in general dispensed in 
Scotland.” This statement is too sweeping: for, first, Locke 
had wen as high a place to reflection as to sensation; and, 
secondly, he had given a high office to intuition ; w'hile, thirdly, 
Locke’s philosopliy had not been received in Scotland without 
modification, or in its worst aspects, as it had J)cen in France. 
Stewart, like Keid, entertained a high admiration of Locke, and 
was unwilling to separate ih>m him, but ho saw at tlic same 
time the demets of Locke, and that there were fundamental 
laws in the mind which Lqcke had overlooked, or only inci¬ 
dentally noticed. In Glasgow he must have felt tho influence 
Jeft behind by a train of eminent men. There Hutcheson had 
been the founder of a school, afterwards called the Scottish school. 
We know that this honour has been claimed for his predecessor 
in the ethic chair, Gerschom Carmichael, the editor of Puflen- 
^rf, and the author of a litde Treatise on Natural Theology: wo 
have looked into his works^ and are peranaded tlmt be exorcised 
w influence* on the mind of Hutcheson, who was his pupil, but 
it must have consisted mainly in conning him with the old 
and mwe abstract philosophy of the BchoobncD, and of the Con- 
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tinent, and in keeping kim firom falling altogether into the 
experiential method ofXocke. In addition to the external and 
internal sense of Locke, Hutcheson had called in a moral sense— 
a very inadequate account we grant—but still containing a truth, 
inasmuch ns it represented moral good as discerned by an 
original and distinct moral power. In Glasgow, too, Adam 
Smith had expounded those original views which he afterwards 
published in his “Theory of Moral Sentiments,’’ and his 
“ Wealth of Nations.” In Edinburgh, James Balfour of Pilrig, 
who was Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University from 
1754 to 1704, had opposed Hume’s ethical views, on grounds, 
however, which do not give morality a sufficiently deep founda¬ 
tion in the constitution of man or character of God. He begins 
Ills “Delineations of the Nature and Obligations of Morality,” 
with the principle, that private happiness must be the chief end 
anti object of every man’s pursuit, shows how the good of others 
affords the highest happiness, and, in order to sanction natural 
conscience, he ealls in the authority of God, who must approve 
of what promotes the greatest happiness. But, in his “ J’hiloso- 
])iiical Essays,” he opposes the theory which derives our ideas 
from son^sation and rcAoction. “ It may indeed be allowed that 
the first notions of things arc given to the mind by some sensa¬ 
tion or other; but then it may also be true, that after such 
]iotices are given, the mind, by the exercise some inherent 
power, may be able to discover some remarkable qualities of such 
things, and even things of a very diftcrent nature, which are not 
to be diSbovered merely by any sense whatever.” Still, with 
nil these references to intuition, and moral sense, and inherent 

here was a deep mine, very much concealed till dt was 
fully to the view by tJie penetration and perseverance 

In order to estimate the character of the age, it must also be 
taken into account, that there was a strong expectation, that re¬ 
sults were to follow from the application of inductive science, ta 
mental phenomena, similar to those which had flowed from its 
application to physics. Bacon had declared that his method was 
as applicable to mental, os to material facts, though he seems 
liavc had no idea of consciousness being the agent to be employ** 
ed in the inquiiy into the laws of mind. Sir Isaac Newton had 
said, in his Optics, “ and if natural philosophy, in all its parts, by 
pursuing this method, shall at leu^h be perfected, the bounds 
of mord philosophy will also be enlarged.” Pope, td(^> bad 
said in his Essay on Man, “ account for moral as ^ natural 
things.” Turnbull, under whom Beid studied in Aberdeen, had/^ 
quoted this language of Newton and Pope^ in his work on the t 
“ Priuciptes of Moral Philosophy,” published in 1740; and,his 

power, t 
opened 
of Itcid. 
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aim was to apply himself to the study of the human mind, in 
the same way as to that of the human body, or to any other pait 
of natural philosophy.” Catching this spirit from Tumbnll, 
Reid was e\’en now employing it to discover principles deeper 
than any that had been systematically noticed by Locke, by 
Hutcheson, or any Scottish philosopher. To this same noblo 
work Stewart now devoted himself; but, seeking meanwhile to 
combine with the profound philosophy of Reid, a literaiy ex¬ 
cellence like that of Hume and Smith. 

And this leads us to notice, that we cannot form anything like 
an adequate idea of the influences which combined to mould the 
character of Stewart, who cultivated literature as eagerly as ho 
did philosophy, without taking into account, that he lived in an 
age of great literary revival in Scotland. The union between 
Scotland and England being now compacted, it was seen that 
the old Scottisli dialect must gradually disappear, and ambitious 
youths were anxious to get riel of their northern idioms, and even g*ave seniors, including noblemen and dignified doctors, like 

obertson (as we learn from Lord Campbell’s Life of Lough¬ 
borough), had formed a society, in order to be delivered from their 
Scottish pronunciation. A company of authors had sprung up, 
determined to assert their place among the classical writers of 
England; and tliis had been already allowed to Hume, to Robert¬ 
son, and Smith, and was being allowed to Beattie. Stewart had, 
no doubt, an ambition to tnSe his place among the classical 
writers of Scotland. 

While pumuing his studies at Glasgow, he read a paper on 
^^DMaming,” before a literary society in connection with the 
University; and he subseouently read the same paper to a similar 
society^ in Edinburgh. Tne theory here starteu, was afterwards 
embodied in his ‘‘Elements/’ and contains, certainly, not the 
whole truth on this mysterious subject; but still a truth, namely, 
that in dreaming^ the will is in abeyance, and the mind follows 
a spontaneous train. In the Edinburgh society he also read papers 
on “ Taste,” on “ Cause and Effect,” and “Scepticism.” The fact 
that such topics were discussed, is a sign of the spirit which pre¬ 
vailed amon|; the vouth of Scotland at that time. It Is worthy 
of being noticed, that at Glasgow, he boarded in the same house 
with Mr Alison, who afferwaras, in his Essay on Taste, carried 
out the theory which had been started by Beattie, in his Disserta¬ 
tion on Imi^nation,a8 to the feelfaig of Beauty being produced by 
the associabon of ideas. 

(^ittbg his conrse of training, we may now view him as de- 
hvering hi professorial lecturer in the class-room in Edinburgh. 
By far rite liveliest acconnt of him is by Lord Godebum. It is 
worthy of bring read again by those who may have seen it before. 
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lie was about the middle size, weakiy limbed, and with an ap¬ 
pearance of feebleness which gave an air of delicacy to his gait and 
structure. His forehead was large and bald; his eyebrows bushy; his 
eyes grey and intelligent, and capable of conveying any emotion from 
indignation to pity, from serene sense to hearty humour, in which they 
were powerfully aided by his lips, which^ though rather large perhaps, 
were ilexible and expressive. I'ho voice was singularly pleasing; and, 
as he managed it, a slight burr only made its tones softer. His ear 
both for music and for speech was exquisite ; and he was the finest 
reader I have over heard. His gesture was simple and elegant, though 
not free from a tinge of professional formality, and his whole manner 
that of an academical gentleman. . . . He lectured standing,* from 
notes which, with their succc8.sive additions, must, I suppose, at last 
have been nearlyas full ns his spoken words, llis lecturing manner was 
professorial, but gcntlemaulike, calm and expository, but rising into 
greatness, or soflcning into tenderness, whenever his subject required 
it. A slight asthmatic tendency made him often clear his throat; and 
such was my admiration of the whole exhibition, that Maevey Napier 
told him not long ago that I had said there was eloquence in his very 
spitting. * Then,* said he, < I am glad there was at least one thing 
in which I had no competitor.* . • To mo, his lectures were like the 
opening of the heavens. 1 felt that I had a soul. His noble views, 
unfolded in glorious sentences, elevated me into a higher world.** 

There were hearei*s wdio felt that there was a want in bis 
expositions, and there are readers still who feci in^the same way. 
Ardent youths, like Brown and Chalmers, looked on him as 
timid and ovcr-cautious. Chalmers wrote in 1801:— 

I attend his lectures regularly. I must confess I have been rather 
disappointed. 1 never heard a single discussion of Stewart’s which 
made up one masterly and comprehensive whole. Ills lectures seem 
to me to be made up of detached hints and incomplete outlines, and 
he almost uniformly avoids every subject which involves any difficult 
discussion.’* 

Chalmers lived to proclaim him the highest of academic 
moralists. Still there was ground, in appearance and in reality, 
foi^ the early criticism. In his writings ne adopts the plan which 
Dr Bobertson took credit for introducing, that of throwira a 
great deal of his matter into notes and illustrations, l^is 
method, carried to the extent to which it has been done by 
Bobertson, Stewart^ and M‘Crie, is a radically defective one, as 
it interrupts the flow of the discourse, and, with this, the interest 
in and comprehension of the whole. He has a most sensitive 
averrion to ail such bold speculations as Leibnitz indulged in, 
and is jealous of all such deductions as Descartes and Kant have 
drawn out. , He has no ability for sharp analysis, and he looks 
on a hi^ abstraction with as great terror as some men do on 
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ghosts. He studiously avoids close discussion, and flinches from 
controversy; he seems afraid of fighting with an opponent, lest 
it should exhibit him in no seemly attitudes. Seldom does he 
venture on a bold assertion, and when he does, he always takes 
shelter immediately after behind an authority. Determined to 
sustain his dignity and keep up Ids flow of language, he often 
takes rounded sentences and paragraphs to bring out what a 
more direct mind would have expressed in a single clenching 
plause, or even by an expressive epithet. Often does the eager, 
ingenuous youth, in reading his pages, wish that he would but 
lay aside ceremony for a veiy little, and speak out frankly and 
heartily. 

Still we should form a very unjust opinion of Stewart, if, in 
consequence of these weaknesses, we thought him devoid of 
originality, independence, or profundity. We certainly do not 
claim for him the sagacity of Locke, or the speculative genius of 
Leibnitz, or a power of geuex'ulising. details equal to Adam 
Smith, or the shrewdness of licid; or the logical grasp of Kant 
and Hamilton, and we admit tlint he w^s interior to all these 
men in originality; but he has admirable qualities of his own,— 
in soundness of judgment he is more to be trusted than any of 
them; and if he is without some of ttieir excellencies, he is also 
without some of their faults, lie has no sucli rash and unmea- 
surerl diatribes as Locke’s assault on innate ideas; no such 
extravagances* as the monadical theory of Leibnitz; no such 
wasting of ingenuity as Smith’s theory in his Moral Senti¬ 
ments;’* he does not commit such gross misapprehensions in 
scholarahip as Keid does; and ho never allows any logic to con¬ 
duct him to such preposterous conclusions'as Kant and Hamilton 
landed themselves in, when they declared causation to be a law 
of thought and not of things. We have noticed that in many 
cases Stewart hides his originality, as carefully as otliers boast of 
theirs. Often have we found, after going the round of philoso¬ 
phers in seeking light on somo abstruse subject, tliat on turning 
to Stewart, his doctrine is after all the most proft»und, as it is the 
most judicious. 

We do not mean to enter into the details of his remaining life. 
In 1783 he married a Miss Bannatyne of Glasgow, who died in 
1787, leaving an only child, afterwards Colonel Stewart, lie 
spent the summers of 1788 and 1789 on th^ Continent. In the 
ap|)endix to the Memoir, therc^ia a selection from tho letters 
which he wrote to his friends at home. Though written in the 
nudst of instructive scenes, and on the eve of great events, they 
are excessively general and commonplace, and display no shrowu- 
iiess of observation. In 1790. he married a daqghterof Lord 
Cranston, a lady of high accomplishments, ^ucinating manneri^ 
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and literary tastes. His house now became the resort of the 
best society of Edinburgh, and he himself the centre and bond 
of an accomplished circle, at a time when the metropolis of Scot¬ 
land in the winter months was the residence of many of the 
principal Scottish families, and of persons of hi^h literary and 
scientific eminence. The weekly re-unions in his house, which 
happily blended the aristocracies of rank and letters, bringing 
togetiier the peer and the unfriended scholar, were for many 
years the source of an influence that most beneficially aflecte(^ 
the society of the capitiil. Ilis infiuence was extended by his 
receiving into his house, as boarders, young men chiefly of rank 
and fortune. In his classes of Moral Fliilosophy and of Political 
Economy, lie had under him a greater body of young men who 
afterwards distinguislied themselves, than any other teacher 
that we can think of. Among them we have to place Lord 
Brougham, Lord Palmerston, Lord Jolin Russell, Francis Hor¬ 
ner, Lord Lansdowne, Lord Jeffrey, Sir Walter Scott, Sydney 
Smith, Dr Brown, Dr Chalmers, James Mil, Sir A. Alison, and 
many others wlio Iiavo risen to groat eminence in politics, in 
literature, or pliilosophy; and most of these have acknowledged 
the good which they derived from his lectures, while some of 
them have carried out in practical measures the principles which 
lie inculcated. He seems, in particular, to have kindled a flne 
enthusiasm in the breast of Fraiiois Horner, who ever speaks 
of him in terms of loftiest admiration, and, though cut off in 
early life, lived long enough to exhibit the high moral aims 
which he had imbibed from the lessons of Stewart. 

It was in 1792 that the first volume of his Elements was pub- 
lislicd. In 1793 appeared his Outlines of Moral Philosophy, 
containing an epitome of the doctrines expanded in his larger 
writings. His other works appeared after successive intervals: 
his Account of Adam Smith in 1793, of Robertson in 1796, and 
of Reid in 1802 ; his Philosophical Essays in 1810; the second 
volume of his Elements in 1814; the first part of his Disserta¬ 
tion in 1815, and the second in 1821; the third volume of his 
Elements in 1827 ; and the Active and Moral Powers in 1828. 
The Lectures on i^litical Economy are now published for the 
first time. 

In 1805 he threw himself, with more eagerness than he was 
wont to display in public matters, into the controversy which 
arose about the appointment of«Leslie—a man eff high scientific 
eminence, but with a great deal of the gross animal in his nature 
—to the chair of Mathematics. He wrote a pamphlet on 
su^ect, and appeared in the General Assembly or the Church 
of Scotland, a Presbyterian elder, to aid the evangelical party, 
who, under the leadenhip of Sir H. Ifonctieff, were no way 
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inclined to join the moderate party in their attempt to keep ont 
a distinguished man, because he entertained certain views on the 
subject of physical causation, and to retain the College chairs for 
themselves. In his speech on the occasion, Stewart does let out 
feeling for once, and it is mingled pride and scorn :— 

“ After having discharged for more than thirty years (not, I trust, 
without discredit to myself) the important duties of my academical 
station, I flatter myself that the House does not think it incumbent on 
Ine to descend to philosophical controversies with such antagonists. 
Such of the members, at least, as I have the honour to be known to, 
will not, I am confldent, easily allow themselves to bo persuaded that 
I would have committed myself rashly and wantonly on a question in 
which the highest interests of mankind are involved.” 

In delivering the speech from which the above is an extract, he 
was called to order, and, not being accustomed to such handling, 
he sat down abruptly. The motion of Sir 11. Moncrieff was 
carried by a majority, which occasioned great joy to the Edin¬ 
burgh Liberals, 

In 1806, the Whig party, being in power, procured for him a 
sinecure office, entitled the Writership of the Edinburgh Gazette, 
with a salary of L.800 a-year. In 1809, Mr Stewart was in a 
precarious state of health, much aggravated by the death of a 
son by his second wife, and be asked Dr Thomas Brown to 
lecture for hini. In 1810, Brown, being strongly rccommcixled 
to the Town Council by Stewart, was appointed conjoint profes¬ 
sor, and henceforth discharged all the duties of the office, lirown 
nqver attacked Stewart, but he openly assailed Held; and wo 3)8e the intimacy between Stewart and Brown henceforth 

not have been great. Stewart delivered his ultimate esti¬ 
mate of Brown in a note appended to the third volume of the 
Elements. There is evidently keen feeling underlying it, but 
the criticism is, on the whole, a fair and just one. if^tewnrt now 
lived, till the close of his life, at Kinniel House, Linlithgowshire 
—a residence placed at his service by the Duke of Hamilton. 
Henceforth he was chiefly employed in maturing and arranging 
the philosophical works which he published. The details ^ven 
of this part of his life are scanty and uninstrnctive. In 1820 he 
came mrth to support Sir James Mackintosh as successor to 
Brown; and when Sir James declined the office, Stewart re¬ 
commended Sir W. Hamilton, who seems ever afterwards to 
hare^ cherished a feeling of gradtade towards Stewart. The 
elecdon fell on Professor Wi^n, who, while the fittest roan 
living for the chair of Rhetoric and Belles Letters, bad no special 
qualifications for a chair of Philosophy. ^ 

In 1822, Mr Stewart bad a stroliA of paralysis, from which, 
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however, he partially recovered. Mrs Stewart dcscribis him, 
in 1824, as troubled with a di£Bculty of speech, and a tremor in 
his hand, as walking two or three nours every day, as cheerful 
in his spirits, his mind as acute as ever, and as amusing himself 
with rending on his favourite pursuits, and with the classics, 
lie had just given to the world his work on the Active Powers, 
and was on a visit to a friend in Edinburgh, when he died on 
lull June 1828. He was buried in the family vault in the 
Canongate. There is a monument in honour of him on the 
Calton Hill; but the fittest memorial of him is to be found, 
first, in his pupils, who have done a good work in their day, and 
now ill his writings, wiiich may do a good work for ages to 
come. 

If there has been an anxiety felt to have a memoir of Stewart, 
there has been an equally strong desire to have a complete 
edition of his works. We do not know what causes may nave 
hindered this in time past—we suspect that they must have 
arisen from difierent parties having an interest in his published 
writings; but this we know, that it was difficult to procure 
certain of his works, as, for example, the third volume of his 
Elements, of which there had never been more than the one 
quarto edition. Every one rejoiced, in these circumstances, to 
find it intimated, that wc were to have the collected works of 
Stewart, edited by Sir AV. Hamilton, the most competent man 
then living for tlie undertaking. This cdltion*i3 now all but 
completed, and will ever be the standard one. The editor has 
not enriched it with such notes as he has appended to his edition 
of Ileid—notes distinguished for the very qualities which Keid 
was deficient in, extensive scholarship and rigid analysis. Sir 
AV. Hamilton, in undertaking the work, stipulated that Mr 
Stewart's writings should be published without note or com¬ 
ment. AA^e rather think that Hamilton had not such a sympathy 
with the elegant and cautious disciple as with the shrewd and 
original master. Besides, elaborate notes to Stewart must have 
been very much a repetition of his notes to licid. In this edi¬ 
tion Hamilton is tempted at times to depart from his rule; he 
docs give us a note or comment when the' subject is a favourite 
one, such as the freedom of the will; and oiW must he have 
laid a restraint on himself, in not pruning or amending to a 
greater extent. But the value of this effition consists in its 
being complete, in its having references supplied, and one index 
after another, and in its containing additions from Stewart's mana- 
Bcripts, and these often of great value, both in themsdves and 
as illustrating Stewart's philosophy. Sir W. Hamilton was cut 
off before the edition was completed, but Mr ATeitch has carried 
on the work* in the same manner and spirit. Having said so 
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much of this fine edition, we must protest against the occasional 
translation of the language and views of. Stewart into those of 
Hamilton, in places where it is purported to give us Stewart 
himself. Thus, in Index, vol. iv., p. 408, Stewart is represented 
as, in a place referred to, discussing the question as to whether 
some of our notions be not ^‘native or a priori,^ but, on looking 
up the page, no such language is used; and the same remark 
holds good of vol. v., p. 474, where Stewart is spoken of as 
describing our notions both of matter and mind as merely 
“ phmnomenai,” a view thoroughly Khntian and Hamiltonian, 
and not sanctioned by Stewart. We must be allowed, also, to 
disapprove of the liberty taken with the Outlines of Moral 
Philosophy, which is cut up into three parts, and appears in 
three distinct vblumcs. This is the most condensed and direct 
of all Stewart’s writings; it contains an abridgment of his whole 
doctrines: it is one of the best text-books ever written, and it 
should have appeared in its unity, as Stewart left it. 

We do not propose to criticise these ten massive volumes. This 
would be a heavy work to ourselves and to our readers : it would 
almost be equivalent to a criticism of all modem jihilosophy. 
Nevertheless, we must touch on some topics of an interesting 
and important kind, as discussed by Stewart, and again dis¬ 
cussed by later writers on mental science. 

The first volume of the collected works contains the Disserta¬ 
tion. We look upon it as the finest of the Dissertations in the 
Encyclopmxlia Britannica; and this -is no mean praise, w'hcn we 
consider the number of eminent men who have written for that 
work. Wc regard it, indeed, as upon the whole the best dis¬ 
sertation which ever appeared in a philosophic serial. As a 
history of modern philosophy, especially of British philosophy, 
it has not been superseded, and, wc believe, never w'ill be set 
aside. It is pre-eminent for its fino literaiy taste, its high moral 
tone, its general accuracy, its comprehensiveness of survey, and 
its ripeness of wisdom. When we read it, we feel as if wo were 
breathing a pure and healthy atmosphere, and that the whole 
spirit of the work is cheering, as being so full of hojic in the 
progress of knowledge. Its critical strictures are ever candid, 
generally mild, very often just, and alwa^ worthy of being 
noted and pondered. The work is particularly pleasing in the 
account given of those who have contributed by their literary 
works to diffuse a taste for metaphysical Studies, such as Mon¬ 
taigne, Baylo, Fontonelle, and Addison. It should be admitted 
that the author has scarcely done justice to Grotius, and ftiled 
to fathom the depth of such minos as Leibnitz and Jonathan 
Edwards. We moreover, with those who regret that he 
should ever have been tempted to enter on a critidsm of Kant, 
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whose works he knew only from translations and imperfect 
compends.^ 

Tile next three volumes contain the Elements of the Philo¬ 
sophy uf the Human Mind, and are introduced by a portion of 
tile Outlines. In the first volume of the Elements and in 
the opening of the second, he spreads out before us a classi- 
ficalion of the intellectual powers,—as Perception, Attention, 
Conception, Abstraction, Association of Ideas,’ Memoiy, Ima¬ 
gination, and Keason. The list is at once defective and redun¬ 
dant. Stewart acknowledges Self'consciousness, which is an 
inseparable concomitant of all the present operations of the 
mind, to be a separate attribute; and in this he seems to be 
riglit, inasmucli as it looks at a special object, namely, self in the 
existing stale, and gives us a flistinct class of ideas, namely, the 
mialities of sclf^ such as tliinking and feeling. Yet it is curious, 
tliat while ho gives‘it half a page in liis Outlines, it has no 
separate place in the Elements. It is also a singular circum¬ 
stance tliat Ileid dismisses it in the same summary way. An 
inductive observation, with an analysis of the precise knowledge 
given us by solf^onsciousncss, would give a solid foundation for 
the doctrine of human personality, and clear away the greater 
part of tile confusion and error lingering in tlie metaphysics of 
our day. Nor is there any proper account given in the Elements 
of that imjnwtant group of faculties which discover relations 
among tlicobjccts known by Sense-Perccption,andVonsciousness. 
Tlie omission of this class of attributes has led him into a meagre 
nominalism, very unlike the general spirit of his philosophy. He 
1‘estricts the word Conception to the mere imaging power of the 
mind, and oven to the picturing of bodily objects, as if wo could 
not I'eprcstuit mental objects as well, as, for example, ourselves 
or others in joy or sorrow. In a later age, Hamilton has con¬ 
fined the term in au opposite direction to the logical or general 
notion. Stewart's classification is also redundant. Attention is 

' In regard to histories of philosophy, we have now three Parts of Mr 
Maurice's work, in all of wliicli we liavc niigc sunlit objects, seen, as it were, in 
a fog, raised by the heat of a dreamy, feverish, sultiy day in summer, llie 
groat defect of all his works is, that he seldom utters a clear categorical pro¬ 
position. Mr Lewes has published n library edition of bis Biographical History 
of Philosophy. The work is clever and acute, but is not profound, and u 
thoroughly sophistic, lie has no sympathies with humble, cautious, and prac¬ 
tical truth Bookers, such as Socrates and Thomas Iteid. His appreciation U of 
the Arabs of philosophy, such as the Sophists and David Hume, and of thoughb- 
bewildcrcd men, siicU as S|rfnoaa, of whoso Ethics ho threatens to giro us a 
translation; and his end is to show us that philosophy can yield no truth, and 
thus to shut us up to a miserable Comtism, in which li omitted the religion (if 
religion it can bo called), which the late M. Comte declared to bo the most 
essential part of his system. In his Politique Positive, M. Comte.speaks of tnose 
in this country who haro adopted the other parts of his mtom, tod rejected hU 
religious worship, as guilty eltnor of au impotentT^ of intellecti or on Insufflcienpy 
of heart, or, most commouly, of both. 

VOL. xxvni. KO. LTI. 8 H 
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not a separate faculty, but is an exercise of will—^roused, it may 
be, by feeling, and fixing the mind on a present object. Ho 
does not seem to know what to make of mason, as a distinct 
faculty; and, as defined by him, it ought to include abstraction, 
which is certainly a rational exercise. But, if the work is 
defective in logical grasp, it excels in its descriptions of concrete 
operations, and in its explanations and elucidations of phenomena 
presenting themselves in real life. All his works are replete 
with those ^intermediate axioms” which Bacon commends as 
most useful of all, as being removed equally from the lowest 
axioms, which differ but little from particulars, and from the 
liighcst and most general, which are notional, abstract, and of 
no weight; whereas the ‘‘intermediate are true, solid, full of 
life, and upon them depend the business and fortune of man¬ 
kind.” The fine reflection and lofty eloquence of Stewart come 
out most pleasingly and instructively in 'all those passages in 
which he treats of association and imagination. 

On one important point, discussed frequently in the Elements, 
the school of Reid and Stewart was led into error by their ex¬ 
cessive caution, and by being awed so much by the authority of 
Locke. Reid maintained, in a loose way, that we do not know 
substance but qualities, and Stewart wrought this view into a 
system. We are not, he says, properly speaking, conscious of 
self or the existence of self, we arc merely conscious of a sensa¬ 
tion or some ‘other quality, which by a subsequent suggestion of 
the understanding^ leads to a belief in that whicli exercises the 
quality.—{FkiL Essays* p. 58, etc.) This we must regard as a 
i^ically defective doctrine. VVe do not know intuitively a ([ua- 
lity of self apart from self; we know both in one pi'imitive, cen- 
crete act, and it is only by a subsequent operation that we sepa¬ 
rate in thought the quality which may change in its action from 
the self or substance which abideth. Descartes erred, we think, 
when he represented the mental process as being cogiio ergo 

the primitive cognition is of i\ui ego cogilans. But we 
look on Stewart as equally erring when he says, that there is first 
a sensation and then a belief in self. In a later age, Sir \V. 
Hamilton connected the qualitative theory of Stewart with the 
phenomenal theory of Kant. In doing so no was guilty, we must 
take the liberty of saying, of a great and inexcusable blunder. 
Stewart would have repudiated the phenomenal tlieoiy of Kant 
as at all identical with his own. Stewart, no doubt, 8])eaks of 
the phenomena of the bat he means by phenomena not, as 
Kant did, appearances^ but individual /icts to be referred to a 
law; wd qu^ties with him were realities* But, legitimately or 
illegitimat^y, Hamilton identi^ing the qualitative theory with 
the phenomenal, deduces from tneia a system of relativity, which 
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ended in nihilism, or at least in nescience. Wo are glad to notice 
tliat Mr Manscl, notwithstanding his great and jnst admiration of 
Hamilton, has emancipated himself from this fundamental error. 
He proclaims, ‘*Iam immediately conscious of myself, seeing and 
hearing, willing and thinking,”—{Proleg, Logicaj p, 129; also, 
Art. Alctaph, in Eneyc, Brit.) Wo have sometimes thought, 
that if Stewart had foreseen all the logical consequences to be 
deduced iroin his views, he would havo fallen back on the same 
common sense doctrine. We regret that Mr Mansel has not 
gone a step farther, and placed our cognition of matter on the 
same footing in this respect as our knowledge of mind. We are 
sure, at least, that this would be altogether in the spirit of Held 
and Stewart, We maintain that, just as by self-consciousness 
wo know self as exercising such ancl such a quality, say thinking 
or feeling, so, by sense-perception, wo know a body as extends 
and exercising power or energy. This Is the ■simplest doctrine; 
it seems to be the only one consistent with consciousness, and is 
the proper doctrine of natural realism as distinguished A'om an 
artificial system of relativity. 

In the second volume of the lillcmcuts, af)cr a feeble and 
chiefly verbal disquisition on Ecason, he proceeds to treat of the 
“ Fundamental Laws of Ilclicf.” Wc reckon the phrase a very 
happy one, and a great improvement on “ Common Sense,” which 
labours under the disadvantage of being ambiguops, inasmuch as 
it usually denotes that unbought, untaught sagacity, which is 
found only in certain men, and which others can never acquire, 
whereas it can be admitted into philosophical discussion only 
when it denotes princi]>lcs which are regulating the mind of all. 
Wu have a remark to mako as to the place in which lie discusses 
these fundamental laws. It is aflcr he has gone over the greater 
number of the faculties, and ho seems to treat them as involved 
in lieason. And wc acknowledge that there may be some ad¬ 
vantages in first going over the faculties and then speaking of 
these fundamental laws. But wc must guard against the idea 
that these principles have not been involved in the faculties 
which he has previously gone over, such as Perception, Abstrac¬ 
tion, and Memory. The “ Fundamental Laws” are not to be 
regarded as different from the Faculties; they are, in fact, the 
Necessary Laws of the Faculties, and guiding their exercise. 
These laws work in all minds, infant and mature, sane and in¬ 
sane. M. Morel was asked to examine a prisoner who seemed 
to bo deranged, and he asked him how old he was; to which the 
prisoner replied, << 245 francs, 35 centimes, 124 carriages,” etc. 
To the same question, more distinctly asked, he replied, 5 metres 
75 centimetres.” When asked how long he had been deranged^ 
be answered, Cats, always-cats.” M. Morel at once declared 
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his madness to be similated, and states, In their extreme aber¬ 
rations, in their most furious delirium, madmen do not confound 
'what it is impossible for the most extravagant logic to confound. 
There is no madman who loses the idea of cause, of substance, of 
existence.”—(See Psychol, Journal^ Oct. 1857.) 

Stewart’s doctrine of Causation seems to us to be deficient and 
inadequate. lie is altogether right in calling it a Fundamental 
Law of Belief, which necessitates the mind to rise from an effect 
to a cause. But he does not seem to observe all that is involved 
in the cause. He gives in too far to Hume on this subject, and 

■ prepared the way for Brown's theory, lie does not see, in par¬ 
ticular, that causation springs from power being in the substance 
or substances which act as the cause, and that we intuitively dis¬ 
cover power to be in substances both mental and material. His 
distinction between efficient and pliysical cause is of a superficial 
and confused character. It may be all true that, in looking .at 
physical action, w'e way not know intuitively where the full efli- 
ciency resides, whether in the physical object alone or in mind 
(the Divine) acting in it; but we are certain that there is an 
efficiency somewhere in some substance. We are by no means 
sure that he is right in limiting power in the sense of efficiency 
to mental action. We agree Jiere with the criticisms of Cousin 
(as indeed we agree with most of the criticisms of Cousin on the 
Scottish School) whore he says, that wliile our first idea of 
cause may be Ilerivcd from our own voluntary action, we arc at 
the same time intuitively led to ascribe potency to other o]>jects 
also, and that Keid and Stewart, in denying that we discover 
efficiency in body, are acting contrary to their own jirinciplcs of 
common sense, and in contradiction to the universal opinion of 
the human race, which is, that fire burns and light shines.—(See 
Cousin, Phil, Eco68.<i p. 437, ed. 1857.) Stewart has also failed, 
as it appears to us, to give the proper account of the intuition 
which regulates and underlies our investigations of nature. This 
is not, as he represents it, a belief in the uniformity of nature; a 
belief which appears to us to be the result of experience; which 
experience, as it discovers the rule, may also announce the excep¬ 
tions. The child does not believe, nor docs the savage believe, 
nature to be uniform. The underlying beliefs, Avliich eariy us 
on in our investigations of nature are those of identity of being, 
of 8ul>8tance and quality, of cause and effect. Hence it is quite 
possible to prove a miracle which may not be in conformity with 
the uniformity of nature, but is quite compatible, as Brown has 
shown, with our intuitive belief in causation, for when creature 
power fails we can believe in creative. 

It is in the second volume of the Elements that we find the 
logical disquisitions of Stewart. He has utterly failed in his 
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strictures on Aristotle’s Logic. The School of Locke, and the 
School of Condillac, and the School of Koid, have all failed in 
constructing a logic of inference which can stand a sifting 
examination. The Aristotelian analysis of reasoning stands at 
tliis iiioinent untouched in its radical positions. The olncctious 
of Campbell and Stewart have been answered by Whatefy; and 
those advanced by Mr J. S. Mill, have been answered by Mr 
Kidd, who has also thoroughly undermined Mr Mill’s own attri¬ 
butive theoiw of reasoning.^ In giving our adherence to the Aris¬ 
totelian analysis, we admit that improvements are being wrought 
ill it by that school of logicians which has sprung from Kant, 
and of which Hamilton is the leader in this country, followed by 
suejv. eminent men as Manse!, Thomson, and Spalding. But 
their^ improvements ought not to be admitted till the formal 
logicians thoroughly delK’cr their expositions of the laws of 
tliought from all that false Kantian metajihysics, which repre- 

thought as giving to the objects a “ form” which is not in 
the objects themselves. Besiilcs, we cannot allow Logic to be 
an a priori science except under an explanation; wc admit that 
the laws of thought operate in the mintl prior to all experience, 
but we nuiintain that they can be discovered by us only 
anil by a generalisation of their individual actings. 

But while wc may thus expect a perfected Universal Logic, 
treating of the laws of thought as laws of thought—not independ¬ 
ent of objects but whatever be the objects—wc fiopc there will 
grow up alongside a Particular Logic, which will bo a more 
practically useful Logic, to consider the laws of thought as 
directed to particular classes of objects, and to treat of such 
topics as Demonstrative and Probable Evidence, Induction, and 
Analogy. In regard to this latter Logic, Stewart must ever be 
referred to as an authority. So far, indeed, as the theory of 
definitions and axioms is concerned, wo prefer very much the 
view of Whewell, as developed in his Philosophy of the Induc¬ 
tive Sciences. But, in regard to Induction, we believe that 
Stewart’s account of it is, upon the whole, the best which appeared 
from the time of Bacon down to this our own age. We have 
now, liowever, two great works, which have left.evciy other far 
behind, that of Whewell and that of Mr J. S. Mill, . Not that 
we regard either of these as perfect. Dr Whewell has exagger¬ 
ated the place of the mental element, and has expressed n in 
most unfortunate phraseology, such as Fundamentad Ideas and 
Conceptions, terms which have been used in twenty different 

' Whatoly, as far at can be judged Orom the editions of his Work, seems 
entirely ignorant of all that has been done in Logic the last quarter of a cen- 
tnry, bnt he has met with an acute defender in Mr Kidd.~fiee His /Wminv 
Pnnciplci of lUatoning^ 
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flignificationsi and are used by him to denote that the mind 
superinduces on the facts something not in the facts, whereas 
the mental power merely enables it to discover what is in the 
facts. Mr Mill, on the other hand, has overlooked the mental 
element altogether, and denies all neccssaiy and universal truth. 
We may hope, in future years, to liave a perfect Inductive 
Logic, by a judicious combination of these two works, hut 
this could be done only by a man of the same high intellectual 
stature as Wliewell and Mill, and this will seldom be met with. 
It is to be regretted that, since the days of Stewart, there is not 
a single Scotchman who has presented a work on Induction, 
of any name or value.^ In regard to Analogy, the recent dis¬ 
coveries as to the typical forms of animals and plants will enable 
logicians to give a far more comprehensive and yet more strin¬ 
gent view of reasoning from analogy than has been done by 
JStewart, by Whewcll, or by Mill. 

The third volume of the Elements treats of certain concrete 
and practical matters, which Stewart was peculiarly ijiialified to 
discuss, and which bring out some of the finer qualities of his 
mind. All his disquisitions had tended to become verbal, and 
here he treats expressly of language, which he docs with fine 
discernment, but falls into a great blunder in regard to Sanscrit, 
which he represents as of comparatively late origin, and analogous 
to mediaeval Latin, whereas it has a literature reaching back at 
least twelve hundred years before Christ, lie has some inte¬ 
resting, thongh by no means profound, remarks on the sympa¬ 
thetic aifections. But by far the finest parts of the volume arc 
those in which he treats of the varieties of intellcctunl character, 
and of the peculiarities of the metaphysician, mathematician, the 
poet and the sexes. Tlius, of the mere metaphysician, he says, 
that 

** He cannot easily submit to the task of examining details, or of 

> It is 4 good sign of the times, however, that we hare excellent works on 
Bacon from England, France, and even Germany. The edition of the SVorks 
of Bacon by Elus and Spedding, now in course of publication, will ever he the 
standard one, in consequence of the pains bestowed on it. The public seem to 
expect from Mr Spedding a Life of Bacon of an impartial character, and justi- 
fying him ftom some of the sweeping charges of Pope and Macaulay. It is an 
interesting circumstance that, perhaps, the fairest estimate which we have of 
Bacon and the Inductive System, is by a German, Kuno Bischer, in his “ i^ancis 
Bacon of Vernlnm** (translated by Oxenford). He errs, however, after the 
usual German mode Of theorising, in connecting Bacon with such men as Hobbes 
nud Hume, the former of whom never professed to follow the Baconian method, 
and the latter of whom fonned a veiy low estimate of Bacon, and haa iMen moat 
efEBCtivelj met by Beid and Steward who profcsaedly and* really adopted the 
indneUve ayatem. This has been shown by Bemusat, in his pleaaantly written 
and JudleioQs worit,« Bacon Sa ViB, Son Tempa, Sa Philosophle.** It does not 
meerthalBemnaathaaatlioioiigh appreciation of the Inanctive Method, in 
itaw or in its reanUs, but he has estimated jnstb^ Bacon's gene^ philosophy, 
and has some good nmaiks on the metaphyncal poiota invmred in Induction. 
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ascortainiDg facts, and is apt to seize on a few data as first principles, 
tbllowing them out boldly to their remotest consequences, and after¬ 
wards employing his ingenuity to reconcile, by means of false refine¬ 
ments, his theoretical assumptions with the exceptions which seem to 
contradict them.” 

He shows that the metaphysician is safe from the checks met 
with in physics, where speculative mistakes are contradicted 
by facts which strike our senses.” Again, of mathematics, he 
says: — 

That while they increase the faculty of reasoning or deduction, 
they give no employment to the other powers of the understanding 
concerned in the investigation of truth.” 

lie adds— 

“ I have never met a mere mathematician who was not credulous 
to excess.” 

In the same volume he discusses cautiously and judiciously 
the comparison between the faculties of man and brutes. We 
suspect, however, that the theory lias not yet been devised, it 
lias certainly not boon published, which is fitted to give a satis¬ 
factory account of the relation of the brute to the human facul¬ 
ties. We suppose tliat Bonnet is riglit when he says that we 
shall never be able to understand tlie nature of brute Instinct, 
till we are in the dog's head without being the dog. It is cer¬ 
tain that wc have at this moment nothing deser^ng of the name 
of science on this subject. We liavc sometimes thought that the 
modern doctrine of liomologues and analogues, if extended and 
modified to suit the new object, might supply the key to enable 
us to express some of the facts. Certain of the brute qualities 
are merely analogous to those of man (as the wing of a butterfly 
is analogous to that of a bird); others are bomologues, but in¬ 
ferior ill degree; wdiilo there are qualities in man different in 
kind from any in tlic brute. Aristotle called brute instincts, 
fitfirUJLaret, rij^ They would be more accurately 
described as anticipations or types of the coming archetype. 
Tlic volume closes with an account of a boy bom blind and 
dumb. 

The Philosophical Essays arc an episode in his system aa a 
whole, even as his numerous notes and illustrations are episodes 
in the individual volumes. AVo are tempted, in looking at them, 
to take up two of the subjects discussed, as a deep interest still 
collects around them, and the questions agitated cannot yet be 
re^gurded as settled. * 

Every careful reader of Locke’s Essay must have observed two 
elements running through all his philosophy—^the one, a senaar 
tional, or rather to do justice to Locke, who ever refi^ to reflection* 
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as a separate source of ideas, an experiential element, and the other 
a rational. In the opening of the Essay he denies innate ideas 
apparently in every sense, and alRrnis tliat the materials of all 
our ideas are derived from sensation and reflection; but, as he 
advances, his language is, that by these sources ideas are “ sug- tested and furnished to the mind^ ho calls in faculties with 

igh functions to work on the materials; speaks of ideas which 
are “creatures and inventions of the understanding;” appeals 
to “natural law” and the “principles of common reason and 
in the Fourth Book gives a very high, or ratlicr deep ])lace to 
intuition; says that we liavc an intuitive knowledge of our own 
existence; speaks of the “ mind perceiving truth as the eye doth 
light, onl}' by being directed toward itdeclares that in the 
“ discovery of and assent to these truths, there is no use of the 
discursive faculty, no need of reasoning, but they are known by 
a superior and higher degree of evidence,” and talks even of a 
“ necessary connection of ideas.” It unfortunately happened 
that in France, to which Locke was introduced by ^'nltaire and 
the Encycloprodists, they took the sensational element alone, and 
the effect on thoimht and on morality was most disastrous. Un¬ 
fortunately, too, L^ckc has become known in Germany, chiefly 
throug}^ France, and hence we find him all over the Continent^ 
described both by friends and foes as a sensationalist; and the 
charge has been re-echoed in this country by Sir W. Hamilton 
and Mr Morel).* Yet it is, quite certain that Locke has an in¬ 
tellectual as well as a sensational side. Wo liavc, in a care¬ 
ful perusal of the Essay, mainly for this very end, discovered iu 
every book, and in the majority even of the chapters, both sides 
of the shield; but w*e confess that we have not been able to 
discover the line that joins tliem.” We do not think that 
Stewart’s remarks on this subject arc exhaustive or decisive; ho 
is evidently wrong in supposing that Locke identified reflection 
with the reason which discovers ti'utli; but his strictures are 
always candid and sometimes just. 

In the Philosophical Essays Stewart has many fine observa¬ 
tions on Taste and Beauty. On this subject he was favourably 
disposed towards the theory of his friend Air Alison, and ho as- 
criTCs more than he shoula4iave done to the association of ideas. 
But he never gave his adhesion to this hypothesis as a full ex- 

♦ 
* This is the renr langnege adopted by Iteid and Steward. 
* *^0 rational sule of Locke has been brought out in a work of ability lately 

published, “ Xb& Intdlectualism of Lock&*' by T. E. Webb, now, we believe, 
Professor of Homl Fhilsophy in Dublin University. Most apprtmriately does 
such a work come from a oolle^ which, ever since the days of Molyneux, the 
correspondent of Locke, has hdd the Essay on the Human Understanding in 
the highest repute. We are not oonvineed that Afr ebb has succeeded in prov¬ 
ing the consistenqf of Locke, 
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planation of the phenomena. “ If .there was nothing,” he says, 
‘^originally and intrinsically pleasing or beaatiful, the associat¬ 
ing principle would have no materials on which it could operate.” 
The theory of association was never favourably received by artists, 
and has been abandoned long ago by all metaphysicians. The 
tendency now is to return to the deeper views which had been 
expounded long ago by Plato, and we may add, by Augustine. 
We find that Stewart refers to the doctrine of Augustine, who 
“x'onivsents beauty as consisting in that relation of the parts of 
a wliolc to each other which con.stitutcs its unityand all that 
ho has to say of it is, “ Tlie theory certainly is not of great 
value, but the attempt is curious.” The aisthetical writers of 
our age would be inclined to say of it that there is m^re truth 
in it tlian in all the speculations of Alison, Stewart, Jeffrey, 
and Brown.* It may bo safely said that, while earnest inquirci’s 
have had pleasant glimpses of beauty, to no one has she revealed 
her full chnniis. W'lien such writers as Cousin, Buskin, and 
M^V'icar dwell so much on Unityy Harmony, Proportion, wo are 
tempted to ask thiiu—docs then the feeling of beauty not arise 
till we have discovered such qualities iis Proportion, Unity, and 
Harmony ? and if they answer in the affirmative, then wo venture 
to show them that they are themselves holding a sort of associa¬ 
tion theory ; for they affirm that, the beautiful object docs not 
excite emotion till, os a sign, it calls forth certaii} ideas—wo sus¬ 
pect of truth or goodness. Wo arc not quite ^re that we can 
go the length of this school, when Biey speak of beauty as a 
quality necessary, immutable, eternal, like truth ai\d moral good,. 
and connect it so esscntiallv with the very nature of God, There 
are sounds and colours aiuf proportions felt to be beautiful by us, 
but whicii may not be appreciated by other intelligences, and 
which arc so relished by us, simply because of the peculiarities 
of our human organisation and constitution. We acknowledge 
that, when wc follow these colours, and sounds, and proportions, 
sufficiently far, wc come invariably to mathematical ratios and 
relations; but wo are now, be it observed, in the region of im¬ 
mutable tr.uth. Other kinds of beauty, arising from the con¬ 
templation of happiness and feeling, land us in the moral ^od, 
which is also necessary and etemal. We have sometimes 
thought that beauty is a gorgeous robe spread over certain por¬ 
tions of the truo and the good, to recommend them fp our regards 
and cluster our affections round them. Our aesthetic emotions 
being thus roused, Uio association of ideas comes in merely as a 
secondary agent, to prolong and intensify the feeling.' 

1 Wo have had of late two excellont works on Beauty by Sebtehmen. Profes¬ 
sor Blackte’s “Xiectures on Beauty” arc written quite in his own dashing and 
spirited manner, and comprise a vast amount of solid truth. A periodical which 
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The two volumes on the Philosophy of the Active and Moral 
Powers, were published by Stewart immediately before his death. 
The leading ideas unfolded in them had been given, in an 
epitomised form, in the Outlines published many years before. 
They are somewhat too bulky for all the matter they contain, 
and they want somewhat of the freshness of his earlier works ; 
but they arc characterised by profound wisdom, by a high moral 
tone, by a stately eloquence, and the felicitous application of 
general principles to the elucidation of practical points. lie 
begins with the Instinctive Principles of Action, which he classi¬ 
fies as Appetites, Desires, and ATfections. The arrangement is 
good, in some respects, but is by no means exhaustive. As the 
next step in advance in this department of mental science, an 
attempt must be made to give a classification of innifs motive 
principles, or of the ends by which man may be swaged in desire 
and action. Among these will fall to be placed, first of all, 
pleasure and pain ; that is, man has a natural disposition to take 
to pleasure and avoid pain. But this is far from being the sole 
motive principle in roan’s mind. There arc many others. 
There is, for c.xample, the tendency of every native faculty to 
act, and this irrespective of pleasure or pain. Again, there arc 
particular natural appetencies, which look to ends of their own, 
towards (to use the language of Butler) particular external 
things of which the mind hath always a pai'ticular idea or per¬ 
ception towards' these things tlicmselvcs, such as knowledge, 
power, fame, and this independent of tlie pleasure to be derived 
from diem. Jligher than all, and claiming to be higher, is the 
moral motive, or obligation right. A classification of these 
motive principles, even thougli only approximately correct, would 
serve most important purposes in philosophy generally, ami more 
especially in ethics and all the social sciences. Very low and 

represents roang Oxford and Carabridgo, congratulates him on his hits at the 
national faith of Scotland; and yet we know uot that ho has anything better 
to substitute^ and w'e are sure be would repudiate that mixture of hig]i-c‘]iiircbi8m 
and low doctrinism wliich his critics arc seeking to recommend. His transla* 
tions from Plato appended arc thorough reproductions of the original. Mr 
Plackie would confer a mighty boon on Scotland, and help to soften the hard¬ 
ness of the Scottish character, if he could create in Kdinhuigli Uiiiversity a 
taste for Plato as strong as the taste for Aristotle in Oxford. other work 
ii*on **Tbe Beautiful in Nature, Art, and Life. By A. J. Symington,” an ad¬ 
herent, w'c believe, of one of Scot]and*8 most uncompromiKing religious sects. 
It is the production of one wHo bos travelled wide intellectually, and gathered 
hU knowledge from afar. He does not profess to sound nil the theoretical 
.depths of the subject; but, on a rich ground-work of his owu ho has set gems 
selected Arom all sorts of authors sacred and profane, and has given us noble 
thoughts on urchitectar& sculpture, painting, poetiy, music, and life. When 
Bir W. Scott represented the Coreoanters os opposed to all sorts of manly 
sports^ Dr M*Cne showed that their ministers Joined in such games, and 
at times stood first. If ai^ one will maintain that Scotland’s stem sects are 
opposed to the fine arts, we bid him read Symington's work on the BcautifuL 
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inndcquate views have been taken of these motive principles of 
humanity, especially by those who represent man as capable of 
being swayed only 1^ the prospect of securing pleasure or 
avoiding pain, Mr Veitch seems to expect great results to bo 
derived from recognising the place and importance, in ethical 
speculation, of the Aristotelic doctrine of the pleasurable—a 
grand and fertile, but little illustrated principle.” We have an 
expectation that some curious questions will be started by the 
revival of the old Platonic and Aristotelic disquisitions on this 
subject, in the forthcoming volumes of Sir W. Hamilton. But 
it sliould never be forgotten, that the emotive part of man’s 
nature may be excited by a great many other objects as well as 
pleasure and pain, by all the objects, indeed, wliicn are addressed 
to the motive principles of man. It is the apprehension of 
oMects as about to gratify the motive principles of the mind— 
whatever they be—which stirs up the emotions. Thus, the 
ajiprelicnsion of a coming object, which is to gratify a motive 
pi’inciplo, excites hope, which is strong in proportion to the 
strength of the apjircliension, and the strength of the particular 
motive principle; wliile the apprehension of a coming olnect, 
which is to disappoint tliis motive jirinciple, stirs up fear. It is 
strange that Stewart nowhere treats of tlie emotions in his Plii- 
losophy of the Active Powers, 

Stewart’s View of the Moral Power in Man, and of Moral 
Good, seems to us to be substantially correct. In treating of 
these subjects, he avows his obligations to Butler and Pnee,^ 

' Aristotle bolds bis place nt Oxford. We rejoice at this, pftvlded be is not 
allowed to sbiy all his younger brethren that he may be nndistarbed in his 
reign ; that is, provided bis writings are not studied, to the neglect of modem 
Aiitburs who have proceeded in the inductive manner. The volume on the 

Ethics of Aristotle,'’ lately published by Sir Alexander Grant of Oxford, is the 
best work in the Engli.sh language on the ethical system of Aristotle, even as 
the first half of the second volume of Archer Butler's Hiatoiy is the best work on 
the Dialcctica of Plato. We do not agree \vith Sir Alexander in his view of the 
death of Socrates, but wc are grateful to him for his account of the Sophists, as 
against Grotc. Ilis account Of the relation in which the philosophr of Aristotle 
stood to the previous Grecian systems, is searching, and generally accurate $ 
though he does not, we think, give fhll credit to Aristotle for correcting the 
extravagances of Plato, who did not acknowledge the reality of the individual. 
Sir Alexander seems to us to have unconsciously fallen at times under the 
influence of a Hegelianism, which juggles with the phrases objective and sub* 
jeetive; which forgets that the mind tnffitftvefy Inotct iht tadirntmiaA thence 
rises to the general; wliicb blames Socrates for pot discovering the contradie* 
tions on which Hegel dwells, and confounds the Greek search after the *^BegP* 

i») with the modem German search after the ** Absolute.** The most mas¬ 
terly parts of Sir Alexander's works, are those in which he Iriiows Aristotle'fe 
precise doctrines, os distinguished from the doctrines of hia jNedecesaors and . 
successors, and In which ho explains the “Dunamis,** the '^snteleeheia,** the 
“ Enorgeia,” the **Hexi8,*’the ** Ergon,” the ‘‘Telos,” the '^Hesotes.** After 
reading it, we fbel as if we understoM Aristotle better than ever we did before. ^ 
Wo agree with him in what he says as to the difference between the Aristotelian* 
systems and the modern inductive syatema of Butler and Stcwfrl; but we’ 
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His doctrine lias been adopted, witli some modifications, which 
are improvements, by Cousin. Stewart and Cousin are the 
most elevated of all the moralists who treat of ethics on grounds 
independent of the Word of God, We arc convinced that they 
never could have given so pure a morality, had they not lived in 
the midst of light shed abi'oad on our earth by a supernatural 
religion. Wc have always felt'it to be a strange circumstance, 
that Stewart and Cousin, in giving so high a view' of the moral 
faculty, are never led to acknowledge that it condemns the pos¬ 
sessor ; and, after presenting moral good in so rigid a form, are not 
constrained to acknowledge that the moral law has not been kept 
by man. Taking their own high principles along w'itli them, 
neither could have looked within, without discovering sin to be 
quite ns much a reality as virtue. Stewart could not have gone 
out of his dwelling in the old College or the C-anongalo, nor can 
Cousin go out of his chambers in the Sorbonne, witlutnt being 
obliged to observe how far man and w'omaii have fallen beneath 
the ideal picture which they have draw'ii in tlieir lectures. At 
the very time wdicn the Scottish metaphysicians were discoursing 
so beautifully of moral virtue, there was a pojiulntion springing 
up around their very colleges in Edinburgh and Glasgow, sunk 
in vice and degradation, w'hich ajipalled the good men of the 
next age-r-the age of Chalmers—tt) cuntem])latv, which the men 
of this age know not how to grapple with, and which is not to 
be arrested by aily remedy which tnc mere philosophic moralists 
have propounded. W'c acknowledge most fully, that Stewart’s 
lectures and ^yritings have tended, directly or indirectly, to carry 
several important measures which arc calculated to elevate the 
condition of mankind, sucli as Reform in thcL^^gisIatnre, Prison 
Improvement, and the Abolition of Tests and of Restrictions on 
Commerce. But the institutions w'hich aim at lessening the sin 
and misery of the outcast and degraded—such as missions, 
ragged schools, and reformatories—-havo j>roccedcd from very 
different influences; and a jdiilosophy ombracing the facts widen 
they contemplate, must dive deeper into human nature, and 

object to any statement which may leave the impression, that there can be a 
more philosophic method than that which bedns with Induction, and thcnco, 
after the discovery of the law, goes on to Deduction. It is only by inductive 
mechanical investigation, that we can determine what truth there may bo in 
the distinction between tho'“1)unanits,” the “ Kntelechy,’* the ** Energy/’ and 
the ** Krgon.” That there must bo truth in these deductions, is evident from 
the circumstance, that the latest mechanical philosophy, in the hands of such 
men as ProfessoeW. Thomson and Mr Ilanken, is obliged to draw the distinc¬ 
tion between “ Capacity," ‘‘ Potential Energy,'* “ Actual Energy,** and “ Work.** 
It is only by an Inductive mental science, that we can deteriiiino what truth 
there is in uiese distinctions iu r^ard to mind (and‘ there is truth in them), and 
what in the ** End,** the Habit,’^aDd “ Moral Syllogism.*’ As to the ** Moral 
Syllogism,** it proceeds on the fundemental moraTlaw, whidi, as a major, 
nuderUes all ou moral reaeoniagi. 
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probe its actual condition more faithfully, than the academic 
moralists of Scotland ever ventured to do. Mr Veitch very 
properly remarks, in a foot-note: “ The great fact of man's 
actual condition, as the member of a lapsed world—the peculiar 
cthicnl motives of reverence and love for a Person who has 
exemplified the moral law in absolute perfection, and done so in 
the creature’s behoof—and all the questions connected with the 
adjustment of tlio results of the ordinary Christian ethics—are 
unnoticed by Mr Stewart, or, in general, by Scottish ethical 
s])ccnlators of note.” As Mr Veitch has found space, from time 
to time, to refer, in his Memoir, to writers of his own Hamiltonian 
school, he migiit also have spared a sentence to state, that this 
defect was siip]»liod by Chalmers, who is reckoned, wherever the 
English language is spoken, an ethical writer of note. It is an 
interesting and encouraging circiiinstaiice, that the majority of 
the professors of Morals in the Scottish colleges at this present 
time, have avowed in their writings a belief in the doctrines of sin 
and atonement, and, we presume, teach them in their classes. 
We hope that it will never bo tolci'atcd aWn in Scotland, that 
any professor of moral science should inculcate, that man is sub 
ject to moral law, without adding that he has disobeyed it. 

It is very evident that the Scottish academic moral writers of 
last century, while they pay a dignified respect to Christianity, 
have kept at a distance from its profound peculianties. Without 
meaning to excuse this deficiency, we may yetlaffirm that some 
incidental advantages have sprung from this reticence. It was 
certainly better that they should have kept at a Respectful dis¬ 
tance from Christianity, than that they should have approached 
it only, like tlic groat Gcrmnn metaphysical systems, to set all its 
truths in rigid philosoj)hic framework, or to absorb them all 
within themselves, us by a devouring fiame. But the peculiar 
advantage arising from tlicir method, consists in this, that they 
liave,by jnduction, established a body of ethical truth on grounds 
independent of revealed religion ; and this can now be appealed 
to in all defences of Christianity, and as an evidence of the need 
of something which idiilosophy is incompetent to supply. Divines 
can now found on those great truths which the Scottish philoso¬ 
phers have established, as to their being a distinct moral faculty 
and an immutable moral law, and then press on those whose con¬ 
science tells them that they have broken that law, to embrace the 
provision which revelation has made to meet the wants of humanity., 

Tho space which we have occupied with the Mental and Moral 
Philosophy, precludes us from entering on the two volumes of 
Political Economy, now published for the first time, partly .from 
manuscripts left hy Stewart himself, and rartly from notes by 
pupils. The views expounded will scarcely oq regarded as much 
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advancing the science in the present da^; hut they did good 
service when delivered for twenty years m lectures. They are 
still worthy of being looked at on special topics; they may form 
an interesting chapter in the history of the literature of political 
economy, and they illustrate the character of Stewart’s intellect 
and philosophy. 

An estimate of tlie influence which has been exercised by 
Stewart, may form an appropriate close to this article. 

In Scotland, he increased the reputation of the Edinburgh Uni¬ 
versity. Horner speaks of “ many young Englishmen who had 
come to Edinburgh to finish their education,” and not a few of 
these had been attracted by Stcwait. 11c bas had a greater in¬ 
fluence than perhaps any otlicr, in diffusing throughout Scotland, 
a taste for mental and moral science. We have referred to the 
power exercised on him by lieid; but if Stewart owed much to 
lield, Reid owed nearly as much to his grateful jmpll, who finish¬ 
ed and adorned the ivork of his niaster, and by his classical tu>to 
has recommended tlie common sense pliilosophy to many who 
would have turned away with disdain from tlie siinjiler manner 
of Reid. And here wc are tempted to give utterance to the 
feeling, that Reid has been peculiarly fortuiinto in tliose, who 
have attached themselves to his school. If Stewart helped to 
introduce lioiU to polite society, Str William Hamilton, by his 
unmatched logic, and vast erudition, has comj>elled philosophers, 
to give him—notwithstanding the somewhat untechnical cha¬ 
racter of his wntings—a place in their privileged circle. By 
his expositions of Reid, and his own independent labours, MV 
Stewart aided in throwing buck a tide of scepticism, which had 
appeared in France in the previous century; in England toward 
the beginning of the eighteenth century, on the back of the 
licentious reigns of Charles H. and James H.; and in Scotland, 
about the middle of that century. It a|>i)eurs from letters of Dr 
John Gregory, published in Forbes’ Life of Beattie, that atheism 
and materialism were about that time in high fashion, and were 
supported by many who used the name of Hume, but who had 
never read nis works, and were incapable of understanding them. 
Tliis tide came to a height about the time of the French Re¬ 
volution, and it was one of the avowed aims of Stewart, to stem 
the inundation of sceptical, or rather atheistical publications, 
which were imported from the Continent.” Nor is it to bo for¬ 
gotten, that Stewart directly by his lectures and indirectly by las 
pupils, contributed as much as any man of his age, to diffuse 
throi^hont Scotland a taste for elegant literature, and enlarged 
and liwral opinions in polities. 

As to England, Sir J. Mackintosh, writing to Stewart in 
1802, speaks of the want of anything which lie could call 
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purely philosophical tliinkiii|r; and Homer, in 1804, declares, 
that the highest names in the estimation of those in the me- 
tro])olis, >vlio felt any interest in speculative pursuits, were 
Hobbes and Hartely. Such works as the Moral Philosophy of 
Paley, were fitted to lower still farther, rather than elevate, 
tills taste. It was altogether then for the benefit of English 
thought, that Stewart did become gradually known in South 
Britain, where his elegant style, his crowning good sense, and 
the moderation of bis opinions, recommended him to many 
who had imbibed as great an aversion to Scotch Metaphysics as 
ever George III. had. There are still persons who abhor the 
infidelity of llumc, and who despise the plainness of Kcid, who 
suspect the rhetoric of Brown, and are frightened by the bristling 
nomenclature and logical distinctions of Hamilton, but who are 
attracted by tlic writings of Stewart, which are felt to be as 
pleasing and as regular as their own rich fields bounded by 
hedge rows. In England lie lias so far been of use in creating 
a philusoplucal spirit, where none existed before, and in checking 
the utiiiUirianism of Paley. lie is also entitled to a share of the 
credit, of tlic great measures of reform, which, such pupils as 
Homer, Drougliam, Lord Jolin Kussell, Palmerston, Jeffre}*’, and 
Lansdowiie, have carried in Parliament. Perhaps these eminent 
men have never estimated the amount of wholesome Impulse 
whicli they received in early life from the prelections and lofty 
character of the Edinburgh professor. * 

In Franco the influence of Kcid and Stewart has been con¬ 
siderable, and has been of the most beneficial char^ter. In that 
countiy, Locke's pliilosopliy, unfortunately introduced by Vol¬ 
taire, and accepted in its worst side, had wrought only mischief, . 
partly by its away the attention of thinkers from the 
more sjnritual philosophy of Descartes, and partly by its tempting 
a set of speculators to derive all mens ideas from sensation, land 
to deny the existence of all ideas which could not be derived from 
this source,—such as the idea of Moral Good, of Infinity, and of 
God. This wretched philosophy,—^if philosophy it can be called 
—was one of the fatal powers which operated to give an evil 
direction to the Kevohitioii, and prevented good from issuing out 
of it. After Sensationalism—which used, but only to abuse, the 
name of Locke-^had reigned for more than half a century, there 
appeared a reaction led on by M. Koyer Collard, who Isegan in 
1811 to Ihcture at the Normal Scliool. It is a most interesting 
circumstance, that in conducting this war against the debasing 
systems which prevailed, he betook himself to the philosophy 
jUid and Stewart. Exercising a considerable influence in him¬ 
self, Royer Collard lias had a more extended sway through his 
pupils, especially Victor Cousin and Theodore Jouffroy. In the 
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coarse of years, the works of Reid were translated into French, 
with an admirable historical and critical introduction, by Jouffroy.^ 
So early as 1808, the first volume of Stewart's Elements was 
translated into French by M. Prevost, of Geneva; and of late 
yeai*s M. Peisse, has translated the other two volumes of the 
same work. It is now many years since Stewart's Outlines 
were translated into the same ton^rue by Jduftroy, who has pre¬ 
fixed a preface of great judgment and acuteness. It thus appears, 
that the great reaction in favour of sound philosophy, coinmeneod 
by Royer Collard, and conducted by Cousin and JouRroy, has 
made large and profitable use of the Scottish school, and rejoices 
to acknowledge its obligations to Scotland. No doubt, it has also 
called in aid from other quarters. Cousin has been indebted to 
the school of Kant, as well as to the school of Reid, and has de¬ 
rived some of his favourite principles immediately frftin the gi\‘at 
metaphysician of his own countiy, Descartes; and he has besides 
carefully examined the human mind, in an inductive manner; nn<I 
he has been able to give a unity to these materials, because he 
is possessed of great original genius,acuteness, and comprehensive¬ 
ness of mind. We are sometimes inclined to think, however, 
that he has got the most precious element in Ins eclectic system, 
from the school of Scotland. We are greatly gratified to observe, 
tliat after he liad been drawn aside for a time from his attaeh- 
mtot to tlie Scottisli philosophy, by a later affi»ction for German 
Transcendentalism (this is very visible in his course of lectures 
delivered in 1828 and 1820), ho is now returning to liis first 
love,—and t^^is at a time when Scotland is rather forsaking the 
inductive method, and turning its regards towards the a 
method of Germany. We regard Cousin's review of tlio Scottisli 
school, as the most faultless, as it is certainly the jnost generous, 
of all his historical criticisms. In his I'evicw of Locke, he has 
scarcely done justice to the Essay on the Human Understanding, 
which he always judges from the consequences to which the 
system led in France; in his review of Kant, ho has not always 
lieeu able successfully to wrestle with that powerful logical mind; 
but in his review of the Scottish Metaphysicians, lie has shown 
a most hearty appreciation of their excdlencies, wliilc he has 
oflfereil strictures which are very coninioiily correct. In the 
preface to the last edition (1857) of his volumo on the Scottish 
philosophy, he declares that the true modern Socrates lias not 
oeen Locke, but Reid, that modest and laborious pastor of a 
poor Scottish parish, who, after passing seven years in the study 
of himself, in a profound retreat, came forih with a full conscious¬ 
ness of fais entc^rise, to- accomplish a revolution at once great 
and durable. 

he says, ‘‘hasoorometiced the German philosophy, but he has 
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not governed it. It early escaped him to throw itself in very opposite 
... ^ir^tions. The name of Kant rests only on the ruins of bis doctrines, 

has impressed on the Scottish mind a^morement less grandi but 
ovement has had no reactions.” thRn 

Yes, he says, Beid is a man of genius, and of a true and power¬ 
ful originality ; so we said in 1819, and so we say in 1857, after 
having held long converse with mighty systems, discovered their 
secret, and taken their measure. We feel proud, we confess, of 
tlie culogiums which have been pronounced on Scotland, not 
only by Cousin, but by Jouftroy and Bentusat. But these 
pliilosouhers have scarcely seen, after all, wherein lies the peculiar 
strength of the Scottish nation. This is not to be found in its 
systems of moral philosophy, but in its religion, of which the 
high moral tone of its philosophy is but a reflection, which would 
soon wax dim and vanish were the original light extinguished;— 
nay, in remembering that Kant was descended from Scottish 
parentage, we have sometimes thought that his high moral pre« 
cepts may be also a reflection from the same h'ght. Often, we 
should think, when M. Cousin has looked around him on these 
jicenes of revolution through which France has passed, and on 
those terrible attempted assassinations which burst out from time 
to time, and that grinding military despotism which still abides, 
must he have seen that his country needs something deeper and 
more influential than any system of moral science, even thoiigh 
it should be as pure and elevated as that whibh ho has been 
living to inculcate. 

In Germany Stewart has been little known, and^as exercised 
no power for good or for evil. The only English philosopher 
familiarly referred to in that country is Locke, and even he is 
known, we suspect, more through his French consequences than 
from the study of his work. The German professors ^ak of 
him, under the name of Locke, as the representative or sensa** 
tionalism, overlooking the constant reference which he makes to 
reflection as a separate source of ideas, and to the lengthened 
account which he gives of intuition—a much luster account, in 
some respects, of its function than that ^ven by Kant or Schel- 
ling. Tlie great English ethical writer, Butler, who has esta-* 
billed for ever ^e great truth of the supremacy of conscience 
in the human constitution, is cither altogether unknown in 
many, or roferred to by such writers as Tholuck only to show 
that ho is not understood or appreciated. The onW Scottish 
metaphysician thoroughly known in Germany is David fiiune. 
Beid is occasionallv spoken of, only t6 be disparaged in h» 
system and its resulta. Stewart is scarcely ever named. We 
must be allowed to regret this. Such a rodjjr of carefully in* 
ducted fundamental truth as we have in the philosophy oi Beid 
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and Stewart^ is precisely what was and is needed to preserve 
thought from the extravagances of the transcendentiil schools in 
the f^t age, and now, in the natural recoil which has taken 
place since 1848, from the tide of .materialism wliieh is setting 
in so strongly, and with no means or method of meeting it. TJic 
philosophy of Germany must ever go by oscillations, by actions 
and reactions, till the unfortunate eriticaP method of Kunt is 
abandoned, and the inductive nietliod is used to detcnniiic the 
rule and law of those a priori ])rinciples of wliich so much use 
is made, while there has been so little careful inquiry into their 
precise nature and mode of operation. 

This may be the proper place for referring to the relation in 
which Stewart stood toward Kunt. Wc have already expressed 
our regret tliat Stewart should have entered on a criticism of 
Kant without a deeper acquaintance with his system. No d()id)t 
it might he retorted, tliat the criticisms of Stewart ujioii Kant 
are not more ignorant and foolish than those of the disciples of 
Kant upon lieid; but it is better to admit that Stewart com¬ 
mitted a blunder in his review of the Kantian system. Some 
have supposed that, if he had known more of Kant, he would 
have formed a totally different opinion of his philosophy. And 
we admit that a further acquaintance with Kant’s works would 
have raised Kant in liis estimation—would liave kej)t him from 
describing his nomenclature as “jargon,” and his jihilosophy as 

incomprehensible”—from aflirmhig that Kant lias “ thrown no 
new light on the laws of the intellectual world”—would have 
shown him i^any curious points of correspondence between the 
views of Kant and the profoundcst of his own doctrines, and 
have enabled him, wdien ho did depart from Kan*, to give fair 
and valid reasons, and thus to help in what must be one of the 
tasks of philosophy in this age—the work of taking from Kant 
what is good and true, and casting away what is evil, because 
false. While wc admit all this, wc arc convinced at the same 
time that Stewart would never have given un adhesion to the 
peculiarities of Kantistn. He would have said, My method of 
induction is better than your mctliod of criticism, and my ac¬ 
count of the intuitive convictions of the mind is correct, when 
1 represent .them as fundamental laws of thought and belief; 
whereas you are giving a wrong account of them, when you 
represent them as a priori forms imposing on the objects in all 
cognition something which is not in the objects. Wc cannot 
conceive him, in any circumstances, allowing to Kant (as Hamil¬ 
ton unfortunately did) that Spac^ and Time, and Causation are 
laws of thought and not of tiling, and may have merely a sub¬ 
jective existence. His caution, ^is f^ood sense, and his careful 
observation, would have prevented him from ever falling into a 
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system of tiesclcnco such as that to which the relentless logic of 
Hamilton has carried him, founding, we acknowledge, on pre¬ 
mises which Stewart as well as Kant had furnished, lie would 
have adhered, after knowing all, to his decision ^ 

Wo are irresistibly led to ascribe to the thing itself (space) an 
existence independent of tlie will of any being.” It is an incom¬ 
prehensible doctrine which denies the objective reality of time.” 

That space is neither a substance, nor an accident, nor a relaUon, may 
be safely granted; but it does not follow from this that it is nothing 
objective.” Our lirst idea of space or extension seems to be formed 
by abstracting this attribute from the other qualities of matter. The 
idea of space, liowever, in what manner formed, is manifestly accom¬ 
panied wilh an irresistible conviction that space is necessarily exist¬ 
ent, and that its anniliilation is impossible,” etc. He adds, *^To call 
this proposition in question, is to open a door to universal scepticism.” 
—pp. 590, 597.) 

Tiie groat work which the school of Held has done, consists in 
its oaroiul investigation, in the inductive manner, first, of the 
faculties of the mind; and, secondly, and more particularly, of 
man's primary and intuitive convictions. For this they ought 
to be honoured in all time. Kant did a work similar to this 
last, but in a diflei*cnt manner, liejecting (aS Keid had done) 
the combined dogmatic and deductive method of Descartes, he 
introduced the critical method, affirming that Reason can criti¬ 
cise itsolfi and proceeding to criticise Reason by a kind of logical 
piVM'Css of a most unsatisfactory kjud. Criticism has succeeded 
criticism, each new critic taking a new standingkpoint, or ad¬ 
vancing a step farther, till Ilegcrs system became the reductio ad 
almtvdnui of tlic Avliolc method of procedure inaugurated by 
Kant. Wc admit that Kant was right in affirming that a priori 
principles should be cNnmitied before they ai'e assumed in philo- 
sopliical investigation. We are not at liberty to assume a first 
truth till we have shown it to be a first truth ; and we have no 
right to use it in argiuncnt or deduction till we have determined 
its precise nature and law; but this is to he done, we main¬ 
tain, in the inductive manner, with its accompanying analysis 
and exclusions. The Scottish school commenced this worl^, but 
they do not profess to liavo completed it. Stewart evexywhere 
proclaims tliat it is to bo done by the combined efforts of suo^ 
cessivc inquirers, pursuing the same method for ages. 

Reid and Stewart nowhere profess to give a full list, or even 
a rigid classification, of the intuitive convictions of the mind. 
All that they affirm is, that those principles, which they haye 
seized for the purpose of meeting the Bcepticisin of Hume, are 
and must be intuitive. They do not aven pretend to give a'full 
account of these, or to express them in dimr ultimate form* 
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Thej vacillate in the account which they give of them^ and in 
the nomenclature which they employ to denote them. They 
draw no definite distinction between cognitions, beliefs, and 
judgments. They treated of the faculties, and also of the prin- 
cipfes or common sense, but they do not tell us how the two 
stand related to each other. And here we may be permitted to 
observe, that we look on these fundamental laws as being the 
necessary laws of the faculties regulating all their exercises, but 
not ap laws or principles before the consciousness; and they are 
to be refiexly discovered as general laws only by the induction 
of their individual acts. Reid and Stewart do not even tell us 
what are the tests by which their presence may be detected: 
these we hold to be, first, as Aristotle and Locke have shown, 
self-evidence; and, second, os Lcibnits and Kant have shown, 
necessity and universality. Such defects as these they were 
quite willing to confess in that sjnrit of modesty which was one 
of their highest characteristics; and to any one complaining tliat 
they had not settled every point, they would, as it were, say. 
Go on in the path which wc have opened; we arc sure that 
there is more truth yet to bo discovered, and rejoice we must 
and will, if you succeed where we have failed, and raise a little 
higher that fabric of which \re have laid the foundation. 

Metaphysics, in spite of the prejudice against the name, are 
at present in a sfato of revival in this country. A gi'eatcr num¬ 
ber of works on speculative philosophy have issued from tho 
press during the last dozen yeai*s, than in any similar period 
of the histoi^ of Britain. The mysteries into which even 
physical science is conducting us, the deep questions casting up 
m all branches of incpiiry, and, above all, the I'eligious struggles 
which are working in many a mind, all land in metaphysics. 
We are anxious that this period of respite to mental philosophy 
should be properly employed. If thb is not done, it must be 
followed by a time of terrible reaction, in which men revenge 
themselves fop the deceit which has been practised on them. 
That reaction has already set in powerfully in Germany, where 
a pretentious idealUm has been succeeded by an indifference and 
a tendency to a ver^ low and loose style of thinking (just as 
rationalism or intuitionalism has succeeded to Fuseyism in 
Oxford), and where the religious community is at present in¬ 
clined to turn away from all philosophy, as tending to infidelity, 
and will not be aroused, we suspect, till they see how fast ana 
how far materialism has progressed^ and are then made to feel 
that they have no sober philosophy to meet it. We fear that 
the flow in this country, at present at its height, may be fol¬ 
lowed by a similar ebb, in which all will be left barren os a 
sandy bwh. It is with deep concern that we observe the taste, 
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among metaphysicians proper, to be almost exclusively in favonr 

of an a priori style of speculation, varied onl^ by historical dis¬ 

quisitions in which all systems are arranged into a few artificial 

compartments, such as subjective and objective, idealism and 

sensationalism; while the study of inductive mental science is 

abandoned veiy much to the mere physiologist, who never comes 

in sight of the deeper convictions of the mind. We feel that 

very high interests, moral and religious, as well as philosophic, 

are involved in the proper conduct of metaphysical mvestigation 

at this instant. We confess that we shoulcl like to see it carried 

on in the very manner and spirit of lieid and Stewart. But let 

us not be misunderstood. We are not advising a retrogression, 

but an advance; we are not recommending that metaphysicians 

should stop where Keid and Stewart stopped, or do over again 

what they have done, and done so well. What we ask is, that, 

commencing where they closed, they should do in this age what 

Keid and Stewart did in their age. Appedl there is enough, in 

these times, to a priori principles; and the special want of the 

time now arrived, is a determination bf the precise nature of 

such principles, with the view of settling what intuition can do, 

and, as no less important, what it cannot do. 
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Art. VIII.—1. The Right Use of the Early Fathers; 7\oo Series 
of Lectures delivered in the University of Cambridge, By the* 
Kev. J. J. Blunt, B.D., late Margaret Professor of Divinity. 
London: John Murray. 1857. 

2. An Iniroduetion to the Stiuly of Dogmatic Theology. By, the 
Rev. Rokeut Owen, B.D., Fellow of Jesus College, Oxford. 
London: Joseph Masters. 1858. 

Christianity in the Three First Centuries; Jfistorival Lectures 
delivered at Geneva in Fehruaryy March, and April 1857. By 
Dr AIekle D’Aubione, Dr BuiNGENer, (Jount Gaspakin, 
and M. Viguet. London: James Nisbet and Co. 1858. 

Let no injustice he done to the Fathers; nor let either the 
theologian or the pliilosopher of the nineteenth century withhold 
from his predecessor of the fourth whatever of honour may he 
due to his name. If we cannot afford to be fair, wo may begin 
to sus{>cct the goodness of our cause or the purity of our motives. 

Truth does not change witli time. It may ex{)aiu1, hut it 
cannot alter nor grow rusty; it docs not die, nor no(?d to be 
bvfried out of sight. Neither docs it know old ag(», but is always 
young, always diastic, always fruitful. Wliat wjis once true is 
true for ever, though man may lose sight of it, or cease to value 
it. Though ^ot, perhaps, consciously referring to it, we are 
always making ase of it. The pearl is the pearl always, wlier- 
ever it is found, and of whatever age: so the trr.th is always 
true, though written centuries ago, amid the mists and marslics 
of cloudier ages ; and the falsehood is always false, though ela¬ 
borated amid the sunshine of a scientific age, and adapted to the 

progress” and intellectual enlargement of these bolder and, as 
is supposed, less fettered times. 

Error is unjust and irritable: truth is calm and generous, 
hating injuiy, and loving to do justice to an adversary. It will 
profit us nothing to wrong^tlie memories of those who, even 
though they may have spoken untruly, were yet as free to speak 
and write as wc, and who are as well entitled to a fair judgment 
upon what they have promulgated as we. If, as has been said, 
all violence is loss to him who makes use of no less is all un¬ 
fairness a wound inflicted upon truth. 

There is a sect in our day (as in other days) which refuses to 
judge the Fathers, and avows itself a mere listener to their in¬ 
structions; nay, which refuses to listen to anything else (even the 
Bible), save in so far as in harmony with patristic teacliing. Of 
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course these Churchmen must go the length of understanding the 
propositions of doctrine that come before them, otherwise they 
coftld nut discover the divergence; but they understand^ not in 
order to exercise free judgment, but only in order to submit. 
Patristic infallibility is their axiom, either latent or proclaimed. 
Submission to the code of patristic law is the foundation of their 
ecclesiastical commonwealth. Patrolatry with them is a virtue; 
BibUolairy a crime and a superstition. 

Tlio sad assumption here is, that the Scriptures are so written 
ns not to bo intelligible in themselves; and, if so, that they do 
not furnish a tbundation for faith to i*est on: for if an interpreter 
be necessary, then he becomes our real oracle, and his interpre¬ 
tations our authentic and inspired Scrii>ture, Such was Joseph’s 
exposition of the Egyptian’s dream; such was Daniefs interpre¬ 
tation of the Babylonish writing on the wall. 

11)0 assum|)tiort is, moreover, as untrue as it is sad. The 
Bible is a considerably more intelligible book tlian the works of 
the Fathei’s, and the latter stand mucli more in need of comment 
and elucidation than the former. It would require some bold¬ 
ness to maintain the opposite; yet this is the very position tacitly 
maintaiued by thousands, and used as the basis of their opera¬ 
tions ill their defeiu^o of ecclesiastical superstition. Confuse and 
mystify the formula ns they like, when reduced to a simple equa¬ 
tion, it is just the intelligibility of the Fathers versus the int^i- 
glbility of the Scriptures. * 

Of course, such an attempt to prove Scripture unintelligible 
must have an object in view. Such an assaulWupoii what is 
Divine would not have been thought of, had there not been a 
necessity for it. That necessity is the plain antagonism of Scrip¬ 
ture to systems which they arc committed to uphold. Bunsen 
says truly, “ The antagonism between the Reformation und the 
Mediieval Church is irrecuncileable.” No less great is the anta¬ 
gonism between the Apostolic and the Medisaval Church. It is 
tlieir dread of Scripture that h:is driven these men to set up a rival. 
Had it been as clearly/or them as it is against them, no catena 
Putrum” would have been forged, nor any grave ‘denunciations 
licard against the peril and the irreverence of studying the Bible 
without ecclesiastical help. The testimony is so explicitly ad¬ 
verse, that means must be taken to silence the witnes^ or falsify 
his witness-bearing. Say what the arguers will, this is the secret 
(in many cases unconscious) meaning of the arguments in favour 
of patristic authority. 

Now, my good friend of the cloister or the churcb, do you 
really see the bearing of your own arguments! Do you wish 
me to understand you as saying diat you, by means of |the 
Fathers, can make plain that wmch the Holy Spirit has made 
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obscure T Do you mean to say that God has failed to make 
Himself intelligible to His creatures, and that you must there¬ 
fore step in to make that light which God has made darknesf? 

Be the Fathers , ever so excellent and sound, we ai*e under no 
bond to receive them or their sayings. We prefer the plain 
Word. We find it more powerful, and much more easy to 
understand; possessing, moreover, a uiiit^ of purpose, meaning, 
and teaching, from beginning to end, w'hich we in vain seek for 
amid the dissonances and contradictions of Irenseus, Tertullian, 
Jerome, Chrysostom, and Augustine. 

More discreet ecclesiastics moderate their tone. Whether 
they are not, after all, quite as thorough PalrisU as the others, 
we do not say. They are, however, more moderate in spirit, 
and less extreme in statement. What they claim for the Fathers 
is not authority to enunciate doctrine, out to test it. Their 
writings are tests of doctrine, no more. To their interpretations 
of Scripture we must bring ours; and if we do not find ourselves 
in collision with them, we are at liberty to hold what we have 
excogitated. Thus mdeh we are free to think for ourselves, or 
to study Scripture for ourselves. In so far as the Fathers Jiave 
not thought for us, we may think freely, and with some hope of 
being original without being unsound. 

Such is the liberal concession* made to us by some who dis¬ 
claim Romish and Anglican intolerance. They would call this 
a large, almost An undue concession, and ask us to give them 
credit for singular fairness of purpose and of judgment. 

We are n<^ disposed to do so. They seem to us to wish to 
serve two masters, and to stand well with two ages. Their two 
masters are the Church and Christ; the two are the first 
three centuries and the last three of our era. Certainly the two 
masters ought to have been but one; and in serving the Church, 
they ought to have been serving Christ. But history tells an¬ 
other tale. The interests of these two masters have not been 
idmitical, nor their rules of service at all times in harmony. He 
who would devote himsdf to the historical Church of Christ, 
must mve up"the attempt to serve Christ Himself; and ho who 
wouldTagree with and obey Christ, must break with the external 
Church, and venture to difier from the authorised exponents of 
its creeds and laws. The two aa^ in like manner, ought to 
have been at one^ both dogmatically and ecclesiastically; so that 
it would have bera the same diing fbr us to say, 1 believe ^hat 
the third oentuiy believed, as to say, I believe wnat the sixteenth 
^nttuy believed. But the diversity between these two periods 
is quite appalling; so that one is sometimes led to pat the ques* 
tion, if Origen and Oyrill were Christmns, how can Luther and 
Cranmerbesot or, if Luther and Cranmef were Christians, how 
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could Origen and Cyrill have been such?^ It is in vain to 
attempt to stand well with both. We must make our choice 
between them. 

Wo do not mean to deny that there is a diiFerence between 
authoritative oracles and authoritative tests. A test is negative^ 
an oracle is positive. A test possesses no self-originatii^ power 
of utterance, but simply answers doubtful questions. Thus far 
there seems to be a restriction of patristic authority, and a lower¬ 
ing of ecclesiastical pretension. But one feels stul that acquies¬ 
cence even in the restriction is a large and perilous admission 
for truth, and Scripture, and libeity of thouglit. 

A test is of small service if it be not absolutely certain. A 
chemist's tests are infallible. If they were not, science would dis¬ 
card them as useless. A test, too, must bo complete. It must 
not admit of appeal to other tests more complete or more certain. 
It must of itself decide the point to which it is applied. To con¬ 
cede such a testing authority to the Fathers, is in reality to con¬ 
cede everything. If their weights and measures are to be as¬ 
sumed ns infallible in tlie weighing of truth and error, then they 
are judges—supreme judges—in all cases on which they have 
given any decision. To grant a testing power, is to grant e, judg¬ 
ing power,—a judging power to which cveiy Christian must sur¬ 
render himself^ and from which there can be no appeal. The 
maintenance of patristic authority to test doctrine, must involve^ 
as a preliminary, patristic infallihility. If that ^an be proved, 
the testing power will follow as a matter of course. 

A^uming the of patristric testing, still ^ho pmctwa is 
rather troublesome. ICven to tlie most resolute a^ocates of the 
Fathers, the process must frequently be difficult, and rather of an 
iinsatisfactoiy nature. On some points the Fathers have not 
determined at all; and this leaves the unhappy Churdi, or more 
unhappy^ Christian, to the mercy of individual judgment. On 
other points the Fathers have given such an uncertain sound, 
that we can apply the infallible test only in a verv vague way,^ 
and to a veiy partial extent. On other points the t'athers have 
givem such sadly contradictory judgments, that the matter in 
question is placed more awkwanily than any indeterminate pro- 
bleni)—fur there ensues the connict of opposing infaUibilities. 
To have infallibility on one's side is most comfortable; to have 

' ^0 an penaaded that the more one atndies the Fathen eaEoepto)^ 
and comparea them with the Keformeis, the more will inch a qneatioa •• ue 
above most painfsUj preu itself upon Urn. He will put do?m Um rUliw im- 
pn^on, but it wul xecur ia ipite of biiuelf. We aie eony to aee Dr fiaile 

saioglrittg Origen is “the greatest laminair of'ecdesUstieil aati- 
qnitr (Gmshoaiiiy fa Ms Fint Three Csafartss, p. 209> .Concede to Origin 
learning, fervonr, and a selfosacrificing life; but ao not canonise as a Inminaiy 
one who did more to darken Scripture and to obsenre some of its fhndam^tal 
trnthi than any Father of the Ant five centuries. 
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it against one is by no means so; but to havo it both for and 
against is, of all predicaments, the most awkward in wliich man 
was ever placed. Tiiere is nothing like it in the known world, 
whatever there may be in the unknown. It is a position from 
which neither faith nor reason can assist in extricating us. To 
speak of doubt in such a case is absurd; it is something far worse 
than doubt. To speak of halting between two opinions is u total 
misnomer; it is to be torn in pieces between two divellentomni¬ 
potencies. Urged by infallibility to receive a doctrine, and urged 
by a counter infallibility to reject, the miserable soul ninst feel 
that of all perplexities this is the most hopelessly perplexing, and 
of all mental tortures tliis is the most terrible. There is no word in 
philosophy, or science, or ScriiUurcjto denote such a state of mind. 

This is no picture of the iancy. It is something actual and 
real, as the reader of the Fathers w*ill speedily tlLscovor. 

Suppose that I liave leanings towards Ej)iscopacy; and that I 
gather, so far as my fallible judgment leads, tliat the bishop is 

, the apostle’s successor, and by Iiis office exalted ubf)ve the 
presbyter. I must have this notion of mine tested by the Fathers. 
I go to Cyprian, and tlicrc I find my opinion corroborated to the 
full. If I am to believe Cyprian, there can be no doubt that 
Episcopacy is the true government of the Clmrch, lint, wisliing 
to apply more tc.sts than one, I go to Jerome. Tliere I fiinl the 
broadest affirmations against tluJ superiority of the pi’esbyter.* 
lie teaches me IVesbytorian parity. Wliat am I to do? wliicii 
of these tests must I abide by? If both arc infallible, tbcn my 
]x>sition is certainly most unenviable. Suppose I am disposed 
toward Arminianism. I must lest my opinion, which I may lon e 
gathered from Scripture. I go to Augustine, and there I find 
Arminianism attacked in almost every page, and Calvinism 
maintained with a scriptural precision ana metiuibysical acute¬ 
ness wliich Calvin himself never surpassed. If I am to helieve 
Augustine, the very foundations of grace arc associated with 
God’s predestinating purpose and sovereign election. My Ar- 
raiiiianism gives way before this test. But I go to Origen, and 
I find tJiere Arminianism, and something more. I find Univer- 
salism in its widest sense— 

“ III annihilate 
The restoration of the nngels lost, 
And one salvation untvorsui, given 
To all create.”* 

‘ "Idem erf^ est presbyter, qnl et episcopas; et antequam, dielioli instinctu, 
stadia in religione ftcrent, commani presbyteroram contiilio ccclesin ffaberna- 
bootur. .Postqnam vero unusqaisque eos qnos baptisaverat, skos putabat esse, 
non Christi, in toto orbe decretum est ut anus de preobyteris clcctus, snper* 
poneretnr ceteris,'* etc.—Cbsm. ad Xitum, 

* fiulc;*8 pestus. 
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If I am to Lcliove Origen, I must be more than an Arniinian ; 
and I must, moreover, believe that nearly one-half of what Augus¬ 
tine lias written is as anti-apostolic as it is untrue. Of what 
avail to me is the patristic test ? It serves me in no stead at all, 
save to distract and to confound me. Suppose I am satisfied in 
my own mind, from Scripture, of the truth of the Trinity: I go to 
Athanasius, or Basil, or Didymus, and I am fully confirmed in 
my judgment. But I turn to Origen Or Dion3'.sius, and I learn 
from thorn the inecjuality of the tlirec persons in the Godhead, 
and that the Holy Sjiirit is not God, as is tlie Father, and as is 
the Son. Am I tlien to acknowledge in Athanasius infallible 
truth, and in Dionysius infallible heresy ? Suppose, once more, 
tlmt I am satisfied from Scripture, that without lioliness no man 
can sec God, and tltat a iioly life, or nt least decent morality, 
ought to he found in a C'lirlstinii, sjiecially in a canonised saint. 
I look to tfohn Chrysostom, and find, both in his life and writ¬ 
ings, all that I can <lcsirc to confirm my'judgment. It is well. 
i^Inralit^’ and infallibility in him thus go happily together. But 
T turn to Si'nd Cvrill of Alexandria, and 1 find in him a villain of 
tlio rt*ddest dye, unfit to breatlic tlio clear air of tliis sunny earth ; 
I turn to >%int Damasus, and I discover luni wading throngli 
blood t(» tlie l\)ntificate, or revelling in tlie brotlicl, tbo victim of 
lust and wine! flow is he to test iny moral ju'inciples? Or whether 
am I to believe Damasus or Chrysostom, Cvrill or Bernard? * 

These results arise from an undue defeixuico to the Fatliers. 
Had their Iriemls just allowed their writings to stand for wliat 
they were intrinsically worth, no such luischi^ would have 
misiu'd, and no recoil upon themselves taken place. But these 
friends have claimed for them arevereuco, to which many of the 
Fatliers made no pn'tensions. By tills improper and unwise 
exaltation of their favouriti's, they have led to an opposite depre¬ 
ciation of them, and provoked a scrutiny, which, if it has not 
always been fairly’ coiuluctod or iin2>artially’ summcHl up, lias this 
to urge on its own belialf, tlmt it was forced upon the Church 
by the extravagant laiulationg, and arrogant pretensions of 
patristic partisans. A man who liy his weak admirers has been 
too lavishly bepraised, must endure the compensation of being 
immoderately depreciated. 

Daille and Barheyrac have incurred no small censure for 
their exposure of the Fathers, and an unscrupulous one-sidedness 
has been'ascribed to them by some writers of learning. They 
form the text-books of Professor Blunt’s Lectures on the Right 
Use of the Early Fathersand the reader of these lectures might 
almost surmise that tlicy were meant more as a running refuta¬ 
tion of these formidable Frenchmen, than as direct discourses on 
tlie Fathers themselves. Daill6 certainly has encountered in 
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Professor Blunt one wlio could do considerably more than sneer 
or snarl at him, as some have done when they could do no 
more; but the careful and elaborate character of the Professor’s 
volume is enough to indicate that, in his estimation, Daill6 was 
no mean antagonist. Learning and labour have been expended 
to the utmost in this vindication of the Fathers. It will be 
difficult for any succeeding writer to say more in their defence, 
or to plead their cause more strenuously, with larger appliances, 
or with greater likelihood of success, than the Margaret” 
theologian has done. Though not an unconditional nor supeiv 
stitious apologist, he brings all his learning to bear upon tlicir 
defence, leaving nothing unsaid which might set forth their 
perfections or cover their defects, lie would not like to bo 
committed to all that they believe; but he cannot suffer a voice 
to be lifted against them, and there are few points of the multi¬ 
farious patristic creed whicii he would altogether quarrel with— 
save, perhaps, Augustine's Calvinism, which, it is evident, lie 
would greatly prefer Origen's Univcrsalism, if he were compelled 
to make a cnoice.^ 

Tlicre is, however, very much more to be said in favour of 
Daillc than the “ Margaret” professor will allow. Into the minute 
questions as to fairness or unfairness of citation or application, 
we cannot enter; but the following remarks seem quite sufficient 

meet, at least, most of the general charges brought against 
the Parisian pa^r. One of his great designs is to lower, or, if 

^ Indications ^ this same peculiar admiration for the Fathers, without nh* 
solute assent to their dogmas, we find in Trench, whose Notes on the Farablcs 
and Miracles are an excellent synopf^is of patristie expositions, and a good 
translation of the best of Olshausen'a Criticisms. In one of his foot-notes he 
quotes the following sentence from Menken“ Many so-called Church his¬ 
torians (authors of Ancmt Chriitianitif and the like), ignorant of the imrpose 
and of the hidden glory of the Church, have their pleasure in the tares, and 
imagine themsolres wonderfally wise and useful, when ont of Church history, 
which ought to be the history of the light and the truth, they have made a 
ihameftil nistoiy of error and wickerlness. They have no desire to- edily, to 
further holineos or the knowledge of the tmtb, but, at the expense of the 
Cbareb, wontd gratify a proud and ^orant world.**-^iVbfss on the PurabUi^ 
94.) llie fling at Mr Isaac Taylor, rnthin brackets, seems to be Trcnch*s, not 
Menken's, ana betrays the animns of the writer,—if, intlecd, that were not 
•olBeiantly Indicated by the uncharitable acerbity and nnphilosophical childish¬ 
ness of the extract itself. Menken’s theory, thus endorsccl by Trench, is that 
we are to falsify history rather than expose the errors of the Fathers. Mr 
Trendi's lore for Augustine seems not to nave overcome bis dislike at Calvin¬ 
ism 01^ more riian Professor Blunt's; and in his ^onyros of the New Testa¬ 
ment^. 80), he has an attack on yreuia wrssistf&iftt, os that by iSfaich man ii 
turaea into a mere machifte," and " by which, ao^as vo/sas, ho is dragged to 
Qod.* It is not pleasant to. observe Mr TVeneh taming thus aside ^m his 
way,in order to have astroko at ''evangelical" rellgioD; and elsewhere turning 
asiae to pr^ Krummadiet's (the elder) Parahlec, in order to have a fling at 
^ of the ottier Kmmmacher, anthor of ^yah the Tishmte. 

''Farablee" thne lauded an poor—very far inferior to tho other work 
■bfve named. 
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you will, to destroy the credit of the Fathers os theologians and 
reasoners. Granting that Dailld’s specimens are not adequate 
representations of the Fathers, and tnat a volume, much larger 
than his, might be compiled with quotations as noble as the 
others are unworthy, this is nothing to the point. His design 
was not to defame the men by a one-sided representation, which 
should embody only their faults, not their excellencies: his 
object was to show that, even though the men were capable of 
writing what was true and good, they liad, by the amount of the 
untrue and the evil embodied in their pages, shaken irretrievably 
all confidence in their judgment, and damaged beyond remedy 
their claims to autliority in the Church. The men who could 
give utterance to such sentiments as they have done m some 
places, who could indulge in such speculations, who could 
seriously propose such interpretations, who could promulgate 
such doctrine as they have done, are not entitled to any pre¬ 
eminence, as an authorised ecclesiastical court of appeal, to any 
deference as a standard of doctrine, or even to any weight as 
authentic ])rcservci's of apostolic teaching. So wide is their 
divergence from manifest Scripture statement, so extravagant 
their speculations, so notorious their heresies, so contradictory 
their opinions, so crude and poor their expositions, that no. 
amount of truth, or beauty, or acuteness, or eloquence, can so 
compensate for or balance ascertained flaws and errors, as lo 
restore them to the confidence of Christian incnr They may be 
studied still for the many precious things contained in their 
noble folios; but these good things cannot bo^set down as 

redeeming qualities,” in so far as their authority is concerned. 
The discovery of these enormous and ficquent blemishes under¬ 
mines our trust, even though it may not destroy our admiration 
or our love. 

As to the number and grave nature of these flaws, we shall 
not say much. This only we may, not invidiously, but with all 
honesty, remark; that it would be impossible to cull from any 
other set or school of authors such numerous and fiajmrant ab^ 
surdities as have been gleaned from the Fathers. Take tlie 
Puritans, as a school, and sit down to study them for the difr* 
coveiy of flaws and errors. Deal with them as Daiil4 has dealt 
witli the Fathers; deal with them more unsparingly, or unfur^, 
as Professor iilunt would say; gather into one volume all the 
misinterpretations, and conceits, and words of coarse taste, with 
which tliey are affirmed to abound; and will you produce any* 
thing of the kind which DailI6 has donet Will the whme 
collection amount to the one-tenth of hist Will the si^imens 
produced at all equid his in grotesquene^ mi aniliU, and 
extravagance t Or take some representativea of the Fatheta 
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nnd Puritans, say tlireo against three—Jerome, Augustine, and 
Clir^'sostom, on the one side, and Owen, Goodwin, and Manton, 
on tlie other; employ a lofty Churchman to select all the defor¬ 
mities of tlie Puritan trio, and an “irreverent Dissenter” to 
gather all the blemishes of the patristic trio, and there can bo 
no doubt that tho oompilation of the latter would immeasurably 
ont-bulk that of the former. Grant to the Fathers the genius 
of being able to speak things bright and noble, you must grunt 
them also the talent of saying things stu])id, and ^YiId, nnd ridi¬ 
culous ; while, if the Puritans arc denied the former kind of 
genius, they must certainly be acquitted of the latter. If they 
Jiavc written fewer 'notahiLia for admiration, they have written 
fewer mcmomhllla for censure. 

Yet, indeed, wo do not admit the former. Puritan authorship 
will suffer nothing from comparison with patristic. The dog¬ 
matic theology of tlie former, estimated in what way yon please, 
will appear a well-knit, w'dl-ivasoned,, systematic thing, when 
compared with the loose dogmatic theology of the latter. ^I'he 
hermeneutics of the seventeenth century are far superior to those 
of the fourth. Tlie jdiilosophic reach of Thomas (ioodwiu is 
quite equal to that of Augustine, and the learning of Jerome is 
overshadowed by that of John Owen. • 

One remark respecting the Fathers we should like to make, 
as a sort of protest, in iniiiolihm^ against the whole theory of 
patristic authority. Wo do not believe that the Fathers are 
really the representatives of the Chui'ch in their different ages. 
Admitting tbit we are to listen to the voice of the Church, w(^ 
deny that the Fathers arc such. They represent the opinions of 
a certain number in their day, as ^lauricc rci)rcsents those of 
a certain class in ours, or as llondly represented those of n class 
in last century, or as Jeremy Taylor represented another class 
in the century before; but that is all. 

To call Origen, or Augustine, or Bernard, the voice of the 
Church, is simply to utter a historical falsoliood. 

In more senses than one iait a falsehood. Not only have we 
reason for believing negatively that they were not so; wo have 
many curious hints in ecclesiastical history, warranting us in 
affirming that they were the chosen instruments made use of fur 
silencing the true voice of the Ctiurch, 

The true voice of the true Church has not always been upper¬ 
most on earth, nor most loudly heard. 

.... Her voice was over soft, 
Gentle, and low. 

Like Him whom she calls Master, she “ did not cry, nor lift up, 
nor cause her voice to be heard in the street.” Hence there 
was not much difficulty in drowning it, and in substituting another 
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voice, superior in power of vociferation, in its place* The eccle- 
fiiasticism which usurped the throne of the Caesars soon sup- 
])Ianted tlic true Church of God. Of this regnant ecclesiasticisin 
the Fathers were the accredited delegates and authentic ex- 
poiiiulers. For the representatives of the true Church—the 
Church of Christ, the Chufeh of the Apostles—wc must look 
elsewhere. Possibly they may be hardly discernible or dis¬ 
coverable, yet they ought to bo searched for. 

Shall wo say that Origon rcprcsontetl the Church of Christ 
in liis day?—Origen, that denied nine out of ten vital points of 
the Christian faith ! Impossible, lie W'as the personification of 
learning, labour, and endurance; but as for the knowledge of 
Him w'lio finished the propitiation on the cross, it is not to be 
gathered from his pages. Some unknown Alexandrian, w'ithout 
])hilosophy or learning, but with simple faith in Him who died 
and rose, would have Ijceii the true witness for Christ, and the 
true representative of HU (Miurch. In spite of the honour paid 
to him as the most learned of the Fathers, and in spite even of 
the eulogies heaped upon him hy Meric d’Aubigne, wo are con¬ 
strained to turn aside from him as a specimen of tlic Cliurch, 
and to look on him as a denier of much of the truth which 
the Church, if true to her name, could never have lost sight of. 

Who represents the Oiurch of Christ in the fourth century f 
Ambrose of Milan? lie teacbos holy lies and the worship of 
dead men’s bones. Arc his words then the voice of the Church, 
or the Apostles, or of Christ Himself? Saint Damasus? He 
who first coerced the cmjuro into the worship df Mary as the 
Jlnther of God, in room of Cybcle, who had hitherto been 
worshipped with the same honours as Mother of the Gods? 
Ihisil, snrnanied the Great ? He, the author of the liturgy in 
which Mary is prayed to as a goddess, and as the Mother of God ? 
C’yrill of Jerusalem? He is a childish fanatic, a sacrilegiou9 

stealer of the Church's gold and silver. Jerome of Bethlehem? 
Ho is the learned child of sclf-rightcousness and superstition. 
The voice of Christ’s Clmrch wna^ssurcdly not heard in these. 
Each doubtless represented a class; but none of them represented 
tile Clmrch. Who is the Church’s voice in the fifth century? 
Cyrill of Alexandria ? He who headed a ruffian mob, and cheered . 
them to the slaughterof 40,000 Jews, and smiled as they stripped 
naked and tore in pieces the young Hypatia ?' Let not his title, 
“ Champion of the Virgin,” be denied him; for never did a 
Pagan more vehemently maintain the worship of Cybele, or 

' It is of this vile transaction that Toland, the infidel, takes advantage to 
attack Cbristianitv. lie published, in 1730, a book “ Hypatia, or the 
History of a most beautifiii, virtuous, learned, and accomplished Indy, who was 
torn to pieces by the clergy of Alexandria, to gratify the cruelty of their Arch* 
bishop, undeservedly sty]^ Saint Cyril." 
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Maia, or Juno, than he does of Mazy, who, by a simplo diaiige 
of names, had quietly come into the room of these heathen god¬ 
desses, and taken possession of their tenzples and their honours. 

There can be little doubt that it was Gibbon’s careful study 
of the writings of these saints and Fathers that led to his con¬ 
temptuous hatred of Christianity. Bein^; told, alike by Protes¬ 
tants and Papists, by Greeks and Latins, that these Fathers 
were the representatives, nay, the true anstocracy of tlie Cliurcli 
of Christ, the incarnation of Christianity, and the model of 
morality and holiness, he was naturally led to form his opinion 
of their religion from what he found in tlieir works. They were 
the acknovdedged expositors of Cliristian faith and practice; 
and they were referred to by all, without exception almost, as 
briglit specimens of Christianity. Their history was reckoned 
the veriUble histoiy of the Apostolic Church from the day wlicii 
the last apostle died at Ephesus. Nay more, the very Scrip¬ 
tures that Christians called Divine were to be understood accord¬ 
ing to the interpretations of these ancient men. Some said that 
the Fathers were authoritative, some said that they were merely 
tests, some said that evciy Father was infallible, others that only 
the universal conclave was so; but all agreed in this, that these 
men wSe the noblest in rank of all tlm Christian comnionweahli, 
apd that their writings contained the very cream of Christiim 
truth; that their voice was to be listened to most deferentially, 
as their persons were to be approached reverentially. 

All this Gibbon knew; anu accordingly he looked at Chris¬ 
tian!^, just a^ a philoso])bical historian naturally would, through 
the medium of its acknowledged standards and representatives. 
Pie assumed the Fathers to be just what all Christiai.s told him 
they were, and he judged Christianity by them, Instead of 
judging the Fathers by the Bible, he judged the Bible by 
the Fathers. 

Finding in these Fathers a hideous jargon of dogmas more 
irrational than those of Paganism; a less pure morality than ho 
found in the classics; the iii|plcation of falsehoods for religion’s 
or the Church’s sake; actions done and praised, such as either 
limans or Spartans would have blushed at; ho could hardly 
fail to deduce the conclusions that he has done, or to sketch the 
pictures that he has drawn. 

Assuming the Fathers to be wbat they arc genei'ally ac¬ 
credited witli being, and to have tho authority whi^ Kotnish or 
High Church partisans ascribe to them, it is hardly {lossible for 
a thoughtful and thorough student of them to avoio utter scepti¬ 
cism as to all religions troth. ** If this be Christianity, give me 
honest Paganism.” J£ the study of the Fathers did not find 
Gibbon an infidel> it made him one; and it gave to his infidelity 
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that cool, contemptuous acerbity which pervades his works. 
Identifying biblical with patristic Christianity, and either un¬ 
able or unwilling to discriminate in a matter which eveiy one 
said admitted of no discrimination, seeing that Apostles and 
Fathers wei'e one in faith and practice, he writes as one who 
had found it impossible to believe that such a system' could be 
Divine, or that it could be credited by men of integrity or in¬ 
tellect. 

Infidelity in such a case seemed as natural as did contempt 
for tliosc who could be anything but infidels. With much in- 
c.xcusablc error and malicious colouring of facts, there is a latent 
tmih at the bottom of Gibbon’s sneers, which, like a spectre from 
the pit, might well appal the idolaters of the Fathers, and ought 
to awaken to deep thoughtfulness every Christian mind. 

The Apostolic Church hud a succession in all ages—true and 
unbroken; but not necessarily visible, and not always among 
those whom nations have honoured or churches canonised.* 
Ditiirgical calendars of saints’ days, either fast or festival, are not 
the places in which to read the names of those who are written 
iu the Lamb’s book of life. Tho real Church history of many a 
century remains unrecorded upon earth. The thick-growing 
tares havo been noted and registered, tho wheat has ripened and • 
been gatiicred in unnoticed; nay, the tares have been written 
of as w'heat, tlic wheat as tares. It is now too late wholly to 
remedy the evil, or to re-write Church history ;• but the day of 
true history, ns well as of righteous judgment, will at length 
arrive. The evil shall not tlioii be known as good^hnor the good 
as evil. Wronged names shall be fully righted; the truth and 
the lie shall be brought up to day, and the Bidden ones of fifteen 
centuries shall start gloriously into honour and reward. 

No history—not even tliat of Carthage by Rome—^lias been so 
one-sided or unjust os that of the Church. All Church annals, 
from Eusebius downward, are written by the dominant ecclesi- 
asticism of the day. What then could we expect but partiality, 
either in culogium or censure? We should not trust Wiseman 
to write a fair life either of Luther or of Mastai Feretti. 
miniscencos of four Pojics” are not likely to be credited, any more 
than Lives of four Uefonners” would have been by the same 
band. What picture of Calvin would Tomline have drawn; what 
history of the Reformers could come from Newman, of Cove¬ 
nanters from Napier, of Methodists from Robert Southey, or of 
Evangelicals from Henry Drummond? In His* providential 
sovereignty, Qod has so ordered it, that the true Ghurch-lifb 
should remain hidden—ttbe name, the love, the faith, t^ holing 
of His genuine !Urael unknown. They had none to write 
them who could appreciate them, and they who (iould appr^ri^v 
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them had neither the pen nor the voice that wonld be listened 
to or regarded. 

Writm^ and publishing in early centaries was a formidable 
thing to men who had no patronage, nor wealth nor influence. 
They who had none of these must suflfer wrongs unredressed, 
and hear slander heaped upon the helpless, without being able 
to reach the ear of the public in their defence. They might 
speak, but they were unheard; they might write, but they were 
unregarded. Voice and pen were alike useless; opinions were 
misrepresented; characters calumniated; names'branded as 
identical with schism and heresy, which in purer ages would 
have won honour and love. 

A jnster ecclesiastical history is now coming to the conclusion, 
that many of those who have boeh hitherto named heretics were 
protestors against the errors of the age, and assailants of the 
pretensions of an all-powerful hierarchy. Such men as Kovatiun, 
^estorius, Vigilantius, and Apollinaris, have not deserved the 
evil report wliich has for upwards of a thousand years, both 
among Protestants and liomanists, overshadowed their names. 
We have no account of them save from unscrupulous enemies. 
Their works have perished, and the fragments by which we 
have judged them hitherto are gathered from the pages of con¬ 
troversialists, whose enmity discoloured and distorted everything, 
ll^has been Rome’s practice to aflix the name of heretic to any 
one who doubts her dogmas or discredits lier pretensions; nor 
has she greater heretics in her list than Luther and Calvin. We 
have given iia^heed to her calumnies against good men during 
these last three centuries; but most perversely and unaccount¬ 
ably have we retained her post-apostolic as well as her medimvol 
nomenclature. We still acquiesce in her condemnation of those 
whom we may call her earlier heretics, and trust her jinlgmcnt 
both as to their opinions and their characters. We have reversed 
her decision which condemned lluss to the flames; but wc have 
not reconsidci'ed, far less cancelled, her criminating decrees 
against Apollinaris, and Nestorius, and Vigilantius. 

How slowly do we learn to be just I How inveterate is the 
prejudice of history I Must we go to Gibbon for a true idea of 
that wliich we have have so long persisted in calling ** tlie 
Church ? ” Must we learn from him toe true stoiy of that wliich 
we have long called Christianity; but which was in fact nothing 
but Christian Platonism or baptised Paganism ? 

^t is well to do justice to our own flesh and blood of the Re* 
formation, and to hurl back the name of heretic, so liberally 
lavished on them by Rome. Bat there aos others whoso wronged 
reputations*ca]l for justice as loudly as these. In accepting the 
name of here^ ara the title of heretic from the wmmant 
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ecclesiasticism of ten centarieS| we have joined in one of tlie 
foulest persecutions that was ever planned^ persecutions against 
the characters of tho true saints, the veritable Israel of God. 
AV'e have not only authenticated the canonised pandemonium of 
the great Antichristian apostasy, and acknowledged as sainta 
tlic enemies of the cross of Christ; but we have equally homolo¬ 
gated her aspersions of men of whom the world was not worthy.” 

What was the heresy of Nestorius T He protested against 
the use of that epithet of Mary, whicli is Rome’s watchword, 
and the seed of her Mariolatry—It was not merely 
that he wsLs stumbled at the old Pagan title of Cybele being 
applied to the mother of Clirist; but he perceived its unscrip- 
turalness, and he foresaw tho geminant crcaturc-worship of 
which it was to be made the vehicle. 1 lencc he was accused of 
separating the natures of Christ; though he separated them no 
more than we do now, who freely own Mary as “ tho mother of 
Him wlto is God,” but who repudiate as unscriptural the name, 

jMother of Gbd.” A tyrannical liicrarchy condemned him; 
and we to this day Join them in casting out his name as evil. 
He threatened to bo a troublesome protestor, with both Scripture 
and antiquity on his side; and he had to. be written down by 
the powers that were,” and proclaimed a heretic. 

What had Apollinaris done to merit tho evil reports the 
Church history has loaded him with ? He wus a man of genius 
and ivHncment evidently; one who loveebpeltry and wrote 
Christian hymns for the Church. He was a man too that loved 
and studied his Bible. But he had in some wav offended the 
priesthood. Probably he was too independent lor them. He 
was charged, as usual, with heresy. Taking even the representa¬ 
tion of his enemies, liis errore arose from jealous fear of encroach¬ 
ments upon tlic supreme Godhead of his Lord. His words were 
distorted by his enemies into heresy. Athanasius and Basil set 
about writing him down. This was soon accomplished; and the 
Christian poet of his day, the scholar of his age, the simple 
Christian man, was silenced. His works aro not extant; and 
even his hymns have perished. 

Do these statements seem extreme? Let tho student inquire 
fur himself. Hs will find that more of Church history requires 
to be ro-written than he is aware of. If wo are too anti-patnsti^ 
there are not wanting Churchmen who will, with all cordiality, 
set us right. We shall have done no great harm, if we have 
suggested the necessity for further excavations under the venet^ 
able moundls and towers of Babylon tlie Great. There may be 
gems buried there^ the discovery of which will repay the most 
expensive and elaborate research. * . 

Neander does a little in this way; and has not been quite 99 
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tractable ns other Protestant annalists^ nor so afraid to move 
out of the beaten path of time-honoured ccclesiasticism. Would 
that he had ventured a little farther. We are sorry to find the 
Swiss historian of the Peformation so completely satisfied with 
his patristic trammels. He and Gaspann, and Bungencr and 
Vi^uet) ifiight have been expected to have hesitated a littlo before 
endorsing so many of lime’s panegyrics on Saints and Fathers. 

Professor Blunt is too much of an apologist for the Fathers 
to suit our ideas of a true Church historian. Mr Owen is not 
so much an apologist for the Fathers as an expositor of their 
works. Higher, we suspect, in liis Chnrchmanship than even 
Blunt, lie has given us a readable, and in many respects a fair, 
candid, and temperate volume. It is somewhat of a Catena^ and 
gives us liberal extracts in every chapter. Probably lie would 

go through” with his principles, and reverence all that he 
finds in the old folios of the Church. In his chapters on Pre¬ 
destination, he seems frankly to accept the Calvinism of Augus¬ 
tine as part of patristic theology. Not so Professor Blunt, lie 
cannot accept Calvinism even as Augustinianisni; but dislikes 
and condemns it in any form. Was it in irony, or was it in the 
excess of his anti-Calvinistic zeal, that ho parades Origen’s 
TJniversalism as a proof that he was no Calvinist ‘I Of course, 
the man wlio mutilated the doctrine of the Trinity, who hold 
Pftrgatory, who accounted for the existence of evil by the pre- 
existence of souls, who denied eternal judgment, and maintained 
the salvation of men and devils, was no narrow-minded Cul- 
vinistic, no p^ched cxclusionist. But surely anti-Cnlvinistic 
Churchmen, whether low or high, cannot strengthen their cause 
by* appeals to such defenders of the faith as the Egyptian Plato- 
uist 1 It is no discredit to Calvinism that it was attacked and 
undermined in early ages by the Origenistic philosoph}*. 

God has spoken to us by His prophets and apostles; above nll,- 
by His Son. He has not-so spoken to us by any since the 
apostles passed away. Assuredly He has not so spoken to us by 
the Fathers. The teaching of these last is not divine teaching, 
even though it were much more perfect than we have found it 
to be. Their vast volumes may embody much truth, much elo¬ 
quence, much genius; bnt they bring us under no responsibility 
either to hear or to obey. Let tlie Fathers take their place in 
the shelves of human authorship, and be ranked according to the 
amount of truth which they may be found to contain. Let their 
dogmatic theology, in so far as it was harmonised or systema- 
tisra, stand for what it is worth. Let their expositions of Scrip¬ 
ture be dnly^consulted and studied; but let them not be set up 
as oracles, or judges, or tests. Let them not be taken os rcpi'e- 
sentatives of the Churcl^^^ Ch^t. 
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Art. IX.—RiJU Practice, By Colonel John Jacob, C.B., of 
the Bombay Artillery, Commandant of the Sinde Irregular 
Horse, etc., on the frontier of Upper Sinde. With Plates. 
Fourth Edition. London ; Smith, Elder and Co. 

Over earnest shooting,” soys Roger Ascham, who, at Cam¬ 
bridge, taught Greek in the days of King Henry VIII., “ surely 
I will not over earnestly defend,fori ever thought shooting should 
be n waiter upon learning, not a mistress over learning. 

“ Yet this 1 marvel not a little at, that ye think a man with a 
bow on his back is more like Robin Hood’s servant than Apollo’s, 
seeing'that Apollo himselfj in Alcestis of Euripides, in a manner 
glorifietli, saying this veree— 

* It is my wont always my bow with me to bear.’ 

Therefore, ii learned ^aii ought not too much to be ashamed to 
bear that sometimes which Apollo, god of learning, himself was 
not ashamed always to bear. And, because yc would have a 
man wait upon tlie Muses, and not at all meddle with shooting, 
I marvel that yc do not remember how that the nine Muses 
themselves, as soon ns they wci’e born, were put to nurse to a lady 
called Euplicinis, which had a sou named Erotus, with whom the 
nine Muses, for his excellent shooting, kept evermore company 
withal, and used daily to shoot together in the Mi^^nt Parnassus; 
and at lust it chanceil this Erotus to die, whose death the Muses 
lamented greatly, and foil all upon their knees before Jupiter, 
their father, and at their request, Erotus, for shooting with the 
Muses on earth, was made a sign, and called Sagittarius, in 
licnveti. Therefore you see that if Apollo, and the Muses, either 
were examples indeed, or only fained of wise men to be examples 
of learning, honest shooting may well enough be companion with 
honest study.” 

So says honest Roger Ascham, who also pnuses shooting in 
the following terms:— 

“ Tlicreforo, to look on all pastimes and exercises, wholesome 
for the body, pleasant for the mind, comely for every man to do, 
honest for all otlier to look on, profitable to be set by of every 
man, worthy to be rebuked of by no man, fit for all ages, persons, 
and places, onljf eliooling sliall appear wherein all these commo¬ 
dities may be found.” 

My choice, says a bold soldier of the time of Charles I., iu 
the day of battel, and leading a storm, or entering a'breach, 
a light brest-plate ai^d a good head-piece, beii^ second^ .by 
good fellowes, I would choose a good mlfe-pUtt to enter * 
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Man,” says Colonel John Jacob, C.B., has been called a 
tool making animal; and, it is certain, that the perfection of tools 
and machineiy is a clear and certain mark of advancing civilisa¬ 
tion, of the progress of the rule of mind over matter, of tiie de¬ 
velopment and operation of these laws by which the working of 
the human brain makes the force of one civilised man equal that 
of the stalwart limbs of thousands, or even millions, of untaught 
and ignorant barbarians. 

If such be the value of the tools employed in the arts of 
peace, those used in war must be even of greater importance. 
On success in war often depends the power to follow peaceful 
pursuits; on the high state of the art of war, the practice of all 
other arts may depend.” 

“ Whatever state,” says the clear-headed Kobins, writing a 
Imndred and ten years since, “ shall tlioroughly coinpniheiul tlio 
nature and advantages of nflo pieces, and having facilitated and 
completed tlieir construction, shall introduce into their armies 
their general use, with a dexterity in the management of them, 
will by this means acquiro a superiority AVhich will almost equal 
anything that has been done at any time by the particular ex¬ 
cellence of any one kind of arms, and will, pcrliaps, fall but little 
short of the wonderful effects w'hich iiistorios relate to liavc been 
formerly produced by the first inventors t)f firearms.” 

The nation^” says a writer of the present day, that takes 
thoroughly to the rifle is impregnable.” 

To national impregnability, which means national independ¬ 
ence, there arc three military requisites: tlie first, the weapon 
that shoots far; the second, the half pike, or short spear, for 
the -close thrust; the third, tiie union of these two into a 
single weapon. That weapon is the rifle. The rifle, with its 
bayonet, wnich no man can handle like the British man, is, in 
fact, the symbol of the national union which made a United 
Kingdom out of two Independent monarchies. The bow was 
the national weapon of England, the spear the national weapon 
of Scotland. The two combined in the bayoneted fire-arm; 
and the bayoneted fire-arm is now the rifle, wliich, without a 
shadow of doubt, is the most powerful and most practical 
weapon ever placed in the hands of a soldier. 

On the present occasion, therefore, we propose to offer a few 
cursory observations on rifles, neither scientific nor historical 
—though botli might be interestiuj^ in their way—but actual. 
We shall inquire neither into expansions nor contractions, angles 
nor carves, parabolic hypothesis, nor alarming mathematical 
symbols, which hitherto have not shed much greater light on 
the practice of rifle-shooting than they did on the cognate pro- 
bloi^ ship-building. Kor riiall we ask when the Imig-bow, 
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vvhich, with its cloth-yard shaft, has such a marvellous history 
of battles fought and won, first came into use in England; 
wliethcr it be of the East, and came with the Norman, who— 
we have a theory—was of Eastern origin; nor how it fell into 
the hands of the English Saxon; nor how the English bowman, 
who was known, as some say, at the distance of a mile, by the 
size of his great right arm, was the Saxon Englishman, and 
won the battles of England, while the Norman still sat on horse¬ 
back and handled sword and spear. ^ Nor shall we ask how bow 
and spear were ever struggling for the mastery, till they came 
into a union, even though Colonel Jacob revives the memory, 
and tells us that, “ as with those bowmen at Homildon Hill and 
Floddcn, oven men naturally equal to ours would be absolutely 
powerless before skilful English soldiers so armed (with the 
riHc), and trained both to independent and combined action.*' 
Nor need wc point out to the gallant Colonel that he should 
have taken Falkirk rather than Flodden, for it was there that 
the Ohiltrons, witli their eighteen feet long spears, were shot 
down where they stood by the English arrows; or how, at a 
later battle, not far from Stirling, all the chivalry of England 
surged uselessly against the s|>cars, and the archers being by 
“ Schyr liobert of Keyth stekand dispitously,” and “ scalyt 
ever ilk ano,” the spear of defence routed, for the time, the ^w 
of attack, and founded a long historic story, th^t finished at last 
^Mike the end of an old song.” Into science or lore we enter 
not save cursorily—wo wish to know what the rifle is in the 
present day, and what it can do. Colonel Jacob shall tell us* 

To enable the uninitiated reader to understand the advance 
made by the rifle, in its recent form, over tlie old smooth bored 
musket, which was the ordinar}'’ weapon of our infantry down to 
tlic year ; and over the rifle, wliich was practically used in 
the service down to the same period, wo may state broadly, that 
the Arc of the musket wiis not usually considered of avail beyond 
the distance of 250 yards—or say, at the outside, 300 yards. Of 
course, the range or distance to whch the ball could bo driven was 
much greater, but the w'cnpon failed iu accuracy ; no one could 
tell where the bullets would go to. Nor were the rifles very much 
better—as they were used. The two-grooved rifle iu the service 
in 1852, called the llrunswick rifle, snot so inaccurately at 500 
yards, that no angle of elevation could be assigned for that dis¬ 
tance. The great fault in that case was in the shape of the 
bullet. With a properly shaped bullet, the same piece would 
certainly have ranged upwards of 1000 yards, with considerable 
accuracy. We must note, liowever, that the Brunswick rifle 
was far inferior in its design to the old poly^rooved pieo% 
constructed for an, or^nary spheried ball, ana answering th^ 
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pnr^iose remarkably well at the limited ratine tbat the spherical 
tall can attain. We need not pretend to determine the exact 
date of the recent improvements, because various claimants have 
asserted their priority; but it is tolerably certain, that down to 
a very recent period, 200 yards was esteemed the distance at 
which even an approach to accuracy could be obtained. Lot us 
then contrast that statement with the following:— 

“ At a distance of 700 yards, on a windy day, an experiment, 
requiring forty-eight rouii'is to be fired from different barrels, 
set at different angles, was made, without a single shot missing 
the target,” 

This statement is from Colonel Gordon’s account of the 
experiments made at Enfield in 1852, but it sinks into com¬ 
parative insignificance wlien brought into the proximity of 
Colonel Jacob’s doings in India. 

The 24-guage balls, of the increased length of two and a 
half and three diameters, proved admirably effective at ranges 
up to 2000 yards, which had never before been attained.”— 
(Rifle Practice, p. 26.) 

“A 32-gnage ball, of three dinTneters in length, with thin, iron 
point, is perfectly effective up to ranges of 2500 yards or more.” 
—(P. 28.) 

Kegular practice at a further range tlinn 2000 yards, I have 
not tried ; but from W'bat I have seen of the effect at that dis- 
tance, I am convinced tbat, with these balls which I am now 
u^ing, a moderately light and perfectly handy rifle may be made 
to possess as much cfiectual ])ower, at a distance of 30(H) yards, 
as the old two-grooved rifle with the round ball, at 300.” 

It was in the year ] 852 tbat the conclusive experiments car¬ 
ried on at Enfield, induced, or, it may almost be said, necessitated 
the introduction into the army of the government rifle, termed 
officially, the new Enfield mueket. Previous to that time, the 
Mini^ bullet had been tried, with a certain amount of success. 
Its principle was to make the bullet expand by means of an iron 
cup, which was intended to be forced into the lead by the ex¬ 
plosion oF the powder. The object to be gained was to enable 
the soldier to load easily—the difficulty of forcing down the ball 
having been the practica] objection to the rifle as previously eni- 
plojea The iron cup, however, instead of beiii^ driven into 
the lead, was frequently driven through it—the iron cup was 
discharged, and the lead remained in the form of a ring m the 
barrel, rendering the piece more or less unsendccabic. The 
principle was correct, but the mode of application was unsuc- 
ceuful, and the iron cup disappeared from the service. The 
Minis rifle^ was the pattern of 1851y and the diameter of its 
ball, in decimab of an inch, was '702. The Enfield rifle, which 
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followed the Minic, originated in the experiments made at EnHeld, 
wliere the government factory is situated. Some of tho most 
eminent English gunmakers had been invited to send in such 
patterns of rifles as in their estimation would be found suitable 
lor the military service of the country. The invitation on tho 
part of the authorities appears to have been given in good faith, 
and with a candid desire, not onl^ to discover tho most serviceable 
weapon, hut to do impartial justice to all parties forwarding their 
guns for trial or competition. Tlie invitation, it must be con¬ 
fessed, was not met by tho gnnmaking community with the same 
fijiirit of candour. There were reservations, alterations, and a 
fear that their weaknesses might be discovered; some were too 
late, some appeared to have sent the wrong pieces or the wrong 
bullets, and, on tho wliolc, tlio exhibition was not particularly 
creditable to the trade. Mr Wilkinson formed the exception. 
He sent in his articles, stood to his patterns, and, singularly 
enough, the recent tendency seems rather to approach the con¬ 
clusions in which Mr Wilkinson diffeml from his fellow com¬ 
petitors. The gunmakers wlio forwarded rifles were, in addition 
to Mr l^ovcll, insjK'ctor of small arms—Mr Lancaster, Mr Pur- 
dey, Mr Westley Kichards, Mr Wilkinson, and Mr Greener. 

The regulation Minie w'as also brought into competition, and 
the llriinswiek two-groove. 

The specification of the guns was as follows, beginning with Iho 
largest bore;— ' * 

Guns. 
Bore in 

decimals of 
an iiieli. 

Spherical 
balls to 1 lb. 

Nomber of 
{^oves. 

1 

Drunswick, or two’ 
f^roovc, .... 704 

[Roan. Millie, 
PUMOV,. 

702 4 
6.50 17 4 

Lovclf, . 635 18 4 
Greener,. 621 19 
Kichards. 677 24 

ellijiBO Lancaster,.... 540 SO 
Wilkinson, .. 530 81 

1 turn in feet. 

2f.6in. 
6 f. 6in. 

[grad. G to 4.0| 
Gf.Gin. 

graduated. 
Gf.Gin. 

IVIany experiments were made with these muskets; and the 
mode of ascertaining their respective merits, was byfiring at various 
distances a bertain number of shots from each barrel when fixed 
in a frame, and set to an angle of elevation, and then firing 
twenty shots from die same barrel, when mounted in its stock, 
from tho shoulder of a good marksman, who fired with a rest. 
Every care was taken with the mechanical adjustments to make 
the experiments as accurate as posrible; and the experiments wm 
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on the whole liiglily satisfactory, with one exception. There 
appears to have been no intelligent apprehension that the shape 
of the bullet might be the most important clement of the whole 
investigation. No principle appears to have presided over this 
part of the inquiry There was evidently no conception, either 
on the part of the gun-makers, or on the part of the officers, that 
the form of the projectile to be driven through the air was of in¬ 
comparably more importance than the number of grooves by which 
the rotatory motion might hapjien to be communicated, or the 
greater or less calibre which might happen to be selected. The 
number of grooves, provided the rifle bullet be made to spin pro¬ 
perly, is a matter of comparative indifference. It majr be two, or 
It may be twenty, and the gun may shoot well in cither case. 
And the sisse of the bore is a mere matter of convenience ; the 
smallest bore being selected that is fouiul fully efficient for ordi- 
naiy military service. But the shape of the bullet is the one 
raflical and essential consideration which surpasses all tlic others. 
It is the bullet that has to move through the air, the riffe being 
merely the implement for communicating the motion; and one 
of the most remarkable facts in the whole history of arms, is tliis 
very fact, that the shape of the bullet should have been neglected 
down to our own day. Even at Enfield, in 1852, tliere scarcely 
seems to have been even a gleam of suspicion that tlic form of 
the projectile must be suituhle to the velocity with wliich it was 
to move, and the medium through which it was to be propelled. 
The very slow^rowth of an intelligent understanding of this 
point will ever remain a marvel in the history of the scientifle art 
of gunnery.. Neither officers, nor gnu-makers, mathematicians, 
nor artillerymen, the sound practical men who trust unlimitedly 
to their ow’ii judgment, nor the theorists, who have an equal re¬ 
liance on the infallibility of abstract truth—neither the ojic nor 
the other appear to have had the smallest real insight into the 

‘consideration which, next to that of making the x’iffc bullet spur, 
is virtually the crucial point of the wliolo matter. We shall en¬ 
deavour to explain this, afiter describing the Enfield rifle. 

After the experiments liad been concluded—and out of the 
materials which had been furnislicd in the course of the experi¬ 
ments—two rifled muskets were made at thoBoyal manufactory 
at Enfield. The whole question of designing a pattern arm 
being a question of the compensation of advantages, and the ad¬ 
justment of proportions and degrees, the authorities in the con¬ 
struction of the^new muskets, endeavoured to assemble the most 
useful and most serviceable qualities according to the results 
that had been brought out in the course of the trials. They pro¬ 
duced two muskets, not exactly similar to any that liad been 
offered for trial> but combinioi^ to the best of thdlr judgment, 
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the merits that had been made apparent. These muskets, up to 
800 yards, shot better than any that had been tried. These were 
the new Enfield rifles, and their specification was as follows:— 

Weight, with bayonet, .... 9 lbs. 8 oz. 
Barrel, weight,.4 lbs. 2 oz. 

„ length,.3 ft. 3 in. 
Bore, cylindrical,. .577 in. 
Grooves, three—one turn in, . • . 6 it. 6 in. 
Charge—Powder, 2^ drachms. 
Bullet, length, ..... .960 in. 

„ diameter,. .568 
„ weight, grains, .... 520 

The bullet w'as inndo with a cavity at the butt to make it ex- 
jtancl, but without an iron cup; and for this bullet, the inventor, 
or presumed inventor, Mr Pritcliett, received, if w e mistake not, 
a gratuity of L.IOOO from Government. Since then, however, 
a modification has taken place. It has been found that the 
capped bulh'ts, wIicMi made small enough to load with sufficient 
case for military purposes, do not expand wdth certainty; and, 
conse(|uently, do not take hold of the rifling, in which case they 

projoeted out of the barrel witliout the spinning motion, and 
tumble “ head over heels.” Instead of going straight forward— 
or as straight as the c(mtinncd action of gravity w'ould allow— 
they p(M'forin extraordinary curvatures in the air, and are not 
partienlnrly safe when they go astray. To remedy this defect, a 
plug of bard \Ycod lias been introduced into the cavity, and it 
seems to answer its purpose tolerably well. Suen is the rifle now 
employed in the ser^ iee, called the Enfield Kiflo, or pattern of 
1853 ; and of this pattern, 272,000 were supplied by tho private 
gun trade of the country, down to March 1857. 

For the manufaeturo of tliis gun by machinery, so as to make 
tlic various parts of the gun interchange and fit each other uni¬ 
versally, the Enfield Factory has received a number of ingenious 
machines from America; but no machine-made gun bad been 
produced till after the (]!riinean War; and the Birmingham 
makers are of opinion, that it is not bedded together with the 
same solidity as the Birmingham made gun, an(l that it will not 
stand the same length of wear. From the inspection both of the 
machines and of the work produced by them, we should imagine 
that there cannot bo the slightest doubt as to the ultimate suc- 
ce.s3 of tho Enfield system ; and tho best evidence of the pros¬ 
pective triumph of machinery, is the fact that private makew— 
the London Armoury Conmany for instance—have already sup¬ 
plied themselves with siniilnr machines from America, for tile 
purpose of executing their contract with Ooverninent, for the 
supply of 30,000 rifles of tho Enfleld pattern. 
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The Enfield Rifie, then, represents a long thin tube, with a 
slow pitch of rifling, and a bullet consisting of a cupped cylinder 
with a rounded end. It performs well up to 800 yards, and as 
n half pike, there can be no doubt of its unquestionable excel¬ 
lency. The steel bayonets, as now manufactured, have not only 
never had an equal, but have never had anything in the shape 
of a rival that could approach them. They appear to be as nearly 
perfect, both in quality and finish, as anything of the kind can 
possibly be. As a whole, we need not hesitate to repeat, that no 
such weapon was ever before placed in the hand of tlie soldier. 

]5ut Colonel Jacob can beat the Enfield rifle in shooting; and 
it will become a question whether some now modification will 
not be requisite in the national arm. If the Enfield rifle can only Serform well, as to accuracy, up to 800 yards; and if Colonel 

acob has “ prepai'ed a pattern-rifle for the army far more handy 
and convenient in every way, than the rifles hitherto in use of 
fi2-gange bore, only with which a tolerably good shot can cer~ 
tainly strike an object the size of a man, 07ici? out of three UmeSy at 
a thousand yards dista^icey and of which the full cfiectivc range 
is above 2000 yards—tlie ball at that range still flying with deadly 
velocit}'’,” it stands to reason, that our troops would have as poor 
a chance with a foreign enemy, armed with the Jacob rifle, flk 
our cruisers, armed with carronadcs bad with the American 
ships, armed with the long 32’s. Troops armed with the old 
musket, would bc immolated in the presence of the Enfield rifie; 
but if the Enfield rifie can be itself surpassed almost as much as 
it surpassed tbtf' musket, it would be satisfactory to know that 
Great Britain was the first to take advantage of the discovery. 

Before adverting to the performances of Colonel Jacob, wc 
may'state concisely what wo conceive to be the essence of the 
whole of the modern improvements in the rifle. 

To project a round or spherical ball through the air is very 
much the same as to sail a washing tub tlirougli the water. The 
problem of constructing a bullet is, in fact, very similar to that 
of constructing a ship or a boat. For the smooth bored |pin the 
round bullet was naturally adopted, both on account of its con¬ 
venience in loading, and because it has not been found that 
other forms can be projected from the smooth bored gun with 
neater advantage than the sphere. We do not affirm that a 
form of projectile may not yet be discovered, tliat shall shoot 
better than the ordinary round ball or sphere ” from a smooth 
barrel. We merely on this occasion advert to the fact, that the 
round bullet was used universally with the smooth bore, and 
naturally enough was used also with the rifles. But to pro¬ 
ject ft sphere through ^e air » much the same os to sail a round 
tub through the water. Improvement in rifle practice, there- 
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fore, must depend in suiting the form of the ballet to the re¬ 
quirements of its intended night; and the problem is much the 
same as that of building a clipper ship, supposing that we were 
to start from the washing tub. The Pritcliett bullet or Enfield 
bullet represents a trough with a rounded end, and of course a 
trough with a rounded end is superior to a tub. The flight of 
the Enfield bullet depends upon its form, and not upon any 
principle of expansion produced by a cup, to be acted upon by 
an iron capsule, or by the force of the powder alone, or by a plug 
of boxwood. And this assertion can bo proven in this way— 
let a bullet of the same shape be cast with flanges, so as to lay 
hold of the rifling, -and it will still fly as well as before, provided 
its fittings be air tight. But it is quite evident that a trough 
with a rounded end is not the best form for making its way 
either through the water or tho air. The shipbuilder, looking 
at the elegaiit curves of his own beautiful water line, would 
stand aghast at the section of even the Enfield bullet, and would 
reckon it as no great advance upon the washing tub. Colonel 
Jacob comes in with a modification in the right direction, and 
puts a sharp bow on the ball, which he makes two diameters or 
two and a half diameters long, but leaving the butt or stern of 
the bull flat, and this flat tendency appears to be tho prevailing 
fashion of tlic present time, apparently ou tho supposition that 
the powder hits a flat ended ball harder than one that should«be 
finished with a graceful curve like the run of a slap. But Colonel 
Jacob’s bullet that has a bow is an approach to the truth, aud 
of course it flies both further and more accuratelj^than the round 
ended trough. The next improvement is to put a proper stern 
on the bullet, so as to deliver the air round a proper aud be¬ 
coming curve instead of at a sharp edge; and then the bullet, 
with a little modification of its whole curvature, will be as nearly 
perfect for flight through the air as a clipper ship is for passage 
through the water. Tlio advantage of the flat end or square stern 
is, wo apprehend, purely chimerical; because the powder strikes 
the bullet like a punch, and a punch fitting a cone will strike 
the point of the cone as hard as a flat punch would strike the 
base of the same cunc. Progiess is the law of the rifle bullet, 
and sooner or later it will come to the elegant curves of the ship, 
otherwise it will not fly so far as it might do. The designer of a 
rifle ball might study with advantage the process of draughting 
a ship's lines. « 

The Inodem improvementsin the rifle then, resolve themselves 
into the improvement in tho shape of the bullet, by which it is 
adapted for flight through the air, and into the use «of a bullet 
that can be easily loaded, but which expands under the action of 
the powder either-^&st, by the use of a cupped butt i or, second. 
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by the use of one or more rin^, which enable the after part of 
the ballet to jam up and lay hold of tho With a lon^ 
bullet we have little doubt that the lead will jam up even with¬ 
out rings, If tho bullet be made sufficiently near the size of the 
bore to Ht properly with a greased patch. The lead is easily 
compressible, atfd a much smaller amount of hold than is usually 
supposed enables it to take the rifling. The phenomena called 
stripping is, we apprehend, one whidi most riflemen may have 
heard of^ but none can say that they have observed. It is a myth. 

Colonel Jacob's improvement, then, consist, in the first place, 
in giving a bettor form to the bullet, by which the I’esistauce is 
diminished and the rau^e increased. To fire .this bullet he uses 
a shorter, heavier barrel, with a more rapid twist and a sinnllcr 
bore; and in these particulars wc entirely concur with him. 
Even during the Enfield experiments it was found tluit a barrel 
thirty inches long afforded the best shooting that was tlien ob¬ 
tained, but the extra length was considered requisite fur a 
military weapon,—for the half-pike sService. 

But the improvement in the form of the bullet is not Colonel 
Jacob’s only claim to be ranked ns the first experimental rifle¬ 
man of the day. He has constructed and a}>plied to the rifle bullet, 
a small shell, consisting of a cop|)er tube filled with gunpowder, 
and primed; with detonating powder. The shells are made of 
various sizes, and are now supplied by the gun ti*ade. The 
bullet is cast upon a cone, whicli leaves a cavity into which the 
shell can be placed without difficulty. The ]>oiut of the shell is 
of confse in frmt, and the inotnent the bullet strikes, the shell 
explodes, and does damage proportioned to its size and the 
nature of the surrounding materials. These shells, fur military 
purposes, a])pear to be tho most formidable adjuncts that have 
yet oeen applied to the rifle; and it may safely be presumed, that 
they would render the fire of a body of men wonderfully effective 
where the ammunition waggons of an enemy could be approached. 
We shall state what Colonel Jacob has been able to do with 
them. At Kurrachee, on the 23d August 1856, an ammunition 
waggon was constructed out of an old country cart, with a box on 
it, am)ut the size of a pair of the ordinary ammunition boxes in 
use with a field batteiy. The box was four feet long and two feet 
high on the side next the riflemen, which was one inch and 4 
half thick;'the lid and the other sides being an inch thick. 
The box sa-as filled with damaged gunpowder, in cotton bags, 
eaeh containing 2 lbs.—the Mole charge being about 100 
lbs. The box was properly secured, and a tarpaulin nailed 
over it. The cart was maced at the foot of the shooting butt, 
1200 yards fn>m the shooter^ who, oa this occasion, were Mr 
Gibb, 0. &, Captain Gibbord of the^ Aftiileiy, Colonel Jaeob, 
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And Captain Scott of tlie Lancera. The morning was cloudy, 
and tlio cart not very distinctly visible. About twenty shells in 
all had been fired without exploding the powder, when the ninth 
shell from Mr Gibb’s rifle (H2 gauge only) “ struck the box 
and exploded the powder, with the must brilliant eflfect.” Some 
of the officers, however, still entertained the opinion thaf the 
manner in wiiicii the shot and cartridges are packed in the 
artillery ammunition waggons would prevent the possibility of 
the rifle shells reaching tlie powder, even if they burst among 
tlie shot in the boxes. To test this opinion another waggon 
was p|:cpared, with four boxes on it, similar to those of an ammu¬ 
nition waggon ill a field battery. These boxes were packed with 
round shot, cartridges, etc., like those of a regular field battery, 
and the proceedings were resumed on the 25th August, at the 
same distance of 1200 yards. The seventli shell from Captain 
Gibbard’s rifle exploded one of the four ammunition boxes. 
The fifth shell from Colonel Jacob’s rifle entered another box, 
and a second explosion took ])lace. The gentlemen present pr¬ 
eceded to tlie butt to examine the effect, and found the wa^on 
burning, although two of the boxes were still uiiexploded. xhe 
neighbourhood being dangerous the spectators retired, and the 
third box exploded. The tuurth was blown up by another shell, 
and the waggon was totally destroyed. 

'But Colonel Jacob’s ]>ractice was not limited even to the 
range of 1200 yards, as will be seen by the following memoran¬ 
dum, which we quote eiitiiv, believing it to be the record of the 
most notable feat ever performed with so smalk a weapon as a 
shoulder rifle:— 

“ RIFLE PRACTICE AT KURRACHEB, . 

“ Friday^ Sept. 1856. 

“ A powder box was prepared for explosion, by rifle shells, at 
a range of (1800) one thousand eight hundred yards. The box 
consisted of two boards, one and a quarter incmes tiiick, and ten 
&et square, put togetlier with a space of one inch between their 
surfaces; this space was filled with gunpowder, and was found 
to contain a cliarge of above 500 lbs. The box \pa8 placed ' 
against the butt on the ground, and after being loaded was well 
tarred over. At 7 a.m. on the 5th September 1856, rifle prac¬ 
tice wa% commenced with shells at this box, from a i^tance of 
1800 yards. The morning at first was d^k and cloady, fauV 
after a few shots had been fired the weather improved, and soon 
became favourable as r^ards light, although a fresh breeze was. 
blowing across the range from right to left* The shootem 
were 
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Captain Gibbard, Artilleiy . 24-gauge Biflo 
Captain Thatcher . . . 16-gauge Manton 
Colonel Jacob . , . 24-gauge Manton 
Captain Scott, A'.D.C. . . 32-gaugo Manton 

The undermentioned gentlemen were also present;— 
Colonel Trevolyan, Artillery; Lieutenant De Nitre, A^rtil- 

lery; Captain Pirie, Lieutenant of Police. 
For the first few rounds the shells struck near the foot of the 

butt, but as the morning brightened the practice improved, and 
many shells in succession struck close over and around the box— 
so close, indeed, that to the naked eye- th^ appeared actually to 
strike it. The practice was steadily and deliberately continued, 
but the powder still remained untouched, till Colonel Jacob’s 
little double rifie had been fired twenty times. The last four 
shots from tins rifle were all very near to the box; and when fired 
for the twenty-first time, the shell from the second baiTcl struck 
the box and exploded the powder. The effect was magnificent, 
the distance bfsing so great, and the charge in the box so heavy. 
So violent was the explosion, that it was thought at first that 
the butt wall had been blown down; but when the smoko 
cleared, the wall was seen standing uninjured. This wall is 
built of stone, ten feet thick at the base, and one and a half at 
top, is one hundred feet long and fifty feet high, A large portion 
ofesurface near the powder-box was a good deal shattered, but 
the damage was pnly superficial, and the butt was not seriously 
injured. Throughout the practice at Kurrachce no rest of any 
kind was used. # Ihe rifles were always fired from the shoulder, 
the shooter standing up.” 

With regard to the penetration pf the bullets used hy Colonel 
Jacob, wo may take tlie following instances:—At Kurraclico, 
on the 26th September 1856, a 24-gangc iron-pointed ball, fired 
with a charge of 2^ drachms of powder, at a distance of twenty- 
five yards, j^netrated clean through eighteen deal planks, each 
three-quarters of ^ inch thick, and smaslied itself all to pieces 
against stones pn*he other side. And, on the 29th September 
1856, 24-gauge iron-pointed bullet, with’ a cliargc of 2^ 
drachms of powder was fired at twenty-five deal beared, eacli a 
little more than three-qiuirters of an inch thick—the whole thick¬ 
ness of all the boards being twenty inches. The boards were 
packed close one behind the other, and wedged fast into a box. 
The rifle jiras fired at twentv-five yards distance. The buUet 
penetra^ clean tbzovi^ the; inrhole twenty-five planks, aiul 
Durfed itself its whole lengidi in a block of hard wood, two and 
a half inches thick, which was behiift the mass of boards, 
breaking this block into two pieces. 

Colonel Jacob objects to a long t|iin barrel for a rifle, which he 
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admits, however, may perform well op to 800 yards, with an ex« 
pandin^T ball and a slow burning powder, lie prefers a short 
barrel with a rapid twist. In this there is nothing new. The 
German rifles that have been in use for the last hundred years 
would nearly fulfil the conditions laid down; and plenty of rifles 
were made in England before the name of !Miili4 was heard of, 
quite near enough to Colonel Jacob’s specifleation to perform 
well if fitted with the appropriate bullet. The mystery Is not 
in the rifling, but in the shape of the projectile. “ tor my pro¬ 
jectiles, therefore,” says Colonel Jacob, we require a snort 
barrel with deep grooves and great twist. If we attempt to use 
these projectiles with a lon^ thin barrel, like tbe Enfield, they 
must fail signally. The weight of the ball, and its solid resist¬ 
ance, are too great for the weaker barrel, which trembles, shakes, 
and vibrates wlicn fired to a degree which shows it to be alto¬ 
gether overstrained; in fact, the iron of the barrel must be dis¬ 
torted into a scries of waves, as the ball passes along it, and the 
clastic action of so thin a tube near the muzzle cfldi must make 
it jerk the ball about in a w’onderful manner as it leaves it.” 
Colonel Jacob lias here adverted to an important principle, which 
aiiay account for the unexplained fact, that while shot barrels 
are almost invariably made round, rifle barrels have almost 
as invariably been made eight-sided; the angles on the barrel 
being calculated to arrest the undulation. The same circiftn- 
stance may also give a clue to the fact, that tli^ double rifls was 
found preferable to the single. The single barrel must be made 
stout, so as to control tlie expansion and vibration; but the 
double barrel effects this by means of joining two tubes together, 
'flic waves cannot be generated to tlie same extent, when one 
side of the barrel that is undergoing expansion under the force 
of the jiowder is held firm by another piece of metal which is not 
undergoing a similar expansion. It is quite in accordance with* 
sound theory, therefore, that the double gun may actually be 
found to perform better than a single—taking the weight into 
due consideration. With regard to size, Colonel Jacob considers 
a 32-guagc to be largo enough for anything, and twenty-four 
inches to be long enough for uie barrel of any calibre whatever. 
The grooves, be says, should be full, deep, of breadth equal to 
that of the lands, and may turn once in three feet of length. 
Such arc Colonel Jacob’s conclusions, based upon experience, 
second to that of no living man; and though we should beg 
leave to differ from the general affirmation, that 24 inches would 
be found long enough for my barrel, we willingly admit that 
Colonel Jacob's view is substantially the correct one. 

In conclusion, wc shall not presume to recommend the perusal 
of this extraordinary pamphlet, inasmuch as no one who has not 
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perused it^ or who has not conducted a somewhat similar course 
of experiments, can be said to have anj just conception of the 
real capabilities of the rifle. Nor shall we congratulate Colonel 
Jacob on having brought to such successful issue, what we ven¬ 
ture to characterise as the most important set of experiments 
ever made with fire-arms by a single individual. ColonelJacob 
has gone far to alter the very nature of the art of war. His 
shell—almost an ingenious curiosity when first inspected—con¬ 
tains within it a power which, hereafter, in the field or on the 
waves, will, we fully anticipate, make the name of tho inventor 
memorable. TKis fact cannot be overturned—the Jacob shell, 
at the distance of a mile, can from an ordinary shoulder rifle 
blow up an ammunition Avaggon. That single fact contains the 
elements of prodigious advance. But whatever the effect in 
the field—on cavalry by day, or even more important still, by 
night, when tlie horses could be stampeded—on ammunition 
waggons—on batteries—^on invested fortresses, or towns—it is at 
sea tnat we expect the powers of the Jacob shell to produce tho 
most important results. One of these shells passing into a 
powder-bucket might determine the fate of a Hne-of-battle-sliip; 
and what is more, sea-ports and dock-yards that could not be 
approached with heavy siege artillery, might possibly be ap¬ 
proached by these tiny shells, every one of which contains within 
it&lf the capability of exploding a magazine or setting fire to an 
arsenal. Tne experiments of Mr Whitworth, though not without 
a certain value, sink into insignificance before tho long series of 
successes which have attended the intelligent and persevering 
efforts of Colonel Jacob of the Bombay Artillery, now, we arc 
happy to observe, Brigadier-General Jacob, C.B. 
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Abt. X.— The Angel in the House. By Coventrt Patuobg. 
Books 1. and 11. Second Edition. W. Parker. 1858. 

Tamerton Church Tower^ and other Poems. By OoTEKTBT 
Patmore. J. W. Parker. 1854. 

All the poetry most characteristic of the present centuiy has 
in it a kind of microscopic air. It concentrates the eye on what 
is near, rather than on what is distant; it bids us see a new 
world in every fresh point of space, instead of making us feel 
that every point is a fresh position from which to sweep with 
new result the broad horizon of the universe. And, as the 
magnifying glass is necessarily of a short focus, and throws into 
dimness and mist all that lies beyond its proper range, and that, 
too, by the very same property by which it reveals in full the 
marvellous complexity of the smallest point withm that range, 
so it seems that it is the condition of the poetic faculty of modern 
times, to give us extraordinary insight into what is near and 
ap()arently insignificant, at the expense of those flowing outlines 
and comprehensive groupings of human life which the poets of 
older days painted for us. The mind, like the eye, may be 
ada])ted to a near or a distant range of obsen'ation ; but, once 
adapted, it is not easy to alter it; and so, tod, the mind that 
has been engaged in observing itself^ cannot be easily accustomed 
to include a wide field of view. And there is an obvious reason 
for this, beyond the mere illustrative analogy we have hitherto 
used in explaining our meaning; for, though every poet, whether 
of microscopic or telescopic vision, must necessarily have experi¬ 
ence in order to sing, and can only use his own experience in his 
song, that experience is very different in kind, and is used after a * 
very diflerent fashion by the great painters of life and human 
story, such os Homer, Chaucer, Tasso, and Milton, to that in 
which personal experience is used by the great modern school of 
noets—Goethe and Coleridge, Wordsworth and Tennyson^ The 
funner do not, like the latter, gaze into their own experience 
firsts aii4 then slowly interpret by it the signs and symptoms of 
external life. 'iUicir imagination is quickened from without, not 
fi’om within. They do not see (simply because they never study) 
all those minute ripples of thought and feeling which bear no 
visible trace upon the broad field of liuman life and history. 
Tlicy see the deeper breadths of shadow and of light; tliey see 
the masses of-colour which distinguish the various groups eff 
men, and the striking aspects of nature; but the smaller elements 
of which these are composed they know only roughly, and from 
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an instinctive knowledge of pibportion. Just as a quick ear will 
catch a tune though it could never distinguish the separate 
notes, they see and know tho whole before they know the parts. 
The great epic poets could not have painted for us what they 
have painted at all, had not the rhythm of some great passage 
of huninn life caught their imagination before they had gained 
any insight into the detailed elements of which it was composed; 
and, of course, they sing with less of inward detail and more of 
broad effect than the modem poets, because the unit of concep¬ 
tion with them is far larger than it can be with the self-conscious 
singers of our own times. If you gaze on the external world 
without the preparation of self-study, you cannot possibly see all 
that you sec if you have first studied the deep details of your 
inward life; but you will partially understand and grasp a much 
wider if a much less coni|jIcx world. A mind that comes, like 
Goethe’s, to its study of society with an imagination already 
burdened witji the richest abundance of inward experience, will 
see more than it can delineate with any artistic effect in its 
pictures. A self-conscious imagination is a microscope that 
enlarges indefinitely the details of every atom it beholds, and so 
leads to a prc-Raffaelitc kind of poetry, which distracts attention 
from the grouping and the outline by tho unnatural distinctness 
of every turn of feeling and ever}” shade of thought. The con¬ 
sequence is, that poetry is taking mure aud inorc minute fields 
of delineation every day. A single daisy, a group of daffodils, 
or at most a iqpuntain, a child, or a woman, is almost as much as 
Wordsworth can enduiM to deal with as the subject of any one of 
his finest poems. Goethe is greatest in delineating a few female 
characters ; and Tennyson most perfect in Ins mood of sadness, 
as it expresses itself in half-despondent self^questlonings, or in 
melancholy song. Since Scott ceased to write, we liavo bad no 
poet whose imagination was kindled by the outward world, by 
groups of noble figures, and the drama of event. All our recent 
poets bring to their work the microscope of self-conscious experi¬ 
ence ; and so, unless they wisely limit themselves to comparatively 
roinu^ themes, they are compelled either to cxccuto some parts 
with disproportionate accuracy, or to crowd their canvas with 
distracting detail. Goethe’s tales are frequently failures, simply 
because he kept but one figure under his ohjeq^glass at a time, 
instead of the whole action of the tale. 

But though the modern poetry is minute and microscopic, it 
is anything but close and confined. The single point it selects 
for its magnifying glass, is not only shown to ^ a thousand-fold 
Taller of action and feeling than it was known to be before, but 
u connected on every side with the world around it, and the 
infinite life beyond* Even Wordsworth’s daby or his daffodils 
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are instantly seen, not merely to Gte sprin^ng from the common 
earth, but to be over-arched by the eternal heavens;—they teach 
human lessons “of all degrees/* and the spiritual microscope is 
never lifted away till they have yielded fresh symbols of the 
immortality of man, and fresh tokens of the tender mercy of God. 
The infinitude of life is perhaps felt more deeply in tho poems of 
the modern self-conscious school than in any other. They have 
not generally the sunny warmth and glow of stories which paint 
for us the whole “ wonder and bloom of the worlds’* they have 
almost always something of the awe of a world of mysterious 
shadow in them; for, while they take a very narrow foreground, 
they always show you the infinite distances into which that fore¬ 
ground stretches away on every side. And it is clear that 
indications of tliis mysterious infinitude can be given more easily 
and adequately in a poem on a small ihcmc, tlian in a poem on 
a large theme. A solitary ftower may be made tlie means of 
expressing the infinite awe of tlie universe far more effectively 
than the most crowded drama. The fuller a picture or a poem 
is of positive life action and feeling, the less room is there left 
in our finite minds for the strange, unconceived immensity 
beyond, liembrandt fills us with deeper sense of the super¬ 
natural world by his rough sketch of .lacob’s sleeping form, and 
the dark ladder lit up by one or two flitting shapes of light, than 
does all tlie crowded field of Michael Angelo’s lasUudgment, And 
thus the modem school of minutely penetrating, self-conscious 
experience, unveils the spiritual world far moje effectually— 
though, of course, only at single points—than the great epic and 
drannitic poets. Tennyson brings ns oftener and far more closely 
and personally face to face with God, and sin, and immortal life, 
than Milton—though God and sin are the professed subjects of 
Milton's ^rand poem, and only the occasional visions of Tenny¬ 
son’s poetic world. 

Mr Coventry Patmore certainly belongs to the modern school 
of ])oetry—the self-conscious or microscopic school, as we have 
termed it; but in many resi)ect8 he diners remarkably from 
the other members of it. The single topic on which hp may 
happen at any time to dwell, is magnified in the same careful 
way, and enlarpjd in all its details, by the interpreting light of a 
selra}ntemplati9g experience. We see many emotions, and 
learn to distinguish many shades of emotion which we had never 
noted before; and the emotion is not merely delineated—it also 
throws off prismatic fringes of thought, as happens so commonly 
in the finer poems of Tennyson. But yet Mr Patmore has a 
manner, and merits, and deficiencies of his own, which distiif- 
guish him strongly from his contemporaries. It is obvious at 
once that his favoorite study is what we may call the $ur/ae$ 
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of man’s deeper life^—that sdntnm of human existence where 
character passes into manners. He seldom or never probes the 
depths of the individual soul. He has no bias to investigate the 
springs of thought and faith. These he accepts ; and he only 
l)egins to watch them keenly where they begin to blend with the 
influences which man exerts over man. He skims, as it were, 
the flne superficies of nature and humanity, but seldom cares to 
penetrate to those deeper and sterner social laws on which arc 
based the fair “ traditions of civility,” which he sings with so 
much grace. He has himself told us, in some of his finest lines, 
that sustained spiritual effort is not a theme on which his genius 
loves to dwell— 

** And to converse direct with Heaven, 
Is a great labour in the breast 

nor does lie choose even to " converse direct” with man. What 
Mr Carlyle calls a “ clothes-philosophy” is nearest to Mr T^at- 
more’s characteristic domain,—meaning, of course, by clothes, 
that spiritual vesture of the mind in which it appears—in all 

seasons of calm weather” at least—to the eyes of spectators. 
He does not love to look through and beneath this to what the 
spirit is in itself—to the unclothed spirit as it is seen by God, or 
even as it is seen by men in the lightening gleams of tempestuous 
trial, and in moments when Jove or faith temporarily dissolves 
the cloac-flttinp shell of social forms. Thougn Mr Patmore’s 
special theme is love, it is not love in its deeper moods, but in 
its ■ ^ntler courtesies;—it is “ love ceremonious,” love “ the 
nursling of civility,” not love in the mood in which it melts 
the binding crust of years,” and reveals the hidden depths of 
personal life to the gaze of another. The following graceful lines 
are not by any means specimens of Mr Fatmorus best pocti*^, 
but they exemplify exactly the sphere he chooses for himself m 
his poem on love:— 

‘‘Let love make home a gqunous court; 
There let the world’s rude hasty ways 

Be fashioned to a loftier port, 
And learn to bow and stand at gaze; 

And let the sweet respecUve sphere 
Of personal worship there obtain 

Circumference for moving clear, 
• None treading on anomeris train. 
This makes that pleasures do not cloy, 

And dignides onr mortal strife 
With calmness and considerate joy, 

Befitting our immortal life.” 

Not only the s^modie school, bat almost all the modem 
^beU-^no doubt herein exaggerating greatly the passionate and 
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absorbing side of love—would call Mr Patmore’s poem no poem 
on love at all. They would find no poetry in a love that learned 
to bow and stand at gaze;” they would have no idea that love 
ought to lecognise the “sweet respective sphere of personal wor¬ 
ship and though we completely appreciate both Mr Patmore’s 
meaning and the grace of his delineation, we draw atten¬ 
tion to this contrast, simply in order to point out that he ad¬ 
visedly chooses, for the circle of thought and emotion in which 
he moves, one much more distant from the personal centre of 

• human life than modern poets usually do. Indeed, this is not 
only his habit, but his professed desire. He does not write to 
unveil life,—he writes to exercise “the poet’s of perfect 
speech'*^ on that which is within most men’s xen. 

“ Nor voice, nor art, nor plot, nor plan. 
Nor aught of mine here’s worth a toy; 

Quit praise and blame, and, if you can, 
Do, brother, for the nonce ei^oy. 

Moving but as the feelings move, 
1 run, or loiter with delight. 

Or stop to mark where gentle Love 
Persuades the soul from height to height.” 

And though he disowns expressly any wish to devote his song 
to mere temporary and transient beauty,—though he says, 

“ My faith is fast, 
That all the loveliness I sing • 

Is made to bear the mortal blast, 
And blossom in a better spring 

yet in this, too, he is quite consistent with himself, for even 
spiritual and immortal attributes have not only their unfathom¬ 
able depths, but their shining surface,—^not only their hidden 
subterranean spring, but their visible undulating course,—not 
only their pools of mystery, but their sunny social courses; and 
the poet may choose the latter, and yet keep as truly to an 
“ immortal” theme,—as if, like Wordsworth, he gave us glimpses 
of the well-springs of the creative beauty, or, like Tompson, he 
probed awfully, and yet reverently, the secret roots of human 
faith. 

This upper stratum, then, of human life, when charactar 
assumes the vesture of what we call mannere, is Mr Patmore’s 
peculiar sphere as a poet; and it has, of course, both its advan¬ 
tageous and its defective side. On the one hand, it gives more 
play, more widely-spreading colour to his theme, than, as one of 
the microscopic school, he could otherwise, if he pierc^ deeper, 
hope to attain; on the other hand, it opens, out fower of those 
vistas of infinite depth and wonder which an insght into ^ 
deeper springs of thought and love alwejs GQmmand. fib 
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theme is less circumscribed than it otherwise would be, but it 
has fewer glimpses of the central and primal life. Inteiprcting 
life as he does by his own selt^onscious experience, it would 
follow, that if he took a' more searching phase of tliat experience 
for what we have called his “ unit of conception,” he could not 
have liad so extended a field. As it is, the thread of his poem 
winds through many light and gay scenes which would have 
marred the unity of any deeper theme. At the same time, of 
course, to go back to an old analogy, the magniiying-glnss tliat 
admits a larger object at one view must liaA'e a longer focal* 
length and a weaker power. In other w'ords, the self conscious 
thought which plays over the whole upper surface of a man’s 
spiritual life, instead of ]>iercing into its deepest roots and springs, 
will miss many openings into that eternal truth of Hie, wliich a 
more concentrated power w'ould have detected and explored. 
Mr Patmore has said to himself, “ Lift not the painted veil 
which those who live call life;*’ nay, lie has said more, and will 
not even consent to remove the veil of social observances; and 
his reward is, that, though a self^onscious poet, he has got a 
wider and more gently undulating foreground for liis poem 
than most of his contemporaries. 

And first, his gift as a painter of nature is not sliglit, but it is 
limited by the considerations we have advanced with regard to 
hil general sphere as an artist. He cannot realise his most 
transient emotions in an imagined landscape of natural beauty 
that completely expresses a phase of hitman feeling, like Tenny¬ 
son. He cannot distil the realities of nature till they enter 
into his mind, and ^iritualise his own moods, like AVordsworth; 
but he can take off a very true and lovely picture of what he 
has seen or conceived, so that we seem to smell the very flowers, 
and breathe the vezy breeze of which he sings. Thus he tells us:— 

“ I, in whom the sweet time wrought, 
Lay stretched within a lonely glade, 

Abandoned to delicious thought, 
Beneath the softly twinkling shade. 

The leaves, all stirring, mimick’d well 
A neighbouring rush of rivers cold, 

And, as the sun or shadow felt, 
So these were green, and those were gold; 

In dim recesses hyacintlis drooped, 
And breadths of primrose cooled the air, 

Which, wandering through the woodland, stooped, 
And gathered perfumes here and there; 

Upon the spray the squirrel swung, 
And careless songsters, six or seven, 

Sung lofty songs the leaves among; 
Fit % their only Jistenar, Heaven.** 
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An equally poetical picture is the description of the Deaneiy 
of Saruin Close, where the scene of the poem is most often laid;» 

*Twas half my homo six years ago ; 
The six years had not altered it: 

Keel brick and ashlar, long and low, 
4 With dormers and with oriels lit. 

Geranium, lychnis, rose arrayed. 
The windows all wide-open thrown, 

And some one in the study played 
The wedding-march of Mendelssohn. 

And there it was 1 last took leave : 
*Twas Christmas : I remember’d now 

The cruel girls, who feigned to grieve. 
Took down the evergreens, and how 

The laurel into blazes woke 
The fire, lighting the large, low room, 

A dim rich lustre of old oak 
And crimson velvet’s glowing gloom.” • 

These, and oilier still more delicately painted pictures, have all 
the life and harmony that only a poet can give. We do not say 
tliat they belong to the highest poetic class, for they do not pro¬ 
fess to interpret, even so far as interpretation is possible, the 
tender and mystic symbols of natural beauty. Mr Patmore 
contents liiiiiself with simple delineation; he neither constrftins 
the manners of men to yield up the inner secrets of their charac¬ 
ters, nor the complex forms of nature to reveal the deeper things 
of the Eternal Mmd. * 

But we cannot look to have the same fountain of thought for 
all our ])oets; and if the power of hills” rests upon some of 
them; till it gives to all they utter the might and ueedom of a 
“ mountain tone,”—if 

“ Blank misgivingA of a creature 
Moving about in worlds not realised” 

Inspire others with a special art for translating into human 
speech the sweet and melancholy music of the air and sea,—not 
the less but the more grateful shall we be to receive from a poet 
of a different class those soft transcripts of nature, which are 
rather a fitting framework for human experience than a new 
enlar|;cment of its sphere. This distinctly secondaiy place Nature 
certainly takes in Mr Patmore’s poems. IBs ima^s taken from 
Nature usually come in the distinct frrm of similes—similes 
often of the most perfect grace and beauty,—but still t/Zusfrorions 
of tliought rather than its very form and body. The matured 
stage of exact analogy which the simile impaes, points out at 
once that the though came first, the illustration following; in 
short, that there was not that pej^t fusion between the mental 
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conception and the image which embodies it, which is given by 
the activity of the imagination in its most vivid moments. A 
new and perfect simile always implies a more considerate and 
slower fancy than a new and perfect metaphor. Tims, where 
Mr Patmore is describing the plite jealousy entertained by his 
hero for another yonng gentleman (w)io seems, by the way, to 
have been more deserving but less successful in his suit), he 
sings;— 

A man to please a girl! though I 
Retorting his forced smiles, the shrouds 

Of wrath, so hid as she was by, 
Svoeet moon between her liyhied eloudt /” 

Again, when he is recalling the noble form and gentle state” 
of the lady he admires, ho explains:— 

** Her dress had brushed this wicket; hero 
She turned her face and laugh’d, with looks 

Lify. moonbeams on a wavering mere** 

There is genuine poetry in tiiese touches, but clearly the nature 
is strictly subordinated to the human thought; it docs not blend 
with it, but rather clothes it; there is not that perfect identity 
between the thought and the symbol which seems to deepen at 
the same time that it embodies the feeling of the poet. Nor can 
we* look for tlie very highest poetry, even of Naturej from any 
poet who does not work on what we may call the primary strata 
of human life—the rugged affections, passions, and faiths which 
lie even deeper hi our nature than 

** The fair sum of six thousand years* 
Traditions of civility,” 

of which Mr Patmore so much loves to sing. There is ^me* 
thing so awful, at times even appalling, about the mighty symbols 
and mysterious constancy of Nature’s life, that it will not amalga¬ 
mate entirely with any but the very deepest element in man’s. 
The highest poetiy of Nature is not Greek but Hebrew. The 

mountains and the strong foundations of the earth” will give 
car only to the Lord's controversy.” And, among English 
poets, Nature’s life has been the natural embodiment of human 
thought only where that thought has been quarried out of the 
substantial essence of our nniversol humanity. This cannot 
triily be said of any poet who draws so largely on the graces of 
social culture, and even of national manners and habits, as Mr 
Patmore. He sinm of pleasant ramblings in a fair and well- 
tilled rarden, not of wanderings on that primeval earth of forest 
and wndemess where man first learns to subdue Nature, and, by 
•abdoing, to. respect and dimly understand her. 

And this leads ns to the qualifications of Mr Patmore's genius 
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for painting character. Ho has one of the most distin^ishing 
clinracteristics of a poet, an instinctive knowledge of the feminine 
cast of mind. His special insight into the emotional upper-cur¬ 
rents of human experience, of which we have spoken, necessarilj 
ini})liGs insight into feminine characteristics: /or women express 
their whole mind through their manners far more constantly 
and adequately (though generally less openly) than men. It 
might almost be said to be a certain test, though by no 
means a necessary condition, of poetic genius, for a man to 
have the power of delineating perfectly feminine influences, and 
feminine modes of thought. Mr Kingsley lias it. Wc do not 
know one of his masculine characters tliat is painted to the life, 
but many of his feminine characters breathe out the veiy essence 
of what Goethe used to call women’s “reine Weiblichkeit und 
holdo Umgebung.” Many poets of all but the very first rank 
are without it; but no man who has it can help being in some 
degree a poet; for it implies, at least in a man, an imagination 
so receptive, so open to the most delicate impressions, in order 
to be able to delineate the ethereal essence of feminine influence, 
that other forms of life and beauty must necessarily enter at the 
same avenues. No man who can delineate women, can be with¬ 
out power to delineate also the fairer and softer aspects of nature, 
though he need not, of course, be able to grasp her more rugged 
and magnificent scenes. Mr Patmore has the power wo nave 
indicated in a very remarkable degree. His flnly fault is, if we 
may so express it, that he has a tendency, not t^ make women too 
feminine, which is impossible, but a little too small. Now, we 
cannot deny the very obvious fact of a certain limitation of mind 
—let us say shallowness—in a large proportion of women: but 
assuredly it is not the feminine cast oi their character which 
makes them so. This Mr Patmore well knows, and on occasion 
can finely sing. Speaking of the nature of woman, he says, vnth 
wonderful beauty, 

“ No idle thought her instinct shrouds, 
Bat fancy chequers settled sense, 

Like alteration of the clouds 
On noon-day's azure permanence.** 

But in his actual delineations he does not usually give na that 
“ noon-day*s azure permanence,** bat only a very limited sample 
of it, without indicating, as he should do, the soft breadths of 
sky which stretch far beyond the limits of his picture. This 
often destroys tlie beauty of bis delineation, which is occaaionsUjr 
young-ladyish mther than feminine, and at such times loses 
sight of the deeirar aspects of women’s devotion. This is a itolt 
Mr Kingsley always avoids; the great beauty of his feminine 
characters lies in the marvollons depth he ever ^ves them; 
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“ Best comes down upon their souls 
From the everlasting deep.** 

We do not moan that Mr Patmore does not also, at times, give 
us fine glimpses of this. We have shown that he docs. Not in 
vain does he ask, a,t the opening of his poem— 

Thou Primal Love, who grantest wings 
And voices to the woodland birds, 

Grant mo the power of saying things 
Too simple and too sweet for words.*’ 

But still the main fault of his poem is, that he makes his hcroiiu* 
a toy. Wo must confess at once that we think poorly of 
llonoria. We should object to her for a wife. She is prudish, 
and her nature is on a petty scale. She is worthy of the hero, but 
that is not saying very much for her. Slie is very inferior to her 
sisters, so far as wc can catch g!im])ses of them in the sketch. 
The second daugliter is much the best; and even Mildred, the 
youngest, “ wljose daisy eyes had learned to droop,” is very much 
to be preferred ‘to the eldest. We are told at first almost as much 
about llonoria ns it was possible to tell; and here is the young 
lady with wliom we are so ill-satisfied:— 

**Was this her eldest, Honor; prude, 
Who would not let me pull the swing; 

Wiio, kissed at Christmas, called me rude, 
And sobbed alone, and would not sing? 

How changed ! In shape, no tall, slim Grace, 
But Venus ; milder than the dove; 

Her idother’s air ; her Norman face, 
Her large, sweet eyes, clear lakes of love.** 

The picture is pretty and true to nature, and is adhered to 
throughont; but it is not a picture fitted to bring out tlic poetic 
or deep side of love. We have many complaints to make of the 
pettiness of tlie character. She does not talk with her lover, she 
chats. She is dignified on a small scale. When her hand is 
pressed, she withdraws the rays 

Which did till then enhance 
Her fairness with its thanks for praise.” 

After marriage, she objects to her husband’s song—what would 
certainly be no credit to her if true— 

“ I did not call you ‘ Dear' or ‘ Love,* 
1 think, till after Frank was born.” 

In short, she is altogether limited. 
It is quite a relief in the middle of this very proper” love- 

making, to come across some of the things too simple and too 
sweet for words,” which are interspersed in uie pauses of the court¬ 
ship. You can scarcely believe sometimes, while Mr Patmore 
dwells on the small accustomed agonies of love, and explainsi 
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with tonching fidelity to the immemorial traditions of his subject, 
how pearls and lapis lazuli, and so forth, are ** her beauty’s fair 
prerogative,”—that he can write with so much breadth and depth 
as is shown, not only in special parts of his book, but at frequent 
intervals throughout it. The music of the following verses, for 
example, is not easily forgotten ; meaning and form take hold of 
the mind with equal force, and the last two lines sum up the 
thought with that significant indication of an untold depth of 
feeling beyond, whi^ we miss in the numerous sweet, easy, and 
flowing verses, of the kind we have just been criticising:— 

Love wakes men, once a life-time each ; 
They Hit their heavy lids and look; 

And lo! what one sweet page can teach 
They read with joy, then shut the book. 

And some give thunks, and some blaspheme, 
And most forget; but either way, 

That and the Child's unheeded dream 
Is all ike light of all their dayP ^ 

While we arc ou the subject of Mr Patmore’s treatment of cha¬ 
racter, wo must note that his incidental sketches are truer, and 
even more skilful, than his principal figures. The Dean himself 
is finely (h'seribed; .and WQ very much prefer a strong-minded old 
aunt, who appears once or twice on the scene, to the heroine her¬ 
self. She is sketched with force and humour, and gives an^ ex¬ 
ceedingly good and trustworthy opinion on thg hero of the poem, 
though she Is clearly too partial to the heroine. We feel a great 
admiration for this old laily, who would certaiifly have forbidden 
the banns if she could, and wdio yet with noble forgiveness of 
temper presented her niece with a “ lovely shawl” as a wedding 
present, when she found that she conld find no lawful impedi¬ 
ment!” We rccoinmcud her heartily to the notice of our readers. 

Tlio one great reason why Mr Patmore’s poem does not take 
a wider and deeper range is to be found in his too direct mode 
of delineating the passion which is the subject of his poem. The 
natural and highest tendency of that passion is certainly not to 
set up an idol directly before our eyes, and magnify it after the 
minute and somewhat heathen tone of adulation into which this 
poem not unfrequently falls—though it as frequently rises far 
above it. Love,” said a great thinker, *^is deepest in those 
minds in which it is not a primary but a seconuaiy passion.” 
We believe this to be a very d^p truth as regards all human 
love, and it is a truth of which Mr Patmore frequently loses 
sight. Love is never deepest when it comes first among human 
motives; for its deptli mainly depends on its reverenee^ and 
there can be no reverence in a love which does not see many 
higher ends than its own clmms. Moreover, we do not believe 
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that it is natural to make an express object of the passion itself 
—to be on the look-out for love. An amaiis amare does not 
deserve to find what he seeks. Love that is the gradual and' 
unconscious birth of blending sympathies is far higher and far 
more common and natural. As wo have said, we have no great 
respect for the hero of this poem; and do not hesitate, therefore, 
to reject as entirely false to nature, in at least nine cases out of 
ten, liis arbitrary dictum, that every unmarried man worth any¬ 
thing makes it his chief thought in life” when he shall marry:— 

I kept the custom; I confess 
I never went to ball, or fete, 

Or show, but in pursuit express 
Of my predestinated mate ; 

And thus to me, who had in sight 
The happy chance upon the cards, 

Each beauty blossomed in the light 
Of tender personal regards.” 

We confess we*think that if this were so, Iio deserved nothing 
better than to marry Honoria. Ilonoria seems to have Imd no 
interests beyond those of “ tender personal regards,” in which 
they comW have shared together; and the passion, therefore, to 
be described is all of it explicit passion for tne lady, not that I'ar 
higher kind of passion which springs originally from common 
sympathies and interests in thoughts and worlds .hevond them¬ 
selves. Idolatry ir. always small and poor; and it is the tendency 
to idolatry in the love-making of this poem which keeps it so 
often down to the level of the earth. Indeed, idolatrv is the 
etifiing element in almost all love-poetry which renders it so in¬ 
tolerable to read continuously; but it is also the unieal element 
which docs not nourish love, but exhausts it. This is, in fact, 
the weakness of the “subjective” poetry, that it will dwell 
directly in the phenomena of passion, although an adequate de¬ 
lineation of it can only be given by its indirect influence on tlie 
other currents of thougbt and feeling. Mr Felix, going about 
like Coelebs “in sear<m of a wife,” precludes himself from find¬ 
ing all that he ought to want. The direct gaze of the mind 
weakens the delicate truthfulness of natural sympathies. The 
highest love is, we must repeat, not indeed unconsciou.s, but 
certainly not of self-conscious origin; it springs from spiritual 
affinities, and tends to the delight of deeper sympathy rather 
than of constant mutual admiration. TJie theme of Mr Pat¬ 
more’s poem is ffir too much the love of admiration. And con- 
sequent^, the parts of It that are the most noble and poetical, 
are those in which the eye is lifted away ftom the lovers alto¬ 
gether into ^mneral contemplation. The “ destined maid ” sickens 
ns. It is m veiy well to hear occasionally of the gusts that 
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shook her curls and vexed the ribbons at her waist,” but we 
can’t stand too much of it. A poem such as Mr Patmore 
has set himself to write should not be content with delineating 
personal fascinations. Especially in the books he still proposes 
to give us must he beware of this. What may be pardonable 
up to the wedding, will bo intolerable afterwards; and we shall 
expect in the future books to see the horizon of his poem expand 
—^to sec the blending of the religious and intellectual life of his 
hero and heroine—to see the mingling of waters between the 
river and the lake, and to see them mingle not merely as if they 
wei*o drawn together by mutual attraction, but by those deeper 
currents, at work in them both, which force their waters to seek 
a common issue from the narrow banks within which they are 
conhtied. Mr Patmore seems to delight, like some other poets 
—Shelly for instance—in keeping the object of passion distinctly 
and separately in view; nay, be seems almost to dread the sym¬ 
pathy which might unite two minds in an unconscious identity 
of faith and love. He says, w*ith much bcautyf in one of his 
earliest poems, in the name of a man on the eve of his wedding:— 

Ho dreads lest time should make them twain, 
Or use should let them run 

Witlk undistinguished heart and brain, 
Like dew-drops, into one ; 

Not prescient of the strong defence 
Of thoughts that still perplex 

With all the countless differencd 
And sweet consent of sex.” 

And again, in this later poem:— 
And in the warmth of hand to hand, 

Of lieart to heart, he ’ll vow to note 
And reverently understand 

How the two spirits shine remote; 
And ne’er to numb hne honour's nerve, 

Nor let sweet awe in passion melt; 
Nor fail, by courtesies, to observe 

Tiio space which makes attraction felt; 
Nor cease to guard, like life, the sense 

Which tells him that the embrace of love 
la o*er a gulf of deference 

Love canmt sound, nor death removed 

This is finely said, as well ns true; but it is not true, that to 
gazo over the gulf between mind and mind at the opposite shore 
is the course of action whicli ^Mnakes attraction felt.” The 
difference is, in fact, the source of the attraction, but it can be 
felt only as the source of attraction in the act of exercising the 
powers and gifts which are so different; and of course it can 
be delineated only through a &ithful delbeation of sudi intel- 
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lectual and spiritual differences as find their complement and 
completion in union. No doubt such a delineation is a difficult 
task. But this is, as we understand it, the great purpose of lilr 
Patmore’s poem; and it certainly is not answered by merely 
making his readers feel that Felix tliought llonoria an angel, 
and Honoria thought Felix a god. This direct gazing at each 
other is not that “ marriage of true minds ” vrhich he has under¬ 
taken to sing. lie is bound to show us tiic unity of moral and 
intellectual difference, and that the ground of unity does not 
consist in the deficiency on either side, but in that completeness 
to which each helps the other to attain. Mr Patmore exercises 
the minds and hearts of his characters far too little on objects 
outside themselves. It is “ love in idleness” all through his 
poem, and therefore not unfrequcntly degenerates into idle love. 
This is quite unworthy of his powers. There is no incident, no 
grief, no suspense, no spiritual doubt, no tasking effort, to bring 
out the sustaining strength of mutual love,—nothing that helps 
us to see how much greater is the union of love than the love of 
union. Love is blind only when it is self-consciously mistaking 
the part for the whole—the single ray of beauty for the entire 
splendour of perfection. But in action, in life, in the imlirtrt 
strength it pours into another’s soul, it is not blind; because the 
great realities of life and faith are kept full before the mind,—thus 
rectifying the partialities, while rejecting none of tlio help tliat 
purified love can give, Mr Patmore has a greater work before 
him than he has yet attempted, if he is to make his poem worthy 
of his theme. lie must show us the growth of the auction, after 
the flutterings of gratified vanity and w'orshipping admiration 
have subsided; he must show it us in the keen fire of p'ief, and 
strengthened by self-sacrifice; he must show it us modifying the 
intellect, enlightening the conscience b^ mutual gleams of light 
and confirming trust. He is deeply impressed with one great 
truth, which he has finely expressed in the following lines. Tiio 
rainbow, he reminds us, can only be seen by one who stands 
outside the “ glittering shoWer,” If you tiy to get too near it, 
you are enveloped in the cloud:— 

“ With whalsoever’a lovely, know 
It is not ours; stand off to see; 

Or Beauty’s apparition so 
Puts on invisibility.” 

But there is ahother equally great truth which his poem docs 
not express,—the truth that eedng^ after all, is not the way to 
aeeimilate spiritual beauty, nay, is often the way to lose all hold 
of it; for mere eiglU^ even the poet’s sight, constantly substitutes 
the pastial for the perfect f^oiy, where Ufe^ with its anxious toil 
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and want, would reject none of the blessings and jet would 
recognise all the deficiency. 

Mr Patmore seems to us to take at once an exaggerated view 
of women’s natural graces, and a very depreciating view of their 
capacities for growth. Let ais admit freely that women are often 
quite as dull, and, if dull, a vast deal more insipid and wearisome 
than men. We think there must be something of strgnge idio¬ 
syncrasy in Mr Patmore’s constitution if he can truly say— 

Yet if 1 come where women are. 
How sad soever 1 was before, 

Then is my sadness banished far.’* 
At least our experience is not similar. The sudden polar 
spring” conics to us quite as often from the influence of men as 
from that of women, if we are to speak generally and in the 
rough. On the other hand, while nattering thus their sunny 
influence, he treats them as if they had no more capacity for 
moral ami intellectual growth than a flower or a bird; and, in 
his very fine ‘^parallel” between men and women, assigns all 
tlio gradual progress to those, and attributes an involuntary 
blossoming to these:— 

Where she succeeds with cloudless brow 
In common and in holy course, 

lie fails, in spite of prayer and vow, 
And agonies of faith and force. ... 

Her spirit, compact of gentleness, ^ 
If Heaven postpones or grants her prayer, 

Conceives no pride in its success, • 
And in its failure no despair; 

But his, enamoured of its hurt, 
Baffled, blasphemes, or, not denied, 

Crows from the dunghill of desert, 
And wags its ugly wings for pride. 

He’s never young nor ripe; she grows 
More infantine, auroral, mild, 

And still the more she lives and knows, 
The lovelier she’s expressed a child. • 

Or say she wants the patient brain 
To track shy truth: her facile wit 

At that which he hunts down with pain 
Flies straight, and does exactly hit. 

Were she but half of what she is, 
He twice himself, mere love alone, 

Her special crown, as truth is his, 
Gives Utle to the loftier throne: 

t For love is substance, truth the form; 
Truth without love were less than nought; 

But blindest Ipve is sweet and warm, 
And ftill of truth not shaped by thought.” 

VOL. XXVIII. XO. LVI« a x 
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This is very beautiful and full of insight, but it is one-sided 
insight, which, if carried too ihr, will injure the poem Mr Pat¬ 
more is writing. It would bo truer to sny that justice is more 
native to lueii) and self-devotion to women; and as both justice 
and self-devotion are equally mingled in that Divine and liighest 
love which St Paul calls chanty^—the universal sympathy, that 
is, with the fair spirit of goodness, innocence, or penitence,—we 
cannot fairly say that either has the ^‘substance,’* while the 
other has the “form.” All love is, no doubt, full of implicit 
truth, as Mr Patmore says; but often a great deal more tlinn 
the mere skapim/ of ihouaht is needed to distil from the concrete 
feminine love of which lie is singing, the T7'itth which it really 
contains in solution. 

We have criticised freely Mr Patmore’S poem, because wo 
think it every way worthy of careful and close criticism. Mr 
Patmore is clearly a poet—a poet, wo mean, by vocation, who 
has indeed received 

• The power of saying things 
Too simple and too sweet for words.” 

And he is not only a poet, but a poet whose mind has grown 
visibly and rapidly since his earliest productions. There are, 
no doubt, in the volume of poems called “ Tamerton Church 
Tower,” many indications that he was not merely one of those 
who, in the opening years of youth, fee! the necessity for some 
deeper expression of their feelings than ordinaiy speech permits, 
but whose powers, when expanded and developed, tend either to 
abstract or practical pursuits. Almost all young men of sensi¬ 
tive temperament wTitc verses, of more or less merit, ns a kind 
of safety-valve for emotion, in that intensely “ subjective” {leriod 
of life when, living as they <lo in a subjective era, they may be 
called (by a slight twist of the detestable transcendental phraseo¬ 
logy of the day), subjecto - subjective; subjective in the first 
degree by inheritance, and doubly subjective tlirougli the self- 
coqscions temperament of youth. Mr Patmore’s early verses 
were not of this kind. They showed the happy discriminating 
insight and tact of expression which are so conspicuous in his 
later poem. Still, they had all the limpness, the want of firm 
texture, purpose, sustained thought, and clear conception, which 
distinguish the turbid period of the intellectual life. You can 
see in them, as in the cniysalis, what he himself has Hnely called 

“ The blind uneasy motions 
That foretel the higher lifo.” 

As far as the art of expression goes, his genius will proj^ably go 
no further. The simplicity, the taste, ami harmony of his verse, 
is all that we could wish. But he has yet to gain much of the 
grasp of tmtb, and the “power of more memneholy wisdom,” 
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wliich distinguishes tho muturcst life. We do not wish him 
to become abstract, for that a poet can never be; but tho same 
mental tendency which, in ordinary men, tends towards abstract 
modes of thought as they advance towards maturity, may Jbe of 
great use to his genius. A little more of the primeval rock on 
which our life is based, and a little less of the overlaying flowers 
and sod, would add dignity and interest to Mr Patmore’s land¬ 
scape. Tliis, we think, it will be the natural tendency of age, 
and of that decision and even inflexibility of thought which age 
brings witli it, to give. There is no fear that it can do him arty 
harm. He never analyses, he never reasons; he always deline- 
(lies, in a living form, the intellectual truths he wishes to enforce; 
and if these truths should, in future, occupy a somewhat greater 
share in his mind, and the little accessories of delineative skill a 
Somewhat less share, the effect of liis pictures can only be en¬ 
hanced. Indeed, we would gladly see the sequel of his poem 
even more full tlian the introduction, of thoughts so noble and 
so exquisitely presented as wo And in the following lines 

Would Wisdom for herself bo woo’d, 
And wake the foolish from his dream, 

She must bo glad as well as good. 
And must not only be but ^em. 

Beauty and joy are hers by rigbt; 
And, knowing this, I wonder loss 

That she’s so scorned, when fklsel/ dight 
111 misery and ugliness. ^ 

What’s that which Heaven to man endears, 
And that, which eyes no sooner see 

Than the heart says, with floods of tears, 
* Ahl that’s the thing which 1 would be?’ 

Kot childhood, full of fears and fret; 
Not youth, impatient to disown 

Those visions high, which to forget 
Were worse than never to have known. . . • 

Not these; but souls found here and there. 
Oases in our waste of sin, 

When everything is well and fair, 
And God remits his discipline, 

• Whose sweet subdual of the world 
The worldling scarce can recognise; 

And ridicule, against it hurled. 
Drops with a broken sting and dies. 

They live by law, not like the fool, 
But like tlio bard who freely sings 

In strictest bonds of rhyme and rule, 
And finds in them not bonds but wings." 
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Becent Publications. 

Art. XI.—I. On Bemttg: Thru Discou^m delivered in the Unieersily 
Edinhuryh, WiUian Exposition the Doctrine of the Beautiful 

accordiny to Plato. By John Stuart Blackie, Professor of Greek 
in the University, and of Ancient Literature to the Koyal Scottish 
Aciulcniy. Edinburgh: Sutherland and Knpx. 1858. 

Hegel said to a friend who was watching by his deathbed, I have 
no one who «an explain me to tlie world except yourself, and even you 
do not understand me.** AVe are far from applying the left-handed 
compliment of the apostle of hbsointo idealism to Professor Bluckie. 
But, touching the exposition of Platonism to this somewhat unsenti* 
mental generation, the ghost of the great Athenian idealist might 
appropriately address our author in the former part of the saying. 
Whether, in its contact with *^oiir German brethren,” it has, in its 
wanderings from brain to brain, caught enough of humour to fit it fur 
the use of the latter part, it is not for us to guess. Whether the 8pii*it 
of Plato” is worth listening to, and whether his philosuphy will be¬ 
comingly graft on the Scottish stock, are questions to be dealt with on 
the merits. Our persuasion is that we need Plato, and especially 
Professor Blackio’s exposition of his views, both in our colleges and 
in our academies of art. And if Bthics and Psychology are to be only 
aea^emieally discussed, the one will be much the better of liis genial 
sunny thoughts on the dyadw, the good; and the other would get 
benefit by direct, ffill, and warm sympathy with his views of the miXoV, 
the beautiful, the^oble. We cordially thank Professor Blackie for 
setting our minds astir on these matter.«, and for his dashing and 
thoroughly able Diseourses on Beauty, lie brushes aside long iicccptcd 
theories of the Beautiful, like so many cob-webs, and guides us straight 
towards those great thoughts which underlie the visible and the appa¬ 
rent. And, no doubt, as Wordsworth puts it— 

** When deeply drinking in the soul of things, 
We shall be wise perfotce.** 

. Frank, generous, enthusiastic, a man with broad fiesh and blood 
sympathies, rkfiily endowed with Hitellcctual gifts, hqving a memory 
stored with the prodneta of ancient and modem tboaghtf gified with 
It fine taste, and withal, possessing poetical genius more (hnn second- 
rate, no one is entitled to speak with more authority on Beauty than 
Professor Blackie, and no one is so well fitted as he to smash the alleged 
** contemptible commodious theory” of Jeffrey, and to win thinkers to 
the views of Plato. We once intended to have devoted much moro 
space to this notice than we can now do. This, however, has become 
less needful because of the note on Beauty in another article of our 
present Number (Dugald Stewart), and b^use, in Article IlL, ftill 
expression is given to our idea of Beauty in Architecture. But wo 
have read most of this book with lo much pleasure, and wo recently 
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so thoroughly enjoyed the Professor’s X<Jyot on the same sub¬ 
ject nt tlie master fActure^ (thanks to Miss C. Sinclair), tliat w^e can¬ 
not leave the Discourses on^Beauty without some remarks. As we 
glance at the many things in heaven and earth which the accomplished 
Professor presses into his service for illustration and proof, we remem> 
her the words of Socrates:—Dear me, how much more knowing men 
now are than those of the olden time.” Had Jeffrey possessed a tithe 
of the varied information here brought to the- discussion of Beauty^ his 
theory would have lasted longer. We would not have so easily seen 
tlirough \U We would have gone on blindly mistaking darkness for 
def)th. We wonder, too, wliat they (and there arc still a goodly 
number of the old goncrution in Kdinburgli), wlio used to look to 
Craiyerook as the home of one infallible in all acstlictical matters think, 
when they behold their idol so roughly handled by Professor Blackiet 
They must read with astonisliment of Jeffrey as the man whose 
shallow sopliisrns were pro|)Oundcd with graceful dexterity,” p. 4; 

who ignorantly quotes tlie Hippias Major of Pluto for his notions on 
Beauty, instead of the Philehusj* p, 47; and who” (“ a very notable 
fsict in the history of human delusion 1”) promulgated in religious 
Kdinburgli, at the beginning of tins eighteenth (?) century a sceptical 
system with regard to the koXov, directly hostile to all faith iq, a 
Divine order of tilings in the visible world,” p. 160. Alas for [the 
fiktne of Jeffrey, and the merits of the last edition of the Encyclopidia 
Jiritamica^ if all this be to the point! 

We have us low an estimate of tlie Association Theory” as our 
author; and hold by the broad, Saxon-like, and common sense views 
of Sir Joshua lieynolds, whose words, we think,* might have fairly 
claimed from the Professor a place among The Testimonies of the 
AVise.” “ lie who is ambitious,” says Sir Joshua,^Lect. VIII,) “ to 
enlarge tlie boundaries of his art, must extend his views beyond the 
)ireccpls which are found in books, or may be drawn from the practice 
of Ills predecessors, to a knowledge of those precepts in the mind, those 
operations of the intellectual nature, to which everything that aspires 
U> please must bo proportioned and accommodated.” Again, in Lect. 
IX., be remarks, with a force that might please a Platonist, ** The art 
which wo profess has Beauty for its object; tliis it is our business to 
discover and to express. The beauty of which we are in quest » 
general and intellectual. It is an idea that subsists only in the mind j 
the sight never beheld it, nor has the hand expressed it; it is an idea 
residing in‘the breast of the artist, which he is always labouring to 
impart, and which he dies at last without imparting, but which he U 
yet so far able to communicate as to raise the thoughts and extend the 
views of the spectator; and which, by a succession of art, may be so 
far diffused, that its eilects may extend themselves imperceptibly into 
public benefits, and bo among the means of bestowing on whole nations 
rcrinemeut of taste.” But, dissenting as wo do from the ** Association 
Theory of Beauty,” is the Plutonic theory to be regarded as properly 
its oppoaita f Vfe suspect that there is much morecommon to the two 
than Professor Blackie would be willing to admit. We are aware of tha 
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fearful risk of this statement, and know that we expose ourselves to a 
whole host of charges of ignorance, rashness, and the like. But whut 
really was the Platonic standard of the g<^d and the beautiful ? Was 
it not that the moral quality, or the object contemplated, should har¬ 
monize with the absolute good and true; and becoming, us known by the 
soul in its perfect pre-existent state, the reminiscence of which it hud 
brought with it into this world—a world fair, indeed, but never so fair 
as the super-sensible ? But is this not Association** under a diffe¬ 
rent name ? In the case of the Athenian, the soul only wandered into 
another world for its foundation ! Of course, this could not be ex¬ 
pected from Lord Jeffrey, whose soul, we imagine, had nt that time 
no other world thoughts of any sort. Now, (to Uikc tlic Professor’s 
graphic illustrations.) wherein lies the difference between my estimate 
of the beauty of a perfect sphere, because I associate it witli the hap¬ 
piness of ** my boy Tommy** when he played with it in bib and tucker, 
or of the oblnte-sphcriod, because I remember how my teacher used 
to look blithely learned when lie brought it out to illustrate the shape 
of the earth, and Plato’s estimate of the beauty of the same forms, 
because they seexi to give perfect expression to the archetypes 
/inra), which reminiscence makes known as existent in that worlil, up 
or down, from which the Platonic souls came ? Logicaily, wo suspect 
the estimates must be held as founded on a process entirely the same. 
If the other world had thrown its spell over Jeffrey when lie wrote tlu^ 
famous article on Beauty, he might have boon a Plntonist also! The 
ptaip truth is, that, even with Professor Blackio as the interpreter of 
Plato to this matter-of-fact generation, wo do not wish to be bound by 
Plato as an authority. He may be too good for us, but we confess 
we would rather foUow his interpreter than liimsclf. Professor Blackie 
holds that Beauty, like Trutli, is eternal,—that the idea ofthc beautiful 
has its roots deep down in our truest spiritual nature, and that they 
twist round, and even seem to form part of the true man in man—the 
very eyo, spiritual, imperishable, immortal,—and that it is innate and 
everlasting. All this we grant, even as we hold that the moral faculty 
is; but this does not necessarily imply that the utterance of the idea 
will either be uniform or true, or that we have any unvarying standanl 
of beauty. This, let us say, we consider the weak point in the volume 
now glanced nt; it is a point, too, which got great prominence assigned 
to it at the delightful UlbaUr Lecture, The question comes virtually to 
be this—If we have no true, eternal, and thoroughly reliable standard 
of Beauty, can we have any such of Morality? Now, looking at tho 
question from the non-Christian point of view, we would frankly 
answer. No. Thus, the variable standard of morality in dilTercnt ages 
and climes: thus, the constant power in shifting circumstances and 
interests to turn the moral facohy from true decisions. Wo call Com- 
mi^oner Teh a murderer; but the stolid Mandarin reckoned It perfect 
poliftcal virtue to cut off thousands of heads on tho whim of tho 
moment. So with the standard of Beauty. It was not in Plato’s 
Mwer to fix it, and^ur author should entertain this thought at once. 
It will save him from much disappointment. The standard is variable. 
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and must ever continue so. Dr Livingstone’s Travels bear testimony 
to the direct antugonism between the African’s ideal of beauty and our 
own. Has Professor Blackie forgotten his friend Professor Simpson’s 
story of the Islanders who remove the cartilage of the nose and insert 
a bit of wood to elevate it out of all proportion to the face, in order to 
seem beautiful ? Yet, we have an unvarying, unerring, standard of 
morality. We were in no need of a dteoty of morals; the world has 
ever had abundance of t/ieories ; what wo needed was a revelation, and 
God has given us this in the Bible. But though we have the faculty 
for loving the beautiful in nature and art, we have no infallible bible 
of Beauty—^no unerring standard of appeal. The world is not: be¬ 
cause \vc cannot so deal with its parts, or so generalise its details, as 
to satisfy all. Wo suppose, then, that each will be content to fall 
back on his own ideal, and cull that beautiful which answers to it “as 
ocean’s moon docs to the muon in sky.” We grunt that this ideal may 
be influenced, uiay be trained, and that in some it is purer and nobler 
tlmit ill others; and with this in view, Professor Blackie has a broad 
platform of operation. 

We arc curious to know why the Professor looks so palpably asquint 
at the attitude of Scottish Christianity to the ^ne arts. He clearly 
holds that tlie strong Calvinistic element in it is not only shy of art, 
but directly hostile to it. Wo wholly demur to this estimate, and call 
for proof. We will not take the alleged historical testimony to our 
religious vandalism, as shown in the destruction of pi*e-reibrmation 
buildings. There may have been something of this during a period of 
strong emotions and great social changes; but wore this the place, we 
hold it capable of proof that the “ interesting ruinff^’ were fast formings 
before the enraged populace took to the work of spoiling “ the rooks’ 
nests,” smashing a nose of the virgin here and there, or beheading a 
stone-saint. The abbeys and picturesque churches had been neglected 
by the priesthood; and when the Reformation became a ideality, the 
jiobles and landed gentry grasped at the church revenues, and rendered 
it impossible for the Church to do more than obtain the plainest 
buildings to worship in. The talk about gi'iin Calvinism on the part 
of a generous-hearted Scotchman, like Professor Blackie, is too much. 
If ho finds people in Scotland who refuse to see beauty in pictures, 
and sculpture, and architecture, and wlio would deny these all re¬ 
gard, as sinful and profane, let him not set it down to Scotch Calvinismi 
for there is a right, genial, sunny heart in Calvinism, whether he may 
acknowledge it or no. How could it bo otherwise, when the soul, 
instructed in this system of doctrine, which contmns the grandest 
purely intellectual geiicnilizations of the thoughts of God, must, if'a 
living soul, stand consciously in the favour of Him of whose own beauty 
the world is lavishly full, and be time aAer time receiving the joy un¬ 
speakable and full of glory. Whatever system may abjure beauty, it 
is not certainly the Calvinistic. The sooner we stand up for this the 
better. But, the fact is, the charge is the result of a misconcepUon 
both of the sphere of art and of the genius of tl^e Scottish Church. 
We believe that the place of sculpture and painting ie outside, but do 
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not think that we ynlae them less, or have less enjoyment in them than 
our author. A place of worship is a necessity $ and we hold that the 
most rigid Calvinism would not quarrel with the 6nest Gothic structure 
ever reared. Distracting accessories of the Gothic it might be dis¬ 
pleased with, and wish to banish *Hhe thousand heraldries,’* ** twilight 
saints,” ** dim emblnzonings,” and ** shielded scutcheon blushed with 
blood of queens and kings,” which awed the imagination of Keats, but 
it would not reject the casement high aud tripple arched—” 

** All garlanded with earven imageries, 
Of fruits and flowers, and hunches of knot-grass.” 

But why not copy the heathen, and why not follow the footsteps of a 
corrupted Christianity, and gather into one all the glory and beauty 
which still linger around ** poor shrivelled and crippled himinnity ?”— 
(P. 9). We have no objection to this, only we w’oiild not take the ex¬ 
pression of the generalized elements of wisdom, of love, or of joy, into 
the sanctuary, as if He wdth whom wo seek to meet there, would be 
pleased with the wonders of human skill. Granted for a moment that 
it were within the scope of the artist’s power to gather into one the 
many broken rays of wisdom, and express these in a form which would 
suggest perfect wisdom, would not this be doing no more than what, 
without it, is already before God. if there be lingering good in poor 
humanity, as much as is in every man is already seen by Him, and He 
accepts its homage, for all His works praise Him. Yet, though 
banished from the sanctuary, we can see a noble sphere in which art 
may throw abroad its intellectually elevating and refining influences to 
good effect—oven in our halls of public resort, in our lecture-rooms, 
and in our dwellings. The history of the progress of art in Scotland, 
daring the last twpnty years, is proof in point that wo are not so far 
behind as Professor Blackie, with kindly exaggeration, would have us 
believe, and that it is not needful, in order to secure advancement 
towards great excellence in painting and in sculpture, that we should 
adorn with them the interior of our churches. 

So ffankly does Professor Blaekic deal with all these topics in his 
very able Discourses on Beauty, that wo have followed a like freedom 
of remark. In conclusion, we sincerely hope that the Professor may 
he soon led to elaborate other portions of that ** complete scheme of a 
large work on oestbetic philosophy, which he possesses among his manu¬ 
scripts.” Meanwhile, we accept the Three Discourses on Beauty ns a 
most welcome instalment. 

11.—1. TJie Studenfy Jlfam(al of Oeoloffy, By J. Beetk.Tckes, M.A., 
F.R.S., etc. Edinburgh ; Adam and Charles Black. 

2. QeoiogU AppUquie—Zhi Gismmt et De IJEj^hitation 7)r.i Mi- 
niraax UUUt. Par. M. A. Akedee Bcrat. Deux Parties. I’aris: 
lAnglois et Leclercq. 

8. Ser^ture and Science not at Variance. By John H. Pratt, M.A., 
Archdeacon of Calcutta. London: Thomas Hatchard. Calcutta: 
R. C. Lepage and Co. 1988. 

Tbb works named above, well represent the motives by which three 
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Glasses of minda are drawn to the study of 'Geolofry. The first is de¬ 
voted to a purely scentidc treatment of the subject. Without any 
attempts to force facts into harmony with previously formed theorieSi 
we are simply asked, by one who from his exact and varied attain¬ 
ments as a field geologist is entitled to speak with authority, to learn 
the chemical and mincralogical character of the rocks, their peculiar¬ 
ities of deposition and stratification; the remains of animal life and 
of vegetation, which lie hid in (hem, and as much as can be safely 
affirmed of the order of their appearance. The second work carries 
the labours of the field geologist into direct practical issues. In 
common with Mr Jukes, the author of “ Geologic Appliquee,’* treats 
of the order of the rocks insitUy looks at them with the eye of a highly 
accomplished mineralogist, examines cai*efully their chemical and 
mechanical structure ; hut, while the former makes all these observa¬ 
tions bases for palaeontology, the latter sets them in purely industrial 
and economic liglits, by using them in mining and engineering pur¬ 
poses. Much of the tliird work is devoted to the exposition of the 
relation held to exist between Geology and Scripture, and is to be 
regarded as another of those contributions to the literature of physico- 
thculogicnl science, so many of which have recently claimed the notice 
of our readers. 

As long as the three classes of minds now referred to continue to 
bo directed to geological studies, we may count on the multiplication 
of works peculiar to each. The ever widet^ng field of speculation 
which must result from the rapidly increasing knowledge o{ the 
earth’s crust, will conliiitic to attract multitudes of earaest minds, for 
-w^iose satisfaction a fresh many-sided literature is sure to be forth¬ 
coming. Thus, every contribution to natural sciqpcc, made by men 
competent to the task, will not fail to be welcomed. Were there no 
other motive-forces at work, though there are many, the demand 
would certainly create tiic supply. All who love the science for its 
own sake will rejoice in every addition to our knowledge of pheno¬ 
mena. Those, again, who have constantly before them the probable 
industrial bearings of new discoveries in geology, will follow eamesUy 
in the path of geological investigation, and will be ever on the alert 
for whatever shall seem capable of being applied to the material 
wealtli of the nation. And those whose studies have been muob in 
the Word of God, will readily welcome the works of any man,, who 
slinll toll us yet more of IHs prosenco in Uie world also; but the 
fact, that ill-informed minds have contrived to speak strongly and 
plausibly of a want of harmony between science and scripture touch¬ 
ing creation, comes to give an apologetic cast to many works in thia 
last department.. Not many years have gone by since we placed the 
first direct contribution to this on our book shelves, but now we can 
count them by scores. When tbc chaigcs of contradiction were 
openly made, it was found that in all the churches, Protestant and 
Komanist, ‘‘reconoUers'* actually abounded.. Looking at theresaltSy 
we confess, we would have been thankful for fewer. 

iiut leaving thia line of remark, we turn with pleasure to the, 
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masterly work of Mr Jnkes^ “ Early,” he snys, “ in the year 1854, the 
late Professor Edward Forbes asked me to be his fellow-labourer in 
writing tim article on geology in the new edition of the Encyehpcedia 
Britannictii and a text-book to be founded on it/’ The death of E. 
Forbes—a man not only among the greatest of this oge, but one of 
the most loveable we ever met—interfered with this proposed brother- 
hood of action, and l^Ir Jukes undertook the task alone. ^^Tlie 
Student’s ^ranual of Geology ” is the result; the title is appropriate, 
because the work is not likely to become a favourite witli any save 
those who study in order to thoroughly scientific attainments. It 
has little of that popular attractiveness which is found in richly de¬ 
scriptive power, in the graphic statement of the curio.sities of the 
science, or in the off-hand gculogy-made-casy method of treatment. 
We like it all the better for .this. No attempt is made to persuade 
the student that this peculiarly diflicuU science may be profitably 
followed without long, careful, earnest, and laborious study, both in 
the library and in the field. As a handbook for the student, and 
generally as a book of reference, the “ Manual ” will be found of great 
value. I^ot indeed that it is a mere bald catalogue of hard names, 
or that it is destitute of those speculations as to the causes of phe¬ 
nomena, which will ever give interest to the highest kinds of manuals 
of science; because, os we shall see, there is a good deal of tliis em¬ 
ployed in a way which gives us a high estimate both of the author’s 
science, and of his common sense. Nor is this opinion mudifiud, 
whei} wo discover hero and there the frank expression of doubt on 
sci’cral points, on which a less practical geologist would at once have 
dogmatised. & 

In a welt writtei^ introduction, Mr Jukes points out the scope of 
geology, its relation to chemistry, to mineralogy, and, in one great 
branch of it, to zoology and botany. He insists on a knowledge of 
these, in order to the successful study of this science. In order,” he 
says, to reduce the great subject of geology to something like order, 
it appears to me advisable to divide it into three heads, for which wo 
may use the terras—1, Geognosy; 2, Pulmontology; 3, The history 
of the formation of the Series of Stratified Rocks. .... By 
Greognosy, I would understand, then, the study of the structure of 
rocks, independently of their arrangement into a chronological series, 
and I would divide it into two parts—Lithology and Petrology. 
By Lithology I would mean the study of the internal structure, tho 
roineralogical composition, tho texture, and other characters of rocks, 
such as could be determined in the closet by the aid of hand speci¬ 
mens.” It will be observed, that in the “ Manual,” the sphere of 
Lithology is restricted to what has usually been reckoned the province 
of mineralogy proper, and is not made, as tlio late Professor Fleming • 
made it, to include all qnestions touching the divisions of strata and 
the relative pointiong of different series of rocks. These come in under 
Petrology. There can, be no doubt, but that this distribution of 
geology will be helpful to the student. The chapter on Aqueous 
Rocks, is full of interesting matter* It would, however, have boun 
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better if Mr Jukes had not turned aside to state the alleged cause of 
glacier motion. While Professor James Forbes* Theory (not as we 
think very clearly and happily stated by our author) is accepted in 
the text) we have reference made in a note to the objections taken to 
it by Professors Tyndal and Huxley, and their theory of fracture and 
regclation is given, os if Forbes’ Tlieory had been conclusively set 
aside. But Mr Jukes knows, that the exposition of the laws of 
glacier motion, given so graphically by the accomplished Edinburgh 
Professor, is that which is still received by the great maiority of men 
of science, ns the most satisfactory of the three theories which have 
been proposed, namely the t^ravitation theory of Do Saussure and 
Hopkins; the tlifatation theory of Charpeiiticr and Agassiz, and what 
we su])posc wo may cull the rieer theory of Forbes. It seems to us 
ihiit the views of Tyndal and Huxley, may be resolved into the 
theory of dilatation. By a series of beautiful experiments, Forbes 
showed that the laws of glacier motion are much the same as those 
w’hich govern the course of rivers. That is, that the progress is faster 
at the centre than at the sides, more rapid at the surface than at the 
bottom, and the some bj/ nvjhi an hj dmf, • ^ 

In referring to the deposition of mud by rivers, the views of Mr 
Babbage and the calculations of Sir Charles Lycll, are given'by the 
author. They seem quoted ns if conclusive. But it is well to bear 
in mind that there is a growing tendency to question the trustworthy 
character of the alleged data for these calculations. The subjccU 
treated of under Petrology,^ give Mr Jukes free scope for tlie cm^oy- 
nuMit of all his information as a field geologist, and he does not fail to 
use it successfully in all his discussions. Ilis collect appreciation of 
the relation of modern zoology and botany to palmpntology, is shown 
by the prominence assigned to these^tstudies as indispensable to the 
pala'ontologist. Under this division, we have a resume of the differ* 
cut views liold on the distribution of plants and animals; and special 
favourable notice is taken of the well known theory of Edward 
Forbes, on generic centres of creation. This theory docs not now 
bulk out so largely ns it would have continued to do, had the lamented 
author of it been spared to multiply what he held to be illustrations 
of it, hut what others have regarded as capable of another kind of 
explanation. 

Another distinguishing excellent feature of (ho Manual, is the pre¬ 
sence of a catalogue of fossil animals and plants—the catalogue of 
animals being formed according to the system of Pictet, modified so 
ns to admit of the great improvements of Professor Owen ; and that 
of plants is based on ** Broun’s Index Palmontologicus.” The de¬ 
scriptive outlines of the different great groups of strata are also fol¬ 
lowed by lists of their characteristic fossils. The last division of 
*‘Thc Manual ” contains some exceedingly interesting remarks on the 
chronological appearance of the varions formations. These remarks 
are valuable, as going to smash all those ima^native efforts which 

> We prefer the old way of writing this word—Pctra/oi^. 
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liavo recently been revived, to 5nd a cut and dry correspondence be¬ 
tween the formation of the earth's crust and the days of Genesis. 

We would specially direct the attention of our readers to the remarks, 
at p. 401, on this subject. The sum of Mr Jukes’ statements may be 
given in a few words from the Inst book mentioned above:— 
tiunk,” says Archdeacon Pratt, when referring to the age-theory^ 

that some of the most eminent geologists are of opinion, that the 
division of the geological periods cannot be made out satisfactorily, 
so as to coincide with this interpretation”—(P, 38). Mr Jukes, on 
good grounds, characterises tlie commencement of the so culled Pri¬ 
mary Epoch, as ** necessarily uncertain, doubtful, and irregular.” 
Periods of great change arc acknowledged in the introduction of the 
Secondary and Tertiary Epochs, but these aro associated with phe¬ 
nomena, which led Edward Forbes to propose the rejection of tho 
present arrangement according to three great divisions, and to include 
all under tvo, namely, the PuUcoxoic and the Neozoic. After these 
remarks, we need scarcely say that we very cordially recommend 
“ The Student's Manual of Geology.” 

M. Amedee Burut is Professor of Geology and Mining in the 
Central School of Arto and Manufactures, The voluinos 
quoted above are devoted to tlic survey of geology from the ])oint of 
view of the mining engineer, and to its tipplicatiun to tlie su<‘ccssful 
working of mines. Having in the first volume, tliat devoted to prac¬ 
tical geology {Geologie Pratigue\ given a clear and popular account of 
the^oil—shown its relation to tlie underlying rocks—di.scusscd tlieo- 
nea of aqueous and volcanic action—stated, as only an accomplished 
man of science cohld, certain fundamental principle.s, according to 
which rocks are clpssided ; and having de.scribed tiie principal metnl- 
iferous districts of the Old and,tho New VV'orld, M. Ilurut, in his 
second volume, devoted to mining {EsiilfnUiimn iha assumes 
this knowledge, and upon it as a basis proceeds to the illustration of 
mining operations. Much attention is be.stowed on luctliods of min¬ 
ing, and on the machinery best fitted to be liclpful to the work. Tlio 
author has a good knowledge of the various mechanical appliances in 
use in different countries. These he passes in review—gives draw¬ 
ings of the most useful*—and describes carefully the manner of their 
employment. We had intended to illustrate these remarks by quota¬ 
tions, but the space devoted to Mr B. Jukes' work compels us to be 
brief. We can, however, assure all who take an interest in the sub¬ 
jects to which we have referred, that they will find the well written 
work of M. Burat usefuL 

llie views advocated by Archdeacon Pratt, in his ** Scripture and 
Science not at Variance,” are identical with those to which much 
prominence have been given in tliis Review. They were expounded 
in our first volume, and they have been repeatedly set forth in suc¬ 
ceeding volumes. A few sentences from the geological portion of the 
Archdeacon’s able apology, will best indicate to our readers the line 
of remark followed by him. “ Tho Book of Nature and the Wonl of 
Qod emanate from the same infallible Author, and therefore cannot 
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be at variance. But man is a fallible interpreter; and by mistaking 
one or both of these Divine records, he forces them too often into un¬ 
natural conflict ”—(P, 8). “ Since Scripture is not designed to teach 
us Natural Philosophy, it is altogether beside the mark to attempt to 
make out a cosmogony from its statements, which are not only too 
brief for the purpose, but are expressed in language not 6tted nor in¬ 
tended to convey such information ’*—(P. 35). There is one class of 
interpreters, however, with whom 1 hnd it impossible to agree. I 
mean those who take the six days to be six periods of unknown in¬ 
definite length ”—(P, 37). On the existence of death before the intro¬ 
duction of sin, the author makes some judicious remarks. Having 
quoted, By one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin,** 
ho says, ** And no doubt, when ignorant of the facts which the Book 
of Nature reveals, we should conclude, from the apostle’s words, that 
the sin of Adam had brought death upon the irrational as well 
as the rational creature. But is this the necessary meaning of the 
passage ? By no means. Science hero comes to our aid to correct 
the impressions wc gather from Scripture; and we learn from the 
apostle tlint sin had degraded God’s intellectual creature to the level 
of the brutes in Iiis animal nature, and in his spirituiA to that of a lost 
and fallen being ”—(P. 39); 

HI.—1. Tallmu de fKloquence Chreticnne au IV-? SMe. Par M. 
ViJ.i.EMAiN. Paris, Didier et Ce. 

2. in^tvirc (k Snint Auguatm. Par M. Poujoulat. Paris, A. VlAroN. 
2 vol. • 

3. Der heilige Avgmtinus dargesielU, Von C. Bindsmann, Doctor u. 
Professor d. Tlicologic. Leipzig, H. Schultze. * Band 1. u. II. 

4. Dcr hfifigi Vou Philipp Schakp, Doctor u. Prof. d. 
Thoologic am Prediger-Seminar zu Mercersburg. Berlin, W. 
Hertz. 

Auoustine is undoubtedly in one sense the greatest of theologians, for 
more than any other divine li.as he, since the period of hts first attaining 
to distinction, given an impulse to, and exercised an influence over, the 
theologic mind of Western Christendom. Other distinguished ecclesi¬ 
astics have had tlicir intellectual sway limited by country, confined by 
language, or, perhaps, even circumscribed by sect. But the Bishop 
of Hippo has, for fourteen centuries, possessed an influence in which 
he has been without an equal. While the Latin Church remuned 
unbroken, and the Roman language conUnued the one medium alike 
of philosophy and theology for Kuropc, the away of the Doctor of 
Grace ” was undisputed by any compeer. Minds of the most opposite 
character, and of the most diverse training, agreed in classing them* 
selves AS pupils in his school; intellectual homage was rendered to 
him alike by Anselm and Bernard and Abelard, idike by Dante and 
by Petrarch. And if wo would measure the amount of service which 
Augustine rendered, wo must not compare the Middle Agee with eoma 
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choice era of Modern Evangelic and Protestant Christianity; \ro 
must contrast them with the contemporary period in the Eastern 
Churcli. Orientnl Christendom hardly knew Augustine’s name, and 
was entirely unswayed by his wntings. Those writings preimred the 
way for a revival in Europe} and gave direction, in subordination to 
the Bible, to that Heforination. The East wanted a religions teacher 
possessing Augustine’s spiritual depth; hence, in spite of'ull her 
gi’eat Christian W'ritcrs anterior to, or contemporary witli, the Bishop 
of Hippo, she became blighted, and, through the ]u|)se of century after 
century, still continues barren. The works before us are some of the 
recent Continental contributions to the apprcciutiun of the greatest of 
the Fathers. AVith the twin literary glories of the Oullic:m ('hurcii 
in the ** Grand Siecle,” Purt*iioyal, and Saint Maur, the name of 
Augustine is inseparably associated. The veneration and tlie in¬ 
debtedness of Bossuet to the Bishop of Hippo arc well known. lu 
the chill philosophism of the eighteenth century he wiis, of course, 
neglected. Rousseau had the- audacity to speak of him ns a mere 
** rhetour,” a name of reproach far more applicable to Jenn Jacques 
himself. In France, as elscw'herc, (he nineteenth century stands out 
in marked and honourable contrast to its predecessor, and in noibing 
is thi^t.oontrast more evident than in the reconsidering and reversing 
many of the judgments which that self-complacent ago had passed. 
**AVe are,” says M. Sainte-Beuve, decidedly the most retrospective 
of ages; we are never wearied of searching into and unrolling for the 
hundredth time the past.” 

The revival of interest in Augustine was commenced by Chateau¬ 
briand. In his Qenie dc Christiunisme,” he recalled atlcniion to 
the intellectual merits of his works; in his Itincraire do Paris a 
Jerusalem,” he paid a loving tribute to the rc1igiou.s cxccllencie.s of 
his character. The seed thus cast has borne ample fruit Ju the 
volume of M. Villemain. 

In the work of M. Villemain now before us, Augustine occupies 
by far the largest place. In so fiir as fulness of treatment is con¬ 
cerned, he is foremost as representative of Christian clortuencc in tiic 
fourth century-—4 title w'hich we may, in passing, remark, is not alto¬ 
gether correct in respect of him, as the greater part by far, both of 
his sermons and Ids writings in general, was composed after the fifth 
century had begun. Distinguished literary men of our country have 
not always been happy in their treatment of subjects within the range 
of theology; the theological chapters of M. Hallain’s Literature of 
Europe ” are much the least satisfactory of any (he, for instance, 
almost ignores the whole Puritan authorship); and Sir James Stephen 
has given but an inaccurate portrait of Anselm, while he has executed 
what is little better than a caricature of Calvin. But M. Villemain 
cannot be charged with the doing of Injustice, either by faint colour¬ 
ing or by inaccurate drawing, to the great Christian writers wliom he 
has undertaken to portray. There is no deception in the title whicli 
he has prefixed to his most interesting volume. Its limits, of coureo, 
preclude anything like the fulness of treatment which he has given in " 
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Lis groat work on the eighteenth ccnturj-. The volume rescmblea 
more, the rapid but vigorous, thoughtful, and brilliant work of M. de 
Barnnte on that same eighteenth century. 

M. Villemain apologises towards the close of his notice of Augus¬ 
tine, for having given to his readers, from want of space, an imperfect 
view of writings so diverse in subject, and so voluminous in extent. 
The plea is a fair one; but its fairness would have been more fully 
admitted, if he had adhered more closely to his professed subject. 
He has given a number of extracts from Augustine, which pretty 
fully represent both the earlier and the later productions of his pen. 
These extracts arc well chosen; and the translation, while condensing 
the original expression, is fuitliful to the meaning. But among those 
extracts tlicrc is not one from the sermons of the Bishop of Hippo. 
M. Villemain is justly proud of the French'pulpit as it existed in its 
palmiest days. In one of his earlier writings he had remarked, The 
c1o(p)cnccof the Gallicnn Church is perhaps the finest evidence of our 
literary superiority.” There 8ccm§ to be a tacit reference to the ela¬ 
borate efforts of the great preachers in the Grand Siecle” In his 
criticisms upon Augustine’s preaching. But this is unfair. There 
have come down to us no fewer llinti 303 ncknowlbdged sermons of 
this Father, not to speak of his Expositions of the Fsalcg^and of 
John’s Gospel. This immense mass of discourses bears testimony 
both to the assiduity of the Bishop and (he voneratioa in which his 
memory has been hold. But it is out of tlio question to look for 
liundrcds of finished compositions from any mind, even one so fur¬ 
nished and so fertile as that of Augustine. “No art,” says M. Ville¬ 
main, “ no method reigns in his sermons. The^ differ as much from 
the elegant homilies of Chrysostom, as the rude manners of the sailors 
of Hippo diifurcd from the artistic and luxurious society of Constanti¬ 
nople.” This is too strongly put. We admit that Augustine cannot 
he claimed as an elaborate pulpit orator. But his sermons are emi¬ 
nently worthy of study as examples of telling power. They do not 
indeed harmonize with the practice of modern preachers. Our 
modern preachers of one class will object to their brevity; their 
average length is about twenty minutes. Those of an opposite class 
will be revolted by their homeliness—for Augustine had no idea of what 
has been called “ the dignity of the pulpit.” He is homely as Lati¬ 
mer, or blunt ns South. His periods in his philosophical.and contro¬ 
versial writings, and even in the more elaborate of his Epistles, are 
not unfrequently lengthy and involved; but in his discourses the 
scntonccs are designedly short and simple. Ho makes a laige use of 
interrogation, and offeii denis in the Antithesis and AJliteration. 
Sometimes, but very rarely, he indulges in a felicitous quotation; 
equally infrequent arc his resorts to anecdote. In aptness of illus¬ 
tration ho has few equals; but the illustration does not overlay 
the thought or interfere with the religious impressiOD. 

The work of M. Poujoulat is somewhat ambitious in title. It pro¬ 
fesses to depict the age and characterize the influence of the genius 
of Augustine. The author hod been known previous to its poblica* 
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tion, by various antiquarian and historical labours. He thus comes 
to the composition of the work before us with exercised habits pf re¬ 
search. But occupation in other tracks of investigation could only 
indirectly qualify for the treatment of a subject so great as that which 
M. Poujoulat has undertaken. In Augustine, the African Church 
produced its greatest son; and in him Latin Christianity exhibited its 
most distinguished name. The Western Church in general, the 
African Church in special, must then have been the objects of pro¬ 
longed and matured study before any one can satisfactorily appreciate 
the Bishop of Hippo. This book b the result of a study of Augus¬ 
tine, apart from preceding and contemporary writers. ITow long the 
composition occupied M. Poujoulat he has not told us; he speaks 
generally of having lived long in thought witli St Augustine, with 
the persons and the nffaifs of lib time ;** but evidently hb knowledge 
of the Ancient Church lacks completeness and maturity. There b 
somewhat of national exclusiveness in his references to preceding 
authors. He never looks across^ the Channel, or across the Bhine. 
All the modern works he quotes are French. He bo.member uf the 
ultramontane party, now dominant in the Gallican Churcli, but a 
comparatively cautious one. In hb volumes wc are liappiiy free from 
the credulity of Chavin de Malan, the virulence of Audiii, and the 
controversial audacity of De Maistre. In the present temper of 
French Romanism, a book could hardly be published without a ding 
at Jansenism and Protestantism as equally bad; but tlie sentences 
which offend in this way are few, and need not irritate the reader. 
Thoiwork receives life and colouring from brief but forcible pictures 
of tho various localities mentioned,—for M. Poujoulat has travelled 
over Algeria, with especial reference to the greater completeness of 
hb book. The work b needlessly swelled by digressions; thus wo 
have Sallust quoted in hb description of the dwellings in Africa, 
which b much as if a writer wished to illustrate the state of Kiiglantl 
during tho Wars of the Boses by references to tho Suxon Chronicle. 
There is also a want of proportion in his History of St Augustine. 
Some of the Bishop’s smaller works are analysed in needless detail, 
while a sentence or two b all that is given to tho Discourses on John’s 
Gospel—hb most important contribution to tho exposition of tlio 
New Testament. 

It was natural enough for a French writer, especially one who had 
crossed the Mediterannean, to embrace or make opportunities of 1*0- 
ferring to the conquest of Algeria; but national vanity has surely 
reached its climax, in the supposition of M. Poujoulat, that the dying 
hours of Augustine may have been consoled by looking across the 
dreary ages of Vandal oppression and Mohnmmctan tyranny, to the 
time when Africa, delivered from its Jong darkness, should recom¬ 
mence the Christian life under the protection of the standard of 
France 1 

M. Potyoulai cannot be said to have cast any new light upon tho 
great theme he has chosen $ but he has given to tho general reader 
a work readable in style and moderate in compass. Ifo speaks dis- 
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dftinfully of contemporary French literature; but there is nothing in 
this book to warrant his thus seating himself in Aristarchus* chair. 

Of a much higher character is the first of the German works on 
our tabic. Dr Biiidemann has riglitly estimated what was due, alike 
to his subject and to himself. Ho has not hurried into the arena of 
authorship. Several years have elapsed since the first volume of his 
work was issued, and the third is still delayed. The two volumes 
bclure us contain the life of Augustine, until his election us bishop in 
31)5; somewhat more than half of his life, measured by years, but a 
coinjiaratively small portion of it, measured by intellectual and eccle¬ 
siastical exertions. l)r Rindemnnn bus adopted a chronological treat¬ 
ment of his subject; the esisicst undoubtedly, but perhaps not the 
most satisfactory. Even from this, however, ho is compelled to 
devinto. Thus half of tlic second volume is oce.n]>ied with a descrip¬ 
tion of, and very numerous extracts from, the sermons, of which only 
a few were preached during the presbyter period of Augustine’s life, 
TImis we have the most constantly exercised activity of the bishop 
li’cated exhaustively before wc conic to any mention of his appoint- 
moat as bishop. It might have been bettor to have lyirsued (he plan 
ol'llassc, ill bis work on An.<!elm,^nd gone over thcwliolc of the life, 
before treating specially of the writings. This, however, is atflbsta 
matter of arrangement. 

Dr Iliiideniuiin has taken much pains in the troatment'of the im¬ 
portant (}uestions, which succeed one another ns his theme opens out. 
The student will find the chapters upon ALaniclicism in the first volume, 
and upon Monachism and Donalism, in the second, nio.st ample and 
satisfactory. The historian feels his responsibility, and ]>rcserves 
accuracy in fact, while be adheres to judgment and candour in re¬ 
flection. In the quotations which bo has given from Augustine, he 
has aimed at strict, fidelity; even the repetitions and other faults in 
style of the c»rig»nal arc literally prc.«ervcd. 

“ Augii«i|iiu},” .«ays he, “know no more dcliglUful employment than 
either aloiH', or in the company of likc-mindeil friends, to occupy him¬ 
self with the investigation of the Inith of (Jod in llie Holy Scrip¬ 
tures, Wlicn he exorcised his olficc as preacher, or by word or pen 
combated those views whioli appeared to him dangcrou.s deviations 
from clmivh doctrine, he foU alike the rc.sponsib:lity of bis olfico and 
the pain of the conflict he had ti> wage. But when ho was set free 
from this outwardly directed restless activity, and had tho pages of 
Holy Writ open before him, then he experienced the enligblciiing and 
quickening power of Divine revelation, and derived fresh motive and 
power for each exercise of duty in the truths thus vividly brought 
before him ” At the same time, Dr Bindcmann has plainly dealt 
with Augustine’s Expository defieieneics, and especially that fondness 
for iiiy.siical iutcrproiiilion, which, while it never explains away his¬ 
torical fact in Scripture, yet secs too often in a mere textual difficulty 
a my.stcry,*’ tenderly to be handled, and unquestioningly to be 
received. 

Perhaps the author may bo reserving it for his concluding volumo; 
VOL. XXVIll, NO. LVI. 2 N 
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but 88 jet, ho Iins not f^iven us a view of the state of religion and 
morals in tlie African Clturch in Augustine’s time. That must often 
have grieved the Father to the heart. Without dwelling too much on 
8uch statements (and thej are not infrequent), ns that there aro few 
at the House of God, and those wlio did attend, were somewhat 
impatient listeners, there is too plain evidence in tlio sermons 
and epistles of the degeneracy of the church. Manicheism was 
on the wane, and in the country, in general, Paganism was 
thoroughly in a state of decay ; but the Catholic Chuivh was in a 
deplorable state. We arc aecnstoincd to hear much of drunken* 
ness and ** the great social evil,” in our day; but offences against 
sobriety and chastity were far more prevalent then than now. Soino 
suspicion may attach to a writer like Sulviun, as if he waiitetl to make 
out a case; hut none can attiicli to the reluctant witticssof Augustine. 

Dr Bindemann might also have adverted to tlie inllueiice of Tcr- 
tullian over Atigusliiie. That daring and intense w’riter, from wltoso 
pages a larger proportion of striking sayings may be quoted than from 
anyotherfathcr, is not often mcntiouedbyAugustinc; and when quoted, 
it is for the pur|)0'<e of refutation. Yet, though Augustine has been 
guided by Cyprian and Ambrose in his church system, neillicr tiio 
one po** the otlicr gave him the iiitAlectual impulse communicated by 
the author of the Apologeticus.” ^ 

The liltit hook of Dr Sehaff was originally a scries of articles in a 
religious magazine, and i.s intended for po()ular eirculalioii. it is 
addressed to ** the friends of tlie Kingdom of God ami, as tlie pre¬ 
face tells us, is designed to contrihute somewhat tuwarils making 
church history avnilubU for general religious cdiHcutiun. Tlie tnaterittls 
of the liook arc largely drawn from the ^^Confessions;” and liencc the 
life of Augnsiine*before liis conversion, is drawn out in far greater 
detail than his post*baptistnal and ecclesiastic history. Though a 
small book, it is far from a supcrtieml one: while it ('.)inmiinicate.s 
information, it stiiniiintes tliought. It bears throughout the impress 
of thorough acquaintance witif ancient and modern Ctiureh IlUlory. 
We quote a sentence or two from his estimate of Augn>line:—lie 
is of all the Fathers the most evangelical, and therefore (he most 
Protestant, and hence is explained the great veneration which the 
Reformers cherished towards liirn and the Protestant (^'hiircli has 
ever since maintained. In the midst of the forms of the great Catholic 
organisation, which he Identified with historical Christianity itself, 
he had a heart penetmted by the deepest spirit of the Gospel, and 
cherished the most lively consciousness'of the depth of human sinful* 
ness, and the necessity for the interposition of Divine grace, p^xperi- 
mentally, ho passed through the evil of self-knovvlcdge to the blessed¬ 
ness of the knowledge of God. None of the aficient writers have 
with such power of thouglit and variety ot illustration, examined, 
develo))ed, and enforced the co-rclative doctrines of sin and of grace.” 
He quotes with npprobatipn the remark of Boliringcr, Unit Refortiia* 
Uon, Middle Ages, and Antiqiiitjr have equally a sliare in AugusUn^” 
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TV.—A Review of the Progrets of Mathematical and Physical Science in 
more Itaeent I'imest and particularly between the Years 1775 and 
1850 ; being one of the DisserUitions prejixed to the Eighth Edition of 
the “ Knryalftpaslia Jiritannica.** Jiy Jami:s D. Fokijks, D.C.L., 

F.U.S., l^rofiissoi* of Natural Pliilosopliy in the University of 
Fdiriburgh. ICdiiiburgU : A. and C. Black. 

WnoKVKii undertakes to write the history of Science will find the 
task bc.'<ct with dinicultics. It is not u.work by which be ctin expect 
to fascinate, or oren interest liis readers. Unlike the history of a 
great cinpiro, whoso plots and wars tuid revolutions delight or awe 
the iiiiaginatioii without straining tlic understanding, the record of a 
discovery in .science, which may spread civilization to the darkest 
regions oftlie globe or increase tenibld the social citjuyinents of man, 
i.s generally iinnle up of dry details. The result of nil great discoveries 
is the supply of human wants or the removal of human imperfections; 
the process by which they arc reached cannot he iiiulerstood ^v>itliout 
close thinking, if not many years of preliminary study. Thu discovery 
itself may be made plain to a child ; the knowledge of the paffl^hich 
the discoverer trod to gain his end is usually confined to a few. 
Kepler's loiig>continued battle with the 8' in the motions of Mars has 
led to results of (lie greatest value and simplicity ; Watt's little tin 
cylinder” proved the root of a tree, whose trunk h:is grown^and 
wliosc branches have .spread till there is scarcely a nation on earth 
wbieh docs not rejoice in its .shadow; but hotv*fuw have mastered 
tlie princitdc.s of tlieir discoveries? It is impos.sib|e therefore that a 
liistory of science can ever be more than “ very readable.” It may 
be useful to the stinlcnt, but it will never please the idler. It will be 
taken up as a book for hard reading, nut for a leisure hour. The 
iustorian of science iiiuls most of his readers in a section of the highly 
educated class, wlio, without engaging deeply in scientific pursuits 
themselves, desire iiiformatiou on the jn-ugress of science. But though 
tlic audience may be small, tbeir minds are cultivated and critical. 
If tiu) liistoriaii discharges his duty, he will enjoy the satisfaction of 
having gratifiu<l men wlio are both competent to judge of (he merits 
of his work and disposed to make due allowance for its shortcomings. 

The period ij» tlie history of science whicli Professor Forbes has 
reviewed extends from 1775 to 1850. A more dillicult task could 
scarcely have been undertaken. The period embraces the highest 
tnumpli.s of the astronomer in developing tlie theory of gnivitution, 
tlic most profound rc.scarches into the nature of light and heat, and 
the rapid advances of the modern science of electricity. But the 
discoveries made in these sciences during the last century are least 
susceptible of a popular treatment, at least from writers who aim at 
a just cxjiositiun of the difficulties and triumphs of scientific inquiry. 
They have tasked the highest powcm orthe mathematician j experi- 
incut itself has become tcchnioaL /llie dilficulty of selecting the 
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saliont points in a voluminous history is small, compared with tho 
difficulty of clothing the abstrusest technicalities in language intelli¬ 
gible even to educated men. The historian of an empire requires to 
make a selection of facts; the historian of science, besides discharging 
that duty, must also explain the unknown to his readers. Professor 
Forbes has performed the latter of tliese labours with the clearness 
and precision fur which he is distinguished. He has brought to the 
task a breadth of view which few scientiHc men arc in a position to 
take, and a freedom of treatment due not loss to his duties as a tcaclicr 
than to a comprehensive grasp of the whole subject. But it must be 
confessed, that familiarity with the various departments of Natural 
Philosophy, or unwillingness to leave anything of importance unre¬ 
corded, has sometimes led him into details for which few readers will 
be grateful. 

Various judgments will be passed on the selection he lias made 
among the immense mass of materials which he had to digest and 
arrange. Scientide men, in tlioir eagerness for fame, arc not always 
just to one another; but Professor Forbes has discharged his task witli 
the impartiality that becomes a historian. It would certainly not 
have detracted fi^oui the merits of the dissertation, if. in re(*ordiiig the 
progr<£s of science, mere probabilities had been left to the oblivion 
that awaits them, or allowed to ripen in due time^nto autheriticatod 
laws. But the learned author lias not always done this. I'ho last 
six lines of the dissertation form an instance in point. 

It has been well sliown by Dr 'Whewcll, in his “ History of the 
Indeactivc Sciences,” that the liisfory of a great discovery may be 
separated into tlirc^ important stages. In tlic first, a number of in¬ 
quirers lay the foundations on \shicli original genius builds its dis¬ 
coveries in the scebnd : The former of these periods Dr Whewrll calls 
the prelude to an epoch ; the latter, tlic epoch itself, ( ralileo, Kepler, 
Picard, and others, laid the corner-stones on whuth Newton built tiio 
theory of universal gravitation. Had the funner not laboured, tho 
latter could not have built; the want of Picard's nicasurcmcut of an 
arc of meridian alone having kept buck tiic publication of the theory 
for eighteen years, and led its illustrious aullior to fear that he had 
missed the truth. If that incasuremcnt had not been made, Newton 
might have been known only as the writer of a treatise on optics, and 
another on fluxions. But ci'cry epoch is succeeded by an iiiiportant 
era, which Dr Whewcll has called the sequel to tlic epocli. In (he 
prelude, tlie seeds of truth arc sown; in the epoch, they spring up to 
maturity; and in the sequel the fruits of harvest are gathered in. In 
the firs^ the labourers arc few in number, but usually dtslingiiisbed 
by originality and success; in the second, one or two men, whoso 
history forms the turning point of a science from infamy to innnhuod, 
monopolise discovery and fame; but in the third, the orc-bcaiing 
strata having been reached; and shafts sunk to them from many points 
at once, the numberof labourers vastly increases, (hough their success 
is inversely as their number. It is evident that this mode of (rent- 
mentj though plausible in theory, 0ast limit the views taken by tho 
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historian of the relations in which discoverers stand to one another. 
It may have the effect of unduly exalting some at the expense of 
others. It may hold true in tlio mechanical sciences, but it affords 
too narrow a basis to work on in others. Professor Forbes has fol¬ 
lowed a different plan. “ The end at whicli,” he says, “ I have aimed, 
is to select the more striking landmarks of progress in each subject in 
each age, and endeavour to connect them with the character and 
position of all the more eminent discoverers, thus convoying to the 
general reader suflicient information on the limited number of parti¬ 
cular subjects discussed, and interesting liim not only in the science, 
but in the individuals. Then, by a few slighter touches only, and the 
mention of some secondary names, to connect with one another these 
brighter periods of eminent progress, in which every country and every 
age feels a just pride.” At the same time, “ he introduces the reader 
to the intellectual acquaintance of the eminent men wdio are selected 
for notice,” an addition to the proper subject of the dissertation which 
relieves the tedium of merely technical details. 

The three quarters of a century reviewed in this dissertation, con¬ 
tain all tlic periods into which Dr WhewcU has analysed discovery. 
From 177o to 1800, the foundations of future discoveries were laid, 
several iuqiortant laws were brought to light, and cspecialijftRc har¬ 
vest which Ncwttfn had sown in astronomy still continued to be reaped. 
But from 1800 to 1825, all the branches of science, except physical 
:islri>noiny, made sucli strides, ** as no preceding time had witnessed.” 
From 1825 to the present day, the number of labourers has-been 
greater, but their success has been less than in the former epoch. 

During the period reviewed in this Disserftition, Britain made 
greater progress in the application of science to ^rt than in all the 
previous ages of her history put together. But there is .something 
still more remarkable about this rapid development of engineering 
ability and practical skill. Before the middle of last century, the 
great public works of Britiiin, such as the draining of marahes and 
the building of bridges were often undertaken by foreigners. Tjie 
country, unable to supply tfie talent requisite for these labours, looked 
to other nations for the minds that devised relief from difHcultie-s, and 
for the machines necessary to carry their ideas into effect. A great 
change lias taken place iii thc.se respects during the past century; a 
change which has exercised a lasting influence on the military, com¬ 
mercial, and political relations, not of this empire only, but of tbe 
whole world. The steam-engine of Watt, steam navigation on rivers' 
and seas, canals, railways, and the engineering triumphs to which 
they led, arc all embraced in this period; the men who imagined 
them, who overcame the difbcuUics that lay in the way, or manufac¬ 
tured the machines indispensable to success, were all Britons. Pro¬ 
fessor Forbes has judiciously inserted tbe records of these fruits of 
science in his Dissertation. They give a distinct view of the intensely 
practical character of tlie past century, besides forming a more than 
usually readable chapter in tbe history of scientific triumphs. 
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V.—1. The Gospel according to St John^ after the Authomed Version, 
Newly cnmiKii’cil with ihc Orijiinal Greek, and revised. By Five 
Cler-iynien. I.ondon ; John \V. Parker and Son. 18.>7. 

2. The kpi'/ir o f St Paul to the Homans, after the A uthon'sed Version. 
Newly compared with the Oripiuil Greek, and revised. By Five 
Clergymen. London: Jolin W. Parker and Son. 

3. The Second Epistle of Petcry the Pipisikt of Johii ami Jmk, and the 
Rirchttion. Translated from the Greek, on tlie basis of the Common 
Knjiilisli Version, with Notes. London: Triihner and Co. 185G. 

4. The Epif^tks of Paul to the Thessalvnians. Traiisbitetl from tlic (ireek, 
on the basis of the Common Knj^lisli Version, with Notes. By llio 
Translator of 2d Peter—Bcvclution. London : Trubiior and Co. 
18J8. 

Tiik question of Bible revision cannot be evaded or sot a««ide. It has 
been taken up in so many quarU'rs, and is bein^ so seriously dealt 
with by men of‘mark, that tlie higher minds of KnjilUh-spoaking 
Cliristy^doni must entertain the subject in one aspect or another. 
AUhoii«2b the discussion is of comparatively recent ori^iin, the literature 
to wliicli it has given rise is already considerable. Pamphlets, tiny or 
]ur^*e, articles in reviews, nnd bulky volumes, attest the interest with 
wiiicli the subject is regarded. That interest i< not sub>iding. But is 
it de^rable that the proposal to obtain, if possible, a new and iinpn^ved 
version of tlx* Knglish Scriptures >bould bo hushed or overborne ? Our 
views and wi>hc.s in the mutter will appear from the tenor of the re¬ 
marks wliieh follo^^% 

The four works, the titles of w'hich arc given above, owe (Itcir 
origin to the movement fur nn amended translation of thu S‘riptnres. 
1'hc first and second arc set forth as giving a fair specimen id' the 
nature and amount ofehango which might be expected to he iiiado, if 
the whole of the New Testament were to he revisi^d on the same jirin- 
ciples'* as those on which this revision has ^en conducted. The third 
and fourth are contributions towards a new translation, which is being 
executed under the siipcrintendcnee of the Amoriean Bible Union. 

And first, as to the productions of the Five Clergymen.’* Their 
statement as to the motives by which tlicy were actuated, anti the ob¬ 
ject which they had in view, may bo given in their own words. After 
referring to tlie diversity of feeling wiiich exists on the subject of a 
now version, and the exaggeration on both sides, they go on to remark : 
—Uefraining altogether from any expression of opinion respecting 
the desirableness of an outhotised revision of the existing version, wo 
have thought that the best^method of allaying agitation, and enabling 
those who cannot examine the question for themselves to form n cor¬ 
rect view of the real slate of the case, would be to offer as faillifiil and 
complete a version of a portion of the New Testament ns it was in our 
power to constr'iict. In so doing, however, we have kept two objects 
distinctly in our view—the one, to exhibit in the fullest, most honest, 
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anil most loyal manner, the actual meaning of the Inspired Word of 
God, allowing no subjective preferences or preconceived views to in¬ 
terfere with the simple and faithful exposition in English of the original 
text of Holy Scripture,—the other, to show, as far ns is compatible 
with (his first and chiefest object, that the authorised version is indeed 
a precious and holy possession, and that the errora of it arc very slight 
and few in comparison of its many and great excellenpes.” Every¬ 
where arc evidences of line scholarly tas(o, nice discrimination, and an 
honest endeavour to reach a true and faithful rendering of the original. 
Wo Imvc been struck with the improvement effected by the proper use 
of (he article, and the more con’cct and expressive rendering of par¬ 
ticles. 

So far as these two books are concerned, the proposed changes of 
translation involving an alteration of the sense are comparative! v few, 
and in no ca<e do tliey affect the fundamental truth of the Word. 
Those in (he Gospel of John are mostly to he acquiesced in. The 
more notable improvements maybe specified. Joint v. 44, “How 
can ye believe, wdiileyo receive glory one of another, and seek not the 
glory which is from the only God V* {jrafta tov fiovov etov). John viii. 
44, He was a murderer iVom the beginning, and stnndctb not in the 
tiMitb (kih €u rJi oKrjOda ovx trrrtjKev). hocause there is no truth 
This is both a more accurate translation, and agrees better with the 
Ftiitement in the remainder of the verse. • 

III their revision of the Epistle to the Romans, the “ Five Clergy- 
ineir* suggest some renderings which are decided improvements, 
whether they involve an alteration of meaning or not. Such aro^hose 
of tpyav vofiov in iii. 28 and iv. C ; gaicapfo'/ioskin iv, 9 ; ayiatrfi^s in 
vi. 22 ; and diKolafia in viii. 4. Iii viii. 13, too, /icXXfre dnodit^vKup is 
rendered, “ Ye must die,” which rightly indicates tfie impending doom 
of the carnally minded. Yet, hero are some translations uncalled for 
and unjustifiable. Gfooruyeir may be found in a passive sense in 
Euripides, and it is true that the divine luUred of men in any case 
implies hatefiilness in them, but it is more consistent with the con¬ 
textual cpilliets to regard it as denoting “ haters of God.” In iv, 17, 
KaupapTt ov eVtWfvfff GfoC is rendered, “ before God, in whoso sight he 
hoMevpd;” and in a note the revises say, “We believe the gram¬ 
matical construction to be sareVam tow 6«o0, Karhapri o5. But they 
produce no vindication of their opinion; and in the absence of this, 
wo shall adhere to tlic authorised version, and continue to regard the 
expression in question as a case of grammatical attraction, confirmed 
by Matt. vi. 16, ami Acts xxi. 16. ^ 

We turn to tlio other works on our list, and these we contemplate 
with less satisfaction- They are the production .of a single author. 
Thus, while they contain a portentous display of learning, they lltue- 
trnte the impropriety of sending forth unchecked the fhiit of solitary 
labour in this department of study, and, by contrast #ith the woritf 
already noticed, the advantage of co-operation' and counsel. We iey^ 
nothing of the principles on which the trahslator has proceeded';' hai 
his attitude towards the reived version may be jodg^ of from tlw' 
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following obseWation:—Of the manifold excellencies^ intrinsic and 
comparative^ of tlmt version, he trusts that ho has now a more intel¬ 
ligent appreciation than before he undertook his present task, though, 
at the same time, he will be allowed to add, that, so far as a Judgment 
might be formed from the portion here rttiemdL, he could much less 
readily now acquiesce in the opinion, that any other than a very 
moderate share of the world’s gratitude is due to King James and his 
fifty-four transfators.” 

Take a few specimens of this writer’s queud. emendation. Here is an 
example ofstitfaess:—Our time-honoured version has, in 1 John i. .O, 
** in Him is no darkness at all,” which this translator would render, 

darkness in Him tliere is none.” Contrast the following, the first 
being our version, the otlter the “improved” rendering:—“ AV'hosoevcr 
abideth in Him sinneth not: whosoever sinneth hath not seen Him, 
neither known Him.”—“ Every one that abideth in Him sinneth not; 
every one that sinneth hath not seen Him, neither known Him.’' The 
MpmtoKTovoi of I John iii. 15, he would render “ iiiaii-killcr,” w'hilo 
the ** five clergymen ” have no difiicuUy about retaining “ murderer ” 
in John viii. 44. In 1 John ii. 28 the authorised version has, “and not 
be ashamed befufo Him at llis coming,” the Greek of which is, Kai 
P'h (hr’ avrov cV rfi nepovaiq aCrov. The American trans¬ 
lator is not satisfied, and would read, “ and not be shamed away from 
Him at llis coming.” Hut which of those renderings best e\]ire8ses 
the truth to the popular mind ? Then, is it not absurd renning to trans¬ 
late xad^/Aciroi, in Hev. xi. 16, by “ who sit 1 ” Joliii is giving the narra¬ 
tive of what he saw, and the participle must be regardccl as liaving 
the sense of the inipjerfect. Is it not hypercritical to render ptWopto 
0Ki3ttrflait in 1 Thess. iii. 4, we are to be nfllictcd ? ” 

We note the alx>ve as abortive attempts to set aside the existing 
translation in the case of the passages referred to, and ns lictrayiiig 
something like unworthy hostility to that translation. There are 
many other cases in which the judgment of the critic seems tit fault. 

Hitherto we have spoken disparagingly of this elaborate perfor¬ 
mance ; but both quartos contain suggestions, which, although nut 
new, are really valuable, and may be proGtably pondered. There 
are a few improved renderings in 1 Tliess. to which wc may direct 
attention. In ii. 3, cit jiXdmis is translated “ of delusion,” wliich 
is confirmed by 2 Thess. ii. 11. Paul may bo regarded as saying, 
“we are not ourselves deceived.” The fioxBos of ii. 2 is rendered 
“ weariness,” and perhaps this conveys as well us possible the ex¬ 
haustion of the Apostle, partly produced by his physical labours. 
Again, in fl. 13, it is certainly desirable to mark the distinction be¬ 
tween vapgXaitfidHta and df'xo/Mi. Might not the latter (ns Calvin sug¬ 
gested) be rmde^ “ embraced T ” “ Accepted ” is an improvement. * 
Further, this writer is correct in his understanding of the connection 
of did rov lijtrov in iv. 14—“ Tliose who fell asleep will God through 
Jesus bring with Him.” . 

For the satisfactory execution of the task which these writers, 
workiog either singly or in concert, have assigned to themselves, in 
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order to the realisation or that on which so many hearts are set, a 
nc^nrly perfect Englisli Bible, certain high qualifications are required* 
There must be competent scholarship, including under this term not 
mere learning, familiar nequiiintancc with the criticism of all ages and 
countries, but a minute knowledge of the language under consideration, 
an insiglit into the alfinitics of language, and such a breadth of view 
and mental sympatliy as enable the critic to comprehend the state of 
the Church and the world wlien the several portions of Scripture 
originally appeared, and to enter into the views and feelings of the 
several writeif*. Those, moreover, wlio would reach the full mean* 
ing of the Word, must be one in heart with Him who inspired it. 
And with all tliis, there must be freedom from bias, an honest desire 

find in Scripture all that the Lord has put there, and a thorough 
willingness to liave pre-eonceived opinions set aside. Do men with 
such qualifications exist ? W'u trust tluM'e arc some such ; but at this 
stage we deprecate any proposal to commit the work of revision to 
a body of biblical scholars, liovvcvcr eminent for piety, and attain¬ 
ments, and candour. The time has not come when that would be safe. 

VI.—Mmoriah of the Ikv, John Zorc, conmHng of 
piininaHces imd Original Papers. 2 vols. 8vo. Glasgow. 

It is upwards of a century since the subject of these memorials was 
born, and somcwliat more than a quarter of a century since he fish¬ 
ed his earthly career. But his memory still lives, and is cherished 
with profound respect and veneration by a larg(? circle of serious and 
thougliti'ul Christians in Scotland. lie was undoubtedly a man—as 
thc.><e memorials alone show—of an intensely earnest and elevated cast 
oi' mind ; delighting to frccpient not the courts merely, but the inmost 
sanctuary, of the .spiritual and divine; capable also of tracing, in a 
4li>titict and graphic manner, the lines of liis own consciousness re¬ 
specting them, and of conveying deep and la.sting impressions of w*hat 
he exjicrienced, to kindred spirits around him. \Vo must not, there¬ 
fore, wonder, that u desire should have been fell to obtain some re¬ 
cord of his more private meditations and feelings ; and it Is with the 
view of meeting iiiis natural desire, and at tlie same time diffusing 
clear and impressive oxhibiliuns of divine truth, that the present me¬ 
morials Inive been published. 

It is now, for the first time, that the friends and admirers of Dr 
Love have had the moans of becoming properly acquainted with the 
cat'lior stages of his course, and with the discipline through which his . 

jniiitl passed in acquiring its ultimate views of truA and^duty* In 
this respect his mental history appears to have beei^^somewhat 
singular; for, while in mature life, his style of thought waa chiefly , 
remarkublo for its depth and gravity, ih youth he was distinguish^ , 
mainly for quickness and precocity of parts; and he even for ft 
time espoused the shallower forma of Christianity, as most accordant , 
with bis intellectual habitudes and tastes. From this, however, he 
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recovered befor^hc reached the cloae of his academical course; and 
while still little, if at all, above twenty* years of age, wo find him 
writing on the great themes of the Gospel, with the penetration niid 
discernment of a roan of grey hairs. 

Judging from these memorials, the theological views and senti¬ 
ments of Dr Love npproaciied more nearly to those of Dr Jonatiian 
Edwards, than any other writer; and his tone of thought and feeling 
M'as evidently a good deal inlluenced by both Edwards and Ilrainerd. 
Yet there was an independence of mind about him, whicii prevented 
him from slavishly treading in the footsteps of any earthly master; and 
as well in matters of speculative as of practical relitiion, he shows the 
freedom and vigour of a true spiritual thinker. Thu-*, on the oft-de¬ 
bated subject of moral neccs.sity and its ndation to the divine predesti¬ 
nation, instead of making the one, like Edwards, the kind of corvchito 
of the other, ho expresses his belief in the perfect compatiinlity ofnny 
view of the nntnnd actings of tlie will with facts of the Divine fore¬ 
sight anti sovereignity. 
I “ In ortler to maintain the doctrine of the Divine authority over tlio 
determinations o( tiie human will, it is not necessary to deny that it 
has a self-deterinlning power; because such a power it might have, and 
yefYllTJ^ower exert itself as the Lonl pleases. Nor is it nmlfid to 
suppose a necessity arising from motives; because tin's woidd im[)ty 
that God has'no other way of determining the will but by iimtivcs; 
which would be to say, tliat God has no power at all in the case—only 
the fiiolives have. This Divine power cxert.s itself in a .seerol manner, 
yet so as, that it leaves nmm both for a feeling of liberty and tor tlio 
reality of such n liberty, as shall justify ids sentence of approbation or 
condemnaiifm.”—'*•, p, ^G.) 

Profoiunl and discriininaiing remarks of this melnphysiro-tbootogirnl 
description are scattered through both tfiesc vnlnrnes, which render 
them not without value to those who have a relish for ttic ]>lii)oso- 
pliical aspects of religion ; altliongh doubtless, statements oeeasitmnlly 
occur, which will not stand n rigid examination. IJy mneh the greater 
part of the volumes, however, consists of matter strictly experimental 
and religious; detailing from diaries kept hy the writer, ami private 
papers, the exercises of mind, throngli which he passed in attaining 
to clear conceptions of Divine truth; his views and self-examinations, 
with reference to the ministry of the Gospel, and reflifclions on a great 
variety of topics, as well doetrimil as practical. The papers have hec** 
very carefully edited, and are accompanied liy such explanatory state¬ 
ments as are required to make them perfectly intelligible. IVrhaps 
a few of the passages, wliich treat a second time of the same topics, 
might have lieen advantageously omitted ; but these arc conifmratively 
few; and.the voltiines, as'a whole, certainly form a striking ex¬ 
hibition of the Cnlvinisticaiid deep-toned piety of Scottish evangelism 
as it was, at least, sometimes to’be found, toward the close of itie lust 
Gentury. • -. 
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VIL—Christian Errors Infidel Arguments. Edinburgh, Andrew Elliot. 

Tiik name of tlii.s book sufllcicntl/ explains its origin and purpose. 
The author^ uttuntioii has beoii forcibly arrested by the fact, (hat 
scarcely any two writers wlio engage in the exposition or defence of 
Clirisli.niily, fail to contradict eacjli other in sonic more or less import¬ 
ant parlicidar. With regard to the expoMtors of Christian doctrine 
this has long been obvious cnougb, and has come to bo looked on ns 
a matter of course. It is true, that almost all professing Christians, 
will admit the existence of a real Christianity beyond the precincts of 
ibeir peculiar denomination,—will say that the various churches dif¬ 
fer only in the. smaller matters and are agreed in the greater matters 
of hcliiif. J{;jt it is us true. llmt. after saying this, each will combat 
with all tlic power that is in him. for his distinctive dogma, and will 
represent it a.s of fumlamental couseijucncc. All this is matter of 
every-day remark. .And the author of the work, above-named is 
singular, not in noticing it, but in pointing out one of its most ca¬ 
lamitous effects. Is it .so that, where two opinions contradictory of 
each otiicr arc advanced, while botii may be wrongT oidy one can bo 
right? And is it so, that contradictory opinions are advt^utiMUli^ 
Cbri'itiaiis, with regard p) almo>t every point on wliieh Chnstianity 
is eoiieeived to have any annoiineeme.rit ? Then, it (bllows, that, 
under the fmnte of Chrhtunu'fff^ there ts current in the ivin id ae vutch nror 
u.t truth. Ami, in these eirciini'-tanres, what is Chri'‘tianiry ? 'What 
is truth ? Snell will he the (piestion arising in tliouglitful inindsw So 
naturally do Christian errors tend to the production of scepticism. 

It is not only, however, when we arc asking, what arc the specific 
teachings of Christianity, that sueii difference of opinion comes into 
view. Wlien, putting a-idc that (pio.>tion for the time, we content 
ourscdve.s with aifiraiiiig the divineuess of Christianity, or of that 
Kucord which makes revelation of it, and seek to give proof of what 
we alTirin, contrarieties of \iuw’, (piiie as decided, make themselves 
evident. Each ]>o.'<siblo line of argument has its advocates and its 
detractors—tliose who affirm its validity, yea, who would risk the 
wbnl^ question upon it, and tiiose who proclaim it naught. Thus, in 
the department of tlic evidences for natural religion, the 
and the “« jmteriovi" arguments—the arguments from design in 
upturc—tlmt from the moral nature of man, etc., are pitted against 
each oWier. Ami among the evidences for revealed reljgion^thoso 
based respectively on the miracles, on the adaptation of the Christian 
scheme to the wants of man, on tlic liarmony between the moral teack- 
ingfl of the Bible and the moral standard which exists, witltin the 
liutiian breast—have all in their turn been oulogi6ed.or.9ondemned 
by some of the ablest Christian apologists. ' Hence, the powerful pro¬ 
test contained in the work, “Christian Errors Infidel ArgntnenU." 
Tho n[H)]og$tics wliich come spooiidiy umler the criticism of the 
author are—“ Cbri>tian Theism,” by R. A, Thomson, Ksq. ; 
“Theism” by Principal Tulloeh; “ Infidelity,” by Pearson; *‘Tho 
Eclipse of Fnitb,” and “ A Defence of do. “ The RestoraUon of 
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Belief;” and ^Bases of Belief,” by Edward Minll, Esq., M.P. He 
has little didiciilty in sliowing tlint these apologists contradict cacii 
other in much, and that in iiotu little some of them contradict (licm- 
sclvcs. The discussion is conducted in the dialogue form; the inter* 
locators being “ Origen,” u rcprereiitalivc of’ the ordinary run of 
Christian dispubints; CeKsus,” an accomplished and acute uiibc- 
liver; and **Thcolugus,” one who has pierced through words and 
current phrases to tlic rcnlitios too often concealed by tbeni, and who 
is able to .speak with some autitorilv on the things of (tod. 

The subjects discussed arc—“ 'rruth and Error,” *• Knowledge and 
Belief, “Belief and Responsibility,” “Mystery and Contradiction,” 

Practical and Scientific Knowledges,” “Certainty and Probability,” 
and “The Standard of Morality ” 

III the first of the dialogues, Truth, ns the knowledge of that which 
is, having being distinguished from error, and from ignorance, or the 
mere absence of knowledge ; the competency of reason to discover 
truth on all matters that come within the range of the liiiiean facul¬ 
ties, is nfririnocl. In the words of tiio author, “Ifainan fairly and 
earnestly seeks fo know the truth on any topic whatever, he will 
cither know that truth, or know tliat he docs not know it.” In the 
se'cotift Aaloguc, it is argued^ that belief always rests upon knowledge ; 
so that w’hat u man knows, and that only, lie believes. If so, faith 
and reason cannot possibly come into conHict. Jti tiic third, it is 
shown, tlint man is responsible not merely for his religious beliefs, 
but f^r all his beliefs. In the fourth, the distinction beiween ti contra¬ 
diction and a mystery is most ably .slated. A contradiction rtiiergcs, 
when one propositi<9n conies into direct collision wilii another, so 
that, if either be true, the other must be fal>c. A mastery is not a 
thing absolutely unknown ; for, it may be stated in a proposition. 
But there is mystery, when, tins propo>itinn stands related to some 
Other proposition in a way whtcii caniiut be apprehended ; as also, 
when the thing affirmed in any proposition is known to exist, but tlio 
“ how ” or “ why ” of its existence is unknown. Jii Cliristianity, as in 
every system of truth, i/tere mag be vigstcrim—thac cannot Itv amira^ 
dkthns. In the fifth dialogue, practical and scientific, knowledge.s tiro 
distinguished from each other; the former Is, “knowledge of an 
object in its relations to our own interests;” the latter is, “know¬ 
ledge of an object in its relation to other objects generally.” 

ISuch are some of the contents of thi.s book. The argument |if 
throughout 'conducted in a most able manner—power of grS.sp and 
fineness of toucli being singularly combined. There is no obscurity 
of stsitenicrit—no eluding a difficulty—no timidity in stating delibe¬ 
rately accepted results. With regard to one or two points, we incline, 
indeed, to differ from ihe author. Thus, wo think that liis remarks 
on knowledge and belief tend to affirm not merely the uniform con¬ 
nection of, but the identity of^ these menial acts; or, at all events, 
that he fails to discriminate between them in such a way*as the com¬ 
mon consent of men, expressed in all Uligiiages, demands. 

We conclude by thanking the author for his work, and by cam- 
mendiDg U to all reflective men. 
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U)9—how he discoverh the method of ings of the fathom, 500—))atri»>tie errors 
induction, 110 n2~-{'IioiceofoxHni])Ies, Mihvorhiveofconfidence,507—thefntbers 
113 — h;»|'oiliehcs 114, 115— Ilucun'b not the voire of the church, 509, 510— 
error folloucd IiyMill, 116,117—Kepler u true church history yet rcfiuiiiis to be 
uud Newton's ht(liu'tii>ns, 118, ilO—law written, Ml—ditKrulties of putilisliing 
of cuusution, 120“Cm]»irical laws, 121. in curly times, 512—injustice to the 

nionories rd' the fir^t rcfuniici’s, 512, 513 
Naples, ]siH-lHr»S ->ordirtoftbcconKn*'-s —latter church historians, 514. 

of Paris 32- statement by the K.irl of Pliysical Geography—see sen, 403. 
Clarendon, 33 resolution of 184H, 34 Putinore’s,Co>cutry,pocn3s,529—8clf*con- 

duplieily of the king, 3,5 —llic con.sli- scions seliool of poetry, ,529'-531—^pocm 
tuticni 1*1 the loth Kel rimry, 36—Loid on love, 532—nttrilmtcs of the ]K>etry of 
]ilinfo's int'di.itKin, 37 —the Sicilians de> iimniicrs, 5:1,3—Mr Patmore as a pointer 
luuiid gu:iiattt(>cs Iroin the king, ,38— of nature, 534—liiK various modes of 
ehaiMcrer ol l)on rr:iti<'e>-(o Kitggicro, treating iintiia*, 535, 5.36—liis genius 
311 vo'-ig.iation of niinistois 40— fur painting eliaraeter, 537—his love 
treaeInM'ons iiehaxioiirot the king, 41 - 
addiv-s i>»«.necl h\ the king, 42“inode 
of (Oiiduerihu the inc|niry into the eon- 
lli«M of I'nh M i\, 4.3 — ((inversion (.f ^ 
(rnnnial «onris into sju'ii.il ones, 44 - 
Inihed witii.15-47 • ]n*v\er>‘ion (»f j 
jn-tnv, 13—p.itnoliMii of Don Sa>erto . 
ll.nlieiioi. 13, 3t»- poliie agency in the 
nlV.iii of l.'tli M.n, 51—stare trials in 
>\ngiist l'*5l, 52 political ]iroseeutlon, 
53 poll ival -iniit of (’.iLihria, .54 
to.inn* t «»1 piisonevs, 55. .^6- interior 
(*l a jiiilie- oilie*, 57—numlier of ])«liti- 
(mI p^•^oll is, 5s trial hy court martial, 
5') rii.itioM of llritniu with regiird to 
the 3’wo Sit dies, 60, 61 -tiews of the 
roiistitntion.il i>ariy, 62 —prospects of 
Alur.ifisin, 63, 61 — Neapolitan piihlie 
fveling. 6.5-C>9. 

Owtni, Vrofessjir, Works of, 313—Bacons 
nphtiriMn, 311 ■ l.dnmrs of Hunter, 
Aherneth\,aiid('nxier,3l5-early years 
of Owen,.316 -estrael fnnn Macilwaiii's 
lile of Aheniethy, .317—Owel^^ labours 
in siniifar\ aiidcdneatioii:il movements. 
.318 -Owen and ('’lift fellt)W-IaiK»jrer'(, 
310, 320 -Owen's leetnies on inverte¬ 
brate animals, .321. 323 -man the irter- 
]»relev of nature, 325- distinction be¬ 
tween inereexisfeiice and life, .326- new 
lields (d’ iiivestipitioii, .327,328—Ow en « 
views (*f eertnln lower forms '»f life, .’>*^9, 
.330 * prodnellvenesK of aphides, .331— 
propagation of givgariiia,332 - seienfitic 
nomenclature, 3.33, 334 -aiialoiiiy of 
boncH ,335—Owen's lalMUiTs as a pnla'- 
oiitologiht, 3.36, 337 — eoutribifttioM to 
paIieoiUolug.v, 338-345. jR' ' ' 

lecfklSl^i rarthenogenesisy Owcn^ti lecmraRn they 
329 331. 

Patristic theology and iu epologlstSy 60(^ 

peneidllugs, 6S8-.540—description of love 
hefoie and after marriage, 541 —poctio 
piirallcl between man and wuinan, 543. 

Puetrv, the s]>asniudists, 2.31, 232—the 
poetry of ('hatieer and S]iakes]>care, 
233—Milton, 234--niiiiis, ('owpcr, fln(i 
Wordsworth, 235 —sul>Jeetiv4MMMmpM 
of nioderii poeti», 2.36- 238—Hobeit 
Browning, 23U—i^ord llyion, Lovell 
ileddoes, 240-242—liailey's **P'e8tu*i,** 
213—Mr Dohel, 243—How's my Boy? 
247 —true InisiK of poetry, 279. 

Proverbs seeulnr and sacred,«i40—their 
origin, 141,142-antutuity of some pro* 
veros. i43^iinplicity ot' some, 144— 
their n.itionalelmracU*ri.sties, 14^ 146— 
Beehuana ninf Bedouin proverbs, 147— 
rhvnie ending prnvcrliH, 148—question 
of priority. 149—used by authors and 
oratoiN 149-152—use of proveriM as in¬ 
scriptions. 15.3,154—ethics evangelii^ 
1.55—]iroverim of scripture, 156, 157. ? ■ 

llninl.les of a naturalist, ISS^mportance 
of the study of the lower'aitimalii, 150 
—xoologioal rambles of M. (^uatrefoges, 
IGt)—the rotifer—braoliionus—diatom* 
aeeie, and plaimria, 161—visit to the 
archipelago of Glinuhscy—exploration of 
the Sacavirun, 162—organisation of 
cunice and cirrhatulff, 163, 164-'bahltia 
of the atiimalcular w'orld, 169, 
Mulo, 167—the tuhicolous, 166—the an^ 
nelids, 169—visits to the coasts of 
‘l1’0^l72--€astelhimaro 173—the aadflUS 
'sat;'l74—trapauii thetnnny€^iex|M||A 
—ascent of Stromboli, 177—aXbfiKg ‘ 

, Mount £tna, 179,180—village afwfiw * 
'Vito, 181—thepolyophthalmiaastsda^ 
incUsi% 182«*^ounittylo 16^/tM 
teredo, 

, an4**iii6<ds, 185 ffhiykiJinuuWM 
SiiBtooge, WMMliit- 
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mussel bcris, termites and dra- 
gon-fli, 188, 19^ ^ 

Rifle piactiit—tp< Colonel Jacob, 515 
RomanCtttbolu supci’^titioubltstiiaU 253 

Scottish nmitiHtic^ 37C tuinnip[s>sttm 
ailujiUil in Sutti'>h ioth^cK 177—the 
tntoiiul s\4<um—uh iiiti^is and de¬ 
fects 37b-'idt})tUion ot Seotdi col- 

to the 4cniu> «t the ptoj k 3S0~ 
dciicts ol tilt Vot li uiintiMt\ system 
3b0 Jsi—lien ikment piupooud to he 
intio<lmediiito ^tn itus inerting 3b 1— 
ob|t(tIon^ to the lk,;)>t*> Asmki itum 
364, unueiMtit't tiul the )*<) 
—fttaduitiun uui^ht to Ik (nni|)u)'>ur\, 
386, 3^7—iKticlita ot an entiariie c\ 
amination toiu^ OS'! 189 -c1i*>s>liii 
tiotioi coiopetitoiH 3J0—constitution ol 
the build ot cMiiiiii is, J9I «>pe(iil 
objtf t ot itistriu tion 112 191 

IcottS 0 oi.;( tiilhcrr, (jothu ''iiliiUi- 
turrf 346—piisent Mews U7 U**—the 
idea ul perm iiieiut jv aHhitettiiu UJ 
—Gothii it\ \ ilist 1*1 ij2 liothu 

■ u» I onilon lil ii4—(lutliu 
archifettuiL iwimlow 1)>—oujit 
a Gotbii window to hi ]>o)ntid 3'>(»- 
the midii Jiied btnduw 1>7 looi-^ 
359 -fiecduiu ol (i itiiK sok l(>n—usi 
and ibiiM ut plistd ibl—pun in. in 
arrhituHarc t()2 lb3—derui itiM punt 
ii]}r kj4 lf)5—(oUmr ot Imk tbb 
new nnUiiil , 367 iriH-^MlU luliine 
ture, 369 (jotbic anhitietuic npplu 
aide to tiiim buildings 370—tTn]io\i 
mrnt in stiecc aulnteituri 171 372 
anhitcrtuie ot the future, 375 

cotiibh natuial Mienct 70—iiitludKi of 
theologi'd stitlics 71 -tluolo/^ in its 
twofold ehaiaeter,72 -cfleitsot 
of natai.ll Micnre 73- national iiillu* 
once otialijnuuH edncntioii, 75 -invtitit- 
tionottif Lm^crsitt ut Kdiitl iir,t)i 76 
natural icncd and litciatuic ot 15H3 
1791, *7 79— opinions ut Dr C balnu rs 
andM Hii^th Millet, Su 1) Unw- 
•ter, M( pit<ntiK( and natal pliirc ot 
Dr Fleiui 82—tii«t niiiiisteiial 
diantC) fl• iflotei ol 111 1 loniin}t, 

a —appoiiited tu piufessonil f hails, 
Hfs^ndaiion U tat in pli}suut siicme 

84, SO—siitlercnt s3>5ietM 
oartamldmuena, 86-88—the philoaMfay 

tun Hr ti( 

the Gulf Stream—Daily ulisen PIS or its 
lii^h tcnipeiHturo, 405—iiiipoitimc of 
Muui> s * 5\iiid and < iiiunt (huts,* 
406 — llru^scN seicntitu conliiuKi, 
497—inflmnec ol tlu luiunt ol the 
Giilt StK mi, 40H Its piithiile s(iii((, 
dtsiriptioii, md tiiiipii itiiu 40) 410 
— Its ethi Is on eliiii itt, 411 —Inm tu ns 
ot the atmosplit 1 ( 412 disdipiion ut 
ti idi winds 41J itinos|hin( nutiniu- 
lof.ie il i^tueiis 414 s<iui is win me 
rneis KiiiM tlunwitos ii» oij.m 
uthnUinidsi vbui/es 411 iiiuii t ]( 
en)]do\id III niMsti^itiiip. tli ] li n i 
mem ul the ti uU winds tl( 417 
iiiutnts in 
an open s(. \ 

MX 4 ot till 

tllL Si. t 4lS t] 
lie 11 tlii pi li 41 ) 
sdtiu ot tin sp 

,.nniinl [oi 
I liu 
420 — 

lelrot (<pntuiiil c iluis md i iiii 421 
—Minus tlnou 1 f, ulnv thi 1) il 
S( I 42 1—suniitlin.s <{ th U ]> I2t 
42b —111 >iis lulls (hill iti ol rli s I >7 

toi(« ot lip cinKiit- t2S 1 IK i\ 
stoiui<^, UJ 410 Us lulu'. t H Hi it 
mil K ii] ill ^1 It oiilm^ 1 III s 
4 32 ship 1 14 li lilt ill otiii t N w 
\oik 1 3 - ill m m I Si II] tin t ; 
isliMisimunt ot ) nut i >1 .nil h 
]mini (lit III 111.1 md 13( 

St mil I » Ini 111 t u 111 1 ii.Mn 1 - 
s ( M ilu n s 11,1(1 1 

St(Wint 1 loiessut l)u,;ild his i| ml 
piiilij oph\ Il tt(i liotiit d I St i( 
lb5- Mdiioii 1 \ Mr 5 1 III h II ( niv 
.>outh, ll7 liist IdtiiUs I Ml 
nice ot tils ti uluis on his ut i Im, 
4b) 470—stiti ul ]diilosi ] ||> m ( i| 
I itiil 471 luid ( ikWI Ml Is II 1 |)i 
(hiliiKis lUiut Suwni -lit n 
inltouwol hiswiitm. 171 Its | ii 
jils md wiitiii,.- 4" » ihilmni. \ n , 
471 di 111 mil foi in irlitiuuui his i | 
UiUi woik», 477 ilissdtiti His rs 
JJeiiidits ot the l*liil>so|h> ut tin )lu 
limn Mind 479 4M1 si ion 1 \ulni i «t 
till i Uimiits 4HI 4H2 Stiwiit III 
mthoiite iiiliyu, 183 llmMi i snli- 
tioii ot hti waits woiks IHI 4 3) ins 
idiiicks on tiste and hinnt^ IM, 1^7 

on (lie pliilusuplu ot th HI iMi III 1 III 
lilt pOWdS, 488 MIWSotiM I li |MUl 
111 man and luora) pmhI ih'i lil n 
(leases the fame ol 1 diiil in^li I him i> 
•It), 492—infludu c (\i uiM (I l\ Inin ni 
Bnglaiid and hi iiK( 493 PH his u 
MkmntoCoasm rindKini, Pu philo- 
Bopby at the present tiiiu, los 

riiornda^ or the Conflut ot Opmiun, 
86b—sintiinents 8b7, 2bb>- 

thought, 269. 

I» nU||||jH^ 












